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REPORT

Subject ^ttere noted in the sale of cheap rice 
84 Amoy ^oad rice-shops.

and

rice

above-

with which

It isshop

sold everyday

shop declared thatAt about 2.30 pm.»the former

required a more lengthy

latter shop finishedAt about 4.30 pm., the

were seen coming forrice and no more persons

The undersigned then checked the amount of

collected with the assistance of the above-

It is suspected that the above 2 shops might

together and intended to misappropriate

for a better price

suspected practice may be carried outThis

dealing with cheap rioei

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant

Ofn-cer-i/c-lduw

I beg to report that, between 1 pm. and 5 pm. on>

At 1 pm. 5-10-40, the former of the

M.d.by Sa* 3ha° K"‘ng W“«’ Juried by '•

ric e-shops

period of time

#4

5-10-40) the undersigned was on duty with C.P.C.s 77, 79

and 427 at 690 Chekiang Road and 84 Amoy Road

looking after both shops re the sale of cheap

mentioned shops commenced selling the coupons

rice could be obtained from the latter

understood that 2400 coupons are to be

all coupons had been sold out which declaration the

undersigned doubted, as this job

ssuing

upons

iNorvro ®'y w I
Cs.B, ) • I
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mentioned C.J.C.s and found that there were only about

1600 with a shortage of 700 and more

have concerned

the cheap rice

by other shops

Sub Inspec



F. 207 A 
G. 1000-7-40.

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

October 8, 19 40

To. T.K. Ho, Esq., 

Deputy Secretary.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : -

Subject :-Re matters noted in the sale of cheap rice by 
690 Chekiang Road and 84 Amoy Road rice-shops.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.



Louza Station, 
5-10-40.

Re matters noted in the sale of cheap rice by 690 Chekiang 
Road and 84 Amoy Road rice-shops.

I beg to report that, between 1 pm. and 5 pm. on 
5-10-40, the undersigned was on duty with C.P.C.s 77, 79 
and 427 at 690 Chekiang Road and 84 Amoy Road rioe-shops 
looking after both shops re the sale of cheap rice.

At 1 pm. 5-10-40, the former of the above- 
mentioned shops commenced selling the coupons with which 
rice could be obtained from the latter shop. It is 
understood that 2400 coupons are to be sold everyday.

At about 2.30 pm., the former shop declared that 
all coupons had been sold out which declaration the 
undersigned doubted, as this job required a more lengthy 
period of time.

At about 4,30 pm., the latter shop finished 
issuing rioe and no more persons wore seen coming for 
same. The undersigned then checked the amount of 
coupons collected with the assistance of the above- 
mentioned C.P.C.s and found that there were only about 
1600 witn a shortage of 700 and more.

It is suspected that the above 2 shops might 
have concerned together and intended to misappropriate 
the cheap rice for a better price.

This suspected practice may be carried out 
by other shops dealing with cheap rice.

Certified true copy

CCK/.
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September 24, 40.

Yu Ya Ching, !•<!• •
Swînflhât Rlca Cheap Sal«« Committe«,
93 Canton Road, 
Shanghai.

Sir,

X have to acknowledge receipt of yoar letter of 

September 21 requesting Police protection for various shop« 

daring th« cheap salea of ri««, and in reply, to «tat* th^t 

th« natter has Man referr«d to th« Coomis«ioner of Polio« 

for attention.

X an, Sir,

Your ob«di«nt Servant,



Translation at letter to chinee» 
Deputy secretary ^I*>® ahsfflglwi Si as

anted 21st September, IMO*

Mos Cheap a ale st Police preteetion wanted, 

H haVe eonti’sued the aheap sale of rise daily fxoa

8 y«s* sines the 19th instant« Although tbs

Mlles Department waa requested in advance to accord us 

protection, according to telephone messages received from | 

various rieo shops, constables either failed to arrive 

in ties er did not tumuy at all yesterday; the result 

was that there was some disorder'ant in some eases shop 
ypS^g

counters and furniture were destroyed toy ths overwhelming 
erow<aih^^^hfcO^^^^^^& the

the prise of rise was not so higi as now* so that''

ooo not very nr^snt* AS we sennet dispense with polios 

protection for a aoment at the present tins* will you 

please

to the

should

request the Police Authorities to tend Constafelio' ■

shops rnmctually to ensure safety. Attention 

be given particularly to shops uader ths juris diction 

torfon poad and Pootoo head folies Stations« _• please
• ¡oW'OSW >m'^:

I

SS

■3SKlKhi^?§Sr

Address i HoaM* Osh ten Hoad

of the

(WtOf wseefwsi for translation a«a«

IS



Acknowledged, ioTTZST?
Centra! Re* /? I 9 / 1^4.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
-............... , & 0 ^A^/r/ggj

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE. " (4 ? £
^rtf»-^*****^^*^*^"

Precis_of letter 1W..27B from. Shanghai..QauuaiXtee for 
of......Gl..e.ap....S.tIe...Qf...Eice.,....9S....^.... .... . .............

.Sep t ember ...17.,. / 94O.

Police Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council, 

Sirs,

The cheap sale of rice will re-commence on the 

19th inst. between 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. (Daylight sav

ing time) at the request of rice dealers, when each 

person will be allowed to purchase 4 catties of rice 

at $1.00 and each rice dealer will dispose of 50 

bags of rice. I forward for your information a list 

of rice dealers who have agreed to undertake the work, 

enclosed herewith, requesting you to be good enough 

to notify your subordinates to accord police protec

tion as before.

(Signed): Yu Ya Ching

Chairman.



Trans lette» of letter to Council 
fra» the ghmghal Oewirtt tee for 
Cheap salo of Meo«
Datod 18th ¿JOptesber, 1*49«

Mor© than eight ®ontns have passed Maae this Comm!thee 

was forwl oa 5th January this year« Wo are Tory grateful to 

the Council for according us synpathetie support acA to the 

various business Modulation* and individuals for their generous 

contributions and assistance« To sell rise at cheap price to

our folloc«b©laga* In W poet, suehaalss have always been 
conductal a* temporary expedients sad hart never boon continued 

far any protracted tiaa« The ambers of cmr Oeatsalttoo tr sable - 
sonstantly in view of their heavy respmisiU lity* la the first 

poring aheap salsa wero held cm three occasions. A total'of
[CJOt 10*v*M bags of aatgtn rite was sold at a loss of acre thua

faring soceai period cheap Bales «ero eoMuetoA twine« 

' to about 80,009 bags were SOIA, wo oaffered a lese of orar 

$19?,000« Op to the present we have still over St,000 bags, 

meh ore barely sufficient for two nome» aimc i«e have 

«■hmteA ow ncaas la tegnente* with ths raising of fuadn for
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Made //
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Se c 11 o n 1, Spe c i al Br

REPORT ' -ZZ

•...Î4.8È..PXxi ce; shops..where the sale of cheap rice will he
conducted from September 19, 1940
and Forwarded by D. S.I. Logan

À letter was received by the Shanghai 

lûinicipal Council on September 17, 1940, from the 

Shanghai Bice Shops' Association, Lane 153, 52

Shanhaikwan Bo ad, in connection with the resumption 

of the cheap sale of rice commencing from September 19, 

1940. The eales will take place between 2 p.m. 

and 5 p.m. daily (instead of from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. 

ae in the previous sales).

The price ef cheap rice remains at $1 for
I 4 catties and the maximum purchase is $1.00 each 

person.

A translation of the letter is attached 

hereto together with a list of tne names and 

addresses of the 60 rice shops selected for

this cheap sale.

I

D.C. (Special Branch)

Distribution

D.0.e "A", *B" & "C 
Central 
Louza
Chengtu Bo ad 
Sinza 
Gordon Bead 
Pootoo Bead 
Bubbling Well 
West Hongkew 
French Iblice

D. S



Trsnelation of s lotter dated September 14» 1940» 
addressed to the Council from the Shanghai Rice 
....... ........... fl»«!, AW?1 «tiqn__________________

The Shanghai Municipal Councilt

In compliance with the request of the 
Shanghai Rice Cheap Sales Committee we have decided to 
sell rice at reduced prices for the sixth period from 
2 p.m. (Day Light Saving Time) on September 19th. 
Sixty rice shops have been entrusted to sell rioe 
tickets and to distribute ricei 36 in the International 
Settlement (18 for selling rice tiekata and 18 for 
distributing rice) and 24 in the French Concession (12 
for selling rioe tiekete and 12 for distributing rice)» 

Herewith we submit 30 copies of a table 
showing the names and addresses of those shops above 
referred to. It is requested that the varioue Solice 
Stations be instructed to duly detail policemen to the 
varioue places where the sale of rice ticketeand the 
distribution of rioe will take place in due course.

Shanghai Rice Shope* Association 
(Chopped)

Inclosed* 30 copies of a list of names and 
addressee of rice shops.



List of Rice Shops assigned to conduct cheap sale 
of rice from September 19, 1940 between 2 p.m. 
and 5 p.m. daily.

Rice Shope to Sell Coupon* Rice Shope to Issue Rice

INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT

1. Loh Sing Yue 
Rice Shop, 501 Elgin Road.

2. Tai Chong ( X- ) 
Rice Shop, 237 North 
Shanae Road.

3. Dong Zung Heng ( I*} 
Rice Shop, 6 North 
Chekiang Road.

4. Kao Tai ( )
Rice Shop, 690 Chekiang Road.

5. Hoong Joong Sing( %fj) 
Rice Shop, 325 Shanhaikwan
Ito ad.

6. Loh Chung Woo )
Rice Shop, 932 Sinza Road.

7. Do ng Fah Si ng ( )
Rice Shop, 425 Tonquin Road.

8. Sing Tai ( $7 )
Rice Shop, 292 Haiphong Road.

9. Lao Yung Yuan 
Rice Shop, 65 Penang Road.

10. Chang Heng Zung (jSMMu 
Rice Shop, 160 Ichang Road.

11. Ching Loo ng Zung( 
Rice Shop, Lane 4356, IS 
Robison Road.

12. Zien Zung ( )
Rice Shop* 418 Terry Road.

13. Tai Kong ( 4- i ) 
Rice Shop, 101 Connaught 
Road.

14. Huh Shing ( )
Rice Shop, 615 Connaught 
Road.

15. Heng Yuan Sing (
Rice Shop, 100 Annan Ro ad J

16. San Mow Chung ( $&)
Rice Shop, 125 Chengtu Road.

Heng Joong zung (
Rice Shop, 344 Elgin Road.

Yah Tai ( )
Rice Shop, 360 Tee poo Road*

Dong Yuan Chong ( /¿j )
Rice Shop, 894 Tienoong Road.

Ngoo Kung ¿UxXjt- )
Rice Shop, 84 MaeoS Road.
San Mow ( >~ Xa )
Rice Shop, 359 Shanhaikwan 
Road.

Chien Han Yue (
Rice Shop, 1174 Sinza Roacr.

Lee Cho ng Huh ( )
Rice Shop, 160 Changping Road.

Hung Tai Yuan
Rice Shop, 269 Haiphong Road.

Woo . Foh ( Ju )
Rice Shop, 4707 Robieon Road.

Dong zung ziang
Rice Shop, 495 Ichang Road.
Kiu Mow Ziang Xj
Rice Shop, 726 Ferry Road.’

Hung Joong ¿K )
Rice Shop, 662 Ferry Road.
Dong Foo ng Sze ( $0 )
Riee Shop, 79 Connaught Road.

Mow Dah Chong ( & kjg ) 
Rice Shop, 651 Hart Road.

Zung Sung Yah
Rice Shop, 69 Hart Road.

Si ng Dah ( J&T )
371 Taku Road. ’
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Rice ghopa to Sell Coupone Rice Shope to Xa eue Rice

17. Chin Tai Teung
Rice Shop» 211 Yunnan Road?

18. Wo Zung ( $4 )
Rice Shop» 316 Avenue 
Edward VII.

Heng Sung Ziang ( ¿Tyf#-)
Rice Shop» 676 Poochow Road.

Tai San ( kM )
68 Honan Road.

TRENCH CONCESSION

Rice Shope to Sell Coupons

19. Yeh Woo Ziang ( )
Rice Shop» 94 Rue Du 
Weikwei

20, Zung Woo ( )
Rice Shop» 213 Rue Galle

21. Nyi Dah ( X À. ) 
Rice Shop» 30 Rue Karoo 
Polo

22. Yien Tel ( S ) 
Rice Shop» 56 Rue nuisson- 
net

23. Yung Yue (zK- ) 
Rice Shop» 119 Rue Xagrene

24. j*t , Zung Shing )
Rice Shop» 163 Rue Porte 
do 1’Quest

25» Ching Yue Peh () 
Rice Shop, 427 RutfTBrenler 
de Montmor«nd

26. Dong Pah ($ $* ) 
Rice Shop, 107 Rue du Pere 
Proc

27. Zung TH Kiu 
Rice Shop» 485 Avenue Pooh

28. Ching TH ( $ )
Rice Shop, 52 Sing Sing KS, 
Route Pere Robert

29. Zal Zung )
Rica Shop. 70 Zien Ka Dong» 
C'«:PV

30. Kiu Dah ( & £. )
Rioe Shop, 780 Rue Retard

Rice Shops to Issue Rice
Sing Zung Woo (f| ) 
Rice Shop» 108 Rue Du 
Weikwei

Shing Zung (JËL ) 
Rioe Shop, 65 Rue Xffeyette.

Pao Woo Yah
Rioe Shop, 71 Rue Marco
Polo

Yue Poong Yah (
Rico Shop, 5 Rue Buisson- 
net
Woo Poong ( $ )
Rioe Shop, 80 Rue Xagrene

Hong Zung Poong
Rioe Shop, 112 Rue Chapsal.

YuenZung (3% )
Rioe Shop» 398 Rue Lafa
yette,

Tse Woo ( )
Rioe Shop, 115 Rue du Pere
Proo

Yuen Woo )
Rioe Shop, 47 Route des 
Soeurs

Kung Ping Yah )
Rice Shop, 390 Route Pere 
Robert.
Kwong Tai (A ) 

Rice Shop, 478 Route 
Vallon

Yung De h ( )
Rioe Shop, 115 Route Anlral 
Courbet»



September 17, 1940.

The Shanghai Cheap Bice Sales Committee 

will re-commence eales at rice shope in the 

Settlement and French Concession from September 19, 

1940. The hours of sale will be from 2 p.m. to 

5 p.m. daily. A number cf shops will sell coupons 

entitling the holder to purchase 4 Shih Chin (catties) 

of rice for $1.00. The coupon will bear the 

address of the shop at which the rice may be 

purchased.

Purchasers are hereby called upon to 

take note that as the sales are conducted as a 

philanthropic undertaking intended to benefit 

the people they must observe strict order and 

not cause any disturbance while making their 

purchases. Should unruly characters create 

any trouble at these rice shops on any pretext 

whatsoever, they will be instantly arrested and 

severely punished.

Shops selling coupons and rice are 

listed in all newspapers.

By order 

Commissioner of Police.
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Letter JNo. 269 from the Shanghai Cornnmlyt! fW Ire Cr.ehp •
Translation of.... Sale of Idee, 93 Canton Road.L 5 *

September 6,...... ......194 0.

Police Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Sirs,

Whilst thanking you for the assistance render-

ed by your subordinates in connection with the, cheap 

sale of rice sponsored by my Committee, which com

menced on the 20th ult., we wish to advise that the 

work will be suspended on the 8th inSt. and recom- 

menced on the 19th inst. during which period,new 

rice dealers will be arranged to take over ,the work. " 

A list giving the addresses add names of^newApice 

dealers will be forwarded to. you in due course. .

The extra work given to you is very much

appreciated.

(Signed):

S.K. Ho:

Yu Ya Ching 

Chairman.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
S.l, 

REPORT

Shanghai...Cheap Rice Sale s Coranittee - meeting.

Made //
'-and..

Commr. oj Police.
resolutions were passed

vmation.
1.

Distribution

1940. Mr

..Forwarded by........^(|.a..I.......LQgan

D.C. (Special Branch)

Subject............

' G. (Sp. Br.

D.O.s *A*, •B” & •C" 
Louza 
Chengtu Road 
Sinza 
Gordon Road 
Pootoo Road 
Bubbling Well 
West Hongkew 
French Police

Eleven members of the Shanghai Cheap Rice

Sales Committee held a meeting in their office, 93

Canton Road, between 3 p.m. and 4.30 p.m. Sept. 5

Yu Ya Ching presided and the following

present cheap sales of rice at 60That the
designated centres in the Settlement and French 
Concession be concluded on September 8 and 
temporarily suspended for a period of ten days 
as from September 9 in order to select new 
distribution centres.

That the sales be re-coranenced from September 
19, 1940 and that the selling hours be decided 
upon by the Rice Shop Owners* Guild



TRANSLATION OF NOTICE

September 7, 1940.

The Shanghai Cheap Rice Sales 

Committee (93 Canton Road) will suspend 

the sale of cheap rice for 10 days between 

September 9 and 18, 1940, in order to 

select further shops for distribution*

The addresses of the new centres 

for selling coupons and distributing rice 

will be announced in due course.

By order,

Commissioner of Police
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G. 40M-1-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l
REPORT

®pe< .1. _____
^Datfc.... ....
D4g.Mga.11t. ..13........ 19 40

5«¿;>cr..Shan^h.ai...Clieap...Ri..c.e....SÉiles...¿.oi3iai±.taja..-..clieai)....saXe....o.f...rxce.

..D.Q.gt.p.gn.ed..from.August 15 to August 20

Made '.  ...... ....and........  Forwarded by.........D.K...I*...Gxawford.,.

The cheap sale of rice» sponsored by the

Shanghai Cheap Rice Sales Committee, which is due

to re-commence on August 15, 1940, at 60 designated 

centres in the Settl-ment and French Concession, 

has been postponed to August 20. The sales will 

tnke place between 7 a.m. and 10 a.m. daily (instead 

of from 2 p»m. to 6 p»m. as was decided upon by the 

Committee on August 10).

The price of cheap rice remains at $1 for 

4 catties and the maximum purchase is $1.00 each 

person.

A list of 60 rice shops selected as

D. C. (Special Branch)

Distribution

Gordon Road 
Pootoo Road 
Bubbling Well 
West Hongkew 
French Police.

*G*
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9.

List of Rio* Shop* aaaign*d to oonduot oh*ap **1* 
of rio* from Augu*t So, 1940 b*tw**n 7 a. a. and 
MLr*m .. ............................ ..................

R10* Mop* to 9*11 Coupon* Rio* Mop* to Zoouo Rio*

imBMATIOKAX fiBTTUBflBMT

Slang Woo Hum (4*a 
MOO Mop, 998 Worth r 
Pokion Road.
Sum Than Chong (*l4k *Aj $) 
Rio* Mop, 070 Tiondong 
Road.

Yung Kong Kung ( )
Rio* Mop, 488 Taopoo Road

070 TlondoM

Mm sum 
Moo Mop» 
Pokion Road.

Hong Mm Sung Moo Mop, as Worth * 
•ooohow Road.

0« Poong Sung ( jt, ffk ) 
Moo Mop, 10 Row flarkot
MMF’W

8. Mh Mom Tub 
Moo Shop» 900 Aoonuo 
Mod.

7. Bah Mum J K + # )
Moo MOR. 8M Burkin 
Road.

«•»¿•ss.rn.j&V;! 
“• m.8»/*« 412*»

0« 107 Worth

Xwol Tai (J& )
Moo Mop, 887 Tiondong 
Road.

•oom Tai Huh
Moo Mop, M Sorth Pokioa 
Road.
ROM Ming King (41. )
MOO Mop, Id Worth 
MoMom Wood,

Bum Rloo
Sung T»1 (
Mop, 030 Roi

Hung Tai Sung 
Moo Mop, 180 Maagga* 
Road.
Ho Sum sung J^a 
Rio* Mop, 007 M*ngtu Rd.

Sum Room ' tu ' Moo Mop, 8M Mnaa4 W&d.

Mu Bah __ J C* 1
Moo C— 

as j&rw.

S3

Mop, 793 Jbranu* Road

Ming 
Mop,

lie

Mop»
(M \

970 Connaught

1807 io^y Mad.

Ting >oom 
Rio* Mop, 
Road.

Sung Sum 
Rio* Mop,

San SiM 
RIO* Shop,

044 C<

U- & 1 
1011 forty Road.

(X fj )
1941 Worry Road
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Rice Shops to geIX Coupon»
15. Wei Joong Yah ffy\

Rice Shop, 1007 Tonquin 
Road,

16. Doong Joong Sing( is] £ |jr ) 
Rice Shop, 389 Hart Road.

69 H&rX ROfiUXe
18. Yuan Zung lea )

Rice Shop, 189 Taku Road.

Rice Shops to Issue Rjce
Hung Joh Tai )
Rice Shop, 1270 Gordoh 
Road.
Tien Zung Tai ( )
Rice Shop, 1565 Avenue ' 
Road.
Doong Woo ( If] ) 
Rice Shop, 34 Annam Road.
Yhh Tai (1% Í ) 
Rice Shop, 64 Taku Road.

JRRRCH C0HGE38IQ*

19. Tien Shing ( X. _M ) 
Rice Shop, 143 Route 1' 
Dupleix.

20. Yung Yuan Tai )
Rioe Shop, 77 Rue Cardinal 
Mercier.

21. ZdLang Sung )
Rice Shop, 6 Rue Gaston 
Kahn,

22. Woo Kong (^'0 fa, ) 
Rico Shop, 247 Rue Cassini.

23. Mb An )
Rioe Shop, 380 Rue Conty.

24. Joh Chong (7^ <1? ) 
Rice Shop, 85 Rue. Tere 
Jroc.

23. Heng YU Keen )
Rice Shop, 478 Rue Auguste 
Boppe.

28. Zang Kee ( & ¿6 ) 
Rioe Shop, 124 Rue Eugene 
Bard.

27. 8 Zang Yuan )
Rioe Shop, 80 Rue 
Buissonnnet.

28. WOn Chong ( Jfc )
Rice Shop, 94 Rue Kraetser.

29. Yah Woo Zlang () 
Rioe Shop, 133 Rue du • 
Welkvei.

30. Yih Shing Jung ( A & )
Rice Shop, 32 Rue Colbert.

Yu Zung j®/ )
Rioe Shop, 118 Route 
Duplelx.
Bah Zung ( £ “I® ) 
Rioe Shop, 193 Rue 
Prentice.

Yu Joong Zung M £ )
Rice Shop, 39 Rue Gaston 
KMbn.
Bao Sung (% Ü ) 
Rioe Shop, 430 Route Tere 
Robert.
Doong Shing K3»ang(j¿] Jf/0) 
Rioe Shop, 340 Rue Conty.
Nyl Joong (Jst % ) 
Rice Shop, 111 Rue Tere 
Jr oo.

Tuh Tai Kyi )
Rioe Shop, 86 Avenua 
Dubail.
Tseng Hen* ®xong(M^¿ ) 
Rioe Shop, 52 Rue Eugene 
Bard.

Yuan Joong (7<j )
Rice Shop, 332 Boulevard 
de Montigny.
Sa Bah ( it ) 
Rioe Shop, 170 Rue KThetaer.
Sing Zung Woo (fí ) 
Rioe Shop, 108 Rue du 
WeiJcnoi.
Zang Tai Shingf) 
Rioe Shop, 37 Rue laguerre.



Translation of letter to Council 
from Shanghai Hico Shops’ Association.

Dated 13th August, 1940

Rice Cheap Sales:. Police protection.

We have Just received a notice from the Shanghai 

Rice Cheap Sales Committee stating that according to an 

armonneement made by the Council, Cheap Sales for the 

fifth period will commence on the 15th instant, but as the 

present precautionary measures will still be in force at 

that time, the date for the commencement of cheap sales 

should be changed to the 20th.

Apart from acting according to instructions, the 

Council is hereby informed that the opening of cheap sales 

for the fifth period will be postponed until 7 a.m. (Daylight 

Saving Time) on 20th August. Please instruct the various 

Police Stations to s end policemen to protect the various 

shops selling rice and rice tickets at fair prices and to 

maintain order on the occasion.

(Signed) Shanghai Bice Shops* Association.

(Motet Received for translation p.m. 13th August, 1940.)

I £

toD.C. (fovffinrt
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K. aoo*s-4o

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE.

iQlt^ljiMwCTnw 
RtGiSTRY 

ü. Dj&JÊW

Translation
Letter No. 251 from the Shanghai (’■ owittee 

of......Sale....o.f..JLic,e.,....MQ.»:. 93 Canton Road.' '

August 13,...... 194 Q.

Police Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Sirs,

In continuation of our last letter advising you 

that the cheap sale of our rice would be suspended 

for ten days from the 5th inst., we now forward here

with for your information a list giving new rice deal

ers and their addresses, who have consented to under

take the work this time from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. (Day

light saving time), commencing the 20th inst. when 

each person will be allowed to purchase 4 catties of 

rice at $1, each dealer will dispose of 50 bags of 

rice and we expect to get 1,500 bags of this grain 

disposed of daily, requesting you to be good enough 

to notify the men under your command to accord protec

tion in the interest of peace an’d order as before. We 

assure you that your assistance in our work will be 

appreciated.

(Signed): Yu Ya Ching

Chairman.

Encl: As stated. 

S.K. Ho:



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL P0L1ÇI*

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE.
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REGISTRY j

N* & G,

Letter No. 251 from the Shanghai Committee for the Chajp 
Translation of

August 13, JP4 0.

Police Department, 

Shanghai Munic ipal Council.

Sirs,

In continuation of our last letter advising you 

that the cheap sale of our rice would be suspended 

for ten days from the 5th inst., we now forward here

with for your information a list giving new rice'deal

ers and their addresses, who have consented to under

take the work this time from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. (Day

light saving time), commencing the 20th inst. when 

each person will be allowed to purchase 4 catties of 

rice at $1, each dealer will dispose of 50 bags of 

rice and we expect to get 1,500 bags of this grain 

disposed of daily, requesting you to be good enough 

to notify the men under your command to accord protec

tion in the interest of peace and order as before. We 

assure you that your assistance in our work will be 

appreciated.

(Signed): Yu Ya Ching

Chairman.

Encl: As stated.

H
N

M
ÈM

i

S.K* Ho:



We here just r©solved a notice from the Shi frit 

Moe Cheap Sales Cff—ltW stating that aoccrding to at 

announcement macle by the Council, Cheap Salos for the 

fifth period «in coauaonoo at the 13th instant, but as the 

present precautionary Measures will still be in fores at 

that time* the date for the oomenowMot of enaap salol, 
jjjfcfi he e^angsd

apart from acting according to lastruotions, the 

Council is hereby infareed that the opening of cheap sale« 

for the fifth period will be postponed until 7 a*m* (aayllfgrt y 

Saving Timo) on 80th august» PMaac instruct the varices \l/ 
Polios stations te send poUonen to protoot the varlsae X 

^toye selling rloe and rice tietaote at fair prises an& *•/ I 

mintain si ah

(Sl®»d) Shae^ai Me« Shope* as^Motl®;

(Koto» Received fee Granelatiim p«w l2^ assist, XHflbl



Tran ala ti toa « letto» te cornati
**•« shtotfwl Mto Sbops* ^toelette®.

x’^ w*w IMO .

alto.J^toP mtoi tollto gmototoff
®e MO Ì®B »eeelved a notico traa tibie ^t>aw^e>t 

Me» Cheap tolto Ototottoe ttatisg that aoacrdiE# io to 

atoowaoetoot ma Je by thè Counoll, Cìwap Mito far thè 

fitta porIM »IH tonneato <m tue 13th instato» but to ton 

preeoat preorntlonary «MUtoto «ili stili be in et 

ttet ti»» thè tate to» ooEüneneeseat of tìxsap tolto 

should to «ìmg&i to tue 3ctM«

Apa-Pt Itom aat lag eoetotlng to latotoetiloMy tto 

Sounoll la Ueftoy laCtotoà tiist tu« apeniag et- etoto tolto 

for U» fifth perioà vili to pcmptoed usti! 7 a*®u 

Mvi^ Time) tm SOtih âsguat« Pleeee lastraot Ito variato 

ioli ce statios» to eeaü poliosimn || preteto tue variotai 

toope aelliag rito aad rie© tiotots ai fair prises osi to 

tolatala orde» eàf

(àigped). Mto^ai Mto MOW* --isetottoito*

(Motos aetoitod IH ttoMlaMto tow WB OOl



"s. b.

Mo. cnw» sale», rollo» l>TCt«Mira.

Tb ooayUoteo aitai W lo^oot of th© stejM MBS

ÄÜG IS 1940

Om> salo ¿MfttWte *«▼• deoidot t© ©oli rio ©t roteati 
’ in©©» fw tfcO m tfcBB foa ist» Cheap MBB will tt

j'' at ? au». Sally (My Light «©Mag Tite)« sixty rite
«hopo Maro teto OBtte»tot to soll rioe IHMc aal to 
«MtSMs rioBf mow sotaoBBM i» som B1M* tMfcBSa 

«MMBO M©tfiWti»t»lO0) BBi Mis tmW •OBBMBtM
(1* Wf• B<Mk« MWtB BB« tBBlw «otriWiBC »IW* m ' 1

^^iXwwltli stMt so BM«B m tie OW BiMMtM W ««mb ««• bW— 
/ erst W OH» noaoo laotmiBt tfeB wriow PoiiBB stBtim

Wtriot» to «©tail >gtfBB—> to oooM *i«o ote» omMS* *■ 
/ z oollins Moo at ooSobbS bbíobo at tte fl»t ttao daily to

Bjÿ WB
(Oteptodl Manual Mao Ste»o’



Urt of moo tea>o Sy «• 0—Itteo tea Ate*

wB ** W*UO >
M — i|W 1» — sot «Lo—fe IS la — —a* altos—nr 

SO SMmV;

1« Steac Ho —Ib A— illoctaio 

t. —c ■— To—So ta ®T0 Ttoa* 
!<Wpflteta 
S» SMag^—co ta W HO— — 
fe —C HoteC z—» A— iliagiilo.
S. Mag Mag, as—M iltegiMo

•» Ute TO*— TOfe ta — t A— 
?®K|r i—fe
T, Ta TO— W, HO». Sta fl—tell SB* 

So WOi Steg Stag, ta ta Stata Boote

mag K*oag —te ta <•• — ta*» 
tate T*o» so. Sta TteaStag «tete 

stag T*a ite» mo SB soot a tata ta 

a—Hata tate ta W «a— 
takt—teste .• ■ _ .

tac s— ta, ta ita — —te 

«ta ta ata* ta iso un inflate ta 

te a— mite ta sst sitate teta 

sta tate ta Sta ai— teta
te Tata Sta tate ta XTS tetto» ta teia Ta» ta TW Ate— Wot

Ite te tal teta sa sss —aa teta Tt ta teta ta Ste te— teta 

ta SAtewttata «BteUtea teta —c tela« teta ta *» —Nta ta 
ta tetes sta ta ta —te »ta T** teta te« ite e——te teta 

ta — Tta ta Ilo*» fotoy teta g— —fe ta teta sa— teat, 
ta wot <*otfe Sfe 1—♦ fatty teta sot Wtefe ta UH »r®try asta

ta Sts fuag ta* ta teta T— Hate SHi T «fe ta 1ST» — teofl» 
Kite tac Mac tettfe ta SW» H— H—Ti teag fta ta SOS A—MB HmS» 
1 ta S— T—Tta ta w H— tea0» TWC tata ta te— sata

ta T— H— ta ta tefe Tote Bata two Tte.» ta SS—a flota
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Liat «e Mee oMsteMt By ti» test« ta® ter t» 
ltelM^|fe-M« iMÉhi,'' :

SB aboya t® «Be temete»*» IB la «te BMMeetek alMMMey
BB ab®fWhü^^^O

>» Mte* te tees» ÀBttete illegible
S» tete tete JCs * cag» te» Mo Tlea- 
s» I^S^tete» »©•„ 157 Next* Fold«® 

B» teW tel®« MM» MMeaa illegible

•» teas «tete «átete* ülegiblo
B» Ute T®*teg Tob* W* eoe» àv«muo
Ut, ' Mete IgK
y» Ta tete« Be» te» 3B», ÄatkMll MU

w, wWiWiwnMt
Yuiag K*M teMb te» áte Ttete Bate

Kw*ol T«a» te» BB7« TlaaMag Mag» 
3ung T’a.Kub# M» 68 iorth Mte M»
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ten$ *** teas» te» 1B0 ottaastei ai» 
te tees Kttefo te» S67 Ghflngtv tete»
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Ite» te VteB Xteff» te MB Stana tette Tl Btete M» BM teM tette

Ite M tete «tete Bo» MB «atete® Mate «s B»1M *Mte *te Me mtetea® M» 
1M mm Mite M» Ma «MteteMM teete «>m mm» m» bm BteM
W.BMttete M. Wte BMW MM» te« telM M» im» tewr •*< 
W m B»teM iM» 3»M» MMT Mate «M B®W* ■•» >WW MM 
Mb Mg^Bys Mb» W» BMf» Toaeal® SüM >M ***• *** 1270 BwfM® Mete 
w MtefSite WBtete »te MB» teste BtetePi «teteMMte «•* **«m» MM»

'■ ' IB» mm «»»«M Wte »te «te «s* Mate T«m tete M® Üa tetete »tei»
LS» YM® tete IA» Ko» IM» TaM» Mate» IM T»» • «*• M tate* Moi»



August 11«
• meeting

"40.

-i
i

"Fourteen committee members of the Shanghai 
Cheap Rice Sales Committee held a meeting in their 
office* 93 Canton Road, between 3 p.m. and 4.30 p.m. 
August 10, and discussed the further arrangements 
for the carrying out of cheap sales. The following 
resolutions were passed i-

1. That cheap sales be re-commenced as from August 15 
for a period of twenty days* the sales to take 
place between 2 p.m. and 6 p.m. daily.

2. That the Rice Shop Owners’ Guild be requested to 
appoint CO rioe shops to carry out the sales as 
on the previous occasions.

3. That the price of cheap rice remain at fl for
4 cattles (equivalent to >40 a **ar«).

Copy to Mr. Beesley.

Bists of shops not yet received by Police (11 a.m. 12-8-40).
Time does not therefore permit of Police examining locations.
Suggest postponement to 20-8-40 and early forwarding of lists

a. w. t.
12/8

1
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POL|CE. S. 8. REGISTRY
70/-Í-S.l, Snec

REPORT

Subject. Shanghai Cheap Rice »Sales Committee - meeting

Madefy.............. and.............................................. Forwarded by......................

Fourteen committee members of the Shanghai

Cheap Rice Sales Committee held a meeting in their

office, 93 Canton Road, between 3 p.m. and 4.30 p.m.

*. cf Pelice-

1 fi'ttaiiM.

D. r. ( Br. I

August 10, and discussed the further arrangements 

for the carrying out of cheap sales. The following 

resolutions were passed

1. That cheap sales be re-commenced as from August 15 

for a period of twenty days, the sales to take

place between 2 p.m. and 6 p.m. daily.

2. That the Rice Shop Owners’ Guild be requested to 

appoint 60 rice shops to carry out the sales as 

on the previous occasions.

3. That the price of cheap rice remain at $1 for

4 catties (equivalent to $40 a •zar*).



n.h.k.

F>. > 
G. 4QiJ-1-40

HNWM.POLICE;
s. B. registry i 

m q n nSHANGHAI MUNICIPAL | PÒMC®. LT T

REPORT
Date. zp40*

Subject__ Shanghai CheapRicejB^esConggittee - to suspend cheap galea
from August 5

n>r j L7 and „ , , , D. I. CrawfordMade bfi...........................................,.......  Forwarded by..............................................................

Thirteen committee members of the Shanghai
Cheap Rice Sales Committee» at a meeting held in their
office* 93 Canton Road* between 3 p*m* and 4*10 p*m*
August 1, decided that the cheap sales of rice now

INDEXED BY 
(3.B.) REGISTRY

DATE^/ /¿f /¿f*

being conducted by 60 rice shops in the Settlement 
and French Concession be temporarily suspended for a 
period of 10 days as from August 5* in order to enable 
the selection of new selling centres and the refixing 
of prices* It was also decided that a further meeting 
be held at 3 p.m* August 10 to discues arrangements for 
the continuance of the sales on August 15*

A perusal of the recent cheap sale of rice 
shows that there were very few people took advantage 
of the opportunity to purchase the rice compared with 
the sales conducted previously. The following table 
shows the daily average number of bags of rice sold and 
of persons making purchases during the past and present 
cheap sales »-

Date Average Number of Average Number of
__ _  bags per day persons per day

1

21/1/40 
to

5/2/40
1*715 bags 49,000 persons

23/2/40
13/5/40

to 1,970 bags 68,95® persons

19/5/40 
7/4/40

to 1,375 bags 48,125 persons

16/7/40 
I/8/4O

to 319
« <r 1?

M ® 1U **

bags 15* 950 persons
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FM 2 File No...............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

.Station^ 
REPORT 

Date...................................... i g

Subject......................................................................................................................................................................... —-------- I

Made by................................................................F orrxQrded by.......................................................................................... |

It may be added that the price at the cheap 

eale is only $2*00 cheaper than the prevailing market 

price and this may have been the cause»

D. I.

I D«C. (Special.Branch).

Distribution “. ......
D.O.s “a", "B* & "C* 
Chengtu Rd 
Sinza 
Bubbling Well

f'\ Gordon Road
Pootoo Road 
West Hongkew 
French Police

L



August 3, 1940

The Shanghai Cheap Rice Sales Committee, 

93 Canton Road, will suspend the sale of cheap 

rice for 10 days between August 5 and 14, 1940, 

in order to select further shops for distribution 

The addresses of the new centres for 

selling coupons and distributing rice will "be 

announced in due course«

Ry order,

Commissioner of Police«



August 3, 1940.

The Shanghai Cheap Rice Sales Committee* 

93 Canton Rosd* will suspend the sale of oheap 

rice for 10 days between August 5 and 14» 1940* 

in order to select further shops for distribution 

The addresses of the new centres for 

selling coupons and distributing rice will be 

announced in due course.

By order*

Commissioner of Police
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL ~ H&WCftlSIML HU«S
S. B REGISTRY

No. S. 
fiat» — 2JL&2-----

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE
Letter No. 242 from the Shanghai Wtamittee for the ChXap

Translation of.......Sale of Rice; 93 Canton Road. ........<■

Augus.t...2>....... ...I94.fi.»

Police Department, 

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Sirs,

In connection with the cheap sale of rice this 

time, which commenced on July 16 we wish to express 

to you our grateful thanks for sending men to afford 

protection, without their presence the maintenance of 

good order would not have been made possible. The 

work of cheap sale will be suspended on the 5th inst. 

for ten days during which period the change of rice 

centres and handing over of business will be effected, 

and will recommence on the 15th inst. We would let 

you know the new shops going to undertake the work 

and their addresses as soon as we are informed by the 

Rice Dealers Association. Again we thank you for the 

trouble given to you.
(Signed): Yu Ya Ching

Chai man.

S.K. Ho:

INDEXED by 
(3.8.) REGISTRY 

1ATE 47 ? /^.



(Headquarters) Office Notes
Date.

'SHJN6HAI MïWWMt MUCE
S. 8. REGISTRY

Juw ^s- 
■ ^ ' Æz77;. .. _J

0.0. «A*
* *B*

ÇWa Rte* « Tnm»nort»t4xm

aSyODO brgs of rice for cheep sale will arrive in 

Shanghai on the steemahtp RBellenic Trader* on July 30« 
It will be landed at Vo« 15 Jetty» th« Bund, and transported 

ty trucks to the B?»nk of China godown» North Thibet Hoad» 

vie Peking and Yu Ya Ching Roads«
15 trucks will be used throughout the day and 10 

trucks at night after 11 p.au Tracks -ill proceed in 
convoys of 3» one C«P«C. iron Central accoapaaying each 

JO 
convoy, conaaencing at 8 a«a* 7 «•»• Jbly 31» and 
7 m* August 1« Duties will be instructed to expedite 
the passage of those trucks as uuch as possible and prevent 
pilfering en route.

I
D.C. (Divisions).

Copies tot
Officers i/c Central Station



SECRETARIAT S.M.C.
JUL 15 1940

RECEIVED
Translation of letter -to Council from 
Shanghai Rice Shops-? .Association.

Dated 14th July, 1940.

Rice; Cheap sales; licence numbers of trucks used.

This Association is entrusted by the Shanghai Committee for I 

the Cheap sale of Rice with the work of selling rice at a low 

price. We have provided each vehicle for daily carrying the 

commodity to various Cheap Sale shops with a flag bearing the 

characters "Shanghai Committee for Cheap Sale of Rice Trans

portation Car No.— • * Yesterday we received a notice from the 

Council instructing us to submit a list of the licence numbers 

of the vehicles used. In compliance with the instructions we 

beg to enclose herewith a list of trucks. Will the Council 
| 

please instruct the police not to Interfere with the vehicles 

so that our work may proceed.
• i 

(Chopped) Shanghai Rice Shops* Association.

Enclosure.

Licence numbers of the trucks for carrying Cheap Rice.

16651, 16682, 16704,
1 17166, 17425, 17426,

17484, 23091, 23096,
23459, 23657, 23776,
23790, 23859, 23991.
Total; 15 trucks. i
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List of motor trucks used for transportation 

of Cheap Rice from 15/7/401-

16631 16682 16704 17166 17425

17426 17484 23091 23096 23459

23657 23776 23790 23859 23991
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t*  —’4*‘ File
4<rar SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. / / UH

Se c. 1. Spe c
REPORT July/#, 7-^

Date....... ......... z 9 4 U •

Subject a^c* Shop Owner«* Guild - ehop« selected to conduot^cheap 
•ales from July 16, 1940» .............. .

, / and - , , , D. I. CrawfordMade ft'/............................................................Forwarded by......................................................................................

At the request of the Shanghai Cheap Rice Sales

Committee, sixty rice shops (36 in the International

Settlement and 24 in the French Concession) have been
selected by the Rice Shop Owners* Guild, lane 153, 52
lhanhalkwan Road conduct cheap sales of rice as

Cw*' of Police. ’rom July 16, Thirty shops will sell eonpons and 30

ereto
D. r.(s#. ’

hops will issue rice, A list of the shops is attached

J The «ales will take place between 7 a»m» and
10 a*m» daily (day light saving time) from July 16

The maximum purchase by any one person will be

4 cattie» priced at $1.00» Only 50 bags of rice will
be sold each day by each shop selling, making a total of

1,500 bag? between the

D.C.(Special Branch)

30 shops»

Distribution

D»O» "B* / 
D»O* •C'* S 
Chengtu Road.Z 
Sinza. v 
Gordon Road. 
Pootoo Road. / 
Bubbling Well/ 
Vest Hongkew. 
French Police

0 L jus



Translation of a. latter received from the Shanghai 
Moe Shop ©wnerd’ Guild in connection with cheap 

rice _ ,, , ....... __

July 11, 1940.

To the 8JbC.

M the request of the Mce Cheap Sales 

Coandttoe, thia guild will undertake the fourth cheap 

sale of rice. Wo have appointed 30 shops to sell 
coupons and 30 shops issue rice. 36 of the shops 

are located la the International Settlecont 18 of 

which will cell coupons while the remaining 18 shops 

will issue rice« 14 shops are located in the Trench 

Concessions 11 shops to sell coupons and the renalning 
11 to issue rice.

Oring to ths hot weather, the sales and Issues 

will he contacted between 7 a»a» and 18 tafu (teaser 

Tine). The transportation sad delivery of ths rise to 

shops will be warned out after It noon each. dry.

30 oopita of a list of the rice shops 

deslffatol by this guild are attached for your ref erenow, 
and for ths infomation of the polios stations concerned.

Monos instruct ths Tolioe stations to 

appoint peltemsn for duty at tbs Shops to saintain order. 

The pelioeasa an duty should pay particular attention to 
the arrival of trunks with rice for sheep sale oa every .. 

/•/A i afternoon, Cmss happened in the past wherein polioenen 
, K ^ detained trucks UMs* with » bugs each on the ground 

OfJ v | ¿wW'"
ty I that they were overloaded, la the Cheap talas tanpittes 
^4 stipulates thgt each place has to sell 50 bags a day, 

it is aseoeaasy that cue truck should carry this vhctitr» 

Maass instruct the Bolioe not to interfere in ouch ensss 

SO as to fbeUitste the sale.
(Chopped) taMMtaH Moo Mop tenors* 

telld,

i ato«

3G
M

M



list of Rice Shops assigned to conduct cheap sale of rice 
from July 16c 1940, between 7 a.m. and 10 a.m. daily.

INTBRNATIOKAL 8STTLBMBKT

Rice Shops to Sell Coupone
1. Vu Joong Yung ( A ) 

Rice Shop, 313 Slgin Road.

2. Yoh Sung Zung ( 
Rice Shop, 1027 Raining Rd.

3. Vong Zeng Zung ( )
Rice Shop, 67 North Shanne Rd.

Rice Shops to issue Rioe
Foh Chong (I® ra ) Rice Shop, 
471 Slgin Road.
Hong Joong Chong ( 4 A )
Rioe Slop, 954 Raining Röfed.
Tai Chong (jK A ) Rioe Shop, 
237 Sorth Shanse Road.

4. Joh Tai ( 41A) Rice Shop, 
130 KaifangSfoad.

5. Ran Chong i&L ) Rico 
Stop, 301 Sinsa Road.

4. Zuniga ( ) Rioe
Shop, S09 Bint ' Road.

7. Heng ZunR ( } Rico
Shop, 814 Chengtu Road.

8. Voe Soong Yuen
Rico Shop, 1105 Sinsa Road.

9. Ryl Tai Shing () 
Rice Shop» 372 Voting Road«

10« Vol Joong Yah »
Rioe Shop. 1007 sSnquin-

U. Kung Bing ( £ £ ) Rice 
Shop, 4655 Robison Road.

12. Zung Tai Ih ( faA )
Rioe Shop, 1878 Robison Rd.

13. Bong Mow ( Jn) Rio< 
Shop. 959 YerryRcad.

14. Tai Kong ) Rice
Shop. 101 Ccnmiught Road.

15. Bong Tai ( ) Rice
Shop, 435 Kerry Road.

15. Tseng Chong A ) Rice 
Shop, 634 ConntugSt Read.

». U Ten Zung (Ml Kt ) 

Rice Shop, 58 Menus'Hr. ig«
18. Gee Chong Tai ( S.A ) 

Rioe Shop, 249, Yates Road.

Zung Chong (A ) *4ce 
Shop, 200 Kail bag Road.
Sung Fung (j&l ) Rico 
Shop, 103 Sinra Road.
Heng Yih (fs ) Rice Shop, 
565 Ry burgh Road.

Sing Zang Yah (
Rice Shop, 900 Chengtur'Road.

Yu Tai Kung ' ) Rioe
Shop, 372 Jfodhurst Road.

Bah Jeong (_tf 'k) Rico Shop, 
322 Viting RoEd.
Yuan Jfw (X "& ) Rioe Shop, 
1027 Tomguxh Road.

Vt Yoh () Rice Shop, 
4707 Robison Road.
Zung Tai Hyi ( faA - )
Rice Shop, 1458 Robison Road«

Hong Zung { ) Rico Shop,
691 Ferry Retd.
Bah Joong Kyi (jk. ) Rice
Shop, 162 Cornaught Road.

Zien Zung () Rice Shop, 
418 Ferry R«a'd.

Yeh Shing ( Jq1 7J ) Rice Shop, 
615 Connaught Road.

Ven YU Sing ( < Rico
Shop, 51 JL'vcnuj' IteigJ
syi V00 Ziang ( jk foil ) Rice 
Shop, 125 Yates Mad. /
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FRENCH CONCESSION

Rice Shops to Sell Coupons
19. Nyi Dah Foong ( X A $ > 

Rioe Shop, 19 Route Seyxoong

20. Loong Dah () Rioe 
Shop, 425 Route Vallon.

21. Kung Shing ( ) Rioe
Shop, 316 Route Frelupt.

22. King Tel ) Rioe
Shop, 52 Singling Ke.

23. Hw® Foong Huh ( 4 t ) 
Riee ■ Shop, 76 Rueldu 
Lieutenant Petlot.

24. Yah Tai ( ) Rioe
Shop, 256 Route de Zikawei.

25, Sing Sang Sung ( )
Rice Shop, 88 Rue^ContyT

26. Han Yung Foong ( ¡fc & 4 ) 
Rice Shop, 180 Rue Pers'Proc

27. Shing Zung (-§ Jw) Rioe 
Shop, 65 Rue Jbefayette.

28. Heng Kong ( ) Rice
Shop, 89 Ruo Eugene Bard.

29. Sen Yang ( 3 fa ) Riee 
Shop, 242 Rue'Kraetser.

30. Hung Zung Kong () 
Rico Shop, 222 Rue du Zikawei

Rice Shops to Issue Rice

Van Shing Ming ( ft) ) 
Rice Shop, 75 Route Duplwix.

Kwang Tai Han )
Mee Shop, 478 Route Vallon.

Foh tai () Rice Shop, 
452 Route Frelupt.
Kung Bing Yah ( f -'ta' ) 
Rice Shop, 390 Rue Pere Robert.
Tseng Dah (iX) Rioe Shop, 
162 Rue Retard.

Han Zung Dah (/f) /¡¡LA ) Rice 
Shop, 695 Rua Brenier de 
Montaorand.
Van Zung Foh ( X »*«• 
Shop, 12 Rue Coifty™

.*• Te Wu ( ¿^0 ) Rice Shop, 
115 Rue Fere Froo.

Nyi Yuan ) Rioe Shop,
218 Rua Lafayette.
Van Chong Sing ( 1 )
Rice Shop, 166 Ru^Eugenu Bard.

Sing Dah Sung ( 1$ ) Ric*
Shop, 215 Rue Kraetzer.

Tung Sing ) Rice Shop, 
. 169 Rue du zikawei.



July 12, 1940

The Shanghai Committee for Cheap Sale of 
Rice will re-commence sales at rice shops in the 
Settlement and French Concession, from July 16, 
1940. The hours of sale will be from 7 a.m. to 
10 a.m. daily. A number of shops will sell 
coupons entitling the holder to purchase 4 
Shih Chin (catties) of rice for $1.00. The 
coupon will bear the address of the shop at 
which the rice may be purchased.

Purchasers are hereby called upon to 
take note that as the sales are conducted as 

a philanthropic undertaking intended to benefit 
the people they must observe strict order and 
not cause any disturbance while making their 
purchases. Should unruly characters create any 

- trouble at these rice shops on aiy pretext

whatsoever, they will be instantly arrested and 
severely punished.

Shops selling coupons and rice are listed 
in all newspapers.

By order

Commissioner of Police.

!
-



I
 Acknowledged» —•

. J.A
Central z 7 ****'

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POtttE 
==

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE. . /*' 7

Translation o/ Letter No.226 from the Committee for the gale of Cheap Ri

...Ju.l.y..l2.>..............2P4Q*.

Police Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Sirs,

Whilst appreciating the presence of your police

men to maintain order at various centres where cheap 

rice was sold under the auspices of this Committee on 

several previous occasions, we beg to inform you that 

the work will be re-started on the 16th inst. and the 

rice shops - 16 in the International Settlement and 

12 in the French Concession, having previously handled 

the work will again be requested to sell tickets and 

issue rice at $1.00 for 4 catties per head, each of 

them will dispose of 50 bags daily, commencing from 7 

a.m. to 10 a.m. in view of the hot weather. The trans

portation of this cheap rice in trucks, each one to 

carry a load of 50 bags, from the godown to various 

centres will be carried out in the afternoons instead 

of in the mornings as previously to have been the case.

Further we wish to draw your attention to the 

fact that on previous occasions unnecessary delay was 

caused by the action on the part of your policemen who 

detained our trucks alleging that they were overloaded, 

and that some policemen failed to come on duty in time 

owing to some reason. Although no disturbance took 
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place they should take no chances.

In forwarding a list giving the addresses of 

rice distributing centres, we shall be greatly 

obliged if you will kindly notify the men under 

your command to afford the necessary protection to 

the work in the interest of peace and order and 

with a view to facilitating the cheap sale of rice.

(Signed): Yu Ya Ching

Chairman.

Encl: As stated.

S.K. Ho:
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REPORT

Subject Shanghai ^heap Rice Sales Committee - to conduct

......................... ...^e.a35...sales..from..July 16x 1940,........................................................ .

Made fa/............. and..............................................Forwarded by........ .Qi.^f O td_ __.....................................

fourteen members of the shanghai cheap Rice

Sales Committee held a meeting in the Shanghai

Navigation Club, 93 Canton Road, between 4 p.m. and 5.30 •

p.m. July 2 with Er. Yu Ya Ching presiding. The 

following resolutions were discussed and passed 

l.That cheap sales of rice be conducted as from 

1 July 16. 1940- and that sixty rice shops in the

Settlement and French Concession be requested to 

carry out the sales (30 shops to sell coupons and

30 shops to issue rice.)

That the sales be started with the 15,000 bags 

cf rice on hand which were left over from the 

previous sales and that the sales be temporarily 

suspended should it be found that the rice on 

order will not arrive in time to carry on with 

the sales.

That each purchaser will be allowed to buy not 

more than $1 worth of rice at $40.00 per ’•zar*, 

i.e. $1 for 4 catties.

That a total of 1,500 bags of rice be disposed off 

in one day at 50 bags each shop* 

That the sales be carried out in the forenoon 

instead of in the afternoon as on previous occasions, 

because of the hot weather, and that definite hours 

be decided upon by the Shanghai Rice Shop Owners’ 

Guild.
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~40M-.-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

....................................Station,
REPORT 

Date.19

Subject.............................................................................................................  ...............................................................................

Made by.............................— ..............................Forwarded by.......................................................................................
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6. That the Municipal authorities be requested, to 

afford protection and maintain peace and order 

at the rice shops to be engaged in the cheap 

sales.

D. I.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Sin Wen Pao (Evening Edition) of Avgust 3 published the 
following comment i-

Conoern Over Bising Price of Bice

According to Press reports yesterday, the 
price of rice in Shanghai has increased and has exceeded 
the limit of $14 per picul and there is every tendency 
that the price will still rise« This is a matter that 
should be given o&reful attention«

It will be recalled that a serious shortage 
of rice occurred in Shanghai last year after the withdrawal 
of the Chinese troops from Shanghai and vicinity« Thanks ** 
to the efforts of the S.1I.C. the situation was considerably 
relieved and the price of rice was kept stable until 
commun! estions with the interior were restored«

Now the price of rice has again passed the 
limit of $14 per picul« At a time when the cost of living 
is already very high, this increased price of rice will 
have serious effects on the livelihood of the poorer 
classes of the community«

As the authorities have placed a limit of 
$14 on the price of rice, we hope that vigorous measures 
will be adopted to enforce observance of thia limit so 
as to prevent rice merchants from deliberately raising

the price of rice« At the same time, the authorities 
should, as quickly as possible, regulate the source of 
rice supplies to Shanghai or order large consignments of 
foreign rice from abroad to meet local requirements« 
Under no circumstances whatever should the authorities 
allow the price of rice to be increased beyond $14 per 
picul while, on the other hand, rigid measures should be 
adopted to deal with those who are hoarding rice in the 
hope of making larger profits« If this suggestion is 
carried out, it will be possible to stabilize the price 
of rice and to avert a panic amongst the general public 
through fears of a shortage of rice«

As this is a matter that is closely connected 
with the livelihood of the people as well as with the 
maintenance of peace and order, the authorities should 
pay special attention to this matter«



February 15, 1940 Morning Translation

Chinese-American Daily News, Ta Mei Pao, 3hun Pao, National 
Herald, Central China Daily News »-

INCREASE IN PRICES OF RICE AND FLOUR » SETTLEMENT 
AUTHORITIES TO 1PAKE ACTION

After the rice market re-opened for business on 
February 13, the price of rice was increased by $6 or $7 
as compared with that before the China New Year holidays* 
Yesterday, the price of foreign rice was further increased 
by $2 and the highest sale price was $50 per *zar" and the 
lowest $47,60« The price is $10 over the price limit on 
Chinese rice. (In reality, the price is $16 over the usual 
price«) This has broken all previous records« It is 
reported that the best broken rice was sold at $40 per *zar", 
an increase of $2« Very few transactions were done yesterday 

The Settlement authorities did not place a 
price limit on the price of foreign rioe when the price 
limit on Chinese rice was laid down due to the foreign 
exchange* This gave a chance to unscrupulous merchants to 
speculate and raise the price of foreign rice* It will be 
noted that the foreign rice now on sale arrived in Shanghai 
before the time of the price limit placed on Chin< se rice 
(at that time, the foreign rice was sold at $34 per *zar*)« 
At the request of the general public, the Settlement

- ^authorities have attached much importance to the situation 
£tod are studying measures to deal with the matter. If 

’ necessary, more effective measures will be adopted*
However, the residents hope that the Settlement authorities 
will organize a Price Readjustment Committee to discuss 
the prices of all daily necessities so as to prevent the 
activities of unscrupulous merchants*

On February 14, flour was privately sold at 
$13*50, an increase of $2»50. Such an increase brake all 
previous records. The prises of wheat and beans are also 
on the increase*

Local poor people were much benefitted by the 
cheap sale of rice managed by the Rice Cheap Sale Committee« 
The cheap sale was suspended over China New Year*

In an interview with our reporter yesterday, 
Mr.Yr.ng (f^j), secret iry of the Rice Cheap Sale Committee, 
made the follow^g statement :- * After the Committee
began to raise funds, people in various walks of life made 
ample contributions. In view of the sharp increase in 
the price of rioe for the past few days, members of the 
Committee have decided to hold a general meeting some time 
this week to discuss matters regarding the continuance 
of.the cheap sale of rioe. The report to the effect

‘ that.the Committee will resume cheap sale of rice as from 
'-February 23 is untrue for the date will have to be decided 
: <upciy to 'the Committee meeting* and arrangements will h'vc to 
’/be^aftidejwith the Rice Shop Owners’ Guild. At all events, 

thi^EHbap sale of rice will be resumed in the near future.M



‘ebruary 15,1940. Morning Translation.

Chinese-American Daily News (brief comment) x-

Increased Prices of Rice and Coal.

Every morning and evening* hundreds of people 
arc to be seen waiting on the roadside of Avenue Edward VIZ 
for the distribution of cooked rice. During the past 
two days* the prices of rice and coal briquettes increased 
considerably. The price of rice is over $50 per wzarw, 
while that cf coal briquettes is over $6 per hundred catties. 
In consequence of this, the number of people who die of 
hunger will increase day by day.

It is learned that last year rice and coal 
briquette merchants did very good business. A certain 
coal concern made a profit of some $17*000*000. This is 
inhuman and we do not desire to give them any further 
advice.

It is to be hoped that the administrative 
authorities will make a strict investigation into undesirables 
who endanger the existence of the residents and will punish 
them accordingly. The public should from time to time 
disclose the activities of these people. In this way* 
millions of poor people may have some little hope of 
existence.



CHINA PRESS.

dAN 1 / 104*0

Rice Market
Trading interest in white rice narrowed 

down yesterday, with dealers awaiting de
velopments. The day’s arrivals amounted 
to about 1,000 bags, while a total of 2,000 
bags was traded in. As a result, the price 
of second grade cereals dropped $0.20 per 
picul. According to some reports, the 
Japanese authorities had again interfered 
with tfie rice transports from the growing 
centers.

Reacting to slack demand, the rate of 
foreign rice receded $0.20 per picul yes
terday. About 5,000 bags were brought in 
while the day’s turnover aggregated 1,000
bags.

Na/me Of Rice Closing
Changshu ............ $ 40.00
Changchow ................. 89.80
Wookiang ................... -, 39.50
kilee ................ 88.00
Tsingpoo ............ 37.50
Soongkiang .......... 37.00
Saigon .....’.............. 87.40
Saigon (second-grade) . 36.80
Saigon (low-grade) .... 29.20



CHINA PRESS.

1 7 1940

Flour And Wheat
The price of native flour continued 

high yesterday, registering a gain of $€.20, 
as compared with the previous close. On 
account of high costs of raw materials, 
the mills restricted their sales to outport 
dealers. Reacting to brisk demand from 
South Sea and. North China traders, the 
unofficial rate thus soon advanced to 
$10.70 quoted for native products while 
foreign flour was sold at $1(1.85, and. Jap
anese flour at 10.50 per bag.

Trading in native wheat came to a 
standstill yesterday when the price reach
ed thenew high of $18 per bag. Dealers, 
therefore, were unwilling to transact busi
ness with the exception of Swatow traders, 
who bought six carloads of Sbochow and 
Wusih wheat at the high rate.



CHINA PRESS

j mor^than loiT bags ^th J*? .tt>Laline not
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the day "amounted t“3“^B transact<rf ""in I 
Several tnafer oMrators^“* i>“BS I 
tens of Saicon riee at s« in orderod «>»1 
% » ~

Changshu 
Kunshan ** * * ’ ‘ 
KooIcq ,, ’ *
Soon^king-' ........................
Kunshan “Sh^rp'”...............
Saigon .. ■ 
Saigon (second-grade) 
Saigon (low-grad^ . ’*
Tongkin^ ., ..............

reports.
Closing

• • $40.00
> * $39.85
> « $88.00
. $37.00
• $87.10
• $37.20
• ¿36.50
• $29.00
• $34.00



íHIMA

JAN / 1940

Rice Market
The day’s arrivals amounted to 3.000 r 

bags of white rice yesterday. As further 
shipments were expected to arrive here 
within’ a short time, operators adopted 
an awaiting attitude and showed slack 
demand. As a result a total of about 
3,000 bags changed hands, with several 
rates $0.311 down.

Dull conditions prevailed on the market 
for foreign rice yesterday. Only small | 
quantities were offered, but dealers were * 
reljpctaht t.a do -business so that the 
quotation took a downward trend regis
tering a loss of'' $0.50. The volume of 
trading aggregated about 2,000 bags.

Name of Tlice Closing
Kiangying .................................$40.00
Kunshan .......... $39.60
Dooli ............ $39,20
Lilec ., ...... .. .. $39.00 
peeking .. .................. ,. $38.40
Tsingpoo ........ . . $38,20
Kooli ■ ., .. ........ $38.00
Changchow ’sharp’’ . .. . . $38.00 i
Saigon .. .......... $36.20
Saigon (second-grade) .. .. $35.30 }
Saigon (low-grade) . .. .. $29.20
Tongking 77 . . $33.50

Flour And Wheat
Trading in native flour was quiet yes

terday. the price of second grade product 
still being quoted at $9.00 in cash for 
local buyers. The total sales in the day 
were estimated at 20,000 bags taken up 
by local and interior dealers, while outport. 
operators were not in the market. | 
’’Warship” and “Gun’’ brands were sold 
c»n the outside market at $9.25 and §9.60; 
respectively.

The price of native wheat remained 
unchanged yesterday at $15.50. The Foh 
Sing mill bought 1,000 bags, and the Fou 
Fobng mill 1.500 bags at $15.50.

Name of Wheat Closing
Kweitien .. .. .. .. .. $15.50
Sóoéhow ................................. $15.50
Chañgchbw ........ $15.50



CHINA PRESS

JAN 6 (g40

Rice Market
Ruling weak in the early se sion on 

large arrivals and jioor appetite, the rate 
of white rice later firmed up when local 
and interior dealers showed brisk demand. 
A_s a result. 3,000 bags were sold at I 
almost unchanged prices as compared with I 
the last reported quotations.

While the price of foreign rice took a 
downward trend in the early session yes
terday. it later reacted on increased buy
ing activities of local and interior dealers. 
According to a report, several leading 
local” traders ordered 500 tons of low- 
grade Saigon rice at $34.80 per bag of 
220 lbs.

ATanw. of Rice Closing
Changchow ......... $40.00
Kunshan . ......... 840.00
Kooli ............ 840.00
Yeeshing .............................$38.00
Dooli ............ $38.00
Soongkiang ........ $37.00
Tsuking ...... . $36.50
Wuhu “sharp” ........ $38.50
Changchow “Sharp” . . . . . $37.00
Saigon . . .......... $36.70 
Tongking .......... $33.60

Flour And Wheat
Reacting to the record prices of native 

flour—$9.00, and $9.50 quoted to local and 
outpert dealers respectively—buyers were 
■reluctant to do business, and as a result 
only 8,000 bags changed hands.

The price of native wheat ruled steady 
yesterday notwithstanding the fact that 
a large quantity of American wheat had 
been ordered the previous day. The Fooh 
Sing mill bought 4,000 bags and the Fou 
Foong mill 6,000 bags at $15.50. Local 
dealers absorbed three carloads.

Name of Wheat Closing
Kweitien ........ . . $15.50
•Sooehow .......... $15.50
Changchow ......... $15.50
Kiangpsh .........................................$15.30



in Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language'newspaper) /¿-/2--

RICB STOCKS IN WSIH

At a meeting held by the Rice Price Adjustment 
Committee at the Magistrate’s Office at Wuish at 2 p»m. 
December 11, it was resolved to make an investigation into 
rice stocks in the Hsien and to prevent rice from being 
transported outside Wusih Fnien so that the food supplies 
of the people may be preserved*



DEG 1 6 1939

Rice Market
Although only 1,600 bags of white rich 

arrived yesterday; the rates declined on 
slack demand. Reacting to the rice riots 
during the last three days, wholesale mer
chants’ were reluctant to replenish their 
stocks, and local dealers boufeht only 
fractionally.’ As a result, thé prices 
receded $1.00 with the exception of the 
rate of first grade Changshu rice which 
remained unchanged at $44.00 per picul. 
The day’s turnover was estimated at 3.000 
hags of various qualities. '

Dull conditions prevailed on the market 
for foreign rice yesterday. The wholesale 
■operators were unwilling to take up for
eign cereals, While selling offers from 
rice holders coupled with, the arrival of 
another, 10,000 bags served to dampen 
sentiment. As supplies thus exceeded de
mand, the rate of Saigon rice dropped 
$1.40, while a total of about 2,000 bags
was traded in.

Name of Rice Closing
Changshu .. .. .. .. . . $44.00
Changchow . .. .. .. .. $42.00
Kunshan .......... $41.50
Kooli ............ $36.50
Wusih “sharp”..............................$38.00
Kiangpeh “sharp” ...... $33.50 , 
Saigon ............ $35.00 
Annum ............ $34.50

I FfowWa Wheat

Following the restrictions of sales by 
the mills, only slight business in native 
flour was witnessed yesterday. Local 
buyers absorbed second grade product at 
$8.70 in cash per bag, while North China 
and South Sea traders were not in the 
market because of the high rates. The 
price of the “Fishman” brand moved UP 
$0.00 quoted to outport dealers. Concern
ing* the business on the outside market 
no reports were received during the day.

? Selling offers arrested the upward ti*nd 
of the rates of native wheat yesterday 
and the quotations remainedUnchanged 
throughout the day. The Eph Sing flour 
mill bought 5,600 bags of various kinds 
of native wheat, and the Fou Foong mill 
8,000 bags, while local buyers took; up two 
carloads. .

of Wheat Closing
Soochow .... . . .. . . $15.00
Wusih ............ $15,00 
Changchow .. .. . . .. $15.00



December 11» 1939» doming Translation

FOREIGN MUFICH'AT COUNCILS TAKE ACTION, »GAINST 
RICE IRQ ITEERING AND HOARDING

The "Chinese-American Daily News»" "Sin 
Wan Pao»* "Shun Pao»" "National Herald»" "Ta Mei Pao#" 
■Hwa Pao»" "Circulation D-ily News" uid "Central Cuina 
Daily News* reproduce the Joint proclamation issued by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council and the French Municipal 
Council on December 10 warning against rice hoarding and 
profiteering.

Chinese-American Daily News» Ta Mei Pao» Sin Wan P20, Shun 
Pao, National Herald» Hwa Pao» Circulation Daily News »-

Purchase of Foreign Rice

At a meeting held on December 9 the Bean 
and Rice Trade Guild decided to write to the authorities 
of the two Settlements» the Chinese Chamber of Commerce 
and Mr. Yu Ya Ching requesting them to purchase foreign 
riae for sale at a cheap price.

According to information secured by our 
reporter» this suggestion has received the support of 
the authorities and other influential bodies and 
individuals and a meeting of various public bodies will 
be called in a few days to discuss the purchase of 
foreign rice.

Negotiations With Japanese Authorities

Local rice dealers have requested the 
Settlement authorities to open negotiations with the 
Japanese authorities in conjunction with the Consular 
Body for permission to rice merchants to transport rice 
freely and to reduce the taxes on rice. This action 
is necessary because unscrupulous rice merchants are 
in the habit of taking advantage of the frequent 
Japanese interference with rice supplies to Shanghai 
to raise the price of rice» thereby placing the rice 
market in a state of great confusion.

0;. December 9 the Japanese authorities 
prohibited a quantity of rice» wheat and cereals» which 
were transported by train to Shanghai, from being 
removed into the Foreign Settlements. They h»ve 
»leo posted up the following notice at the North R- ilway 
Station*- "la future when rice arrives in Shanghai» 
whether by train or by boat» the owner must call at 
North S&echuen Road (?) for registration. He is not 
allowed to remove the rice into the Foreign Settlements 
until he has secured permission to do so» otherwise he 
will only be permitted to dispose of the rice inHongke*«"

T..e Bean and Rice Trade Guild has 
resolved to request the authorities of the two Settlements 
to take the following steps i-

(1) To endeavour imnediately to 
facilitate the transportation of Chinese rice to 
Shanghai«



December 11, 1939 Morning Translation

(2) To call a meeting of various public bodies 
to discuss the purchase of foreign rice.

(3) To make arrangements to secure "transport 
tation permits” for 50,000 to 100,000 bags of Wuhu "See 
Mee” so as to enable the rice dealers to make purchases 
and arrange for transportation.

Influential Bodies Ask Foreign Councils To Take Action

Recently, owing to the big increase in the price 
of rice, an emergency meeting was held by the Bean and Rice 
Trade Guild, at which it was resolved to comply with the 
instructions of the S.M.C. and to place a temporary limit 
on the price of "Kan Mee” at ¿45 per picul as the highest 
and that of "See Mee" at <#38. However, the opinion of 
the general public is that this limit is still too high 
for the ordinary class of people who depend upon their 
small monthly earnings for their livelihood for this 
restriction would fail to put a check on the activities 
of rice hoarders. Consequently, it is to be hoped that 
the authorities of the Foreign Settlements as well as the 
rice trading circles will take into consideration the 
hardships of the people and fix a lower limit for the 
price of rice so as to check manipulation and hoarding 
by speculators, thereby preserving the prosperity and 
peace and order of the Settlements*

It is sincerely hoped that the authorities 
of the Foreign Settlements will give favourable 
consideration to the views of the majority of local 
residents and reconsider the price limit.

Recently the Shanghai First Special District 
Citizens' Federation wrote to the Municipal authorities 
asking them to devise ways and means to protect the food 
supplies of the people*

A joint petition has now been sent to the 
authorities by the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, the 
Native Bankers* Guild, the Bar Association, the Chartered 
Accountants* Association, the Thrift Committee and various 
other local public bodies asking them to take rigorous 
suppressive measures against manipulation of rice markets 
and to adopt immediate and effective measures to curtail 
the price of rice so as to preserve the supply of food- 
stuffs*

Many People Leaving Shanghai Owing to High Cost 
Of Living

The question of future food supplies for the 
people has been a serious one ever since the heavy rise 
in the price of rice. At present the authorities are 
endeavouring to suppress rice speculation and to punish 
unscrupulous rice merchants* However, according to a 
census recently taken by the authorities of the two 
Settlements, about 13,000 persons left Shanghai during 
the last week and this is an ample proof that the public 
are unable to maintain their living under the highly 
increased cost of commodities*
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It is to be anticipated that a number of 
people living in the two Settlements, who are unable to 
maintain their living due to increases in prices of 
commodities, are likely to become desperate and resort 
to acts of violence, as witness the frequent occurrence 
of robberies lately. The situation will become more 
aggravated should the unscrupulous rice merchants 
continue their profiteering activities.

Ta Mei Pao (Comment)

The High Price of Rice

Recently we published an article in which 
we expressed our hope that the authorities of the Foreign 
Settlements would take into consideration the maintenance 
of peace and order in their respective districts and 
adopt immediately suppressive measures against activities 
of hoarding and manipulation by the rice merchants. Later 
we read in the newspapers an order issued by the S.M.C. 
instructing its Legal Department to devise ways and means 
in conjunction with the Shanghai First Special District 
Court for strict suppression of such activities. This 
proves that the authorities are now adopting a wise stand 
and giving support to the poor residents in their 
hardships.

However, the rice merchants do not take this 
action of the authorities seriously; they seem to be of 
the opinion that the most the authorities will do is to 
make an investigation to be followed by a warning or by 
a compulsory order for disposal. They are of the 
opinion that they can still make handsome profits if 
they get some strong supporters at their back.

Consequently we hope that our Government 
authorities will likewise take some action against these 
traitorous merchants. Though there exist in Shanghai 
many extraordinary circumstances, the city is still part 
and parcel of Chinese territory and the residents here 
are still Chinese. An order has now been issued by 
the Military Affairs Commission of the National Government 
calling for severe punishment of traitorous merchants in 
Shanghai for manipulation of prices of conmodities. It 
emphasizes that whoever is ascertained by concrete proof 
to have been engaged in such activities will be dealt 
with as having committed the offence of disturbing the 
financial market and manipulating food provisions during 
the time of the war of resistance and will be executed. 
In spite of this, the price of rice has marked a further 
increase to as high as $48 per picul. Whereas we regret 
that the rice merchants could have been so heartless, we 
certainly admire their bravery.
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National Herald (Comment)

Increase in the Cost of Commodities

The prices of daily necessities in 
Shanghai have reached an all-time high. The rent of 
a room above a kitchen which used to be $6 a month is 
now more than $30, while the price of rice which used 
to be about $12 per picul has risen to over $45. The 
prices of all other commodities have increased from 400£ 
to 500%. The poorer people can hardly maintain their 
living.

People are drawing the same pay as 
before. Exchange shops demand the payment of 50 cents 
for the exchange of a $10 or $5 banknote. The exchange 
of a $1 banknote or a 50-cent note costs 5 cents at the 
exchange shops. This is another charge on the income 
of residents.

The prices of commodities are abnormal, 
while the local financial situation is in confusion; this 
is a fatal blow to the poor people. Unfortunate incidents 
will naturally arise should this abnormal situation be 
allowed to go on.

Taking advantage of '¿his unusual 
situation, the Japanese spread propaganda to the effect 
that it is the natural consequence of China's war of 
resistance, while those in favour of compromise will 
say that it is time for a compromise between China and 
Japan* The Japanese may also sayi "Neither Britain 
nor France is in a position to maintain the position of 
the Foreign Settlements and everything should be handed 
over to Japan.* People in favour of compromise will 
then sayt "The Foreign Settlements belong to China and 
should immediately be handed over to the City Government,"

Residents in Shanghai will realize from 
the following that it is the "friendly nation" that has 
created the present abnormal situation t-

(1) The high increase of the house rent 
in the Foreign Settlements is due to the fact that people 
cannot live in Japanese occupied areas and also 
that people who used to live in the fallen districts 
now collect in Shanghai*

(2) The price of rice is going up rapidly 
because of detention of rice and grain by the Japanese 
soldiers in occupied ar ear *nd of the transportation of 
rice to Japan.

(3) The establishment of Customs sub
stations in occupied areas and the blockade of harbours 
by the Japanese forces are responsible for the sharp 
increase in the cost of all commodities.

It is known to the public that the 
1 Japanese collection of brass and nickel coins and $1 
I banknotes has resulted in the confusion of the local 
I financial situation. In a word, all this extraordinary 
| situation in Shanghai was created by the Japanese and 
| those in favour of compromise as a "gift" to the
'4,500,000 residents.
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Th re are certain evildoers among the residents 
of Shanghai, who are engaged in speculation and manipulation 5 
they are supnorters of Japan and people favouring compromised 
Of course, it depends upon the authorities of the Foreign 
Settlements to deal with this class of people, but the 
residents should assist the Settlement authorities in this 
respect.

We hope that employers who have a conscience 
and who love their country will grant an increase of wages 
to their employees according to the circumstances.

Chinese-American Daily News (comment) s-

The price of rice has now reached n 
unprecedented figure, while the price of cakes and fried 
flour fritters has risen to three cents per piece. 
Those who are already unable to live on rice will now 
have to satisfy their hunger with the north-westerly wind. 
The end of the year is fast approaching and peace and 
order in this isolated city of Shanghai is already being 
constantly menaced.

Yesterday an order was issued jointly by the 
authorities of the two Foreigh Settlements warning against 
manipulation of the rice market by traitorous rice 
merchants. Although such a step should have been taken 
earlier, it is welcomed with satisfaction by the public. 
As a matter of fact, the nly way to check the activities 
of traitorous merchants who care nothing but for their 

own pockets is to apply the law against them. |
The authorities of the Foreign Settlements ’

have worked strenuously to suppress terroristic 
activities. Whereas the activities of terrorists are 
aimed at a handful of per sens only, the manhinations of 
rice profiteers are liable to give rise to a serious 
situation for they menace the livelihood of the entire 
population. Therefore, their activities are a hundred 
times more grave than the acts of terrorists.

We hope that the public will immediately 
inform the authorities of any case of rice hoarding or 
profiteering that c^mes to their knowledge. Upon 
receipt of such information the authorities should 
start an immediate investigation with a view to bringing 
about the exposure of the culprits who should be 

punished. Only by such measures can the situation be 
ameliorated and public indignation be appeased.
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INCREASE IN THE PRICE OF RICE

In view of the continued increase in the 
price of rice, the Bean and Rice Trade Guild held a 
meeting at 3 p.m. yesterday at its office, No. 15 Avenue 
Edward VII, to discuss measures to remedy the situation. 
Ying Ts-kong #/'j) was in the chair.

The following resolutions were discussed and 
passed *-
(1) That the opinion of the S.M.C. be accepted and that 

as a temporary measure, the price of best quality 
rice be not more than $45 per *zar* and the price 
of foreign rice and •See Mee* be not more than $3F 
per *zar*. A circular notice will be issued to 
enforce the above limited prices of rice as from 
December 10 and the Control Committee will see that 
the merchants carry on their business accordingly. 
The Settlement authorities will be requested to deal 
with any merchant who violates the order.

(2) That delivery of Chinese rice or foreign rice or 
•See Mee* must be made within three days. Violators 
will be severely punished.

(3) That the general public be requested to do their 
best to disclose unscrupulous rice manipulators and 
hoarders and to request the authorities to punish 
them «

(4) Yesterday, rice, grain and provisions arriving here 
by trains were prohibited from being transported 
into the Foreign Settlements.

That the Settlement authorities be requested to 
remedy the situation in order to relieve the distress 
of the general public) that as the price of rice at 
Wuhu is about $15 per "zar*, the Settlement authorities 
be requested to apply for certificates for the 
transportation of 50,000 to 100,000 hags of *See 
Mee* from Wuhu to Shanghai) that the price of this 
rice be fixed by the Settlement authorities.

(5) That a suggestion be made that the Settlement 
authorities, the Chinese Chamber of Commerce and 
Mr. Yu Ya-ching hold a meeting of public bodies 
to discuss orders of foreign rice so as to increase 
the sources of supply) that the Chamber of Commerce 
notify bankers to give loans to those desirous Af 
ordering Chinese or foreign rice«

(g) That the Chamber of Commerce and Mr. Yu Ya-ching 
be requested, as in the previous case, to petition 
the Ministry Of Finance at Chungking to allow an 
order of 50,000 bags of foreign rice at the 
Government rate of exchange so as to enable a cheap 
sale of rice.

In view of the fact that the continued 
increase in the price of rice is liable to menace peace 
and order in the Settlement, Mr. T.K. Ho, Deputy 
Secretary of the S.M.C*, at 1 p.m. yesterday summoned 



members of the Control Committee and the Chairman of the 
Bice Shop-keepers Guild to the Council to discuss measures 
on how to keep down the increase price of rice.
Luring the meeting» the visitors gave their opinions 
on the matter* Mr* Ho subsequently fixed the price of 
the best quality rice at not more than #45 per *zar* 
and the price of "See Mee* at not more than $38 per *sarH 
and instructed the rice merchants present to nofify 
their fellow merchants to carry out the order as from 
date* Mr* Ho added that he would» in a few days» 
discuss with local public bodies and influential persons 
the collective purchase of rice and the cheap sale of 
rice with the object of keeping down the price*

In an interview with our reporter yesterday» 
a certain rice merchant hoped that the Control Committee 
would draw up a set of regulations governing the 
punishment of rice merchants who violate the order 
that the delivery of rice must be made within three 
days so as to stop merchants from hoarding rice*

The price of foreign rice was $39 per *zar* 
yesterday* A Certain important element of the Bean 
and Rice Trade Guild holds the view that the local 
Consular Body should bring about a cessation of the 
increase in the pride of rice*

Our reporter was infozwed yesterday by a 
certain rice merdhant that the stock of rice in this 
locality has been greatly increased» yet the price of 
rice is also on the increase. It is regrettable that 
rice speculators and manipulators know only how to 
enrich themselves without giving consideration to the 
interests of the general public*
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New Record Price
Quoted for Rice

Grain Reaches $46 A Zan 
On Local Market; Permits
Withheld by Japanese

Rice for the ¡bowls of' China in 
Shanghai reached the new high mark 
of $46.50 per “zah” in the local Rice 
Market yesterday despite an ample 
stock of both the regional grain and 
the Saigon importation. The soaring > 
of the price caused a general feeling 

■ of anxiety among the Chinese popula- , 
: tion, and special measures were being J 
' discussed last night to deal with the 
I problem.

In some cases the rate was quoted 
' at $48 per “zah,” it. wais reported from •; 
. the Rice Market, whose Control Com- ; 
mittee hurriedly called a meeting to ■ 
apply whatever internal remedy was 1 
available. Chinese circles believed, 
however, that only some degree of M 
official control could avert an aggrava- i 
tion of the situation..

The “North-China Daily News” 
learned last night that a special meet- 

I ing of the Food and. Fuel Supply g
Committee of the Shanghai Municipal 

i Council had been called for next < 
'Monday to discuss the emergency, f 
j This Committee would be in a position1 
i to recommend to the Council any re- ' 
medial measures thought appropriate 
at -this time. It may be recalled that L 
the S.M.C. and the French Municipal 
Administration last July approved the

I following warning to be posted in the 
! Rice Market:

“After consultation between the| 
; Rice Guilds and the Shanghai Muni-' 
' cipal Council and the French Munir > 
■ cipal Administration, the price, until 
further notice, of firist-grade rice is i 

'■ not to exceed $20 per zah, and the 
price of See Mee is not to exceed $16 
per zah,

“Any prices over and above these 
prices will not be recognized by the 
Guilds and should be reported to the 
Police.” (“Municipal Gazette,” July 
21, 1939.)

Japanese Hold up Rice
Investigation by the “North-China 

Daily News” revealed last night that 
some 600 bagls of rice destined for the 
Shanghai market had been held up 
by the Japanese authorities on the •. 
Soochow Creek in the vicinity of the j 
former Government Mint for more 
than two days. This rice is in boats, 
ready for entrance into the local ' 
market.

It is further learned that since the 
first of this month the Japanese mili
tary have withheld all permits for the ; 
entry of rice from the hinterland via 
the important shipping centres cf 
Quinsan, Wuhu and Sungkiang. The 
shipment now stopped on the Soochow | 
Creek is rice for which a permit was I 
issued before December, it is learned. • 

J Tension, reigned in the Shanghai 
Rice Market yesterday for as soon 
as it was opened the price of $46 

■ was called. Seeing that the problem 
: must be tackled quickly, the control 
i committee held a meeting at noon 
| at which it was decided that actual 
| cargo must be delivered in three days 
and not 10 days in all transactions 
held in the market. It was hoped 
that this decision would discourage 
manipulation by unscrupulous mer
chants who may hoard cargo and 
wait for higher prices. In many 
cases, it was learned, disputes took 
place between sellers and buyers 
when goods were not delivered on

Rice Merchants Warned
An announcement was issued by 

the committee after the meeting 
warning all rice merchants against 
violating the new rule, explaining 
that the former 10-day delivery 
period would only cause more trouble 
to the already confused market. Those 
who violate the rule will be punished 
by the committee.. It was stated that 
no speculation should be allowed and 
that in all dealings actual rice must 
be possessed by sellers. Suspension 
of business was threatened in the 
announcement should any member of 
the market be found violating the 
rule which will go into effect today.

Steady increase of the price of rice 
surprised all Chinese here as they 
believed that while the supply had 
been arriving continuously there 
should never be such unprecedented 
upward trend in price. Several days 
ago, one rice merchant saw the pos
sibility of the price going up to the 
$59 mark, asserting that when the 
new crop of rice was arriving the 
price should not be quoted at $40 
the price then prevailing in the mark
et.. Before the rice increases started 
many months ago the normal price 
fluctuated around $13 per picul.
It was authoritatively learned 

yesterday that an assistant Municipal 
Advocate of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council had conferred, in a private 
capacity, with judges of the First 
Special District Court for the pur
pose of devising some methods of 
dealing with those who are mani
pulating the rice market.

The Chinese and foreign press in 
Shanghai have unanimously express
ed the opinion that official quarters 
should do something before it is too 
late. In addition to the increase 
registered in the rice market, prices 
of other commodities in every-day 
use have gone up during the past few 
days causing extreme concern to 
the majority of people here.

“Shoot the Profiteers!”
General Ku Tsu-tung, a route army 

commander who is directing opera
tions of the Chungking forces in 
Chekiang, has been ordered by Gen
eral Chiang Kai-shek to investigate 
the price increase “racket” in Shang
hai and to shoot those merchants who 
co-operate with the Japanese in mani
pulating markets, according to a 
Chungking message published by a 
Chinese evening paper here last night. 
AU organizations having relations 
with the Military Affairs Council were 
said to have received the order/
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Rice Market 
*

The rate of white rice continued high 
yesterday. In the early session, the price 

¡of Changshu cereals hit a new high, and 
¡touched the $48.00 mark, while buyers 
were hesitant to absorb at this rate. 
Later, the quotation eased sc^iewhat . on 
slack demand, and as a result J.he prices 
of white rice registered gains ranging 
from $1.00 to $1.50- per picul. The day’s 
arrivals amounted to 6,00-0 bags and two 
junkloads, while the volume of business 
transacted in the session totaled 5,000 bags.

Another 5,000 bags of Saigon rice arriv
ed here yesterday, while the rate followed 
an "uptrend and registered a gain of $0.50 
per picul. Trading interest remained 
rather poor, and a total of about 3,000 
bags of Annam and Saigon rice changed 
hands.

Nam&t of Rice Closing
Changsha . . ........ $46.-50
Kunshan ..................  -• •• $45.00
Taichung .. .. .................. $4*’
Tsingpoo .......... $43.20
Soongking ........ .. $42.50
Kooli . ... .. .................. • . $42.00
Ghangchow “sharp” ...... $42.70
Saigon . .. .. .. . . .. $38.20t
Kiangpeh provincial.......................$39.00

Trading in native flour was at a stand
still yesterday, with mills restricting their 
sales and local buyers absorbing fraction
ally. The outport traders were not in 
the market, and the rate of second grade 
product remained unchanged at $8.30 in 
cash per bag.

Reacting to the high price of rice, the 
quotation of native wheat advanced yes
terday, but buying interest narrowed down 
and the Fob Sing and Fou Foong flour 
mills absorbed only 800 bags at a* rate 
which was $0.10 high as compared with

• the last reported quotation.
Name of Wheat Closing
Kweitien .. ........ $13.68

j Soochow .......... $13.50
Wusih ............ $13.50
Changchcw .. .. .. .. $13.50
Chinkiang .......... $12.80
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cheaper than this, around $42 
This despite a ten percent increase 
in the price of rice in Saigon and 
a ten percent drop in exchange, 
making a difference of roughly 20 
percent higher cost for Shanghai 
sales.Rice Of Shanghai

Taken Bv Ninnon 4 Saigon rice, and has now com-1 
1 anvil J 11pleted about one-third of this pro

gram. In addition, India is also 
buying from 
part of the 
Indo-China 
crop is now 

From the . _ _ __
beginning of the new crop there 
will be an interval of four weeks, 
and it will not be until February 
that the new Saigon crop will be 
in fit condition for export.

Japanese System
As already pointed out by Eve- 

post, the Japanese are purchasing 
rice in the interior at their own 
prices, and paying for it in their 
own notes, for export to Japan, 
where the rice crop has been a 
great failure, and for feeding the 
Nipponese troops in China.

As an example of the way the I 
Japanese have been running things 
in the countryside, a monopoly has! 
been set up in the sungkiang area,I 
the most important source of 
supply to Shanghai.

“Unauthorized”
Operating under the name 

the Cheng Kee Company, 
Japanese outfit has notified 

there that they| 
any rice 
persons 
company.' 

stock—g 
$20 per

Shipment To Homeland 
In Full Swing; 

Prices Rise
"Of course there’s pro

fiteering in rice, if you can 
call taking a profit on what 
you have bought for sale 
such. There’s profiteering 
in any business.” This is ’■ 
what the Shanghai Evening i 
Post was told today, when 
making inquiries into the rice [ 
situation, and Chinese allega- I 
tions that a huge holdup by j 
speculators is responsible for the | 
present high prices.

“If Chinese merchants hadn’t 
been determined to do business, 
and ventured their capital on pur
chasing rice despite the terrific 
handicaps imposed by Japanese 
occupation of the hinterland, but 
had sat instead with their hands 
folded, there wouldn’t be any rice 
in Shanghai, and we’d all be starv
ing. It’s a normal thing to buy 
stocks of rice when the crop is in, 
for sale later. If a merchant who 
has put out capital for 
later has to take a kick 
pants and sell at a loss, 
weeps for him ”

In Full Swing
With the Japanese program of 

exporting china’s rice to their 
homeland now in full swing, ar
rivals of the grain in Shanghai 
have almost entirely halted, with 
the result that prices have crept 
up, while at the same time the 
price of the imported Saigon grain 
have also risen, Ev epost was told.

Prices have reached the level of 
$45 a zah for domestic grain, 
while Saigon rice is still selling at

stocks 
in the 
nobody

Crop Interval
is buying 300,000 tons of

Saigon. This explains, 
higher cost in 
port, where the 
finishing, 
end of this to

the 
old

the

rice

ofl 
the 
the

iocal rice hongs 
may not sell
’‘unauthorized” 
only to that
cornering the 
at , the utmost $20 per zah 
—that firm exports partly to Japan 
and partly to Shanghai, making 
fat profits.

The firm obviously has the sup
port of the local Japanese military 
as the sentries along the Sung 
kiang highway have been ordered 
to stop all kinds of rice move
ments, except those weighing les*' 
than half a zah and those coming 
into/Sungkiang. Monopolies of th° 
same kind are said to exist in 
practically all rice producing cen
ters. All kinds of farm products 
and cocoons are being controlled 
*n like manner.

to 
but 
By
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FURTHER PISE IN PRICE 0? RICF

In recent days the price of rice has risen 
again. One zar" of rice now costs over $40. Rice 
speculators are very active in the purchase of rice for 
a good profit« At noon yesterday the price of rice 
set a new record of $43.50 per "zar”. The best quality 
cost.. $44 to $45 while the infierior quality was sold 
at $37. According to a provision dealer, the rice in 
stock in Shanghai is sufficient to meet any demand of 
the market and the local authorities are earnestly 
requested to cope with the situation created by the 
rice manipulators«

According to information from a reporter 
of the Sin Sung News Agency, foreign concerns in t.iia 
locality have purchased 300,000 bags of Saigon ricej 
120,000 bags are en route to Shanghai by water and 
40,CC0 bags are expected to reach here to-day. 
During the course of the next few days, it is further 
stated, a substantial quantity of Saig°n rice aan be 
obtained•
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(Mounting Prices
Stir Chinese

High Levels Predicted for 
Chief Foodstuffs; Official 
Action Sought

. Lack of official attention is blamed
• for the unprecedented economic trou-i: 
i bles facing the Shanghai people in a 
i news article published yesterday in 
j the commercial section of a leading, 
I Chinese newspaper which asserts that
“difficulties of the Shanghai people 
are nobody’s business. The uncontrol
led increase of prices is the subject•’ 
of many reports and press comments 
and is also the curse in every Chinese 
family. Hope is freely expressed 
that official quarters should do some- i

| thing.
Most strongly worded criticisms 

■ have been published by the Chinese ( 
i press during the past few days against - 
| the unscrupulous merchants and 
manipulators in the market but their 
words were not heeded. It is pointed 
out that in some cases it is excusable 
that prices have been increased but 
in most cases the alarming situation I 
is said to be the result of profiteering I 
because no control over merchants 
has been effected as was done in the I 
past by the Bureau of Social Affairs. I 
It is generally admitted that the 
changed situation has also caused diffi
culties that can only be settled by 
official quarters as public sanction is I 
of no use.?

A rice merchant interviewed says 5 
that he sees the possibility of the

i price of rice soaring to the $50 or 
even $60 mark a few months later if

J no preventive measures axe carried 
out now. The price of the grain per 
picul now is again fluctuating around 
$41. He points out that the serious
ness of the situation lies in the fact 
that this is, a time when the good 
crop of rice is being sold and foreign 
rice is arriving continuously. Un- j 
restricted hoarding is said to be one 
of the chief reasons of the price in- 
•crease.

Further Increases Anticipated
Prices of flour and wheat have also i 

. gone up during the past few days, ! 
? leaving more than doubled compared ! 
; with the pre-war figures. A bag of 

flour is quoted at less than $8 but it 
is predicted that it will eventually 
reach that mark in the next few days. 
The price of wheat is $13 per bag. 
The most important increase in addi- 

: uon to the increase of price of rice 
is registered in the bean oil market. 
This oil is needed by even a most 
humble Chinese family for cooking 
vegetables. It is $103 per barrel. 
Most of the Chinese here have dis- /

< carded peanut oil, the price of which
they can not afford to pay. I

The “Shun Pao” indicates that it; .>
may be beyond the ability of local / f
people here to control the price of 
oil which mostly comes from the north.
The report asserts that Germany has

| been buying beans from Mhnchoukuo 
in large quantities having reached an

j agreement with the Japanese. The 
purchase of 1,000,000 tons of beans 
having been agreed to, the much V
needed cargo is said to be reaching 
Germany by rail via Siberia. Oil

। merchants in Shanghai have been 
i hoarding the oil too and as a result 

the bean oil from Tsingtao surpassed * 
the $100 mark on Saturday last.

The Chinese press pin their hope 
on Mr. Yu Ya-ching in doing away 
with the rice market racket. He is 
quoted as saying that the way out 
of the present difficult situation ds 
<o again start a “collective purchase” 
movement. He has promised to hold 
a meeting with repireisenlhtivqs of 
public bodies concerned in order that

I 1 .y may again collectively buy 
। Saigon rice to offset local prices.
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Rice Market
Brisk demand coupled with ornali arri

vals of white rice caused the rate to ad
vance yesterday. According to reliable 
sources, 20 carloads of white rice had 
been stopped by the Japanese authorities, 
and could not be transported into the 
International Settlement via the western 
district. Only 4,500 tags were brought 
in during the day, and the prices regis
tered a gain of $1.00.

The price of provincial rice continued 
high yesterday while a total of about 
1,000 bags changed hands. On account 
of limited supplies of provincial rice, de
mand shifted to Annam and Saigon cereals 
and the day’s turnover was estimated at 
1,000 bags.

Name of Rice Closing
Changshu .......... $41.50
Kunshan .......... $30.50
Dcoli ............ $38.00
Tsingpoo .......... $37.00
Nankiang .. . . .. . . . . $37.00
Wusih “sharp” ....... $37.50
Foongking "sharp” ...... $36.50
Saigon ........... $36.00
Annam . .. ........ $36.00
Kiangpch and Wuhu Provincial $36.00

Flour And Wheat
Uri k demand from local and outport 

dealers featured trading on the market 
for flour and wheat yesterday. Best 
quality of foreign flour was quoted at 
$C,00 per bag while second grade native 
product remained unchanged at $7.80. 
Local dealers took up about 20,000 bags, 
and outport traders were estimated to 

j have absorbed about 10,000 bags. Th? 
■ unofficial price followed an uptrend and 
finished at $8.00 per bag.

Business in native wheat remained poor 
ye terday while the rate was raised $1.00 

. per bag. Chinese mills and Ipcal dealers 
i were unwilling to buy at the high rates 
; while Japanese flour mill absorbed ,fi 
[carloads of Changshu wheat at $13.00 per 
I bag. 

•
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Japan Buying Causes 
Rice Price Increase

Bayonets, Paper “Money” Force Rice Growers 
To Sell; Small Remaining Shipments 

For Shanghai Heavily “Taxed”
With the price of rice showing still further increases, 

the vernacular press has been making strong criticism of 
manipulators in the local market, although it does not appear 
on closer examination that they are to blame, but the Japanese, 
who have brought about a remarkable state of affairs.

“No official intervention” states a morning paper, in
dicating possibly that the Shanghai Municipal Council has
done nothing about the situation, 
although inquiries tend to show 
that there is little that can be 
done by the SMC. Measures re
ported in the Chinese press, as 
naving been adopted by Chinese 
trading groups, such as “To re
quest buyers and sellers and 
brokers in the market to be con
siderable of the livelihood of the 
poor and to warn them against 
disturbing peace and order for sel
fish interests” are entirely beside 
the point and would have no effect

Colored Paper
As a result there was only one 

thing for Japan to do, and that 
was to print a large number of 
nice pieces of colored paper and 
call them Yen, Hua. Hsing notes, 
or anything else., and . for the 
Nipponese army to go with these 
into the huge rice producing area 
from Wuhu to the Tai' Hu lake. 
There was the solution to Japan's 
rice troubles. Soldiers armed with 
bayonets and paper “money” do 
.the trick.

on the market.
Not Pue To Hoarding-

The high price of rice in 
Shanghai is not in the least due 

- to hoarding by Chinese mer
chants, but can be laid complete- 

. ’y to Japan. This statement is 
he result of investigations into 
;he situation made by the Shang- 
aai Evening Post.

“The situation is entirely im
possible at present” was one of 
the comments heard by the in- 

■ vestigator. “When Saigon rice 
tforks out at slightly cheaper 
than the native product, despite 
the bad exchange rate, no more 
comment is necessary.”

Good Harvest
The rice crop in the Yangtze 

valley this year was not as good, 
as it would have been in normal 
political conditions. Despite this, 
it was still good, and should have 
been sufficient to- provide Shang
hai with rice from six to eight 
months from the harvest in Sep-, 
tember, that is to 'say, until April/ 
May/June.

The rice, however, has not come 
the way of this city as it should. 
For this there is a set of reasons, 
which all add up to one thing, the* 
presence of the Japanese army 
China.

The rice is not only needed for 
' japan itself. .The Japanese army 
lias a million men in the field in 
China, and they need rice too. If 
the bld saying “one .soldier, one 
camp follower” be considered, this 
million probably totals up to very 
much mere to be fed on army 
rice.

Residue
What is left of the crop has 

been finding its way to Shanghai, 
through a maze of transportation 
difficulties and “taxes” imposed at 
barriers where “officiate,” accom
panied by Japanese soldiers, take 
their toll at this place and the 
other.

In the interior rice at present 
costs $13 to $20 a zah 
(of 80 kilograms. By the 
time it has come to Shang
hai the cost will have been in
creased to $35, thanks to the 
charges en route. Allowing for 
loss of weight in transit, and for 
a small profit, the rice then sells 
at around the $40 mark. Rice im* 
ported from Saigon, with ship- 
ping charges and unfavorable ex
change, actually works out at a 
little lower than this.

Japan Crop Bad
In Japan this year the riper 

crop was 40 percent below nor-! 
mal. First of all, Mother Nature!? 
did not come up to scratch, Se-h 
condly, the peasants who should;; 
have attended to the harvesting'’ 
were mostly in the army. Third-1 
ly, the girls who work in the fields!; 
are now in the munition fac-f 
torles.

A bad crop in Japan has al-fc 
ways been estimated at 20 percent! 
below normal. This year’s crop! : 
showed twice that deficiency. In 
normal times, Japan turns to Ko-' 
rea when the crop is bad. This!, 
year Korea’s crops -were also bad,! 
and no help could be excepted|

Cost Of Living
The average Chinese eats about 

21b. of rice per day. Altogether, a 
family would average about 6 lb. 
per day. This works out at 
around $40 a month . . . and the 
pay of an average Chinese’ is 
around $35.

“The situation is absolutely im
possible” said ope Of Evepost’s 
¿cúfceu of information. “But 
dhn’c blame the Chinese rice mer* 
chant and. say he is boarding.- 
Thank, God for him and his keen
ness co do busmes; some how and 
bring What he can into ShangnaiJ 
Without him we’d be starving.” ।

--------... —a, ,-........
irom that quarter.
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Rice Market
Opening weak the rate of white rice 

later advanced on brisk demand from 
local and interior dealers, while the price 
of best quality remained unchanged at 
$39.50. The day’s arrivals amounted to 
4,000 bags and 2 junkloads. It was re
ported, however, that 10 junkloads had 
been detained in Hongkew. The total 
sales in the day were estimated at 7,000 
bags.

On account of lacking arrivals, business 
in provincial rice narrowed down yester
day. whereas buying interest in Annam 
and Saigon rice became very active with 
prices being quoted at $34.00 and $34.50 
respectively.

Name of Rice Closing
Changshu .......... $39.50
Wusih ............ $39.00
Kunshan ..................................  $37.50
Kooli ............ $37.00
Dooli .......... .. $36.00
Leeli ............ $34.30
Fbongking .......... $34.00
Kiangpeh provincial .. .. $34.00
Annam .......... $34.50
Saigon .......... $34.00

Flour And Wheat
Business in native flour became rather 

active yesterday with outport dealers show
ing brisk demand. 'As the mills restricted 
their sales to these traders, demand shift
ed to the outside market where the rate 
was raised to $7.76 per bag. Local; buyers 
absorbed at the unchanged rate of $7.60 
in cash per bag, while the rate quoted 
to outport merchants stood at $7.70. The 
day’s turnover amounted to 50,000 bags.

The rate of native wheat continued high 
yesterday while the Fooh Sing and Foong 
Fou flour mills bought 1,500 bags of var- 

1ious kinds and the local dealers took up 
one carload.

Name of Wheat. Closing
Changshu $12.05
Wusih ........... $12.00
Taiyang $12.00

/
I
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Rice Market

Large shipments of white rice arm 
J^terday and resulted in a downw < 
trend of the quotations. The care 
brought in were estimated at 30 3unkio 
and^.OOO bags coming by truck and . 
Trading interest was rather P 
when trading ended the rates registe 
a loss of $0.30 per picul. z

Although only a small shipment of P 
vincial rice arrived yesterday, the ™ 
receded on account of sports ¿tai2« 
bags en route to the city-, lhe total « 
in the day were estimated at 2,000 ba 
while the prices were $0.40 down, as ct 
pared with the last reported quotatip

Within the last two days more tt; 
50,000 bags of Saigon rice arrived he 
while another shipment was reported; 
arrive in the early part of the next we 
The price of this quality declined $0. 
as buying interest was seen to narr
down.

Name of Rice 
Changshti - • • * .................
Wusih .........................................
Kunshan .................................
Dooli •. .................................
Taichong .................................
Kooli ......................... • •
Foongkihg .................................
“Sharp” •• •• •• •• ••
Kiangpeh provincial .. «•

Closing 
$39.5( 
$38.5( 
$37.0» 
$36.0< 
$35.7' 
$35.0’ 
$34.0' 
$35.0 
$33.5
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Nipponese Wee
Figures Given

Stock From Past Year 
Equais Consumption 

Of Three Weeks
Stecks of rice in the Japanese 

Ehipire at the beginning of this 
month were 40 percent lower 
than at the «same time cf the past 
year according to an announce*, 
merit by the Tokyo Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry, Ths'sc 
rice stocks totalled 4,061.352 koku 
(1 koku eauah 4.9629 bushels) 
whereof 3.972.731 were in, Japan 
proper and the bulk of the‘ re
mainder in Korea.

The total consumption pf rice 
in Japan during the 1938-39 rice 
year wa's 79,324,009 koku, show- 

• ing a slight decrease of 701,090 
koku as compared with the pre
vious rice year. Total rice stocks 
¡in the Japanese Empire there
fore. amount to less than’a three 

. week’s consumption.
The output of the new rice 

crop in Japan has been estimat
ed officially at 65,280000 koku and 
another 8.040.000 koku are to be 
imported during 1939-40 from 
Korea and Formosa. The total 
volume of rice, including old 
tocks, available in Japan proper

J.939-40 thus would amount to 
I 77 340,0'00 koku. and would be 
I fhert pf 2.900,000 koku from the 
i consumption of 1938-39.

t
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Drought Cuts Korean Rice Cr^igjSy 
42 Per Cent; Japan Faces Shortage

U. S. MARINES GUARD LOCAL RICE 
HONGS AFTER NIPPON VISITS

Guards furnished by the U. S. Fourth Marines were patrolling 
outside two rice hongs in Shanghai’s Sinza district on Monday of 
this week, following a visit to the premises last Saturday by three 
Japanese (one a gendarme and two others employees of a trans
portation firm) who allegedly were searching for “smuggled rice.” 
The Japanese nailed up the rear doors of the hongs and locked the 
main entrances. Informed of the visits, the Shanghai Municipal 
Police posted guards, while the Marines, in whose defense sector 
the two hongs are located, reinforced the police.

The Japanese action is believed linked with the rice shortage 
in Japan, some quarters suggesting that Japanese in the interior 
are tightening control of China’s rice supply with a view to ex
porting large stocks to Japan. Reports of such exports and un
favorable crop reports from the hinterland caused the local price 
of rice to jump from $28 to $35 a picul last week-end.

JAPAN’S economic difficulties, in
tensified by the prolongation of the 
war in China which fails to bring 

anything like adequate returns for 
the huge investment in life and 
treasure, have now extended to the 
staple diet of her people, according 
to reports which indicate that the 
country is shortly to face a serious 
shortage of rice.

According to a United Press dis
patch from Tokyo on Nov. 17, it is 
highly likely that Japan will be 
forced to import considerable quanti
ties of the grain next summer from 
Siam, French Indo-China and Burma 
to meet a threatened shortage.
Korean Output Halved

Although Japan produces annually 
close to 320 million bushels of rice, 
her people eat about 365 million 
bushels. The shortage is usually 
made good by imports from the 
Japanese colonies of Korea and 
Formosa. But this year, Korea 
suffered a serious drought which cut 
the country’s output by an estimated 
42 per cent. There is consequently 
not sufficient rice for Korea’s own 
needs, and the 30 to 40 million 
bushels usually exported to Japan 
will now have to be sought elsewhere.

The drought in Korea this year 
has not only made rice exports to 
Japan impossible, but it also reduced 
crops below the level required to meet 
the needs of the Korean people. This 
fact was shown last week in a 
resolution presented to the Ministry 
of Agriculture in Tokyo by members 
of the Social Masses Party, demand
ing that cereals be sent to Korea 
immediately from Manchukuo and 
Japan to “secure an even supply of 
food.”

While Korea’s rice crop was 
severely curtailed by drought, a 
Domei report from Seoul oh Nov. 19 
indicated that the wheat and barley 
crops for the current fiscal year had 
risen by 6,887,400 bushels over last 
year’s crops. This year’s total, it was 
stated, amounted to 65,687,940 
bushels.
Must Drink Less Sake

So serious has Japan’s rice short
age become, that the Government is 
planning to deprive the sake brewing 

industry in Japan and colonies of 
some 2,000,000 koku of rice which 
normally they would be using. Last 
year, the rice allotted to sake brewing 
was cut by 10 per cent, but this 
further cut is now deemed necessary, 
according to the Asahi Shimbun.

Not only will the Japanese people 
have to content themselves with less 
sake, but they henceforth will pay 
higher prices for their cigarettes. A 
14 per cent increase in price was 
decreed on Nov. 16, effective im
mediately. Tobacco is a Govern
ment monopoly, and the increased 
price is intended to furnish additional 
revenue. Government officials esti
mated, according to Domei, that the 
increase would yield an additional 
"Yen 15,000,000 for the national 
treasury this fiscal year, and a total 
revenue increase of Yen 60,000,000 
for the 1940-41 fiscal year.

At the last-day session of the 
ordinary general meeting of the 
Imperial Agricultural Association in 
Tokyo on Nov. 10, a lengthy discus
sion took place on the food situation. 
A number of recommendations to the 
Government were adopted, among 
them being a proposal that complete 
preparations be made for the intro
duction of a “ticket rationing system” 
for the future distribution of food
stuffs.
“A Contemptible Invention”

The more Japan’s people are com
pelled to tighten their belts in order 
to keep the Japanese war machine in 
the field in China, the more sensitive 
their rulers become to the pro
pagandist use made of Japan’s 
economic difficulties by the Chinese. 
An example of this was a statement 
last week byi Rear-Admiral Seiichi 
Iwamura, newly-appointed Japanese 
Naval Resident Officer in Shanghai, 
who in an interview with Japanese 
newspapermen “flayed” Chungking 
propaganda to the effect that Japan’s 
measures for controlling economy 
indicated that her resources were 
insufficient for prolonged hostilities.

“A contemptible invention” was the 
description which the Admiral applied 
to this propaganda, at the same time 
pointing out that there was “a 
country in Europe” (evidently mean
ing Germany) which imposed more 

stringent economic regulations than 
were enforced in Japan.

♦ ♦ ♦
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Big Amount Of 
Rice Diverted 
Into Hongkew

o I

Thousands of bags of rice shioped 
here from the growing areas have 
been diverted into the Hongkew 
area and reshioped to North China 
ports, according to well-known 
Chinese^trading circles last night.

While the exact amount of rice 
thus diverted into Hongkew could 
not yet be ascertained, the same 
sources estimated that during the 
past two weeks, over 50.0C3 bags 
had been “misappropriated."

It was generally believed in 
traders’ circles last night that unless 
this loss to the Settlement’s stock 
was checked, there would be little 
possibility of bringing relief to the 
rice crisis here.

Accordng to yesterday’s trading 
reports best grade rice was still 
being sold at about MO per picul, 
thus reaching the highest price 
peak since the critical days of last 
August.

Several trading groups were re
ported yesterday considering “re
pressive measures" against mani
pulation in the rice market. The 
measures decided ud by these 
groups were reported to include the 
following:

1. To call the attention of local 
• banking circles to the necessity of 
greatly reducing or entirely stopping 
mortgage loans on rice, in order to 
prevent such loans from being 
utilized by unscrupulous merchants:

2. To request buyers and sellers 
and brokers in the market to be 
considerate of the livelihood of the 

’¡poor and to warn them against dis
turbing peace and order for selfish 
interests :

3. To request publicly all informed 
quarters to expose manipulators so 
that they may be brought to 
justice :

4. To appeal to the authorities of 
the foreign areas to adopt a de
finite policy for the protection of the 
food situation, and to mete out 
severe punishment to those re
sponsible for manipulating the. 
market:

5. To petition separately to the 
Chinese courts here, the City 
Chamber of Commerce, the Rice* 

I Merchants Guild and the Chinese r 
> Native Bankers Association to 
| organize, in conjunction with the1 
foreign authorities, a Shanghai; 
Food Protection Committee to be j 
invested with the highest authority 
on the food question.
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Move to Check Rise 
j In Rice Prices

Local Public Baades to { 
Petition Authorities For ; 
Action Against Profiteers | 

|
Some Chinese public bodies in 

Shanghai are reported to have met 
during the past few days and resolved 
upon a number of measures which 
they will petition official quarters to 
carry cut in order to put an end to 
the manipulation which is alleged to 
be responsible for the sudden increase 
in thé price of rice during the past 
few’ days.

They have decided upon “preven
tion” and “public sanction” as the best 
means of destroying the racket. To 
this end, it is stated, they will request 
bankers not to lend money to 
merchants yyho depend on hoarding 
rice for obtaining a profit. They will 
persuade merchants and commission 
men in the rice market not to increase 
their prices unreasonably, and also 

I encourage people to report secretly 
I on the activities of manipulators.

The most important decision reached 
| at the meetings is a joint committed 
to be organized by the Chinese courts

I in the foreign areas, the Chinese 
i Chamber of Commerce, the Rice 
I Dealers’ Association, the Shanghai 
J Bankers Association and the Settle- 
I ment and Concession authorities for 
the purpose of regulating the price of 

| rice. The joint committee will be the 
i highest arbitration organization in any 
rice dispute between the public and 
unscrupulous merchants. It is under
stood that the public bodies con
cerned will carry out their decisions 
by petitioning the official quarters 
affected.

Only about two weeks ago the price 
of rice was gradually returning tp 
normal. First grade rice was once 
quoted at only $26 per picul, but dur
ing the past few days it has again 
jumped to the $35 mark.
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Rice Market

On account of the rainy weather, only 
small business in white rice was recorded 
yesterday, with rates declining: irregularly. 
The day’s arrivals amounted to about 5,000 
bags of white rice, brought by truck and I 
rail.

Reports of large shipments of Saigon 
rice en route to the- city dampened senti
ment, and, as a result, the prices of pro
vincial rice moved lower yesterday while 
about 2,000 bags of Nanking, Wuhu, and 
Kiangpeh rice changed hands.

Name of RicPr Closing
Changshu .......... $35.00
Tsingkao ..................................... $34.00
Kunshan .......... $33.00
Soochow .......... $32.00
Dooli ............ $31.00
Lili ...........’? $30.00
Foongking ........ $29.00^ 
“Sharp” .......... $31.00
Kiangpeh provincial ...... $31.00
Nanking and «Wuhu provincial $29.50
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Rice Market

A large shipment of white rice was re
ceived yesterday, amounting to 6,000 bags. 
These arrivals coupled with selling offers 
of Saigon rice served to depress the 
market in th© early session'. Later, brisk 
demand from local and interior dealers I 
caused the. rate5 to firm up, and when 
trading ended the quotations registered a 
gain of $1.

Reacting to reports that large ship-| 
ments of Saigon, rice would arrive here' 

.’h the early part of the next month trad-! 
’ng interest in provincial rice narrowed i 
down yesterday, with dealers adopting an j 
awaiting attitude.

Name of Rice Closing
Changsha .......... $36.00
Tsingkao ........§35.00 
Kunshan .. •....... $34.00
Soochow .......... $33.00

• * ..................................... $32.00
Foongkmg ......... §30.00
Sharp” ......... $32.00

Kiangpeh provincial . . .. $30.60 I 
Nanking and Wuhu provincial $29.00
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Rice Market
The rate of white rice weakened yes-1 

j terday. . In the early session, trading i 
became very active when the holders re
duced the prices reacting to reports of 
large shipments en route to the city. The 
cargoes received amounted to 3,000 bags, 
coming by truck and rail, while no rice 
junks arrived.

Buying interest in provincial-rice nar
rowed down yesterday as -considerable 
orders of Saigon rice have been placed. 
Opening .firm, the ratei later declined, and, 
as a result, 2,000 bags of various cerea'» 

. changed hands, the price being $0.30 below 
thè last reported’ quotation.

Name of Hico Closing i
Changsha ...... ' .. .. $35.50
Tsingkoo ........ $35.00
Kunshan .......... $34.00
Soochow .........-, $33.50
Dooli ............ $33.00
Foongking .......... .$30.50 
“Sharp” .. .. ». .. .. $32.50
Kiangpeh provincial ...... $31.50

Flour And Wheat

The mills restricted their sales to out- 
port merchants yesterday. Amid brisk 
demand the rates advanced, and the 
amount of business done amounted to 
about 40,000 bags. “Gunboat” flour was 
being sold at $7.40, while “warship” brand 
stood at $7,20 in cash per bag.

The flour mills were reluctant to buy 
native wheat yesterday, and, as a result, 
only 1,000 bags of Changchow and Soo
chow cereals were traded in, the prices 
being $11.30, and $11.33 respectively.
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S.M. C. Asked 
To Probe Riee 
Price Hikes

Settlement authorities have been 
I petitioned to investigate into the 
causes leading to the sharply mount
ing cost of rice in the foreign areas, 
a large Chinese rice dealer told 
The China Press in an interview 
yesterday.

“The speculators are entirely । 
responsible for this state cf af
fairs/* he added. “Dealers are 
powerless unless the authorities 
lend us their assistance?*

It could not be ascertained 
last night whether such a peti
tion had been received by the 
Council. It was learned earlier 
in the day that the Council had 
received official information 
that a large quantity of rice had 
been ordered from Saigon, while 
arrivals from the growing areas 
nearby were considered satis
factory.

A high official of the Council 
informed THE CHINA PRESS 
that the principal task of the 
Council rice control body is to 
facilitate the importation of the 
grain here wherever possible 
and it is not primarily concern
ed in the regulation of prices.

It was recalled, however, that 
when price increases had reach
ed such a stage as to threaten 
“public welfare”, the Council 
would as on former occasions, 
step in and put into effect some 
sort of regulations.
Meanwhile, traders’ reports last 

night stated that the amount of 
rice which arrived here yesterday 
totialled about 8,000 bags. Together 
with the existing stock in Shanghai, 
dealers saw no alarm for any ser
ious Shortage in the near future.
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Rice PricfeJBp;
Japan Hand 

Seen 
rf^*’*****’ ,. .-•ydtere.w5mr.. -

Independent
It is believed, however, that. 

the Japanese in the interior are; 
tightening the control of rice with j 
the view of switching large stocks; 
to Japan where there is a short
age of supply.

The SMP were informed by the 
three concerns of the Saturday 
night visit, and guards were im
mediately posted. As the Burkin 
and Avenue Roads hongs are ini 
the US Marine sector, squads of; 
Marines were called in to supple-1 
ment the Police pickets. ।

The action of the Japanese gen
darme from Wusih in pursuing 
independent investigations without 
asking for SMP assistance is as
cribed in some quarters to his 
ignorance of local conditions. No 
official complaint has as yet been 
laid with the SMI? regarding rice 
illegally acquired, and the whole 
situation is at present being 
studied by SMP Headquarters.

Reports of huge exports of rice 
to Japan to relieve the shortage 
there and unfavorable crop re
ports from the interior combined 
to force the price of rice from 
$28 to $35 per picul during the 
weekend. Rice business circles 1 
are reticent concerning the re
ported exports to Japan although 
it is admitted that there have been 
large withdrawals from the local 
rice stock during the last few 
days.

Stocks Fall Slightly
An official of the SMC told the 

Evening Post this morning that 
there had only been a slight 
falling off in the total stocks held 
in godowns and retail rice shops, 
and estimated that the present 
stock in the city amounted to 
around 224,000 piculs.

The official revealed that this 
was considerably higher than the 
total of only 50,000 piculs in 
Shanghai last September, when 
■ice prices rose to over $50 per 
picul.

He also declared that since the 
recent improvement in foreign ex
change, a number of orders had 
ceen placed for the purchase of 
rice from Saigon, one order hav
ing been placed by a firm here 
this week for importation of 500 
tons of Saigon rice, while several 
jther orders had also been enter
ed.

Rumors Of Big | 
Exports Cause 

Rates To Soar
Wusih Gendarme Callsj 

On Hongs, Indicate
Tight Control

1MARINES, POUCE
PROTECT STORES

S7-Increase Recorded 
In Weekend; Stock 

Shows Decline
US Marines are airline 

Shanghai Municipal Police 
in guarding two rice hongs 
in the Sinza district* which 
Were visited Saturday night 
by three Japanese in search 
)f pm”™’pd rice, The Japan-1 
nse nniieH nn the back door 

the front door ofmd locked

three hongs wereAltogether 
visited, the third in the Louza dis-| 
trict. This last wa$> visited fo>* « f 
s?cond time yesterday morning, 
when the Japanese found an SMP 
on guard, who interrogated t_ _
trio. ।

Wusih Gendarme
The three hongs are situated at, 

13 Lane 344 Burkill Road, 208 
Avenue Road and 377 West Soo- 
chow Road. It was the latter 
which was visited twice by the 
Nipponese, who apparently com-: 
prise a gendarme from Wusih and- 
two members of a transportation; 
firm.

,**'The Japanese were apparently 
I checking up on rice shipped from 
Wusih to Shanghai on a forged 
permit, 4 ■ -
tended

I in the 
neither 
up the

the f

but what exactly they in
to do regarding the stocks! 
three hongs is not clear, 
is their action in closing 

Burkilt Road hone.
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hS.M.C, REQUESTED TO PREVENT HOARDING OF RICE

At this time of the year when there is a 
continuous arrival of new rice, there is still no sign 
of a drop in the price of rice; on the contrary an increase 
has been marked during the past seven days.

Consequently a meeting was held by the Rice 
Mart^Control Committee at the Taing Lieh Koo Tea Shop 

) on Foochow Road yesterday afternoon at which 
the following resolutions were discussed and passed

(1) That the members of the Committee be 
requested to advise the rice merchants to check further 
increases in the nrice of rice.

(2) That efforts be made to prevent rice 
brokers from manipulation for profiteering on the rice

S mart; that severe measures be adopted against them if they 
are found to be engaged in such activities.

According to a certain leading rice merchant 
the present increase in the price of rice is due to 
manipulation and hoarding on the part of certain elements 
who are doing this with the deliberate intention of 
disturbing the rice market.

It is learned that petitions have been sent 
to the S.M.C. and the Chamber of Commerce by the Shanghai 
First Special District Citizens' Federation and other local 
public bodies requesting them to devise ways and means to 
put a stop to the activities of manipulation and at the 
same time to accelerate the construction of granaries so 
as to avoid a shortage of rice supplies for the people.
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REASONS FOR THE HIGH PRICE OF RICE

Due to the unreasonably rapid increase in the 
price of rice during the past few days, the question of 
rice supplies to local residents will again become as 
serious as it was two months ago. This is evidently 
due to manipulation and hoarding on the part of certain 
elements and it is deemed necessary that investigations 
should be made and punishment be meted out upon such 
elements*

The following information has been secured by 
the Dah Chung News Agency ( K ):-

At this time when tne 3.M.C. and various local 
authoritative "bftdies are planning the construction of 
granaries for the storage of rice as a means to prevent 
a shortage of rice supplies in spring next year, the price 
of the "Kan Mee" has suddenly gone up to over $40 per 
picul during the past three or four days. This sharp 
increase in the price of rice is undoubtedly not due to 
obstruction or to shortage of stocks, as rice supplies 
are still pouring into Shanghai continuously from the 
suburban areas. Moreover, according to a high official 
of the S*M*C*, there are at present at least 224,000 piculs 
of rice in stock in Shanghai. It is therefore quite 
evident that the recent sharp increase in the price of rice 
is due to manipulation on the part of certain elements 
who are doing this purposely for the sake of profiteering. 

It is learned that with a view to preventing 
a shortage of rice supplies for residents as well as for 
the purpose of maintaining peace and order, the S*M,C* is 
making discreet enquiries into the actual facts responsible 
for this rapid increase and will take severe measures 
against such activities as soon as definite proof has been 
established.

The authorities of the Foreign Settlements have 
been requested by the Citizens' Federation to pay special 
attention to such activities, while the Chamber of Commerce 
and the Rice Trade Guild have been asked by the local 
authoritative banking and industrial circles to take 
effective measures against activities of manipulation and 
hoarding so as to appease the anxiety of the public* It 
is hoped that by doing this the avarice for profits of the 
traitorous merchants will be somewhat checked.



According to two local leading rice merchants, 
there is no explanation for the sudden rise of the price 
of rice during the past few days other than that of 
manipulation for profiteering on the part of certain 
elements. The reports that this increase is due to non
arrivals of rice and shortage of rice stocks or due to 
the shortage of rice supplies in Japan are simply intended 
to mislead the public. At present between seven and eight 
thousand bags of rice arrive in Shanghai every day, while 
the daily consumption in Shanghai is only 7,000 bags. 
Moreover, there are sufficient stocks of rice in Shanghai.

In connection with the report that the Japanese 
are making purchases of rice in the interior, it will be 
noted that most of the purchases they make consist of the 
Wuhu "see-mee?" this in no way affects the rice supplies 
to Shanghai as the rice transported here from the regions 
along the Nanking-Shanghai Bailway comprise mostly "kan-mee." 
It is, therefore, not difficult to see why there has 
prevailed a sharp rise in the price of rice of this c tegory.

When asked by the reporter of the news agency 
about the truth of the rumour that a company had been 
established jointly by certain speculators with the object 
of undertaking large-scale manipulation of the rice mart, 
the two rice merchants replied that they were in ignorance 
but stated that the rice trading circles were now making 
discreet enquiries into this fact and were devising ways 
and means to put a stop to future trouble in connection 
with the question of rice supplies.

It will be remembered that on November 19 a 
meeting was held by the Rice Mart Control Committee, at 
which it was resolved that efforts be made to prevent rice 
brokers from engaging in deliberate enhancement of the 
price of rice at the rice mart. This action on the part of 
the Committee has checked somewhat the activities of the 
unscrupulous elements.

More than 7,000 bags of rice arrived here 
yesterday and, thanks to this, the price of all grades of 
"kan-mee* marked a drop of about $2 per picul yesterday, 
while that of the *see-mee" showed a decline of about $1.30 
per picul.
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Rice Market
The market for white rice advanced yes

terday on brisk demand from local dealers, 
who absorbed a considerable amount of 
various products. The day’s arrivals 
totaled 3,000 bass brought by truck and 
rail.

Poor arrivals of provincial rice coupled 
with increased buying interest resulted in 
an uptrend of the rate yesterday. The 
volume of business done amounted to 3.000 
bags of Nanking. Wuhu, and Kiangpeh
cereals.

Nawe of Rúe ClwAmt
Changshu ................ .. .. ., $33.5¿
Kiangyin ....................................**$32.50
Kunshan ....................................... $31.00
Soochow .......................................$30.50
P?oJi ...........................
Luee .. .... .. .. ., $29.50
First-grade of “Sharp” .. . . $29*80
Kiangpeh provincial.................. $28.70
Nanking & Wuhu provincial $28.50
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Flour And Whffil

Buying interest ^native 
down yesterday. quoted at $7.20.

। product was stdlbei declined some-l 
’»while the were not m the|
1 what. Outport d«aler3f e stocks ml 

market on account Jf Jrgmarkets. The 
’North China a?d ^ jay were estimated! 
total sales during the uay
at 30.000 bag»- native wheat witnessed The market for n t « The Chinese,

,S.-ri'S tr., 
-s* ?. er=!■““-■«—- 

and Taichong wheat.
Name of Wheat 
Wusih • • 
Changchow 
Kweitien 
Soochow 
Taichong 
Pootung

Closing 
VI 0° 

.. $11-00 
$11.00 

.. $n.oo 
M. $10.80 
.. $10.50
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Rice Market
Poor demand from loca1 dealers and 

retail shops caused the price of white 
rice to decline yesterday. The day’s 
arrivals amounted to 3,000 hogs of var
ious cereals coming- by tri»»;’ and rail 
At the close, the quotations registered 
losses ranging from $0.20 to $0.50 per 
picul.

, , ■ --------.VIvjncial nee»
,o/ Ri™ Closing

Changsha .................................. $32.00
Kian gym .. .................................$30.50
Kunshan .. .. ........................ $30.00
Taiyang ... ., .........................$29.50
Soochow .................. ... w# ,, »nn so

’J?,0,1 .....................................
Luee .. . . # ^28 50
L»<w-grade of rice................ .. $26,50

Trading interest in native flour was 
very poor yesterday, as the outport deal
ers were reluctant to buy with regard to 

■ large stocks in North China and South 
| Sea markets. The local buyers absorbed 
a small amount, while the interior dealers 
took up fractionally. As a result, the 
price stood at $7.20 in cash, quoted to 
local dealers, while also the unofficial rate 
was $0.10 down. The total sales in the 
session were estimated at 30,000 bags.

Business in native wheat was small yes- 
erday, as the mills were not in the 
market. The local dealers bought three 
carloads of Soochow wheat at $11.15.

J
Í
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SHANGHAI EVENING POST A HEKCUaT.

Rising Rice Shortage
Alarms Nippon People

The shortage of rice in Japan is increasing and the masses 
of the Nipponese people now are seriously worried on this be
half, the Tokyo paper “Asahi * reveals. The paper is cpenly con
tradicting the Japanese Minister of Agriculture and Forestry, 
who in the latest meeting of the Tokyo Cabinet assured his col
leagues that there was no reason to fear an immediate rice short
age, and that the food supply-situation in Japan was well in hand.

At present the supply of rice in JUpan is short in many 
places and anxiety is being felt over the situation, the “Asahi” 
po .its out. The so-called “drive for economizing in the consump- 
i if i of rice” has had a bad psychological effect upon the people 
/.nd resulted merely in more speculative buying, so that at pre
sent there is great confusion as regards the general distribution 
of stocks, the paper says.

The summer and autumn drought in Korea has been much 
more severe than Japanese officials originally admitted. The rice 
harvest in Korea* a& a result» of the drought, has been (flit 
by no less than 42 percent, the Nipponese vice-minister for Agricul
ture and Forestry, Mr. Yasushi HUsumi, was compelled to admit 
in a interview with a representative of the “AsahV In these 
circumstances, Korea will be unable to export rice to Japan dur
ing the current rice year, if the Koreans tUCmeslves; are not to 
be starved.

The new Japanese .Rice Control Lf»w was officially enforced 
as from November but many difficulties delay its operation in 
practice, So that, the beginning of the new governmental rice con
trol in Japan cannot be expected before next months, the Tokyo 
Government announced.
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'PriceOf Rice
Continues To

■■■.. ■ ^-*A4wuiM«*rr

Decline Here
The price of rice registered 

another sharp decline yesterday as 
more shipments arrived in the 
Settlement and Concession and 
local dealers offered their holdings 
at low costs.

Approximately 5,000 bags of rice 
reached here from the producing, 
areas, especially from Changshu. | 
It was expected that today ^arrival 
would be even greater in view of 
thfe many shiploads which are al
ready on the way.

Yesterday’s price for the best
grade Changshu rice was quoted at 
$28.80 per picul as compared with 
the nearly $30 mark for the same 
grain on Tuesday. Kompo pro
vincial rice was sold at as low as 
$23 per picul.

Meanwhile, rice dealers here 
were reported to be planning a 
general purchase organ which 
would resort to group purchases 
instead of sending their purchasing 
agents to the growing areas in
dividually.

The dealers’ proposal that 
granaries be set up in the Conces
sion and the Settlement was said 
to have met with general approval 
in the market.
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Rice Market
AL out 4,000 bag;» of white rice were 

brought in yesterday. On Recount of 
dark pemaud the price remained un
changed at the last reported level, while 
there wa* no trading for Changchow and 
Wusih rice.

The price of provincial rice firmed up 
yesterday by $0.70 per picul in the early 
session. Miler, the rate weakened on 
fractional buying. The day’s turnover 
amounted to about 2.000 bags of Nanking, 
Wuhu. and Kinngpeh rice, the price being 
$0.20 high. The following list shows the
closing quotations:

Natne of /fire C’/omng
Changshu ..................................... $30.00 I
'laichong .................. $28.00
Tdngkoo .................. $27.50
Soochow ................. $27.50
Foongking . ................. $26.10
Low grade .................. $24.50
Taichong ’’Sharp” .......... $25.00
Wuhu provincial ........... $23.30
Kiangpeh provincial .................. $22.90

Flour And Wheat
Only small business in native flour was 

witnessed in the market yesterday. with 
local dealers buying fractionally. The
price of cecond grade product remained I 
unchanged at $7.40 in cash per bag.
North Chinn and South Sea traders bought 
in the outside market. The unofficial 
price of ‘'Boat” flour declined to $7.26 
Per bag, while ’’Gunboat” flour was trad-i 
td in at $7.30. The total »ales during I 
the session were estimated at 30,000 bags.

trading in native wheat narrowed down I 
jojterday. with sellers and buyers hesitant 
to transact business. The Chinese mills 
were not. in the market, wnile the local 
buyers absorbed 3 carloads of Wusih, Soo- 
chow and Quinsan wheat, 
Nawo of H7i<ai

Wusih .............. 
St tin-h<»w .........
Quinsan .................

Closing 

$11.58 
$11.55 
$11.50

I



Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao and Central China Daily News A?- /g-

CITIZENS* FEDERATION SUGGEST S.M.C, CONSTRUCT GRANARIES 
FOR THE STORAGE OF RICE

The following joint letter was sent to the 
Shanghai First Special District Citizens* Federation by 
the 15th, 36th and 37th Branches of the Federation yesterday* 

"The rise of commodity prices, especially the 
price of rice, has seriously affected the livelihood of 
the people. This is a question that is closely connected 
with peace and order of the community. Since the outbreak 
of the hostilities, Shanghai has become a big refugee 
centre and the population here is said to total 5,000,000« 
Therefore, in order to be able to prevent any shortage of 
food supplies to the people, it is necessary to devise 
some adequate measures to deal with the problem, 

"We, therefore, suggest that the authorities of 
the two Foreign Settlements be requested to take advantage 
of the rich harvest in the interior to make large purchases 
of rice from the inland districts and to establish public 
granaries in the Settlements for the storage of these 
purchases. Thus, there will arise no public alarm despite 
a shortage of rice supplies in the future, 

"As this is a matter th«t closely affects the 
livelihood of the people and the maintenance of peaoi and 
order, we hope that a latter be sent to the two municipal 
authorities requesting acceptance of this proposal for 
enf orcement,"



October 24, 1939. Afternoon Translation

Ta Mei Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Chinese-American 
Daily News;-

Q.UESTION OF RICE TRANSPORTATION

During the past few days, the price of rice 
has increased. This though is partly because of
the recent sharp drop in the price of rice, which 
discouraged the rice merchants from buying, it is 
also because the Japanese military are creating trouble 
while issuing rice procuring certificates. For instance, 
the 8,000 bags which had been detained in the railway 
godowns and the Kwang Sing Wharf () were given 
back after paying an additional tax' or $2 per bag. 
Morever, the rice has been damaged by rain water during 
the period of detention. For this reason, the rice 
merchants are grumbling against such measures.

Yesterday about 4,000 bags of rice arrived 
and the price of rice made, an increase of about -il 
per picul. First grade rice was sold at $30.50 per 
picul, “see mee" at $25 and inferior quality rice at $19,

Hwa Paoi-

The Rice Market which suspended its Suhday 
business on Dragon Boat Festival this year, has decided 
to resume its operations on Sundays but the rice delivery 
for transactions on Sundays will take place on the 
following morning (Monday).

As regards the demands of rice weighers for 
better treatment, the dispute may be amicably settled on 
Friday next.

^he Rice Hong»keepers Guild will convene a 
meeting soon to discuss the question of better treatment 
of their employees.
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Local Speculators
Again Force Rice

Price To Increase
With arrival of stocks delayed 

by regulations of Japanese and' 
puppet regimes at the growing 
areas, the prices of rice increased 
by about $3 per picul yesterday

Informed dealers indicated ¿hat 
the delay should occasion no im^ 
mediate alarm in view ofthe fact 
that latest figures of 'the §tock 
here approximated IOOjOOO piculs. 
They added that the increases 
were undoubtedly diie to specula
tion at the local markets.

Fest grade Changshu rice was 
quoted at $30 per pibtd yesterday, 
while the low grade was quoted 
at about $22.

A Japanese inspired report stat
ed last night that several large 
shipments of rice had arrived al? 
the Yangtszepoo area. It was hot 
explained, however,*.4 whether the 
grain was for the use of the Jap
anese Army or far general con
sumption.



OCT 20 1939

Flour And Wheat
Dull conditions »r®v^'d Th^priee lor 

for;native flour ?®®te remained unchanged 
second grade b The unofficialat $7.20 m cash per ba*. at
rate of ¿Gunboat f1our>fflour 
^rataedV W °» ^¿t^rowed down

eb£!°Xea“““« 
l’6wL Vi» lSO£per,!lW. while local dealers 

two’irloada of Dahiao wheat
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Rice Market

Brisk business was done on the market 
for wnite rice yesterday. The day’s ar
rivals amounted to 2, ¿00 bags, brought 
by truck and rail, while no rice junks 
arrivtSL Demand thus exceeded supply, 
audi os a result the price of newly har
vested white rice registered a gain of 
$1.00 per picul.

Similar conditions prevailed oh the 
market for provincial rice, where the 
local dealers showed a brisk demand in 
the early session.- Sentiment was sub
sequently depressed by Japanese traders 
offering their supplies. The business 
transacted amounted to 3,000 bags of 
Nanking, Wuhu, and Kiangpeh cereals, 
the rates varying from $10.50 to $2.20 
per picul.

The closing rates are listed In the
following:

Name of Rice Closing
Best-quality of' white rice . ....... $33.00 
First-grade of white rice ............... $31.00
Low-grade of white rice ........ $26.00 
First-grade of newly-harvested rice $31.00 
Low-grade of newly-harvested rice $26.00 
First-grade of “sharp” rice ...... $23.50 
Low-Grade of “sharp” rice ...... $20.00 
Nanking Provincial rice ........ $20.20
Wnhu Provincial Rice .................. $20.00
Kiangpeh Provincial Rice ...... $19.50
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Rice Market
Brisk demand and small arrivals of 

white rice brought about a bullish at- 
m°sphere resulted in an upward trend 
of the rate yesterday. The business 
5nan°AAaCtfd dUrinff the day amounted to 
10,000 bags of various kinds of white rice. i

I Best
I picul.
| being quoted : 
i newly harvested

quality was being sold at .§33 per 
while first grade products werp 
------ I at §32. Best quality of 
——-J crop stood at §30, while 

Qumsan nee was sold at §29, and Doolee 
S2fie"ft .?2''‘50: Poorer qualities fetched 
1. * first grade ‘sharp” rice §23.50. and 
Kiangpeh rice §20.00 pi *

The market for pro sj ih.

Th T •re5“\‘°'
h" “ . ,bu81nes3 done totaled 3.000
eeXl, tJLank^ Wuh"’ and Kiangpeh!
to »20>w>the P1 lc.ca tanging from $18,501 
to §20.50 per picul.
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Flour And Wheat

Business in native flour was narrow 
ye. terday. while the official rate re
mained unchanged at $7.20 per bag. ‘-Red 
and Blue Foong Sing” flour was being 
quoted at $7.30, while “Gunboat” flour 
stood at $7.20.

The rate of native wheat continued to 
| rule high yesterday, while only small 
¡business was reported. The Fooh Sing 
ana Fou Foong flour mills bought 000 
bags of Soochow, Changchow and Wusih 
Tinoi at.Prices ranging from $10.18 to 
$10.20, while the locaF dealers took up 
one carload at $10.58 per bag
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Large Drop In Price Of.
Rice Is Registered g

Heavy Shipments From Inland Areas Coupled With 
Desire Of Dealers To Unload Accounts For 

Drop; Price Still Too High For Poor
Heavy continuous shipments ~of j 

rice from the inland areas to 
Shanghai, coupled with the pre
vailing bearish feeling in the local | 
rice market, precipitated a down
ward wave in price yesterday. The 
price for first cereals closed at $27 
per zar, second) grade at $26, and 
lower grade cereals at $17, it was 
reported yesterday.

Available stocks of rice in 
Shanghai up till yesterday were 
reported to total more than 100,000 
bags, and this is being steadily 
swollen by steady arrival of fresh 
shipments.

The market had been quiet dur
ing the past few days, with dealers 
and big operators anticipating fur
ther decline in prices, while hold
ers had* continued to unload heav
ily, according to the report.

Judging from present conditions, 
there was no ground for anxiety 
over a shortage of stocks ■ in the 
immediate future, local rice mer
chants circles declared yesterday. f!'

Restrictions Lifted
Thé restriction which had been 

enforced against the free shipment 
of- rice from Wuhu and other* in
land areas to Shanghai was also 
reported to have been lifted by the 
authorities concerned. This report 
had a further dampening influence 

1 upon the appetite of local rice deal
ers who were generally inclined 
to adopt a ‘‘watch and wait” atti
tude.

The general working classés, how- j 
ever, were said to be still not in 
a position to benefit much from the 
prices ruling yesterday. These 
prices were still beyond the reach 
of the poor, most of whom had 
been compelled to subsist on wheat 
flour instead, it was stated.

The crisis which several weeks 
ago had precipitated the series of 
rice riots in the International 
Settlement and the French Conces
sion was felt to have passed, and 
-the general trend was said to por
tend better days ahead for Shang
hai’s teeming Chinese population.
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Flour And Wheat
ruled steady 

n v and South 
fractionally, while the 

— ' cash 
-Gunboat” flour was being 
.11 in the outside market, 
no trading recorded in native 
holders quoting a high rave 
reluctant to buy.

i The market for. native flour 
i yesterday with North China 
Sea dealers buying fr_:r“r 

Irate J^ainod^nehanged^^ 
per bag. 
quoted at $ 

There was 
wheat with 
and dealers
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Rice Market

The day’s arrivals amounted to 5,000 
bags of white rice, coming by truck and 
rail while no junks arrived On account of 
the heavy rainfall. Small business was 
recorded during the session and the rates 
ruled steady. Best quality Changshu rice 
was not traded, while first grade Chang
shu rice was being quoted at $30 per 
picul. First grade qualities of the new 
crop stood at $28, while second grade 
products fetched $26.50. The price of 
“sharp” rice ranged from $21 to $23 per 
picul.

On account of poor demand, the rate 
of provincial rice dropped by $0.30 in 
the market yesterday. Fresh shipments 
received totaled 4,000 bags. The local 
dealers wTere hesitant to buy, and the 
business transacted in the session amounted 
to 3,000 bags of various cereals. Nanking 
rice was being offered at from $18.50 to 
$19.60, while the price of Wuhu rice ranged 
from $18 to $19.60, and that of Kiangpeh 
products from $18.50 to $18.80 per picul.
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Rice Market
On account of large arrivals* the rates 

of white rice remained unchanged in the 
market yesterday. Best quality Changshu 
rice stood at $33, and first grade Changshu 
rice at $31. Soochow rice was being 
quoted at £28, and best quality of newly 
harvested rice sold at $28. Second grade 
qualities of newly harvested rice were 
offered at $26, “sharp’7 rice at $23, while 
Kiangpeh rice fetched $18.30, and poorer 
qualities $17 per picul. The day’s arrivals 
amounted to several junkloads and 5.000 bags.

The prices of provincial rice registered 
a gain of $1 on behalf of rumors that 

... Japanese_authorities would interfere 
with the transportation again. With arri- 

i V-1De declinGd considerably the total 
/ x? i" a^re^ated around 3,000 bags 

of Nanking, Wuhu and Kiangpeh 
Prices varied from $18 to $19.50 ticé, 

per picul.
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| Flour And Wheat |

,7« Bt ~a»™he

¡CL »-unt^ £%oSoe
Price* Of™adve 'wheat'^ fl°Ur caused the 
°nly slight busin^u at to move UP» but 
the session. The Foon? Zecorj,5<J during 
bought one earioad of ^inJ FlouJ MiJ}s 
«9.80. and a n f Sooehow wheat at 
load of UP one ear-1^uinaan wheat at $9.73.

*
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Price of Rice Shows
Further Decline

Superior Grade Now H 
Cheaper Than Before ,

With the arrival of further large 
shipments, the market price of rice 
declined considerably in Shanghai 
yesterday.

Kan mee, the superior quality of 
the grain, registered a drop of $4 
per zah. This grade of rice was 

• selling at prices ranging from $28 
to $34 per zah.

See mee, the cheaper kind, showed 
a decline of $2 per zah and sold 
at prices from $14 to $19.

—.........   J
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Rice Market

On account of large shipments of newly- 
harvested rice the rate .showed a down
ward trend on the market yesterday. The 
day’s arrivals amounted to 8,000 bags. 
Only small business was done during the 
entire session.

Best quality Changshu rice was being ’ 
quoted at $33, while first grade products ’ 
were being offered at $31. Soochow rice 
stood at $3C. while best quality of newly- 
harvested rice was being offered at $20. 
Foonking rice was. being sold at $26, and 
first grade ’’sharp” rice at $23. Wuhu 
rice stood at $18.70, Kiangiwh rice at $17, 
while poorer qualities fetched $16 per picul.

Large arrivals of provincial rice dam
pened sentiment yesterday, with operators 
adopting an awaiting attitude. Fresh 
shipments received amounted to 7,000 bags. 
At the close the price of' provincial rice 
registered a loss of $1.50 per picul. The 
business done totaled about 4,000 bags of 
various products with prices ranging from 
$16 to $18.70 per bag.
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Flour And Wheat

The market for nati«*<flour was ruling 
firm yesterday with the rate still being 
quoted at $7,000- in cash per bag. North 
China dealers absorbed a considerable 
quantity of “Gunboat” fBour at $6.70; 
while South Sea and Hongkong dealers 
bought a few thousand bags of “Red. and 
Blue Foong Sing” flour at $6.60. Busi
ness on the official market was very 
small, while most transactions took place 
on the outside market.

The market for native wheat ruled steady 
yesterday. Wheat holders were reluctant 
to offer their supplies at the official rate 
while the mills showed a very poor appe
tite. As. a result, the local dealers bought 
5 carloads of Kweitien, Soochow and 
Wusih products at prices- varying -from 
$9.60 to $10 per bag, and the Fooh Sing 
and Fou Foong flour mills absorbed a 
few hundred bags at prices ranging from 
$9.68 to $9.80.

/



Rice Market
+ white rice continued to rule!The rate of white _ Only small I»veak on y^^XJte d Vuring the day! 

business was t**«8*^^ losses. Best! and aU quotations roister,Bold at I 
quality ^hangshu cerea]s were being I
$37, »nd first gra Soochow rice
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Rice Situation Shows

Other Commodities Dearer, But 
Grain Getting Cheaper
Chinese banks, in Shanghai have 

xgw received orders from the 
Ministry of Economics at Chungking 
requiring them to enlarge the scope 
of * ‘commodity mortgage’* activities 
so as to prevent unscrupulous mer
chants from hoarding goods which 
fact is said to be chiefly responsible 
for the increase of prices in Shanghai. 
According to a Chinese report the 
institutions are required to send re- 

l ports to the Ministry regarding this 
matter.

Meanwhile, advertisements of in
creasing prices of many kinds of 
commodities continue to appear in 
the Chinese press but Chinese re
ports indicate that the rice situation 
here has definitely improved. Al
though the present prices are still 

'very high, it is predicted that with 
the continuous arrival of supply no 
upward trend will be followed in the 
immediate future.

The new crop of rice in Chekiang, 
Kiangsu and Anhwei is now ready 
fpr the market. Merchants have ne- 

i gotiated for free transportation of rice 
¡to Shanghai. Rice has been arriving 
; here by train and boats during the 
I past few days from Quinsan, Chang- 
I chow, Hashing, Wuhu and Sungkiang. . 
¡It is estimated that about 8,000 ba^ 
: or sometimes 15,000 bags of the grain 
are arriving here daily. Prices have 

| therefore dropped.
I This rice, however, comes from 
• Kiangpeh and is an inferior kind of 
; the grain. It is called “fasten mei” 
¡but as to the better grade of rice 
there has been little improvement in 

¡the situation. The “pai en” or the 
। first grade rice is still priced between 

$32 and $35 per picul.
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Rice Market

A drop of $2 to $4 was registered by 
the market yesterday as the result of large 
arrivals and small demand. The ship
ments received consisted of about 4 junk- 
loads and 6.000 bags. Best Quality Chang- 
shu rice remained unchanged at $41, and 
first grade quality at $40. Soochow rice 
stood at $34, while best quality of newly- 
harvested rice was being sold at $32. 
Foongking rice was being quoted at $28. 
The price of “sharp” rice declined to $24 
per picul. .

Increased arrivals of provincial rice 
depressed the market yesterday. A total 
of about 3.500 bags was traded in at 
prices ranging from $18 to $20.20. Wuhu 
rice stood at $19.50, Kiangpeh rice was 
being offered at frojn $19.70 to $20.20, 
while poorer qualities fetched $18 per 
picul.
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More Rice Arriving
In Shanghai

Merchants Act to Prevent 
Manipulation

Shanghai rice merchants have made 
strenuous efforts to obtain a big sup
ply in rice-producing districts in the 
occupied areas and when the question 
of obtaining “removal certificates” has 
been settled the rice they have bought 
will be transported to this city in 
large quantities, Chinese reports state, j 
About 5,000 bags of rice have been i 
arriving: here from railway districts 
daily during the past few days and 
indications ate that prices will drop.

Meanwhile, further efforts are being 
made by rice merchants to regulale 
the Shanghai rice market so that no 
merchants can hold transactions out
side the market which fact is respon
sible for the confusion that has 
troubled the local populace to a great 
extent during the past few months as 
manipulators have been active outside 
the market disregarding the official 
prices. To this end, representatives 
of several rice merchants* public 
bodies met three days ago and drafted 
a set of regulations. No speculation 

। will be allowed and all merchants 
must possess rice while carrying out 

. transactions in the market.

¡0
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Rice Market 
Easy Despite 
Saigon Ban!

Prices Register Another' 
Small Drop As New

Grain Arrives
Despite the export ban on rice 

in Saigcn, the rice market in 
Shanghai yesterday was steady 
While the cost of the grain regis
tered another small decline.

Changshu rice and Socchow rice, 
which were quoted respectively at 
MO and £36 per picul, continued 
to pour into Shanghai in large 
quantities, yesterday’s Imports to
talling approximately 20,COO bags.

Together with these two kinds 
of rice, large shipments were also 
said to be on the way here from far
ther up the Yangtse iRiver, includ
ing Wuhu and Hankow. Several 
thousand bags of Hankow rice 
have already arrived here, it was 
learned. '

Traders yesterday were unable to 
explain the Saigon ban in view of 
the record production of the grain 

jin the French colony. It -was re
garded as likely that the French
Government was reserving the । 

j grain for emergency use, occasioned 
I by the new European conflict.

Despite the ban, local merchants, | 
public organizations and residents 
continued to sign up with the 

! Shanghai Chartered Accountants 
I Association for the purchase of 
Saigon rice. Already, registration 

jfor the purchase of more than] 
j 15,000 bags has been received, ac
cording to the Association.
i Officials of the Association be- 
I lieved that the ban would soon be 
। lifted and that the importation of ! 
! Saigon rice would be resumed.

VM
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Coal Shows Slight 
Decrease

Supplies from India Help 
To Ease Situation ; Saigon 
Rice Ban Reported

The price of coal here is expected 
to follow a downward trend since 

I there is enough coal here for four 
months’ consumption, says a Chinese 
report. Quoting an executive of the 
Shanghai Coal Dealers Association, 
the report explains that about 40,000 
tons, of coal is stored in Shanghai 
which needs 5,000 tons of coal 
monthly for household use.’

■ Recently more than 20.000 tons of • 
coal arrived here which fact is 

j responsible k for the drop in price by 
। $4. per ton. In addition to the 
, newly arrived coal from India, there 
is already about 20,000 tons of coal 
stored in various shops and open 
godowns r here, it is stated. It is 
pointed out that coal shop managers 
already reduced their prices during 
the Mid-autumn Festival celebration 
when they wanted to obtain as much 
cash as possible.

* Rice Orders Held Up
Authorities in Saigon ’ have placed 

an embargo on rice. which fact has 
caused Chinese public bodies and 
individuals here to postpone placing 
orders with Saigon rice merchants, 
it is reported. So far more than 
100 Chinese public bodies and 
individuals here have signified their 
wish to buy 15,718 bags of Saigon i 
rice.

They have been registering with I 
the Shanghai Chartered Accountants* 
Association for buying the Saigon 
rice as prices of the rice here are 
too high to be paid. The registration 
is still continued and as soon as the 
embargo is lifted the association 
will, notify all registered buyers to 
hold a meeting, the report states.

Prices of the first grade rice arriv
ing here from Quinsan, Changshu 
and Soochow still range between 
$37.50 and $42 per picul. According 
to the “Shun Pao,” most of the rice 
from Wuhu has been sent to Hong- 
kew. The situation leaves much to 
be desired as the rice thus priced is 
still beyond the reach of the poor«
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j Chinese Dollar Slump 
Sends Prices Up

• As a result of the devaluation of 
¡Chinese dollar in the local black 
I market and the tense situation in 
¡Europe, numerous commodities have 
their prices increased during the 
month of August, all according to' 
Shun. Pao released by China News | 
and Views Digest.

According to reports on news-1 
papers, no less than 162 different i 
kinds of commodities increased their' 
prices, representing an increase of 
14 when compared with the month) 
of July.

According to the compilation of i 
the Shun Pao, of these 162 com
modities, 48 were foodstuffs, 17 
were other daily necessities, 16 were 
transportation facilities, 14 were 
electric apparatus or metals, 11 
were printing and printing articles.

The increase of prices of food
stuffs have greatly affected the 
livelihood of the poor people of this 
city. The price of rice increased to 
the record high of $50 per picul 
during the month. The price of! 
bean-curd, which was consumed in 
large quantities by the poor people 
every day increased also.
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Shun Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Chinese-Amorloan Daily News, Hwa Pao • 

THE BICE SITUATION

Yesterday was the first day of the cheap 
sale of the 8,000 bags of foreign rloe. The sale 
commenced at 8 a.m. Uy 5 a«m. a large number of people 
had already collected at the sale places.

At the first place of cheap sale, 100 begs 
of rico were sold by 2 p.m. At the second place, 100 
bags of rice were sold by noon, And a second lot of 100 
bags was sold by 2 p.m., so a third lot of 100 bags was 
issued. The 100 bags of rice at the third place were 
sold by noon, but as the situation there was very 
disorderly, there was no sale in the afternoon. At the 
fourth place» a tragic incident occurred duo to 
overcrowding of people, and no sale was made in the 
afternoon. Tho 100 bags of rice at the fifth place 
were sold by noon.

The 4th place of cheap sale of rico is 
located in tho Shantung Guild, No. 249, Rue Porto de . 

Itouost in the French Concession, and was undertaken by 
the Rice Shop Owners’ Guild. The hour was fixed at 
8 a«m., but long before that hour, some 5,000 to 6,000 
people, including young and old, had already collected 
at the place and the policemen could not maintain order. 
Some 300 people rushed into tho Shantung Guild, whereupon 
the policemen hurriedly closed the iron gate. Owing 
to the large number of people, the main iron gate of 
the building was opened, and the people in front of the 
gate fell and great disorder reigned at tho place. 
People from behind rushed forward and cries were heard 
from the people on the ground.

Upon receipt of a report, a largo party of 
French Police arrived and succeeded in restoring prder. 
An old woman of about 60 years of age was seriously 
injured and dietUsoon afterwards. Two brothers named 
Dong Chin-sun ('T'ft ) and Dong Ah-san ( 2. ) were
seriously injured in tho chest. In addition, many 
people received slight injuries or had their clothing torn

Upon learning of this, Mr. Yu Ya-ching 
arrived at the scene to console the injured. Tho rico 
a t this place was sold by 3 p.m.

Disorder also occurred at othor places.
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The Food Racket:
More Alleged Profiteering
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—There have been numerous I 

letters in your paper f late regard
ing the “rent racket”—but few re- | 
garding the “food racket” until the 
one appearing this morning re a 
sugar episode in a Russian store. ; 
How 16ng are the people of this city j 
prepared to pay the piper of “high 
price war on the masses.” There are 
a‘ “chosen Testin’'Shanghai who re
ceiveU? S. dollar and sterling salar- 
ies---anb whilst it isitrue that in some 
cases numerous others have received 
some “compensation for the high cost 
of living?’ nevertheless ;what they 
have received is soon, swallowed up. 
tri a little private war of our own we 
drive been attempting to fefrain from 
buying Japanese goods in an effort to 
help our own country’s commodities— 
but if trie Chinese*’ storekeepers don’t 
change ’tHeir,_tactics-r-i am afraid that 
more arid more people will be going 
over to- Hongkew to make their pur
chases I Strarige how the goose that 
lays the golden egg is so often killed | 
isn’t it ?

It would be interesting to know 
how many others have been victimiz- , 
ed.

Aussie.
Shanghai, Sept. 15.

$
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September 15, 1939» Afternoon Translation«

China Evening News •-

THE RICE PROBLEM

Up to the present, uneasiness over ths 
problem of food supplies for the Foreign Settlements of 
Shanghai has not been allayed« A large number of refugees 
are returning to the interior and the number of vacant 
houses will be on the increase«

There has been no appreciable decline in 
the price of rice, although prices usually register a 
sharp decline with the marketing of the new crop« 
The public is very much concerned for they do not know 
whether the stability of the price is due to manipulation 
by unscrupulous merchants or to cessation of supplies«

Page 472, Volume 39, of the Municipal 
Gazette, contains some passages explaining the rise in 
the local cost of living« One of the factors is trade 
manipulation which has tended to intensify the rise in 
prices»

> As regards rice, a thorough investigation
should be conducted to ascertain whether this commodity 
is being manipulated by unscrupulous merchants« In 
this connection, the Chinese residents in the Foreign 
Settlements earnestly hope that the authorities will 
enforce full control over foodstuffs, thereby maintaining 
an effective check on prices»

The cheap sale of the 8,000 bags of foreign 
rice will commence on September 16« It will be undertaken 
by the Bice Shop Owners* Guild, but the rice will be on 
sale at 5 places only« On this account, opinion is 
being expressed that the general public will not benefit. 
It will be of great help to the poor class of people if 
the sale is undertaken by all the rice shops.

As matters now stand, the decision of the 
Bice Shop Owners' Guild is being regarded by a large 
nunber of people« as a measure to protect its own interests 
end to prevent a violent reduction in the price of rice»

It is earnestly hoped that charitable 
bodies will continue to purchase large quantities of 
rioe to alleviate the sufferings of poor people»
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CHINESE MOSQUITO PAPERS SUSPENDED BY S.M.C.

A number of Chinese mosquito 
papers •which have been well received by many Chinese 
residents in the Foreign Settlements on the south side 
of the creek, are reported to have been suspended by 
the 8.M.C« The action of the S.M.C. is likely to 
give rise to an issue over the question of the freedom 
of publication for such freedom is being Improperly 
suppressed by the S.M.C« which seems to have some sort 
of understanding with unscrupulous rice dealers.

At the end of August the 
"Crystal* and the "Wei I*ao* were ordered to suspend 
publication) on September 3, the Cheng Pao"; on September 12, 
the *Shanghai Daily News*« All these newspapers were 
ordered to suspend publication for 20 days« This is a 
death sentence to these small papers because they were 
already in financial difficulties«

These papers were suspended because 
they had published articles exposing the evil conduct of

rice dealers who had secretly purchased rice with a view 
to raising the price, especially as the papers published 
true reports regarding the activities of the Bank of 
China, the Central Bank of China, and of V/u Ven Tsai, 
general manager of the King Cheng Bank, Tsu Hsu Tang, 
manager of the Shanghai Bank, who had stocked large 
quantities of rice, in disregard of the hardships 
of the poor class people. Between the Special Branch 
of the S.M.P. and the above mentioned bankers some sort 
of secret transaction is reported to have been made.

The unduly strong measures 
adopted by the S.M.C« to suppress the mosquito papers 
in compliance with the wish of some evil merchants are 
being criticized because the S.M.C« has all along shown 
its insincerity regarding the suppression of newspapers 
which are publishing anti-Japanese articles, under the 
pretext that freedom of publication must be respected.
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THE RICE SITUATION

The first batch of foreign rice, consisting 
of 18,000 bags, ordered by various public bodies from 
Saigon, has arrived in Shanghai* 10,000 bags will 
be used for the relief of refugees, the remainder to be 
sold at a cheap price by the Rice Trade Guild*

Interviewed by a reporter of the Sing Sung 
News Agency (isfr £ ) yesterday, Chang Yen-hsi
(), Chairman of the Rice Trade Guild» stated that 
five oneap rice sales depots in the Foreign Settlements, 
to which necessary alterations had been completed, would 
start functioning on September 16*

At the request of various publie bodies, the 
Chartered Accountants' Guild recently undertook the 
registration of persons desiring to purchase foreign rice* 
"p to yesterday, 11,000 bags of rice to be ordered from 
Saigon were registered*

The public are of opinion that the purchase 
of foreign rice and sale of same at a cheap price will 
prove much help to the relief of poor people* As there 
appears only a elicit fall in the price of rice, and the 
serious situation has not yet been completely remedied, 
it ie hoped that orders of foreign rice win be continued 
and that cheap rice sales depots will be established in 
as many places as possible* By so doing, not only poor 
people will enjoy great benefit in the purchase of rice, 
but the price of rice will fall* At present no sign of 
an appreciable fall in the price of rice is apparent* 
An investigation should be made so as to ascertain whether 
there are persons manipulating the rioe market*

As a result of the market manipulation by rice 
merchants, the Japanese authorities have issued a 
proclamation at Wusih, Changshu, Soo chow and Quinsan to 
the effect that the ban on the transportation of rice 
supplies has been lifted and that merchants are allowed 
to transport freely*

However, since heavy taxes are imposed on 
rioe supplies to be transported, rioe merchants are 
finding it difficult to keep prices down*

The *Hwa Mei Wan Rao* of September 13 
reports that owing to manipulation and hoarding on the part 
of certain persons as well as interference by Japanese 
authorities with rice boats coming to Shanghai, the 
question of rice supplies has become more serious for there 
is no sign of a drop in the price of rice despite the 
efforts of charitable organizations and the authorities of 
the Foreign Settlements in purchasing foreign rice and in 
regulating rice supplies* Unless ways and means are 
devised to relieve the situation, the situation may 
become dangerous*

Local benevolent associations and public bodies 
have submitted a joint petition to the authorities of the 
Foreign Settlements requesting that negotiations be opened 
with the Japanese authorities for the free passage of rioe 
boats to Shanghai* At the same time, arrangements are 
being made for the further purchase of rice from abroad* 
Local public bodies are also making an investigation into 
the manipulation and hoarding of rice by traitorous 
merchants said requests will be made to the authorities of 
the Foreign Settlements to adopt effective measures 
to deal with these elements*
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Éicè Market
Prices in. the rice fcnarket yesterday! 

opened strong, and gains of $1 were} 
recorded. Trading interest, however, was 
seen to narrow down, causing the rate 
to decline $0.50 for best quality. While ’ 
only 5 Hee junks arrived yesterday, 6,000 
tags were . brought in from various pro
ducing districts. , A total of 7.000 bags 
was sold to local . rice dealers. Best) 
quai it y Changshu ricé wás being sold at 
1300 per picul, while first grade Chang- 
slui ricé <- remained anchanged at $38, 
Kaishing newly-harvested rice was being 
offered at $37, and second qualities fetched ' 
$32./ ‘ ■- , f

’ After opening firm the. market for 
provincial ricé w^s subsequently dipressef 
by' the arrivals of 5,000 bags of newly- 
harvested Kiangpeh rice and a consider
able amount from Wuhu and Nanking. 
At the final ~bêll thé rates registered 
losses from-$0.80 to $0.50 per picul. The 
turnover -amounted to.‘8,000 bags of rice. 
Wuhu rice- was being quoted at $28, or 
$0.50 below last Saturday’s final rate, 
arid Kiangpeh newly-harvested rice stood 
at from $¿$.50 to $27.
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SUJ^ZgN R!SE IN THE PRICE 0? NICE

After the arrival at Shanghai of the news of 
outbreak of war in Europe, the condition of the rice market 
here grew tense. Rice hoarders thought that after the 
outbreak of war in Europe, there would be a difficulty 
in obtaining foreign rice in Shanghai and therefore the 
price would rise. The rice shops purchased large 
quantities of rice and as a result the price of rice went 
up by $5 per picul, to $35 for first grade rice and $32 
per picul of "see mee".

Upon being questioned by a reporter, Mr,Wu 
Ziien-kaig ), Chai man of the Rioe Market Control
Committee, expressed the opinion that the rise in the 
price of rice yesterday was caused only by speculation 
which could not be suppressed by the Committee, It was 
also said that when the people were calmer, the market 
would naturally stabilize,

As the nations in the Orient are adopting a 
neutral attitude towards the European War, the purchase 
of foreign rice will not be obstructed. Besides the 
Norwegian vessels that are carrying rioe also belong to 
a neutral Rower, The first batch of 18,000 bags of foreign 
rice coming to Shanghai has already passed Hongkong,

Another quarter reports that on September 2, 
4,000 bags of rice dispatched to Shanghai from Hangchow 
by rail was detained by the Japanese in Hongkew, This 
rice was sold under compulsion to the Japanese at $20 
per picul, thus the rioe dealers had reluntantly to 
sacrifice the rice at a price below the cost.

Up to the present, a requisition for 4,286 bags 
of foreign rioe has been registered for purchase with 
the Chartered Accountants Guild by various concerns.
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Lowest 
Since Recent 
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Price Crisis
S.M,L. Doilies Rumors 

Of Heavy Holdings
Of Ceteal

CO-OPERATION OF
JAPANESE LAUDED|

Council Said Paying, 
Special Attention j

To City’s Poor I 
The price of rice yesterday sank! 

to a new low since the recent price 
crisis when the $31-per-picul mark 
was registered in local grain 
markets.

The downward trend was first I 
noted earlier this week when over | 
the weekend large shipments of 
rice reached Shanghai from the 
rice growing areas.

Timely relief from Chungking' 
further relieved the tension here 
when the National Government 
purchased 19,000 bags of Saigon 
nee with £10,000 supplied to dealers 
here at the Government rate of ex
change.

' Ban Relaxed
Since the ban on rice export from 

the growing areas was relaxed by 
the Japanese, it was stated in in
formed quarters, the stock of the 
grain in the Settlement has greatly 
increased.

A slight setback was said to have 
been’ suffered by the rice market 
iiej;e during the past few days when 
the storm prevented the regular 
arMvai of the grain from WUhu, 
Chdngshu and other parts of 
Kiangsu and Chekiang provinces. 
But both officials of the Shanghai 
Municipal Courtcil and rice dealers 
fave assurances that new ship
ments will reach Shanghai with 
t he return of good weather.

Statement Issued
In ah official statement yesterday, 

the Council denied rumors that the 
Council had large quantities of rice 
av its disposal. Jt also discredit
ed earlier reports that the price of. 
rice had been forced up as a result 
of private hoarding.

Commenting on the proposal 
that the Council import rice from 
foreign producing areas for ’the 
relief of the tension here, the Coun
cil stated:

“Circumstances have been very 
different from 1937 when the 
Council imported rice from Saigbm 
The importation at the ruling rate 
of exchange of a sufficient quantity 
T rice' to supply Shanghai for any 
¿bnsiderable period would .have in
volved serious financial risk.



. Representations Made
•‘Moreover, it has throughout the 

period of crisis been clear that the ! 
only solution of the problen^ was a 
free supply i>f rice from the hinter
land. Representations were ac
cordingly made to the Japanese 
authorities to facilitate the im
portation of rice from areas under 
their control.

' These representations obtained 
sympathetic co-operation and have 
already resulted in a mark 
amelioration of what was becoming j 
c grave situation.

•The Council has throughout the 
period of anxiety maintained re.-; 
gular contact with all bodies and 
persons who were likely to be able • 
to assist in implementing the arrival. 
of rice into Shanghai. The co
opération of those to whom the 
Council has appealed for help is 
gratefully acknowledged^

Poor Affected
“The steep rise in prices na

turally weighed most heavily On tile 
poorer classes of thé Chinese com
munity-; ’ To this aspect of the 
problem the Chinese members Of 
the Council have naturally devoted 
special attention, and in particular 
one of their members (Mr. Yu Ya 
Ching) arranged for the financing 
of a shipment of 1,800 tons of 
fcaigon ’ rice to meet thé immediate 
needs of the refugees and poorer 
classes.”

The Council specifically com
mented on the complete co-opera
tion Which it had received from ! 
the French authorities here.
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.CHEAP RICE BY CITY 
GOVERNMENT

Special Arrangement To 
Sell 450 Piculs Each

Day At $15
The following information has । 

been received from the office of 
MJaycr Fu Siao-en of the City Gbv-

I ernment of Greater Shanghai:
“At present, the effect of the 

accumulation and hoarding of rice 
by the profiteers, in order to raise 
the price of rice as high as forty to 
fifty dollars local currency per 
picul, Jias made the scarcity of food 
a vital problem of the multitude. . 
Mayor Fu Siao-en has had great* 

। sympathy and understanding to 
¡such hardship of the community so 
he has given strict orders to all the 

; rice merchants that no hoarding and 
’ accumulating of rice fcr profiteering 
; purposes is allowed to be carried 
out under his jurisdiction and that I 
the sale price of the rice should not I 
be in access of more than fifteen 
dollars per picul. Such policy has 
bedn approved by the Japanese 
Authorities tc avail the transporta
tion facilities from the rice growing 
districts in order to standardize the 
price of rice to a moderate level. 
Sincere promise and hearty co
operation to work fcr the general 
welfare have been secured so that 
the multitude of the community will 
not be hard pressed by the costly 
price and scarcity of this daily 
staple commodities.

“There will be hundred thousands 
of piculs of native rice to be im
ported from time to time from the 
different rice producing districts.

'The first shipment of rice from 
Wuhu has already arrived to this 
City yesterday. The City Govern
ment of the Greater Shanghai has 
got the allotment of 450 piculs c-f 
rice which has been transferred to 
the Bureau of Social Affairs for 
cheap sale. Thus, the selling price 
of the said rice, will be1 fifteen 
dollars per picul. ■ Anybody may 
purchase 5 shen every day and the 
selling price is limited to 15 cents 
per shen. This daily cheap sale of I 
such alloted 450 piculs of rice will 
be carried out by the Bureau of f 
S.ocial Affairs of the City Govern- • 
ment of Greater Shanghai as long i 
as the shipments are available. All 
thei subsidary expenses for the 
transportation of the said rice will 
be borne by the Japanese Author
ities.

“At this critical moment, the 
pr,ce of the rice is at its high pitch. 
1N0W there will be a constant supply 
of great quantity of rice to Shang
hai every day so that the evil prac
tice of hoarding and accumulation 
of this staple commodity will leave i 
no effect to the market and the 
trend of lowering the sales price can 
be readily predicted The lowering 
of the price and the getting of a 
constant supply of rite by Mayor Fu 
Siao-en and the sincere assistance | 
and hearty co-operation oi the 
Japanese Authorities will no doubt 
be highly appreciated by the com- ’ 
munity of Greater Shanghai.’*
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Rice Price Fixed
' By City Govt.

Large¡Shipments of 
Staple Food Said 
Arriving Here

The price of rice has been fixed 
! at $15 per picul in all territories 
I under the control of the “City Gov- 
j ernm.ent of Greater Shanghai”, ac

cording to a statement issued by 
Mayor Fu Siao-en‘s offices yesterday. 

5 and individual purchases may not 
. exceed five shen per day at a price 
! of 15 cents per shen.

Hundreds of thousands piculs of 
rice will be brought to Shanghai 

i from the Interior from time to time, 
i the statement continues and the 
i Bureau of Social affairs of the City 
i Government will continue to sell at 
; a cheap price as long as the present 
amount Which has been allotted for 
this purpose, lasts.

Al], expenses connected, with the 
transportation of the rice to Shang- 

; hai from the Interior, the statement, 
continues, will be borne by the Japan
ese military authorities who are co- 

.. operating fully with Mr. Fu Siao-en 
in his attempt to alleviate the seri
ous condition of the local, rice 
market.
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Flour And Wheat |

The business in native wheat was dull 
in yesterday’s market, and the gelling 
price remained unchanged at $6.-0 per 
hag of second-grade product. The dealer* 
were reluctant to buy for their stocks, 
as they had .. large amount of this flour 
in hands. The selling rate in the outside 
market has been irregularly low during 
the last few days, with outport dealers 
reluctant to lay so that the selling price 
fell further to $5.95. While the North 
China dealers were not interested in 
further shipments during the flood m 
Tientsin. With reference to the cheaper 
rate of native wheat, the rate of native 
flour was expected to drop in a day or 
two according to a report from the mar
ket yesterday. .

Op account of a limited production ot 
native flour by the local Chinese flour 
mills, the price of native» wheat continued 
dull in the market yesterday. The wheat 
holders refused to sell their '"Tods at a 
low rate, hut the buyers and :hin se flour 
mills were not in the market, that no 
official rate was quoted in the session. 
The Japanese dealers and flour mills 
bought a considerable amount of this 
wheat at $8.57/ or $0.80 below the pre
vious final rate.
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Rice Market

The selling rate of white rice was 
irregularly low in the early session at 
yesterday’s market, because the market 
has received 6,00’0 bags of fresh rice 
supplies from the growing centers in the 
interior, and another 800 bags of white 
rice were transported here by steamer. 
No demand was seen for purchases, and 
the rate fell by $3 per picul as compared 
with the preceding day’s final closing rate.

The local dealers bought a considerable 
amount of this rice, and the retail shops 
purchased a small quantity of rice for 
selling, while the selling rate moved up 
by $0.50. As a result, the best qi xiity 
of Changshu white rice was quoted at 
$31.50 per picul: Wusih white rice sold 

i at $29 : Quinsan white rice noted at $28
• and the low-grade white rice sold at $23 
:.pcr picul. The total sales in the day 
were estimated at a few thousand bags 

i * *>f different kinds of white rice.
I Because of over-supplies of fresh provin- 
I eia! rice in the market yesterday, the rice- 
holders submitted to the market for selling, 
while the buyers were uninterested to buy 
in the morning session. The selling price 
dropped by $2 for liquidation. The local 
dealers bought fractionally and trading for 
the retail hops was very dull. The busi
ness done in the day amounted to 3.000 
bags of various kinds of provincial rice. 
The newly-harvested Kiangpeh provincial 
rice was liquidated at $24; Kaishing newly- 
harvested provincial rice sold at $22 : 
Wuhu stocked provincial .rice stood at 325 
an<l the low-grade of provincial rice drop
ped to $18.70 per picul.
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Dr. H. H. Kung, President of the 
Executive Yuan, has authorized the 
civic organizations in Shanghai toj 
purchase 20,COO piculs of Saigonj 
rice tc relieve the urgent food» 
shortage in Shanghai. He has| 
grant'd foreign exchange allotment 
amounting to £10,000, at the 
official rate, to finance the shipment. 
Dr. Kung has aiso agreed to exempt 
duty on arrival at Shanghai. The 
arrangements were made through 
Messrs. Yu Ya-ching, Li Ming and 
other Shanghai civic leaders. ,



Eastern Times, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Central China Daily 
Hews, Chinesc-Am orlean Daily Hews I- J7 . y 3‘¡(PM)

THE PUPCHASE OF SAIGON RICE

To relieve the rioe situation, Mos Bra Yu 
Ya-chi ng, Li Min and Hsu Chi-ching sent a telegram to 
Dr« H.H. Kung, President of the Executive Yuan, requesting 
an allotonent of exchange at the rate quoted by the 
Central Bsnk of China and the Bank of Communications for 
the purchase of 20,000 bags of foreign rice« In reply 

> Dr« Kung approved the request and in addition waived the 
import duty« Mor this, the people arc grateful to the 
National Government«

During the past few days, many concerns 
nd trade guilds have registered their rice requirements 

with the Chartered Accountants* Society in the Poo tun g

Guild Building for the purchase of foreign rice» The 
Accountant’s Society will Pay at the*rate 
of 7d. to the dollars but at the exchange rate prevailing 
in the unlawful exchange market in Shanghai«

Yesterday a reporter called on Mr« Yu Ya-ohing 
and asked him about the purchase of foreign rice«

Mr« *u made the following statement i-
■X personally can see a shortage of food supplies in 
Shanghai. The authorities should regulate the importation 
of rice and the price should also be lowered to enable 
poor people to buy« Now the first consignment of 
foreign rice is being shipped by Norwegian vessels from 
Saigon for Shanghai and will arrive here in about 8 or 
9 days« The proper price of this rice should be $30 per 
picul but it has cost only a little over $20 because of 
the favourable exchange* About 10,000 bags will be 
used for the relief of refugees and the remaining 8,000 
bags will bp sold by rice merchants at cheap prices« 
I have rlso*advised various trades to purchase foreign 
rice so that the present consignment may last, some time. 
The second consignment of rioe will Jtejpurchased when the 
mount registered by various public/reaches 20,000 bogs«*
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MAIHICHI
PRICBOF RIGS PBCUNINQ. I SUCCESS OF TIMELY 

OASURE8^? JAP>OTSB AUTHORITIES I S.M.C, STARTS 
jprus'Bnm? of rice supply

Due to desperate efforts made by various 
authorities concerned, the importation of rloe from the 
interior is "being gradually reswned« The public demand 
will be met whilst the price of rice is decreasing day 
by day, to our great satisfaction«

Having become conscious of the discontent 
of the populace, the S.M.C* recently convened a meeting 
of the Municipal Council and the Food Affairs Committee« 
They discussed the" matter of food supply and Issued a 
proclamation to the effect that the 9«M«C, had found 
;hat the report of large stocks of rice being hoarded 

we. a "a complete fabrications at the same time, they set 
out to bring about the transportation of rice from the 
interior*

Thus, the unprecedented high price of rice 
has now been checked by the effective measures taken by 
our authorities, the Shanghai City Government and the 
S.k.C.
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! Price Of Rice
I - 1 l''">».ii»«!IWl»Mmil>»jii-n<n.i.a..LiwdmajamwUl'J'fllW»»

Drops To $36
Committee Foi* Control 

Of Staple Food 
tta Formation

Announcement by the Shanghai 
Municipal Council that rice ship
ments into Shanghai would again 
functioh normally following the 
coopération PF the Japane^g mili
tary Authorities. and fears that 
the present . “typhoon season” 
ty^dcW u§ual^ lasts until ffifd- 
èeptember might cauAe ‘ “car^S- 
damages”, were contributing causes 
toward a further decline of from 
two to four dollars in the price 
of rice, with this morning’s prices 
quoted. Around $36 per picul for 
first grade rice.

In a ; formal statement issued 
to y$Mei#ay, t Jpe
smo deClAreq that rice has been 
entering Shanghai dUrihg the pAst 
few days at a sufficient fate to 
cater to thé j&tws Üôfrhàl con- 
sumption. which is approximately 
10.CG0 niculs per week.

A denial was issued in the state
ment that the SMC had made pur 
chases of rici:st6ckfes while rumpls 
tha rice hàd been hoarded 6y pri
vate IhtëfeÂU In th? Sèttieriïènt 
was also TCftfted In thé statement.

According to the communique, a 
rice dealers’ guild is likely to be 
fbrffied shortly as A result Ofi 
negotiations bptween the Japanese 
Resident^’ Cdrpdratlon, the jap-1 
anese ChAmbet cbmtttëitë and 
Industry and local Japanese rice 
merchants.
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i Price Of Rice 
Drops As Kung 
Grants Relief
Grain Quoted At $36 

Per Picul In City 
During Day

; Timely relief from Dr. H. H'. 
Kung, President of the Executive 
Yuan and concurrently Minister of 
Finance, yesterday caused the 
price of rice here to drop another 
$2. The price was quoted at $36 ■ 
per picul.

The relief came in the form of a 
special sanction granted to local 

। rice dealers by Dr. Kung, which 
allows the purchase of 20,000 bagA 
of Saigon rice with £10.000 supplied 
to them at the Government rate of 
exchange.

The same sanction also provided | 
that the rice might be imported to 
Shanghai duty free.

According to Reuter, Dr. H. H. 
Kung, in granting, the exchange, 
blamed the Japanese for having 
caused the rice crisis here. Japanese 
authorities, were said to have inter
fered with the transportation of 
foodstuffs to Shanghai and have ' 
caused the overpopulation of this 
city as a result of their invasion of 
Kiaiigsu and Chekiang.

Dr. Kung also pointed out, Reuter 
said, that while Shanghai is facing 
a shortage of rice, the Chinese 
Government is worrying about the 
slump in the ricé price in “free” 
China, on account of good harvests.
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Rice Conditions 
Grow Better I

Dr. H. H. Kung to Provide 
Exchange for Purchase of 
Supplies From Saigon

As a new encouraging factor in the . 
serious rice situation in Shanghai. s 
Dr. H. H Kung, Minister of Finance 
at Chungking, has replied to a tele- ■ 
gram recently sent by Chinese civic ! 
leaders here allowing them to obtain 
£10.000 foreign exchange at the | 

• Government rate for buying Saigon 
rice for the public here. Dr. Kung 

' mentions in his telegram that 20,000 
1 piculs of Saigon rice should be ’ 
• quickly bought to relieve the situa- ; 
• tion. Customs duty is also exempted.

Dr Kung shows great concern over 
the populace here expressing the 
opinion that the rice shortage in 
Shanghai is a result of the restric
tions placed on transportation by the 
Japanese and “puppets." He asserts 
that a good rice crop has been re
ported from both Chekiang and 
Kiangsu. He suggests that with the 
£10.000 foreign exchange granted by 
him Chinese public bodies in Shang
hai should purchase 20,000 ‘piculs of 
Saigon rice jointly.

The Minister’s reply has been re- | 
ceived by Messrs. Yu Ya-ching, 
doyen of Chinese members of the . 
Shanghai Municipal Council, Li Ming, 
of Shanghai Bankers Association and 
Hsu Chi-chuan, acting chairman of 
Chinese Ratepayers Association of the 
International Settlement who jointly 
telegraphically petitioned Dr. Kung 
for relief on August 24

Meanwhile, registration of Chinese 
public bodies and individuals ' for 
buying Saigon rice is still going on 
and it is expected that the sums given 
by buyers have reached a big 
amount orders for Saigon rice will at 
once be placed. There is no doubt 

. now that the rice situation here is 
improving with prices gradually 
dropping but it must be pointed out 
that prices quoted by rice shops at 
present are still beyond the ability of 
small salaried individuals and poor to 

< pay. The present price of $35 or 
more per picul is more than double 
when compared with the figure 
quoted only about four months ago.
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SAIGON RICE FOR 
SHANGHAI | 

Chungking Permission Is'< 
Given For Foreign

Exchange
CHUNGKING, Aug. 30.—Receiv- 

ing a petition from prominent Chin
ese leaders in Shanghai for assist
ance in connection with the present 
rice situation in Shanghai, Dr. H. 
H. Kung, President of the Execu-1 
tive Yuan and concurrently Minis- ■ 
ter of Finance, to-day gave special 
permission for the purchase of 
£10.000 for importing 20,000 piculs 
of Saigon rice, to be exempt from I 
import duty. ,

In his reply, however, Dr. Kung 
points out that while Shanghai is 
facing a shortage of rice, the Chin
ese Government is worrying about 
the slump in the rice price in “free” 
China on account of good harvests.

He lays the blame for the rice» 
situation in Shanghai on Japanese I 
restrictions regarding the transpor
tation of foodstuffs to Shanghai, and 
on the over-population in that city 
due to Japanese military operations 

- in Kiangsu and Chekiang provinces.
—Reuter.
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Rice Market
_ __ _____ ____ _ •

On account of the typhoon and the j 
heavy rain yesterday, no fresh rice supplies| 
were brought here by steamer from the 
growing centers in the interior, and only! 
2,000 bags of white rice were received by! 
the market, coming by truck and rail.] 
The selling price in yesterday’s session 
was weak in purchases, or 82 below the 
last final rate. The business in the day 
was slight, because most of the dealers 
were absent.

According to the market record, the 
first-grade white rice was quoted at *32, 
amt the second-grade of the same rice 
was sold at 829 per picul. Changshu 
white rice was liquidated at 830, while 
the Kiangpeh newly-harvested rice noted 
at $25 and the low-grade of wbx>. rice 
at $24.

The market has received only a small , 
shipment of provincial rice from the in
terior, because of the Typhoon and the 
rain and the selling price continued dull 
in the market for selling. According to 
reliable information the Japanese authori
ties would allow' the Wuhu provincial rice 
to be regularly transported to Shanghai 
without any delay, so that the rate of the 
rice would drop in a -day or two.

As a result, the rate of provincial rice 
weakened by $1. The total sales in the 
day were estimated at $3,000 bags of 
different kinds of provincial rice, while 
the Nanking provincial rice was sold at 
$30, and the Wuhu Provincial rice was » 
quoted at $28. The Kiangpeh newly-bar-1 
vested provincial rice sold at $24 per picul, j
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Hour And Wheat
The business in native flour was slight 

and the selling raté was weak in the 
I market yesterday. Owing to the recent 
I low rate of white rice • no brisk demand 
| for. flour was shown by. the local and 
retail shops, and »even the North China 

Sand South Sea buyers were not interested 
to buy for transportation, so that the 
selling rate of second-grade dropped by 
$0.2(1, and the official rate stood at $6.20 
in cash. The total turnover in the ses
sion amounted to 30,000 bags of native 
flour.
. Slight trading of native wheat waa seen 
in yesterday’s market. On account of 
typhoon and heavy rain, the market has 
received no fre^h wheat from the growing 
centers in the interior. Following the 
cheap rate of nativ€ flour, the Chinese 
flour mills were inactive in absorbing fori 
their further stocks, so that no official; 
price was quoted in the'market yesterday.

I
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Further Drop 
In Price Is
Anticipated

ShipmentsReportedNow 
EnteringFroniNippon

Controlled Areas

RECENT “FAMINE”
IS EXPLAINED

..... ' ■

Tribute Paid To Time 
Devoted By Council

MembersT oPr oblem
Shanghai’s rice shortage shows? 

distinct signs of easing, an official* 
communique issued yesterday by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 
stated. While the price of rice is 
still “too high to be considered 
satisfactory” the statement declar
ed there was reason to hope for a 
further decline.

Rice shipments to this city 
from the Japanese- governed 
growing areas have been almost 
non-existent for several weeks 
now due .to. a virtual export em
bargo maintained by the mili
tary. During the., past week 
large shipments have been per
mitted to enter the city with a 
consequent drop in price from 
the peak of $50 per picul sev
eral days ago to $35 on yester
day’s market.
Explaining the financial impos- [ 

sibility of importing foreign rice at| 
the present high rate of exchange,: 
the Council statement yesterday 
declared that throughout the period 
of crisis it had been clear that the 
only real solution of the problem 
was a free supply of rice from the 
hinterland.

Appeal Made
Accordingly representations were 

early made to the Japanese au
thorities to facilitate importation of 
the cereal. These were always 
given “sympathetic consideration” 
and are believed directly responsible 
for a “marked amelioration of 
what was becoming a grave situa
tion.”

The communique further acknow
ledged the assistance of all bodies 
and persons who co-operated with 
it in the solution of the problem. 
The Chinese members of the Coun
cil devoted much attention to the 
effect of a shortage among the 
poorer members of the - Chinese 
community and Mr. Yu Ya-ching, 
a Council member, arranged for the 
financing of a shipment of 1,800. 
tons of Saigon rice.

A total of 15,000 bags of rice ar
rived here yesterday from the Wuhu 
and Kiangpeh ports, and while 
trading was dull on the local mar
ket due to the hope of dealers that 
a further drop in price will even
tuate during the week, the price 
of first grade Changshu white rice 
was quoted $35 per picul, $3 below 
Monday’s close. , Low grade cereal 
sold at $25 tier picul, about $5 below 
Monday’s price.

iOS
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Large Drop In Local
Rice Prues Seen As

Big Shipments Arrive
Big Operators Reported To Be Unloading After 

S. M. Council And Japanese Reach Under
standing On Free Entry Of Cereals

COUNCIL ISSUES EXPLANATION ON 
SITUATION; NO SHORTAGE SEEN

Unable to sustain its position in face of heavy shipments of 
rice arriving from the inland areas yesterday, coupled with a 
dull market, a further wave of downward trend was precipit
ated in the local rice market, with the result that prices for 
various grade of cereals registered further loss of from $2 to $5.

Following favourable reports dur
ing the past few days, and the an
nouncement that the S. M. C. had 
reached some understanding with 
the Japanese authorities for the free 
entry of cereals into Shanghai, local 
big operators continued to unload 
heavily their stocks in an attempt 
to cover. This tendency also per-1 
vaded the ranks of local rice dealers, i 
but the market, remained quiet dur
ing the day, as buyers were few j 
and failed to come to terms in an 
anticipatory mood.

Arrivals yesterday were reported! 
to total more than 20 junkloads, and I 
several thousand more bags by rail, I 
and more than 8,000 * bags by I 
steamers from the Yangtze regions. I

The storm in the local “rice crisis’*! 
was generally believed to have' 
blown over. A return of confidence; 
among local rice merchants circles 
generally, and an optimistic outlook! 
in the future has constrained the big I 
rice operators and rice dealers gen- | 
erally to adopt a “watch and wait| 
attitude,” while attempts have been 
made genrally to unload their avail
able stocks. Barring profiteering 
and speculation, it was hinted that 
before long Shanghai would be 
glutted with cereals, although mer
chants generally displayed a guard
ed optimism, fearing that a contrary 
reaction might again set in to arrest 
the downward trend.

The present downward trend, 
however, has not yet sufficiently 
developed to bring direct benefit to 
the poorer classes of Chinese, as the 
wholesale price of $35 per picul of 
first grade cereals, and $36.20 retail, 
is still beyond their reach. Medium 
and lower grade cereals were quoted 
respectively at $34.50 and $32, whole
sale, and at from $0.50 to $1.20 more 
at retail prices.

S. M. C. Statement
A statement on the rice situation! 

was issued by the S. M. C. yester
day as foDbws:—

i During the last few days rice has 
! been coming into Shanghai at a rate 
J sufficient to cater for normal con-* 
sumption. Prices have dropped, ! 
and although they are still too high ; 
to be considered satisfactory, there 
is reason to hope that they will 
soon drop further.



It is not always possible or ex
pedient, when important negotia
tions are in progress and various 
alternative plans are under consid
eration to issue statements explain
ing the Council’s position. Through
out the past weeks the Council has 
been anxiously observing the rice 

| situation, which has been under 
i constant discussion not only by 
, Members of Council and Council 
officials but also by the Food and 

I Supplies Sub-Committee under the 
Chairmanship. of Sir Robert Calder- 

■ Marshall. There is no truth in the 
’rumour that the Council has at any 
I time had rice stocks at its disposal, 
nor, according to the Council’s in- 

| vestigations, has the shortage of 
rice been due to hoarding by private 
interests in the Settlement. Dailyi 
reports have been received of stocks i 
in the Settlement and all supplies, 
in godo^rns, etc., have been careful
ly checked from time to time. There | 
ahs been complete co-operation’ 
between the French authorities and' 
the Council.

Difficult Circumstances
Circumstances have been very 

different from 1937 when the Coun
cil imported rice from Saigon. The 
importation at the ruling rate of 
exchange of a sufficient quantity of 
rice to supply Shanghai for any 
considerable period would have in
volved serious financial risk. More
over, it has throughout the period 
of crisis been clear that the only 
real solution of the problem was a 
free supply of rice from the hin
terland. Representations were ac
cordingly made to the Japanese 
authorities to facilitate the importa
tion of rice from areas under their j 
control. These representations ob-. 
tained sympathetic consideration 

.and have already resulted in al 
marked amelioration of what was 
becoming a grave situation.

The Council has throughout the 
period of anxiety maintained regu
lar contact with all bodies and per
sons who were likely to be able to 
assist in implementing the arrival | 
of rice into Shanghai. The co
operation of those to whom the 
Council has appealed for help is 
gratefully acknowledged. The steep 
rise in prices naturally weighed 
most heavily on the poorer classes 
of the Chinese community. To this 
aspect of the problem the Chinese 
Members of Council have naturally 
devoted ¡special attention, and in 
particular one of their. number ar
ranged for the financing of a ship
ment of 1,800 tons of Saigon rice ( 
to meet the immediate needs of the 
refugees and poorer classes.

Rice Dealer’s Guild
A rice dealers’ guild was expected ; 

to be formed as the result of con
sultations among leaders of the Jap
anese Residents’ Corporation, Jap
anese Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry and Japanese rice mer
chants, in order to check price in
creases, according to the Shanghai 
“Mainichi.”

The Federation of Amalgamated 
Japanese Street Unions held a meet
ing of its executive sub-committee 
at the Nippon Club Monday after
noon to discuss a plan for bringing 
down the price of rice.

Japanese military authorities re
cently provided facilities for the 
transportation of rice to Shanghai | 
from interior points, the paper ; 
recalled.
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Fall in Rice Prices Follows 
¡Arrival of Supplies 
hr to/"

Further Decline to More Reasonable Level is I 
Expected. : Council Explains Situation

C~ HIÑESE press reports yesterday unanimously predicted that I 
! prices of various grades of rice will continue to follow aj 

I downward trend in view of the sympathetic attention aroused1 
among the various influential and official quarters in Shanghai. 
The price of the first grade rice which last week soared to the 
$45 mark is now sold at a price less than $40. (between $35 and , 
$38) while the movement led by Mr. Yu Ya-ching for buying |

I Saigon rice has big support.
According to a statement issued yes- 

i terday by the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, during the last few days 

j rice has been coining into Shanghai 
at a rate sufficient to cater for 
normal consumption. Prices have 
dropped, and although they ¡are still 
too high to be considered satisfactory, 
there is reason, to hope that they will t 

soon drop further.
It is not always possible or expedí- ¡ 

ent. when important negotiations are 
in progress and various alternative 
plans are under consideration to 
issue statements explaining the Coun- . 
ciFs position. Throughout the past ■ 
weeks the Council has been anxious- ;

•Ty observing the rice situation, which 
has been under constant discussion 
not only by Members of Council and 
Council officials but also by the Food 
and Supplies Sub-Committee under 
the Chairmanship of Sir (Robert

i Calder-Marshall. There; is no truth . 
in the rumour that the Council has 
at any time had rice stocks at its 
disposal, nor, according to the 
Council’s investigations. Has the short - 

¡age of rice been due to ¡boarding by 
¡private interests in thd Settlement, 
i Daily reports have beer! received of 
< stocks in the Settlement and all ¡ 
'supplies in godowns, etç., have been 
’ carefully checked from time to time. j 
, There has been complete] co-operation 
between the French authorities and I

‘ the Council.
i Circumstances have been very | 
| different Trom 1937 when the Council ■ 
Lirn p or ted/r ice from -S'aigon. The im- 
| porta-tion? at the, ruling rate of ex
change of a sufficient quantity of rice 
i to supply Shanghai for any consider- 
] able period would have involved

serious financial risk. Moreover, it Í 
has throughout the period of crisis j 

I been clear that the only real solution I 
i of the problem was a free supply • 
of rice from the hinterland. Repre- s 

¡sentations were accordingly made to • 
the Japanese authorities to facilitate 
the importation of rice from areas

i under their control. These repre- 
i sentations obtained sympathetic con
sideration and have already resulted 
in a marked amelioration of what

I was becoming a grave situation.



The Council has throughout the , 
period of anxiety maintained regular ! 
contact with all bodies ¡and persons | 
who were likely to be able to assist 

I in implementing the arrival of rice | 
I into .Shanghai. The co-operation of 
j those to whom the Council has ap- 
j pealed for help is gratefully acknow
ledged. The steep rise in prices 
naturally Weighed most heavily on 

¡the poorer classes of the, Chinese 
1 community. To this aspect of the 
problem the Chinese Members of 
Council have naturally devoted spe
cial attention, and in particular one 
of their number arranged for the 
financing of a shipment of 1,800 tons 
of Saigon rice to meet the immediate 
needs of the refugees and poorer 
classes ‘the Statement concludes.

j Rice Guild May Be Formed
| A rice dealers’ guild was expected 
| to be formed as the result of con- 
- sulfations among , leaders of the 
' Japanese Residents’ Corporation, 
; Japanese Chamber of Commerce and 
; Industry, and Japanese rice mer
chants/in order to check price in- 
I creases, according to the “Shanghai
I Mainicht”

The Federation of Amalgamated 
! Japanese Street Unions held a meet- 
j ing of its executive sub-committee at 
I the Nippon Club Monday afternoon 
I to discuss a plan for bringing down 
■ the price of rice.

Japanese military authorities re
cently provided facilities for the 
transportation of rice to Shanghai

I from interior points, the paper re- | 
I called.
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Cheaper Rice
The rice situation, which has cuased great 

distress among Shanghai’s 3,900,000 population, 
has improved \ appreciably during the past few 
days. Prices of Chinese rice have declinec 
several dollars per bag and well-informed 
sources believed that this downward tendency 
will continue until a more reasonable level is 
reached consonant with wages. The reason for 
this is the arrival of larger supplies from 
Wuhu, the great Central China rice port, and 
the promise of even greater supplies in th. 
near future through the co-operation of the 
Japanese authorities in whose controller 
territory this great rice-producing area i 
located. Amidst a large volume of complaints, 
speculations and accusations regarding the 
cause of the unusual situation caused ir 
Shanghai, a satisfactory explanation is still 
lacking to show why rice at Wuhu is $14 and 
in Shanghai it has touched over $50. Political 
obstacles arising from the peculiar relation’ 
ships between the Japanese authorities con
trolling the hinterland around Shanghai, anc 
speculation and hoarding by manipulators hav< 
been variously quoted, but little heed has beer 
paid to the fact how near Shanghai is to starva
tion. At one point, the city’s stocks were es
timated at 70,000 bags which represents a week\ 
supply at the daily average consumption o 
10,000 bags. Whatever is the reason the serious
ness of conditions, which resulted in raids on 
rice shops, has received the urgent attention 
of the foreign municipal authorities for a huge 
city like Shanghai cannot be left to exist on 
meagre driblets of subsistence when abundance 
is within easy reach. Shanghai has many dif
ficult problems but none is more important 
than that of filling the rice bowl. And the way 
the Shanghai Municipal Council, the French 
Concession authorities and others have co
operated to ameliorate conditions is described 
by the Council’s statement issued yesterday and 
published on another page. •
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Price^Of Rice
Shows Decline

Buyers Awaiting Drop 
To Still Löwer 

Figure
With the price of first grade rice 

dropping a further three dollars, 
from yesterday afternoon’s quota
tion of $44 per picul, an SMC offi
cial this morning told the Evening 
Post that the situation at present, 
was “very much easier/’

“We are no longer alarmed.” the 
Council official declared this morn
ing, adding that “the supply of 
rice is again coming into Shang
hai in normal quantities.”

C-fficial Statement
An official communique by the 

Shanghai Municipal Council, ex
plaining the shortage of rice and 
the acute situation which prevailed 
during the past fortnight, will be 
prepared for release to the press; 
this afternoon, an official of the 
SMC stated this morning.

However, despite the fact that i 
¿he price of the grain has fallen 
almost 10 dollars since Saturday 
morning, Chinese householders 
continued to make only small pur
chases; today, probably expecting 
the price to drop still lower.

Deliveries
Since Sunday, approximately 

6000 bags of rice have arrived in 
Shanghai from the interior, most
ly from Wuhu, while deliveries 
were also received from Saigon.

It was estimated tins morning 
that the present stock of first 
quality rice in the city is between 

to 70.0'00 bags.



August 29, 1939« Morning Translation«

Sin Shun Pae (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following article:

The Rice Question

The sharp drop in the value of legal tender notes 
is a sign of the financial collapse of the Kuomintang 
Government, while the acute increase in the prices of rice 
and other things is the natural sign following the drop in 
the value of the legal tender notes« The arbitrary 
manipulation of the rice market by unscrupulous meroha .ts 
and the impossibility on the part of the authorities of the 
Foreign Settlements to deal with the situation are also 
connected with the increase in the price of rice«

The price of rloe should not be so high for it 
is closely concerned with the living of the general public* 
People become disturbed without rice and oases of robbery 
of rice have arisen« It is the authorities of the 
Foreign Settlements .who are held responsible for this 
situation because they have failed to devise ways and means 
of coping with the demand before the situation had become 
too grave nor could they controls the increase of the price 
of rice onte. itihad* begUhGdo^rrfmeup« It seems that 
besides collecting taxes from the Chinese« they do not care 
for the public security or the livelihood of the general 
public« When the situation has become serious, they bring 
machine guns into action or arrest people and put them into 
prison« Only poor Chinese are affected«

The authorities of the Foreign Settlements should 
be held responsible for all tragic incidents in the 
Settlements arising from the increase <in the price of rioe« 
Unscrupulous merchants are supported by the Settlement 
authorities and enjoy the latter’s protection* So if we 
wish to overthrow unscrupulous merchants, we must also 
overthrow the Settlement authorities that protect these 
unscrupulous merchants*

In view of the sharp increase of the price of 
rice, the people will faae starvation and the security of 
the general public will be endangered, the "Reformed Government" 
has ordered 100,000 "aah" of rice from Wuhu, to be transported 

to Shanghai for sale at a moderate price* Within one or 
ftro days, it will arrive in Shanghai. IhiA is why the 
price of rioe has now dropped from #53 per ploul to #38 
according to yesterday’s newspapers. This shows how the 
"Reformed Government" holds a serious view to the foodstuffs 
of the people and in the meantime it reveals the evil 
intention of the Settlement authorities and unscrupulous 
merchants* The new regime aims at protecting the general 
public*

From the increase irf the price of rice, we may 
understand that the Kuomintang Government is creating 
unnecessary wars, the Settlement authorities shelter 
unscrupulous merchants and unscrupulous merchants are doing 
their best to carry out their evil intention« The people now 
understand the crimes of the Kuomintang Government and the 

Settlement authorities for the increase of the price of rice 
and understand that they give no consideration to the interests 
of the general public* Henceforth, we should give every 
support to our "Reformed Government" that loves us, affect 
the return of the Foreign Settlements and overthrow the 
Kuomintang Government*
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RKE IMPORTATION
lowerSpri®

Conditions Improving As 
Shipments Arrived

Yesterday
The improved outlook in the 

local rice market was given a new 
fillip yesterday following increas
ed shipments from the outlying 
and inland areas, and reports that 
the Japanese authorities have pro
mised assistance to the S.M.C. to 
effect the free entry of rice into 
Shanghai.

Cereals of all grades yesterday, 
। as a result, recorded losses cf 
1 slightly more than $1 per picul, 
wholesale prices.

An unconfirmed report stated 
that, under instructions from the | 
Japanese authorities, the Reform- . 
ed Government was making a large , 
shipment, with others to follow, 
from Wuhu to Shanghai. About 
100,000 piculs of Wuhu cereals 
were reported to have arrived in 
Hongkew yesterday, * and Were 
being retailed by the Shanghai | 
Special Municipal Government to! 
Chinese residents in the areas I 
North of the Creek at lew prices. 
It is also expected that the Japan-I 
ese authorities would shortly be 
able to bring a further large ship
ment of Wuhu cereals to the S.M.C. 
for distribution to retail rice shops 
within the International Settlement 
areas.

Another favourable factor now 
operating is the near-arrival of 
1,800 tons of foreign rice which 
were ordered by Mr. Yu Ya-cKing 
and other local Chinese civic lead- ■ 
ers.

The local commodity markets 
were closed yesterday for the 
observance of Confucius’s birthday, t
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Rice Dearth 
Here Continues 
To Be Acute
Puppet Regime Claims 

100,000 Bags Cereal
Sent To Shanghai

JAPANESE REPORTS 
OFFICIAL’S SPEECH

Nippon Agencies Would 
Play Good Samaritan

Role Here
A Domei report that 100,000 piculs 

of Wuhu rice have been imported; 
to Shanghai within the past two I 
days by the Japanese authorities, 
was denied yesterday from a source | 
close to the Shanghai Municipal 
Council.

Increased optimism has been 
shown on the local market here 
during the past few days with arri
val of larger shipments of rice from 
the interior growing center. The 
optimism,- declared the above quoted 
source, was entirely unfounded as 
the rice Which the Japanese au
thorities have ' permitted to trickle 
through' their embargo each day 
has been less than sufficient to feed 
Shanghai for the respective 24-hour 
periods. According to the same 
source, the feeling of hope is deli
berately being strengthened in order 
that when the city’s fast dwindling 
stocks are finally depleted, the reac
tion of a disappointed public will 
know no limits of reason.

The Domei report stated that to 
relieve the shortage of rice in 
Shanghai the “Nanking Reformed 
Government” after consultation with 
Japanese authorities,, had ■obtained 
large quantities of rice from Wuhu; 
and had dispatched them to Shang-1 
liai. The statement was attributed) 
to Chen Chun, “Minister of the 
Interior” for the puppet govern-1 
ment.

The “Minister,” Dome-. continued,] 
stated that the first 100,000 had] 
already arrived here and was being 
distributed among the inhabitants 
Of the city at a low cost,

Chen in further reported as 
declaring that successive consign
ments will be sent to Shanghai 
to be distributed in the Settlement 
and Concession by the Japanese 
authorities, while in the areas 
under the jurisdiction of the Spe
cial Municipality the rice will be 
distributed by the Bureau of Social 
Affairs of that Municipality.

Meanwhile the local settlement 
population no longer able to afford 
the exorbitant rice prices, are 
switching to a flour diet. At the 
same time a group of Shanghai 
Chinese business men has been 
formed to purchase Saigon rice to 
stave off the impending lack of 
rice in-the city.
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Large Quantity To Be I
Distributed At Low 
. Price In Shanghai

NANKING, Aug. 27.—To relieve' 
the shortage of Tice in Shanghai 
the Reformed Government, after 
consultations with Japanese author* 
ities, have obtained large quantities 
of the grain from Wuhu, south-west 
of Nanking, and have dispatched 
them to Shanghai, according to a 
statement issued by Mr. Chen Chun, 
Minister of the Interior.

The first consignment, amounting 
to 100,000 piculs, had already arriv
ed in Shanghai and was being dis
tributed among the inhabitants of 
the city at a low price, according 
to Mr. Chen.

Successive consignments to be 
sent to Shanghai will be distributed I 
in the Settlement and Concession by 
the Japanese authorities, while in ! 
the areas under the jurisdiction of 
the Special Municipality the rice 
will be distributed by the Bureau 
of Social Affairs of the Municipal
ity, Mr. Chen said.—Domei.
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Rice Supplies Sent
To Shanghai

Reformed Government Draws
On Wuhu

Nanking, Aug. 27.
To relieve the shortage of rice in 

Shanghai the Reformed Government, 
after consultations with Japanese 
authorities, have obtained, large 
quantities of the grain from Wuhu, 
south-west of Nanking, and have 
dispatched them to Shanghai, ac
cording to a statement issued by 
Mr. Chen Chun, Minister of the 
Interior.

The first consignment, amounting ! 
to 100,000 piculs, already had arrived 
in Shanghai and was being dis
tributed among the inhabitants of 
the city at a low price, according to 
Mr. Chen, f

Successive consignments to be 
sent to Shanghai will be distributed 
in the Settlement and Concession by 
the Japanese authorities, while in 
the areas under the jurisdiction of | 
the Special Municipality the rice | 
will be distributed by the Bureau of ' 
Social Affairs of the Municipality, |
Mr. Chen said.—Domei.
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ORIENTAL FLOUR

1362 Yangtszepoo Road, Godown 
No. 5

Telephone 505,19

ATTENTION FACTORIES!
Owing to the shortage of rice, we 

would suggest supplying your work
men with WHOLE-WHEAT hour, 
always kept in stock, which we sell j 
$1 cheaper than Chinese flour.

>2789 '
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Rice Market
The rice crisis in Shanghai was eased 

during the last few days, because some 
leading Chinese businessmen had organiz
ed the “maintaining ItTcc For Chinese 
Relief Society”, which has offered a large 
amount of Saigon Rice in Indo-Chtnn, so 
that tne selling price of native white rice 
was lowered. The market has also le- 
ceived a considerable amount of fresh ,'ce 
supplies from the growing centers in the 
interior yesterday, coming by truck, rail 
and steamer.

With a large shipment . f newly-har
vested white rice n the market for telling, 
the rate in yesterday’s session dropped 
from $1 to $2 per picul, as the local rice 
dealers and the retail shops were not i 
interested in buying, and only fractional | 
purchases were displayed in the entire 
session, and no brisk demand was shown 
by the buyers. The first-grade white rice 
was Quoted at $37.50 per picul, and Kiang- 
ying white rice sold at $37. Quinsan 
and Soochow rice was liquidated at $31 
to $36 per picul. The Southern aborts < 
newly-harvested rice, original price of f 
which stood at $37 per picul, dropped I 
irregularly in yesterday’s trading, end the I 
official price stood at $35 per picul. 
Owing to lacking of supplies, the low- 
grade white rice was not is the market’ 
for liquidation.

The low tendency of provincial rice was 
still seen in the market .yesterday. The sell
ing rate weakened as the dealers« were re
luctant to buy. on account of the high rate. 
T he market supplied a large amount of 

| Kiangpeh newly-harvested provincial rice 
which was brought here recently. The price 
of this rice heavily dropped by $2 below the 
previous final rate and even the Wuhu and 
Nanking provincial rice was low by $0 50 
cash.

. The total business done in provincial 
I". yesterday’s market was estimated 

at 4,0(M) hag, of different kinds of rice. I 
n , e Provincial rice was sold at: 

$ol.50, and the Wuhu provincial rice 
stood at $32. The Kiangpeh newly-har-1 
vested provincial rice was quoted from 
• 31 to $33 per picul, with'reference to 
a report that the rate of provincial rice t 
h’culd be cheap in early part of next I 
week.
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Improvement
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Seen In Local
Rice Market

in, iw.ni anw>U

Slight Drop In Price 
Noted; No More

Riots Staged
An optimistic report circulated in 

the rice market yesterday that 
provincial rice will go lower in ‘ 
price beginning with the early part, 
of the coming week. As a fore
runner of hope the price of first 
quality cereal dropped by $1 per 
picul to $37.

Although, the Japanese have not 
indicated their official willingness 
to lift the ban on rice shipments 
from growing centers, and parti
cularly Wuhu to Shanghai, larger 
quantities of rice have been flow- j 

। ing into the city during the week' 
| than previously, a fact which I 
! amounts to virtual lifting of the: 
. ban.

Reflecting a glimmer of con- 
। fidence on the part of the poorer 
i classes that the situation may con
tinue to improve, mob storming of 
rice shops which appeared to be 
growing in violence at the begin-, 
ning of the week, have shown no 
signs of becoming a major problem. 
No riots have been reported within 
the past two days.

A further factor pointing to 
slight amelioration in the rice 
situation here, yesterday, was the 
drop by $2 in the price of newly 
harvested Kiangpeh provincial rice i 
to $31 a picul. A considerable j 
quantity of this poor quality pro
duct has been brought here re
cently but although the cheapest 
rice on sale it sold very little in 

■ the market.
| While Saigon rice remained in 
• the vicinity of $50 per picul, it was 
reported that a large shipment 
arrived yesterday. A group of 
local Chinese business men were! 
said to be forming a committee to 
purchase Saigon rice in case the 
city should be reduced to absolute 
lack of this necessity.
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Rice Prices Fall
Suddenly i

"“’T^rge^iantity of Grain
Received’ from Kiangsu; 
Manipulators Caught

As local Japanese authorities are 
reported to be willing to allow free 
importation of rice from the interior 
to Shanghai and as large quantities 
of the grain are being brought into 
foreign Settlements, prices of various 
grades of rice here suddenly dropped 
yesterday, to the relief of all.

The “Sin Shun Pao” reported that 
the Japanese military authorities 
would allow free importation of rice 
into Shanghai from the interior 
even to the extent of sacrificing 
part of the grain that the military 
authorities wished to reserve for 

i their own use. The paper quoted a 
| military officer as saying this.

Meanwhile, some Chinese rice 
merchants who are not manipulators 
have got in touch with the Kuomintang 
governor of Kiangsu province, 
General Han Deh-ching, telling him 
of the serious rice situation here. 
The governor immediately promised 
to send rice to Shanghai. Already 
3,800 piculs of Kiangsu rice arrived 
here yesterday and the news shocked | 

i the rice manipulators.
Many firms and shops and 

i individuals have registered with Mr. 
। Yu Ya-ching, who is leading a 

movement of buyng Saigon rice to 
relieve the local shortage. People 
wishing to buy 50 bags of Saigon 
rice may register, so that one big 
order may be placed at one time.

Only two days ago the first grade 
rice was sold at $40 or even more 
for one picul, but yesterday the 
price dropped to $35. It was 
reliably learned that the newly 
arrived Kiangsu rice was bought by 

I local merchants at only $18 per 
i picul including transportation fee. 
' The price therefore is expected to 
। follow a downward trend if the rice 
। is continuously arriving,
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Local Hice Situation Now 
Showing Big Improvement

'Observers Believe That Prices Of First-Grade Rice 
Will Drop To As Low As $20 Per Picul; S.M.C.— 

jy Japanese Co-operation Responsible
A distinctly improved outlook 

regarding the local rice situation 
was shared by rice merchants’ cir
cles yesterday following the steady 
downward trend during the past 
two ¿ays, these observers intimat
ing that there was reason to believe 
that first-grade rice would return 
to as low a level as $20 per picul 
as a result of a number of favour
able factors operating.

The reported satisfactory progress 
that has been made in the nego
tiations conducted by the Shang
hai Municipal Council with the 
Japanese authorities for the free 
entry of rice into Shanghai has had 
a most reassuring effect in the local • 
rice market. Meanwhile, it was 
reliably reported that the Chairman 
of the Kiangsu Provincial Govern
ment, Mr. Han Teh-ching, has 
agreed to the unrestricted exporta- i 
tion of i'ice produced in the North 
Kiangsu areas to Shanghai, follow
ing successful negotiations with 
local Chinese rice merchants.

A total of 3,800 piculs of rice from 
North Kiangsu arrived in Shang-I 
hai yesterday. It was intimated in 
local rice circles yesterday that in 
North Kiangsu prices for first grade 
cereals are being quoted at as low 
a prtee as $16 per picul. These 
cereals were being quoted at less 
than $36 per picul in the local mar- ; 
ket.

Losses Of $5
For the two days ended yester

day, first grade rice sustained losses 
of about $5, and stood at the level 
of a little over $35 per picul yes
terday, as compared with $39.80 
last Wednesday. Medium and lower 
git* de cereals, likewise, recorded 

lher losses,

Large quantities of rice were re
ported also to have been brought 
into Shanghai from the Pootung and 
outlying areas throughout yester
day. A daily average of about 10,- 
000 bags of rice were reported to 
have arrived in Shanghai during the 
past two days. If this favourable 
trend persists, there is hope that 
prices for first grade cereals would 
drop to the low level of $20 per 
picul, the price officially fixed for. 
the local unofficial open market 
transactions by the two foreign 
municipal authorities. This de
velopment was a possibility, barring 
speculation and profiteering by the 
big rice operators, local Chinese 
rice merchants declared yesterday.

A big shipment of Saigon rice is 
also expected to arrive in Shanghai 
by early September. The registra
tion of intending buyers among 

I local Chinese business houses, fac
tories and shops at the Chinese 
Public Accountants Association in 
the premises of the Poctung Resid
ents Guild on Avenue Edward VII, 
continued to be brisk yesterday.
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The selling price of native flour in 
the outside market weakened gradually 
during the last two days, because th\ 
North China dealers were reluctant to 
buy for transportation., owing to the flood 
accident in th« Tientsin areas. whil* 
some of the local retail shops bought the 
flour directly from the mills, so that the 
unofficial rate was low.

On account of the shortage of 
white rice during the last few
week*, the mills prepared a big
amount of flour for local Chine e. When 
any retail shops. or flour dealers asked 
any flour for stocks or selling, the flour 
mills delivered to the buyers immediately. 
Therefore the local sellers were not in 
need of any outside market flour. The 
selling price of ccond-grade product re
mained unchanged at $6.40 per bag; paid I 
in cash, but the mills still refused to accept ■ 
orders from cutport dealers. Satisfactory I 
business was done in the market yester
day. The unofficial price of “Gun” 
native flour was still quoted at $6.50, but 
the “Warship” flour fqll to $6.85 per 
hag. On account of the fresh improve
ment of the foreign exchange, the rate of 
foreign flour went down to $6.45.

Business in native wheat was dull in 
the market yesterday, as the buyers were 
inactive and the Chinese JUour mills were 
not interested in absorbing for further 
stocks. These conditions lowered the 
price of middle quality of native wheat, 
and the rate of the best quality was 
steady. Both the Fooh Sing and Fou 
Foong Flour Mills bought 12,000 bars of 
Nanking, Wusih and Soobhow native j 

" wheat.

4
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Sfcanghai Rice 
Market Shows 
Some Optimism

Whether Shanghai ha« enough ■ 
rice to eat a week hence is now a I 
race of Time against the low stock 
of cereal in the city and harvesting 
of the new crop expected within 
ten days.

However optimism reined on the 
rice market as the price of first 
grade white dropped by $1.50 to 
$38 per picul. Lowest grade rice 
solcj at $30 per picul but the Saigon 
product soared again from yester
day’s $48 to $53 a picul.

Although the Shanghai Municipal 
Council could report no progress in 
its negotiations with the Japanese 
military authorities concerning the 
Wuhu rice blockade, it was pointed 
out that rice had been trickling 
into the city from interior growing 
points in larger quantities this week 
than it has for some time past.

I Yesterday more than 9,000 bags 
entered the city.

Quiet Rules
Following scattered rice riots 

during the past week, yesterday 
presented a peaceful picture with
out a single outbreak reported here 
(Among the poorer classes it is re 
ported that due to the high cost 
of rice a general switch over to a I 
flour noodle diet is in progress. The 
City Chamber of Commerce is said 
to have appealed to the Flour Mill 
Owners Guild not to boost prices 
at this crucial time.

A cargo of 18,000 bags of Saigon 
rice bought by Mr. Yu Ya-ching 
prominent local merchant is report
ed due today when it may be ex' 
pected that the local price of the 
cereal will drop further.

Many Arrests
Rice riots at Settlement rice 

hongs have resulted in dozens of' 
arrests. First rioters to appear in 
court was yesterday morning when 
two men, Mei Ching-ken and Lu 
Se-tsing, received a light suspended 
sentences of three months each.

The riot occurred at the Kwang 
Hwa Rice Hong at 206 Stonebridge 
Road. At 7.15 Thursday night a 
gang of 100 mobsters surrounded, 
and broke into the hong but before 
they could steal much, cries of help 
from the shopkeepers brought a 
few police who frightened away the 
men. Two however were slow on 
their feet and found themselves 
nabbed by the police.

Later it was found that $200 worth | 
of rice and grains were seized by I 
the mob.
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Rice Situation 

Greatly Eased
Price Reduced After 
Shipment Arrives

With the arrival yesterday of 
5,000 bags of rice and another ship
ments of 1,800 tons due here before 
the end of the month, the rice 
situation in Shanghai has somewhat 
improved and the price declined by 
$1 per picul yesterday. Rice riots 
did not occur as most shops were 
able to sell the quantities required 
by customers.

While the normal average daily 
consumption is 10,000 bags, it was 
pointed out by reliable circles that { 
since the increase in the price, this I 
figure has been somewhat reduced.

The 1,800 ton shipment due at the 
end of the month was ordered in 
Saigon by Mr. Yu Ya-ching and 
while most of it will be distributed 
to refugees, it was understood that 
a part of the shipment would be 
sold to the poorer classes who are* 
hardest hit1 by the high cost of the 
staple food.

Further shipments are expected in 
September and thus it may be 
safely said that the difficult rice 
situation here has come to. an end. 
inasmuch as that there is enough 
stock in this city tat present to last 
until further substantial shipments 
will arrive here.
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Improved Situation. Is Seen 
! In Local Rice Markets
! Prices Take Downward Trend As Shipments Of 

Grain Reach Shanghai; Apprehension Less On 
Part Of Chinese Though Cost Is High

An easier tendency continued to 
rule in the local rice market yes
terday, with wholesale prices 
fluctuating by between $1 to $2, 
while retail prices recorded losses 
of about a few to 30 cents. Ship
ments cf rice from the inland areas 
also recorded a slight increase, 
with the result that general appre- 

i hension was visibly relieved.
j Commencing yesterday, registra- 
। tions of Chinese firms and factories, 
the intending buyers of foreign 
rice, were taken at the Shanghai

I Chartered Public Accountants’ As- 
t scciation on the third floor of the 
I Pootung Residents’ Guild, on 
Avenue Edward Vll. The response 
was declared to be great.

Arrivals from the inland areas 
during yesterday were reported to 
total about 25 junkloads, and about ■ 
6,000 bags by rail and steamers. 
Reacting to this, the market took 
on a distinctly improved tone, 
although transactions remained 
quiet, only between 3.000 to 4,000 
bags were reported to have chang
ed hands.

Retail Prices
Retail prices quoted by Chinese 

merchants yesterday were as 
follows: — First grade, $38.80;

: medium, $37.60; and lower grade, 
$34 per bag of 160 catties.

The increased shipment of 
’cereals noted yesterday had the 

f effect of calming down general ap
prehensions among rice operators 
who attempt to unload their stocks, 
but buyers were generally unwilling 
to trade on the ruling prices, with 
the result that wholesale prices 

sustained a further loss of about $1. : 
while medium and lower grade 
cereals recorded losses of from $1 j 
to $2.

Other factors precipitating the; 
downward trends were attributed to j 
reports that negotiatons carried on 
between the Shanghai Municipal 
Council and the Japanese authori
ties for the free entry cf rice from 
the inland areas to Shanghai were 
proceeding satisfactorily. The con
crete measures now being-adopted 
by local Chinese public bodies to 
import large quantities of foreign 
cereals also has had a most reas
suring effect generally.

Downward Trend
Taken all in all, local rice mer

chants circles yesterday expressed 
' the Belief that the factors contri
buting to a general downward 
trend would continue to operate, 
but a return to normal conditions 
was not to be expected pending 
some tangible results being reach
ed between the S.M.C. and the 
Japanese authorities. A real solu
tion of the “rice crisis” should take 
into consideration the welfare of 
the poorer classes of people, as the 
better-circumstanced classes of 
Chinese and the Chinese shops and 
factories are generally better able 
to meet the situation. Yet, they de- 
clared, it was precisely for the 
benefit of the poorer classes that 
the competent authorities should 
attempt to solve the rice problems, 
in the interest of public peace and 
social order.,
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The Rice Shortages 
A Correspondent’s Anxiety 

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir —The recent rise in price of I 
; rice has badly hit the already wretch- | 

ed Chinese residents of this city, • 
especially those of middle and lo^er ! 
classes. A picul of rice costing $3b 
or so is unprecedented and is cer- , 
tainly beyond the average buying 
power of the man in the street.

As we generally know, a great 
portion of the present Shanghai re
sidents are refugees from the in
terior. These people have been liv
ing either on their previous savings 
or by the support of their 
or friends. That 
are pitiful, is too 
need mentioning. ----- .
beginning of this year, a number o 
these people have, been returning to 
their native towns on account of the 
high cost of living prevailing in this 
city. This exodus is observed to 
have-come to its crowning point dur-

I ing the past several months. Ac
cording to a recent report published

I in the local papers, the number of 
residents in the International Settle
ment and French Concession m 
Shanghai has been reduced by one 

year and further reduction 
pected towards the end of 
year. The huge reduction in

their conditions .
well-known to j

Ever since thei

million since the beginning of this - • ex
current 
number 

of residents will probably give one! 
some impression as to the seriousness j 
of the local economical condition.

In this connection, it might as well 
be pointed out that residents in 
Hongkew and Yangtszepoo districts । 
have been greatly increased since the 
beginning of this year. This is un- ;

I doubtedly due to the cheaper rent * 
and lower price of daily necessities . 
prevailing in these areas compared > 
with those in the Settlement and 
Concession. The reduction m num
ber of residents in the Settlement and 
Concession has given rise to some 
anxiety among the local business ana 
financial circles. Business in general

I was flourishing last year. Some busi- 
nes is said to have reaped such a huge 
profit that they have had never en- 

. joyed before. Further, a considerable 
number of new shops have-spnmg 
up last year to meet the increasing 
demand on the part of population.

A contrast of conditions of curren 
year to that of last leads one to 
worry very’ much about the future 
of this metropolis. As a sequel to 
the reduction of residents in 
Settlement and Concession

the 
business

. fiira "are’ ttie first to suffer. The fall 
in value of Chinese dollars has in
creased the prices of various, com- L

I modifies to such a degree that they 
; are generally beyond the reach of | 
working class. Among those, the most |

| hard hit, one are, of course., the . im 
I port firms. Some import firms have 
practically no business to.do smce

I the fall of dollar, and as the, time is I going on there seems no alternative 
| for them but to close up the business.
Firms other than this catego y
though are less unfortunate, but the 
difference is only in degree-



The situation is aggravated by the 
recent rise in price of rice, which is 
the prelude to the general increase 
in price of practically every kind of 
commodity. With the exception of a 
few wealthy class, most people are 
unable to afford the sky-high price 
and are being in a state of disaster. 
Notwithstanding the pains we suffer, 
the prices of rice and other com
modities show no sign of dropping 
down; instead there is every pos
sibility of their going up. The 
ultimate result will be that there 
will be no buying power on the 
part of population to meet the : 
high price. If the present situa- 
tion were allowed to continue 
unabated the time would not be long [ 
before the business world in Shang- I 
hai come to a general depression, if ' 
not bankruptcy.

In speaking of this, I have no in
tention to exaggerate the situation. I 
simply bring the grave situation tc 
the notice of those responsible for 
the maintenance of peace and order 
of this city. I doubt if our City 
Fathers are giving due attention to 
this matter and devising ways and 
means to relieve the present string
ency.

Li Chun.
Shanghai, Aug. 24-

***The correspondent may rest 
assured that the City Fathers are 
anxiously seeking the best remedy for 
the existing situation, and that every- • 
thing possible will be done to alleviate , 
it, but It is necessary to remember | 
that to find a solution is not likely to 
prove so easy as was the case of the 
rice shortage shortly after the out- •’ 
break of hostilities.—Ed.
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Rice Price Goes 
Over $50; Riots

• Kept In Check
Situation Easing Seen 

By Chairman 
Of SMC

YU YA-CHING
PURCHASE DUE

Market Expecting New 
Crop To Arrive

In Ten Days
Causing further tensity to the 

acute rice situation now prevailing 
in Shanghai, the price of first 
grade rice rose over $50 per picul 
this morning, probably the first 
time the grain has ever reached 
such a high level /n the history of 
Shanghai, as rice dealers tn the 
two foreign areas of the city 
quoted from $51 to $53 per picul.

Rioting, however, has subsided 
somewhat since yesterday, the 
last outbreak occurring at 7.25 
o’clock last night, when about 100 
Chinese attacked the Kwong Wo 
Rice Hong at 206 Stone Bridge 
Road and stole the entire stock 
of seven piculs Qf rice stored in 
the shop, after causing minor 
damage to the shop’s furniture. 
Tne rioters fled before an alarm 
could be raised, but Probationary 
Sergeant 1». J. Ellis of Sinza Police 
Station succeeded in arresting one 
of the mob, while another was 
subsequently apprehended by a 
Chinese constable. Both men were 
brought up in the First Special 
District Court and were given sus
pended sentences of three months’ 
imprisonment.

Easing-Up Seen
The Chairman of the Snanghai 

Municipal Council, Mr. Cornell S. 
Franklin, informed the Evening 
Post this morning that he expect
ed the present acute rice situation 
would ease up shortly.

Meanwhile, reports that the 
next rice crop will be ready in 
about 10 days have caused belief 
among the local authorities that 
the present shortage will be re
lieved to a great extent.

Yu Ya-ching Purchase
About 1800 tons of Saigon rice, 

purchased by Mr. Yu Ya-ching, 
noted Chinese philanthropist and 
shipping magnate, is expected to 

I arrive in Shanghai this afternoon 
। or early tomorrow morning.

It was reported this morning 
' that the rice would mostly be 
i given to local Chinese refugees and 
I other charitable groups in the« 

city.  I;
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Rice Prices in Japan 
Steadily Rising

Government May be Forced 
To Take Control

Tokyo, Aug. 24.
Prices for rice, which are steadily I 

rising owing to the demand exceed- ' 
ing supplies, have reached a new i 

i high level of Y40 per koku.
As a result, the Rice Control | 

Commission, in an extraordinary < 
session last night, considered the 
invocation of Article 4 of the Rice 
Control Law, which will give the 
Government full control over rice 
prices.

The (Rice Control Law authorizes 
the competent authorities to give 
traders in rice or their agents orders 
necessary for the effective control 
of rice distribution, so that the 
limitation of selling prices and pro- I 
hibition of forestalling or holding > 
may be effected for the purpose of 
ensuring adequate prices and smooth 
distribution.—Reuter.



Chinese-American Sally Wewsi

Rice Riots Unchecked In Pootung and Hantac

Several eases of rioe riots in the Foreign 
Settlements are reported to have taken place during the 
past few days. Sven in the ocoupled district of Hantao* 
more than 20 oases of rice stealing took place yesterday. 
At 9 a.m. yesterday three piculs of rice were
plundered from So.383 Seward Road* Hongkew* A large 
number of poor people in Yangtszepoo are living on potatoes 
hence the „rice of potatoes has risen from $3.00 to 
$4.50 par picul.

At 7*50 p.m. yesterday* more than 100 poor 
people rushed into the Wang Wu Rice Hong (ifh^i’T) at 

'V>M©*30* lane 51» Sinza Road and carried off 7 piculs of rice 
x One person was arrested*

Yesterday afternoon* some 100 men and women 
plundered several rioe shops in the busy section of Tung 
Chong Road* Pootung. At Yang Ka Tu several tens of 
women and children rushed into the Wang Tsun Kee Rioe 
Shop ( ) to Plunder rice and several of them were
arrested*

On August 23* thousands of people completely 
plundered several rice shops in Sungklang.

Yesterday various villages in Sungklang were 
ordered by the Chinese Guerrilla Warfare Zone Helen 
Government to sell rioe at *0.10 per catty(equivalent to 
$16 per picul) and each person was allowed to buy only 3 
cattles at a time* The rioe thus purchased would first 
be soaked in water before it is allowed to be taken away. 
This is done to prevent hoarding*



August 25» 1939« Afternoon Translation«

Sin Shun Par (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)*

RICS SNATCHING IN SHANGHAI

Yesterday more than ten oases of highway 
robbery of rice by poor people took plaoe in the foreign 
Settlements* Two of them occurred in the vicinity of 
Rue KTaetzer and Luzon Road» four in the vicinity of Rue 
du Marche and Rue du Pere Proc* one in Rue Gaston Kahn» 
seven in the Western Dietriot in the International 
Settlement and two in Sinza Road«

Pedestrians were sympathetic towards the rioe 
snatchers» while in some of the oases policemen did not 
chase after the snatohers but smiled» because they also 
were sympathetic towards these poor people for they were 
driven to this by poverty.

As their loss was not heavy» the victimized 
rioe shops did not make any report to the Police» because
they know that it would not be of any use if they did so«

As a result of these rice riots» rice shops
dosed their iron grilles or remained only half open for 
business«
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Rice Situation 
Serious Here 

Improvement Likely 
Within Few Days ; 
Prices Advance

Notwithstanding thp fact that the 
price of rice advanced by a further 
$4 pel picul yesterday, reliable quar
ters indicated yesterday that within 
a few days a satisfactory solution to 
the whole problem would be found 
and that in the meanwhile, existing 
stocks in Shanghai are quite sufficient 
to cope with the normal demand.

Police both in the Settlement and 
the Concession are on the look-out 
for trouble-makers, however, as they 
wish to prevent any further riots 
being staged in front of rice shops, 
the operators of which, it is pointed 
out, can only sell what they have, 
and cannot be expected to sell rice 
when they have none left. A riot 
was staged at a rice shop at 383 Ward 
Road yesterday morning when a 
small crowd attacked the premises 
and managed to carry away two and 
a half piculs of rice, before a police 
party from Yulin Road Station 
arrived on the scene to disperse the 
demonstrators.

A small shipment of 537 bags of 
rice arrived here yesterday afternoon 
and was unloaded on the Bund, being 
subsequently taken away by a fleet 
of trucks. As police precautions had 
been taken at the Bund, no untoward
incident occurred.
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Cereal Hits
Record High ' 
Price Of $48

Shop On Stone Bridge i 
Road Looted By Mob

Of 100 Persons
WARD ROAD SCENE 
OF FRESH TROUBLE

Japanese Hold Only 
Key To Solution Of 

Problem
Although the price of rice con

tinued to mount in Shanghai yes
terday, reaching the high figure of 
$48, attacks against rice shops 
lessened - considerably compared 
with the number of such disturb
ances staged by mobs of the pcorer 
classes on Wednesday.

Only two riots were reported 
yesterday in the International 
Settlement against five on the 
the previous day while no 
serious disturbances occurred in 
the French Concession.

About 40 persons attacked a 
small «rice shop at 383 Ward 
Road at 9.15 aan. yesterday and 
stole two and one-half piculs of 
rice. The mob was subsequent
ly dispersed by the police.
The next riot reported occurred 

at the Kwong Wo Rice Shop, Lane 
51, House 206, Stone Bridge Road. 
Mere than 100 rioters stormed the 
place and looted it of seven piculG 
of the cereal, all the stocks that 
the merchant had.

Japanese Hold Key
A solution to the rice shortage 

here can be solved now only by a 
change in attitude of the Japanese 
authorities north of the creek, it 
was learned from a semi-official 
source yesterlay.

Declaring that one week’s supply 
of rice remains .. in the city, .the! 
same source foresaw an early 
change in attitude of local Japanese 
authorities who control the flow of 
supplies to the city. This predic
tion was based on the conciliatory 
tone of press conference yesterday 
given here by Lt. General Hikozo 
Yamada, Commander-in-Chief of 
the Japanese Expeditionary force in 
Central China.

Should a let-up in’the ban on rice 
supplies for the city fail to 
eventuate, it was pointed out, the 
Japanese could at the last minute 
"save*’ the city’s starving millions 
by distributing low cost rice.



No Hoarding

It was learned from the same, 
quarter that there is no large-scale; 
hoarding of rice in the city, a fact 
which seems to be borne out by 
the failure of the police to sub
stantiate reports yesterday that one 
dealer was hoarding several 
thousand bags of the cereal.

While scattered rice riots con-: 
tinned to be reported yesterday and 
the price of rice soared to the 
sensational height oX $48 per picul 
it was learned that the Shanghai 
Municipal Council, which has inter- 
mittantly been reported as con
sidering the purchase of foreign 
rice, is quite without funds to do 
so. With 10,000 bags a day con-1 
sumed here it would cost the city 
$3,000,000 a we'fek to feed the 
population and even the credit of 
the Council which is strong would 
not stand up long under such a 
drain considering the unsound 
status of the Chinese dollar.

Japanese Buying Rumored

Rumors circulated yesterday that 
much of the rice being bought up 
by Japanese from surrounding areas 
of Shanghai is being transported to 
Japan where the crop has been 
poor due to the shortage of farmers 
recalled to the colors and farm girls 
doing factory work.

Mr. Yu Ya Ching, prominent local 
merchant was reported to have 
held a conference with other rice 
dealers on the subject of forming a 
committee to purchase foreign rice 
should the crisis here continue.
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SHANGHAI’S ECONOMIC 
DIFFICULTIES

The further substantial rise in the 
price of market and fresh food supplies 
yesterday, the beginning of what might 
develop into much more serious rice 
riots, the suggestion by the British 
Residents’ Association that the Council 
should form a Rental Adjustment Com
mittee to arbitrate on disputed cases, the 
big increase which the Shanghai Power 
Company has been compelled to make in 
its surcharge in order to meet the ever- 
increasing cost of coal—these are only 
some of the facets of a local economic 
and financial situation which is bearing 

lever more heavily upon almost the whole 
community. Rice has soared to over $4u 
per bag and unless further supplies are 
soon received the price is bound to go 
higher and stocks become insufficient to 
meet the needs of the population. There 
are many differently viewed reasons and 
factors behind the actual shortage of 
grain, but it must still be hoped that 
before a really critical stage is reached 
new supplies will come into the foreign- 
controlled areas. The Council is no doubt 
exerting its best efforts in this direction, 
and its decision not to buy rice from 
Saigon to ease the shortage, as it did 
when the Sino-Japanese hostilities broke 
out here two years ago, must have been 
made in the expectancy that locals 
difficulties will be overcome. If it is not 
the great fall in the exchange value of 
the dollar which is the major factor 
behind the rice price problem it is all too 
true that the dollar’s slump explains the 
great majority of other financial difficul
ties. Owing to the crisis in Europe there 
has been some improvement in the rate 
of exchange these past two ¿ays. but it 
ought clearly to be understood that this 
is not a real appreciation of our own 
currency but a temporary position 
brought about by reconversions into local* 
dollars by those who think that war might 
break out in which practically all currency 
values will be affected. The fact which 
we in Shanghai have to bear constantly 

.in mind is that the dollar is worth no 
more than what it will buy, and we see 
that that is getting less and less. The 
rising price of compradore stores and 

i provisions, rising rentals, increased 
electricity charges, the greatly increased 
{price of gasoline, and everything which 
is imported as well as local produce, tell 
their own plain story, which is that what 
we are pleased to call “a dollar” is 
merely a piece of paper possessed of no 

I inherent or intrinsic worth but only of a 
I value which others are prepared to 
accept.

94 J 9«
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When landlords, compradores, retail
ers, and public utility concerns which 
have to buy their raw materials at 
present rates of exchange increase their 
charges they are, in very many cas^s, 
doing only what they must do unless they 
are going either into bankruptcy or down 
to penury. When it is said that a workman, 
or a servant, gets $30 a month (let us ■ 
say) it sounds not so bad, because we 
have always thought that that was about ¡ 
a fair figure. But the fact of the matter । 
is that that workman or servant is getting ’ 
about 10/- a mon^h, which is fast I 

, becoming tragically ridiculous. What | 
Shanghai as a whole is faced with is the j 
necessity of general revision in terms of l 
the dollar’s real worth. If we were all | 
as wise as theory ought to make us, if ¡ 
we could learn the lesson which has been 
so painfully experienced by others else
where when a currency has gone almost 
to nothing, we should quickly re-assess 
everything we use, eat, or have to pay ’ 
for in terms of the dollar’s current buying i 
capacity. As matters are, vast numbers 
of people are becoming more and more 
impoverished, less able to buy what they 
did formerly, unable to save even a । 
copper, and, in many cases, being forced 
to dig into savings and capital. This is a i 
situation which cannot persist for long 
without having a serious effect upon the 
economy of the community of the city as 

la whole, and, as is already so well known, 
. upon .the financial position of the Adminis
tration. It is becoming clear that with 
I the dollar at its present rate of exchange . 
1 Shanghai cannot go on without revising 
‘its ideas of what “a dollar” means. I 
Chungking has said that it never did see | 
the necessity of maintaining the currency < 

lvalue in the Settlements and Concessions 
and occupied areas where there are 
speculators, luxury importers, and those 
who hasten to convert national currency 
into other currencies, but that can be 
little consolation in face of the need for 
us all to buy life’s necessities, many of 
which either have to be imported or have 
a price which is almost 
affected by rates of exchange, 
no guarantee that the dollar 
even at its present low level; if 
it goes lower we shall be 
“up against it.”

Considerations like 
mind when thinking 
decision not to co-operate with 
the currency question, for it is hard to 
see how the position can be prevented 
going from bad to worse—eventually, if. 
not immediately! If another European 
war should come, the chances of outside 
aid for Chungking’s currency will! 
dwindle down to zero and the whole of 
what might be called “occupied China” ¡ 
will quite likely be left to take pot luck * 
by the Chungking régime. It will, or I 
should, be the task of someone to see that 
coastal China has a worthy currency, and 
co-operation with the de facto authorities 
to that end strikes one as being a reason
able course to take. Maybe, there would 
be many preliminary difficulties to clear 
away and a strict understanding to be 
reached regarding equal treatment and ■ 
facilities for all, but the economic health 
and productivity of many millions of 
people would be safeguarded.
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The Rice Shortage :

Swift Action Wanted
To ¿he Editor of the

“North-China Daily News
Sir,—The rice problem which con

fronts this community is serious and | 
its seriousness may be far-reaching. , 
In normal time local government ; 
cannot remain i.indifixèrent. In this 
abnormal time its responsibility must 
become so much greater. But what 
is proposed for either or both of the 
XVlunicipal Councils to do?

The Shanghai Municipal and the 
French Municipal Councils, methinks, 
can join hands and heads together 
for whatever should be done. An 
emergency advisory committee, for 
example, may be appointed jointly 
and in accordance with one of the 
advices which must be forthcoming, 
an international relief committee on 
food may be organized The latter 
committee ought to do one of the 
possible things very soon and that 
is to sell rice and, if necesssry, other 
commodities supplementary to or 
substitute for rice at cost or at a 
price which will break the psy
chology of panic on one hand 
and on the other the practice of 
profiteering either by speculative 
merchants or unusual speculators, i 
Appeal for grant of aid as well as ’ 
of standard rate of foreign exchange j 
may succeed, depending on the i 
honesty, standing, ability and experi- j 
ence of those who will constitute the | 
Committee.

Members of both Councils must 
look ahead and labour for the wel- I 
fare of all who come to live and | 
trade and work under their control. 
Security and order in a community 
can be maintained so much better 
from every point of View only when 
there is no danger of starvation no 
pretext for riot—no incentive for 
violence. It pays for the Councils 
to act without! any more delay,

C. H. LeE.
¡Shanghai, Aug. 24.
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ORIENTAL FLOUR 
MILLERS

1362 Yangtszepoo Road, Godown 
No. 5

Telephone 50519 
ATTENTION FACTORIES!

Owing to the shortage of rice, we ■ 
would suggest supplying your work- . 
men with WHOLE-WHEAT flour, 
always kept in. stock, which we sell j 
$1 cheaper than Chinese flour. i
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Rice Market
The selling price of white rice remain- i 

ed unchanged at yesterday’s market, and 
slight bu.iness was done during the entire 
session, as all le-.'.b rs and ictail shops 
were reluctant to buy at the highest rate. 
Owing to the uncertain market selling 
rate, the Executive Committees of the 
Rice and Bean Muild have decided upon 
a new maximum price of for any 
kind of best quality of white rice, whici. 
was the rate already effective in yesterday’ 
market. The market has received 1,, 'jv 
bags of white rice from the growing 
centers in the interior, coming by truck 
and rail and another 15 .junkloads of fresi, 
rice supplies were brought here by steamer

Because of mob disturbances the - net 
shops, located in the International Settle
ment and French Concession, and m-si 
of the retail shops oought only a small 
amount Of white rice to preven; ‘.he fur
ther robbing. No brisk demand was thus 
jeen in the market throughout the ses 
sio’i. The following price was noted at 
yesterday’s market: newly-harvested Wusir 
lir^t-grade white rice at $40. Soochov. 
white rice at $38.50: Stocked Wuhv • 
white rica at $36, and the low-grade whit; 
.•ice from $30 to $31 per picul.

The high tendency of provincial rie: 
I .vac steady in yesterday’s market, and 

.he business turnover was narrow by tla 
•pcrators, because the market has reserve ~. 
i considerable amount of provincia’ ric< 
According to a reliable source. Mi

1 x’u Ya-ching, one of the member^ 
of the Chinese Executive Committee 
of the Shanghai Municipal Coun
cil and a well-known Chinese busine s 
leader in Shanghai, have organized a 
“Maintaining Rice For Chinese Relief 
Society” with some other Chinese lead
ing traders, and have ordered a. large 
shipment of Saigon Rice from Indo
China to Shanghai.

The turnover of provincial rice in the 
session was very narrow, because the 
operators awaited the further improve
ment, the total purchases in the day were 
estimated at 2,000 bags of different kinds 
of provincial rice, and the selling rate 
was unchanged as compared with last 
final rate, while high-grade Nanking 
provincial rice was sold at $36 per picul. 
The Saigon rice in the session was quoted i 
at $45 per bag of :^20 lbs., but no business 
was done.
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Flour And Wheat I
Business in native flour was quiet and 

featurele s. The market rate was kept 
firm by the mills. A keen demand was 
displayed in the session by the dealers 
and rice retail shops, because the dealers 
were greatly interested in buying flour in
stead of white rice during the period oi 
the rate of rice. The mills have sup
plied a big amount of ready flour for ' 
purchases to local buyers. The selling 
price in the session was noted at $6,40 • 
in cash for the second-grade product.

The outport dealers were not allowed. 
to take any action in the market, because 
the mills did not offer for transportation ' 
to North China and South Sea, so that I 
some of the outport dealers bought their 
flour outside and the price was always 
$0.20 higher compared with the official nite. 
Owing to the European situation rhe oiu- 
port dealers were reluctant to absorb, 
while the selling rate fell to $6.50 per bag.

Satisfactory business in native wheat 
was seen, in the market yesterday. The 
selling rate was increased by the holders, 
but the Chinese flour mills continued to; 
buy for the.r stocks. There were 10,000 , 
bags of various kinds of native wheat, 
being bought by both Fooh Sing and Fou | 
Foong Flour Mills, and the local dealers! 
absorbed 2 carloads of the same wheat, j
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Eastern Times» Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Hwa Pao and ChinoBG- 
Amorican Daily Nona i- 1J« • 3^ (7^/7)

THE HIGH PRICE OF RIOg

The Chamber of Ocumeroe yesterday sent the 
following latter to the S.ll.C. i-

*The high price of rioe in thia city has broken 
all records and the inhabitants are becoming uneasy. 
During the past two years» prosperity was returning to the 
areas under your jurisdiction» but if this uneasiness is 
allowed to continue» the good results brought about by the 

x Council’s efforts will disappear.
«The present situation is due to reduced 

importation of rioe for there was a very rich harvest last 
autumn» Therefore»the regulation of rioe Importation is a 
most important question. When ample quantities of rice 
are imported, the price will naturally drop. It is hoped 
that the S.M.C. will exercise its authority to cause the 
rioe market to return to normalcy and investigation be 
made to ascertain the identity of all persons who are 
hoarding rioe or who are causing the price of rice to go 
up.®



August 22, 1939 Afternoon Translation

Ta Ying Yeh Pao and Ta Mei Wan Pao (21/8), Chinese-.American 
Daily News, Central China Daily News, Sin Wan Pao and 
Shun Pao :»

17 RICE SHOPS IN N AN TAO RANSACKED IN ONB DAY

There are many refugees in the Refugee 
Zone in Nantao who pose as original inhabitants chiefly 
because no rent is being demanded, whilst there are about 
SO or 60 rice shops selling rice at about #25 per picul» 

Three days ago, some 30 persons were 
gathered to plunder rice from rice shops though they each 
took a quantity only sufficient for one day*s supply "'or 
a family» Since then rice shops have often been attacked 
and loifers have become very active» Rice shops have 
closed their doors and do trade through a small apperture 
in the door»

Yesterday» loafers in various districts, 
leading groups of 30 to 40 persons each, carried out a large 
scale plundering of rice shops» With the group of some 
40 persons lying in wait, one of them would pretend to 
buy a picul of first grade rice and ask to be allowed 
to examine samples, paying in advance $30. The rice shop 
employees opened the doors of the shop which was completely 
ransacked by the crowd» Yesterday 17 rice shops were 
plundered in a similar manner»

Shun Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Hwa Pao, Chinese»American Daily News s-

Chinese Ratepayers* Association Writes to the S»M»C> 
on the Question of Rice Supplies

The following letter was sent to the S.M»C» 
by the Chinese Ratepayers* Association yesterday:-

"The question of rice supplies has now 
become a grave one, and unless immediate relief is 
forthcoming, serious consequences such as those which 
took place during the reign of King Louis XVI, in connection 
with the question of the supply of bread, will arise» The 
cause of the present shortage of rice is due to | non
arrivals owing to disruption of communications and hoardings 
for better prices. As the Council is known for its curious 
interest in the livelihood of the people and as the rice 
problem is an important question, we therefore request that 
the Council quickly adopt the following suggestions:-

"(1) Regulate the supplies of rice»
"(2) Make detailed purchase of rice for 

storage and enforce public sale at a reasonable price» 
Efforts should be made to secure loans to meet immediate 
losses» These loans may be liquidated later»

"(3) Make a detailed investigation into the 
rice stocks held in the godowne owned by various banks 
and thereafter make known to the public the result of 
the enquiries» If the rice stocks are owned by rice hongs 
or shops, they should be ordered to dispose of same within 
a specified time and at a fixed price and in the case of 
hoardings by private individuals, they should be forced 
to sell their rice at half price or else appropriate action 
be taken against them»



"As this is a question that affects the 
livelihood of the people* we hope that these suggestions 
will receive favourable consideration of the Council and 
will be put into immediate effect•*

Eastern Times and Hwa Pao

Flour Shop on ifatjng Road Robbed Off 100 Bags of Flour

At about 10 a»m» yesterday» some 100 bags 
of flour which had just arrived at the front of a flour 
shop on Wuting Road by truck were stolen by a mob because 
the shop had sold flour at $0.20 a bag more than the 
market price»



liayor Kiosks G>-operatip|yft 
Curbing Rice^Speculatioii ‘

O > IS. I
Official Claims Best Way to Stop
Is to Hand Over Courts to Ta Tao .TO^horities

A/TAYOR Fu Siao-en, in a letter to the Consular Body Wlfie 
JLVJL Shanghai Municipal Council, yesterday urged co-operation 
with the City Government of Greater Shanghai in order to 
prohibit speculation in rice by war profiteers. The most effective 
way to curb this profiteering, according to the Mayor of the Ta 
Tao regime, would be to hand over the jurisdiction of the First 
and Second Special District Courts to the Ta Tao authorities. The 
full text of the letter fellows:—

With reference to our letter dated 
j June 22 we take pleasure to request 
your co-operation in the effort to 

j standardize the local sales prices of 
•' rice and to prohibit the extraordinary 
? accumulation of rice by certain deal
ers for speculative purposes. We 
hope that you will adopt our sugges
tion in order to safeguard the food 
supplies of the community. At pre
sent, the price of rice has risen by 
leaps and bounds so that the sale 
price of each picul has actually 
attained .the high point of more than 

t thirty dollars. Such a steep rise has 
. surpassed all previous records and 
may continue without recess. If 
certain drastic steps are not taken co- 

; operatively and urgently to make an 
j effective arrangement or control at 
| this very moment then the people of 
this community—especially those
classes who are obliged to live from 

’ hand tq mouth—may not be able to 
secure their daily sustenance. Such 

j a state of affairs would undoubtedly 
seriously affect the livelihood and 

. welfare of the community.
We have ascertained from reliable 

sources that the rise in price move
ments is not due to the lack of stocks 
in store or the insufficiency of sup- . 
plies, but due to the action of war 
profiteers who accumulate and hoard 
stocks for speculation. The official 
organizations of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council and French Municipal 
Council may not regard with suffi
cient gravity the important and 
urgent problems of food supply of 
the community and no adequate 
measures have been taken to check 
the rise of prices.

If Courts Were Returned
In view to the suffering of the mul

titude, it is a matter of particular 
concern to me as Mayor of the City 
Government of Greater Shanghai. I 
can. not betray my duty. It would . 
seem that food profiteers are able to 
carry out their nefarious exactions 
because they are sheltering under the i 
extraterritorial cloak of the admini- i 

j strations of the Settlement and Con- 
I cession. If the City Government had 
; the control of the Special District 
• Courts in the Settlement and the , 
. Concession then the war profiteers I. 
! would have to check their activities | 
' or ’ risk submitting themselves to the > 
j most vigorous punishment for their 
I misdeeds.

From the record of the past, we 
I know very well that these Courts 
have been under the control and 
management of the National Govern
ment. They have never taken any 
action in restricting and prohibiting 
the speculation on bonds, cotton 
yarns, gold bars and other commodi
ties of speculative business. The facts 
are that all or few influential officials ■ 
of the National Government have | 
deep interests and intimate relations 

'■ in speculative affairs. Any steps of 
restriction or prohibition have threat- • 

j ened to affect the judicial careers of ! 
- the judges in charge in the Courts.

For this reason, the speculative ten- ; 
dency of the general public has been ; 
ever since encouraged and therefore, 

( the speculative market has carried 
on the deals as usual. Now such 
tendency fids attained its highest 
point as the speculators apply the 
process of speculation even to rice, 
the daily food supply of the mul
titude/ i__ _________  __ |



Mayor Fu Siao-en’s Views SHANGHAI TIMES.

On Rice Situation ’ .«3897

Alleges That Rise In -Price Is Mainly Due To Action 
Of Profiteers And Speculators; Says Courts 

Should Be Under De Facto Régime
The following is the translation 

of a letter which has been addressed 
by Mayor Fu Siao-en, of the City 
Government of Greater Shanghai, 
to the Consular Body and the 
Shanghai Municipal Council —

Sir,—With reference to our letter 
dated June 22, we take pleasure to 
request your co-operation in the 
effort to standardize the local sale 
prices of rice and to prohibit the 
extraordinary accumulation of rice 
by certain dealers for speculative 
purposes. We hope that you will 
adopt our suggestion in order to ; 
safeguard the food supplies of the 
community. At present, the price i 
of rice has risen by leaps and 
bounds so that the sale price of each 
picul has actually attained the high 
peint of more than thirty dollars. 
Such a steep rise has surpassed all 
previous records and may continue 
without recess. If certain drastic 
steps are not taken co-operatively 
and urgently to make an effective 
arrangement or control at this very 
moment then the people of /this ! 
community—especially those classes 
who are obliged to live from, hand 
to mouth—may not be able to secure 
their daily sustenance. Such a state 
of affairs would undoubtedly seri
ously affect the livelihood and wel
fare of the community.

We have ascertained from reliable 
sources that the rise in price move
ments is not due to thé lack of ; 
stocks in store or the insufficiency 
of supplies, but due to the action of 
war profiteers who accumulate and 
hoard stocks for speculation. The 
official organizations of the Shang
hai Municipal Council and French 
Municipal Council may not regard

I with sufficient gravity the important 
and urgent problems of food supply 
of the community and no adequate 
measures have been taken to check 
the rise of prices. I

In view Of the suffering of the*
• multitude, it is a matter of particu
lar concern to me as Mayor of the 
City Government of Greater Shang

hai. I cannot betray my duty. It 
; would seem that food profiteers are 
able to carry out their nefaribus ex
actions because they are sheltering 
under the extra-territorial cloak of 
the Administrations of the Settle
ment and Concession. If the City 
Government had the control of the 
Special District Courts in the Set
tlement and the Concession then the 

¡war profiteers would have to check 
I their activities or risk submitting 
themselves to the most rigorous 

I punishment for their misdeeds.
I From the record of the past, we 
I know very well that these Courts 
have been under the control and 
management of the National Gov
ernment. They have never taken 
any action in restricting and pro
hibiting the speculation on bonds, 
cotton yarns, gold bars and other 
commodities of speculative business. 
The facts are that all, or few, in
fluential officials of the National 
Government have deep interests and 
intimate relations in speculative af
fairs. Any steps of restriction or 
prohibition have threatened to af- 

, feet the judicial career of the judges 
! in charge in the Courts. For this 
reason, thé spéculative tendency of 
the general public, has been ever 
since encouraged and, therefore, the 
speculative market has carried on 
the deals as usual. Now such ten-! 
dency has attained its highest point ’ 
as the speculators apply the process, 
of speculation even to rice, the daily 
food supply of the multitude. The: 
Courts have proved or treated with 
complete lack of interest or sym
pathy such illegal speculations and 
restraints endangering the daily 
food of the people and the peace 
and good order of the community.



It is also a true fact that the Courts, 
in handling the cases of rental dis
putes, have displayed inconsistency 
and incapacity without reference to 
any equitable principle and have 
created a very unfavourable im
pression on the minds of Chinese as- 
well as foreign tenants without at 
the same time giving any satisfac
tion to the landlords. In order to. 
remove these grievances and to 
maintain the peace and order of the 
Settlement and Concession, these 
Courts must be taken over by the 
Reformed Government. Moreover, 
these Courts being strictly Chinese 
Courts must, in order to exercise 
any effective jurisdiction, he under> 
the direct and sole control of the 
de factio authorities, as alone in 
conjunction with them can the 
Courts be backed with the adequate 
authority. My repeated representa
tions on the subject of the Courts 
made to you, the Consular Body and 
the Shanghai Municipal Council, 
have not produced any response or 
expression of opinion, and it is a

I matter of great regret to me and 
I of grave public concern that this 
; important problem is left in abcy- 
i ance. While I invoke your co- 
i operation for the welfare of the 
| people in curbing the speculation 
i of the rice profiteers and in stan
dardizing the price of this staple 
food supply, I desire to emphasize 
that the most effective way of 
achieving that end is to tenable

L the Courts to carry out their func
tions in that respect under the

• control of the only de facto authori
ties and I would request your earn- 

j est and deepest consideration of the I 
| question and a reply on the subject | 
I at your earliest convenience.

Yours faithfully,
(Sgd ) Fu Siao-en, 

Mayor of the City Government of 
Greater Shanghai.

Isolation Favoured
NANKING, Aug. 21—Measures to 

I isolate the Shanghai International 
Settlement or return it to the 
jurisdiction cf Chinese- authorities 
were being advocated by Reformed 

‘Government officials and anti
British organizations here to-day.

Desire for such drastic action was 
rooted in the growing resentment 
being felt here against the Shanghai 
Municipal Council because of the 
numerous incidents and outbreaks 
Of violence in the Shanghai Settle
ment, which reached a climax 
Saturday night in- a clash between 
police of the Settlement and the 
Shanghai Special Municipality.

Mr. Wang Tsan-czu, Director of 
| the Political Affairs Bureau of the 
[ Reformed Government’s; Foreign 
Ministry, left here this morning for 
Shanghai to take part in the inves- 

i tigation of the gun, battle, in which 
two* Special Municipality policemen 
were slain and several others 
wounded by machine-gun bullets 
fired by Probationary Sergeant 
W. L. Kinloch, of the S.M.P.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
held a special meeting to-day to 
discuss measures in connection with | 
the latest Shanghai incident. AI 
decision was deferred until such a1 
time as a report is received front 
Mr. Wang.

Mr. Liang Hung-chih, Chairman 
of the Executive Yuan, took a per
sonal hand in the deliberations to
day. He summoned Kir. Hsia Chi- 
feng, Minister of Foreign Affairs, to 
the offices of the Executive Yuan to 
discuss ^counter-measures” against 
the Shanghai Municipal Council.—- 
Dome!
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Rice Situation Becoming 
Steadily Worse Here

Prices Still Soaring And Zenith Not Yet In Sight; 
Parallel Drawn With Situation In Paris 

Just Before French Revolution
I inland areas continued to be in [ 
tsr T quantities; only slightly morej 

than 4,000 bags were reported to I 
have arrived by junks, rail and*

I steamers. yesterday. During the ’ 
past three days between 2,000 to 
5.000 bags only were reported to 
have been shipped into Shanghai, 
but larger quantities than these 
were said to have been imported 
into the Hongkew areas.

Following the riot at the Yue 
Yuan Sing Rice Shop, at 89 Chang- 
ping Road, on Sunday, special 

■police patrols nave peen assigned ‘ 
to guard all the rice shops within : 
the Settlement and Concession areas 
beginning from yesterday, at thé 
request of the Rice Merchants 
Guild.

An unconfirmed Chinese report 
last night stated that French Muni
cipal Police authorities w’ere in
vestigating into the alleged hoard
ing of more than 40,000 bags of 

¡rice by a rice shop situated at the 
| corner of Rue Chapsal and Rue du 
ipere Froc, following the receipt of 
private information. The rice shop 
was suspected of engaging in pro
fiteering.

Foreign Rice Bought
Following the example set by 

Mr. Yu Ya-ching and others in re
cently placing an order for 18,0001 
bags of Saigon rice for relief pur
poses, many local Chinese public 
organizations were reported last 
night to be making preparations toi 
purchase large quantities of foreign 
rice to relieve the local rice situa-I 
tion.

The closest contact is understood’ 
to have been maintained between 
the French Municipal Administra
tion and the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, but no immediate action, 
pending, further careful study of thej 
matter, is contemplated regarding i 
the rice situation.

Local rice merchants’ circles yes- * 
terday forecast a further rising 
trend in the market, it being stated 
that, at the most, less than 5,000 ; 
bags of rice had found their way j 
into-Shanghai during the past few 
days, whereas the normal daily con
sumption would require about 10,- 
000 bags. The only remedy to the 
situation, they averred, was effec
tive control over prices and the 
ensuring of the free entry of rice 
into Shanghai from the inland areas. 
If thesé two problems could be 
thoroughly tackled by the City 
Fathers1, it would go a long way 
towards fundamentally solving the 
rice problems.

The local rice situation took an 
ugly turn yesterday when prices 
advanced further from $6 to $10 as 
compared with last Saturday, fol
lowing the resumption of unofficial 
open market transactions after a 
three-day suspension. First-grade 
rice was quoted at the unpreced
ented price of $42, and medium and 
lower quality cereals reached the! 
new levels of $38 and $36 respec-j 
tively.

General apprehension of social I 
unrest was felt by responsible Chin
ese circles yesterday. Taking a ser
ious view of the rice situation, the 

! Settlement Chinese Ratepayers’ 
! Association yesterday addressed a 
letter to the Shanghai Municipal 
Council urging that immediate action 
be taken to remedy the abnormal 
situation. The letter recalled the 

> “bread riot” during the reign of 
, Louis XVI and pointed out that an 
analogous situation exists in Shang
hai at the present time, and that 

! there is a distinct possibility of the. 
! Parisian scene being enacted in. this 
• city if the present “rice crisis” 
, should persist, in view of the fact 
more than 6,000,000 people, mostly 
refugees, are residing in Shanghai.,

The restrictions which are being; 
placed upon the free entry of rice 
from the inland areas into Shang
hai, and general hoarding by big 

I rice operators were given as the 
! two chief factors now aggravating 
1 the “rice crisis. ” The Council is 
j urged to devise proper measures to 
aid the unrestricted importation of 
rice into Shanghai, to make large 

• purchases of foreign rice on its own 
account .for relief purposes, and to; 

’ carry odt an investigation into the< 
. available stocks.

Rice shops, the letter urged, 
| should be compelled to sell their 
I stocks to the general public within 
a definite period of time, while pri
vate individuals who are hoarding 
large quantities of. rice should be 
ordered to dispose of their stocks 
at half the market price, or be 
severely dealt with by such meas
ures as the Council may deem it fit 
to take.

Unprecedented Prices
Yesterday’s maximum price levels 

were .said to be unprecedented, in 
Shanghai. Owing to low stocks, 
big rice operators generally were 
disinclined to unload, but on the 
contrary, continued to absorb dur
ing the morning sessions. More 
than 10,000 bags of rice of various 
grades were reported to have been 
traded. Arrivals of rice from the
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Rice Riots Occur
In Nantao

17 Shops Robbed by Mobs 
On Sunday; Gangsters 
Are Seen Behind Trouble

While one big rice riot has already 
broken out in the Settlement it was 
reported yesterday that similar riots 
have been terrorizing rice shop man
agers in Nantao for several days and 
that on Sunday alone 17 shops were 
victimized by hungry mobs. First 
grade rice has been sold for about 
$25 per picul in Nantao but although 
the price is lower by seven or eight 
dollars, as compared with that quoted 
in foreign settlements, it is still con
sidered too high for the people living 
in the native city, most of whom are 
poor.

Those who live in the Nantao Re
fugee Zone were said to have been 
exempted from 
owing to the decrease of employment 
many of them can hardly make a 
living. The zone is at present 
crowded with people, it was stated, 
and the^ density of population is 
almost comparable to the condition 
existing prior to the hostilities. Rice 
shops outside the zone were victim
ized long ago and in view of this 
there have been only rice hawkers 
outside the zone.

Four days ago, it was stated, about 
30 hungry people robbed many rice 
shops of rice but they only tried to 
fill up the cans and baskets in which 
they meant to carry rice, 
rice shop robberies have 
staged. At present, rice 
Nantao leave only a small 
their doors through 
assistants transact business.

But the desperate people had 
way on Sunday. The gangster 
of people gathered together 30 or 40 
persons and asked one of them to buy 
rice at a shop. This representative 
of the rice buyers usually carried 
some money with him and did not 
appear to be a rioter, 
to see the “sample” 
he was allowed to 
the others dashed 
rice they could. In 
were robbed

paying rents but

Since then 
been daily

shops in 
opening in 

which shop

their 
type

He demanded 
rice and when 
into the shop 
and stole all

of 
go 
up 
this way. 17 shops

Rice Market Reopens

After three days’ recess, the Shang
hai Rice Market was opened to 
business yesterday but very little 
business was done and confusion con
tinued to reign. The market has 
been neglected for a long time by 
merchants who have been obtaining 
their quota outside the market. The 
official price has not been followed 
outside the market. Those who did 
business in the market yesterday 
were required to register and to name 
the shops to which their rice had 
been sold.

The eight persons, several of them 
women, who are suspected of having 
participated in Sunday evening’s rice 
riot in Changping Road were brought 
before the First Special District Court 
yesterday and after a short hearing 
they were remanded in custody. It 
was alleged that 20 bags of flour were 
seized from the detained persons. 
They were alleged to- have been stolen 
from, the Yu Yuan Hsing Rice Shop

Changping Road. The suspects 
vTOkg charged with robbery but the 
judge reserved his decision penidng 
further investigations.
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Rice Price
Here Makes

Big Jump
Tile Hee market re-opened yes

terday a three-day shutdown only 
io find the cereal price had soared 
□y $6 to be $39 a picul. This 
abnormal rise took place despite 
the fact that more than 11,000 bags 
?f rice ‘Were reported to have 
reached Shanghai from the in- 

jterior growing centers.
. While the rice shops. did a fast 
lousiness the city remained on a 
' icar famine basis, with known stock 

applies less thansufficient to feed, 
he population for nine days. As 

yet the. Shanghai Municipal Conn'’ 
41 has received no word from the 
Japanese military authorities in 
eply to its note asking that re
strictions be eased on shipment of 
ice to Shanghai from Wuhu and 
■ther centers.
The unusually large shipment 

■whiClvarrived yesterday, came most- ! 
y by steamers from points lower 
>n the coast. Only 3,000 bags were 
received from the immediate ' in
terior:

Wuhu rice which closed cn 
Vhumday’s market at $29 a picul j 
■old yesterday at $33, the lowest ] 
)rice quoted for any rice during 
he day. But even at the high 
ates prevailing a total of 4,000 

hags changed hands during the 
Trading period. Most of this busi
ness was carried on outside the 
narket, however. Saigon rice we«s
quoted at $40 a picul.

Police On Watch
i Police continued to keep a close 

vatch on rice and flour shops 
‘tare -ghaut the Settlement fearing 
iots yesterday following the storm- I 
ng on -Sunday of a small flour !

.»hop on Changping Road. An i 
mgry mob on that occasion broke I 
nto the shop premises and looted ' 
nore than 100 bags of flour incited 
py rumors that the price was going 
dgher and that a shortage was t 

imminent throughout the city.
The Council has not yet taken 

any action in the matter of secur
ing further rice supplies for the 
city, other than their present re
presentations to the Japanese in 
rsg'ard to lifting the ban on rice • 
exports*-* J j
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Rice Market
The market of white rice was reopened 

ye. terday, alter suspension of business tor 
the past three nays, the selling- price, 
nowever, was irregularly higher for pur 
chases, or $6 above the last final rate. 
The market has received 3,000 bags of 
fresh rice supplies from the growing cen
ters in the interior coming by truck and 
rail anti another 40 junkloado of white 
rice were brought here by steamer.

Owing to a bri k demand shown by local 
dealers and retail shops, the selling price 
in the session was raised by the rice 
holders, who kept their rice in the godowns 
awaiting further development. According 
to the market record, the first-grade I 
white rice was quoted at <39 per jicui. | 
the second-grade of Soochow rice stood 
at from <35 to $37, and even low-grade 
white rice was sold at $83 per picul.

Business in. provincial rice was firm < 
while a large demand was seen as all j 
the local dealers asked for further supplies, j 
The rice holders, however refused to show 
their rice sarrplei and only a few offered ' 
fheir rice for sale. Wuhu rice was noted 
at $33 per picul, or $4 high compared I 
with the last Friday’s closing rate. The j 
total sales in the day were estimated at 
4,000 bags of different kinds of provincial 
rice.

The opening rate of Saigon rice was 
quoted at $40 per bags of 220 lbs, but 
no >busine-fi was done. In the later ses
sion, the rate 131 by $2, with an official 
rate of $38. As a result, 200 bags of 
this rice were sold during the entire 
session.
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The Rice Shortage
•ffiSHhe" rice situation m Shanghai is serious 

there can be no gainsaying, and the municipal
। authorities are doing everything in their power 
to bring about an improvement. Attempts have 
been made in some quarters to blame the 
Shanghai Municipal Council for the shortage, 
but investigation does not support this view of 
the matter. With exchange as it is at the 
present moment, it is impossible for the Coun
cil to run the risk of very serious losses by 
purchasing rice to remedy the situation. Ar 
a matter of fact the main supply of rice comes

. from the hinterland which is under Japanese 
: occupation, and what would normally be a 
: daily supply of some 10,000 bags coming from 
those areas has now dwindled to some 2,000 
per diem, or one-fifth of Shanghai’s normal 
consumption. The difficulty of dealing with the 
matter is increased by the fact that certain 
unscrupulous rice merchants are undoubted1;/ 
hoarding the grain, for the purpose of pro-

, fiteering. It would seem that at the moment 
! there is sufficient rice in Shanghai to cover ths 
| need for the next three or four weeks, and that 

unless larger supplies are forthcoming from 
the interior the situation is likely to become

i very serious. There is nothing whatever to 
j suggest that the Japanese authorities are wan
tonly holding up the rice supplies which should 
reach the port from the territories occupied by 
them, and that whatever difficulty there is in 
arranging a smooth 'flow of supplies here arises 
rather from an incomplete appreciation of the • 
seriousness of the position. It may j 
be, as is suggested in some quarters, [ 
that the Japanese are accumulating large stores ■ 
of foodstuffs against possible emergencies in [ 
North China or Manchoukuo, but it is believeq 
that thi£ could still be done without diverting 
the supplies which should normally come to 
Shanghai. It is to be hoped that as a result of I 
representations which are being made to the 
Japanese authorities they will be prevailed

j upon to permit full supplies reaching Shanghai 
| from the interior. There is no justification 
■ whatever for certain Japanese and Chinese 
newspapers to attempt to lay the blame for 
what is occurring upon the Municipal Council j 
which is doing all it can in the circumstances, 
and it is fully realized that with the expected ' 
co-operation of the Japanese authorities the i 
present serious situation may quickly be . 
eliminated.
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BANKS NQT HOARDING RICE

The godowns and warehouses of various local 
banks are used for the storage of goods belonging to the 
clients of the banks« Rice is also being stored«

Recently the authorities of the Foreign Settlements 
conducted a close investigation into the quantity and the 
names of the owners of the rice stored in godowns, while 
banks have submitted reports showing that they have not had 
any transactions in rice« The report that banks are 
hoarding rice is absolutely untrue«

In view of the serious rice situation in Shanghai, 
Mr* Yu Ya-ching, in co-operation with various public bodies 

xi and people» has raised funds to order 18,000 bags of 
V Saigon rice to alleviate the situation, 10,000 bags being 

ordered in the name of the Shanghai Refugee Relief 
Association and 8,000 bags in the name of various public 
bodies. This rice will arrive at Shanghai on September 8« 
It is said that the 8,000 bags of Saigon rice will be 
sold at a cheap rice«

With a view to maintaining the food supplies of 
the people, the authorities of the Foreign Settlements are 
adopting measures to regulate the supplies of rice« At 
present they have no intention to order rice from abroad« 

According to foreign newspapers, the S«M«C« 
and the Japanese authorities are discussing facilities to 
ba given the transportation of rice to Shanghai*

The report that the S«M.C« will order Saigon rioe 
is untrue, Enquiries made yesterday morning show that 
the transportation of rice to Shanghai has been encountering 
many difficulties«
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Council Seeks Entry of 
Rice to Shanghai

Reports have appeared in the 
press that the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council has placed an 
order for the purchase of rice

1 from Saigon. Such reports are 
not correct. Thorough in-

| vestigation into the matter has 
led to the conclusion that the 
only practicable solution of 
this rice problem rests in the 
free entry of rice into Shang
hai from the hinterland. For 
some time past rice has not 
been coming freely into 
Shanghai, and it has only been 
coming in at a rate that is about 
one-fifth of Shanghai’s normal 
consumption, with the result 
that the stock of rice in 
Shanghai has been greatly 
depleted. Negotiations are going 
on with the Japanese authori
ties with the object of facilitat
ing the entry of rice into 
Shanghai.
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Council Is Not Intending 
To Buy Saigon Rice

Local Situation Is Admittedly Serious, But Onb 
Practicable Solution Is Free Entry Into City

From Hinterland; Several Small Shops Close
The extremely serious“' and 

potentially dangerous situation, so 
far, as the city’s rice supplies are 
concerned showed no signs of im
provement yesterday. Investigations 
among the rice guilds revealed the 
fact that the present supply in 
Shanghai is less than 100,000 bags 
and very little rice is finding its 
way here from the interior. The I 
bean and rice markets remained 
closed yesterday and several small' 
rice shop's, unable to obtain sup- i 
plies, closed their doors.

There have been repeated, rum-: 
ours in Shanghai that the Shanghai 
Municipal Council intended coming 
to the rescue by the purchase of 
rice from Saigon, but it was offi
cially ascertained from the Council 
that such reports were incorrect.

The Council has made a thorough, 
investigation of the local rice situa
tion and has come to the conclu
sion that the only practicable solu
tion of this problem rests in the 
free entry of rice into Shanghai 
from the hinterland.

For some time past, it was stated, 
rice has not been coming freely in
to Shanghai, and it has only been 
coming in at a rate that is about 
one-fifth of Shanghai’s normal con
sumption, with the result that the •• 
stock of rice in Shanghai has been 
depleted.

Seek Free Entry
Negotiations are now going on 

, with the Japanese authorities with 
i the object of facilitating the entry 
of rice into Shanghai, it was learnt 

I f jrom the Shanghai Municipal Coun- 
< ciil yesterday.

It was ascertained in local rice 
circles that the available rice stocks 
to bei had and now held by the big' 
rice operators, excluding the 
amount held by retail rice shops, 
was less than 100,000 bags. Ship
ments from the inland to Shanghai ! 
were only in very small quantities 

> and less than than 3,000 bags of 
Nanking and Changshu cereals 
reached the city yesterday morning, 
morning by rail, steamers and 
junks.

However, a shipment of 18,000 
bags of Saigon rice has been order
ed by members of the Shanghai 
Chinese Rice Merchants’ Guild, but 
this is not expected to be deliver
ed before September 1.

No official quotations for rice 
were available yesterday as the 
market was closed following a re
cent decision of merchants not to 
operate on the market for three 
days.
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| Flour And Wheat |

niirinir the period of the rice shortage 
th? varLT Chinese flour mite suppW 
1 large amount of ready 
lie sold in the market for public reh.I. 
The selling price remained ^hanged a . 
S6 in cash for second-grade product. Most 
of the rice retail shops purchased naUvj 
flour instead of rice. The^^elhng pnc^ 
in the retail shops was $6.20 per bag.

Although a brisk dfemXud of 
flour was shown by outport dealers, the. 
mills refused to accept any order from. 
North China and South Sea dealers, even, 
when ■ offered a. good price. No 
business for outport dealers was N^oided- 
therefore in. the entire trading session. ,

Business in native wheat was quite and 
featureless in yesterday s market. Thel 
selling price was - high. The - market hat,, | 
received, a large amount of fresh supphe^ 
of wheat front the growing centers, in th-, 
interior, and the market rate-. increased 
by $0.15, above the previous close. Both, 
the Fooh Sing and Fou Foong Flour Mins* 
asked 20 carloads of wheat, and local 
dealers bought another 10 carloads of 
Soochow and Wusih wheat. The tiest 

i newly-harvested wheat was quoted at $9.48 
j and low-grade sold at $8.80 per bag.
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Rice Position 
In Shanghai 
Now Serious
Only Ten Days’ Supply • 

Is Available Locally, 
Checkup Reveals

PRICE REACHES NEW
PEAK FOR CITY

Council Considers Scheme 
For Relief, But Little 

Hope Seen Of Success

News gathered from most reliable sources yesterdayrevealed that Shanghai is facing an extremely serious situation in the ma. ter of rice, supplies. At the n.dst there are \ stocks within the Settlement and Concession for a further 10 days’ supply, and unless further rice comes in before the expiration of thcU time the closure of many rice shops is expected.
At this time of the year it is 

usual for large quantities of rice to 
j reach Shanghai from the surround

ing countryside but, owing to many 
factors and to prevailing conditions, 
those supplies are not being receiv
ed.

The Food Supply Committee of 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 
have held meetings to consider the 

i situation and it is still hoped that 
| before the situation becomes too 
। critical rice will come to hand. The 
question of buying rice from Sai
gon has been examined, but, owing 
to its relatively lbw quality andj 
the very high prices at which it 
would have,, to be sold at prevail
ing rates of exchange, it has been 
decided to delay action until ‘it is 
positively certain that local supply 
will not be forthcoming.

But, presuming it is decided to 
take action similar to that which 
was taken after the outbreak of j 
hostilities here in 1937, there will • 

a gap of more than a week be- 
tween the enforced closing of rice j 
shops and the arrival of the Saigon 
grain.



í High Prices Yesterday
I The pricrè of rice yesterday as 

between dealers was $28 per bag» 
which means that the price to the 
public was something ov?r $30. The 
price of imported rice would be at 
least $8 or, $9 more for a similar 
quantity-p-a price which would visit1 
tremendous hardship on the vast

I majority of Shanghai’s Chinese 
. population.
1 In yiew of the rather serious ;
I situation, both the Shanghai «Muni-J.
; cipal Council and the French Muni- 
i cipal Administration are understood 
to have given the matter their very

! close attention, . as the problem is ¡ 
I bound up intimately with the ques- | 
tion of public peace and order.

At the present only a little more i 
than 2,000 bags of rice daily find 
their way into the two t foreign 
municipal areas, or about one-fifth 
the quantity required to meet the 
city’s normal daily consumption.

Reports Denied
Reports that Council had decided 

to purchase 100.000 bags of Saigon 
rice to relieve the local situation | 
was said by reliable sources yester
day to be incorrect. Such a sug
gestion had been made by respon
sible members of the , Shanghai 
Chinese Rice Merchants Guild to 
the Council, but it appears that no 
action would be taken in this direc
tion. Thè matter came up for dis
cussion in Council last Wednesday, 
but Chinese members of the Coun
cil definitely decided against adopt
ing this plan.

If Council were to take action 
similar to that taken shortly after 
the outbreak of the local hostili
ties in 1937, by importing rie? on

I its own account, it would prove a 
I heavy drain upon its financial re- , 
Ì sources, reliable source stated yes- 

1 terday. But more important than 
¡ msre question of finance, such a 
plan would merely be a palliative 
and not provide a fundamental 
solution to the present urgept

I problem.
Millions Needed

I When discussions took place in 
I Council last Wednesday, it was cal- 
! culated, on the basis of the prevail- 
! iny foreign exchange, that at least 
I $31 million would be required to 
• ship into Shanghai 100,000 bags of
Saigon rice. On top of that the 

1 costs of freight and insurance would 
have to be met. Decidedly the 
Council must sell to the general 
public at the price of C$20 (the 
official rate) per zar. and since ^ach 
zar of Saigon rice would cost C$30,- 
the Council would have to foot a 
loss of C$10 on each zar of ricé. 
This would entail a clear daily loss 
of about $115,000, if the Council 
were to ensure a supply of 10,000 
bags of rfee to meet the local daily 
normal consumption.

The plan, therefore, has been 
shelved for the time being.

A fundamental solution would be ■ 
to en'sure the free entry | 
of rice from the inland areas.

Market Confusion
In view of the great confusion ? 

reigning in the rice market, it is > 
now decided by the Control Com-j 
mittee of the rice and bean markets ‘ 
that the unofficial open market । 
transactions be suspended for two I 
days, beginning from yesterday.^ As ; 
usual there will be no transact ions . 
on Sunday. ,

Ì The Visual transactions aré ex-1 
j pected to be resumed by Monday. ■ 
The reason for the suspension was j 
declared to be to enable certain 
“readjustments” in the market to 
be made. >/..
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Rice Supply
Here Said To

h i hi» ......  ।

Last 10 Days
JI5~~ rn -,--„ i..- titwriiiii) —- —

Mark eL^ To Be Closed 
3 Days As Price

Hits Neu High
« Rice supply in Shanghai can last 
‘only ten days, The China Press 
iwas informed yesterday. The 
Shanghai Municipal Council, which 
has been rumored intermittently to 
have placed orders for 100,000 bags 
of- foreign rice, has not done so, 
according to the same report.

For the first time in the city’s 
history the rice market closed yes
terday for a three-day period. This 

I action was taken when prices of 
first quality rice reached a record 
breaking high of $32.50 a picul on 
Thursday’s market. Even low 
grade cereal was quoted at $29.

Hungry mutterings as little 
groups of coolies gathered outside 
empty rice shops were silenced only 
by the “keep moving’’ tactics of 
reinforced police squads.

In the meantime, the Municipal 
Council continued to consider the 
situation from every angle. A new j 
rumor circulated that the Japan

ese ban on rice export from the 
I nearby growing centers might be 
¡lifted; if the Council took no steps 
toward purchasing foreign rice.t 
The rumor could not be confirmed 
and the Japanese military tq 
whom representations were made 
by the Council last week continu-j 

; ed its unbroken silence.
One foreign grain expert declar- 

ed bitterly that no satisfaction 
would be forthcoming from the 
Japanese until their apparent 

- mastery of the present situation 
was openly challenged.

The situation which has been 
steadily worsening during the past 

. few weeks is evidently the result of 
ja definite Japanese blockade 
' whether intentional or not. The 
problem has only become clear with 
the rapidity of the past few days’ 
denouement.
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Rice Market
On account of the record price of white 

rice ih Shanghai, the market has been 
closed for three days. Within those days, 
both authorities of Shanghai Municipal, 
Council and the Executive Committees of t 
Rice and Bean Guilds will hold several I 
meetings to discuss the new maximum : 
price. The market, however will be! 
reopened on next Monday.

-----------M
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Shanghai Daily Neva )• a Mosquito paper* publishes
the folloving article without any headings» //

Of late» this paper has been publishing 
articles exposing the profiteering in rice and dissemination 
of false reports by dishonest rice dealers* In consequence 
and also as a result of wide publicity by other circles» the 
matter has attracted the attention of the public who are 
unanimously denouncing these dishonest rice dealers*

Yesterday the "Sin Van Dao* still accepted 
the misleading news reports supplied by the "Sing Sung Hews 
Agency* ( i It. )• but it paid attention to the wording 
of such news7reports* Henceforth rioe dealers will not be 
able to deceive the public by false propaganda*

The authorities of the Foreign Settlements 
have already drawn up and will enforce positive measures 
regarding the stabilisation of the market price of rice and 
the source of supply* The purchase of foreign riee haa been 
vetoed by the Food Oontrol Conmittee,

Moreover, new crops have of late appeared on 
the market, while rice boats »re arriving in large numbers. 
The selling price of rioe has been falling. Nevertheless» 
ih view of the trickery of the rice dealers* wemust watch 
them closely lest they should do anything to disturb the 
market»

This paper is willing to publish anything 
discovered by the people. Besides, the action of banking 
droids in accepting mo rtgages on large quantities of rioe 
should oe immediately stopped so as to put an end to the 
activities of speculators »nd to avoid trouble.cn the rice 
market. For instance, the action of the Klnoheng Banking 
Corporation and the National Commercial Bank in hoarding 
large quantities of Chinese rice is denounced by this 
paper and they will certainly be hated by the people. 
The National Commercial Bank has sent to this paper a letter 
in connection with the matter, but it contains no denial 
as to the huge quantity of rioe that is being hoarded. 
This , show that in the event of banking circles continuing 
to accept mortgages ©• rice, the food supplies of the 
people will bo affeoted,

Xt is learned that there are certain persons 
managing these activities,

This paper la collecting evidence for publication 
with a view to MOI inf the public to understand who the 
principal offenders are. The matter will be completely 
exposed to the public in a few days.

M

trouble.cn


August 18, 1939 Afternoon Translation

Sin Wan Pao, Shun Boo, Chinese-American Daily News« Eastern 
Times i -

RICE situati ar

Owing to the shortage» the price of rice has 
been constantly increasing* Yesterday the market price was 
$32*50 per picul«

In view of the tense conditions prevailing in 
the rice market» the Bice Trade Guild Control Cmnmittee has 
decided to suspend business for three days*

At 11 a*m* yesterday» the Control Committee 
of the Beans and Rice Trade Guild held a meeting to discuss 
the matter of the people's livelihood* The meeting was 
attended by Wu Zien-keng )• Vang Tien-jeu (X-4/l^)»
Chow Tse-tsung J? , arn others and terminated 
at noon the same day« during the meeting the following 

/ resolutions were discussed and passed*-
"That the Beans and Rice Trade Guild should 

request the S*M»C* for relief and that commencing from 
August 18» the Guild should suspend business for three days*4

With a view to maintaining the people's 
livelihood within their jurisdiction» the authorities of the 
Foreign Settlements have accepted the proposal submitted by 
the Bice Trade Guild as to the purchase of 100,000 bags of 
rioe from abroad*

It is said that 18,000 bags of rioe are now 
in transit to Shanghai in a Norwegian vessel, and will 
arrive here on September 2, 1939* t

At 3 p*m. yesterday, Chen Tse-yee ),
Chu Tse-shiang (t, )» Wu «ien-keng, Chow Tse-tsung, HI 
etc*» representatives of the Bice Trade Guidl held a short 
conference with Mr* T«K. Ho» Chinese Deputy Secretary of the 
S,M*C regarding the purchase of foreign rice« The price of 
foreign rice is» however, not yet known. - „

According to the "Wei Pao* ¿k.)» a 
mosquito newspaper, ride was yesterday sold ay $28*60 per 
picul in the lin Van Ta Biee Shop (), corner of 
Honan and Heining Beads*
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! Authorities Seek to 
Break Rice Racket

It is reported by a reliable 
Chinese source having close 
connections with official circles 
that the Shanghai Municipal 
Council has already placed an 
order for 100,000 bags of for
eign rice for Shanghai’s con* 
sumption in order to offset the 
manipulation by big purchasers 
of the grain who keep on 
storing it to await better 
prices, which condition has 
caused prices to soar to an 
unprecedented scale. The first 
consignment of 18,000 bags is 
said to be expected to arrive 

I here on September 2.



Fears Felt 
Over Local

Rice Price
Police Patrols Seen 

Observing Many 
Rice Shops

Fearing a general riot or demon
stration by tbs city’s poor, because 
many rice shops had been closed 
for the day, special * Settlement 
police patrols were dispatched to 
the various Central District and 
Hongkew areas from 5 p.m. onward 
yesterday to maintain peace and 
order.

Patrol, squads w«3te to be seen 
guarding Chinese rice shops in the 
Sinza, Louza and Hongkew districts 
up to a late hour last night,, but 
no untoward incident was reported 
to have occurred.

Utter confusion reigned in the 
local rice market yesterday when 
prices for firfet grade white rice 
and lower grade cereals generally 

, gained by another $1 to $2. First 
quality white Changshu rice was 
quoted at $32.50, as against $29.80 
for the day before. Medium and 
lower grade cereals were quoted at 

.$30 and $25.80 respectively.
Shipments of rice from the inland | 

areas to Shanghai remained scarce 
during yesterday. A general ner
vousness, as a result, was precipi
tated in the local rice market, big ■ 
operators and merchants generally • 
were disinclined to unload their • 
stocks.

Poorer Classes Stricken
It was reported that local rice 

shops, owing to a shortage of avail-1 
able stocks, were unwilling to sell 
in large quantities. This precipitat
ed a general rush among the pub
lic, particularly among the poor
er classes, to buy. It appeared that 
there was not enough rice to go the 
rounds, and the working classes of 
people had been hard hit as a re
sult of thé soaring prices.

It was to prevent a possible de- 
' monstration or riot that * special 
posses of Settlement police Were 
dispatched to guard Ithe various 
rice shops. Fortunately, no unto
ward incident was reported to have 
occurred up to a late hour last 
night.
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Rice Pricey Cause

Uneasy Rumours
Nearly $30 a Picul Quoted | 
For First Grade Grain

Fears of trouble among the local 
I Chinese were freely voiced yester- 
I day as a result of the rice situation 

w|iich has caused prices to reach 
nearly $30 a picul, the highest price 
ever quoted in Shanghai.

Reports during the past few days 
indicated that the situation is beyond 
the control of the' authorities despite 
the fact that the latter had made 
stupendous efforts' to ease the situa
tion. Three days ago, a report to 
the effect that the Shanghai Muni- . 

• cipal Council would buy 100,000' bags 
of foreign rice caused -the prices to I 
drop a little but the tendency is that 
thé situation is going from bad to 
worse. The present price is nearly 
$30 pet picul for first grade rice but 
the grain can hardly be obtained 
from rice shops. The official price 
is entirely discarded.

Complaints are freely made by the . 
man-in-the-streët, and in Chinese 

| household discussions the increase of 
j thes prices of rice has been a major 
subject. Chinese language news
papers are receiving numerous let- 

1 ters from readers highly critical of 
the Situation. Under a big headline, 
the “Shun Pao” published, a news 
article openly suggesting that the 
authorities should “force’* manipula
tors to sell their ready stock 
Which they have stored up to wait 
for high prices. Certain “big heads” 
in thé business world were stated to 
be chief manipulators.
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Creation of Vegetable j 

Monopoly Postponed
Arrangements Said Not: J 
Yet Completed

Due to the incompleteness of the 
necessary arrangements, the Japanese- 
sponsored vegetable monopoly for 
Hongkew, which was to have be
come effective as from Wednesday, 
has not yet begun functioning as i 
vegetable hawkers from Pootung 
still came into the Settlement and 
the French Concession yesterday 
unmolested.

While a monopolistic vegetable 
market has been functioning inside 
Hongkew market for the past six 
months obtaining its supplies from 
the Kiangwan and Tazang areas, the 
first indication that vegetable 
growers in Pootung would hence
forth have to bring their supplies to 
Hongkew was only forthcoming on 
August 13 when a notice to that 
effect was issued by the provisional 
office of the vegetable monopoly in 
Pootung.

In this proclamation, all -vegetable , 
growers were informed that the pro
visional office would undertake the 
4 /ansportation of all vegetables 
destined for Shanghai and would 
unload them at the Chi Chong 
Wharf, Hongkew. As the required 
arrangements on the part of the pro
visional monopoly office had not 
been completed however, this 
measure was temporarily postponed.

It could not be learned whether I 
the Pootung vegetable growers and 
hawkers would merely have to pay 
a tax to the Hongkew monopoly 
or whether the latter would buy the 
production outright and place it on 
the market for their own account.

While vegetable dealers in the 
French Concession depend principal
ly on their supplies from Hangchow 
and other parts in the interior, those 
in the Settlement receive their cargo 
from boats coming down Soochow 
Creek.

Vegetable hawkers coming into the 
Settlement and the Concession from 
Hungjao have not been interfered 
with up to now and no plans about 
their supplies being included in the 
monopoly, have as yet been made 
known. ,

Well-informed circles pointed out 
yesterday that the monopoly may 
eventually result in a general re
duction in the cost of vegetables in I 
Shanghai as has been the case with 
the supply of pork, which has been 
monopolized for some time.

Poultry, it was understood, was 
also to become subject to the 
monopoly but no details could be 
ascertained concerning this matter 
yesterday.
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Flour And Wheat
business in native flour was satisfactory 

in yesterday’s market, and the selling price 
remained unchanged at $6 in each for 
local dealers and retail shops. The out* 
port dealers were not yet in the market, 
because the mills offered no supplies for 
North China and the South Sea, during 
the period of the local shortage of rice. 
The local buyers were interested in ab
sorbing and local He« retail shops also 
asked, a large amount of second-grade 
flour for selling instead of rice during the 
emergency time.. The selling price of 
second-grade product stood at $6.15 per 
bag at the retail shops.

The trading of native wheat was quiet 
and featureless, and brisk demand was 
seen io entire session. The selling 
rate was increased by the wheat holders, 
oni account of the higher rate of white 
rice. ’As a result, the rate rosp by $0.10 
above the preceding day’s final .rate. 
Both the Fooh Sing and Fou Foong Flour 
Mills collected 16 carloads of different 
kinds of newly-harvested native wheat, 

। and the dealers bought more than 20 
carloads.
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Rice Market
The stocked white rice in various rice 

godowns here is sufficient for thy local 
public consumption within the next four 
months, according to a rumor reported by 
the CVimo- Evening Ncivtf yesterday., The 
daily fresh rice supplies, amounting to 
10,000 bags of different kinds of white 
rice, were brought here from the growing 
centers at Pootung, Wusih, Sungkiang, 
Tsingpoo and Wuhu port. The reason 
for th© record price of rice lies in that 
some of the leading rice dealers and 
famous rice hongs kept the rice in the 
godowns instead of offering it, and thus 
sent up prices. They intended to make 
a profit of 50% for every picul of rice, 
the evening paper continued, so that some 
of the local small retail shops had no 
rich for selling. *

100,000 bags of white rice were kept 
by outsiders who wanted to t$ke a chance 
of selling at a good price, the evening 
journal continued. In the early part of 
this week, some of the local wealthy 
Chinese had ordered 1.500 tons of foreign 
rice, which is scheduled to arrive here 
at some time in September for liquidatioh.

With reference to the market report, 
1,500 bags of white rice were received 
from the interior, coming by rail and 
truck and another 10 junkloads trans
ported by steamer. The selling price in 
yesterday’s market was irregularly high, 
or $1.50 above the preceding day’s final 
rate. The first-grade white rice stood 
at $32 per picul and second-grade rice 
was quoted at $30. Lo\Y-grade rice was 
noted at $29 per picul.

Business in provincial rice was weak 
yesterday, because the operators were 
reluctant to buy waiting the further im
provement. The Nanking provincial rice 
moved up to $28 and Wuhu rice was 
sold at $27 per picul.



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)*

TliE RICE PRORT.W

-k Interviewed yesterday* a rice merchant named
Li ( e ) made the following statements- "The price of 
rice in this locality has now exceeded the price limit 
by seme #10, the best quality rioe being sold at more than 
#30 per picul and the ordinary quality rice at some #20• 
The recent repeated increase in the price of rioe was 
not due to a shortage of supplies from the interior or 
an exhaustion of rice in stock locally« Members of the 
rice trade circles all know full well that there are ample 
stocks of rioe and that large supplies of rice are cjmlng in 
the action on the part of big rioe merchants in hoarding 
up rioe without regard to the livelihood of the people 
being responsible for the daily inorease in the prioe of

V*rioe*
> "These rioe merohants are well organized

and are being financially supported by certain local 
banking circles* who wish to throw the loo al rioe market 
into disorder* It is not a hard job for the authorities 
to ascertain the names of the hoarders nor their secret^

A stores* which on discovery I should by all rights be sold 
at the price limit* otherwise they be charged with 
endangering the livelihood of the people and the peace and I 
order of the district and heavily fined* If this be done* 
the several million people in this locality would be 
greatly benefit ted*

"According to rice hoarders* the price 
limit should be reoonsidered in view of the fall in the 
value of Chinese dollar and the inorease in the prioe of 
various other oemmodities. They hope that the 
authorities will change the prioe limit to about $30.

"The rice supplies hoarded up by these 
merchants are native products which have not been affected 
in apy way by the rise in the foreign exchange* The 
reasons for a change in the prioe limit are not worth 
o ona ide ra t ion* *

Without regard to the livelihood of the 
people* traitorous merohants have manipulated the rioe 
market with the result that the best quality rioe is being 
sold at $32 per picul*
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MAIN ICHI

CHUNGKING GOVERNMENT  ̂AND^T^RD^POVZERS RESPONSIBLE FOR HIGH

The Chungking Government's policy 
of holding up food«stuffs and the British economic policy of 
assisting the Chiang Kai-shek regime are responsible for the 
high price of rice in Shanghai* Rice merchants are endea
vouring to purchase rice but will not sell it* Rice is now 
being sold at $30 a picul. The livelihood of the middle and 
lower classes of people in Shanghai has been seriously 
affected by the high prices of commodities. Fearing that 
people of the refugee class in the Western District and 
behind the Great World may create disturbances, the French 
Police have adopted precautionary measures*

At the beginning of this year 
the daily arrivals of rice from the interior amounted to 
about 60,000 piculs» but in August only 4,000 piculs are 
coming here daily; furthermore» the importation of Rangoon 
rice has ceased owing to the high exchange* Four or five 
floe shpps in the Western District and in the vicinity of 
the Great World have closed their doors because rice merchants, 
in co-operation with Chinese bankers and capitalists, have 
cornered rice in the Foreign Settlements and are unwilling 
to sell* This is being done in compliance with the Chungking 
Government's policy to hold up food-stuffs*

According to an investigation 
made by the authorities of the Foreign Settlements, the rice 
stocks on hand on August 15 amount to 133,000 piculs. The 
daily consumption in Shanghai amounts to about 10,000 piculs^ 
An investigation made by Japanese edonomic organs reveals 
that there are enough stocks to supply the population for 
four months.

The Chinese people are attempting 
to hold Japan responsible for the present rice troubles* 
Actually the following are the causes of the present rice 
situation t-

1* The high price of imported 
rice due to the drop in the value of the legal tender notes*

2* The difficulty of transporting 
rice to Shanghai due to the Chungking Government's economic 
guerrilla activities*

3* The cornering of rice by 
Chinese profiteers in the Foreign Settlements.

4* The Independent character of 
the Foreign Settlements* (The authorities of the Foreign 
Settlements have deliberately refused economic co-operation 
with Chapel and Hongkew. The Japanese authorities are 
considering measures to deal with the situation)*



Sin Shun Pap (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) i-

THS BIOS QUESTION IN THE FOREIGN SETTLEMENTS [Comment)
The Chinese people in the International 

Settlement and the French Concession are highly alarmed 
over the high price of rice. There are indications

V‘ that robbery of rice shops may be expected. On August 15, 
the S.M.C. ordered the Police to make an investigation 

> to ascertain whether any rice shop has closed its doors 
for fear of robbery by poor people* The situation is 
very serious.



August 17, 1939, Morning Translation

The principal cause of the sharp rise in the 
price of rice is the control of rice supplies by the 
Chungking Government to prevent rice from falling into 
Japanese hands. As a consequence, it is not the 
Japanese soldiers tut the Chinese people who are suffering 
from a high price of rice» The Chiang regime is 111- 
treoting the Chinese people»

The drop in the value of the dollar and the 
complicated political, social and international conditions 
are clso some of the onuses of the increase in the price 
of rice. Chinese capitalists and merchants are making 
uso of the opportunity to hoard rioe»

On August 11, there were about 185,000 *zah* 
of rico In stock in Shanghai, but this is being reduced 
by about 15,000 •«ah1 every day. On an average, not 
more than 10,000 ”sah* of rice are consumed in Shanghai 
every day» This shows to what length hoarding of rice 
by unscrupulous merchants has gone» If this situation 
continues* Shanghai will be out of stock of rice after two 
weeks*

According to an investigation made by the 
StM.C., about 58*000 *zah* of rice had arrived in Shr -jghai 
daily from the interior during June, but the amount fell 
off to 12,000 about the beginning of August» The S.M.C. 
lays the blame of this reduction on the control of rioe 
by the Japanese militarists» Actually, it is due to 
an order from the Chungking Government placing restrlotions 
on the supply of products and also to hoarding by 
unscrupulous merchants. Rice is now being sold at about 
$30 per pioul. Thus the common people are in danger of 
starvation*

It is strange that the S.M.C» should try to 
shift the responsibility for reduced arrivals of rice in 
Shanghai upon the Japanese military» The Council 
declares, "The Police of the S.M.C* are strong enough to 
guard against oases of robbery of rioe» Strict precaution? ry 
measures are being taken. In case of any disturbances 
created by poor people, machine guns will be used to deal 
with them»1

The S.M.C. has placed no restrictions on the . 
hoarding of rioe by unscrupulous merchants nor has it t 
adapted any plan to relieve the poor people who are in 
danger of starvg^on. The S.M.C* is apparently in 
conspiracy with/Unungking Government, the unscrupulous 
rico merchants and unscrupulous foreign merchants, thereby 
endangering the life of the Chinese people. We must 
correct the mistake of the Council.

The 8.M.C. and the British Government are 
allowing anti-Japanese terrorists to hide in the Settlement 
to commit violence. It is an Inhuman and barbarous aot. 
To-day Britain economically has become a Joint enemy of 
China and Japan.



Sin Shun (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspapers) t- 
pt. Sf*3^ fl^l)

KIGH JrRICE OP RICE DUE ENTIRELY TO MANIPULATION BY

Despite the efforts of the authorities of the 
Settlements to limit the price of rice at $20 per picul* 
there are indications that the price will be increased* 
At present the price has reached about $30 a picul.

The High Price of Rice t Serious Allegations Against A 
Agency

This high priee is due partly toi-
(1) Interruption of communications* thereby 

rendering difficult the transportation of rice from the 
interior to Shanghai*

(2) The fact that rice merchants» when making 
purchases in the interior* are required to make payments 
in Hwa Shing Bank notes which are at a premium of 40% in 
terms of the tender notes* thereby indirectly increasing 
the cost by 40%.

But the principal reason of this high price 
is manipulation of the market by traitorous rice merchants* 

According to an investigation,made by the 
Settlement authorities* there are 240*000 piculs of rice in 
stock in godowns* If to this figure are added the rice 
stocks hoarded by factories* shops and private individuals* 
the total stocks in Shanghai are estimated at not lesa than 
1*000*000 piculs*

The newspapers in Shanghai have published 
reports of a shortage of rwe in Shanghai* It is said that 
the Sin Shun Hews Agency )» which specializes in
the dissemination of news ab'out rice conditions in Shanghai* 
is in receipt of a monthly subsidy from traitorous rice 
merchants* It is for this reason that the agency has been 
doing everything in its power to exaggerate the reports of a 
shortage of rice in Shanghai*

According to the latest statistics released by 
this agency* there are now only 133*094 bags of rice in 
Shanghai* Thia is far below the figures shown in the 
statistics issued by the Settlement authorities* This alone 
is sufficient to show that the agency is propagating 
exaggerated reports on behalf of traitorous merchants*
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City Has Only 
Enough Cereal 
For 20 Days
S.M.C. Holds Special ■

Meeting But No 
Action Taken

STOCKS ON HANI)
alarmingly low

No Drastic Steps At 
Price Control Are Yet

Contemplated
Reprieve at the eleventh hour in 

Shanghai’s threatening rice famine 
came yesterday when the price of 
the cereal dropped by one dollar 
a picul from Monday’s top price of 
$29.50. This price adjustment was 
a straw of hope held out to a city 
which had exactly 20 days’ rice 
supply on hand according to a 
statement yesterday by a pro-i 
mihent foreign rice merchant.

The Shanghai Municipal Council 
which held a special meeting yes
terday to discuss the seriousness of 
the present problem, decided to 
wait a few days in view of the I 
slight amelioration, before taking 
any drastic steps•- to regulate rice 
supply and consumption.

Favorable Rumors
It was learned that the price 

dropped when a combination of 
favorable rumors and actual 
circumstances- joined forces. . The- 
rumors circulating in the market 
wérë that the Council in conjunc
tion with the Bean and Rice Guild 
had purchased 100,000 tons of 
Saigon rice and that the Japanese 
military were lifting their ban on 
the shipment of the grain from 
Wuhu to Shanghai. The fact was 
that a shipment of 5,000 bags of 
nice did arrive here yesterday from 
thé interior, but Wuhu was not the 
port of despatch.

The Council emphatically denied1 
yesterday that any foreign rice had 
been or would be purchased. It1; 
was stated that recent Council re-1 
presentations made to the Japanese! 
authorities had received a concilia
tory reply and that the Japanese 
had declared their determination to 
“look into the matter.”

The Council yesterday admitted) 
that the present rice supply ini 
Shanghai was alarmingly lowlj 
Previously it ha4 been claimed 
that there were ample stores in 
stock to see the City through an) 
indefinite period , of time.

Huge Daily Need
Shanghai needs a little more 

/han 5,000 bags of rice a day (the 
amount of Yesterday’s shipment) 
on which to exist. On Monday 
500 bags arrived in thé City and 
through the past few weeks thé 
cargoes have been similarly small 
and irregular.

Should the rice supply fail there 
is an ample stock of hour on hand; 
according to experts. This is 
manufactured locally from foreign 
wheat and is sufficient to feed the 
entire population of the city for a 
period of six months.

23460
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Rice Prices Fall
Local Chinese breathed a 

sigh of relief yesterday when 
prices of the various grades of 
rice dropped suddenly. The 
drop ranged between 70 cents 
and $1 per picul. The first 
grade rice was sold outside the 
Shanghai Rice Market (where 
practically no transactions had 
been held fpf several days) at 
$28.50 as compared with the 
previous day’s quotation of 
$29. The price, however, is 
still more than doubled when 
it is compared with the price 
quoted a few months ago. The 
price decrease was caused by 
the report that the Shanghai 
Municipal Council was plan
ning to buy 100,000 bags of 
foreign rice in order to relief 
the shortage and that two 
British banks here had pro
mised to advance the money 
for making the purchase.
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Rice Market
Despite the higher rate prevailing, during 

the previous week, the price ot white 
rice was low yesterday. lhe market has

fresh rice 
the
re- . 

and

small amount of 
v the growing centers in 

nor according to an unofficial 
port, the Shanghai Municipal Council 
the Executive Committees of Bean 
Rice Guild have ordered 106.000 bags 
Saigon Rice from Indo-China, a nd 
selling price has been fixed at $3i

supplies 
interior

the

sellin^.
Chinese

rice, it
to Shanghai in

learned, would 
September.

some of the

, of I 
the 

of
The 

be

shipped
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dealers offered at cheaper quotations. 
.. result the price of white rice dropped 
from $0.50 toSl. Per picul for different 
kinds of white rice. total sales in 
day were estimated at 6.000 oags, w i - 
the first-grade white Changshu rice was 
noted at $23.50; Soochow and Quinsan 
at $26.50 and the newly-harvested Pootun,, 

sold at $25.50 per picul.
dvmui.d for provincial rice was 
the market yesterday, because the

rice
As

Low demand

operators and retail shops were yeluctant 
to buy at the highest selling rate, on 
account of a rumor that the Wuhu nee 
ports would be reopened for transportation 
by order of Japanese authorities there in 
the shortest time, the rice holders supplied 
a considerable' amount of provincial rice 
to the market for selling.

g to a reliable information yes- 
a few thousands bags 

on their way here from 
parts of the growing 

„„„„lies are expected to 
the later part of this week.

amount of Jice
amounted to

from 
day’s 

provincial 
Wuhu provincial rice 
to $24.50 per picul.

terday, there were a 1 
of provincial rice c.. .. 
Wuhu and other pari 
centers, these suppliei 
arrive here in 
The total 
yesterday 
price fell 
preceding 
Nanking 
$25 and 
at $23.20

2,000 bags. The I 
below the | 
rate. The I 
quoted at 

was sold ,

$0.60 to $1 
final closing 

rice was

I
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Flour And Wheat
Business in native flour was firm in 

the market yesterday, while the selling 
price remained steady, as the mills sup
plied a considerable amount of ready flour 
for selling to local dealers and retail shops. 
Although the North China and South Sea 

, dealers took an active part in buying for 
■ shipment to Tientsin and Shantung, the 
mills refused to accept any order* from 
the outport operators.

Thi? official market price of second-grade 
product was quoted unchanged at $6 per 
bag to be paid in cash. The whole day’s 
selling amounted to $200,000 bags of 
native flour. It was reported that flour 
was sold at $6.40 per bag in the outside 
market, which seems to be impossible, as 
according to official reports the retail 
shops sold at $6.20.

Business in native wheat was firm, while 
the Chinese mills and local dealers were 
interested in absorbing at the present 
higher rate of white rice. The selling- 
price was irregularly high for purchases. 
According . to the market record, the 
selling^ price was increased from $0.30 
to $0.50 per bag for different kinds of 
native wheat. Both the Fooh Sing: and 
Fou Foong Fleur Mills bought 10,000 bags 
of mixed kinds of native wheat, while 
the local buyers collected another 2,000 
bags of this wheat.



August 16, 1939

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

RICE SHOPS CLOSE FOR KLAR OP RIOTS

On the afternoon of August ¿5 a 
number of rice shops in the vicinity of the Gre .it orld, 
French Concession, closed their doors fearing mob attack» 
It is said that people of the poor class whose livelihood 
has been affec.ted by the high price of rice are about to 
resort to rioting.

Although it is said that the ,.
authorities of the Foreign Settlements are making every •/ 
effort to control the price of rice, so far they have 1 
failed, thereby showing tneir inefficiency.

According to information obtained 
from circles connected with the rice trade, ride merchants 
have sufficient stocks to supply the entire population for 4 
months, but they are unwilling to sell the rice and are 
spreading reports of a shortage of rice for purposes of 
profiteering. It is said that when the authorities 
made an investigation into the stocks of rice, the merchants 
made false reports. On August 15 the authorities of 
the Foreign Settlements issued instructions to all police 
Stations under their control to make an investigation into 
the stocks of rice held by rice dealers in their district, 
but it is doubtful whether the investigation will have 
any result.



China Evening News, Ta Mei Wan Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao and 
Chinese-American Daily News ?• -S

THE RICE SITUATION

According to information from a c ertain 
foreign source, the Pood Control Committee of the S»M»C, 
at 3 p.m. August 14 held a meeting to discuss the question 

k of the people’s livelihood»
According to our reporter, rice is still 

arriving from the interior» It is learned that the Rice 
Trade Guild has requested the S*M»C» to purchase 100,000 
bags of rice from abroad» However, owing to the big 
drop in the value of Chinese dollars, the suggestion will 
be difficult to carry out because of the price. 

It is said that the Guild is making this 
proposal with the intention of compelling the S»M»C» 
to abolish the fixed limit in the price of rice so as 
to enable the price to go up.

According to information from well-informed 
ciroles, the S»M»C» will not approve the request for the 
purchase of foreign rice and will adopt measures to suppress 
manipulation by treacherous merchants«



August 15, 1939

Division Memo No. 279

Divisional Officers.
D.D.O. ’s(Information).

Vendors of Uncooked Rice

In order to relieve the rice Situation, the Council has 

decided as a temporary measure, to permit Vendors of Uncooked 

Rice to sell flour, noodles, bread and Chinese steamed bread 

("man tou”) without a Food Off Licence.

D.C. (Divis ions)•

Distribution of

C.P.
D.C. (Crime)
D.C. (Sp.Br.)
S.D.C.
D.C. (C)
D.C. (For.Br.H)
A.C. (A. & T.R.)
A.C. (T)

Stations 
Quartermaster 
Reserve Unit 
Tr. Depot 
Liaison Officer

(Legal Dept.) 
Jud. Police 
C.C.R.
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Council Seeks _
___

Solution To
r-*—'■*** ...

Rice Famine
The Shanghai rice shortage will I 

be discussed today at a special 
xieetin<r of the Municipal Council 
The China Press learned yesterday.

Recommendations for ameliora
tion of the threatening shortage 
will be submitted to the governing 
body by the supplies sub-commit tee 
at the meeting. The exact nature 
of the propositions was not made 
public but it is thought that they 
will deal with imposition of increas
ingly .severe penalties for rice deal
ers who do not comply with regula
tions governing the local market.

Although there has been some 
rumor that the municipal body ! 
might raise the maximum price fori 
rice which is at present $20 per 
picul, it was denied yesterday as 

| was another report that the Coun
cil would buy 100,000 tons of foreign 
rice to alleviate the present short
age.

1
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Rice Market
On account of the continued blockade 

of the rice transporting- ports in th; 
interior by the Japanese authorities, the 
market received only IB junkloads of 
white rice from the growing centers by 
steamers, ¿nd another 3,000 bags of fresh 
rice supplies from Soochow and Wusih. 
The price of white rice in yesterday's 
market was raised by $0.30 per picul, as 
compared with the last week-end’s final 
closing rate. The best quality of rice 
was quoted at $20.50 and the low-grade 
rice sold at $27.

According to a reliable information yes
terday, the price of v^iite rice would be 

! lower for pureha.es within short time, 
because there was a large amount of 

i stocked rice in the godowns, and other 
large shipments of rice would arrive here 
from the interior, after the cancelling ot 
the emergency measures of the second 
anniversary of the Sino-Japanese Hostili
ties in Shanghai.

Business in provincial rice was small 
yesterday, and the selling price was high 
again in the market, while the operators 
awaited a further improvement. There 
arrived small quantities of this rice here 
from the growing centers. The rate of 
Nanking provincial rice was noted at 
$25.50 and Wuhu provincial rice was 
quoted at from $24 to $24.50 per picul.

II 
1

pureha.es
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Flour And Wheat I
I *

During the period of shortage of white 
rice, a brisk demand for native flour 
was seen yesterday but the mills refused 
to accept the orders from the local buyers 
and outport dealers. The rate of second- 
grade product moved up by $0.20. The 
official market price stood at $6 per bag.

Although thg North China dealers asked 
a large amount of native flour for trans
portation, the mills did not offer any goods 
for dealers outport, and offered only a 
limited quantity of flour to local dealers 
and retail merchants.

The wheat market continued closing 
purchases yesterday. The unofficial rate 
of second-grade of native wheat rose to 
§8 per bag.



August 14, 1939 Afternoon Translation

Shun Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Hwa Pao, Chinese-American Daily News J 
authorities to purchase foreign rice

With a view to maintaining food supplies 
«'or the inhabitants of Shanghai, the Bean and Rice Hong 
Owners* Guild and the Rice Shop Owners* Guild have suggested 
the following two measures to the authorities of the 
Foreign Settlements 
1) Regulate the importation of rice*
2) Buy foreign rice to relieve the situation.

It is said that the authorities of the 
Foreign Settlements have decided to maintain the food 
supplies of the people and will order 100,000 bags of 
foreign rice to relieve the rice market in Shanghai. This 
project has been passed to the Rice Provisions Committee 
for consideration. When this rice arrives, it will be 
sold at a reasonable price.

Some of the smaller of the 800 rice shops 
in Shanghai have already suspended business for they are 
without stocks.

It is learned that rice shops are selling 
inferior grade of rice at $20 per picul while the best 
grade rice will be sold when the price of rice has become 
more stable. The authorities are making investigations 
into the situation. These rice shops may be severely 
dealt with for their action.

Rice shops will now be allowed to deal in 
flour, macaroni etc. in order to enable them to keep up 
their business. These provisions are to be sold at 
standard prices as fixed by the Rice Shop Owners’ Guild. 
It is hoped that flour merchants will not cause the price 
to go up through hoarding of flour.

The authorities of the Foreign Settlements 
have officially proclaimed that they will protect the 
business of the rice shops within their jurisdiction. A 
case of rice snatching by ignorant people is reported to 
have occurred on Robison Road in the Western District 
yesterday. The matter was reported to police officers 
and the crowd was dispersed. The Police are now paying 
close attention to such matters.

With a view to enforcing the price limit of 
$20 and to calm the inhabitants, the authorities, in 
addition to detailing officers to supervise the rice 
market, are endeavouring to ascertain the daily selling 
prices of rice by the 800 rice shops. The prices will 
be eriiibited on a board to be displayed in front of the 
shop. Rice shops are earnestly advised to maintain the 
present situation and to sell rice at the price limit 
fixed. It is learned that all rice shops are observing 
this order and it is hoped that the authorities win 
suppress unlawful transactions.



August 13, 1939, Morning Translation

Chinese-American Daily News» Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Eastern 
Times (12/8) 1-

THE RICE SITUATION
On August 11, the Bean and Rice Hong Trade 

Guild sent the following letter to the S»M»C,, the French 
Municipal Council and the Chinese Chamber of Commerce »- 

”It is a fact that the rice stocks in 
Shanghai are becoming smaller and only small quantities 
of rice are arriving» In April this year, there were 
600,000 bags of rice in stock, but this figure has now 
dropped to 133,000 bags» About 2,000 to 3,000 *zah* 
of rice are being transported to Shanghai every day from 
Sungkiang, Tsingpu and vicinity, but no supplies are 
coming from Zangchow, Wusih, Soo chow or Quinsan» 
During the past seven months, no ttsee mee* has been 
sent to Shanghai from Wuhu*

“About 10,000 bags of rice are being consumed 
in Shanghai daily, but arrivals are less than one-till rd 
of this figure» This is the true principal cause of 
the increase in the price of rice» The people, without 
understanding this, are accusing rice merchants of 
hoarding rice and with manipulating the market»

•The Autumn harvest will not be ready for 
another 40 or 50 days» This Guild has on many occasions 
requested that new sources of rice supplies be sought 
or foreign rice be ordered to meet requirements, but 
these requests were rejected»

•We hereby request you to lose no time in 
finding a solution to the rice problem, •

The rice situation has become worse» On 
August 11, best quality rice was being sold at #27»50 
per picul, while the prices of other grades of rice 
have also increased» Local rice shops ceased buying 
rice and the rice market became disorderly. Although 
the authorities of the Foreign Settlements are strictly 
dealing with rice speculators, the latter are as avaricious 
as ever and transactions were done outside the rice 
market» The poor class are seriously affected»

It is learned that a few rico shops suspended 
business on August 11, 

According to the Publicity Department of 
the S«M»C», the Council and the French Municipal C01 acil 
have permitted rioe shops in the two Foreign Settlements 
to sell macaroni, flour, etc»| . '•
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August 13, 1939« Afternoon Translation.

Chinese-American Daily Hews, din Wan Rao, Shun Pan, Hwa Rao, 
Central China Daily Hews l-

THE RICE SITUATION

Members of the Rice Shop Owners* Guild 
have been seriously affected by the unlawful transactions 
taking place in the rice market. Some small rice shops 
have no more rice to sell and have written to the Guild 
stating that they will not buy rice at prices over the 
limit but the authorities should be requested to suppress 
unlawful transactions.

This being an urgent matter, the Rice 
Shop Owners* Guild on August 11 detailed representatives 
to call on the S.M.C., the French Municipal Council and 
the Chamber of Commerce requesting that measures of relief 
be devised, the importation of rice be regulated, unlawful 
rice transactions be suppressed and the price limit be 
strictly enforced. It is learned that the authorities 
will probably accept these requests.

The price limit of rice fixed by the 
authorities is $20 per picul for first grade rice and 
$16 for "see mee*, but owing to diminished stocks, lack 
of importation and unlawful transactions, the price of 
rice has reached $29 per picul. The rice market was in 
great confusion yesterday. 6,000 bags of rice were sold.

Eastern Times f-

besides detailing representatives to call 
upon the authorities of the Foreign Settlements on

' b August 11, the Rice Shop Owners* .Guild has also sent 
the following letter

••During the past few days, the price of rice, 
due to unlawful transactions, has risen to $27 per picul 
for first grade and $22 for “see mee*. Great confusion 
reigned in the rice market. As members of this Guild 
could not obtain rice at the price limit, it was compelled 
to buy rice at prices over the price limit in order to 
meet the requirements of the market. As the price 
continued to rise to $7 more than the price limit, we 
could not make so great a sacrifice, so we stopped 
purchasing any more rice.

•Now rice stocks are running low and several 
shops have already exhausted their stocks and have ajnt 
reports to this Guild requesting the Police for relief. 
We beg you to devise ways to maintain peace and order.* 

The Rice Shop Owners' Guild has advised 
the rice shops to maintain the present situation and 
issued a circular to the effect that the authorities 
of the Foreign Settlements have permitted the rice shops 
to deal in flour and other provisions that can be used 
as substitute for rice without taking out another 
licence.

The price of rice has exceeded $29 per 
picul for first grade rice. A rise of 60 to 70 cents 
per picul of inferior quality rice was recorded.



OFFICIAL PRICE OF BICL TO BE RAISED l S.M.C. GIVES 
TQ PROFITEERING MERCHANTS

Various quarters are paying 
close attention to the rice problem as it affects the 
livelihood of the people. . The official price of rice 
which was fixed by the S.M.C. and the F.M.C. has been 
violated by profiteering mêrchants. The helplessness 
in the matter of the authorities of the Foreign Settlements 
is being criticized by people*

On August 10 a picul of rice 
was sold at $26 while the official price was $20. The 
new price is the highest recorded in Shanghai. The 
authorities of the Foreign Settlements should be held 
responsible for the increased price because they have 
failed to suppress profiteering. The Provisons 
Control Committee of the S.M.C. is said to be the highest 
authority in control of good<*stuffs in Shanghai. It is 
learned that this Committee intends to raise the price 
of rice in the belief that such a step will prevent 
secret transactions in rice. Actually.the price is 
being raised at the strong demand of the rice guild. If 
this is true* it means that the S.M.C. is giving way to 
profiteers.
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Rice Profiteers:
"F‘‘*‘~tWI»»iiiirri   -1 m mu n  

Present Prices Unwarranted ..... ............ .. ,
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—With' reference to the article 

appearing in your issue this morning 
on this subject, as one who has had 
to follow closely the question of the 
supply and price of rice here, I must 
say that the higher prices demanded 
in the last few days by local rice 
hongs, dealers and shops, are un
warranted. I might add that it is a 
disgrace that this state of affairs 
should be tolerated by the Municipal 
authorities and the local populace.

The reasons put forth for demand- ‘ 
ing these higher prices are typical 
of a large number of those men; 
engaged in the rice trade. It is true i 
that during the last two weeks or so, 
there have been fewer arrivals of 
rice boats with supplies from the 
interior. This is due mainly to the 
fact that we are now at the tail end 
of the old crop season and supplies | 
are scarce in the interior, quite i 
usual at this time of the year; 
furthermore, with the approach of I 
August 13 (anniversary of Shanghai’s | 
Tragedy) farmers and holders of rice I 
in the interior are temporarily not 
sending as much rice to Shanghai, 
in case of trouble.

From all reliable reports to hand, ; 
the new rice crop promises to be a 
bumper one this year if the weather > 
continues favourable as so far it | 
could not be better, and Shanghai • 
should see good supplies of the new | 
crop between the end of August and 
mi ¿-October, after which time, the 
main crop from the principal rice
growing centres will have been har
vested and marketed, when prices 
should be very cheap. Small parcels 
of the new crop have already been 
marketed last week from the Pootung 
district.

Today’s price for Best Kiangsu 
rice should certainly not be more 
than CN$18 per 80 kilos (176 lb.) and 
there are large supplies of it avail
able right here in Shanghai, in hoard. 
Unquestionably, a heavy drop in 
prices will be seen about the end of 
the month from the present high 
levels now demanded by those who 
are simply taking advantage of the 
immediate situation.

The price of native rice has nothing 
tc do with the question of foreign 
exchange. It is also to the credit of 
the Japanese authorities in the areas 
under their control that they have at 
all times not only permitted, rice to 
enter freely into Shanghai, but have 
in fact, so far, given every assistance 
in their power in this direction. Far
mers and holders of rice in the in
terior have also been anxious to 
send their supplies to Shanghai as 
soon as possible all throughout last 
year, so as to realize cash, whereas 
in years1 prior to the hostilities they 
have been known to hoard supplies 
in the interior when prices in 
Shanghai were unfavourable to them.
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Municipal (Council Debates Action To Be
JL ■ ■hiww^—wiihil 1111 .... . ........ immwiriwwyi—

Taken On Threatening Shortage Of Rice Here
Representations Made 
To Japanese To Lift 

Export Embargo
The Rice Supplies Sub-Conunittee. 

only emergency body of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council to 
survive the 1937 hostilities, met 
yesterday in a tense session to 
discuss the increasingly serious 
problem of securing this city’s 
basic food from its Japanese con
trolled growing centers.

The meeting Was held following 
several weeks in which rice on the 
local market has been going to 
progressively higher rates both 

¡because shipments from the port of 1 ------- --- - :
’ Wuhu have been irregular and 
because of the aggravated Chinese 
currency situation. Reports from 
all districts of Shanghai yesterday 
attested to the fact that high 
quaility rice was impossible to buy 
in shops although a plentiful 
supply of the low grade product was 
available.

The day previous to yesterday’s 
¡committee meeting, the S.M.C. had 
made representations to the local 
authorities in Wuhu asking that the 
present ban of three weeks stand
ing be lifted. No reply had been 
received at the time of the meeting 
yesterday. The embargo has been 
in force during the past months for 
periods of one and two weeks at a

time but has usually been lifted in 
time to preclude any serious rice 
shortage here. The present ban is 
said to be the longest imposed this 
year.

Questioned yesterday on possible 
steps the SM.C. would take to 
force release of large stocks of rice 
held here by bank godowns, T. W. 
Gubb, Ceputy Secretary of the 
Council and rice expert, declared 
that there was no cause for alarm 
concerning the city’s immediate 
rice stocks and that consistently de
creasing supplies in the godowns 
were proof that the rice is not being 
hoarded by unscrupulous specula; 
tors. The fundamental problem, lie 
said, is to get the new rice, now 
being harvested in the growing 
centers, to Shanghai.

A further meeting of the Supplies 
Sub-Committee wiir be held Monday, 
Mr. Gubb said' The question of 
raising the maximum price from $20 
per picul may come up for discus
sion. Then the maximum was im
posed on the local market several 
weeks ago by the S.M.C. and 
French Municipal Council jointly in 

¡an effort to eliminate speculation



and unfair prices. It is believed in 
Jhinese merchant circles that the 
maximum will be raised by the two 
governing bodies, in an effort to 
return trade which has been divert
ed tn illegal private channels, to the 
market. It has been pointed out 
that**, actually; a ^aise in the 
maximum would be a paper increase 
only because of the drop in value ! 
Of Chinese currency. s I

If the rice supply situation is not 
alleviated it believed that the 
Supplies Sub-Committee may be 
forced to purchase foreign grain as 
was the cdse in 1937 when the 
special body was formed. At that 
time it imported 10,000 tons of 
Saigon rice. Such a step, however, 
would be taken only in a final 
emergency as the present high 
price of foreign exchange would 
make the cost of importation 
almost five times what it was in 
1937.

According to reports in Chinese 
language papers yesterday a com
mittee of rice merchants have 
drawn up several' suggestions for 

Lthe curbing of rising rice prices 
[here. One of these seeks enforce
ment of rice sales by dealers and 
another,asks punishment for dealers 
violating official regulations. The 
suggestions will be submitted to the 
Municipal .authorities, the reports 
stated.

According to another report from 
a local news agency, registration of 

’ the quantity of rice stored in this 
city has been falsified by the deal
ers. The total quantity of available 
stocks on hand are reported by this 
source to exceed 240.000 bags in
stead of the 133,094 bags officially 
stated.



Rice Market
- -.....-... ■ __________

A»xsome of the transporting rice ports 
in the interior were closed by the Jap
anese authorities there, on the occasion 
of the second anniversary of Sino-Japanese 
Hostilities in Shanghai, the selling price 

'i of white rice was high again for Pur“I 
chases yesterday, as the market received 
only a small amount of fresh rice supplies 
from the growing centers.

On account of lacking of stocks, a large 
demand of rice was seen by the jetad 
shops in the market, while most of the 
operators were awaiting further improve
ment. The price of first-grade white 
Changshu rice was quoted at $28 per picul, 
or $8 above the maximum price established 
by the authorities of Shanghai Municipal 
Council. According to market reports 
there were only limited stocks, and if 
the high rate of rice remained for a day 
or two, the price would reach $30 per 
picul.

Business in provincial rice was firm in 
yesterday’s market, although the price of 
this rice was irregularly high for pur
chases, while the retail dealers were greatly 
interested in buying. There came no 
fresh rice supplies from Nanking and 
Wuhu. As a result, the selling price 
in the outside market stood at $23 per 
picul, or $6 high compared with the ■ 
maximum price.

Owing to shortage of provincial rice, 
i some of the great local rice dealers and 
I rice hongs intended to order Saigon ricej 
from Indo-China. But on account of the 
high rate of foreign exchange no agree-< 
ment was reached between rice dealers 
and foreign rice brokers in Shanghai. 
According to yesterday’s exchange rate, t 
one bag of Saigon rice would be quoted 
at $35 of Chinese national currency.

1
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Rice Market
The shortage of rice was the serious 

problem .in Shanghai. Although the 
Executive Committee of the Rice and Bean . 
Gund ^d h«eral emergency^ .

Council, concerning the new maxi- 
prine of white rice no satisfactory 

ained. According tq a re
Hable information, some of the rice pors

with the authorities of 
cipal 
mum 
result was 
huwe uixv*»*«»—-» - - , , n^-in the interior had been closed for tran.^ 
porta t io ns K the Japanese authorities. 
There were 3*000 piculs of white nee 
arrived here by truck and rail. j

On account of an investigation by the 
local authorities* 133.000 bags of white 
lice were stocked in the various godowns 
Yesterday, except the rice stocks of the 
retail shops and private persons, it ne 
nee growing centers continued to be bloc 
aded after the second anniversary of th. 
Sino-Japanese Hostilities in Shanghai, nee 
¿applies would be probably short, because 
the newly-harvested rice would not. be m 
the market before the middle of Septetn- 
ber. . . _ ...In yesterday’s market, the pric© of white 
rice was again irregularly high for» celling. 
First-grade Ch^ngshu white rice moved up 
by $29 per picul, even the low-grade of 
white rice was noted at $25 against the 
maximum price of $20 per picul. No brisk 
demand was recorded in the entire session.

According to a latter report yesterday, 
the committees of the Shanghai Chinese 
General Chamber of Commerce and Rice 
and Bean Guild submitted a petition to 
the Shanghai Municipal Council and asked 
settlement of the rice problem for public
relief.

Due to lacking of stocks, the price of 
provincial rice was higher again, but some 
of the retail shops kept the maximum 
price for selling at $20 per picul. The 
most part of that provincial rice was 
lowest-grade instead of Wuhu rice. The 
¿ate of Nanking provincial rice was 
duoted at $25 per picul in the outside 
market, and the Wuhu rice was noted at 
$23. On account of the high rate of 
foreign exchange, the rate of Saigon Rice 
stood at $31 per bag of 220 lbs.
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Rice Shortage in Shanghai 
Raises Acute Problem

Minor Disturbances CausedWT^oncession by Mobs ;
Japanese Regret Inability to Import Cereal

TWO minor riots occurred in French Concession rice shops yes
terday, and nine rice shops in the Chengtu Road district had 

to close up because they had completely sold out their stocks as 
this city was facing an unprecedented shortage in this most vital 
of all food-stuffs. The two minor riots, which occurred on Route 
Frelupt and Rue Gaston Kahn, were the result of the impatience 
of queues of prospective customers who eventually were pushed 
into the shop by those standing behind, with the result that minor 
panics ensued and that the police dispersed the 100 odd disgruntled 
customers.

Nevertheless, precautions are being taken in both the Settle
ment and the Concession, with a view to preventing any further 
riots. Thus the Settlement police are carefully watching all 
developments on the rice market, while constables of the Conces
sion police who are on their regular beats neai’ rice hongs, have 
been instructed to be on the alert so that they may intervene in 
the event of any trouble.

■ Rioting over rice broke ¿out fn"’ 
two sections of the International' 
Settlement last night. Police from 
Pootoo Road station answered a call 
to 1053 Ferry Road at 7.27 p.m. when 
it was reported that a large crowd » 
of people, led by a group of loafers, I 
were attempting to storm a rice shop 5 
at that address. The police dispersed I 
the mob and returned to the station, 
only to be turned out again at 8.11 .• 
p.m. to the same address when it was 
learned that the trouble had resumed. |

Second Call
Again the police dispersed the mob, j 

this time arresting six suspects. 
Windows in the rice shop were smash- j 
ed by the crowd, who were stoning | 
the place when the police arrived \ 
on the scene. It was revealed that i 
the people wanted to buy rice and 
that the shop was closed and the [ 
proprietor refused to open up to do j 
■business. After being held for ques- l 
tioi ng, the six arrested men were 
released by the police.

At 8.15 last night police on duty j 
at Yulin Road station received their 
report *hat there was considerable 
trouble outside a medicine shop at 
502 Ward Road. Riot squads raced 
to the scene to find a large crowd 
of threatening Chinese gathered out
side the medicine shop. The rumour 
had been circulated in the neighbour
hood that the Shanghai Rice Shop 

Sat 490 Ward Road had stored 300 
piculs of rice in the medicine shop.

The police examined the medicine 
shop. found no r_ce on the premises, 
and dispersed the mob. They return
ed to the station but again the alarm 
was raised at 9 p.m. and the riot 
squads were ordered back to the same 
medicine shop. This time the mob 
had apparently got out of hand. The 
advertising signs in front of the shop 
had been tom down, windows were 
broken, and part of the crowd were 
in the act of smashing in the door 
when the police arrived. This time 
the police arrested two of the men 
who were trying to break into the 
shop and, after showing a representa
tive group from the crowd that there 
was no rice in the shop, they dis
persed the mob. The two arrested 
men will probably be charged this 
morning.
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Week’s Stocks Here
Opinions voiced by rice experts 

yesterday indicated that a most 
grave situation might develop in 
Shanghai within a week, since the 
rice situation, here is. now com
pletely beyond the control of the 
Settlement authorities. They, pic
tured a most gloomy future for the 
rice situation, attaching little im
portance to the present negotiations 
between the Settlement and Japanese 
authorities which, it was stated, 
would be of no use at the present 
time. The price of the “nominal” 
first grade rice is $40 per picul, 

, bui it was predicted that it would 
’fcmp to $45 if no abundant supply 
is forthcoming. The price is more 
than double the one quoted a few 
months ago.

Despite the Japanese denial, it 
was stated that much rice arriving 
in Hongkew from the interior had 
been bought in the Japanese-con
trolled parts of the Settlement. Some 
supply had been forthcoming to 
other parts of foreign settlement, 
but it had been too scanty to meet 
the demand of more than' 10,000 
pituls needed daily. One expert 
complained that there is no real 
expert on the special committee 
created by the Shanghai Municipal 
Council to deal with the question, 
and that expert suggestions had not 
been carried out by the authorities.

Foreign Purchases Now Too Late
The suggestion of buying foreign 

rice was made long ago to the 
authorities but it was not accepted, 
it was stated. The merchants with 
big capital did not want the authori
ties to pay, but they merely wanted 
them to guarantee against possible 
losses. It was too late to do any
thing now to offer an immediate 
remedy to the situation and/in the 
next few days anything might hap
pen, as the poor may become des
perate. Large-scale rioting would 
have broken out long ago had it 
not been for the extra precautionary 
measures carried out by the authori
ties, not against the serious rice 
situation but because of political 
tension, it was asserted.

It was suggested that it would be 
better for merchants to carry out 
negotiations with the Japanese direct 
in order to have more supply, as 
the Japanese would likely make it 
a political issue when approached by 
Settlement authorities. Even experts 
were mystified as to the ever in
creasing price of the rice, stating 
that a picul of rice in Wuhu was 
worth only $12. When it reached 
Hongkew the price would be quoted 
at $35. It was also pointed out that 
it would be a great disadvantage to 
allow the information about the 
abnormal rice situation here to leak 
out to the people, especially guerrila 
bands in the interior. More tax 
collected in the interior on the rice 
would further aggravate the situa
tion.

Japanese “Regrets”
The “so-called shortage of rice” in 

Shanghai was greatly regretted by 
the Japanese authorities, stated Col. 
Mabuchi, head of the Japanese army 

j press bureau, when speaking at the 
i Japanese press conference yesterday 
• evening. He wondered, however, 
I whether the term “shortage” was 
' wholly correct. .

To him the situation deemed to be 
not so much an actual shortage of 
rice supplies as the fact that specula- 

; tors, and ¿ven the Municipal Coun
cil, had stored away huge quantities 

; of rice. Since extremely high prices 
i were now being charged for rice it 
I was creating great hardship among 
| local Chinese.
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He thought that the problem should 
1 be solved by efforts on the part of 
i the Shanghai Municipal Council and 
| merchants, who had resorted to 
questionable practices for their own 

• profit. Should the Settlement au- 
! thorities be unable to solve the prob
lem and should there occur a gen
eral outbreak of rice riots as a re- 

; suit, then the Japanese authorities, 
i since they were responsible for the 
maintenance of peace and order in | 
Shanghai, would feel bound to take i 
proper measures for a solution of the ’ 

• rice problem.
| Even if riotes did not occur, since 

rice was the staple diet of thé Chinese 
people, the Japanese authorities would 
undertake a solution from the stand
point of humanitarian principles. If 
the Settlement authorities failed then 
it would be time for the Japanese to i 
step-in.

Settlement Blamed
One way to alleviate the situation 

was to allow rice to enter the Settle
ment quite freely and that could also 
be said of other goods, but in view of 
the numerous barriers in the form 
of differences between the Settlement 
authorities and the Japanese military 
authorities, the latter felt that the 
first steps towards an improvement 
in the situation would be an improve
ment of the atmosphere inside the 
Settlement.

If the situation became acute then 
something, of course, would have to 
be done to relieve the situation. He

I added that even the Japanese army I 
were having difficulties in obtaining 
a supply of the commodity in the j 
occupied areas. While the conditions 
were fairly good last year, the crop 
had been considerably below normal 
this year owing to wartime condi
tions.

He concluded by saying that plenty 
of rice had been planted in these 
areas and had been brought to full 
maturity. It had not »been possible 
to harvest the crop, however, owing 
to the fact that when the time came 
for it to be gathered there had been 
no one to do the work.
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Seven Shops 
Stormed By 
Angry^ Mobs 
During Day
Widespread Rumors Of | 

Profiteering Cause 
,r Fresh Trouble
WAYSIDE POLICE

ARREST RIOTERS
Reports Of Excessive

Hoarding Denied 
By Officials

Rice riots to a high degree 
of seriousness swept through 
Shanghai’s International Set
tlement last night as rumors 
that huge stocks of the cereal 
have been stored in the city 
by profiteering merchants 
continued to spread.

The riots extended from the 
District in the eastern area of 
the Settlement to Ferry Read 
in thé western district. Five 
shops are reported to have been 
stoned and looted by as many 
different mobs ranging- in size 
from 75 to 200 persons. Two 
riots occurred in French Con
cession.
The continued increase ùh th& 

price of rice is credited with having 
been partially responsible for the 
activities of the hunger rioters. 
Costs of thé grain rosé yesterday 
afternoon from $40 to $45 per picul.

Ferry Road Riots
Two riots were carried out against ' 

the same rice shop at 1053 Ferry 
«Road within the short space of one 
hour. About 150 rioters stormed the 
establishment at 7.30 p.m. and after 
stealing small quantities of the 
grain, they decamped with the 
police not far behind. Another mob 
attacked the shop at 8.10 p.m. and 
were dispersed by the police.

The next riot reported to the 
police occurred av a rice shop on 
Yates Road. The place was in the 
process of being looted when the 
police arrived. The rioters scatter
ed and did not return.
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Shortly after 9.25 p.m., about 200 
Chinese of the poorer classes storm
ed the Sing Zang Rice Shop at 900 
Chengtu Road and were dispersed 
by the police. At about the same 
time, rioters attacked a medicine 
shop at 502 Ward Road. They had 
been told that the proprietor of 
the shop had hoarded 300 piculs ol 
rice and they intended to seize it. 
Wayside police arrived on the scene 
and arrested three of the rioters. 
Arrests were made in other sec
tions of the city and it is estimated 
that about 12 rice rioters were in 
jail last night. As a result of the 
riots, police reserves were kept on 
active duty most of the night.

Two shops in the French Con
cession were attacked during the 
morning and some damage to 
both places resulted before the 
police arrived on the scene and dis
persed the rioters.

Furniture Smashed
Tn the first outbreak, which 

occurred in the vicinity of Route 
Frelupt near Avenue du Roi Albert 
about 7.30 a.m., a mob of 30 to 40 
poorer class Chinese rii^h the Da 
Hsing Rice Shop, smashed some 
furniture and helped themselves to 
small quantities of rice. This affair 
was broken up by the police and 
one of the rioters was arrested.

A few minutes later, another mob 
assaulted the Hung Dah rice shop 
located only a few doors away 
from the scene of the first incident. 
These rioters also managed to steal • 
a small quantity of rice before the 
police arrived on the scene.

Rumors that profiteers had; 
hoarded a 1,000,000 bags of rice . 
were subsequently denied by au-1 
thorities in both the French Con-. 
cession and the International 
Settlement. An official of the 
S.M.C. declared that recent inquiry 
had revealed that not more than 
70,000 bags are now in the city.

Talks Progressing
The same spokesman added that 

negotiations with the Japanese to 
permit more rice to enter the foreign 
administered areas are now under
way. These conversations, he added, 
have progressed favorably and early 
results are expected.

It also was reported yesterday 
that a shipment of 1,800 tons of 
rice from Saigon, purchased by Mr. 
Yu Ya-ching, well-known Shanghai 
merchant and shipping man and 
member of the S.M.C., is expected 
in Shanghai within the next fewi 
days. Most of this rice, it west 
stated last night, is to be turned I 
over to local Chinese war refugee
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MOBS ATTACK RICE 
"SHOPS IN CITY "

Little Damage Done But 
Several Arrests Made;
Shortage Responsible

Reflecting the urgency of the cur
rent rice shortage in Shanghai a 
number of small riots occurred in 
the Settlement and French Conces
sion yesterday, little damage being 
done but a number cf agitators be
ing arrested by the police.

The first took place at about 7 
o’clock in the morning in the French 
Concession and involved the Dah 
Hsiang Rice Shop at 320 Route j 
Freiupt, and the Hung Dah Rice ¡ 
Shcp, at the corner of Route Frc. 
lupt and Avenue Du Roi Albert, 
Small quantities of rice were stolen 
by rioters, one of whom was taken 
into custody by French Municipal | 
Police.

At 7,30 in the evening another I 
rice shop, at 1053 Ferry Road, was 
attacked by a Chinese mob, the | 
attempt to raid the premises being i 
repeated again at 8.11 p.m. Six 
of ths ringleaders were arrested by I 
the police.

A few minutes ®f terwards a 
Chinese pharmacy at 502 Ward Road 
was the scene of another riot, the 
mob’s intention being to break into 
the Shanghai Rice Shop next door, 
which was reported to be stocked 
with 300 piculs of rice. Police 
quickly arrived on the sc? ne and 
dispersed the crowd, but when the 
attack was repeated at 9 p.m. 
three Chinese were arrested and 
taken to the station for questioning.
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Local Rice 
Famine Hit 
By Japanese ।

Army Spokesman 
Sees Possibility Of / 

Intervention I!
If the Settlement authorities 

fail to find a solution to the local | 
rice problem it will be “time for i 
the Japanese to take over,” declar
ed Colonel Mabuchi, chief of the 
Japanese Army Press Bureau in 
Central China, yesterday.

The Japanese authorities 
“would feel bound to take ap- j 
propriate measures for a solu
tion of the rice question, should 
officials of the International 
Settlement be unable, or refuse, ; 
to do so, thus resulting in an 
outbreak cf riots that might 
disturb the peace and order in 
Shanghai and the immediate 
vicinity, for whose maintenance 
the Japanese are responsible,” 
declared the spokesman in the 
course of the Japanese press 
conference yesterday.
The “so-called rice shortage,”. 

Colonel Mabuchi declared, was' 
greatly regretted by the Japanese 
authorities, but he wondered if the 
term '‘shortage” was wholly accur- | 
ate.

Speculators Blamed
, ILwa* net. so much a shortage, 
he stated, as it was a fact that’ 
speculators, “and even the Shanghai 
Municipal Council authorities, have : 
stored away huge quantities of rice. 
Since the extremely high price was । 
creating suffering,” he said, he I 
thought that the ‘‘Shanghai Muni- I 
cipal Council authorities and the 
merchants, who resorted to this 
questionable practice for their own । 
profit, should solve the question.”

Colonel Mabuchi declared that, in 
his opinion, “even if the difficulty 
does not go to the extent of riots, 
since rice is the staple food of the 
Chinese, the Japanese authorities y 
should undertake a solution if only; 
from a humanitarian standpoint.”

In reply to a question, he added 
. that any such measures taken by 
the Japanese would apply to the 
International Settlement ancl “also 
to the French Concession.”

Free Shipments Asked
It was then suggested by a foreign 

correspondent that one contributory 
feature towards relieving the cur- 

! rent shortage, might be for the 
Japanese to allow rice to enter 

. Shanghai freely, without Heavy 
taxes, from the Japanese-occupied ’ 
areas.

Colonel Mabuchi, in reply, admit
ted that “this is, of . course, one, 
possible way of alleviating the 
shortage cf rice and, it may be said, | 
of other goods also.” However, he 
continued, “in view of the numer-l 
cus barriers which constitute diffi
culties in the relations ¡between the, 
Settlement and areas outside, the; 
Japanese military authorities feel 
that the first step towards relieving 
the situation will be an improve
ment of the .atmosphere within the 
Settlement.”
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Asked whether shipments of 
rice from Wuhu and other 
places, where there were targe 
stocks, would be permitted te
enier Shanghai by the Japanese I 
if there were several millions of 
Chinese in actual want, the 
Colonel replied:

Transportation Difficulty’
“If the situation comes to that, 

something would have to be 
done to meet it. It is not; gen
erally realized, lie we ver, how 
difficult it is to effect a move
ment of supplies from one plaice 
to anc-thc'**, and even the Japan
ese army suffers from this diffi
culty.”
Nevertheless, he admitted that this 

and “similar questions’* were now 
> nder consideration by the Japan
ese authorities.

Colonel Mabuchi sc id thfd the rice 
cron had been fairly .good **st year, 
although he had no' statistics to 
hand. He believed, however, that , 
the total amount of rice had been 
considerably lower than usual be
cause of the war. Of the whole 
amount he was unable to say ‘‘how 
much has been used by the army 
and hev much has been stored by 
the Chinese.”

He asserted that the rice planted 
in battle areas, and. even in places 
•where guerillas operated, had reach
ed full maturity, but in the end had 
come to naught because there had 
been no one there to harvest the 
crops, o’wing to the evacuation of 
the farmers.

Army Trucks Seek Rice
Shanghai’s rice situation remained 

acute yesterday. Police were inves- 
gating reports of an illegal 100,000 
bag hoard and at the same time it 
was learned that Japanese army 
trucks have been scouring, the sur
rounding countryside within a 200 
mile radius of the city for rice.

Conditions inside the foreign 
settlement were slightly ameliorat
ed with the drop of $.50 in the 
price of first grade cereal to $38.50 
per picul. Poor grade rice went $6 
lower to $30 per picul. But nine 
rice shops on Chengtu ROad closed 
for lack of supplies. No riots were 
reported in consequence and police 
details have not been strengthened 
on this account.

According to the market report; 
more than 10,000 bags arrived yes
terday from Wuhu despite the con
tinued embargo maintained by the 
Japanese. A further report stated 
that a large consignment of rice 
being shipped here aboard a Japan
ese steamer from upriver had been 
detained by the Japanese authori
ties in the Whangpoo.

Good Crop Reported
Because of the unusually good 

haryest forecast from Wusih,'; 
Cbangshu, Nanking and Wuhu the5 
local market assumed an optimism) 
which has been foreign t(i* it for] 
weeks past. Several local dealers 
nave reported their intention cf 
going directly to the rice centers' 
to make their purchases if they 
encounter no difficulties it is ex-; 

, pec ted the cost of rice here will 
' start an early decline.

While Saigon rice remained at. 
$45 a. bag and the local market 
showed a slight turn for the better 
it Was learned that rice in Hong- 

! kew was selling,, at only $25 per) 
picul.

j The price of flour jumped! on the 
! market when 40,000 bags were sold 
¡at $6.40 a piece which was $.20 
¡higher than Tuesday’s closing price. 
¡The Noodle Goops Guild was report
ed to have sent a letter to the City 
Chamber of Commerce urging that 
the authorities place restrictions on 
further advance of flour prices for 
the benefit- of the public. In ordin- 

■ ary times flour sells at an average 
• of $4.8Q a bag.
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Rice Situation hf Shanghai 
Shows Some Improvement 

*• ' 1 «wsww»««.

Confidence In Council’s Ability To Provide Relief i 
Causes Reduction Of Prices; S.M.C. Partly 

Blamed For Shortage By Japanese

The local rice market, following 
a wave of upward trend during 
the past few days, slightly eased 
off yesterday on reports of the 

t near-arrival of a big shipment of 
Saigon rice and on slightly increas
ed shipments of rice from inland 
areas.

Reacting to generally improved 
conditions and । confidence in efforts 
of the foreign municipal authorities 
to devise relief measures, a mar
ginal downward trend was pre
cipitated during the day. As 
against the new high level of $42 
two days ago, first grade cereals re
turned to the maximum level of 
$39 < per picul yesterday, while 
medium and lower grade cereals 
were respectively quoted at between 
$36 and $37.50 and between $35.20 
and $36.

Shipments during the day total
led about four junkloads and more 
than 4,000 bags by rail and steam
er. The market generally ruled firm 
during the day, but trading was 
quiet during the morning, both 
buyers and sellers failing to come 
to terms.1 The afternoon’s unofficial 
open market transactions slightly 
improved, and mere than 8,000 
bags of rice of various grades were 
reported to have changed hands.

Chinese Bodies Confer
Meanwhile, various local Chinese 

public bodies, at the initiation of 
Mr. Yu Ya-ching, local shipping 
magnate, were reported to be have' 
exchanged views yesterday for the’ 
purpose of purchasing large quanti
ties of Saigon cereals for relief 
purposes. Intending purchasers 
among local Chinese business firms, 
factories and shops were requested 
to register.

A joint attempt is being made 
by these public bodies to raise the 
necessary funds among local Chi
nese banks, some of which are said 
to have agreed in principle to ad
vance the required amount of the 
loan. No definite action, however, 
will be taken pending unanimous 
agreement being reached on the 
best procedure to be adopted for im
porting foreign rice.

A shipment of 18,000 bags of 
Saigon rice ordered by Mr. Yu and 
other industrialists is expected to 
arrive in Shanghai on September 
2, but in view of th^ largest popula
tion in this city, such a small quant
ity is regarding as unavailable in 
solving the local acute shortage of 
rice.

The total available stock of rice 
in Shanghai up till yesterday was

reported to be less than 100,000 
bags, just about sufficient to meet 
local normal consumption for 10 
days, barring, of course, the possi
bility of increased supplies forth
coming. However, it was confident
ly stated in local rice merchants’ 
circles yesterday that the worst 
stage in the “rice crisis” had past 
and that before long large ship
ments of cereals from the inland 
areas might be expected following 
the mid-summer harvest.

Council Blamed

Colonel Mabuchi of the Japanese 
Army in answering questions on 
the rice problem in Shanghai at the 
press conference yesterday stated 
that the so-called shortage of rice 
was, of course, greatly regretted by 
the Japanese, but he wondered if 
there was really a serious shortage; * 
he believed that the shortage was 
due to the hoarding of speculators 
and “even to the Shanghai Munici
pal Council, who have also stored 
large quantities of rice, thus creat
ing hardships all around.”

The Colonel added that he con
sidered the problem should be 
solved by the Settlement authori
ties, and if they should be unable 
or should refuse to solve the ques
tion, thereby causing a general out
break of riots which might disturb 
the peace and order of Shanghai 
and its immediate vicinity, the 
Japanese would feel bound to take 
appropriate measures to find a solu
tion, because they were responsible 
for the peace of Shanghai. He 
added afterwards that even if riots 
did not occur, the Japanese should 

¡ undertake to provide a solution 
from the viewpoint of humanity, 
since rice is the staple food of the 
•Chinese.

The Colonel thought that the solu- j 
tion ought to be found by the 
S.M.C., b ’! if they failed. the’ 
Japanese woiud consider it their 
duty to try to solve the question. 
Asked if the Japanese would allow 
shipments of rice to Shanghai from 
Wuhu and other places if the 
situation became acute, Colonel Ma
buchi replied that something, of 
course, would have to be dons, but 
the movement of rice was „very 
difficult, and even the Japanese 
army had difficulty in supplying 
its own needs, because of transporta
tion difficulties and also because a 
great deal of rice was allowed tdj 
go waste because there was no one 
to harvest it.

Asked if he had any statistics tn 
the amount of rice consumed by 
the Japanese forces Tn China, ths 
Colonel replied that he had not.
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Rice Shortage:

■■ ■ * 
Another Suggestion

To the Editor of the
‘North-China Daily News’’

Sir,*—Shortly following the outbreak 
of the hostilities in the autumn of 
1937, the price of rice in the Shang
hai mart skyrocketed, causing much 
suffering among the Chinese populace. 
To alleviate their suffering the 
S. C. took matter in hand and 
bought some rice from abroad for ■ 
distribution here at a reasonable , 
price/, thereby putting an end to the 
rice shortage.

It is therefore not strange that some 
of the Chinese residents expect the 
S. MJ- C. to again come forth to 
their ’"assistance and some are under 
the impression that there is a supply 
of rice on hand available for allot
ment to those applying. In order to 
save unnecessary correspondence on 
the part of both the S. M. C. and the 
generial public may I suggest that 
you ascertain the facts and inform 
the public at an early date whether 
any allotment is to be applied for. 
’ I ¡have read in your esteemed 
journal and in your contemporaries 
that everything'possible is being done 
by the S. M. C. to cut down price 
of rtee, but I am inclined to think 
that in view of depreciation of local 
currency in terms of' foreign monies.. 
it is ¡how impossible for the S. M. C. 
io b^jng foreign rice to Shanghai nt 
competitive prices. As an. alternative. 
I wonder if it is not possible for the 
S. IvI^C. to apply to the United States' 
or scopie other country to contribute 
suchnpart of their bumper crop as 
they |> could spare to relieve Shang
hai, ‘-because the prosperity of 
the ¡Settlement and Concession is 
dependent upon the ability of 
myriads .of workers in its mills. 

. and h shops. to subsist therein.
If thèse cannot maintain themselves, 
they’and their dependents must either 
migrate from the Settlement and Con
cession or become destitute, and the 
disintegration of Shanghai will have 
begun, and once the deteriorating 
process has started, its progress will 
be steady and rapid.

At; least a part of the shortage is 
brought about artificially, the avail
able'¡supply of rice being absorbed by 
buying for future requirements by 
some of the residents, many of whom 
are stocked up for several weeks or i 
evert months ahead. It is no wonder I 
that. the price shot up to $40 per 
picul and beyond in a brief period. I 
The -greater the increase in price, the ' 
more frantic the public become to ‘ 
buy J But the shortage is neverthe- ; 
less “real 'and acute among the ma- . 
jority of the people who lead a hand- 
to-mouth existence and do not have 

, the wherewithal to buy ahead. I am 
sure an assurance from abroad that 
in case of need, some adequate food 
supply, flour, corn or any other thing 
will be made available to Shanghai 
residents at a. reasonable price will 
do much to relieve anxiety and pres
sure on the little supply of rice that 
is now available. Perhaps such an 
assurance is all that is required and 
its fulfilment may not be necessary. 
Will it be sought and given ?

Kao Kwok. 
Shanghai, Aug. 23.
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Rice Market
After the brisk upward trend of the 

selling rate of white rice for the past 
few weeks, the official rate of white rice 
was low in the market yesterday. The 
market has received a considerable amount 
of fresh rice supplies from the growing 
centers. According to a reliable infor
mation from the local authorities, a large 
shipment of 10,000 bags of Wuhu rice 
was brought here, and another 2,000 bags 
of Soongkiang newly-harvested rice with 
1,000 ‘nags of Kaishing rice were delivered > 
to port for selling.

The opening price of white rice in the 
session- was quoted at $40 per bag of 
best quality of white rice. The operators 
and retail shops however were not inter
ested in buying at the highest rate, since 
a big amount of rice available for selling 
was supplied. As a result the rate fell 
in the later session. Only slight business ; 
was done throughout the entire session. 
The selling rate dropped from $0.50 to ' 
$1 for different kinds of white rice.
First-grade white rice stood at $38.50 and | 
low-grade of this rice sold at $30 per j 
picul.

The selling price of provincial, rice was 
very firm in the market yesterday, as the 
market supplied a big amount of this rice 
for purchase?. The authorities of Shang
hai Municipal Council had conferred with 
the Japanèsç authorities concerning the 
transportation of Wuhu provincial. rice to 
Shanghai. Owing to the above fact, the 
retail and local dealers were1 not inter- ' 
eeted to buy for their stocks, awaiting a i 
further price improvement. » The sales 
in the day amounted to 2,000 bags of pro
vincial rice. One hundred bags of Saigon 
rice were liquidated and the price was 
quoted at $45 per bag of 220 lbs.
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Flour And Wheat
After the shortage of white rice in 

the International Settlement and the 
l*renc.h Concession, the native flour has 
become the important daily food for local 
Chinese. The Chinese Flour Mills offered 
unlimited flour supplies for purchases in 
the market instead of rice. Focal dealers, 
and rice retail shops were active, in the: 

? se sion, and bought a large amount of 
the second-grade product at $6.40 per 

, bag, or $0.20 above the last final dosing 
rate.

With reference to the market report, 
every local dealer and retail shop asked 
for further flour supplies. The mills issued 
a regulation on account of which the 
dealers sholud deliver their orders first 
to the market, and th?n the mills would 
send the cargoes to the buyers directly 
from their factories. This was done to 
prevent the dealers from shipping the 
cargoes to outport dealers. The total 
purchases in the entire session amounted 
to 40,000 bags of various kinds of native 
flour. North China and South Sea deuFrs 
were not in the market yesterday.

because of the foreign exchange crisis, 
the rate of native wheat was steady in 
selling at yesterday's market. The market 
collected an amount of this wheat from 
the growing centers in the interior. For
eign wheat was also transported to the 
market for selling, but the price was al
most the same as that of native wheat, Í 
so that the rate of native wheat remained 
unchanged. The Fooh Sing and Fou Foong 
Flour Mills bought 10,000 bags of dif
ferent kinds of native wheat from $9 
to $0.40 per bag. No business in foreign 
wheat was done in the entire trading.
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Rice Market in State

Of Confusion
Dealers Said to Be Holding 
Back Best Grades

Utter confusion again reigned in : 
the local rice market during the past 
few days with-the price of the first 
grade rice soaring to the new high 
mark of $26 per picul and thé official 
price of $20 is no longer in existence. 
Even at such an unprecedented prices 
people cannot buy the first grade 
rice, which is alleged to be stored by 
manipulators.

It would appear that the rice situa
tion at present is.,still beyond the 
control of the authorities who were 
reported yesterday to be devising 
means of putting a stop to manipula
tion. The “China Evening News” 
reported that officials of the Shang
hai Municipal Council met yesterday 
afternoon and the results of the 
meeting would soon Ibe announced.

At present few if any people can 
buy the first grade rice in the Shang
hai market and the inferior kind of 
rice is being sold at $20 or more, 
which is the officially fixed price for 
the first grade rice. Even the pur
chase of the second ¡grade rice is 
limited. A rice shop would only sell 
half a picul because, it was announ
ced, its manager could! not obtain 
much rice from the Rice Market. The 
supply was decreasing, it was stated. f

Rice shops have been warned 
against buying rice from the market 
in violation of the official regulation I 
and so even of there was first grade 
rice in the market they did not d'are | 
to buy, it. It was reportée! tliat the ; 
800 rice shops in town might soon j 
suffer a serious shortage.
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Rice Situation 
Acute As Price 
Soars To >25

[ Steck Ample Here But • 
Shops Refuse To

Make Purchase
War isolated Shanghai was once 

more made conscious of its pre
carious food supply with the report 
yesterday that Kiangsu white rice 
is quoted at the prohibitive prices 
of $25 a picul on the local market 
arid is likely to reach $30 before the 
end of the month.

Although rice dealers here are 
believed to have a considerable 
quantity cf the first quality cereal 
in godowns, it is said they refuse 
to sell at the official maximum of 
$20 a picul because the excise on 
shipments of the product to Shang
hai from growing centers makes 
import prohibitively high.

Actually the stock of high grade | 
Z rice available in the growing centen, 
/ is reported ample with prices there

I quoted at only $9 a picul. Trans
portation to Shanghai is calculated

! at a further $3 a picul and the \ 
military tax is about $4 more. , 

The price cf Kiangsu rice which 1 
is considered amongst the best in 
China has been going up steadily 
during the past few weeks and is 
expected by dealers to go even 
higher before the end of the month. 
Some believe it will reach a top of 
$30 before the new season’s crop is 
harvested in September. The price 
will prob'ably break at that time and 
return to normal as a good harvest 
is reported.

In the meantime rice shops 
; which find themselves hard pressed 
i for stocks are going directly to 
I individual dealers rather than 
through the open market. In this 
way they evade the restriction im
posed by the Shanghai Municipal | 
Council and the French Municipall 
Council which makes $20 the maxi
mum price per picul. But even in 
such purchases it is reported the 
good quality rice is often found 
mixed with a second grade product. \
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Rice Market

loads of rice fe white rice was quoted 
S^Tin 01; $0.50. a^the

p’^k^eTide — 
w.?weak yeaUrday and budnes^s

byCt|oV°b^ow the preceding day’s dose, 
except’ the ?Ugrade Changshu white 
rice, which was still Quoted at $26.

No business in Pfovincial rice was done 
by operators yesterday while all dealers 
awaited the new decision by the authori 
ties of Shanghai Municipal Council and 
French Concession. Despite the h e 
for purchases, slight trading mt turn-

m“kV“eaS .£
aSn”dytbe”Tu TSTJ

by $0.30 per picul. ..
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Flour And Wheat
Owing to small stocks and high costs 

of materia!, the Chines# Flour Mills de
clared that no native flour was available 
for selling in the market yesterday. Big 
orders by the outport dealers were re
fused by the mills. Later, the mills 
offered to local wholesale dealers, that 20 
bags would be sold to each buyer, and 
the price rose by $0.10 above the preceding 
day's price, as the official rate stood at 
$5.60, in cash payment. The price of for
eign flour in yesterday’s market noted at 
$5.80 per bag.

High rates of native wheat were re
corded in the market yesterday, while all 
the buyers were interested in absorbing 
for stocks. The Chinese flour mills took 
an active part in buying, because there 
were only small shipments from the. grow
ing centers available. Both Fooh Sing, and ; 
Fou Foong Flour Mills asked 20 carloads. 
of newly-harvested Nanking and Wuhu 
native wheat, and local buyers also bought 
another 20 carloads of this wheat. The 
price was $0.20 high above the last close.
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Rice Market
Slight business in white *.«»*« 

by some of th. w“ seen
yesterday, but no The marketduring tiheflent1roOOB^gs’of fresh* rice 

^x*^&tA^ehu\^int«. 

iOroXg"ne;rtfli„ty concerning the 

cil and the French Confe^ftJ ?.’Ton2 Song” 
”d iormet
was notri l2t.30and thew»i o« .WhS^v:;1 

»“rterdChang“hu rice moved up by »2«. 
or $6 above the maximum pnee. S22 
second-grade white rice stood nt »22. 
Low-grade rice sold at ¥1». ^-v^t

Although there was ofi“181 ®arkent 
of provincial rice in past few days, account of the maximum ^price, unofficial 

as uvuc , jv-w»--'" * ne
2.000 bags of different kinds 

The selling rate roee 
with the Pre- 
first-grade of 
was sold at

business was done yesterday^ 
over was
of provincial rice.
further by $1, compared 
ceding day’s close. The 
Nanking provincial rice 
$21.50 per picul.
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Flour And Wheat
Ther* was only ’mall business done in 

native flour yesterday. The mills did not 
sell to outport dealers on account of tne| 
high price of good Quality, so that 
North China and South Sea buyers were' 
not in the market yesterday. The selling 
rate for local operators remained un
changed at 15.50 in cash. The total sales 
in the day were estimated at 10,000 bags 
of second-grade product native flour.

According to reliable information, the 
selling rate, it was believed, would be 
further increased in a day or two, be
cause foreign flour was noted at high 
points for selling, during the period of 
the low rate of Chinese national currency.

As there were no orders of foreign 
wheat forthcoming owing fto the high 
rate of foreign exchange, native wheat 
was asked by Chinese mills and local 
buyers. The selling price, was irregularly 
high for purchases yesterday. The local 
dealers bought 20 carloads of newly-har
vested native wheat, while the mills ab
sorbed 10 carloads of second-grade of 
wheat. The price of this wheat stood

I at $8.30 per bag.

. 23108
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Rice Market
■yThe trading in whit® ri<V‘dJ“s<‘ hí¿ I 
i^ted y«terto. amce
received a strict . Fvpcutive Com-1 

s^wwiragts 
^"TíK.SíSxsg IB» ■¿tíK'SÍ-í ?. ■ssasisíftí 
° Th^outsMe market. H was reported 

I showed some activity and the selling price 
I was quoted high again, compared with 
I »receding day’s final dosing rate.I The high quality of white rice was noted

I at No 6 ofHciaTCtrading was recor^

Municipal Council. Although all aerators I lacking in stocks the market ^ere4'2*.
rice for selling, as the rice ^holders kept 

I all their goods in stock, awaiting .the-high 
| selling rate. . w«hu¡According to a rumor that the Wuhuj 
1 ricé port would be reopened fortrans- I portation by the Japanese
I there, it was expected that the rate of Provincial rice would be weak atsome. 

time next week. The selling rate of this
I rice - at the outside market was further 
I increased and the unofficial tradingI at $22 per picul, or $5 above the previous 
(closing fate.I During the present high rat provin 

cial rice, some of the great local nee 
dealers and large rice hongs asked the 
the authorities for import permission of 
Saigon rice in order to alleviate! the short
age, but no official approvement was 
learned yesterday.
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Flour And Wheat
•»bw

Satisfactory business in native flour was j 
clone in the market yesterday, and the 
selling rate remained unchanged for pur-1 
chases by mills, although native wheat hit | 
high marks recently. The operators of' 
North China, South Sea and local buyers | 
took an active interest in absorbing. The; 
total sales to all traders in the day Were 
estimated at 55,000 bags of different kinds 
of native flour.

The local operators and the interior 
trader dominated in the market and 
bought 20,000 bags of second-grade pro
duct. The rate remained unchanged at 
55.50, cash. The Tientsin dealers asked 
another 20,000 bags of “Cart” and “Ship” 
of second-grade product, and some of the 
North China dealers bought 15,000 bags 
of “Red Wealthy God” of fourth-grade 
product. The price of tho^e qualities 
was quoted at $5.90 in order cheque. On 
account of lack of stocks, the mills did 
noF*accept big orders from the outport 
deniers and only fractionally selling was 
done.

With a brisk demand by the Chinese and 
Japanese Flour Mills, the market rate of 
newly-harvested native wheat was high 
again for selling, while the wheat holders 
kept their selling price very steady. As 
a result, the rate moved up by $0.20 over 
the last closing price. Both the Fooh 
Sing Flour Mills and Fou Foong Flour 
Mills absorbed 13 carloads of Nanking and 
Wuhu native wheat, while the Japanese 
and some local dealers bought 10 carloads 
of Soochow* and Taiyangi wheat throughout 
the entire session,
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COUNCIL ON RICE
Mr. Ho Suggests Council 

Import Cereals To
Relieve Shortage

1
i A request for immediate action 
, by the Shanghai Municipal Council 
-to ensure Shanghai obtaining a 
¡steady supply to cereals' from the 
: inland areas was made by represén- | 
I tatives cf the Shanghai Beans and ;
Rice Dealer's Association when they 

’ called upon Mr. T. K. Ho, Chinese 
. Secretary, oil Friday afternoon, it 
I was reported t yesterday. »

Two main proposals were sub- 
, mitted to' Mr. Ho to be referred to • 
the Council for consideration. The 

; first was that the Council under
take to regulate and to ensure a 
; steady supply to cereals from VZuhu 
i by importing them into Shanghai. 
’¡The second proposal was to the 
’effect that the Council should, as a 
I supplementary measure, undertake 
I to. import foreign rice, such as Sai- 
I gon cereals, on its cwn account so 
¡as to relieve any emergency, rice 
I shcrtage in Shanghai,

By such means, it was submitted. 
; it was possible to prevent wide 
fluctuations in prices in the local 

/rice and bean market. It was 
understood that Mr. Ho assured the
representatives that every effort 
would be made by the Council to 
prevent profiteering such as by 
officially fixing and. readjusting' the 
prices on ‘which unofficial epen 
market transactions should be con
ducted, according to the report.
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Rice. Market

Following: an order by the Executive 
Committees of the Rice and Bean Guild, 
business in white rice and provincial rice 
was temporarily suspended yesterday. Ac* 
cording to a report frem the market, 
trading would be resumed at the early 
part of next week, until a decision re* 
yarding the new maximum price was 
reached by thè authorities of Shanghai 
Municipal Council and the French Con
cession. .

The market has • received 1,200 bags ;»f 
fresh rice from the growing- centers at 
the interior by truck and rail.

OUTPUT REPORTED
Messrs. J. A. Wattie and Co., Ltd. 

secretaries of the undermentioned 
estates inform us that the outputs 
of rubber from the estates during 
the month of July were as fol
lows 
Anglo-Dutch (Java) Planta-

tions. Limited......................... 65,776 lbs.
Anglo-Java Estates, Ltd.......... 260,584 „
Java Consolidated Rubber and

• Coffee Estates, Ltd............... 34,392
» Kroewoek (Java) Plantations,
I „.Ltd; -k................. 84,877 „
i Ziangbe* Rubber Co. Ltd. .... 83,334
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Rice Market
Since the authorities of Shanghai Muni-j 

cipai Council and the French Concession 
have maintained strict orders to the local 
rice dealers and rice hongs here in the 
past few days, that they must keep the 
selling price at a maximum rate of $20 
per picul for the best quality white rice. 
There was no possibility to sell at a 
higher rate in the present market. The 
market has been receiving large shipments 
of fresh supplies from the growing cen
ters every day, according to an investiga
tion by the authorities recently.

The selling price in the outside market 
yesterday was weak or $0.50 below the 
preceding day’s close, , hut the price in 
the official market remained unchanged. 
Low-grade white rice was still quoted' 
at $20 per picul, and the second-grade . 
rice stood at $22, while no best quality :■ 
and first-grade Changshu rice was seen j 
in tne session the market received 1,700 1 
bags of fresh rice from the interior. I 
coming by truck rail and steamer yes-I 
terday. ■ •

According to the market record, slight ‘ 
business was done throughout the day as1 
all operators were reluctant to buy during 
the higher quotations, awaiting further 
improvement. In the outside market, the 
selling rate of best quality of rice stood 
at $24 per picul, but no brisk demand 
was reported.

A rumor circulated in the market that 
GO.000 bags of provincial rice would be 
transported to this port from the growing 
centers at Wuhu. The rice holders con
tinued to keep their selling rate at higher 
quotations in the market, and slight 
business was done in the day, as few 
operators were interested in buying at 
a high rate. The local dealers and retail 
shops bought 2,000 baga of provincial rice.

The selling rate of provincial rice 
dropped. by $0.40, below the previous 
closing rate. Rice in the market yester
day was all low-grade Nanking and Wuhu 
provincial, but the high quality of this 
rice was not in the market, the rice 
holders sold directly to the ric© dealers 
outside the market at $19 {pt?r picul.

,l>
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Rice Speculators
Here To Be Dealt

With Severely]
■- - ■ ■- ■■-—■•-....... >

The authorities in the Interna
tional Settlement and the French 
Concession are determined to era
dicate all speculative activities m 
the local rice market, it was re
ported yesterday by the Credit 
Men’s Bulletin. In pursuance of 
this policy they will shortly 
out a thorough investigation of tne 
rice stocks in the local godowns and 
the names of their owners, and 
will request the banks to strictly- 
reduce their grant of mortgage loans 
on rice. ...

In connection with rumors that 
the authorities will extend the 
restricted price of $20 per picùl for 
white rice and $16 per picul for 
provincial rice, these were reported 
to have been denied.
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Rice Market
Due to an uncertain, selling price, the 

rice market continued suspension for li
quidation yesterday, while no operators x 

¡offered rice for sale because the pricej 
had been too high recently. Even low-| 

I grad© white rice was sold at the maximum I 
price of $20. Three thousand bags of 

j fresh rice supplies were brought here 
from the growing centers by truck, rail 
and steamer, but most of those goods 
were directly transported for stock in 
godown ‘ instead of selling in market.

According to the unofficial rate, first- 
grade white rice was quoted at $24 per 
picul, but business was done directly 
between traders and retail shops. A 
rumor circulated in the market that the 
committees of the Bean and Rice Guild 
would order foreign rice shortly to settle 
the rice crisis.

The business in provincial rice was 
still slight in the market yesterday, owing 
to the maximum price set by the authori
ties of the Shanghai Municipal Council 
and French Concession. The market has 
received no fresh rice from the growing 
centers at Nanking and Wuhu. The total 
sales in the day were estimated at 2,000 
bags of low-grade provincial • rice at from 
$15.50 to $16 per picul.



Rice Market
Despite the high rate of white rice 

recXlyT business 'in white ¿|ce came 
to a temporary standstill in the marK<n 
yesterday» because the authorities of both 
Shanghai Concessions continue«» the pro
hibition against raisingthe selling pnce 
above a maximum of $20 a picul for any 
kind of white rice. If the de^e*.J®*® 
over the above price, his business license 
is liable to be withdrawn.

All operators were unwilling to exnumt 
their rice for soling in the market yes
terday, because of the price crisis. M 
market rate was opened by the 
holder» yesterday, except the maximum 
price, but there were»no goods for selling. 
The market received 1,400 bags of differ
ent kinds of white rice from the interior, 
by truck, rail and steamer, but most of 
those goods were delivered directly for
stocks in godown.

Slight trading of provincial rice was 
'recorded as the selling rate declared too 
'high, and all the dealers were reluctant 
to buy. Neither the Nanking nor Wuhu 
high quality provincial rice were in the > 
market, even the low-grade of provincial; 
rice .was quoted at $16 per picul. Local | 
and interior dealers bought 2,000 bags of । 
this rice for transportations.

Due to the high rate of foreign ex
change and low quotation of Chinese na
tional currency, the price of Saigon rice 
was irregularly high for purchases, ac
cording to the market report, the rate 
of Saigon rice moved up to $25.50 per 
bag, (220 lbs.) but no business was done 
throughout the session.

I
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I Because lack:°f irregularly high
I price of white nee was evinced
I yesterday, while a k^ithstanding increas-
I by all operators^notwnns ly
I ingly warmer weather. x white nce 
I received a few Junk^ters by steamer, I from the ^rowni« f fre6h rice from
land two thousand hags
I the intenpr by ^asportation fees 

With high tax ana w» fi^t-grade
I in the not offered for
| Changshu. white ri e by the nce
Liquidation in tbe.®* rice would have, 
holders. “^„^he maXum price of| 
I been quoted over highest grade

$22 :>er picul, .so that no n %sterday.
I /ice was seenin j a large demand

| .t seeond^de^.a ™v<£ un^ 1
Ito $0.30, and ^ene^‘|20 or $0.30 above x maximum pnce of $20 <>^1 dealers 

he Vr^Aou? ®J* market ^purchasesHnd “ thongs»ouibi » consider.«.

,»d bSsttf?^
SS ’ -;SS^ic” «Ä increased., 

iKt-crade .1 rice
I was not in the market lor selling. 4 Inhere were email shipments of Ir«h 
|,„,arriving in Port from Nanking and I wuhuyestcrda? Local
I terested ip absorbing for
I while the rate of Saigon rice was irre
I rularly high during the period the
I rate of the Chinese national dollar. The I interior dealers also absorbed •
I ihu amount of this rice for transportsI tion. Total sales in the day were
I / dftAA haffa of Nanking and Wuhu I Second-grade provincial rice. ^^“nd 
I was noted at maximum pnce of $16» ana bhi lat^r was quoted at $15 per picul. 
1 The low-grade provincial rice stood b<*w®en 
| $14.30 to $15, or «0.20 above the previous 
I close.

I
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Rice Prices
Expected To 
Drop Again

S. M. C., F. M. C. May 
Lower Limits In 

Near Future
Another reduction in the official 

price limit for rice was expected in 
Shanghai yesterday as huge quan
tities of the grain continued to 
pour into Shanghai from foreign 
and inland ports, it was learned in 
authoritative circles yesterday.

The present limits were set by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 
and French Municipal Administra
tion last Monday fixing the price 
of first grade rice not to exceed 
$20 per shih and of sien mee at $16.

The existing prices represented a 
drop of $1 from thé previous limit 
ruling which prevailed in the for
eign areas between June 23 and 
July 17.

Meanwhile, according to reports, 
Shanghai at present has 300,481 
bags of rice stored in various .go- 
downs, representing a decrease of 
about 40,00o1 bags as compared with 
the previous week.

As a result of the recent 
typhoons, local grain traders were 
of thé opinion that the ricé harvest 
for the current year in Kiangsu, 
Chekiang and Anhwei would not be 
as good as expected before.
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Ríce Market
Rice Quotations were ^regularly r^v-Ssi 

$030 below the previous flnal xr£«-“SS,<^S 
ing to the lunar dte-v-inidAr«: offered a handsome “rata to the buyers, thus at- 
trading business.

Trading in yesterday’s market 
wsu; very satisfactory, with lew tedreTbags of 
rice uuoted around $17 and secona 

I grade at $16.50 by local.an^t^^ 
traders. The third-grade also went 
down by $040 per bag.

The provincial rice .^1?^ 
weakness the opening price drop- SSTbyV« in liquidation, with 
ImSl business done throughout the 
day’s session.



Ta Ying Yeh Pao dated April 29 i-

THE BICE SITUATION

According to an arrival from Sungkiang 
yesterdey, ki Shih Tu ) in the south Vhsngpoo,
from which place rice mupplies were transported to 
Shanghai» has been blockaded by the Japanese authorities 
since April 27. Some 200 rice boats have been held 
up and the rice supplies thereon have been forcibly 
bought over by the Japanese at $10.80 per picul despite 
the market price being set at $12 per picul.

On the surface* the rice supplies were 
purchased by a firm know as the Cheng Kee Company

It is learned that the latter in turn sold 
them to Japanese merchants. Eor this reason* the price 
of rice in this locality has been increasing again.



July 14, 1938 Afternoon Translation

Hwa Mei Chen Pao

BüXiNg..gU^.-,g2B...iZA£O§g
The Japanese authorities are 

purchasing provisions and many traitorous merchants, such 
ae the Heng Kyi Kung )* Ho Kee Hong ),
et«., have been collecting rice in the hope of making a 
profit. 

According to information given out by the 
rice trade, a strong warning has been received by some 
of the local traitorous rioe merchants against their 
traitorous activities. Though this has created some anxiety 
among these merchants, they are continuing their purchases 
of rice for the Japanese.
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Shanghai Has
Seven Weeks’
Rice Supply
S.M.C. Food Committee 
Member Says Dealers 

Can Go It Alone

SHORTAGE SEEN, 
HOWEVER, IN AUG.—

Rice Guild Demanding
Free Movement 

Of Grain
There are now approximately 

! 500,000 bags of rice stored in 
I Shanghai. This is a sufficient 
kupply for seven weeks. Twenty- 
ifive thousand bags, or 2,500 tons of 
| this is the property of the Shanghai 
i Municipal Council, bought duty 
* free last Deceimber when a rice 
‘shortage appeared imminent, 
j “It is not the intention of the 
¡authorities to import any further 
i foreign rice. The rice trades should 
j now be in a position to look out 
for themselves.” a member of the

1 S.M.C. Food Committee told The 
China Press yesterday.

The daily consumption of rice in 
Shanghai is between 8,000 and 9,000 
bags. There is a sufficient quantity 
of rice coming here daily to satisfy , 
all immediate requirements. As| 
long as this supply continues un
interrupted there can be no question 
of a shortage.

“There is prospect of a rice short
age here at the end of August 
should the surrounding areas go 
unplanted this summer,” one au
thority said.

Koreans Planting Rice
“I know there are 4,500 Koreans! 

even now planting rice in Pei Shin 
Chin, near Hungjao, and con
sequently there will be an ample 
supply of rice this fall.” Mr, R- K. 
RftphajJ, local rice broOr, s&d 

, yesteFSay, *
’ At the present time a sharp con
troversy is under wav between the 
local Rice Shop Guild and the Rice 
Guild.

The Rice Shop Guild, backed by 
powerful foreign and Chinese inter
ests, are demanding an embargo on 
the export, of rice from this city J

। uuutg, uk a Migiiu i we m prices out 
there is no cause for alarm. The 

¡rice situation is merely’ a > detail 
that wants careful watching, with 
considerable perspective, by an au
thority completely without self- 
interest in the matter.”
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Lack of Interest
The Courts have proved or treated 

with complete lack of interest or 
sympathy such illegal speculations 
and restraints endangering the daily 
food of the people and the peace and 
good order of community. It is also 
a true fact that the Courts in hand
ling the cases of rental disputes have 

> displayed inconsistency and incapacity 
| without reference to any equitable 
I. principle and have created a very 
i unfavourable impression on the minds 
: of Chinese as well as foreign tenants 
without at the same time giving any | 

| satisfaction to the landlords. In order j 
to remove these grievances and to 
maintain the peace and order of the 
Settlement and Concession, these 
Courts must be taken over by the 
Reformed Government. Moreover, 
these Courts being strictly Chinese i 
Courts must in order to exercise any 
effective jurisdiction be under the 
direct and sole control of the de 
facto authorities as alone in conjunc
tion with them can the Courts be 
backed with the adequate authority.

Repeated Representations
My repeated representations on the 

] subject of the Courts made to you. 
the Consular Body and the Shanghai 
Municipal Council, have not produced? 
any response or expression of opinion, 
and it is a matter of great regret to 
me and of grave public concern that 
this important problem is left in abey- 

! ance. While I invoke your co- ' 
operation for the welfare of the 
people in curbing the speculation of 
the rice profiteers and in standardiz- j 

! ing the price of this staple food sup- i 
| ply. I desire to emphasize that the I 
most effective way of achieving that 
end is to enable the Courts to carry 
out its functions in that respect under 
the control of the only de facto au
thorities and I would request your 
earnest and deepest consideration of 
the question and a reply oh the sub
ject at your earliest convenience.
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Rice Market
The celling rate of white rice was high 

in the market yesterday, hut satisfactory 
business was done throughout the day’s 
session. The market has received 8 junk- 
Inads of white rice from the interior by 
steamer and another 2,000 bags of fresh 
rice supplies were brought here by truck 
and rail from the growing centers.

Due to high rate of foreign ex
change yesterday, the price of foreign 
rice showed strength in the market, while 
the rice holders kept then* goods for 
purchase-, and asked a high price of 
white rice- As a result, both low-grade 
and second-grade of white rice moved up 
$0.30 per picul, as compared with the 
preceding day’s final rate.

/Although the weather is hot, all the 
operators were still interested in buying, 
and absorbed a considerable amount of 
first-grade Changshu White rice and the 
price was increased to $20, or $0.40 above 
yesterday’s closing rate.

Despite lower quotations of provincial 
rice in the last few days, a brisk demand 
was seen in the market yesterday, while 
local dealers took an active interest in 
absorbing, for further. stocks. There was 1 
a large amount of provincial rice brought 
here from the growing centers in Nan
king and Wuhu.

The rice holders refused to sell* their 
goods at the, ordinary rate, -because Saigon 
rjce displayed a high price after foreign 
exchange rates become high yesterday 
morning. According to the official market 
rate yesterday, the price of various/ kinds ' 
of provincial rice moved up by $0.20 to» 
$0.35 per picul. The total sales to both I 
local and outport dealers were estimated i 
at 4,000 -bags of Nanking and Wuhul 
provincial rice, the former was quoted at J 
from $15.40 to $16, and the latter stood] 
at $13.30 per picul.
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Rice Market
Due to large shipments of fresh rice I 

arriving here yesterday, the selling price; 
of white rice was irregularly weak in i 
the market. Local dealers were inactive! 
buyers because of considerable amounts 
of stocked rice in godowns, while the 
interior qfrnwwd no brisk demand and \ 
boujHit fractional amounts throughout the 
day.

Because cashr was wanting for>rice col
lection in the growing centers, rice' holders 
hurried to sell their goods in the market, 
and offered their stock at low prires, but 
no big business was done. According to : 
the official quotation, the selling rate > 
of various kinds of white rice dropped 
heavily. The second-grade white rice fell i 
by $0.40, below the preceding day’s final 
rate, and first-grade Changshu white rice 
went down to $0.30, or $20.30 per picul. :

Provincial rice opened very weak and i 
the price weakened still moral in the • 
market. Xt was a surprise to all that : 
the Wuhu provincial price fell by $0.50 
per picul, and Nanking provincial rice 
went lower by $0.30 than Thursday’s clos- i 
ing rate. The market received consider* i 
able amounts of fresh supplies of pro- | 
vincial rice yesterday from the growing । 
centers.

Local dealers were not interested in ? 
further buying for stock during the hot ■ 
weather, and the outport dealers were J 
reluctant to absorb for transportations.' 
The total sales in the day was estimated 
at 2.000 bags of Nanking and Wuhu pro
vincial rice. The former was quoted at 
$16 and the latter stood at $14. per picul.

f 
J
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Flour And Wheat
No imprqyement in native flour was • 

seen in yesterday’s market. Selling 
amounts were very narrow, because of 
shortage of Chinese national currency for 
liquidation, while the mills continued to 
refuse order cheques for both local and 
outport dealers. The outport buyers 
bought only fractional amounts for ship
ment, and local dealers absorbed a few 
hundred bags oi second-grade product at 
$4.65 cash.

Owing to a surplus of native wheat m | 
the market, the selling price showed,lower 
yesterday, with few operators interested 
in buying. The Chinese mills were not 
in the market, and Japanese merchant i 
dominated. As a result, the Japanese 
mills Bought 200 bags of Nanking newly- • 
harvested native wheat at $6.42 per 100 
catties, or $0.16 below the previous final 
closing rate.
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Rice Market
Owing to the lack of supplies of fresh 

rice and the monetary crisis, the market 
price of white rice was irregular yester
day. The first-grade of Changshu white 
rice was quoted at $19,—the highest rate 
in the last six month and $0.50 above the 
preceding day’is' eloping rate. Although 
the weather remained warm., a brisk de
mand by both local and outport deuleis 
was displayed in the market and a con
siderable amount of rice was purchased 
during the day.

With the Japanese authorities still de
manding thet payment of a new tax in the 
interior, fresh supplies brought here totaled 
only two junkloads and 2,000 bags of 
white rice coming by steamer and rail. 
Local buyers and rice holders took an 

• active interest in buying for stocks, push- 
: ing the price higher.

'Local operators bought a few thousand 
bags of second-grade white rice at $18.20, 
or $0.30 above the last final rate. Rice 
holders absorbed a considerable amount of 
low-grade white rice at $17.50. The first- 
grade °f white rice dominated the market 
although the selling price went up.

Business in provincial rice was very 
strong and a very satisfactory price was 
registered by sellers. A small shipment 

* of fresh supplies was brought here from 
J the ports of Nanking and Wuhu. The 
opening price of Nanking provincial rice 
was quoted at $0.50 above Monday’s rate.

Local operators absorbed 3,000 bags of 
both Nanking and Wuhu rice yesterday, 
the former at $16.30 and the latter 

; from $14 to $16. The outport buyers 
■ bought a large amount of provincial rice 
for transportation. Even the low-grade 
of provincial rice was quoted at $14, or 
$0.30 higher than the preceding day’s 
closing rate. The total sales of various 
kinds of provincial rice were estimated 
at 6,500 bags.*
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Business in flour showed some improve
ment in purchases yesterday, and satis
factory trading was done in the market 
throughout the session. Local buyers 
dominated in the buying market, as the 
price of second-grade product remained 
unchanged at $4.55 cash. Due to limited 
produce recently, the mills did not offer 
their cheaper quotations to the local and; 
out port traders, although local dealers 
bought 10,000 bags of second-grade \ 
native wheat. The Chefoo, Tsingtao i 
5 nd Weihaiwei buyers also absorbeu a 
considerable amounts of flour for trans
portation.

Business in native wheat . continued 
narrow yesterday, as the Chinese mills 
•jollected native wheat at growing centers 
instead of in market. This kept the 
price of native wheat steady, while local 
buyers awaited a cheaper future price.

the market 
too high a

Japanese mills 
as । holders of 
selling prise.

were not in 
wheat asked

1
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Rice Cost Expected
To Drop By $7 Here

In the past week, no less than 
10,000 bags of rice are being sent 
here every day and as a result the 
price of rice has dropped by 30 
cents yesterday. According to well- 
informed circles, more rice will be 
sent here in the future and they 
believe the Settlement authorities 
should change the maximum price 
for rice from $21 to $14 per bag.
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Rice Market

Due to the typhoon and heavy rain 
yesterday, iUhe white rice market was 
inactive and most of the operators failed 
to attend. The market received no fresh 
rice from the growing centers by truck, 
rail or junk. Four hundred bags of 
Changshu and Wusih white rice were 
offered for liquidation at from fl8.90 to 
119.40 per picul, but no business was re
corded. »

Business in provincial riee was also 
¿light, with the typhoon keeping traders 
away. Total sales of provincial rice of 
the session were estimated at 600 bags. 
The Nanking provincial rice was quoted 
at $16.30, and Wuhu provincial rice 
stood at $15.40, or $0.20 below the pre* 
ceding day’s final closing rate.
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Flour And Wheat

slight business in native flour ^4 *out- in^»market bw and

ErSilBw5
SfcHnTsrod^o? *£ rat,°” °f
shortage of cash's th' remained,rti— native wheat market , A
S »¡SS-"«« 

of the heavy ram.
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Plenty of Rice in 
Shanghai

Hot Weather Results in 
Unloading of Stocks As 
Storage Deteriorates

As the hot weather is unfavour
able for rice storage those mer
chants and manipulators who have 
bought large stocks of grain are 

! trying to sell their cargo as quick
's ly as possible and, as a result, rice 
, shops in town have more than 
; enough rice for sale* hoc al Chinese 
| have breathed a sigh of relief as i 
; the prices of the second and third 
grade rice is following a downward j 
trend while the price for the first 

j grade rice is quoted at $21 per 
I picul which is the officially fixed I 
I price.

Apart from the fact that mani
pulators can no longer play against 1 

| the public owing to the unfavour - j 
able weather condition rice boats | 
carrying more than 4,000 bags of i 
rice are reported to be arriving j 
here daily from the interior. The 1 
ready stock in various godowns < 

I here alone will keep the Shanghai / 
population well supplied for at . 
least three months. Representatives . 

| from the Shanghai Municipal Coun- I 
cil have been supervising transae- j 
tions in the market daily.

j Some merchants'are also reported 
to be buying Saigon rice for local 
consumption and about 2,000 tons 
of the foreign grain are expected 
to arrive here next month. This 
business has been done with a local 
French firm serving as a middleman. 
Some orders placed in May have 
been cancelled, however, owing to 
the unfavourable changes in the 
foreign exchange market but the 
merchants are still keen about buy
ing foreign rice.
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^rice Of liice Said 
t Due To Make Further

Declines This Week
Despite speculators’ attempts, to 

export rice from Shanghai, local 
grain traders were hopeful over the 
week-end that the price of .the 
cereal would show fur her declines 
during the coining week, informed 
circles stated yesterday.

Large shipments of the grain 
were reported to have arrived in 
Shanghai fiom the producing areas, 
«the total being more than 20,000 
bags daily. These shipments came 
largely from Changshu, Wuhu and 
Soochow, it was stated.

In addition to the new arrivals, 
hugd quantities of foreign rice were 
scheduled to reach Shanghai by the
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.prices Soar As 
hiving Power 
)f Dollar Falls
■ost Of Living Rockets 
By 7% Over May, Also

Record Month
____

ARGEST INCREASE
NOTED IN FOOD

lipe Higher Now Than 
At Any Other Time

In Local Annals
Shanghai’s working people in 

une experienced the most difficult 
.With in the city’s history as the 
rice of rice rose to an unprece- 
'dnted high while the purchasing 
toiler of the Chinese dollar made 
'urther appreciable declines.

Statistics issued yesterday by the 
industrial Section of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council revealed that 
¿he living cost of the workers last 
month had taken nearly a 7 per 
¿ept jump as compared with the 
figures for May, a record breaking ’ 
month, and an increase of 15.48 
per cent as compared with the 
^figures for June, 1938.

The largest increases were noted 
an the food group which, the re- 
pert indicated, rose nearly 11 per 
cent last month as compared with 
the preceding month. Fuel, and 
light cost rose nearly 4 per- cent, 
it was stated.

Exchange Situation

According to the report, the sud
den drop in the foreign exchange 
valuó of the, Chinese dollar last 
month directly or indirectly affect
ed the living cost of the workers. 
Among commodities the prices of ¡ 
which soared upward as a result ’ 
of the* exchange situation was rice,

The price of non-glutinous rice, 
fchd- report said, rose to %22.4O per 
shih during the month for which, 
itg added, various reasons have 
b£en given:

’ ............
1.—The effect of foreign ex

change restrictions on the prices 
pf foreign rice rendering it unpro
fitable to order from abroad;

‘ K 2?—-Heavy taxes on rice in the 
occupied areas;

3.-^The rise in the price of and 
the 'embargo laid on rice in the 
/producing. districts;

Excessive buying on the part 
of residents in view of the tense 
situation in Tientsin;

5— Manipulation of the grain 
market by unscrupulous dealers.



Price Of Rice Scars

After the price of rice had soar
ed to the all-time high on June 
23, the report went on to state, 
Settlement and Concession autho
rities and representatives of thp 
Rice Guild jointly fixed the market 
price of rice at $21 per shih. This 
quotation continues to be the 
official rate to this day.

An* interesting review of the cost 
of rice in this city was given in 
the report, indicating that rice 
from 1864 to 1911 cost from $3 to 
$7 per shih. Peak, prices were re
corded at $9 in 1912, $13 in 1920, 
$18 in 1925 and $23 in 1930.

It was pointed out that although I 
the 1930 quotation was fixed at $23 I 
per shih, the “shih” according to 
the current “markpt system” is- 
only 85 per cent by weight of the | 
“shlli” which prevailed in and be
fore 1930. Figured on the old 
basis, it was added, the present offi
cial rate is equivalent to $24 per 
shih in 1930.

. In the case of fuel, the Coal 
briquette Guild announced in
creases in prices three times in 
succession during the month. Re
tail price was increased from $1.60 
per i 100 chin to $1.80. again to 
$1.9<h and toward the end of the 
month to $2.10, •

Plants Curtail Work

1 i.Commenting on the industrial 
condition of the city, the report 
indicated that a few enterprises 
^dependent on raw materials from 
abroad have curtailed operations. 
It was stated in informed circles, 
according to the report, that re
cent financial measures might | 
further affect the ability of some • 
plants to. continue operations at 
their former rate.

The report announced that the 
services of a social worker connect
ed with the Community Church 
had been placed at the disposal 
jrf the Child Protection. She will 
Make up her duties on October 1, 
it was stated. /

’ Sixty-one cases were handled by 
the Section during the month of 
June, the majority coming to at
tention through police stations. 
Fifty were new cases. Ten stations 

\seht in cases, the greatest number, 
22, coming through the Louza 
Station.
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Flour And Wheat

Business in native flour showed improve
ment in the market yesterday as the out- 
port dealers started to purchase small 
shipments for transportations after a 
three weeks* absence from the floor be
cause of a lack of cash and the .crisis 
in North China.

Local dealers bought fractionally yes
terday. The second-grade product was 
still quoted at $4.65 in cash. Foreign 
flour was not in the market.

There was slight trading in native 
wheat, while the wheat holders refused 
to sell their goods at cheaper quotations 
due to the new high tax on transporta
tion here from the interior. The opera
tors were reluctant to absorb, and no big 
business was done' during the day. Jap
anese mills bought a few hundred bags, 
and the price was higher than the pre
ceding day’s final rate.
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Rice Market
■---- - in the market
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Rice Market '
The selling rate of second-grade white 

rice was higher iu the market yesterday 
and a satisfactory business was done 
during the day, miainly because the market 
could be closed for business until Tuesday 
on the occasion of a bank holiday. 
Of deaIe?Jx>u*hl a large amount 
of rice for stdfcs. Second-grade white 
rice was quoted at $20.40, or $0.20 above 
the previous closing price, while first- 
fhad€ whit? rice remained un-

j changed at $21 per picul.
hundred bags of rice were 

and railhT.irO“ interior truck

the “**
i «Business in provincial rice was also 
' i-h!y-n^tlVeu ln ihe market yesterday, and T. price showed firmness during the day.

rec?ived a small shipment of 
th riCe- from Nankin«’ and Wuhu,
$0 30 f risinfir by in>m <0-20 to $0.30 and the total sales during the dav 
ken * e“tlnmtetl at 4,000 bags. y
thf IS N^.i”teriOr b1yere dominated 
ine maritet, Nanking provincial rice was 
quote« at »17 and Wuhu provlndd H« 

” Ji5-’® to il6-7<>. «• «?20 aitoie 
the preceding day's dosing rate Low 
MM0 ’HuS q“Oted “ ,rom
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Flour And Wheat 1
Flour trading in yesterday’s market 

remained narrow, while the outports were 
inactiv4"”*awaiting financial improvement 
when the banks re-open for business on 
Tuesday. The mills still refused, to accept 
cheque orders from both local and outport 
buyers. _ Local operators were also re- 

' luctant to buy. The price of second-grade 
producF stood at $4.65 in cash, while 
an unofficial price °f flour was quoted 

■ at $5, payment in order cheque, but no 
i business was recorded.

Although there was a large shipment 
1 of newly-harvested wheat brought here 
from growing centers in Nanking and 
Wuhu, the selling price of native wheat 

: was very steady, because the holders 
transported their goods directly to godowns. 
None "ci this wheat was supplied 
to the market for liquidation. The mills 
are keeping a large quantity of foreign 
wheat in stock.

Local buyers bought about 1,000 bags 
of Nanking newly-harvested rrative wheat 
at $6.5?.

J



June 30, 1939 Homing Translation

Shun Rao, bin Wan Rao, Morning Leader, Hwa Pao, Chinese- 
American laily News »-

THE RICE SITUATION

As rice shops and dealers have failed to 
observe the market regulations and carxy on transactions 
privately with the result that the price of rice is not 
uniform, the Bean and Bice Market Control Committee held 
a. meeting of rice merchants at 11.30 a.m.^ygsterday at 
the Changshu San Ching Yuen Restaurant ( ),
Foochow Road. Airing the meeting, discussions took place 
regarding a revision of the market regulations so that 
all the merchants would have to observe them.

It is learned that a satisfactory result 
was reached at the meeting.

A reporter of the Sin Sun News Agency made 
enquiries from the rice market and learned that the
price of rice again dropped yesterday by from 10 cents 
to 30 cents. Officials of the S.M.C. are visiting the 
rice market every day to supervise the sales and names 
of rice merchants or shops that are found to have raised 
the price of rice are sent to the Council. They will 
be fined according to the regulations* The officials 
ere attaching great importance to the limited price, 
but as an order for 3,000 tons of Saigon rice has been 
arranged, there will be no fearcf a shortage of rice 
in Shanghai.

The Sin Sun News Agency has learned that 
the price of rice will soon drop for the following
rea sons I-
(1) Rice now 

at least ________
(2) Some 5,000 piculs of rice are being 

Shanghai every day.
¿B%e Autumn rice hairvest is hopeful, 
new harvest will arrive on the market 
An order for foreign rioe has been arranged. 
It is reported that the S.M.C. will again lower the 
fixed price of rlae.

shops will laststored in local godovns or 
three months.

,3, 
4 6
6

transported to l i
after two months.
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RiceSîïüafion Now Easier 
In Shanghai Markets

Downward Trend Developed Since Last Week-end 
As Traders Have Begun To Unload Stocks As 

Plenty New Supplies Arrive From Interior
i Following efforts made by. the 
i F.M.C. and the S.M.C. to regulate 
! prices on which unofficial open 
market transactions are to be con
ducted, the local rice market has 
developed a downward trend since, 
last week-end. A steadier under-1 
tone, however, was being maintain-1 
ed, it was reported yesterday.

Reacting to the restrictions, rice 
market speculators who previously 

: had been, absorbing heavily, have 
i begun to unload their heavy stocks, 
I thus tending to bring about the 
| downward trend. On the. other1 
'.hand, rice merchants / generally, 
anticipating heavy shipments of 
cereals from the inland areas, are 
now less inclined. to renew heavy 
stocktaking.

I *

Arrivals from, the inland areas 
yesterday totalled only around 
2,400 bags of white rice, and these 
were traded in by local merchants 
to meet their scattered demands. 
Prices for first, medium and lower 
quality cereals sustained losses- of 
from 20 to 50 cents yesterday, dur
ing the Closing sessions. First 
quality Changshu rice were quoted 
at $20.80, medium quality cereals 
at $20.30, arid lower grade cereals 
at $19.80. Only around 5.000 bags 
changed hands during the day. Local 
rice merchants circles expressed 
the belief yesterday that the down
ward trends in the rice market 
would continue.

Saigon Order
Orders for 3,000 tons of second- 

grade Saigon rice, meanwhile, have 
been placed by local rice dealers [ 
with Louis Dreyfus and Company, i 
and delivery is expected to be made 
sometime in the latter part of July, 
it was reported yesterday. Prices 
were quoted at $20.40 per ^^ ac
cording to the report.
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Rice Market
The selling rate of white nee was 

weak in the market yesterday and, no big 
business was done during the day’s trad
ing because of the lack of cash. A 
large amount of fresh rice supplies was 
bought here from the interior, and the 
total shipment was estimated at 6,060 bags.

Trading in whi*e rice was slight yes
terday, although the rate was reduced 
lower, because the outport buyers were 
inactive in absorbing the grains. Local 
dealers were also reluctant to buy. As 
a result, the first-grade white rice was 
quoted at $20.60, or $0.40 below the pre
vious closing rate, and the second-grade 
stood at $20.30 per picul.

Owing to closure of accounts at the 
end of the month, business in provincial 
rice was very slight yesterday, and the 
price was weak on the market. Local 
buyers were not interest in buying during 
the hot season, and the interior buyers 
bought only a small amount of Nanking 
rice at $17 per pieuL The total sales 
in the day reached 2,000 bags of various 
kinds of provincial rice.
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Flour And Wheat
With local Chinese banks continuing tc 

restrict the withdrawal of deposits, the 
purchases of native flour remained small 
on the market yesterday. The jW 
refused to accept the wei wah chec’a from 
both the local and outport buyers. Out- 
port operators were not m the market ■ 
yesterday and waited for financial im- 
provement. Local dealers bought small f 
amounts with payment m cash. The, 
second-grade product was still quoted a 
$4.65 per bag. ...The market received a large shipment 
of newly-harvested native wheat from the 
interior yesterday, but no business was re
corded in market, because all the opera
tors were reluctant to buy for stock. The 
Japanese mills, however, bought 1,000 bags 
of newly-harvested wheat at $6.53.

1 n 9 1 Q*lyôiû

'fi



Morning Leader, China Evening News (June 27)

Str,C, ENDEAVOURS TO CONTROL PRICE OF RICE

According to information from reliable 
sources, the price of rice had been decreasing following 
the enforcement of a price limit of $21 per picul by the 
S.M.C. on June 23; however, the Rice Market Control 
Committee of the seven rice trade organizations arbitrarily 
fixed the price of various grades of rice on June 24. The 
Coranittee openly prevented the price of rice from going 
down.

The S.M.C. promulgated the price of rice on 
\ the afternoon of June 22, On June 23, the market price 

of S ochow rice fell to $20.40 or $20.50, but on June 24 
trie Rice Market Control Committee arbitrarily fixed the 
price of Soochow, ¡«¿u ins an and Changshu rice at ^20.80, 
thereby causing a rise of some $0.30 per picul. The price 
of irfsrior grades of rice, therefore, also increased by 
20 or 30 cents. For the sake of maintenance of peace and 

order in the Foreign Settlements and of ths livelihood of 
the 5,000,000 inhabitants, such facts should be revealed so 
as to draw the attention of the authorities of the Settlements 

According to the Sing Sung News Agency, the 
Food Committee of the S.M.C. held a meeting at 2 p.m. 
yesterday and the following decisions were reached »- 
(1) That in order to stabilize the rioe market, the impor

tation of rice should first be regulated.
(2) That officials be sent to the rice mart to advise dealers 

to observe the price limit.
(3) That rioe dealers be encouraged to procure rice for 

Shanghai.
A reporter ascertained that the figures of the 

third stock-taking of rice issued by the Bean and Rice Trade 
Guild yesterday are 436,427 bags, less by 87,395 bags 
compared with the figures of the previous stock-taking.

During the past few days, rice has been 
arriving here in ample quantities^ On June 26 more titan 
4,000 begs arrived frdn Nankong and on June 27 some 4,000 
bags also came to Shanghai*
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Shanghai Councils Act 
To Limit Price Whereat

Rice Can Be Sold Here
Approval Given To Posting Of Notice Limiting Price 

Of First Quality Rice At $21 Per Zar; Action 
Taken In Interests Of Public

EXPLANATION GIVEN REGARDING CAUSES 
BEHIND RECENT SOARING FIGURESIn response to a petition by local rice merchants, the Shanghai Municipal Council and the French Municipal Administration have decided to exercise their powers to fix maximum prices at which rice may be sold in the city.As from to-day the price of first qualify white rice must not exceed $21 per zar, and the price of See Mee is not to exceed$17 per zar.

The two Councils have given 
their approval to the posting in the 
Rice Market of a notice in the fol- 
lowing terms:

i “After consultation between the 
Rice Guilds and the Shanghai 

f Municipal Council and the French 
a Municipal Administration, the 

price, until further notice, of 
first-grade rice is not to exceed 
$21 per zar, and the price of See 
Mee is not to exceed $17 per zar.

“Any prices over and above 
these prices will not be recognis
ed by the Guilds and should be 
reported to the Police.**

Previous Anxiety
The meteoric rise in prices of 

cereals during the past fortnight had 
; caused grave anxiety among local 
.rice merchants and the general 
public as a whole. A little over a 
fortnight, ago, prices for first-grade 
rice were quoted at around $17.50, 
but since then the rising trends had 
developed unchecked until prices 
firmed up to $22 on the eve of the 
Dragon Boat Festival.

Although the S.M.C. and the 
F.M.C. had declared themselves to 
be unwilling to interfere with open 
market transactions, it has now been 
decided, in the interests of the,gen-? 
eral public, to fix the price for 
first-grade rice at $21 p^r- zar. It 
will be recalled that gfave ahxiety 
was expressed a few days ago fha^ 
the rising trehd had yet to reach; 

pts zenith unless the two foreign 
(municipal authorities stepped in to 

check speculations and profiteering. { 

Merchants Explain
Explaining what appeared to be 

the causes of the recent rise, local 
rice merchants stated that the Tien
tsin and Kulangsu incidents had 
caused general apprehension among 
the local populace who, as a result, 
had been buying heavily. On the 
other hand, restrictions on the sales 
of foreign exchange, and the cur
rent depreciation of Chinese na
tional currency has made it impos- ' 
sible for dealers to import Saigon; 
rice to sell at a profit. Speculators, 
therefore, had become active, and 
had practically dominated the un
official open market transactions by 
refusing to unload, but had continu
ed to absorb the local stocks of rice, 
thus rocketing the price.

No Shortage Expected
There is no anxiety that Shanghai 

¡will face an immediate shortage of 
rice, it was stated in local rice deal
ing circ|.es yesterday. Heavy ship
ments have continued to arrive in 
Shanghai from inland areas. Up till 
last Week-end, local holders had in 
stocks a total of 523,822 bags of 
rice, according to a statement issued 
by the Shanghai Rice Guild yester
day. Apart from this quantity, it 

rWas also estimated that local rice 
merchants (the retailers) have still* 
available t stocks totalling around 
600,000 bags. ,
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Flour And Wheat
Tlio selling price of native flour WJJ weak^ii the market yesterday, 

business was done during the day » 
The lull was ascribed to the *®tion ¡J* 
local Chinese banka in restricting the 
withdrawal of deposits.

Owing to a higher rate of Wd-Wah, 
(discount on order cheque), the outport 
buyers were reluctant to buy for trans 
poitaUon. The Wel-Wah rate movedJP 
to '1100 for 11.000 yesterday. Local 
operators bought a few thousand bags at 
a reasonable price and paid in cash. The 
foreign flour “Double Eagle” was <iuoted 
at 15.05 in order cheque, or 10.10 below

1 Tuesday’s dosing rate.The market continued to receive a large 
shipment of newly-harvested native wheat 
from Nanking, ' Soochow and Kuanahan 
by junk yesterday, and the market price 
was very quiet. The mill* were still not 

i int »rested in absorbing for stocks. Local 
I buyer* were reluctant to buy because of 
a lack of cash. The nawly-harvected wheat 
was quoted at |7.03 per bag, and only 
few hundred bags were purchased during 
the day’s trading.
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T4IHTKU SripaPO

"SHANGHAI CITY GPVBRNLENT REQUESTS THE S.M.C, AND THE 
F.M.C, TO DEAL WITH FROFimRiNG'RICR MERCHANTS"

The price of rice has been 
going up since June 2» On June 20 it reached as 
high as $23 per picul. This is a menace to the livelihood 
of the people. For this reason, the Social Bureau of 
the Shanghai City Government made an investigation and 
found that the high price of rice was caused by rice 
dealers in the International Settlement and the French 
Concession who are centering riM.

On A>ne 22 Mayor Fu of the 
Shanghai City Government sent a letter to the S.M.C. and 
the F.M.C. requesting them to deal with the rice merchants 
who are attempting to make profit by cornering rice. 
The Mayor also sent a letter to the Anhuei Provinicial 
Government inquiring into the price of rioej he will 
purchase rice from the province to solve the rice problem.

The letter

The following is the letter 
addressed to the S.M«C. and the F.M.C. by Mayor Fu4-

Rice is ah indispensable 
foodstuff of the people, rich or poor. According to 
information received, there are more than 3,000,000 piculs 
of rioe in Shanghai but the price of rioe is increasing 
daily due to unlawful speculation by rice brokers. For 
this reason, I hope that you will suppress the unlawful 
activities of profiteers and make every possible effort 
to solve the rioe problem.

The Q.M.C, and the F.M.C. fix price of rice and will 
deal wiia offenders '

At the request of the Shanghai 
City Government the S»MlC. and the F.M.C« summoned rioe 
dealers in the Foreign Settlements and discussed with them 
the price of rioe.

As a result, the conference 
decided to fix the price of the best quality rice at $21 
per picul and $17 for the second grade rice and that persons violating the above decision are to be dealt with 
severely«

According to the above resolution, 
the authorities of the Foreign Settlements will issue 
warning to all rice dealers to the above effect on June 23.



June 21, 1939. Morning Translation.

Morning leader* Sin Wan Rao, Shun Pao* Hwa 1*80* Chinese» 
American Daily New st

THS.PRICE Off BIGS V APPEAL TO g.M.C. ffQR AQTION

The unusual rise in the price of rice is 
being caused through manipulation by speculators.

At 11 a.m. yesterday» the Bean and Bice Trade 
Guild* the Rice Hong Owners' Guild and other rice trade 
bodies detailed Chen Tse-ye (fx J« }, Chu Tse-hsiang 
( iMfJr )> Wu Zien-keng ( and Chang Nian-eien
(T ) to call on Mr» T.K. Ho, Chinese Deputy Secretary 
or the S.M.C., and to report to the S.M.c. the cause of the 
rise in the price of rice and to request the authorities 
of the Settlement to suppress manipulation* to regulate the 
importation of rice and to adopt effective measures to 
stabilize the price of rice. Mr. T.K. Ho promised to refer 
the matter to the Rice Provisions Control Committee for 
investigation.

The price of first class Changahu rice rose 
’®^,to over $22 yesterday. The mart will be closed to»day 
x-^and to-morrow on account of the Dragon Boat Festival and 

will resume operations on June 23.
The Market Control Committee at 3 p»m. yesterday 

assembled various rice hongs and shops to a meeting and 
advised them to stabilize the rice price so as to maintain 
the food supplies of the people.

A representative of the rice trade stated 
that as the rice trade is not in a position to check the 
price* the Settlement authorities be requested to devise 
effective measures.

a There is now a stock of 523*822 bags of rice
»lin addition to private holdings. The total quantity of 
glriae is estimated at 2*000*000 bags. Besides* rice is 
■laiso arriving from the producing areas. There is no reason 
Elto worry about supplies.

i
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Rice Situation Locally Is 
Steadily Getting Worse

Another Increase Yesterday Brings Price To New 
iecord’ Authoi-ities Asked To Adopt Some

•y. Method Of Control; Supplies Are Abundant
An impossible situation exists in 

Shanghai now. The city is full of 
rice, and yet the price of rice is 
at , a record high—$21.80 per “zar.ni 
Rice is being steadily imported into 
Shanghai because of the high prices! 
it is fetching here.

The price yesterday continued to 
be unsteady and high. After soar
ing to $21.70 per “zar” on Monday, 
it dropped to $21.50 yesterday and 
then reached a new high at $21.80. 
Meanwhile local Chinese in the two 
foreign areas have been purchasing 
large quantities of rice, fearing that 
the prices will continue to rocket. 
However, it is generally believed 
that the, situation will have improv
ed considerably when the rice 
market re-opens on Friday after the 
Dragon Boat Festival holiday.

According to reports, a petition 
has been submitted by local Chin
ese rice merchants to the Shang-1 
hai Municipal Council and also to j 
the French authorities requesting 
these bodies to regulate the prices 
of rice imported into Shanghai. The 
Councils are also requested to per
suade rice dealers to unload theirj 
stocks and have been asked to deal 
in cereals themselves, in order to 
regulate and lower the price and 
to sell their rice to the poorer 

| Chinese.
Questioned about this petition, 

'a responsible member of the S.M.C. 
i stated that he had not seen it, and 
that he had no knowledge of it hav
ing reached the Council yet. How
ever, he considered it possible that 

¡the petition was being translated 
and had not, as yet, been brought 
before the competent officials.

Yesterday the Food and Supplies 
Committee was stated to be care
fully studying the whole rice prob
lem, but it had not made any deci
sion yet. The present question is 
a much more difficult one for the 
Council to deal with than the short
age of 1937, when the Council had 
large supplies of rice itself, and 
could, therefore, more easily regu
late the prices of rice here.

Available Stocks
Available stocks of rice yesterday 

totalled 523,822 bags, showing a de
crease of 43,766 bags as compared 
with last week-end, according to an 
investigation made by the Shanghai 
Provision Dealers* Guild.

Local rice merchants are much 
concerned by trends, and have been 
exchanging views regarding preven
tive measures.

The rise in prices has been caused 
by big speculators who have been 
absorbing heavily. But shipments 
of rice into Shanghai have continu
ed steadily, and there does not ap
pear to be any possibility of Inter
ruption. Daily arrivals are report
ed; to total around 4,000 bags from 
the inland cities (along Nanking- 
Shanghai Railway).

Besides the available stocks of 
rice investigated by the Shanghai 
Provision Dealers Guild, there are 
'reported to be over 500,000 bags of 
rice with local rice merchants. 
There appears to be no reason, 
therefore for the rocketing of 
prices, except that it has been caus
ed by speculation pnd profiteering.

Reacting to the rising trends on 
the previous day, prices for first 
quality white rice (Cbangshu rice) 
dropped to $21.50 yesterday, while 
medium and lower quality rice were 
quoted at $20 and $17, respectively. 
This drop said due to big operators, 
who, instead of continuing to absorb, 
unloaded heavily when the market 
opened yesterday causing the mar
ket . to react rather nervously.

The rice market will be closed 
for two days beginning to-day, on 
the; occasion of the Dragon Boat 
Festival, and reopen for unofficial 
open market transactions on Fri
day.

The Shanghai First Special Dis
trict Citizens Federation has peti
tioned the Shanghai Chamber of 
Commerce to take suitable measur
es to cope with the local rice mar
ket situation. It has proposed the 

| following:— (1) that an investigation 
[be started to ascertain the cause of 
I the rising trends, and to punish the 
i guilty speculators, (2) to officially 
¡fix the prices on which transactions 
¡are to be based; (3) to take measur- 
les to régulate the supplies and de- 
Jmands, and generally to ease the 
¡local market conditions.
| It is generally anticipated among 
¡local rice merchants that the rice 
¡situation will have improved con
siderably when the market trans- 
i actions resume on Friday. Heavy 
shipments are expected from the in- 
iterior. A good harvest is expected 
to be had within the next two 
months or so, in the outlying areas 

| of Shanghai, particularly in Poo- 
tung, where the rice is to be har
vested shortly. This will aid mate
rially in swelling the available 
stocks of rice in this city, it was 
stated. i
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Rice Market
Because of the higher Belling price of 

white rice in the last few days, trading 
in white rice was very narrow early 
yesterday, with the operators awaiting 
improvement. The market received only 
700 bags of white rice from the interior 
yesterday brought by truck and rail. No 
supplies were brought here by junks.

Because of the Dragon Boat Festival 
today and tomorrow, during which days 
the market will be closed, local dealers 
bought a considerable amount of white 
rice for preservation^

Outport dealers vfaTre reluctant to buy 
as the price continued to rise in the 
market yesterday. Price of various kinds 
of white rice' moved up by from $0.20 
to $0.30 per picul. The market will begin 
liquidation on Friday.

The price of provincial rice was irre
gular in the market yesterday, and a brisk 
demand was shown by all the dealers. 
The market also received a considerable 
amount of fresh rice supplies from Nan
king, Wuhu and other growing centers.

With the weather becoming warm from 
time being, rice holders were reluctant to 
keep their goods in godowns where it 
would be spoiled, and made their price 
increases very small. Woosung and Pao- 
shing buyers bought 3,000 bags of pro
vincial rice for transportation.

The total, sales during the day were 
estimated at 5,000 bags of Nanking and 
Wuhu provincial rice, the former being 
quoted at $18 and the latter at $16.50. 
The interior dealers bought 1,000 bags 
of second-grade Wuhu provincial' rice at 
$14.80, or $0.20 above the previous closing 
rate.
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U strong- buying tendency was displayed 
yesterday by dealers hoping to benefit ny 
higher prices in the future. The mnls, 
however, cheeked speculative manipulations 
by refusing to release native flour for 
liquidation. The price of second-grade 
produdt native flour for local buyers con
sequently rose to $4.65 in cash.

Reranse the mills kept the selling price 
higher, both North China and South Sea 
operators were reluctant to buy for trans
portation, and the selling price for out- 
port buyers stood at $4.96, paid in order 
cheque. Foreign flour attracted outport 
dealers in the market yesterday, but the 
rate was quoted high at $4.90 and only 
fractional purchases were recorded.

The market received a large shipment 
। of newly-harvested native wheat from Nan
king, Sooehow and Kuans han yesterday. 
Although the mills were not in the market, 
the selling price was very firm, while 
local buyers and wheat holders absorbed 
actively.

Local buyers also bought 14 trucks of 
native wheat from "the growing centers 
in the ¡Shanghai-Nanking Railway area 
at $7.03 for both Taiyang and Sooehow 
wheat.
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S.M.C. Studying 
Rice Situation

Present High Prices 
Said Resulting from! 
Manipulations

Following a call made on Mr. T. K. 
Ho, Deputy Secretary of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council, by four representa
tive vice merchants, the S. M. C. Food 
Committee held a meeting yesterday 
afternoon to devise measures whereby 
the increase in the local prices of rice I 
could be checked. No definite deci- i 
sion has been reached, however, and 
the four suggestions submitted by the i 
deputation, regarding the creation of 
larger sources of supply, the fixing 
of the price, the re-organization of 
the weight and distribution, systems 
and a stricter S. M. C. control over 
the rice market in order to prevent 
profiteering, are at present Being 
studied by the committee which will 

| meet again before the end of the 
| week.

Meanwhile, manipulators became 
more cautious yesterday, when it was 
learned that some official action may 
be taken in fixing the price of this 
essential commodity and they bought 
only smaller lots for future deliveries, 
presumably awaiting the outcome of 

. Friday’s meeting.
Rumours current in the past few '■ 

days, according to which existing 
stocks of rice were very small, were 
discounted by reliable sources yester
day, where it was stated that over 

i 2,000,000 bags of rice were available 
I at the present, with more arriving 

each day.
The best quality is at present being 

sold at $21 per picul as against the 
former price of $14 which had been 
set by the Price Fixing Commission 
some months ago. The sudden rise 
occurred when, unable to enforce a • 
price increase of $1 per picul, the 
Commission was dissolved some time 
ago.
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Traders Here Said Planning! 
Commodity Price Fixing Body
Official Confirmation Of Proposal Lacking 

While Many Merchants Reject Scheme

The organization of a price-] 
fixing committee to regulate general 
commodity prices under Settlement 
and Concession authorities has i 
been proposed by Shanghai! 
merchants in an attempt to check • 
rising living cost here, it was 
learned in Chinese trading circles • 
yesterday.

While confirmation of the report ■ 
could not be obtained at official i 
circles yesterday, well-informed 
quarters believed that such a com
mittee, even if granted official 
sanction, would not achieve the | 
results desired.

The same quarters pointed to 
the dismal failure of the price fix
ing committee of the Rice and 
Bean Association here as an 
example, adding that the proposed 
committee would be totally in
capable of handling the situation 
here.

Committee Fails

Proposal Not Favored
Merchants * interviewed by The 

China Press expressed the opinion 
that file proposed committee would 
not be able to carry out its pro- 

! jected plans. Unanimously they 
•stated that the solution at present 
was “to rid the city of speculators”. 

[ The consensus of opinion in
dicated that these “speculators” 

i were tt^e parties moist responsible 
Jpr the mounting costs of all com- 

| modifies in the Settlement and 
Concession, especially of rice and 
flour despite the huge stock of 

I these commodities which is still 
! held in the foreign areas.

Meanwhile, the price of rice con
tinued its upward trend yesterday, 

i The best rice was still quoted at 
all retailers at $21.80, an increase 
of another 20 cents as compared 

| with Tuesday’s quotation.
Call At S.M.C.The committee organized by rice 

merchants here, it was recalled, 
I was formed by wholesalers and 
retailers in the trade in an attempt 
to check the rising cost of grain. 
Following its organization, it issued 
many letters to members of the 

i sponsoring association, counselling 
the maintenance of a $14 per picul 
price.

About a month ago, however, 
admitting its inability to main
tain prices, the committee dissolved 
itself atv a time when the cost of 
rice had reached far beyond the 
$14 quotation.

According to the plans of local 
, merchants who proposed the 
organization of the commodity 
price-fixing committee, this body 
was expected to take suitable action 
to check the current wave of price 
soaring and to carry out the re
gistration of the stocks of all 

I merchandise in the city.

| Several representatives of the 
! Rice and Bean Association called 
i at the S.M.C. in the afternoon to 
' present the merchants’ proposal 
that more rice be brought in from

I the grain producing areas in the 
interior and that speculation of 
unscrupulous dealers here be 

| drastically curbed.
They also requested that a super- 

j visor of the rice market be appoint- 
i ed by the Council in an attempt 
| to check further speculation, it was 
learned.

While only about 3.000 bags of 
rice arrived in the foreign-admin- 

I istered areas yesterdav optimism 
j was expressed in informed circles 
that Japanese restrictions against 
the shipment of the grain from 

t occupied areas might soon be re- 
, leased. K
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THE RICE SITUATION

As a result of enormous hoardings by 
speculators, the price of rice has now broken all records. 
At the opening of the bean and rioe mart, first class 
Changshu rice rose to a new level of $21.70 per picul.

In spite of the advice given by the Market 
Control Committee to buyers not to speculate in rice, the 
prices continued to rise due to manipulatipn by speculators. 
The Market Control Committee has submitted a report to the 
Bean er d Rice Trade ^uild. 

The Guild declares that the rise in the 
price of rice is due to manipulation by speculators and 
a report to this effect has been made to the authorities 
of the International Settlement and the French Concession 
with a request that the following effective measures be 
adopted |-
1) To suppress manipulation of the rice market by speculators 
2) To regulate the importation of rice from tie interior

in order to maintain the food supplies of Shanghai* 
Various rice trade leaders have held an 

informal meeting. The conclusion was reached that they 
are unable to do anything more to cope with the rice 
situation but hope the authorities of the Settlements 
will devise good measures. The Rice Control Committee 
has been urged to advise the rice dealers to dispose of 
their stocks. The Committee yesterday exhorted the 
105 rice hongs and shops to stabilize the price, regulate 
rice importation and not to hoard rice. About 3,500 
bags of rice arrived from Changchow and tyuinsan yesterday.

According to a prominent rice dealer, the 
present increase in the price of rice is most unexpected 
for it is dangerous to store rice during summer season. 
It is said that rice hoarders are not bona fide rice 
dealers. There is now a rice stock of more than 500,000 
bags in Shanghai, in addition to some 500,000 bags already 
ordered. So there is no need to worry about rice 
supplies for Shanghai. If hoarding can be suppressed, 
the price will naturally go down. It is hoped that 
the authorities or the Settlements will take action, 
otherwise there will be further increase in price.
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Price of Rice Hits I

New Record '
Chinese May Ask Council
To Take Action ; Increase 
Due to Manipulators

Hope is expressed in Chinese cir
cles in Shanghai that the Settlement 
authorities should do something now 
to check the sudden increase in the • 
price of rice as a result of the ■ 
alleged manipulation by those who I 
hold large ready stock. First grade 
rice is being-sold at $21 or more for !

■ a picul, à price nevër quoted in 
Shanghai for rice for about a decade, | 
and it is still following an upward j 
trend.

It is pointed out that the price was 
i Only once qtioted at about $20 or 
< more many years* ago when two 
• governors of Chekiang and Kiangsu 
J were at war and that even when the 
\ Shanghai hostilities were at their 
I height more than a year ago when 
. rice riots broke out here rice was 
; sold for not more than $14. The 
•; officially fixèd price of $14 has long 
been exceeded and without the opera
tion, of the Price Fixing Committee ■ 
manipulators are reported to have 
been active.

It is stated by the Chinese press 
that the sudden increase in price 
jduring the past few days is the result 
jdf big purchases made by manipula
tors who are trying to control the 
.market disregarding the welfare of 
the general public. When the rice 
market was opened for daily business 

I on Saturday those in charge of the 
(market were forced to close business 
(earlier -because while buyers were 
shouting for rice, sellers were reluct
ant to sell. Rice merchants are ex
pected to meet soon to discuss the 

( serious situation.
Cattle Market Dispute

Chinese reports state that the dead- 
• lock between pig dealers and authori- 
hies of the new Shanghai Cattle 
; Market in Hongkew, which has 
■ monopolized the pig transportation 
• business resulting m the price of 
pork being increased, may be settled 

; if the principles for settling the dis
pute laid down by authorities con
cerned are accepted and carried put. 
A settlement will mean a reduction 

■ in prices.
Freedom of transportation of pigs 

; from north Kiangsu districts to 
§ Shanghai is one of the principles 
maintained, it is stated. In this con
nection. it will be recalled, the new 
market announced many weeks ago 
that all steamers carrying pigs to 
Shànghai must be appointed by the 
market As appointed steamers car
ried pigs to the new market with 
which -pig dealers operating south 

. of the creek refuse to co-operate 
supplies have decreased and hence 
the increase of price.

Another principle is to let pig 
Î dealers have their own choice of 
¡leaving their pigs to the care of pig 
hongs m Shanghai not necessarily thé 

j new market. If these two principles 
are accepted and carried out by the 

¡parties to the dispute then thé deal- 
i ers, who once called a strike as a 
protest against the monopoly, will 
resume full operations and an ade
quate supply ot pigs will then be 
obtained.
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Speculators Held 
Responsible For 
Mounting Rice Costs
Oram speculators in the city 

were believed to be “cashing in” 
again over the weekend as prices 
of rice continued mounting yes
terday.

The best rice, quoted on 
Saturday at $20.40 was sold for 
20 cents above that figure yes
terday, while corresponding in
creases were also noted in 
Changsha, Wusih and Sung- 
kiang rice.

While some quarters were of 
the opinion that the rising cost 
was due to the diminishing im
ports from the rice-producing i 
areas, informed circles pinned I 
the blame entirely on local ! 
speculators who had been 
hoarding the grain in order to 
manipulate the market.

The Rice and Bean Guild 
was reported to be seeking the 
aid of SM.C. officials, stating 
that it was helpless in dealing 
with the present crisis.

The present stock of rice in 
Shanghai was reported to total 
more than 500,000 bag§ by the 
Guild.
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Changsha White
Rice Price Hits

Record Of $20.40
Shooting up to a price not 

seen on the local market since 
the outbreak of hostilities in 
1937, Changshu white rice yes
terday was being sold for the 

i unprecedented sum of $20.40 
! per picul, outstripping the pre- 
j vious day’s quotation by 70 

cents.
I other kinds of rice gained 
| from $0.30 to $0.60 a picul, 
! mainly as the result of smaller 
arrivals of rice in this city.

For full details on the ever- 
more-serious situation, turn to 
the Financial Page of The 
China Press today.
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Flour And Wheat
Owing to the blockade of the British 

Concession in Tientsin by the 
authorities. North China dealers remained 
inactive in the flour market y^terday, 
awaiting improvement. Slight business 
was done in the market yesterday and 
the price remained steady.

Local buyers'* were also reluctant t<> buy. 
Owing to the low rate ofi Chinese national 
currency,- the mills refused to offer the 
“Wealthy God” at «4.70 to the South See 
and demanded $4.80 irv order cheque. A 
«mall amount was bought for transporta- 
l°No large business was done in the 

market yesterday, and the rate of second- 
grade nativFflour remained unchanged at 
«4.80/ Foreign wheat was not in the 
market yesterday.

A large shipment of newly-harvested 
native wheat was brought here yesterday 
from the growing centers in Nanking and 
the interior, but most of the wheat was 
sent to godowns instead of being offered 
in the market for liquidation, because 
of the low quotations in the market re
cently. _ .After Swatow’s purchase of a con
siderable amount on Thursday, the holders 
kept their price high in selling yesterday. 
No business^ however, was done, and 
Nanking newly-harvested native wheat 
stood at «6.60 per bag.

No official rate for the various kinds 
of newly-harvested native flour was re
corded in the market, because the Chin
ese mills were not interested in buying for
stocks

The foreign wheat was not quoted in the 
market yesterday, because of the higher 
rate of foreign exchange.
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Price Oi Rice 
Sets Record 
For AH Time
Speculators Busy On 

Cereal Front, Make 
Enormous Profit

PLENTY OF SUPPLIES
BEING HOARDED

Danger Of Unrest Among 
Chinese Populace Seen

If Rise Continues
Rising on a renewed wave of 

speculations, prices for first quality white rice yesterday hit the record new level of $21.70, j with the rocketing trends still unchecked. The supervisory committee of the Shanghai Rice ; Market declared its inability to | control the speculative activities over the week-end, which they attributed to the operations of big speculators outside the unofficial open market.
Local Chinese rice merchants 

have sent -a pet.^ion to the Shang
hai Municipal Council and the 
French Municipal Council urging*} 
that measures be promptly adopted 1 
to check and control speculations | 
in the local rice market.

During last week-end, prices for ' 
first quality white rice ruled steady { 
at $19.50, as compared with $17.50 s 
nearly' two weeks ago. However, on 
Sunday* big operators continued to 
absorb heavily, while refusing .«to 
unload, with the result that prices 
touched the record high of $21.70 
yesterday. Shipments of rice frpmî 
the island cities to Shanghai have 
declined somewhat, it was stated, 
and this partially reacted bn the 
market trends.

May Cause Unrest .
Commen?ing"*m)the^iti.iatioti, 

local rice merchants stated that the 
$21.70 price level was something 
unprecedented, but indicated that 
Unless general profiteering can be 
successfully checked, the zenith of 
the rising trend has yet to be 
reached. Regarding the general 
far-reéching effects of profiteering 
and speculations among unscrupul- ; 
ous rice dealers, attention has been 
drawn to the possibility of an in-1 
crease of social unrest among the" 
'Working classes, of the local popu
lace, and unless the municipal 
authorities of the two foreign areas, j 
take prompt action in good time, ) 
social peace and good order will 
be gravely endangered,

Medium and lower quality cereals 
also gained by around $1 yesterday, 
reacting in sympathy with the gen
eral rising trends. Of late un
founded rumours, had .also been] 
circulated by speculators for profit' < 
taking, and the local rice market | 
has been practically dominated by | rumour-mongeré who worked hand ' 
in glove with the speculators, itV 
was pointed out .by local rice mer- I 
chants.



Review Of Month
The following report on the rice 

situation for May is contained in 
the Police Report for that month:— 
During the month under review the 
prices of various grades of rice 
soared despite the continuous ar
rival of stocks from the producing 
areas. An increase ranging from 
$2.50 to $3.30 per “zar” was record
ed in the price of Chinese rice and 
an increase of $1.40 and $0.70 per 
bag in the price- of Saigon and 
Rangoon rice respectively. Increas
ed buying prices in the producing 
areas and manipulation and specula
tion by dealers were the chief rea
sons for the ' upward trend.
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Appeal Made 
For Council 
Rice Control
Committee Of S.M.C. |

Centers Attention 
On Situation

MANIPULATORS ARE 
SCORED BY PAPERS
Municipal Body Asked

To Censure Dealers, 
Bring In Rice

Petitioned by the Bean and Rice 
Association to take direct and 
forceful measures, including im
portations, to prevent further in
creases in the price of rice, it be
came known yesterday that Food 
and Supplies Committee of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council was 
directing an extraordinary degree 
of attention to the situation.

Several reports weekly on the 
rise in the cost to consumers of 
the city’s most important staple 
were being received by the 
committee instead of the single 
weekly report received under 
normal circumstances, but a 
spokesman said the matter of 
official price-fixing Was highly 
problematical, even improbable. 
It was pointed out that when the 

Council fixed the price of rice 
during the 1937 shortage it had 
imported large stocks, how, with 
no rice of its own, the Council felt 
it was not in position to act 
effectively, and might, should it 
fix a price, bring anbut a result 
contrary to the desired outcome.

Problem Tifcky
“It is a tricky thin¿ to interfere 

with supply and demand of one of 
the trickiest of commodities,” the 
spokesman amplified. “lit is a 
matter for experts. However, there 
are expert»- in the Food and Sup
plies committee, and, better, 
several of them were members bf 

‘ the committee in the 1937 crisis.”
At that time, it was pointed out, 

the Council acted under its broad 
discretionary powers to meet 
emergencies of all kinds.

A report from the Shanghai 
MunicirH Police yesterday said; 
that ’iur*ig May the prices of 
variou. „ des of rice soared de
spite con^iuous arrivals of stocks 
from the producing areas.

An increase ranging from $2.50 to 
i $3.39 per “zar” was recorded in 
price of Chinese rice and an in
crease of $1.40 and 70 cents per 
bag in the price of Saigon and 
Rangoon rice respectively.



Manipulation Charged 
“Increased buying prices in 

the producing areas and 
manipulation and speculation 
by dealers were the chief 
reasons for the upward trend/* 
the police report stated.

Simultaneously, it was re
ported that all business houses 
and families sufficiently pro
sperous to make large pur
chases had stocked up enough 
rice to last many months. 
Stocks in Shanghai were re
ported above 2,000,000 bags, 
500,000 bags being in the go- 
downs.
A report from Chinese sources 

that local merchants who 
obtained foreign exchange to buy 
Hee from Annam and Saigon were 
making enormous profits.

The Bean and Rice Association 
appealed to the Council to stop 
speculation and bring in rice from 
the interior 5 producing areas. Sun
day’s arrivals from Changchow 
and Quinsan amounted to only 3,- 
500 bags, far below normal.

Newspapers Aroused

Chinese newspapers generally are 
denouncing rice speculators. An 
editorial in the Sin Wan Pao 
attacked hoarders for “menacing 
the welfare of 5,000,000 Shanghai- 
l^nclers.”

The editorial continued:
“We see no reason for the rice 

dealers to raise their prices. The 
foreign exchange situation should 
not affect the rice market too 
much, in view of the fact that most 
of the rice came from points 
where foreign exchange is now 
needed.

“Despite the special taxes which 
the shippers from the rice-produc
ing areas must pay, shipments are 
still arriving in Shanghai. Toge
ther with the existing stock, there 
should be no shortage here.”

The editorial expressed the hope 
that Settlement authorities will 
take action against the “un
scrupulous” practices of the 
speculators.
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Rice Market
The market rate/of white rice was again 

irregular yesterday, while no demand was 
displayed in the morning session. The 
price weakened in the afternoon, first- 
grade Changsha white rice being quoted 
at $21.50, or $1.10 above the week-end’s 
closing rate. Other kinds of white rice 
moved up by from $0.30 to $0.50. but no 
big business was done during the day.

It was generally noted that the selling 
price of Changsha white rice was $6.10 
higher per picul than the maximum price 
set by the committees of Bean and ‘Rice 
Guild on May 10. The market received 
only 600 bags of white rice from the 
interior by rail and steamer yesterday. 
Owing to the lack of fresh supplies, the 
holders,kept the selling rates very firm in 
the morning.

Since the Japanese ban on the trans
portation of rice to Shanghai from 
Changshu, Wusih, Kuanshan and other 
rice centers, rice holders have been 
feverishly seeking further supplies in the 
area fringing the Shanghai-Nanking Rail
way.

Owing to closure of selling accounts 
on the Dragon Boat Festival tomorrow, 
the operators were reluctant to buy for 
stocks at a high rate, and slight business 
was recorded. According to an interview 
granted by a dealer in the market yester
day, the prices will remain irregular this 
week unless fresh supplies are brought 
here by junk.

Trading in provincial rice remained 
narrow in the market yesterday, and the 
price was very firm in the early session. 
The market received no supplies from 
the growing centers. The dealers were 
quiet, expecting lower rates for liquida
tion.

Local and interior buyers bought a small 
amount of Nanking provincial rice at 
$18 per picul, or $0.80 above the last 
week-end’s closing rate. Wuhu provincial 
rice stood at $17.30, while low-grade pro
vincial rice was sold at $16. The sates 
of various kinds of provincial rice during 
the day were estimated at 3,000 bags.
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(New Fruit Market is i 

Organized
Local Dealers Protest Against 
Monopolistic Project

While the Shanghai Cattle Market 
. has been organized in Hongkew to 
monopolize the pork and pig trans
portation business in Shanghai 
another new market is being estab
lished in Chapei by Japanese and 
“puppets'' for the purpose of con
trolling the sale of fruit and native 
products. The new organization is 
called the Shanghai Central Green • 
Fruit and Native Products Market.

It is reported that by co-operating! 
with Chinese fruit merchants here 
the Japanese have be> n able to 
organize the new market. in the old . 
warehouse of the Joint Savings 
Bank in Chapei with a capital of 
$1,000,000. Branch markets are to 
be established in Nantao near the 
French Bund, Tsaokadoo (western 
district) and Siccawei.

Managers of the more than 50 big 
fruit hongs which distribute fruits 
to retail dealers held a meeting on 
Thursday to oppose the new
organization. While denouncing the 
few fruit merchants who have 
participated in the new organization, 
those present at the meeting de- 

i cided not to have anything to do 
with the .new market.

Like the Shanghai Cattle Market, 
the new* fruit market is expected to 

i monopolize the transportation and 
। distribution of fruit in Shanghai 
which has been obtaining a regular 
supply from neighbouring districts, 
Fukien, Kwangtung and Tientsin. 
Many kinds of fruit t arrive from 
foreign countries. While Canton is 
an occupied area two important ' 
districts in Fukien, are closed to ' 
shipping unless with permission I 
from the Japanese military.
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RICE PRICES SOAR 
TO $19 LEVEL

Jump Due To Speculation 
And Not Exchange, Say 

Local Merchants
Speculative activities on the 

local rice market sent prices for 
first quality white rice up to the 
$19 level yesterday, while medium 
and lower quality cereals also re
acted in sympathy, it was learnt 
from local rice merchants.

_ On the plea that Chinese curren- * 
cy has depreciated in terms of for
eign exchange, it was further 
learnt, holders of rice stocks arbi
trarily fixed the prices for first | 
quality white rice at a little over . 
$19 yesterday. Such activities, it 
was stated in local rice circles, 
were not the result of any short
age of rice on the local market. 
Moreover, prices of Chinese rice 
have not been affected by foreign 
exchange, with which they have no 
relation, it was further1 stated.

The soaring of prices was the 
direct result and, solely due to 
speculation, it was stated. There 
were, up till yesterday, over 560,000 
bags of rice still available on the 
local market, while shipments into 
Shanghai from inland areas con
tinued to be heavy.

Local ride merchants yesterday 
expressed the hope that the F.M.C. 
and the S.M.C. authorities would 
take the necessary measures to 
prevent profiteering and specula
tion, which is jeopardizing the 
livelihood of thousands of the 
poor, and which in. turn might 
cause widespread social unrest.

-......... -------—
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Rising Prices:
The Authorities Reproached

To the Editor of the
‘•¡North-China (Daily News'’

Sir;—Publicity’s letter in your | 
columns this morning is timely and 
accurate. What he says is .absolutely : 
True, but what can we do about it. , 
Everybody knows that certain lucky 
employees are getting their pay in 
gold whereas local people are either 
getting nothing, or a mere 10, 15 or 
20 per cent. Increase in cost of living 
is about 65 per cent, thanks to all 
the profiteers we have around us.

I suppose rents are going ,UP m 
spite of the fact that summer is on 
us and landlords have no coal bills 
to pay. Maybe the Council can do 
something about everything, but it is 
a foregone conclusion that they will 
not except sanction every surcharge 
presented to them by utility concerns.

I priced some goods at local stores 
yesterday and in one well-known 
pharmacy everything has been raised 
50 per cent. Pay or go without 
That must be the slogan of every local 
shop today.

From the discrimination shown by 
most firms between local employees; 
and home staff by according the* 
former a small allowance and the, 
latter salaries on a gold basis, one ■ 
would think that only the home staff- 
are paying the increases and sur
charges. Probably they think that 
local employees know the art ot 
cheap living. We are facing a brick 
wall and the authorities do nothing 
because they do not care They are 
not suffering, so why should they 
worry about the less lucky ones who 
are! Tired Jane.
Shanghai, June 14.

I
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Flour And Wheat
The opening price of native flour con

tinued to rise in the market yesterday, 
and the second-grade product was quoted 
at $4.8ft to outport dealers by the mills. 
Because, of lack of supplies, mills refused 
to sell their goods at cheaper Quotations.

Although the rate was higher, and a 
large demand was witnessed, local buyers 
dominated, and both North China and 
South Sea dealers absorbed a considerable j 
amount for transportation. Business done! 
in the market was estimated at 1ft,000 bags, j

Also because of higher exchange rates; 
the priée of foreign flour strengthened ; 
and the market rate stood at $4.90. Both I 
local and outport dealers bought 2,000 
bags from the market.

The native wheat business still remained | 
slight in yesterday’s market, because the 
market received only a small shipment of 
newly-harvested native wheat from the 
interior. The opening price was quoted 

I at $6.20. A/few hundred bags of native 
! wheat' were purchased in the day’s session.

ï
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Rice Market

S2 were received Vy the
The total amount of rice received by 
holders was more than 3,000 bags.

Owing to lower exchange» and re»orJ^ 
that Japanese authorities would close^ the 
International Settlement on M» white 
rice opened at $19.50 P« piciri, or i0’W 
above the previous closing rate.

l£al operators took active interest in 
buying a considerable amount? of first 
grade Changshu white rice and second- 
grade at $18.50; low-grade was quoted at 
^Trading in provincial rice showed 
strength in .yesterday’s market, when the 
market received a message from the 
growing-eenters at Nanking and Wuhu 
and declared that every picul of P™vincial 

¡rice would be increased by '$1 for the 
time being. , . .a,

Dealers were reluctant to buy at the 
higher rate, and the opening price of 
various kinds of provincial rice was irre- 
gular by «0.40 and $9.60, while the Nanking 
first-grade provincial, rice stood at $16.o0, 
and the Wuhu provincial rice was quoted 

I atI^al2 dealers offered fractional bids and 
Uutport buyers bought a considerable 
amount of low-grade provincial rice 
at $14.60. The whole day s trading was 
estimated at 7,000 bags of provincial rice.
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LoTTclt-Rtce
Prices Soar 
To New High;

Monetary troubles and Japanese 
:nterference yesterday joined hands 
n driving the price of Changshiu- 
white rice to $19 per picul,—-the 
highest rate registered in six 
months. . .

Restricted supplies of rice arriv
ing from the outporM. where the 
Japanese military, authorities seek 
to impose a new tax, apparently on 
behalf of the puppet regime i* 
Nanking.

The local rice market witnessed 
¡heated bidding yesterday, with all 
¡kinds of rice enjoying gains ranging 
¡from $0.30 to $0:50. Second graclt 
[rice gained $0.3-0, to soar to $18.2p 
a picul.

With their orders for Saigon riefc 
cancelled a few days ago, local riefe 
hengs quoted the Indo-China otaplfc 
at $20 a bag of 220 lbs., but thert 
were no buyers.
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RISING PRICE TREND IN RICE MARKET

No Shortage Foreseen But Small Quantities Only Change Hands

The local rice market continued to display 

a rising trend yesterday, when first quality cereals were 

quoted at $18.05, showing an increase of five cents compared 

with the day before, but little trading was recorded in the 

co rodity market, it was stated in local rice merchants 

circles.

The rising trend, it was stated, was caused 

by keen stocktaking among merchants, but holders displayed 

little inclination to unload, with the result that only 

small quantities were reported to have changed hands.

Kiangying, Kunshan, Soochow and other cereals 

from the Nanking-Shanghai Railway cities trere quoted at 

from $17.10 to $17.80. The market generally ruled firm, 

demand and supplies continued to maintain a steady balance.

According *o a statement issued by the Shanghai 

Provisional Dealers* Guild, the available stocks of rice 

held by member merchants totalled 567,588 bags on Monday, 

showing a decline of 11,371 bags as compared with last week. 

However, the local available stocks were said to be sufficient tc 

meet local consumption for the next three months, b,» which 

time more rice crops will be harvested in the inland areas. 

No anxiety was there-fore felt for a possible shortage of rice 

in Shanghai, as under present circumstances, shipments of rice 

to Shanghai from the interior have continued without 

interruption, it was revealed
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Rice Market
Owing to the lack of BUPP1 oiJXt 

riCB “of white”X was irriular yester- 

rice was quoted a • above the Iin the ^,t six month and 
preceding dayb W^ig a bHsk de. 
th® we^h“o^nj“”f and outport dealers 
mand by *x>^a. market and a con-1was displayed in purchased!
siderable amount of rice was p .
during the day.

ing the price higher.
¡Local operators bought a few ‘h™|a"d 

holders absorbed a considerate amount^o_ 
SidT ol%Ht7r!cee dominated the market 
^though the selling price went up.

Business in 
strong and a 
1_„----- -
of fresh supplies was

provincial rice was very
very satisfactory price was |

registered 'by sellers. A , shiPTJ±
”1« ph.*'*-'-— - brought here from

the^ ports' of" Nanking and Wuhu. The 
opening price of Nanking provincial rice 
was Quoted at $0.50 above Mondays rate.

'Local operators absorbed 3,000 bags of 
both Nanking and Wuhu rice yesterday, 
the former at $16.30 and the latter 
from $14 to $16. The outport buyers 
bought a large amount of provincial rice 
for transportation. Even the low-grade 
of provincial rice was quoted at $14, or 

I$0 30 higher than the preceding days 
| closing rate. The total sales of various 
kinds, of provincial rice were estimated 
at 6,500 bags.
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Flour And Wheat
Because of the higher rate of foregn 

exchange. the opening »nee of foreign 
flour stood at $5 in the market
The rate of foreign flour has thus n . 

I by $0.70 during the last two weeks.

The price of native flour also went up, 
the mills supplying a small amount of 

¡native flour to both North China and 
■ South Sea buyers. Outport operators re
mained inactive, awaiting business im
provement. Slight business was done 
throughout the day’s trading.

The mills opened their price for liquida
tion to local dealers at a reasonable level 
-The second-grade product was quoted $0.06 
higher, at $4.75, paid in order cheque, 
and foreign flour at $4.70 cash. Local 

v buyers absorbed 2,000 bags of latter flour 
for stocks:’ A considerable amount of 
foreign flour was also purchased by 
wholesalers at $4.90 paid in order cheque, 
or $0.20 above the cash price.

A considerable shipment of newly-bar- 
vested native wheat was 'brought here 
from the interior yesterday, but none was 
sent to the market for liquidation by the 
holders, and no market rate was quoted.

• Owing to the lower rate of * * newly- 
harvested native wheat in the market 

i during last two weeks and the higher 
: price of flour, the holders prefer to keep 
1 their goods in godown and await price 
improvement, Chinese mills will not be 
interested in buying until sometimes next 
week. Both the Japanese mills and out- 
ports were not in th© market;

After the rice hongs here cancelled their 
order for foreign rices the price of Saigon 
rice remained irregular in the market, 
the official rate hiving been declared at 
$20- per bag of 229 lbs. No business was 
done during the day’s trading.
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Rice Profiteering:
The strong increase in the local 

price level of native rice which 
followed the second devaluation of 
Chinese national currency is noti 
to be justified. The present price 
of $18 per picul for first-grade 
rice represents a price increase of 
40 percent within a few months 
Its height is seriously affecting 
the budget of the vast majority 
of the- local population.

Chinese importers of foreign 
rice, apparently, are playing ball 
with merchants securing supplies I 
from the hinterland to boost ritfe 
prices further. The local Chinese 
daily Shun Pao reports an appal-J 
ling story of exchange profiteering ¡ 
on the part of a group of Shang
hai Chinese rice merchants. These 
merchants, some time ago, order
ed a shipment of rice from Saigon 
and obtained settlement of ex
change at .the former rates.

When last week the foreign ex
change rates suddenly dropped, 
these merchants preferred to can
cel their rice contract and to nay 
the penalty for cancelling, while 
selling the exchange secured for* 
that rice in the local money mar
ket, harvesting a substantial ex-1 
tra profit. on exchange. Our voca-i 
bulary unfortunately lacks a¡ 
word strong enough to qualify 
such action. ¿I

/
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Prices On All Local Market 
Provisions Showing Rise

Food Commodities Show Increase Of 15 To 30 Per 
Cent; Flour Goes Up $1 Per Bag; Changes Of 

Price In General Shops Expected Soon
Unable to predict the future value

of the Chinese dollar, or how long 
it will remain at its present de
pressed level, the merchants and 
retailers of the city of Shanghai 
have apparently arrived at the 

t quick conclusion that it is safer 
j for them to revalue their stocks 
than, to philosophize on economics, 

i according to a canvass of business 
I houses yesterday. Already new 
price tags will be found on num
erous commodities, both imported 
and native, while a near-panic was 
noted in some business and com
mercial circles.

The more reputable firms were 
using good judgment and acting in 
a businesslike manner but other 
shops were found to be merely 
using the downward trend of the 
Chinese currency to secure sub
stantial price enlargement. Some 
small Chinese shops and street 
stalls were attempting to sell 
matches, for instance, at five cents 
per box, an increase of three cents 
per box.

Among the most seriously affect-, 
ed classes of people, aside from 
pure speculators, are the merchants 
conducting import business. It was’ 
revealed yesterday that many mer
chants had placed large orders in 
foreign currency and that these 
orders had not as yet been paid 

¡for in foreign, exchange.
Importers* Meeting

Dollar quotations yesterday show
ed a drop of H pence as compared 
with the rate for Wednesday. Local; 
importers in foreign goods yester
day held an informal meeting to 
exchange views about measures 
that might be taken to safeguard 
their interests.

Stores dealing in foreign mer
chandise are doing a roaring trade, 

{that is, those stores that have not 
as yet raised their prices. Several 

[of the leading department stores in

Increase In Price ' 
Of Gasoline

It was announced by gasoline 
distributors here yesterday that 
from to-day the price of gasoline 
at the pump will be increased by 
ten cents per gallon, the price 
moving up from $1.40 to $1^0 per 
gallon.

the city have not as yet made any 
changes in the price tags of their 
merchandise, but from all indica
tions they will put up prices next 
week. Consequently, they have 
been exceptionally busy during th.ç 
last few days since the public is 
trying to spend its money now 
and obtain necessities before the 
rise.

Camera films, an item in constant! 
demand, have already risen 65 per 
cent, in many department stores j 
and shops. The supply in many | 
quarters , is very limited, however, j 
especially the 120 size, most com
monly used. Even at the 65 per 
cent, rise in the price of films, it* 
is not possible to obtain any large 
quaxitities on the general market.

Housewives Suffer
Housewives going marketing to

day" may expect to pay a 15 to 31) 
per cent increase for their food pro- 

| visions. The S.M.C. Public Health 
I Department was busy yesterday try- 
ing to obtp. n the compradore shops’ 

i new prices. No doubt they will 
¡compile new price lists to-day for 
¡all provisions sold in the better type 
I of compradoye shops.

Meat and pork have, increased five 
¡cents per pound yesterday over the 
prices they were sold at previous 
to the crash. Some of the better' 
and more select cuts were even sold ! 
at a higher price, and no doubt,if 
the of^the dollar remain^ low, 
a Tstill highqr* increaseto be 
<eared.

Flour, a commodity in universal 
demand, sprang up almost instant
ly after the news, broke of the dol
lar’s decline. Flour is now selling! 
at $1 extra per—bag, an excessive 
increase of two cents per pound.

Cigarettes And Tobacco
Prices of cigarettes and tobacco 

will go up at the beginning of next 
week, . according to inquiries. The 
Hwa Chang Tobacco Company, a 
leading Chinese cigarette manufac
turer, has already increased the 
prices on certain brands popular 
locally. The labouring classes, who 
smoke a braiid known as “The Rat,” 
are going to-»suffer heavily since 
they will now have to pay 20 cop- 
pqrs for a , package of 10 of these 
cigarette? instead of 16 to 18 cop
pers previously. The same applies 
to various other kinds of cigarettes 

1 popular with the poorer people, the 
■ investigations reveal.
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The foreign cigarette manufactur- , 
ing firms may also increase prices 
next week. If prices are increased 

ion their cigarettes and tobacco, the 
import duties may also be increased 
ad valorem, and this is generally 
expected among general consumers 
accustomed to Shanghai.

Î The * Toring business from all 
■ appearances has not as yet decided 
to increase prices, but declare that 
the tailors certainly will increase 
.them the instant the wholesalers in
crease the price of materials. The 
local financial situation is still in a 
state of flux, one large tailoring firm 
stated they did not anticipate taking 
steps in this direction as yet.

Cereals
The depreciation in Chinese cur- • 

rency in terms of foreign exchange ' 
is tending to aid the. marketing of 
Chinese cereals, further inquiries re
veal. Imported rice, for instance, is 
being paid for in foreign exchange 
and consequently it cannot be 
sold at competitive prices with the 
native cereals, Prices for first qua- ; 
lity white rice were quoted at $17.50 

. per picul, showing an increase of 
50 cents already compared with last 
week-end. Medium and lower qua
lity rices also has increased from 
40 to 50 Cents, following reaction to 
depreciation in Chinese currency.

Local rice merchants however, 
view this as only a temporary situa
tion and expect that the prices will 
again find their lower levels because 
shipments of rice into Shanghai 
from the Inland cities continue to 
be very brisk..

Hardware Dealers
Hardware dealers also are expect

ed to revise their price lists early
I next week. The Shanghai Hard
ware Dealers Guild may hold a 
meeting at 4 o’clock to-day to take 
a final decision on the matter. They 
contend that American and Euro
pean hardware manufacturers are 
revising their price lists and in- 

' creasing the prices from 20 to 30 
per cent. They maintain that to 
coyer their losses, they must make 
a corresponding revision in their 

[ price lists.
Many other commodities in con- j 

stant demand are expected to be 
raised the beginning of next week 
unless the exchange rate returns 
to a more normal level, it was

I learnt. More details regarding the 
I increase of food commodities in 

the local compradore shops will in
I all probability be available to-day 

Local coal merchants, it appears, 
have also revised their price lists. 
Indian coal was quoted yesterday 
at $43 per ton, Kaiping at $43, 
Hongay coal at $48, Kaiping coal 
dust at $36.50 and Kaiping second- 
grade coal at $28* Coal lumps were 
quoted at $29 per ton. <

Prices in the Hongkew district 
are also in line for an increase, 
and contrary to popular belief, 
they are not cheaper than those of 
thé rest of Shanghai, in general.
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Flour And Wheat
The price of both native and foreign 

flour was irregularly higher in yesterday's 
market. Outport dealers asked for cheaper 
quotations during the current wheat 
harvesting season, but the mills refused 
to lower their price pending the stabiliza
tion of Chinese national currency.

¡Second-grade nativ© flour official opened 
yesterday at $4.55 in order cheque, or 
$0.10 above the preceding day’s final rate. 
Both the North China and iSouth Sea traders 
were reluctant to buy for transportation, 
and awaited further improvement. For
eign flour brought a good price at li
quidation.

Local operators bought a considerable 
amount of second-grade native; flour at the 

; market price, and also bought few thou
sand 'bags of “Kao Tang” at $0.10 above 
Wednesday’s closing rate.

■Later in the session, Tientsin dealers 
absorbed a large amount of native and 
foreign flour for their stocks. The former 
was quoted at $4.50 and the latter at 
$4.55.

Trading in newly-harvested native wheat, 
was still very slight and narrow yesterday. 
Although the market received a large, 
amount of sample bags for liquidation, 
the mills were not interested in buying, 
because some of the newly-harvested native 
wheat was shipped directly to the mills.

Chinese mills did not buy the newly- 
harvested native wheat in the market yes-, 
terday because of its wetness and also 

^because of large supplies of foreign wheat 
in stock.

The interior producers sold a consider
able amount, of newly-harvested native 
wheat in the market to foreign mills at 
an undisclosed price. The wheat will be 
delivered to mills in a fortnight.. The 
stocked native wheat was still quoted at 
$5.90, but no sales to. local buyers were 
recorded. There were 140 bags of newly- 
harvested native wheat brought here from 
Nanking and shipped directly to the 
Japanese mills at $5.70 per bag.
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Rice Market
« .nrmnt in the market yesterday 

claimed the stopple of rice£br“”

?nd no Wg'dcak w™rekr«o?d'ed throughout 

thOwing to the advent of heat no brink 
STnV“ Æe ^f ‘«rs"e whiû 
rfce i>wped by $0.20. Outport dealers 

l were art buying for transportation, and 
I bought second-grade nee at a cheaper 
rate in small amounts. ,Local operators absorbed a few thousand 
bags of Changchow first-grade £
S17 40 Second-grade and low-grade w rici dropped by $0.10 each. The whole 
day’s trading was very slight.

Trading in provincial rice was very 
satisfactory yesterday, and ia^ble, busi- 
ness was done throughout the day oy 
various operators. Considerable 
of rice arrived here yesterday from ban
king and Wuhu. ,A better demand for Hsuchow low-grade 
provincial rice, which was recently shipped 
to fiere for liquidation? was displayed m 
the market yesterday, and the price was 
quoted at $11.70. Outport dealers do
minated the bidding.

Local operators bought about ¿,000 bags 
of Nanking first-grade white rice at ™e 
unchanged rate of $14.80 and Wuhu pro
vincial rice at $14.50. The interior buyers 
absorbed 1,000 bags of low-grade provin
cial rice at $12.60, or $0.20 below the 
previous closing rate.
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SHANGHAI STRESS
While the politically minded talk 

glibly about the “China situation,” the 
actual conditions in Shanghai are giving > 
rise to a great deal of anxiety to people 
on the spot. The report for May issued 
by the Industrial Section of the Shanghai , 
Municipal Council* shows the mounting • 
cost of living and the growing plight of I 
the workers. The further drop in the 
value of the Chinese dollar, owing to the 
withdrawal of support by the Anglo- 
Chinese Stabilization Fund, has struck an 
additional blow at large numbers of | 
people in this town who are dependent 
upon the preservation of the value of the 
Chinese dollar at a reasonable figure to 
make ends meet. The explanation given 
to Reuter in Hongkong by authoritative 
circles on the subject of this action is 
worthy of special noté. It is to the effect 
that the “Control temporarily withdrew 
its support to allow the exchange value 
of the dollar to be adjusted to a better 
economic level, and thereby bring the 
balance of trade into equilibrium.” “As 
will be remembered,” it goes on, “a 
similar step was taken in June, 1938, and 
when the level of eightpence was found, 
it was successfully maintained for a 
period of twelve months. It is confidently 
believed that a new level has now been 

■found, and can be strongly .maintained.” 
Some days must elapse, we presume, 
before that level is definitely known, but 
if it is to be little more than sixpence, it 
is obvious that there must be heavy losses 
on the part of many people in Shanghai* 
before things are readjusted for ordinary ' 
business purposes. Unfortunately, for• 
many wage earners, both foreigners and 
Chinese, there is little hope of an early 
readjustment which will compensate for 
the very low level which the Chinese 
dollar now seems likely to take up. Even 
the poorest class of Chinese workers who 
do not buy any foreign goods cannot 
wholly escape, for reductions in the 
foreign exchange value of currencies of 
this nature must affect everyone 
ultimately and go right down to the 
lowest grades of society. There, is little 
doubt that the prices of local goods and 
services will have to be raised consider
ably and that some timé must elapse 
before business is able to feel at ease 
under a new set of conditions. Still, 
worse, however, is the uncertainty as to 
future developments, and particularly the 
fear that the dollar will decline further, 
even if it should be pegged again for 
a time by the Stabilization Fund at 
around sixpence or sixpence-halfpenny. 
This fear is enhanced by the realization 
that the British Government’s participa
tion in the Stabilization Fund is. rather a 
gesture of goodwill to those who are I 
working in China under adversé conditions 
than an obligation on the part Of Great ■ 
Britain. Only the conclusion of the 

■ Sino-Japanese hostilities can, it seems to 
i us, bring about conditions conducive to 
i real health in commerce and industry in 
I this country.



While the question of livelihood 
| continues to worry many of the less 
I privileged people in Shanghai, the political 
I situation also casts its shadow of anxiety 
i on the scene. The troubles in Pootung 
i culminating in the death of Mr. R. M. 
i Tinkler—whatever the rights and wrongs 
’ of the case, and as a proper inquiry will 
1 be held into the manner in which Mr.
Tinkler met his death, we cannot express 
any opinion on this subject—have I
certainly not improved feeling between • 
Britons and Japanese here. In Tientsin, J 
the refusal of the British authorities to 
hand over to the Japanese four Chinese ! 
alleged to have been involved in the 
murder of Mr. Cheng Shi-kang, Commis
sioner of Customs, has led the Japanese 
authorities to threaten extreme measures 
against the Concession and is a fresh 
source of irritation. The Kulangsu situa
tion has not been settled and there has I 
been a renewal of agitation among Britons ' 
and other foreigners for removal. of the | 
restrictions on trading in the Yangtze 
Valley and elsewhere. The average 
unprejudiced person reacts to all this 
with the pious wish that the hostilities 
might be speedily ended and that some 
sort of settlement might be reached in 
the Far East which could be found work
able by all parties. Of. this, unfortunately, 
at the moment there seems little prospect. 

¡The only thing is for everyone concerned 
to keep their heads and work steadily ■ 

' and soberly day by day to make the best 
of what appears to be a very bad job. 
That some people are getting off very 
lightly, if not actually profiting, under 
the present unhappy conditions is natur
ally exasperating to those who are bearing 
the most crushing burdens but the 
knowledge must be borne as courageously 
as possible. There is a demand for every 
reasonable economy, particularly in the 
matter of public expenditure, and we 
must hope that the Shanghai Municipal 
Council will give a strong lead in this 
direction. Restraint, is called for on the 
part of those who are able to profit by 
the present conditions and the action of 
certain landlords in putting up the rentals 
of their premises to exorbitant figures is 
to be deplored. . Although it can be 
argued that in quite recent years property 
owners have not made particularly large 
profits the idea that now is the oppor
tunity to put on the screw is neither 
public-spirited nor wise. Should there be 
a serious breakdown in the 'economy of 

i Shanghai, property owners will suffer, 
j too, and it is wise to give the “smaller 
man” a chance, and it is the “smaller 

। man,” and not the large firms and cor- 
' porations, who is suffering acutely now.
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Rice Market
Owing to the weather becoming not again 

yesterday, the demand n-
slieht in the market, and the price r 
mined weak throughout the day s 
The outsort dealers are reluctant to ouy io% rice for stock while local traders 
did some fractional buying.

There was an oversupply of white rice, 
because the holders were hurrying to sell 
their supplies before the advent of the 
damn sSon. The market continued to 
receive fresh supplies, 3,000 bags of 
white rice coming from the interior by 
steamer and rail.

The opening price of ^hani'rhow f1 
grade' white rice fed by ?K10 below the 
preceding day’s - final rate. .'

Local dealers bought a considerable 
amount of low-grade, white rice at $0.20 
below Tuesday’s closing rate. A slight 
business wSs~ done in the market yes |

The opening price of provincial rice 
was weak, the price of high-grade pro
vincial rice rose by $0.50, and the rest 
fell by~from $0.10 to $0.20. Both outport 
and interior traders were not m tne

Taking advantage of lower quotations 
on provincial rice, local dealers bought 
a large amount of second-grade Wuhu 
provincial rice. The total sal«i were 
estimated at more than 3,000 bags of 
various kinds of provincial rice.

The first-grade of Nanking provincial 
rice was quoted at $14.50, the price re
maining unchanged, the Wuhu provincial 
rice sold at $12.90, and the low-grade of 
provincial rice was quoted at from $12.50 
to $12.90.
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Flour And Wheat J |
Despite the suspension of sale of foreign 

exchange by local foreign banks, the 
opening price of native flour was very ' 
firm in the market yesterday, although 
foreign flour was Quoted below native 
flour. ~ . I

Outport buyers were not interest jed in 
buying at the market rate yesterday, and 
bought fractionally for transportation, 
having heavy supplies of foreign floor on 
hand. The mills kept, their price ooi the 
level of Tuesday’s final rate, and the 
second-grade product was quoted at $4.. 40, j 
paid by order .cheque.

Local buyers bought more than 8,0 001 
bags of native flour in the market .at! 
the above price. Both North China ar d 
South Sea operators absorbed 20,(100 ba® s. I 
The day’s turnover was estimated a t 
30,000 bags of native wheat. No busines J 
in foreign flour was* recorded yesterday.

Trading in newly-harvested native wheat t 
continued narrow in the market yes ten- i 
day. The opening price was unfavorable, . 
The newly-harvested native wheat did not 
interest the operators, because the mills I 
have already sent their representatives to | 
tlje growing centers directly to collect the | 
newly-harvested wheat at a lower price. I

The market received 40 sample b ags of | 
Kaiting_ native newly-harvested wheat,! 
quoted at $5.45 per bag. The supply was 
immediately absorbed by local opt trators. | 
The price of stocked qative wheat opened | 
at $5.80, and 300 bags were purcha ged by , 
local mills.
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Improvement In Rice Marts 
As Supplies Increase

Many Local Merchants Reported Overstocked As 
Shipments From Interior Come In Regularly; 

No Fears Of Shortage In Shanghai Areas
A distinct improvement in the 

local rice situation vzas reported to 
have been noted yesterday, and no 
anxiety was felt for any possible 
shortage of cereals for sometime to 
come, according to local rice mer
chants.

Heavy shipments* of rice from the 
Nanking-Shanghai Railway areas, 
such as Soochcw, Wusih, Changshu, 
and from Wuhu and other rice-pro
ducing areas, it was stated, have 
been made by local merchants, thus 
tending to swell the available stocks 
of rice in the local market. Local 
flour mills were also said to be 
making ready to undertake heavy 
shipment cf wheat into Shanghai 
from the inland areas in Chekiang 
and Kiangsu. The 2,000 tons of Sai
gon rice, consigned by Messrs. Louis 
Dreyfus and Company, on behalf of 
local rice merchants, it was stated, 
are expected to arrive in Shanghai 
sometime next week.

According to a statement issued » 
by the Shanghai Provision Dealers’ 
Guild, the local available stocks of 
rice held by the various rice mer
chants on Monday totalled 578,059 
bdgs, showing an increase of 16,767 
bags as compared with the stocks of 
the previous week. As more rice, 
has continued to arrive in Shanghai, 
no anxiety, local rice merchants 
stated, was being felt for a possible 
shortage of cereals, for sometime tb 
pome.

The advent of the summer, it. was 
further stated, would find morerrice 
from the PootUhg and surrounding 
areas .of Shanghai being shipped to

this city. Rice; dealers as a whole,. 
they added, hdd of late shown a 
greater inclination to unload their | 
stocks on the kwal market, as the 
hot summer wedther does not per
mit of over-stocking without danger 
of damage to the grains.

The immediate result of the 
steady increase in rice stocks has 
affected the prices. Changshu white 
rice was yesterday quoted at $17.10 
per picul, and first quality Wusih 
rice at $16.90. All oth,er cereals 
have also dropped by 10 to 20 cents 
per picul as compared with last 
week-end, it was reported.

Merchants Overstocked
As most of the local rice mer

chants have overstocked, they are 
generally not keen to buy in more 
cereals, but shipments, nevertheless, 
have continued to arrive. Hence, 
the wild fluctuations in prices 
which only two weeks ago* were 
creating confusion in the local rice 
market, it was stated, have now 
subsided, and the market has gen
erally ruled firm and taken on a 
more steady undertone. A further 
depressing trend was anticipated for 
the next few weeks in local rice 
merchants’ circles yesterday in view 
of the fact that harvest time has 

¡ drawn hear, and more rice would 
shortly be imported into Shanghai 
from outlying areas.. All ini all, 
many factors have operated to 
bring a better outlook to the local 
rice jnarket, as far as the general 
public is concerned.

----------*----------
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Rice Market

■was keptsmall amount of rice was kept
market, and the se Jf while a brisk!
SanT^he^ »W"8 fteeWne 

to replenish ttew 8“JkSactive interest in
Local operators tooK •« »0.20

buying yesterday and thejjnOot. 
above M®ndayJs_f absorbed a considerable 
port traders also absorow » transpor- 
amounKat the markchangchow 
tation. The nr g other

day hdd“toat“the stoppage ft™ da^’h" :

XT

Xal operators , absorbed. a
amount of Nanking PrOjl”cg0 or ’$0.30■nrice being quoted at ?14.»v, or *

‘."id XS" K" •'?•' 
at $14.50 and second-grade at JU.OV. 
U>w-grade provincial rice was quoted at 
$1Totel sal« of Nanking and Wuhu rice 
during the day were estimated at 4,000 
bags.

I
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Xiving Costs 
Here Continue 
'Trend Upward

April Index 2.06 Pts.
Above Figure 

For MarcF
i The general index of the cost of 
living of the workers in Shanghai 
rose continuously during the first 
four months of 1939, according to 
a survey made by the Chinese Econ
omic and Statistical review.

The index for April was 2.06 
points above the figure for March, 
was also 3.39 points above the 
figure for March, 1938, and 53.57 
points above the index for July, 
1937, or the month of the Japanese 
invasion of China.

Comparing the April figures for 
the group indices with those of the 
previous month, the food group rose 
by 3.4 points, clothing by 2.96 and 
the miscellaneous group by 0.55. 
Fuel alone dropped by 5.14 points, 
but that was little consolation be
cause of the advent of warm wea
ther.

Partly because of the appreciation 
of rice in rice-producing districts 
caused by direct shipments to North 
China and partly due to speculation 
of unscrupulous local merchants, 
local rice quotations continued to 
go up in the month under review. 
When at its highest, the first grade 
of white rice had passed the $14 
limit. Taking the retail prices of 
rice included in this index as an 
example, the average quotation for 
glutinuous rice per shih rose by 
$3,246, or 22.38%, as compared with 
the previous month, that for first 
grade sien rice, i.e., rice from 
neighboring provinces, by $1,398, 
or 11.54% and that for the second 
grade non-glutinuous rise, by $1,296 
or H.06%. .

Rice Affects Index

The rise of the index of the food 
I group in the month under review 
I reflected, to a large extent, the in- 
! fluences of these quotations. Other 
i items showing a gain in the food 
; group included scallions, rising by 
17.50%, soy bean oil, by 7.26%, 
chickens, by 5.08%, etc.

| The prices of wheat flour, yellow 
bean sprouts, turnips, greens, how
ever, all showed a fall. In the 
clothing group most of the items 
showed an advance in price, be
cause the demand for them was in 
excess of their supply. The price 
of printed shirtings, rose most, 
appreciating by 15.70%. The next 
was striped shirtings, rising by 
11.46% and the third cotton socks
by 7.95%.

The price quotations in the Fuel 
group unanimously dropped. The I 
three outstanding cases were fire
wood, dropping 10.84%, charcoal, 
dropping 7.71% and coal briquettes, 
dropping 4.21%. Some time ago, 
charcoal was banned from being 

i exported from Wenchow, In the 
। beginning of the month under 
I review, the ban was lifted; hence . 
! the decline of the price. On ac- ’ 
count of increased production and j 
competition among rival companies, 1 
the price of coal briquettes also | 
decreased.



In the miscellaneous group, cases 
of appreciation and depreciation were 
both noticed, but, generally speak- | 
ing, all changes were very slight. 
Comparing the various group indices 
in the month under review with 
the corresponding month of the 
preceding year, an upward tendency 
was found in the rent, the clothing 
and the miscellaneous groups which 
rose by 38.36, 22.16 and 8.23, re
spectively, while a downward ten
dency characterized the food and 
the fuel groups, of which the 
former dropped 2.30 and the latter 
16.37.

Purchasing Power Drops

The purchasing power index 
showed an all-roond fall as com
pared with the previous month, the 
corresponding month of the pre
ceding year and July, 1937. While 
it dropped 0.78 against the figure 
for the previous month, it was ( 
marked by a decline of 1.30 and 
30.00 when compared with the two , 
other periods in the order named.

The figures below are based on reports prepared by the Shanghai 
Municipal Council.

Cost Of Living Indices
(Weighted By Aggregative Method)

1926 —100
or ••—I 

Period Food-stuffs Rent Clothing Fv ei Miscellane- General Purchasing1 as Com-
OUS' Index Power pared with

Average 
of 1926

1926 100.00 100.00 100.00 100. QQ 100.00 100.00 100.00 j
1927 100.71 97.98 98.82 109, 06 102.23 101.09 98.92 — 1.08
1928 87.32 100.11 99.64 HO. 23 114.00 93.21 107.28 4- 7.28
1929 97.56 103.80 106.04 117. 61 117.78 101.98 98.06 — 1.94
1930 114.99 106.96 108.18 140. 47 126.84 116.79 85.62 --14.38
1931 104.10 114.46 123.58 164. 52 138.37 113.82 87.86 —12.14
1932 96.89 117.18 124.17 160.93 127.86 108.05 92.55 — 7.45
1933 88.47 123.53 102.84 142. 43 123.59 97.17 102.91 4- 2.91
1934 85.17 123.88 92.77 183. 43 124.13 97.35 102.72 4- 2.721935 88.77 120.55 89.34 130. 80 120.49 98.72 101.30 4- 1.301936 96.65 116.78 92.42 142.43 125.39 105.04 95.20 — 4.801937 117.45 112.56 112.20 190. 33 137.84 124.11 80.57 —19.43July 101.72 112.56 112.56 149.25 128.83 109.51 ,91.32 — 8.6819? ? 129.47 289.14 126.54 242.59 164.20 160.60 62.27 —37.73
193'

Mar. 180.25 276.72 117.89 251.31 161.00 159.69 62.62 —37.38Apr. 128.09 276.72 124.17 249.92 161.82 158.43 63.12 —36.88May 126.03 276.72 123.70 214.48 164.15 154.49 64.73 —35.27June 134.96 276.72 117.18 216.32 161.87 160.22 62.41 —37.59 iJuly 134.34 301.56 121.80 220.79 166.09 163.72 61.08 —88.92Aug. 137.43 301.56 129.03 234.71 165.84 167.12 1 59.84 —40.16Sept. 126.71 301.56 130.45 240.13 164.68 160.25 62.40 —37.60Oct. 124.32 301.56 137.56 237.40 169.28 159.09 62.80 —37.14Nov. 118.43 301.56 139.45 236.22 166.86 154.87 64.57 —35.43Dec. 118.71 *301.56 136.37 235.16 167.59 154.93 64.55 —35.45
1939

Jan. 122.60 315.08 132.94 235.33 170.16 159.32 62.77 —37.23
—37.90
—38.68

Feb. 124.55 315.08 187.09 240.08 162.65 161.02 62.10Mar. 127.95 . 315.08 140.05 234.94 169.23 163.08 61.32
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Rice Market
Because — — 

business in white rice was very 
yesterday and the price fell by 
below the previous closing rate, 
supplies fought here during the

of the advent of warm weather, . ...  ------ - 6j lght
$0.15
Bice 
day 

iunldoaf an’d 3^00 W» 
of white rice, brought by steamer and 
rail from Wuhu and the interior.

1A11 dealers are reluctant to buy more 
rice for their stocks during the damp 
season. With a large amount of stocked 
white rie^Hn the market, the rice holders 
offered 15wer liquidation prices but no 
business was“ done throughout the days 
trading, while the outport traders were 
not in the market. .The selling prices of various kinds of 
white rice weakened except for low-grade 
rice, its price remaining unchanged. 
Local traders did some fractional buying 
at a reasonable price. • |

Provincial rice saw active trading tn 
yesterday’s market and a satisfactory 
amount was purchased by both local and 
outport buyers at a good price.

The interior operators were interested 
in second-grade and low-grade Wuhu pro
vincial rice. The opening price of both 
kinds rose yesterday a>l a considerable 
amount was absorbed in the day’s business.

The first-grade of Wuhu provincial rice 
was ignored by dealers yesterday, and 
the price remained unchanged. The days 
sales amounted to 4,000 bags of various 
kinds of provincial rice.

The specie-grade of Nanking provin
cial rice was quoted at $14.70, Wuhu pro
vincial rice was quoted at from $13 to 
$14.50 and low-grade at $12.00,. or $0.30 
above the week-end’s closing final rate.
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Flour And Wheat
Trading in native flour was very slight 

and narrow in yesterday’s market, with
I both North China and South Sea buyers 
I absorbing fractionally. Although demand 
was dull, the price was kept steady by 
the mills.

i With a big amount of flour in stock 
I and lower foreign wheat prices in N.
China, the Tientsin traders were not in
terested in further buying for transporta
tion. As the result, the North China 
buyers bought only a few thousand bags 
of second-grade product at $4.40, paid 
in order cheque.

With business condition turning to fav
orable in South China, the South Sea 

' dealers bought more than 30,000 bags of 
the second-grade product at market price. 
Local operators also bought a considerable 
amount for their stocks.

Although the price of foreign flour 
fell to $4.35, the opening rate of native 
flour remained very steady and firm in 
the market yesterday, since no native 
flour has been offered for liquidation by 
mills in the market during the last few 
days. ..

Trading in native wheat continued very 
slight yesterday, with the mills unwilling 
to buy stocked native wheat for their 
stocks. A group of representatives of 
various mills, according to a market re
port, were sent to the producing centers 
in the interior to collect the newly-har
vested native wheat from the producers at 
a cheap price.

The price of stocked native wheat re
mained very weak in the market yesterday, 
and the Kiangpeh native wheat was quoted 
at $5.60 per bag, or $0.30 below the last 
week-end’s closing rate, but no mills 
showed interest in buying in the market. 
Ningpo traders bought few hundred bags.

A few bags of newly-harvested native 
wheat appeared in the market yesterday 
for liquidation. There were 10 sample 
bags pf Nanking newly-harvested native 
wheat, brought here on Sunday, and 
quoted at $6 per bag in cash, and 10 i 
sample bags of Cheng Moo newly-har
vested native wheat, at $5.45 per bag.

Local operators absorbed all the sample 
bags yesterday.
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Rice Market
T radii? in white rice was very weak 

early yesterday, and the price fell. The 
i white Hee supplies brought here yesterday 
included six junkloads and 2.000 bags 
transported from the interior by steamer 
and rail. ...»Later in the session, a brisk demand 
was displayed by the local dealers and 
the price of white rice rose $0.10 above 
the previous closing rate. Local traders 
bought a considerable amount of first- 
grade rice at a reasonable price,. while 
the outport operators were not in the 
market throughout the day’s trading. *

Owing to a better demand, the nee 
holders kept the price steady.

The opening price of provincial rice was 
very firni^nd a satisfactory business was 
recorded in yesterday’s market. Large 
shipments of rice arrived here from the 
interior and Wuhu for liquidation. Local 
merchants bought first-grade Wuhu pro
vincial rice fractionally.

Although the holders maintained a 
higher rate in the market, the outport 

I traders continued to absorb second-grade 
■ provincial rice for transportation. The 
' total sales of provincial rice. For the 
day were estimated at 7.000 bags. The 
Wuhu low-grade rice dominated the
market.
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| Flour And Wheat
Flour trading in yesterday’s market was 

unsatisfactory, with, both North China and 
South Sea operators remaining inactive. 
There W£S only fractional purchasing for 
transportation.

The North China traders remained un
interested in buying for stocking. The 
South Sea operators also refused to buy 
and awaited further improvement.

The opening price of flour fell by ■ 
$0.20 below the previous closing rate, and! 
the second-grade product was quoted at 

! $4.20, or $4.40 paid in order cheque. 
1 Tientsin traders bought a few thousand 
bags of second-grade product for their 
stock. Local buyers were not interested 
in the market.

Business in native wff?at was very 
narrow and slight and the price continued 
to drop irregularly, as it has done during 
the last few weeks. With newly-harvested 
wheat expected here in the early part of 
next week, dealers were unwilling; to stock ; 
up native wheat.

■AU operators remained very quiet yes-i 
terday. Only few hundred bags of stock-1 
ed native • wheat wena| absorbed fractionally 
and the price fell to $5.80 per bag.
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Rice Market
Trading in white rice was very narrow 

and slight in yesterday’s market, and the 
price dropped below the previous day’s 
closing rate. Rice supplies brought here 
during the day totaled six junkloads and 
3,000 of white rice, brought by steamer 
and rail from the interior.

With an oversupply of rice in the 
market, the holders are hurrying to sell 
their goods before the advent of heat. 
All dealers are refusing to buy stocked 
rice for transportation.

According to an official report, the 
newly-harvested first grade rice would soon 
be shipped to the market for liquidation. 
First-grade white rice was quoted at 
$17.20, or $0.20 below Thursday’s final 
rate, and the price of other kinds of 
white rice remained unchanged.

The outport traders were not in the 
market, and local operators absorbed a 
small amount of second-grade rice at a 
reasonable price.

The provincial rice remained very firm 
yesterday, with the selling price kept 
steady by the holders. The Hangchow 
and Wuchow merchants bought a large 
amount of provincial rice yesterday. Local 
buyefs also absorbed a considerable amount 
for their stocks.

Despite the drop in the white rice rate, 
the price of provincial rice remained un
changed and first-grade provincial rice 
was quoted at $14.20, while, low grade sold 
at $12.60. Total sales during the day 
reached 5,000 bags by both local and out- 

’ port buyers.
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A shipment of 2,000 tons of 
Saigon rice is expected to be 
brought to Shanghai by the middle 
of this month through Messrs. 
Louis Dreyfus and Company and 

; consigned to loc^l Chinese rice 
i merchants, it was reported yester- 
i day. The rice is being paid for at 
! $19.40 per bag, or at $194 per ton, 
; or around £12,000 for the entire 
shipment which has to be paid for 

; in foreign exchange through Chi- 
| nese Government banks, the report 
| stated.
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Flour And Wheat
I After. ® bi® “¿„any “qjteten^d ^terday

^'srsf
I outport and , ths market andChina trad^dommat d^^ rf second. 

Se product for lra“p^a£reign flour 1
With a large °f£or liquidation,tp?y a£ xieTd 

7“ safe ta toe ^rket till the early part 
¡of next week. ««orators bought aThe North China °P*£“” pro- 
few th“us?”2l) baSh and S4.43 paid by 

¡duct at 34. Tientsin operators
order cheque and U-e fourth-grade pro- 
ateorb^ 10,000 bag^ dealers ot
|^Ctthe rniket. awaiting price improye- 

' native wheat
slight in yesterday s nc < xpectednetfiy-harvested wheat is nc 
here until a day or tvo let native
were not J’1111“? . t price, while holders 

h:h"£d & liquidate at

8 ^KSi^aTw 
^etiveZ'Xl were shipped directly to 
“e mil's at »6 per bag.
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I PURCHASE OF GREEN; 
I TEA DESIRED
Importers Arranging To;

Purchase Green Tea 
From Chekiang

Preparations are now being made 
by local tea merchants to purchase 
large quantities' of lower quality 
green tea from Chekiang areas, as 
heavy crops are now available, it 
was learnt yesterday.

This variety of lower grade green 
tea does not meet the foreign mar
ket requirements and is destined 
for home consumption. Local tea 
importers and merchants are now 
arranging with their respective 
guilds for bona fide certificates 
which they may present to the For
eign Trade Commission of the 
Ministry of Finance when import
ing the tea to Shanghai. Importers 
and merchants of tea which are foi* 
the domestic market need not pay 
for their purchases in foreign ex
change, but certificates should be 
obtained from the Foreign Trade 
Commission before the shipment 
will be admitted by the Chinese 

i Maritime Customs authorities, it 
was reported.
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TOOTHBRUSH MAKERS FACING SHORTAGE

Government Ban Upon Handling Bristles Chief Cause

The local Chinese toothbrush manufacturers 

are said to be facing an acute shortahe of bristles following 

the Chinese Government ban on shipments of bristles to 

Shanghai» it was reported yesterday»

In view of the situation, Mr. Yu Ya-ching 

has sent a petition in the name of the Shanghai Toothbrush 

Manufacturers Guild to the Ministry of Economic Affairs 

urging that the ban on bristle exports to Shanghai be lifted 

in consideration of the future of the industry and the problems 

of livelihood of the thousands of workers now employed in the 

various factories.

Exportation of white and black bristles to 

Shanghai, the petition stated, are requested to be permitted on 

condition that the importers can produce bona fic’e certificates 

from the Chamber of Commerce which shall guarantee that such 

imports are designed for the use of the factory concerned and 

will not be sold to the "enemy"

Following the ban, exports of bristles from 

China to foreign countries habe been brought under the control 

of the Foreign Trade Commission of the Ministry of Finance. 

It was previcusly resorted that large quantities of bristle 

exported to Shanghai from the inland cities had found their way 

to Janan'during the past year, and hence the Chinese Government 

has deemed iir necessary to enforce the present ban.
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Closure Of Ports Will ¿°" -/
I Not Greatly Affect The
। Local Food Situation
1 ■ ‘ * (

I Cost Of Vegetables, Eggs, Poultry And Pork Is 
Expected To Increase, But No Alarming

Shortage Envisaged By Authorities

SHIPPING COMPANIES ARE NOT YET 
INFORMED AS ZERO HOUR NEARSThe supply of fresh food to the foreign-controlled areas of Shanghai will not be greatly affected by the closure of nine ports along the Kiangsu and Chekiang coast and in the Yangtze estuary, local authorities stated yesterday.The men who are rarely heard of, but who, nevertheless, watch that ample supplies of fresh products are always available in Shanghai, pointed out that the* latest measure by the Japanese authorities will undoubtedly cause a rise in prices, but they emphatically discounted all rumours that there is likely•£ I to be an alarming shortage.

While the food situation was at J 
the back of most discussions yester
day, up to a late hour in the after- । 
noon shipping companies which 
operate vessels to the ports which 
are to be affected by the new order । 
had received no official informa
tion that their vessels would be re
fused clearance papers as from to
morrow.

Statement By Japanese
At the Japanese Press conference 

yesterday afternoon, the Navy 
spokesman stated that no official 
communication of the new order 
had been sent by the Japanese au
thorities either to the shipping com-1 
panies or to the consulates of third 
Powers. He pointed out that if any 
notification to that effect were is
sued, it would be by the Customs 
authorities.

On Monday afternoon it was an
nounced by the Navy spokesman 
that the following nine ports would | 
be closed to shipping from Shang
hai: Haimen in Kiangsu, Chitung in 
Kiangsu, . Haimen in Chekiang, 
Hsinghwa in Kiangsu, Siushu, Ran
king, Chuanchow in Fukien, Hsin- 
yangkong and Funing in Kiangsu. 
The spokesman at the time con
tended that the measure was being 
introduced as a military necessity 
and that the Customs authorities 
would refuse clearance papers, act
ing upon the demand of the Japan
ese authorities, as the force in oc
cupation of the local areas.

Effect of Closure
The closure of several of the nine 

ports will have very little effect on 
Shanghai. The closure of Haimen • 
in Chekiang will affect the local i 
supplies of sea foods. Eggs, veget-; 
ables, poultry and a few pigs also 
come from that port. The closure of 
Hsinyangkong will play the greatest 
hardship, as from this port the 
major supply of pigs comes to 
Shanghai This will mainly affect 
the local Chinese community.

Authorities pointed out that large 
quantities of vegetables, even dur
ing the present “off season” period, 
were coming over daily from Poo- 
tung and this is likely to prevent 
any shortage. Profiteering will, 
of course, be in evidence as unscru
pulous dealers will take opportunity 

, to increase their prices, claiming 
.difficulties of getting supplies into 
the foreign areas and owing to in
creased transportation charges in 

: case the food supplies have to be 
carried by different routes.



Tsunming Island, from which large 
supplies of cereals come to Shang
hai, has not been closed and neither 
have a dozen or more other small 
ports, which will continued to for
ward their produce to Shanghai.

To Sail To-morrow
Unless a definite order is received 

that their vessels will not be per
mitted to enter the nine ports enu- 

: merated, the various shipping com- 
j panies yesterday had not made any 
change in their sailing schedules and 
were planning to dispatch their ves
sels as usual. The larger shipping 
firms operating along the coast were 
only slightly affected by the new 
order and when approached yester
day could not state what their atti
tude would be.

Also questioned on this problem, 
the British Shipping Vice-Consul I 
stated that he had heard noth
ing beyond the original order 
closing the ports to Shanghai ship
ping. There had been no further 
developments, he continued, ¿nd the 
Consulate had taken no action. When 
asked if a protest was going to be | 
lodged with the Japanese by the] 
British, the Shipping Vice-Consul 
said that he considered it a problem 
to be dealt with by the Governments 
at home, and not by the local 
authorities.

Questioned further he said that 
I the order stated that all ships pro
ceeding to these ports would be stop
ped, but whether they would, in fact, 

¡was another matter.
Vessels Affected

Some of the vessels affected by 
the new order will be the Jardine’s 
s.s. Liwo, which sails for Haimen and

I Chitung, as well as the s.s. Heini, 
Patti and Kiangting which call at 
Haimen in Kiangsu as well as at 
Chitung in the same province.
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Port Famine Faces | 
' Shanghai I

Guerillas Forbid Dealers 
To Ship Pigs in Japanese | 
Vessels

Shanghai may have no pork for 
sale at all after two or three days 
because the present supply is enough 
for about two days’ consumption asnd 
farmers raising pigs in north Kiangsu 
can no longer transport their stock 
to Shanghai if the guerillas there are 

: serious in carrying out their order 
i forbidding .ill pigs to be transported 
. by Japanese steamers.

At present all steamers carrying 
I pigs to Shanghai must be “appointed"’ 
by the new Shanghai Cattle Market 

I i.i Hongkew and since the market is 
a Japanese sponsored organization 
practically all appointee! steamers 
are Japanese. Enraged by this 

; monopoly, guerillas in North Kiangsu ? 
have forbidden farmers to transport > 
their pigs in junks to Japanese 
steamers, threatening not only to 
confiscate all pigs but also to burn 
the junks if the rule is violated.

Thus the Shanghai populace is 
being attacked from both the front 
and rear, as.it were, in the matter of • 
obtaining a supply of pigs. Pig deal
ers operating south of the creek have 
refused to register with the new I 
market and therefore they can not 
take delivery of the pigs sent to them 
by farmers in the interior and de
tained by the market authorities. ; 
During the past fortnight or so | 
Shanghai has been getting a small 
supply of pigs because of this non- I 
cooperation movement, but now the | 
situation is aggravated by the fact I 
that the guerillas are dealing a death j 
blow to the business by forbidding ' 
pig raisers to transport pigs to this ’ 
port.

The new market is reported to be . 
trying to control the transportation = 
of other live stock and this is said . 
to be part of the economic penetra
tion programme being followed by 
the Asia Development Board. No [ 
official announcement has been made 
in this connection, however.
T'—7——
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LocaTTRice'
Stocks Put At
562,192 Bags

Shanghai present stocks of rice 
total 562,192 bags, showing an in
crease of 4,352 bags compared with 
the figure for last week, acccording 
to the ninth investigation made by . 
the provision merchants’ guilds, the 
¡Credit Men’s Bulletin reported last 
i night.

From reliable sources, however, it* 
has been learned that the actual 
quantity in stock in Shanghai far 
exceeds the figure indicated in the 
report of the rice merchants guilds.

Since the outbreak of the current 
Sino-Japanese hostilities, it was 

'stated, Shanghai has literally been 
! overwhelmed by a flood of idle 
। wealth, as a result of the influx 
। of capital from the inland areas.
Those who possess much idle money 
have almost invariably speculated in 
the commodities market, and in 
consequence, much rice has, been 
stored up by them, it was said.

At the same time, most shops 
and merchants are reported to have 
bought and stored up from lo to 
100 piculs each for the consump
tion of their staff while private 
families have hoarded up supples 
sufficient to last for some time.

Meanwhile, fairly large quantities 
oi provincial rice are continuing 
to be brought to Shanghai. In 
view of the fact that within the 
next month or two fresh crops in 
the Footling and the surrounding 
areas will be available, it is generally 
anticipated that the current stocks 
will be sufficient to last until new 
arrivals are received, and that 
prices will continue to show an] 
easier tendency.
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Ban On Exports Of 
East Chekiang Eggs
To Shanghai Lifted I

Fresh eggs, which have been I 
banned from shipment from 
east Chekiang, are now again 
permitted to be transported to 
Shanghai, according to informa
tion from local egg merchants 
yesterday.

The Chekiang Provincial 
Government, the Credit Men’s 
Bulletin said, ha$ informed 
the Ningpo Egg Merchants 
Guild that more than 5,000 | 
baskets of fresh eggs stocked 
up in the city have been per
mitted to be exported to Shang
hai.
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With the weather turning cold in the 
last few days, the dealers continue to 
absorb rice for their stocks, while, the 
opening price of the'white rice rose irre
gularly in yesterday’s market, with a 
favorable business recorded throughout the 
day’s session.

Rice supplies received by the market 
yesterday from the interior totaled seven 
junkloads and 4,000 bags brought by 
steamer and rail.1, Local traders took 
an active interest in yesterday’s market, 
and bought a considerable amount of 
white rice, although the selling price rose 
by $0.40 above the previous closing rate. 
The outport dealers also purchased a big 
amount of white rice for transportation.

The rice holders took advantage of thè 
present cold spell to transport a large 
amount of rice to the market from the 
country for liquidation. The opening 
price of white rice was officially quoted 
at $17.50 per first-grade picul, or $0.40 
above Monday's closing rate.

The price of the provincial rice was 
steady yesterday and a satisfactory busi
ness was done by the dealers. The market 
has received a large shipment yesterday 
for sale. Both the local and outport 
dealers were interested in buying.

Local operators dominated the market 
yesterday and bought more than 3,000 bags 
of Nanking and Wuhu provincial rice for 
their stocks, the former being quoted at 
$14.90 and the latter at $14.70. The 
low-grade product rose to $12.80.
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Flour And Wheat
With a steady liquidation of foreign 

flour in yesterday’s market, the opening 
price of native flour offered by the mills 
dropped to $4.35 or $0.05 below the pre
ceding day’s closing rate. Large amounts 
of flour were purchased by various dealers.
9 Because of big shipments of .foreign , 

flour recently brought here, the' native i 
flour has been dropping’ irregularly in.the I 
last few days, and is expected to continue 
its fall for a day or two.

Both the South Sea and North China 
dealers absorbed more than 30,000 bags 
of native flour at a reasonable price. The 
local and the interior traders also bought 
20,000 bags at $4.35, paid by order cheque.

Trading in foreign flour in the market 
was very dull and slight, although its 
price was cheaper than that of the native 
flour, falling to $4.20, or $0.15 below 
the previous closing rate.

Native wheat Was very weak in yester
day’s market, and no big business was 
done throughout the day’s, session, because 

1 local and the interior dealers were not 
I in the market.

The mills do not desire further native 
। wheat for their stocks while the outport 

dealers bought fractionally for transpor
tation. The Japanese traders dominated 

I yesterday’s trading and absorbed about 
300 bags of Kiangpeh native wheat at 
$6.05 in cash.
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RICE PRICES EASIER 
WITH BIOUPPLY

Increasing Arrivals In 
City From Inland Has

Boosted Stocks
Anxiety felt recently over a pos

sible shortage of rice in the local 
market was considerably allayed 
following the arrival of heavy ship
ments from the inland areas, 
the past few days, according to 
Chinese reports yesterday.

The ban on the exportation ot 
cereals from the inland areas to 
Shanghai, it was further stated, has J 
now been lifted, and with the ap
proach of warmer weather, the nee 
stock holders have shown a greater 
willingness to unload their cargo 
into the local rice market. Tins 
has the effect of bringing the prices 
down appreciably.

Meanwhile, the stocks on hand ar 
said to be fairly adequate, total 
557,840 bags arc said to be held b> 
local rice merchants’ circles, thus 
showing an increase^ of by 4.W 
bags as compared with last week, 
it was revealed yesterday.

Greater stability in the Shanghai 
rice market is anticipated in the 
near future, in view of the heavy 
orders for foreign cereals already 
placed, by local Chinese merchant?, 
according to the report.
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Rice Market
Business in white riee was »tj
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rail.
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Flour And Wheat
The flour market was very dull 

yesterday, with the dealers offering 
no flour for stock. Outport dealers 
awaited improvement and local 
traders bought a small amount at 
$0 05> below Tuesday’s rate.

According to a report from the 
market yesterday, the North China 
dealers have large stocks in godown 
and would not buy any more flour 
for the time being. The South Sea 
traders were not in the market.

With demand falling off, the mills 
offered a reduced price on No. 5 low- 
grade flour to outport buyers, the 
North China operators absorbing 
3,000 bags at $3.50.

¡Local buyers bought 2,000 bags of 
Nb. 2 flour at $0.05 below the morn
ing’s opening rate.

Mills refused to pay hign prices 
for newly-harvested native wheat. 
Consequently, the business yester
day was very slight. With a large 
shipment of foreign wheat recently 
brought here from Australia, and 
native wheat continuing to come 
from the interior, the price re
mained very weak.

A large shipment of newly- 
| harvested native wheat was trans- 
i ported by the holders directly to 
ithe Japanese mills at a good price.
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Rice Market
Although the white rice brought 

here yesterday totalled only five 
junkloads and about 3,500 bags from 
the interior by steamer and 
rail, the opening price in yesterday’s , 
market dropped by $0.30 below the I 
previous day’s rate.

With the price of white rice . 
rising to $13 in unofficial quotations, 
the Committees of Rice and Bean 
Guild held a meeting yesterday to 
discuss price stabilization.

With an oversupply of cargo in 
market, local dealers bought con
siderable amount from the holders 
at $17.50 per picul of first-grade 
rice.

I Large amounts of provincial rice 
• will be brought here from the delta 
1 ports and Wuhu early next week.
) Local, traders absorbed 3,000 bags 
of Wuhu rice at from $14 to $15. 
NO transaction was reported yester- 

, day for outport dealers. The lowest 
grade provincial rice was quoted at 
$13.80.
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Rice Market
With a small amount of white 

rice brought here yesterday, the 
opening price was irregularly 
higher in market, rising by $050 per 
picul over the previous day’s rate. 
The unofficial quotation was set at 
$17.50 for first-grade quality, but no 
business was done throughout the 
day’s session, even the second-class 
grade being quoted above the 
maximum price, at $15.50. Accord
ing to a report from the rice com
mittees, the rice price will continue 
to rise in the next few days.

The opening price of provincial 
I rice went up at yesterday’s market, 
¡with a limited amount 'bought from 
'Wuhu and the tenor. The price 
was $0.40 above the last closing 
irate. Owing to smaller supply, the 
'holders would not sell their cargoes 
at a cheaper price: as the result, 

¡6,000 bags of provincial rice were 
I purchased at $15 by local traders.---------- --- ----- I
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Flour And Wheat
After few days of restless 

dealing, the flour market, became 
active yesterday, with the price re
maining dull and firm. Shantung 
operators offered some flour for | 
transportation. Mills were not at- | 
tracted by the opening price and no 
business was done.

The South Sea customers con
tinued fractional buying for stocks 
at a reasonable price. ¡Local and 
the interior traders dominated 
quotations yesterday and bought a 
large amount of second-grade pro
duct at $4.55.

The native wheat market yester
day morning was very steady and 
firm, as no operators were interest
ed in trading. Owing to oversupply 
of foreign wheat in stock, the mills 
took no action. Most of the recently 
brought native wheat remained in 
godowns. Japanese merchants 
stopped buying for the Nbrth China 
market. ....... .......
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Decrease in City’s 
Rice Supplies

Rice Price Fixing Board 
Ask for Foreign Supply; 
Prices Rising

The authorities of the foreign 
Settlements in Shanghai have been 
petitioned by the Rice Price Fixing 
Committee to purchase foreign rice 
in order to meet the demand in 
Shanghai, which has been lessened 
as a result of the smaller supply 
coming from, the interior. The price 
of rice continues to soar, causing 
anxiety among the Chinese, it being 
quoted at between $16.50 and $17 
for a picul, showing almost three 
dollars’ increase as compared with 
the officially limited price of $14 for 
a picul of the first grade rice which 
is already hard to buy in the market.

The question has become so serious 
that the committee has deemed it 
necessary to petition the authorities 
for help so that foreign rice may be 
bought in order to increase the ready 
stock and also to offset the high price 
of the native rice. Informed quar
ters believe that when the foreign 
rice is transported to Shanghai its 
price will also be quoted at about 
$16 but that if it' is exempted from 
the import tax it will well serve 
the purpose of saving the local 
situation.

Exportation Control
The written petitions have been 

sent already to the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council and Municipal Council 
of the French Concession. Official 
reactions towards the question may 
be seen to-day and it is even ex
pected by the Chinese press that the 
former Council may discuss the 
question at its regular meeting on 
Tuesday. This is not the first time 
that the authorities have been re
quested to buy foreign rice. During 
the hostilities in Shanghai there was | 
an acute rice shortage resulting in 
many rice riots in front of rice shops 
many of which had to be closed 
because they had no rice to sell. 
Through the efforts made by the 
Shangh’’- Municipal Council Saigon 
rice was bought and sent here.

Sometime ago, there was confusion 
in the rice market here as the 
market had to be closed earlier 
because of the increase of price 
surpassing the official limit. Execu
tives of the Rice Merchants Asso
ciation met and saved the situation 
by warning retailers against secretly 
increasing their prices and by doing 
their best to transport more rice to 
Shanghai. The supply was apparent
ly on the decline, however, and the 
executives were forced to fix the 
price higher than the official limit. 
The reported embargo on rice ex
portation in Wuhu and the effective 
control of rice transportation in 
Soochow and Wusih have recently 
aggravated the situation and the 
merchants have eventually been 
forced to petition the authorities for 
buying foreign rice.
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Dealers To Ask 
Importation Of 
Foreign Rice

Authorities in the foreign- 
administered areas will be requested 
to import rice from foreign 
markets, it was decided Monday 
afternoon at a meeting of the Rice 
and Grain Association.

If the local authorities agree to 
bring in foreign rice, it is believed, 
the price of the grain h^re would 
be immediately forced down to its 
previous level.

The price as agreed upon by city 
officials and rice dealers was $14 
per picul for first-grade, but the 
unscrupulous practices of certain 
dealers and restrictions imposed 
upon exporters of the grain in the 
Japanese-occupied areas have 
allegedly farced the cost of rice to 
$15 per picul.

It was also decided at Monday’s 
meeting that a special investiga
tion would be instituted by the as
sociation to determine the parties 
guilty of the unscrupulous practices.

The Price fixing Committee of 
the association is continuing its 
work of determining the exact 
stocks of rice in Shanghai, it was 
learned.
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Rice Market

Yesterday’s arrivals here from the ; 
outports were very low, totalling 
only 1,500 bags. The price of first- . 
grade rice barely reached $15 per ' 
picul in yesterday’s business session. \ 
The dealers did not raise their' 
price higher than the maximum | 
price set in a general order issued | 
by the Bean and Rice Guild last 
Saturday.
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Price Of RÍ7T 
Still Hangs At 
$15 Per Picul

—
Efforts Of. Dealers To i 

Lower Cost Making
Little' Headway

MANIPULATION OF
MARKET FEARED

Reports Made To Local 
Authorities By 

Merchants
The desperate attempt of local 

dealers to check the advancing 
cost of rice over the weekend 
ended in virtual failure as the 
price of the grain yesterday con
tinued to hover around $15 per 
picul, $1 above the official fixed 
cost.

Hope was expressed on Saturday 
morning when the rice market was 
reopened that a downward trend 
might be possible, according to well 
informed circles, but the situation 
assumed a more serious aspect as 
the price again hit the level which ; 
was reached on the previous day.

At a meeting held on Friday 
afternoon, a few dealers proposed 
that special cheap sales of the grain 
be held at shops in the poorer 
sections of the town, but the plan 
was finally defeated in view of the 
fact that the (grain which might be 
designated for such sales was far I 
too insufficient to bring material 
relief to the present exigency.

ROC,000 Bags Here
Meanwhile, it became known that 

although the amount of the grain 
being brought in to the Settlement 
and Concession from Japanese- i 
controlled areas had greatly de
creased in recent weeks, the rice 
stock here still totalled, over 800,000 
bags.

Informe^ circles were of the 
opinion that the rising cost of rice 
was due largely to the unscrupulous 
manipulation of certain dealers in 
the city, in view of thé fact that 
the grain’s supply here was yet far 
more than sufficient for local con
sumption for at least ten weeks to 
come.

Following the general meeting on 
Friday, representatives of tbr. . 
vening dealers submitted identical 
reporte to fí’.M.C.. F.M.C. and the 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce re
garding the rice situation in the 
city.

Imperte Diminishing
Explaining that the importation 

of rice from the Japanese-occupied 
areas had greatly diminished, the 
reports stated that many towns near 
Shanghai are now dependent upon 
thte city for their supply of ricé.

The report concluded by request
ing that “appropriate action be 
taken to ameliorate the present 
serious situation.”

Another decision was reached at 
Friday’s meeting that special de
legations be sent to call on officials 
of the foreign controlled areas in 
order to m«ke a full explanation to 
the authorities.
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Rice Exchange1 
Reopens After 
New Prices Set
Guild Issues Drastic

Order Regulating 
Staple Prices

After a day of acute uncertainty, 
the Bean and Rice Guild yesterday 
issued a general order to the dealers 
setting the maximum price of the 
first and second grade rice at $15 
and $14 respectively.

The issuance of the order follow
ed the reopening of the rice ex
change, which was closed on Fri
day morning as the result of a sen
sational rise in prices.

In addition to the order regulat
ing the prices, the Guild also passed 

| a series of draconic regulations, de
signed to prevent speculative deal
ing in the staple.

Among the notable “don’ts” issued 
to the dealers were ‘’black market” 
trading and unloading of stocks on 
the market for speculative purposes.

Intense excitement attended the 
opening ^of the Friday session at; 
the rice exchange, following the fai-j 
lure of the control committee to. 
¡reach a decision.

With the exchange in an uproar, 
it was decided to stop trading, even 
at the risk of causing. general un
certainty. Fortunately, the closure 
of the exchange was not followed 
by the consequences some dealers 
feared it might have been.

The guild’s order to the dealers 
threatened serious punitive action 
against those failing to comply 
with the new price regulations.
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Flour And Wheat
Hour: Mills’ quotations yester

day for second grad- product rose 
$.10, the current rate being $4.55 
cash. In view of the high cost of 
production, the mills’ sentiment 
was bullish which accounted for the 
firmness in the market, although 
demand was not keen.

Yesterday’s total turnover 
amounted to roughly 50,000 bags. 
Spot quotations for foreign flour 
also were increased from $450 to 
$455 cash, and displayed a tendency 
to advance further.

Wheat: With holders still await
ing better opportunities to dispose 
of their stocks, market remained 
quiet yesterday.

Nb orders were reported to have 
been placed' for American wheat 
which, it was learned, was being 
offered at US$2150 per ton.

Incidentally, the firm sentiment 
displayed by the mills in regard to 
the disposal of flour was due, it 
was said, to no small extent to the 
fear that the cost of foreign wheat 
would advance further.
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Rice Market
White Rice: Rising trend of the 

market yesterday was arrested 
following the strong appeal of the 
guild circles to the merchants and 
the strict prohibition of secret 
trading.

In the morning, prices continued 
to advance, but as larger traders’ 
buying activities slackened, a reac
tion set in, prices losing their 
earlier gains.

At closing, medium quality pro
duct was quoted at $14.50.

Provincial Rice: As appetite of 
buyers weakened, more stable con
ditions were seen in the market 
yesterday. With Nanking “special” 
being quoted at the high price of 
$14 and high grade Wuhu rice at 
$13.80, absorbing interests were 
dampened. Trading dropped from 
almost 10,000 bags on Wednesday to 
less than 4,000 bags yesterday.
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Soaring Cost Of Living 
'Steady Risi 
In Price Of

I

Rice Recorded
Index Now Approaching 
Record Marked Up In

Winter Of 1938
CLOTHING DEARER, 

FUEL COSTS LESS

Effect Of Bean Oil 
Shortage Seen In

Latest Figures
With a change for the worse in 

industrial conditions last month, 
when Shanghai workers averaged a 
further decrease in wages, the city’s 
poorer classes again had to face a 
further increase in the cost of 
living, figures released by the 
Shanghai Municipal Council re
vealed yesterday.

Most hard hit were those classes} 
whose daily menu consists of little I 
more than a humble bowl of rice, 
for which they were compelled to 
a higher price last month than even 
the preceding month, when ah 
alarming increase in price was 
registered.

The effect of a marked shortage 
in bean oil, and higher costs of 
transportation was responsible for a 
rise in the price of another com
modity necessary to the poorer I 
classes, and while fuel cost slightly 
less in April than it did in March, 
there was an increase in the cost 
of clothing registered.

Index Figures Given
The general index of the cost of 

living for Shanghai workers last 
month set at 164.13 is only 1.68 
points short of the position of 
January, 1938 (166.81), the peak 
index during the past 21* months 
since hostilities started. The pre
sent rise-phase in the general index 
began from December, 1938, the 
figures show, and has extended un
interrupted over a period of five 
months.

Tne increase for April is 0.64 per 
cent., 3.60 per cent., and 49.88 per 
cent, when compared with the pre
ceding month, the same month last 
year, and the pre-war month, July, 
1937, respectively on 1926 base. 
However, by taking the general 
index of the pre-war month, which 
is 109.51 as the base for comparison 
(both the general index for July, 
1937, and its reciprocal will then be 
represented by 100,) the index for 
April, 1939, which is 164.13, will 
then be represented by 149.88, the 
reciprocal of which is 66.72. There
fore the purchasing power of a July, 
1937, dollar, is worth $0.6672 in 
April, 1939. MMfej
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Rice And Oil Up
In the food group indices the 

most conspicuous rise in price 
during March was that of rice; for 
April, soy bean oil. The average 
retail price of soy bean oil per 
chin for March was $0,251, and for 
April-, $0,359. The increase was 
43.03 per cent. The peak price was, 
however, as high as $0,480 per chin.

It is reported that prohibition to 
export soy bean oil from Dairen 
coupled with manipulation has 
caused the price to soar and that 
the price is believed to be the high
est during the past 60 years.

When the average retail prices of 
the month are compared with those 
of the preceding one, fluctuation is 
extremely great in a number of 
commodities, e.g., in the food group, 
sweet potato was increased by 43.08 
per cent., lard 12.85 per cent., fresh 
pork 10.81 per cent., white sugar 
9.60 per cent., turnips 7.41 per cent., 
soy bean sauce 5.04 per cent.

The increase in the price of pork 
was due to a further levy oi $1.00 
per head in the occupied areas. For 
the different varieties of rice, the 
increase was from 2.90 to 3.54 per 
cent, i

Clothing Dearer
Demand for clothing materials 

was active during the month as a 
result of the ever-growing popula
tion. Most items in the clothing 
group showed a rise, save three. 
Native sheetings rose 1245 per 
cent, fancy twills 10.00 per cent, 
cotton socks 8.50 per cent., grey 
shirtings 4.23 per cent., jeans and 
drills 4.17 per cent., white shirtings 
3.73 per cent. Cotton flannel shows 
a drop of 16.41 per cent., as it is 
out of season.

The average retail prices of the 
various items in the fuel and light 
group showed a general fall during 
the month. Fire-wood showed a 
drop of 5.40 per cent., charcoal 4.15 
per cent., and coal briquettes 1.93' 
per cent.
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Local Rice
Price To Be

Maintained
A resolution to maintain the 

local rice market at the present 
maximum level of $14 per shih was 
reached at a meeting held by the 
Price-Adjusting Committee in the 
beginning of this week.

This decision, it was said, was 
arrived at in view of the fact that 
although recent arrivals as well as 
stocks of rice in Shanghai have 
shown a small decline, there is still 
sufficient quantity on hand to allay 
any fear of a shortage. It was, 
therefore, decided to advise all pro
vision dealers to keep the prices 
from exceeding the maximum level 
and at the same time to spare no 
efforts to accelerate the shipment 
of fresh supplies from the producing 
centers.

The present local stocks, accord
ing to an investigation made by the 
committee, amount to a total of 
61:1,153 bags, showing a decline of 
41,303 bags compared with the 
last reported figure. Of this amount 
the largest quantities are held in 
the Bank of China and the 
National Commercial Bank go- 
downs totaling 121,120 and 97,169 
bags respectively.
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Local Pig Market 
Established

Livestock Must Be Landed 
In Hongkew; Dealers and 
Ships to Register

The recent difficult situation con
fronting pig dealers in Shanghai who 
have been forced to transport their 
live pigs from Hsingkong, north 
Kiangsu, by Japanese steamers and’ 
also to pay a tax of $2 per pig was 
clarified yesterday when it was an
nounced that the Shanghai Cattle 
Market had officially been established 
in Hongkew where the Japanese in
fluence is predominant.

It was stated that in order to “fit 
in with the war-time situation trans
portation of live stock in Shanghai 
must be monopolized by one hong” 
and to that end a large piece of land 
covering 100 mow has been marked 
out for the establishment of the new 
market which is already in process 
of construction. Pending the com
pletion of the construction, the tem
porary offices of the market will be 
located at 52 Yochow Road and in 
Rioom 127, 400 North Soochow Road.

All hongs dealing in live stock 
must register with the new market 
between April 16 and 30 and although 
no registration fees will be paid, it 
was clearly mentioned that all live 
stock in producing districts destined 

i for Shanghai must be transported by 
: steamers “all of which must be ( 
; appointed by the market authorities.” i 
All live stock will be sold by the ' 
market alone. Pig dealers were | 
urged to register in order to “avoid | 
losses.”

Steamers to Be “Appointed”
Informed quarters believe that the 

new Hongkew enterprise will affect 
many people probably including the 
general public if there is a change 
of prices as a result of the control. 
Formerly, it will be recalled, live 
pigs and other cattle were transport
ed to Shanghai from interior dis
tricts by third party steamers and 
also by Japanese boats. Sometime 
ago, armed Japanese . parties forced 
junks carrying pigs to sail to Japan
ese steamers at the place of loading, 
namely Hsingkong, and as a result 
two British steamers, the Christine 
Mpller and Whangpu, had to return 
to Shanghai without pigs which were 
to have been shipped here by them.

It will be interesting to set how 
foreign shipping interests will react 
towards the newly-monopolized busi
ness as steamers transporting, live 
stpck must be “appointed” by the 
new market, but in Chinese circles 
strong opposition has already been 
voiced. More than 40 pig hongs, 
which are members of the Shanghai 
Pig Hongs Association, have publicly 
announced their disapproval of the 
arrangement. They have started a 
wordy war stating that they would 
never participate in any “illegal or
ganization” and it will be interesting 
to watch whether or not their wbrd 
will be followed by action. They 
have already threatened to stop 
business.

It was reliably learnt yesterday, 
however, that live pigs have been 
transported to Shanghai during the 
past few days uninterrupted by tax 
collectors, but as stated, “registration” i 
has just begun 9nd t]ie situation is" 
keenly watched by cattle dealers.

'SiUOAt I’U’JCIPAin 
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Sino-Japanese Combine To\ 
Monopolise Livestock

Shanghai Livestock Association, Capitalized 
At $250,000, To Start Operating To-day; 

Chinese Dealers Organize “Boycott’’
Frcm to-day, all livestock com

ing into Shanghai will have to 
pass through the hands Gf the 
Shanghai Livestock Association, a 
SinO-Japanese combine capitalized 
at $250,000, which, with the help 
of the Japanese naval and military 
authorities, will exercise a com
plete monopoly. “The Shanghai 
Times” learnt yesterday.

The combine, “The Shanghai 
Times” was reliably informed yes
terday, is the result of some six 
months of hard work and negotia
tions by an unnamed foreigner, 
who—due to the Japanese restric
tions—will have nothing further to 
do with the association, though 
doubtless he will receive some re
muneration for his efforts.

As far as the average house
holder is concerned, the result of 
this combine will mean a drop 
in prices; pork, for instance, will 
probably drop about 10 cents a 
pound to start off with, and pos
sibly another 10 cents in the near 
future. And similarly for all other 
livestock, including chickens.

Before the hostilities broke out, 
a pig cost anywhere from 43 to 48 
cents to bring to Shanghai, “The 
Shanghai Times” was told yester
day. Since the outbreak of hostili
ties, the Customs has levied a 
duty of $1.50 on each pig, while 
“taxes” paid to guerrillas, Ta Tao 
officials, officials who purported to 
be Ta Tao officials, and others, 
have brought the import costs up 

to $11 or more. Pigs at the moment 
cost $15, the table cost thus, being 
around $26.

As. a result of the monopoly, the 
Japanese authorities have assured 
the Association that all taxes will 
now not amount to more than 
from $5 to $6, including Customs 
duty. <

The association is in the handSfc* 
of 36 shareholders, 20 of whom are* 
reported to be Chinese and. 16 
Japanese. The $250,000 capital is 
made up of $125,000 subscribed by 
Japanese interests, a similar 
amount subscribed by Chinese in-' 
terests. The Association has tern-; 
porary offices in the Embankment i 
building which was well .guarded 
yesterday by Japanese . and Chin-1 
ese detectives.

Chinese dealers in Shanghai, • 
however, have held a meet-I 
ing as a result which they refuse i 
to have any dealings with the As- j 
sociation, on the grounds that it 
is a Japanese organization, with i 
the Chinese in it merely as a “blind.” I

To the Association’s suggestion' 
that the real trouble is that the l 
dealers see a large, profit dwind
ling away, the dealers retort that I 
once the monopoly is well esS[b- 
lished and backed by the Japan
ese military, there is nothing to 
prevent present prices being doubl
ed on the ground of “prevailing 
conditions.” So far, the dealers are 
adamant in their refusal to deal. 
with the Association. |
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LEVY ON PIOS CAUSE!
OF DISPUTE HERE !

Chinese Importers Not 
Prepared To Pay $2 

To New Company
.. A unanimous decision to oppose 
the alleged $2 levy imposed by the 
“Continental Produce Company,” 
allegedly operated by the Japanese, 
on each pig imported into Shang
hai has been taken following a re
cent meeting held by the Shanghai 
Chinese Hog Merchants* Associa
tion, according to Chinese reports 
yesterday.

The association is also consider- 
I ing issuing a “manifesto” on the 
subject, but the contents of the 
statement still remains unknown.

Recently Chihese consignees fail
ed to take delivery of a consign
ment of over 2,000 pigs which were 
shipped to Shanghai from the low
er Yangtze regions aboard foreign 
steamers, but the matter was later 
adjusted when the consignors agreed 
tn pay one half the amount of the 
$2 levy.



THE SHANGHAI LIVESTOCK MARKET !%• .4 . ' . i? •■'. '
The Shanghai Livestock Market 

publishes the following notification N04I in the "Eastern 
Times* to-day »-

Notice la hereby given that this Market 
will commence to transact business as from April 15 at 
its temporary address, No* 52 Yoohow Bead, International 
Settlement, Its permanent market will be located on a 
piece of land measuring 160 mow situated at the comer 
of Chaoufoong Bead and Vuh Hwa Road $2.) where
building operations are in progress* It is hoped that • 
all dealers in livestock will join this market«

Branch offlcei Room 127, 
first floor, No,400 North 
Soo chow Road«

C Notification No,2

As from April 15, this Market will be 
the sole agent for the transportation and sale of all 
kinds of livestock.

It is notified for general information 
that the following dates of registration of dealers in 
this Market have been fixed »-

(1) Registration of pig brokers« from 
«4>ril 16 to April 30.

(2) Registration of livestock dealers« 
from „pril 16 to April 30,

(3) Registration of boats undertaking 
the transportation of livestock* from «'.pril 16 to April 30.

(Remarks« no charge will be made for 
registration)«.

(¿/¿A
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ws Digest and other local newspapers

PIG SEALERS AND THE EXTRA TAX

The entire body of oig de?l.,rs pre 
opposing the collection of an extra tex of ¿2.00 per 
head. Pigs are now being transported by th.. Chiyo karu 
of the Japanese Tairiku Products Company frdm Sinkieng 
to Shanghai in an attempt to monopolize this trade, 
liuch delay in delivery has this been caused.

It is learned that Watanab , manager 
of the Tairiku Company, hs>s agreed to reduce the tex 
to „1 p>'r head and this has been accepted by the pig 
dealers. Yesterday, when the pig dealers went to 
Hongkew to take delivery of pigs» it wps di^cov^r-d 
about 30C pigs had died. Negotiations for compensation 
hav. been opened by the pig dealers with the hoo Tai 
Hong in Ko^P0*

’v q (tfhile the s.s. Whangpoo of Butterfield 
<Ss Swire and the s.s. Christine of Moller Company were 
entering Shanghai with a load of more than 2,000 pies, 
the Tairiku Company wanted to collect an extra tex 
of ^2 per heed. Thi s’teas strongly opposed by the pig 
dealers who are fefusing to take delivery of the pigs. 
The trouble is still unsettled.
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Flour Market Here 
Steady As Chekiang 
Orders 700,000 Bags

Large quantities of flour have 
’been ordered from the Icoal flour 
mills by food merchants in east 
Chekiang in the course of the 
last few days, according to in
formation obtained from trade 
circles.

It is reported that Ningpo 
merchants have placed orders fcr 
500,000 bags and Wenchow dealers 
another 200,000 bags, which are 
now being successively shipped 
to their destinations.

As a result of these heavy 
orders and the reported im
provement in demand from 
Jc'crth China, the local flour 
market has, in spite of the keen 
competition of imported flour 
from America and Australia, 
become more stable, the price 
staying steady at $4.40 per bag.

It is further stated *bat the 
daily aggregate output <;f the 
flour mills in Shanghai exceed 
200,000 bags.
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RTce^Siock^ 
Said Enough 
For Shanghai

Stecks of rice in Shanghai, in
cluding those stored in godewris ano 
I rice shops, are estimated to total’ 
' 650,003 bags or about 850.000 tc 
1950,000 shih or piculs, according tc 
information emanating from the 
local Chinese Rice and Cerea*

' Appraisal Committee.
{Disregarding the daily arrivals

I the existing* stock of rice in Shang- ■■ 
। hai, it is stated, will probably be: 
I sufficient to meet local consumption; 
till the end of May. Due to the in-; 
clement weather daily arrivals have j 

! been slow and of smaller quantities 
I but it is expected that with the im
provement in weather conditions and | 
ether factors, rice will continue tr ■ 
arrive from Soochow, Wusih 

! Hashing, Wuhu and other produc
ing and distribution centers ir. 
larger quantities.

, Since the fixing of the maximum | 
I pi ice for the best quality rice at 
■ $14 by the Appraisal Committee, the 
I market has remained rather steady 
I and although the sentiment pre
vailing among holders continue to I 
be firm with little intention shown 
for quick disposal, the prices of all 

> grades of rice are not expected tc 
; rise to any appreciable degree in the 
• near future.

The lowering of the price in the 
producing districts by around $1 

’ per picul is an additional factor 
making for the easier tendency in 
the local market, but the reported 
heavy buying by the Japanese in 
the occupied areas will doubtless 
act as a great deterrent.

A surcharge of $.40' per picul over 
the limit set by the Appraisal Com
mittee is, however, being added by 
the rice shops in their retail sales, 
commencing April 1. This surcharge 
is to cover their commission and 
other fe es. In view of the difficulties 
experienced by detail shops in 
making a profit on account of the 
$14 restriction, the surcharge ruling 
was passed by the Shanghai Rice 
Merchants Guild and has obtained 
the approval of the Appraisal Com
mittee, it is further understood.
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Imports Cause 
Local Flour 
Price Decline
Shanghai Market Feels 
Effect Of Nipponese

Dumping In North
Large quantities of foreign wheat 

and flour are being imported into 
Shanghai because of the Japanese 
control of the wheat-producing dis
tricts, Chinese circles report.

: Flour mills operating in the 
| International Settlement, such as I 
¡the Foh Sing and Fou Foong, have 
'reportedly been compelled to pur
chase foreign wheat to meet their 
¡requirements since the ’Japanese 
undertook to restrict the export of | 
wheat from the occupied areas.

These. mills have also been 
unable to buy wheat from the 
interior «because of the embargo 
imposed by the Chinese Govern
ment. It is reported that during 
the month cf February a total of 
250,45ft quintals of foreign wheat, 
worth some Ch.$2,242,687. were im-i 
ported into Shanghai, the greater 
portion coming from America and 
Australia.

In the occupied areas, Japan has 
also been buying wheat chiefly for 
the use of Japanese flour mills in 
North and Central China. Accord
ing to statistics, a total of 55,631 
quintals worth Ch.$440,142 was ex
ported from the occupied areas to 
Japan Proper alone. From January 
to February this year this export was 
some 12,430 quintals, part of the.se 
having been taken up by Japanese- 
operated mills in China.

Japanese flour has recently been 
dumped into the North China 
market which formerly had provid
ed the principal cutlet for Chinese 
flour. This, coupled with the 
recent importation cf considerable ■ 
quantities of foreign flour, has 
¡compelled local flour mills to lower 
¡the prices of their products and to 
¡seek a market elsewhere.
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NO RICE SHORTAGE 
SEEN LOCALLY

Ample Supplies From 
Producing' Areas 

Reaching Here
No anxiety is now felt for a possi- \ 

ble shortage of rice in Shanghai । 
following heavy shipments of thisI 
staple produce which have continued 
to arrive from the inland areas, ac
cording to reports yesterday.

The advent of spring, it was point
ed out in local rice merchants cir
cles, has brought very clear wea-l 
ther conditions, and this has greatly, 
facilitated the shipment of rice to1 
Shanghai.

In view of this, local holders have; 
shown themselves to be eager to un- j 
load their stocks on the market,1 
However, dealers have been heavily [ 
stocked, and have shown no keen ■ 
buying interest, with the result that 
prices / which recently soared to 
above $14, have now returned to' 
within the $14 level.

Meanwhile, the price stabilization 
committee of the Shanghai Chinese 
Rice Merchants Guild is continuing 
with the plans for keeping a regular 
supply of the staple produce tp 
meet the local normal market re
quirements and generally attempting 
to prevent price fluctuations by 
keeping a check over the specula
tive activities of members of the 
guild. The Beans and Cereals 
Dealers’ Guild is also engaged in 
similar measures which are being 
enjoined upon its members to ob
serve.

Once again, the local rice market 
is reported to be steadily returning 
to normal as a result of the ap
plication of such preventive meas
ures.
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Price Of nTcT'TTPie 
Again Exceeds Limit

Of $14Jfrr Picul |
Despite thc setting up of the 

maximum price by local dealers the 
price of rice during th© past few 
daye has again slightly exceeded 
the $14 per picul limit.

Circles close to the rice trade in
dicated that the climbing of the 
price was largely due to the rising 
cost in transporting the grain from 
the inland cities to Shanghai.

Unscrupulous officials in the rice, 
producing areas were said to have 
deliberately raised the transporta
tion permits cost for rice from the 
former rate of 50 cents per picul 
to $1 per ptç'iih

Thir ruling consequently brought 
about a decline in the amount of 
rice imported to Shanghai and in 
directly boosted thé price of rice 
in the local market.

The Price Fixing Committee is 
investigating the matter and is 
hopeful that in a few day's, the 
price of rice may be brought back 
to normal again.
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IUCE MARKET MAY 
BE NORMAL

Formal Installation Of 
Price Stabilization

Committee Here
The local rice market is expect

ed to return to normal following 
the formal installation of the price 
stabilization committee of the 
Shanghai Rice and fieans Mer
chants Guild yesterday.

During the past few daysi prices 
have fluctuated within a wide mar
gin, first quality rice having been 
sold at $15, while prices, for second 
grade rice soared as high as $13.25 
per picul. This abnormal situation, 
members of the rice guild explain
ed, has been due to speculation 
among the .rice merchants, many 
of .whom have hoarded their stocks 
in - anticipation of better prices.

It was further pointed out yes
terday that if this situation were 
to continue-, it w-ould ■ work untold 
hardships among factory workers»! 
riesha pullers, and other labour 
elements in the city,, although the. 
other classes of people, who are 
generally placed in better circum
stances, will not feel the pinch so 
strongly.

The committee has now been 
charged with the responsibility of 
fixing and regulating market prices, 
which shall not be over $14 per 
picul for first quality cereals.

Tile market condition during the 
past two days, following reports of 
the decision to form a committee,, 
has been easier. Speculators have 

I since been unloading their stocks 
! on the market, fearing that prices 
। would drop further. Although, a 
¡few days ago, there were reported 
to be in stock around 700,000 bags 

■ of rice, actually less than 200,000 
bags were placed on the market,, 
while the rest were ..being, hoarded 
by speculating merchants, it was 
revealed yesterday.

The soaring prices in the local 
market» meanwhile, have attracted 
more rice which is now being ship
ped into Shanghai from the Yang
tze and inland areas. It is expect
ed that after the committee has 
set seriously to work, the rice mar
ket will be restored to . normal. An« 

I other task of the committee is to 
devise measures for keeping up a 

| steady and regular supply of rice 
i from the interior to Shanghai.
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Rice Prices to Be

Stabilized
Local Association Forms 
Special Committee

The Shanghai Rice and Bean 
Dealers Association and its affiliated 
organizations have jointly held a 
meeting at which the Rice Price 
Stabilization Committee has been 
r^anized. As a result, retail shops 

:n Shanghai are required to maintain 
the officially fixed price of $14 per 
picul of the first grade rice which 
was quoted at $15 last week.

The increased price has caused 
' confusion in the market and anxiety 
among the poor for some time past 
but it has now been announced that 
the new committee will undertake tn 
fix the price at a reasonable level 
and persuade merchants having 
direct connections with farmers to 
ship rice to Shanghai continuously. 
A steadier market has been created 
and manipulators are now willing to 
unload their cargo from rice boats.
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Price-Fixing Body Formed / 
To Supervise Rice Trade

Seven Organizations Join Hands In An Attempt 
To Defeat Profiteers Charged With 

Causing Rising Cost Of Grain
In yet another attempt to check 

speculative manipulation of grain 
prices, a price-fixin*g committee was 
formed yesterday at a joint meeting 
of the Shanghai Rice and Bean 
Guild and six related organizations.

The joint meeting was called to 
discuss means of putting a stop to 
the soaring prices of rice, which 
reached the $15-per-picul mark over 
the weekend, and of preventing 
further profiteering in the grain 
trade.

It was revealed at the meeting 
.thatpertain an unnamed Chinese pa
triotic organization in Shanghai 
had served warning on the conven
ing organizations, urging them “to 
censor the practice of certain trad
ers who had been forcing the 
price up and shipping the grain to 
the enemy.”

CÖÜ.OÜO Bags Here

The present rice stock in Shang
hai was estimated to total 600,000 
bags, .which, it was revealed, was 
sufficient for the city’s consumption 
for a few months.

The proposal that the' present 
$14-per-picul limit for rice be raised 
to $15 was defeated at the meeting, 
the majority opinion being that 

the raised limit will not check pro
fiteering.

The price-fixing committee con
sists of 15 members. The Rice and 
Bean Guild and the Rice Dealers 
Guild will each be represented 
by five members. Other organiza
tions to be represented include the 
Rice Transportation Guild and 
several guilds of rice-producing 
hsien near Shanghai.

Support Pledged

Meanwhile, support to the pro-i 
posal of the Rice and Bean Guild 
and its related organizations was 
promised by the First District 
Citizens’ Association at its meeting 
yesterday afternoon.

In a resolution' adopted at the 
meeting the Association urged the 
sponsoring bodies of the proposal to 
seek an immediate remedy for the 
existing “deplorable condition.”

In another resolution, instruction 
was given to the Association that 
the S.M.C. and F.M.C. be petitioned 
to pay special attention to the 
rising cost of living in the city.

I ~~
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RiceTrices to Be ~
Discussed

Further Increase Likely ; 
Permission Must be Given 
By Authorities

Members of the Shanghai Rice and 
Bean. Dealers’ Association are sche
duled to hold an, important meeting 
today to discuss a proposal asking for 
a further increase of the price of rice 
which has already surpassed the 
officially fixed peak mark of $14 for a 
picul. Retail rice shops are selling the 
first grade rice at $15 for a picul 
causing anxiety among the majority of 
people here despite the association’s 
request for maintaining the price of 
$14.

In order to have the increased price 
officially fixed by their association it 
has been urged that a meeting 
should be held. Informed quarters 
¡believed that even should the associa
tion decide in favour of the- retailers, 
permission must be obtained from 
authorities of both foreign settlements 
here who were reported to be paying ■ 
close attention to the matter. It was 
alleged by Chinese press circles that 
evidently “manipulators” were behind 
thé business and that thè authorities 
wèrè investigating.

Confusion in Market
There has been confusion in the 

¿rice market during the past few days 
and last Saturday even the price of 
$15 for one picul was surpassed, and 
the market had. to be closed before 
noon. This was done despite the as
sociation’s order forbidding a. further 
increase of price beyond the $14 
mark;

A few days before the confusion, 
rice merchants, who buy grain from 
farmers directly, .stopped, shipping 
rice to Shanghai because of' their in
ability to make money in the busi
ness as the price quoted in the inter- j 
ior went up to such a level that it i 
almost became equal to that quoted I 
in Shanghai plus the transportation | 
expenses. The association persuaded 
them to continue shipping rice to j 
Shanghai and they soon resumed ■ 
business. But the price in Shanghai i 
suddenly went pp last Friday.

It would appear that since there 
is no profit to make if the association’s 
price limit is maintained some rice 
merchants are asking that thè peak 
price be further increased. Previous 
reports were to the effect that the 
price went up in the interior because 
Japanese and “puppet” officials were 
buying the grain in large quantities 
and if the report is true there will | 
be difficulties in finding a remedy I 
locally.
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Price Of Rice 
In Shanghai 
Hits New High 
City, However, Believed

Facing No Shortage 
Of Cereal

I .Aithou8’h; the price of rice, mount- 
|. to the $15-per-picul mark dur
ing dio week-end, Shanghai grain 
mercante expected no immediatemeicnants expected no immediate 
clanger of a j-ice shortage in this 

’ * ‘ 5'^I^ne"'2 reports said yesterday.
Far from being an indication of 

} possible shortage, circles close 
r° the grpin trade were cf the 
; opinion that the' mounting price 
was the direct result of manipula- 
' s unscrupulous dealers in 

hpL Clty' T?e pres®nt Tiee stock 
7<SrftnaK estimated to be well over <uv,ooo bags.

Officials of the Shanghai 
cipal Council were said to 
whrf)?rCed “fch€ir iWection force 
which is entrusted with the duties 
of eliminating unscrupulous —— ' 
tices in the grain trade.

Meanwhile, as the market 
o?%u ?he approved limit
of $14 pet picul, grain merchants 
ln..“?e clty were reported to have 
petitioned the Bean and Rice Guild 

;to endorse a $15-per-picul measure 
' Actlon. 031 tllis Potion was re-1 
iomirt nX-h1avsLbeen Promised bv 
~dPd officials at their meeting this

I afternoon.
Lr^Otier. P^posal advanced by 
tation Afa c S suPP°rted the impor-l

A S'Ta.m and Burma rise to; 
wffi^8^1'- Xt was beIieved that! 
with an increased supply of rice 
telowPtoeth7«M be brought back 
oeiow to the $14-per-picul level.

Both Municipal and Guild offi
cials, however, were said to have frowned : upon;the idea .of ^in ’h g 

aLovl ¿s . .ft would cost vreli 
above $15 a pieul for the importeri > 
KutieTT ¿938 harvbsts ffi^hose 

‘«e

hai is SLX^cgfe’ 
monihs- the re-

Muni- 
have

prac-I

Drice
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Chinese-American Daily News (Editorial)s

THE RICE SITUATION IN SHANGHAI

It is known to all that directly the sharp 
increase in the price of rice will affect the livelihood 
of the people while indirectly it will reflect upon the 
peace and order of the community. Since the outbreak 
of hostilities, many persons have been able to make 
handsome fortunes through their unscrupulous activities 
in hoarding commodities, but in the case of rice supplies, 
the situation was different, because shortly after the 
outbreak of hostilities, the authorities adopted certain 
restrictions and established the Rice Provisions Control 
Committee. In addition, the price of rice was fixed 
at #14 per picul as the maximum, while on the other hand 
efforts were made to secure rice supplies from other 
sources. It was due to all these strenuous efforts on 
the part of the authorities concerned that the supply of 
rioe to the people was effectively maintained and peace 
and order was efficiently preserved despite the fact 
that Shanghai was at that time in the war area.

Some time last year a sharp increase in the 
price of rice was witnessed due to the activities of 
certain unscrupulous and traitorous merchants for the 
furtherance of their monetary ends. Now, taking 
advantage of a decrease in the imports of rice, these 
unscrupulous persons are making use of the pretext of the 
Japanese and puppet control of rice supplies to raise 
the price of the rice. In reality, this is absolutely 
contrary to the actual facts.

It should be remembered that the prices of all 
agricultural products, not only rice, in the interior, 
are regulated by the market prices in Shanghai* Owing 
to the sudden increase in the price of rice in Shanghai, 
the dealers in the interior likewise raised the price 
of their stocks, thereby resulting in an increase in the 
cost price of the ric-.:, which th.. rioe dealers in Shanghai 
have to face when making purchases from the interior. 
This is the actual cause of the prevalence of rumours 
that the Japanese and the puppet authorities are making 
direct rice puroh-'Kes in the interior and are adopting 
a monopoly over r?cc, Moreover, though the puppet 
authorities m-y h^-ve imposed many kinds of taxes over 

¡the transportation of rice, they would not be so foolish 
las to prevent the exportation of rice from the interior 
las their principal aim is to collect more revenue.
I Furthermore, according to latest information secured by 
this paper, there is absolutely no difference in the system 
of transportation of rice from the guerrilla zones 
from that of last year* It therefore shows that 
there is no truth in the rumour that a monopoly is in 
force in the interior.

Thanks to the efforts of the Rice and Benn 
Trade Association for the limitation of the price of 
rice °nd those of the Rice Provisions Control Committee 
in advising the dealers to continue purchases from the 
interior, the rice situation has eased somewhat.

We now offer the following suggestions for 
preventing an increase in price of rice by unscrupulous 
rice merchants*-



1) In the interests of peace and order» the Rioe 
Provisions Control Committee should do the same as it 
has done before» i.e* maintain the fixed price of 
rice» and enforce adjustment of rice supplies in 
case of necessity*

2) According to reports appearing in newspapers» there 
are at present between 600,000 to 700,000 bags of rice 
in stock in Shanghai, sufficient to meet looal 
requirements for three months* As these bags of rice 
were mostly purchased before at normal prices# the 
Rioe Provisions Control Committee should order the 
owners to sell their stocks below the maximum price*

3) Should the owners of these stocks refuse to dispose of 
them below this price under the pretext that the s tooks 
are being used as a mortgage to banks, the Committee 
should adopt emergency measures, such as providing 
funds to redeem these stocks from the banks on behalf 
of the owners and thereafter enforcing a uniform price*

If the above measures fail to produce

¡effective results, then the method adopted last year should 
be enforced, i*e* the authorities cf the two Foreign 
Settlements should be asked to purchase rioe from abroad 
|for the adjustment of the rioe supplies in Shanghai*
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THE RICE QUESTION IN 3HANGHAI

The public are paying close attention to the 
rapid increase in the price of rice in Shanghai,

At 11.3* a.m, yesterday, the Rice Market 
Control Committee held a meeting, at which some 20 rice 
merchants ^from various places were present, Wu Zien- 
keng (qqTilq )» Chairman of the Committee, after 
reporting the particulars relating to the increase in 

j the price of rice during the past few days, persuaded 
I the merchants to sell rice at a fair price out of 

consideration for the general situation. He entertained 
the hope that the rice merchants would continue 
transporting rice to Shanghai to supply the local residents. 
The rice merchants explained that the cost of rice in 
the rice producing areas hod increased and that there 
were exorbitant taxes and heavy transportation charges 
to pay. The meeting terminated at 1 p«m*

After the meeting, the Committee issued a 
notice maintaining the limit of the price of best quality 
rice to ¿14 per picul.

The Rice Shop Owners* Association, at a 
meeting held at 4 p.m. yesterday, passed a. resolution 
that rice merchants be notified to observe the limited 
price of rice*

Letter to the Foreign Councils
\\ I . On Larch 8, the Bean and Rice Trade Association
\> | sent the following letter to the &.M.C, and the Jrench

y Municipal Council I-
“During the past few months, large quantities

Jr /j of rice have been transported to outports direct from
J H the interior. As a result, the price of rice in the
f y producing areas has risen and the price of best quality

\ rice in Changshu, Wusih and other places has been
increased to $12 and <$13 per picul. Transportation 
taxes end other charges of more than $1 are required for 
the tr-nsportntion of every picul of rice to Shanghai, 
Rice merchants, seeing that they cannot make a profit, 
have ceased to order rice with the result that only small 
quantities of rice are transported to Shanghai and the 

‘l|. price of rice is rising. There are indications that 
‘ j the price of rice will exceed the limited price. The 

rice merchants have all been advised not to exceed the 
limited selling price,

“Rice will come to Shanghai in less quantities 
in future should the price of rice in the producing 
areas in the interior be subject to further increases. 
As the stock of rice in this locality will diminish, 
it is feared that there may be a shortage of rice,

“The Council is always much concerned about 
the food question and we hereby send this letter reporting 
the cause of the increase in the price of rice. As a 
precaution tgainst a shortage of rice, we think that 
the Council should devise ways and means beforehand to 
cope with the situ: tion,“
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LIkIT ON THS PRTCF OP RICE TO BE MAINTAINED

To discuss the lice situation, the Bean and
Rice Trade Association held %. nee ting at 3 p.m. yesterday*
Ying Tse-kang p.'.’csi del«

It was decided that as there is in Shanghai
a stock of some 700,000 bags of rice, the limit of $14 per 
piaul should be maintained.

The cause of the rising price is due to directF\\_E purchases of rice from the interior by foreigners* Local
rice merchants refuse tc buy as the price in the producing 
areas is higher than in Shanghai. There is some anxiety 
for should the price in the interior continue to rise the
stocks in Shanghai will become short* It will be wise, 
therefore, to inform the authorities of the Foreign 
Settlements of this situation and to ask them to tske the
necessary steps to purchase Saigon rice*

The price of rice yesterday reached the limit
of $14 per picul* Some 3,000 bags of rice are arriving 
here daily and rice dealers are unwilling to sell* There 
is a tendency of the price exceeding the limit* Actually 
the retail price has already reached $14*50 per picul.



Hwa Mei Chen Pao and other local newspapers i-

Tr ai tor ou s Merc han ts Are The Cause Of The 
-----------High Price Of Ripe

According to information secured by a reporter 
from bona fide rice merchants, the increase in the price of 
rice is due to underhand control of the rice market by 
certain traitorous merchants who, in conspiracy with the 
Japanese and puppet authorities, are making handsome 
profits.

Rumours that the Japanese and puppet 
organizetions are attempting to control the rice market 
are being spread through newspapers in order to make the 
price soar, but actually rice transactions in the guerrilla 
zones ere going on the same as last year. Moreover 
ample supplies of rice are in stock in the Foreign * 
Settlements.
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THE CONDITION OP THE RICE -¿AdKaiT

Within the past few days the price of rice has 
risen to the limit of $14 per picul. (Actually the nrice 
of rice has been on the decline during the past two days). 
The Bean and Rice Trade Association will hold a meeting in 
a day or two to discuss the situation.

The recent increase in the price of rice is due 
to direct nurchases from the rice producing areas by the 
Japanese and punpet authorities. As a consequence rice 
supplies are becoming smaller end the price has increased. 
There is in Shanghai a stock of more than 800,000 piculs of 
rice which can last three months. There is no reason for 
the price to go up at present. It is hoped that the rice 
dealers will give the matter consideration.

It is rumoured that at the mejting to be held 
rice merchants will suggest that the limit of ^14 per picul 
be raised. The Bean and Rice Trade Association, which is 
responsible for regulating the people's foodstuffs, should 
deal with the situation wisely.

The Rice Provisions Joint Control Committee 
organized by the authorities of the Foreign Settlements 
r,c.ntly held a meeting at which the opinion was expressed 
that as the importation of rice is still going on and stocks 
are ample, there should be no anxiety over supplies of rice.
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Rice Price Shows 
Increase

Controlled Level Already 
Reached: No Shortage But | 
Inland Purchases Cease |

Hope was expressed yesterday by 
the Chinese press that authorities of 
foreign settlements in Shanghai 
Would check the increase in the 
price of rice which has already 
reached the limited level of $14 for 
a picul of first grade rice.

Members of the Shanghai Rice and 
Bean Merchants’ Association were re
ported' to have met yesterday on the 
question and it was hinted by one 
report that the merchants might 
suggest a further increase in price.

The prick quoted in the rice 
market was $14 but in retail shops 
where the middle class people and 
the poor obtain their daily quota of 
rice the officially limited price was I 
surpassed. Many Chinese housewives | 
bought more rice yesterday fearing | 
that there might be a further in> j 
crease of price.

Although there is ho fear of 
immediate shortage of rice in Shang
hai because there are 650,000 bags 
stored in, various godowns here, 
merchants who directly buy rice 
from farmers in the interior have 
been reluctant to make purchases 
and consequently there has been a 
decrease in supply.

The supply of rice in the interior 
has been decreased as a result, of 

>.hjg purchases made by the Japanese | 
and “puppet” officials, it was reported. | 
In Wusih, it was pointed out, a picul 
of rice is worth $12.60 now and plus 
the transportation fee the price

I would go up to $14.10 after arriving 
j in Shanghai.

Rice merchants have therefore 
been reluctant to ship rice to 
Shanghai because it does not pay. 
At present the daily arrival of rice 
amounts to only 2,000 or sometimes 
3,000 piculs. Foreign settlements 
alonei need 7,000 bags or about 9,000 ! 
piculs daily.

At a meeting held yesterday after- 
noon, executives of the Shanghai i 
Rice and Bean Merchants’ Association 
decided not to increase further the 
price of rice which has already 
reached the officially limited level, 
namely, $14 for a picul of first grade 
rice.
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Local Rice Condition#' /ire 
ReportedSatisfactory

Excellent Handling Of Delicate Situation Arising] 
From Hostilities Results In Coverage Of Costs

And Profit For Refugee Relief In Settlement
At a recent meeting of the Rice 

Joints Administrative Committee the 
local rice situation was reviewed. 
Thè stock in Shanghai was estimated 
at approximately 900,000 zars, ar
rivals during January averaging 

■approximately 10,000 zars per day-. 
The stock in the French Concession 
was estimated at 96,000 bags, an in
crease of 30,000 bags during Decem
ber and January.

The steady inflow of rice to Shang
hai had been only slightly affected 
by purchases up-country for ship- 

?u. to Northern Ports and it was 
: felt that there was no # cause for 
■ concern as regards the general 
situation.

It was reported to the Committee 
: th,at since. its last meeting at the 
erid of November, the Council’s re- 

. serve supply which then stood at 
10,606 bags, had been completely 
turned over to reduce risk of de
terioration and sales had been made 
of such ■ quantity as showed signs 
of being impaired. The balance re
maining was 6,156 bags and on the 
recommendation of the Treasurer 

■and Controller, in view of the satis
factory stock position in the city as 
¡outlined above, the Committee un
animously approved the disposal 
forthwith of this balance which is 
considered to be negligible in view 
of the existing margin of safety.

Results Of Purchases

An estimate of the final .result .of 
the Council’s transaction in »Saigon 
rice was presented to the Committee 

■by the Treasurer and Controller. It 
’ was noted that 22,740 tons had been, 
¡handled, in respect to which the» 
1 final credit balance was expected to 
be approximately $280,000; in addi
tion, a further sum of $54,000 had 
accrued from fees charged for facili
ties extended to a number of im
porters in respect to shipments ar
ranged by them subsequent to the 
Council’s decision to refrain from 
further purchases for its own ac
count, such shipments being subject 
in all respects to the same measures 
of supervision and control.

I As regards the disposal of these 
funds when 'finally determined the 
Treasurer and Controller proposed 
that thè latter amount ($54,000) 
which was in the nature of fees 
collected without risk of loss to the 
Council, be «transferred direct to 
municipal relief funds to augment 

¡those which had been derived from 
ithe Entertainment Voluntary Devy] 
to be used for direct measures of 

I refugee relief.



As regards the former amount 
(Approx. $280,000) the Treasurer 
and Controller proposed that this 
balance be transferred to the Ordin
ary Budget to offset expenditure 
already made and still being made 
by municipal departments on refugeee 
relief measures, such as expenditure 
on camps for. refugees, hospitals, 
provision of water and also police 
services, etc. The Comrhittee un
animously agreed to these proposals. ;

The report of the Committee was 
submitted to the Council and has < 
been approved. Allocations from | 
the total amount at credit will be 
made to municipal departments in 
reduction of expenditure on refugee 
measures.

The Council endorsed the Com
mittee’s appreciation of the services 
of the personnel of all departments 
who, had been connected with the 
Council’s rice organization and ap
preciative reference was made to 
the valuable public services render
ed by the Treasurer and Controller 
in. this connection.
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Nippon Daily
Appeals For

Wheat Tariff
Immediate adoption of a pro

tective wheat tariff policy by the 
“Referir ?d Government/’ as a 
.measure against alleged maneuvers 
of /Chinese flour-manufacturers and 
foreign merchants was urged by the 
Tairiku Shimpo in an editorial v?s- 
terday.

Under the heading “Imported 
Wheat ¡Should Be Taxed,'* the edi
torial charged, that the prevailing: 
system of exemption of wneat from 
taxation, has led Chinese flour 
manufacturers in the International 
Settlement and the i ranch Goners-- 
siori of Shanghai, in co-operation, 
with foreign merchants, to import 
large quantities of cheap wheal' 
from the United Si ates and Austra
lia. By this action, thesz arc driving 
Chinese agr.cultural villages to 
poverty, the paper alleged.

‘ This problem is too serious,” ■ 
went on th? editorial, “to fee dis
posed of under the excuse that such 
activities are temporary because of 
the scarcity of wheat on the market 
and that it is based upon a purely 
cccnomic reason that comparatively, 
cheap material'is available for pro
duction.

“If wc study how far such an 
attitude on the part of Chinese and 
foreign business men concerned will 
go in its destructive effects,” fur
ther said the editorial, “we cannot 
overlook the fact that" a‘ political, 
motive underlies their actions.”

f
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January 19, 1939. Morning Translation,

Shun Pao and other local newspapers X-

LOCAL PORK BUTCHERS REFUSE TO JOIN PORK MARKET

Most pigs brought to Shanghai are from 
Tung chow, Chinkiang, Zang chow and Wusih. Owing to 
financial difficulties, the Japanese are collecting a 
tax of more than $1 on every pig transported to Shanghai. 
A similar tax will be levied in a few days along the ports 
north of the Yangtsze. The price of pork in Shanghai 
has thus gone up.

In order to control the pork trade in 
Shanghai, the Japanese and the puppet authorities intend 
to establish a pork market in the neighbourhood of Tinghai 
Bridge Yangtszepoo. Local perk shops,
knowing their'trickery, are refusing to join the market, 
while the Pork Shop Trade Association is warning its 
members not to join.
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1 , Japanese May Start
11 Pig Market

Chinese Dealers Refuse to 
Co-operate

Besides the Fish Market which is 
controlling the fishing industry in 
Shanghai, the Japanese are now re
ported to be interested in the estab
lishment of a pig market in Tinghai 
Chiao, Yangtszepoo, but Chinese work 
dealers in town are stated to have 
started a movement against the 
project.

Officials of the Shanghai Pork 
Dealers Association have been ap
proached by middlemen who per
suaded them to participate in the 
proposed market but they have re
fused the proposal. Members of the 
Association are mutually checking 
each other against becoming a mem
ber of the new market, it is stated.

Inconvenience of communications 
resulting from the hostilities plus the 
allegedly extorbitant taxes collected 
by the Japanese and “puppet’* officials 
have already caused an increase of 
the price of pork. The “transporta
tion” tax for a pig transported to 
Shanghai from the interior now 
amounts to more than $1.

Foreshadowing a further increase, 
it is stated that the new tax will 
soon be collected in districts in 
Kiangsu on the northern bank of the 
Yangtze where most of the pigs for 
the Shanghai people come from.

Tungchow, Jukao and Tsingkiang 
in Kiangsu export pigs to Shanghai 
with Chingkiang. Changchow and 
Wusih coming next in importance In 
that respect.



I

Shun Pao and other local newspapers i- ib-

¿RRIVuL 0? RICE SUPPLIES PECKEASING
Owing to heavy taxation by the Japanese and 

the puppet authorities» rice supplies to Shanghai have 
been dearer-sing* best quality rice is being sold at 
^12*50 to $12«60 per picul and good quality rice at 
«11.70 to «11.80.

When compared with prices of three days ago» 
.an increase of about 40 cents per picul is noted»



December 17, 1938 Morning Translation

Shun Pao snd other local newspapers «-

THE EXPORTATION OF RICE

Local rice merchants have requested the S*M«C* 
to ask the Customs to permit the exportation of rice* 
Several rice merchants requested the Customs to allow the 
exportation on presentation of the permits issued by the 
Council, but the request was rejected by the Japanese 
Commissioner of the Customs«

On December 16, Mr* Yu Ya-ching, a Chinese 
member of the S.M.C., made the following statement to a 
reporter of the Hsien Tai News Agency "Ihe
ban placed by the Customs on the exportation of rice is 
due entirely to orders from the Ministry of Finance of 
the National Government« The report that the Jepanese 
authorities are preventing the exportation is not true« 
As the highest administrative organ in the International 
Settlement, the S*M«C* is naturally paying close attention 
to the food supplies of the people* The right to permit 
or to refuse the exportation of rice is vested with the 
Customs and in this the S.M.C* cannot interfere* There
fore, the Council has no desire to express any views on 
the question."

The Bean and Rice Trade Association held a 
meeting at 3 p.m. yesterday and passed the following 
resolution ?-

"A permit is required from the French Minloipal 
Council for the exportation of rice from the French 
Concession.(The transportation of rice from the French 
Concession to the International Settlement also requires 
a permit)«

"Resolved that a letter be sent to the Freneh 
Municipal Council requesting that no permit be required for 
the transportation of rioe from the French Concession to 

the International Settlement*N
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Food Supplies Are 
Adequate

Record Deposit in Chilling
Rooms Last Month; Markets

Improve
; October was 47,990 as compared with 
; 52,795 for September, 42,974 for 
August, 24,551 for July, 31,091 for

1 June and 23,041 for May. Pigs dead 
: on arrival this month numbered 395 
; (0.725 per cent.) as compared with 
}525 for September (0.994 per cent.), 
land 842 for August (1.95$ per cent.). 
! 80 moribund and injured pigs were 
' shot on the Bund to prevent suffering.
The average price of pork live-weight 
during October was 27.5 cents a 
cattle.

Main items of other importations 
■■ were: Oxen 2,519, goats 6,627, buffalo 
: 568, fowl 3,800 baskets, eggs 32,970 
baskets, sea food 6,927 tubs, rice 
197,015 bags, wheat 65,733 bags, 

' vegetables 9,164 bags, salt pork 1,296 
bags, ground nuts 1*208 bags, beans 

■; 21,011 bags, lard 873 tins, wine 1,167• 
\ Jars, cotton 78,494 bales, cocoons I 
I 8,739 bales, peppermint oil 1,114 tins., 
j The system of fining is having the 
! desired effect, as shippers are con

forming more to Department require
ments than hitherto. Inspection of 
584 boats was carried out during the 
month, an increase of eight over that 

J of last month. Four new applications 
for transportation permits were re
ceived and approved.

Market Conditions
In the Northern district* the major 

| business is being carried on in the ■ 
Hongkew Market where the Chinese 

| are daily showing their confidence in 
I conditions by their rapid return to 
j business there. The North Fokien, 
Purdon and Elgin Road markets are 
also showing some improvement in 
trading conditions. The only two 
markets operating in the Eastern dis
trict are the Pingliang Road and 
Sungpan Road markets. Of these 
two, Pingliang Road market is 

| handling the larger volume of trade, 
and conditions in this market are 
becoming daily more normal. The 
main market business is still, how
ever, controlled by those markets 
located in the Central and Western 
districts.

Food supplies remain adequate and 
of excellent quality, though prices 
remain abnormally high due to the 
particular conditions which exist 
these days. Supplies of frozen fish 
have considerably augmented those of 
fresh fish. Flour and rice supplies 
remain satisfactory.

The iced suckers and (fold drinks 
hawked in previous months with so 
much potential danger to public 
health have now, due to the colder 
weather, disappeared entirely.

In Hongkew
Shanghai’s food situation during 

October is given considerable atten
tion in the monthly report of the 
Commissioner of Public Health which 
reveals the constant supervision 
maintained by the Department.

Interesting figures regarding the in-, 
creasing use of the chilling rooms for| 
food storage are given in the report.; 
Admissions for chilling totalled: 
536,999 lb., as compared with 320,316i 
lb., for September an increase of I 
216,683 lb. From beginning of 1938 

•to date 2.667,211 lb. have passed 
through the chilling rooms.

Admissions of meat for freezing 
‘and cold storage during October 
amounted to 502,352 lb., as compared 
with 4'02,695 lb., for September or an 
increase of 99,657 lb. Withdrawals' 
totalled 513,512 lb. From the begin
ning of the year to date, 3*287,588 lb. 
.of meat have been admitted. Octo
ber’s deposit of 502,352 lb. is a record 
figure.

Milk Supplies

The average daily milk production 
was 27,965 lb., an increase of 5.77 
per cent, and 41.22 per cent, over the 
figures for September and the cor
responding month of last year respec
tively. The daily production of 
cream was 220 lb., as compared with 
215 lb., for last month, an increase 
of 2.33 per cent. The number of un
satisfactory samples was 14.93 per 
Ceni. (includes three unlicensed), as 
compared to 26.67 per ceni. i r last 
month and 38.44 per cent, ^r the 
corresponding month of last year. 
All Grade “A” (TT) samples were 
up to standard and only one Grade 
“A” was below. Grade “B’M milk 
also' showed improvement though not 
to the same extent as the higher 
grades. Unlicensed samples continued 
to be 100 per cent., unsatisfactory.

Anthrax caused three deaths, con
tagious pleuro-pneumonia three, 
pneumonia one, metritis one, tuber
culosis three, panaritium one and 
Other causes 11, making a total of 23. 
23 post-mortems were carried out.

Abattoir Figures

A total of 2,853 food animals were 
slaughtered comprising 894 oxen, 1,909 • 
pigs and 50 horses. A total of 10 j 
carcases, all pork, were rejected. The 
total number of pigs killed in the 
two slaughterhouses situated at 
Chengtu Road amounted to 37,762, an 
increase of more than 50 per eent. 
over the corresponding month last 
year. A total of 23 carcases 'were 
rejected. Additional electrical stun
ners were installed to cope with the 
increased activities.

The number of pigs imported in
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November 27» MSinlng Translation«

§in Wan Pao and other local newspapers

BAN ON EXPORTATION OF FOOD

In order to meet the demands of the peapie 
and army at this critical period, the Government has

Vf • issued an order prohibiting the exportation of food. 
Offenders will be dealt with severely. Different 
measures will be applied to different cases in accordance 
with the provisional regulations proclaimed by the 
authorities•



November 18, 1938» Morning Translation.

bhun j?ao and other local newspapers j-

THE EXPOBTATION OF AICE

At 3 P»^ yesterday, Tsu Ts-shiang ( )
and Chen Ts-yee ), members of the Shanghai Bean end
Bice Trade -Association? called at the S»M.C, and the 
French Municipal Council to discuss the question of the 
exportation of rice from Shanghai»

The Association has decided to co-operate with 
the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, the Shanghai Maritime 
Customs and the authorities of the Foreign Settlements to 
regulate the food supplies for local consumption and for 
exportation. As to the date for the resumption of 
exportation, it will be fixed after arrangements have been 
made with the authorities concerned«

Meanwhile, the representatives sulmitted 
the following letter to the Foreign Councils »-

“On November 9, this Association sent you a 
letter giving reasons why the exportation of rioe should be 
resumed and a set of measures governing exportation» As 
these measures seem incomplete, we submit the following 
points for your consideration t- 
11 ) Bgason for the Exportation of Bice»

Owing to the good weather this autumn, bumper 
harvests have been gathered. At present, there are 
about 500,600- bags of rice stored in Shanghai» As the 
autumn crop is arriving in ample quantities, there need 
be no fear for a shortage» Exportation, therefore, 
will not affect the food supplies for Shanghai» 

Î2) The Price of Bice»
i Some time ago, this Association limited the price

of best quality rice to $.4 per picul and decided that 
exportation io to be suspended when the price exceeds 
the limit» The exportation of rice will be limited 
to 100,000 bogs a month and for the month of November, 
50,000 bogs only will be allowed to be exported. The 
price of rice will be limited as before»

(3) Bequest for Permits»
The Association some time ago made a suggestion 

that any person desiring to export rice must produce 
documents issued by the Chamber of Commerce or other 
proper bodies with t guarantee from other rice dealers. 
The Association requests the Council to issue to this 
Association every month permits for the exportation of 
rice for distribution among rice merchants. It is 
requested that each permit be made to cover 500 bags 
of rices thus for the 100,000 bogs of rioe each month, 
200 permits will be required» For the month of 
November, 100 permits will be required» With these 
permits and the certificates of this Association, the 
Customs authorities will then be requested to authorize 
the exportation.

(4) Passes Should Be Abolished»
Since the quantity of rioe to be exported is 

limited and a permit is required, the Association 
requests that the application for passes should be 
abolished as it is very troublesome. The Association 
will su bait to the Council every fortnight a report 
on the arrivals and sales of rice».



(5) The Couno jl Requested to Write to the Customs?
The Council is requested to write to the Customs 

as soon as an application for the exportation of rice 
attached with a permit from the Council and also 
a certificate from this Association hsabeen granted.

The Council is requested to consider and 
approve the above pointe without delay.



November 18, 1938, Afternoon Translation

Shanghai Daily News (X <*^J, a mosquito newspaper s-

EXFOBTaTION OF RICBt ASSOCIATION aND MERCHANTS DENOUNCED

Recently the authorities of the Shanghai 
Maritime Customs frustrated a great plot of the Bean and 
Rice Trade Association by refusing to lift the ban on the 
exportation of rice«

About ten days ago the price of rice in 
Shanghai suddenly rose to about |13 per picul following 
the request made by rice merchants for the resumption of 
exportation of Chinese rice* Enquiries show that most 
of the Chinese rice intended for exportation is to be 
transported to North China where the price of rice, as in 
Peiping and Tientsin, is about ¿20 per piaulé The real 
object of the ride merchants is to manipulate the local 
rice market in the hope of making large profits« Their 
attempt, should it succeed, will have serious consequences 
on the local food problem« Fortunately, the Customs 
authorities saw through their intrigues and have 
resolutely rejected the request of the rice merchants«

The Bean and Rice Trade Association has spared no effort to help the rice merchants in securing 
permission to export the rice and the affair cannot escape 
the attention of intelligent people« It is a shame that 
a few members of the local press should have been deceived 
into willingly working in favour of the scheme« The*Sing 
Sung News Agency* (3ft p t which has been misleading 
the readers of various newspapers by false reports, openly 
alleged on November 16 that the Customs authorities had 
rejected the request at the instigation of the puppet 
Customs Superintendent and opoka in favour of the rice 
merchants« Its object in making such mad statements is 
not known«
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lRice Dealers
Revise Rules

For Exports
Because local Maritime customs 

authorities refused to lift the em
bargo on the export of domestic 
rice, regulations for inter pert traie 
were revised by the Shanghai Ride 
Dealers' Association supervisor! 
committee members yesterday after
noon.

It was believed that the authori
ties injected the export request 
owing to the local food problem, and 
the association decided yesterday 
to reduce the amount of rice to be 
exported from 200,000 to 100,000 
bags per month. For the month of 
November, the Association will ask 
for the export of only 5,000 bags.

It was reported during the meet
ing yesterday that in principle the 
Customs authorities consented to the 
export of domestic rice but sug
gested a limit. Representatives of 
the association will make further 
negotiations today with the au
thorities.

It was decided that if interport 
exportation is granted, the As
sociation will submit a detailed 
report to the Customs authorities 
every fortnight on the amount of 
the stock exported and its destina
tion.

The relief levy of one cent for 
every bag of rice exported was 
increased to five cents, it was de
cided in the meeting yesterday, and 
if the local price of first grade rice 
reaches $14 per picul, the old em
bargo will be enforced again.
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Price Of Local
Domestic Rice 
Hits New Low
Rice Dealers (To Hold 

General Meeting 
Next Week

With the appearance on the local 
market of domestic rice of th? final 
harvest of the year, the Shanghai 
Rice Dealers’ Association will hold 
a general meeting next week to dis
cuss the local rice situation and the 
control of rice export;, it was learn
ed yesterday.

Several months .ago, in early 
August, fear was entertained by 
local rice dealers tl'iat Shanghai 
would face a shortage of rice for 
the winter, but this os now found 
untrue.

favorable weather conditions 
have resulted in the prosperous 
harvest of the crop grown in the 
near interior, especially Wusih and 
Changshu. Because of, the large 
consignments of rice shipped from 
these two rice producing, centers to 
Shanghai within the past few 
weeks, local prices of domestic rice 
are hitting a new low.

Price Drcp Felt
This major drop was especially 

felt about a fortnight ago whdn] 
Wusih rice, formerly selling $12 per 
shih (approximately 160 catties) 
dropped to $9.80. Now this rice is 
sellir|r at $11.60, The China Prefs 
learned from a well-known rv:e 
dealer yesterday.

Changshu rice, which sold for I$'12 
in August, was reported again srail
ing at this price, after a drop to 
$11.40 about two weeks ago, it was 
learned.

Because of the comparatively I 
small rice supply this year. China] 
has been importing a considerable 
amount of the crop from etbroadj 
especially from Saigon, Siam and: 
Annam.

Imports Increase r
While, during the hr st 10 months 

of last year, China only imported 
$33,134,387 worth of foreign rice, the 
imports of rice for this: year’s cor
responding period show a steep in
crease, amounting to $110,282,253, 
Chinese papers reported yesterday.’

Of late, however, by virtue of the 
policy of the National Government 
in the control of international 
trade, the imports of rice have de
clined. In the first season of the 
year, the imports amounted to 
$27,938,993; in the second season it 
swelled to $56,516,956, while in the 
third season it droppec’. again to 
$25*826,344, the reports added.

At the impending meeting the 
Shanghai Rice Dealers’ Association 
will discuss the possibility of ex
porting domestic rice to Chinese 
ports which has hitherto been pro
hibited by the Association as a 
means to control the local rice 
situation.

A date will be definitely set for 
the commencement of exporting 
domestic rice to Chinese ports in 
the coming meeting, it was reported.
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Rice Prices I 
Record Major

Drop Locally
Because of the large consign

ments of rice shipped from the in
terior to Shanghai within the past 
week, local prices of domestic rice 
are hitting new lows, the Ta Wan 
Pao reported last night.

Wusih rice, which used to sell ■ 
$12 per shih (equivalent to about, 
160 catties), is reported selling $9.80, 
while" the Ch'angshu rice *haa drop
ped from $12 to $11.40 per shill.

Until recently it was feared by 
many here that Shanghai would be 
short of rice for the next * few 
months. Local dealers were report
ed to have petitioned the Chinese 
Government to permit them to im
port rice from abroad.

'Bast Thursday, as many as 6,000 
bag« of rice Were shipped here from 
Changshu and Wusih, two rice
producing centers. More quantities 
of the crop were reported to have 
arrived here last Friday and Satur
day.

Earlier . Chinese . reports stated! 
that local rice trade has thrived 
since the hostilities. . The number 
of rice dealers has increased frqm 
1,700— to about 2,700, it was report
ed. Daily consumption has also in
creased froni 8,000 to more than 
9,009 ,shih. . \ ;
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No Shortage 
Of Food For 
This Winter
Areas Of Supply Being 

Opened Up At Many 
Points Inland

V V V Û

SHANTUNG BEEF FOUND 
IN LARGE QUANTITYA plentiful supply of foodstuffs of all kinds will be available in Shanghai during the coming winter, it is reported. The opinion is also expressed that prices will remain steady and that no marked increase over those prevailing at present may be i expected.

ft is understood that with the 
return, of more or less normal ! 
conditions to certain areas in China, | 
upon which Shanghai is dependent1 
for its suply of foodstuffs, the situa- 
tian is much better as a whole than i 
it was last year. According to Mr. i 
P. Veidt, Superintendent of Markets, j 
meat is now being brought here I 
from the vicinity of Nanking <as; 
well as from. Shantung.

The principal source of supply • 
for beef is Shantung and anything 
which tends to disrupt normal ship-■ 
rneiits is likely to create a serious • 
shortage here. It is therefore of ’ 
considerable importance that cattle 
are being sent from some of the 
most productive, areas in the pro
vince.

With regard to the supply of fruit 
and vegetables, it stated that far
mers in this area have been able 
io get large quantities of produce 
into the foreign areas. Large quan
tities ' of: fruit have . also been; 
brought over from Japan, especially. 
pears, apples and grapes.

The only difficulty in this con
nection is the fact that the prices 
for Japanese fruit are rising rapidly, 
possible due to the fact that the 
demand is very heavy this year from 
the army in China. An abundant 
¡supply of apples has been shipped 
from Chefoo to Shanghai this year 
and Korean apples have also proven 
especially good.

Supply of Bice
Japanese onions are arriving al

most by the shipload and are said | 
to be finding a very good market in I 
Shanghai. There is also a boom in I 
bananas in Shanghai at the present | 
time, it being estimated that from . 
10 to 13 tons are arriving daily. ; 
Most of the bananas are being ; 
brought in from Singapore' and 
Manila, the first class “fig” variety 
coming from thd latter port.

It is stated that there is also a very 
large supply of fish available! and 
incoming boats have been so well- 
loaded that the cold storage godowhs 
are now filled up; There is no fear 
of a shortage of pork as an adequate 
supply from Nantung continues to 
be available, and; what, is perhaps 
most important, there is little 
likelihood of a rice shortage.



August 4, 1938» Afternoon Translation

Standard and other local newspapers I-

MEETING OF KEAN AND RICE TRADE ASSOCIATION

With a view to regulating foodstuffs in 
Shanghai, the local Bean and Rice Trade Association 
recently strictly prohibited the exportation of Chinese 
rice, while efforts were made to facilitate the arrival 
of rice supplies in Shanghai, As difficulties are being 
experienced in transporting rice to Shanghai due to the 
blockade of the surrounding districts by the Japanese, 
the price of rice is gradually rising and has reached 
the limit of 4 per picul*

The Association held an urgent meeting at
3 p.m. yesterday in the office of the Cereal Trade 
Association on Avenue Edward VII, which was attended by 
14 members of its Executive and Supervisory Committees 
and was presided over by Mr. Ying Ta-kong (^1* )•

Investigations made by an official of the 
Association revealed that there are about 400,000 bags 
of rice in stock in Shanghai, comprising of 196,000 bags 
of Chinese held by rioe shops, 50,000 bags of Ssigon rice 
and about 200,000 bags of rice stored by private individual 
The supplies of rioe from the interior are scarce, but they 
have not been totally cut off; therefore, for the time 
being there is no cause for alarm.

The meeting resolved to appeal to the S.li.C* 
and the F.li.C. to continue to order rice from Saigon and 
to reject requests to extend the price limit as it is 
unwarranted*
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REPORT

Betwéen 9 p.m. and 11.15 p.m. on June 2

English Club, st John's University » pèrf ormancAe

Made by P.S.l. Kao ..Yen-ken

members of the English Club of St John's University* 

lane 353, 1 ranking Road* staged three English plays 

entitled "The Sear*, "Maker of a Bream" and "Catherine 

the Great" in the American Women's Club* 577 

Bubbling Well Road« Some 250 persons attended.

Observation was kept during the

proceedings* but nothing objectionable was noticed.

C. (special Branch)
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SpecialBranch
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Dati....i^»___ Jut i p39 *J

Subject........ English ulub, St John's University - to stage performances_

in.American,women*s Club on June 2

Made by..... .D.«.S«1.,.....Kao Yen-ken

With reference to the attached letter dated

Hay 25 from the Bnglish Club of st John’s university.

■Lane 353, 1 j^anking ho ad, on the subject of theatrical

performances scheduled to take place in the American 

Women’s Club, 577 Bubbling Well Hoad, at 9 p.m. June 2, 

the scripts of the plays entitled ‘’The Bear", ’‘maker of 

a Dream** and “Catherine the Great**, all in English, 

have been examined and found to contain nothing 

objectionable« In connection with the programme,
I

Hiss Lucy Huang, Lead,, j* of the Dramatic Department 

of the English Club of St John’s University, was on 

May 31 warned that nothing of a political or 

objectionable nature would be permitted during the

proceedings« Miss Huang gave an assurance that the 

Police instructions would be obeyed,

350 admission tickets have been prepared and

?«.)are priced at $1 each. In this connection, Miss 

Huang was on May 26 instructed to apply to the s«M«C« 

Revenue office for a licence and did so on ¿thy 30. 

The proceeds from the sale of these tickets, after 

deducting expenses, will be given to the university

authorities for charitable purposes«

The performance will cover a period from



St. John’s University 
English Club h

May 25, 1939

Deputy Commissioner of Police

( Special Branch )

Shanghai

Dear Sir, .j||
I beg to request your permission for staging three one-act

plays ----- The Bear, Maker of Dream, Great Catherine, ---- at

the American Women's Club, 577, Bubbling Well Road on June 2,

9: 00 p.m. Herewith I am sending the plays for vour censorship.

Leader of the Dramatic Dept.

English Club

St. John's University.



POLICE force
I 1/5. 28 MAY.1939

St. John’s University, 
English Club, 

May 85, 1989.

The Commissioner,
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir,
I beg to apply for the license of Staging three 

one-act plays , —— The Bear, Maker of Dreams, Great 
Catherine at the American Women’s Club, 577 Bubbling Well 
Road, on June 2, 9:00 p.m. The said plays have already 
been sent in to the Shanghai Police for censor. I shall 
be much obliged if you will kindly grant us this favour.

Yours very truly,
L. Huang.

Leader of Dramatic Dept.
English Club,

St. John’s university.
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GREAT CATHERINE

The First Scene

1776. Patiomkin in his bureau in the Winter Palace, 
St. Petersburgh. Huge palatial apartment: style, Russia in 
the eighteenth century imitating the Versailles du Roi Soleil. 
Extravagant luxury. Also dirt and disorder.

Patiomkin, gigantic in stature and build, his face marred 
by the loss of one eye and a marked squint in the other, sits 
at the end of a table littered with papers and the remains of 
three or four successive breakfasts. He has supplies of coffee 
and brandy at hand sufficient for a party of ten. His coat, 
encrusted with diamonds, is on the floor. It has fallen off 
a chair placed near the other end of the table for the conven
ience of visitors. His court sword, with its attachements, is 
on the chair. His three-cornered hat, also bejewelled, is on 
the table. He himself is half dressed in an unfastened shirt and 
an immense dressing-gown, once gorgeous, now food-splashed and 
dirty, as it serves him for towel, handkerchief, duster, and 
every other use to which a textile fabric can be put by a 
slovenly man. It does not conceal his huge hairy chest, nor his 
half-buttoned knee breeches, nor his legs. These are partly 
clad in silk stockings, which he occasionally hitches up to 
his knees, and presently shakes down to his shins, by his 
restless movement. His feet are thrust into enormous slippers, 
worth, with their crust of jewels, several thousand roubles 
apiece.

Superficially Patiomkin is a violent, brutal barbarian, 
an upstart despot of the most Intolerable and dangerous type, 
ugly, lazy, and disgusting in his personal habits. Yet 
ambassadors report him the ablest man In Russia, and the one 
who can do most with the still abler Empress Catherine II, who 
is not a Russian but a German, by no means barbarous or intem
perate in her personal habits. She not only disputes with 
Frederick the Great the reputation of being the cleverest 
monarch in Europe, but may even put in a very plausible claim 
to be the cleverest and most attractive Individual alive. Now 
she not only tolerates Patiomkin long after she has got over 
her first romantic attachment to him, but esteems him highly as 
a counsellor and a good friend. His love letters are among the 
best on record. He has a wild sense of humor, which enables him 
to laugh at himself as well as at everybody else. In the eyes 
of the English visitor now about to be admitted to his presence 
he may be an outrageous ruffian. In fact he actually is an 
outrageous ruffian, in no matter whose eyes; but the visitor 
will find out, as everyone else sooner or later finds out, 
that he is a man to be reconed with even by those who are not 
intimidated by his temper, bodily strength, and exalted rank.

A pretty young lady, Varinka, his favorite niece, is 
lounging on an Ottoman between his end of the table and the 
door, very sulky and dissatisfied, perhaps because ho is 
preoccupied with his papers and his brandy bottle, and she can 
'see nothing of him but his broad back.

There is a screen behind the ottoman.
An old soldier, a Cossack sergeant, enters.
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The sergeant (softly to the lady, holding the door handle). 
Little darling honey, is his Highness the prince very busy?

Varinka. His Highness the prince is very busy. He is singing 
out of tune; he is biting his nails; he is scratching his head; 
he is hitching up his untidy stockings; he is making himself 
disgusting and odious to everybody; and he is pretending to read 
state papers that he does not understand because he is too lazy 
and selfish to talk and be companionable.

Patiomkin (growls; then wipes his nose with his dressing-gown)!!
Varinka. Pig« Ugh! (She curls herself up with a shiver of 

disgust and retires from the conversation.)
The sergeant (stealing across to the coat, and picking it up 

to replace it on the back of the chair). Little Father, the 
English captain, so highly recommended to you by old Fritz of 
Prussia, by the English ambassador, and by Monsieur Voltaire 
(whom-crossing himself-may God in his infinite mercy damn eternally!), 
is in the antechamber and desires audience.

Patiomkin (deliberately). To hell with the English captain; 
and”to~fieTl with old Fritz of Prussia; and to hell witn the English 
ambassador; and to hell with Monsieur Voltaire; and to hell with 
you too!

The sergeant. Have mercy on me, Little Father, four head is 
bad this morning, fou drink too much French brandy and too 
little good Russian kvass.

Patiomkin (with sudden fury). Why are visitors of consequence 
announced by a sergeant? (Springing at him and seizing him by 
the throat) What do you mean by this, you hound? Do you want 
five thousand blows of the «tick? Where is General Volkonsky?

The sergeant (on his knees). Little Father, you kicked his 
Highness downstairs.

Patipmkin (flinging him down and kicking him). You lie, you 
dog. You lie.

The sergeant. Little Father, life is hard for the poor. 
If you say it is a lie, it is a lie. He fell downstairs. I 
picked him up; and he kicked me. They all kick me when you kick 
them. God knows that is not just, Little Fahterl

Patiomkin (laughs ogreishly; then returns to his place at the 
table, chuckling) {!!

Varinka. Savage! Boot! It is a disgrace. No wonder the 
French sneer at us as barbarians.

The sergeant (who has crept round the table to the screen, and 
insinuated himself between Patiomkin's back and Varinka).
Do you think the Prince will see the captain, little darling?

fcatlomkln- He will n t see any captain. Go to the devil!
The sergeant. Be merciful, Little Father. God knows it is 

your duty to see him! (To Varinka.) Intercede for him and for 
me, beautiful little darling. He has given me a rouble.

Patiomkin. Oh, send him in, send him in; and stop pestering 
me. Sm I never to have a moment's peace?

The sergeant salutes joyfully and hurries out, divining that 
Patiomkin has intended to see the English captain all along, 
and has played this comedy of fury and exhausted impatience to 
conceal his interest in the visitor.

Varinka. Have you no shame? You refuse to see the most 
exalted persons. You kick princes and generals downstairs, 
and then you see an English captain merely because he has given
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a rouble to that common soldier. It is scandalous.
Patiomkin. Darling beloved, I am drunk; but I know what I 

am doing. I wish to stand well with the English.
Varinka. And you think you will Impress an Englishman by 

receiving him as you are now, half drunk?
Patiomkin (gravely). It is true; the English despise men 

who cannot drink. I must make myself wholly drunk (he takes 
a huge draught of brandy).

Varinka. Sot!
The sergeant returns ushering a handsome strongly built young 

English officer in the uniform of a Light Dragoon. He is 
evidently on fairly good terms with himself, and very sure of 
his social position. He crosses the room to the end of the table 
opposite Patiomkin's, and awaits the civilities of that statesman 
with confidence. The sergeant remains prudently at the door.

The sergeant (paternally). Little Father, this is the English 
captain, so well recommended to her sacred Majesty the Empress. 
God knows, he needs your countenance and protec - (he vanishes 
precipitately, seeing that Patiomkin Is about to throw a bottle 
at him. The Captain contemplates these preliminaries with as
tonishment, and with some displeasure, which is not allayed 
when Patiomkin, hardly condescending to look at his visitor, of 
whom he nevertheless takes stock with the corner of his one eye, 
says gruffly). Well?

Edstaston. My name is Edstaston: Captain Edstaston of the 
Light Dragoons. I have the honor to present to your Highness 
this letter from the British ambassador, which will give you all 
necessary particulars. (He hands Patiomkin the letter.)

Patiomkin (tearing it open and glancing at it for about a 
second)• What do you want?

Edstaston. The letter will explain to your Highness who I am. 
•atiojakin. I don't want to know who you are. What do you want?
Edstaston. An audience of the Empress. (Patiomkin contemptuously 

throws the letter aside. Edstaston adds hotly.) Also some civility, 
if you please.

Patiaakin (with derision). Ho!
Varinka. My uncle is receiving you with unusual civility, 

Captain. He has just kicked a general downstairs.
Edstaston. A russian general, madam?
Varinka. Of course.
Edstaston. I must allow myself to say, madam, that your uncle 

had better not attempt to kick an English officer downstairs.
JPatiomkin. You want me to kick you upstairs, eh? You want 

an audience of the Empress.
Edstaston. I have said nothing about kicking, sir. If it 

comes to that, my boots shall speak for me. Her Majesty has 
signified a desire to have news of the rebellion in America. I 
have served against the rebels; and I am instructed to place 
myself at the disposal of her Majesty, and to describe the events 
of the war to her as an eye-witness, in a discreet and agreeable 
manner.

Patiomkin. Psha! I know. You think if she once sets eyes 
on your face and your uniform y ur fortune is made. You think 
that If she could stand a man like me, with only oneeye, and a
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cross eye at that, she must fall down at your feet at first sight, 
eh?

Edstastonfshocked and indignant). I think nothing of the sort; 
and I'll trouble you not to repeat it. If I were a Russian subject 
and you made such a boast about my queen, I'd strike you across 
the face with my sword. (Patiomkin, with a yell of fury, rushes 
at him.) Hands off, you swine! (As Patiomkin, towering over 
him, attempts to seize him by the throat, Edstaston, who is a bit 
of a wrestler, adroitly backheels him. He falls, amzed, on his 
back.)

Varinka(rushing out). Help! Call the guard! The Englishman 
is murdering my uncle! Help! Help!

The guard and the sergeant rush in. Edstaston draws a pair of 
small pistols from his boots, and points one at the sergeant and 
the other at Patiomkin, who is sitting on the floor, somewhat 
sobered. The soldiers stand Irresolute.

Edstaston. Stand off. (To latiomkin.) Order them off, if 
you don't want a bullet through your silly head.

The sergeant. Little Father, tell us what to do. Our lives 
are yours; but God knows you are not fit to die.

Patioakln(absurdly self-possessed). Get out.
The sergeant. Little Father -
Patiomkin (roaring). Get out. Get out, all of you. (They 

withdraw, much relieved at their escape from the pistol. 
Patiomkin attempts to rise, and rolls over.) Here.' help me up, 
will you? Don't you see that I'm drunk and can't get up?

Edstaston (suspiciously). You want to get hold of me.
Patiomkin (squatting resignedly against the chair on which 

hls'dluthes hang). Very well, then: I shall stay where I am, 
because I'm drunk and you're afraid of me.

Edstaston. I'm not afraid of you, damn you!
PatiPMirlp(oftMtat! oal ly). Darling, your lips are the gates of 

truth. Now listen to me. (He marks off the Items of his 
statement with ridiculous stiff gestures of his head and arms, 
imitating a puppet.) You are Captain Whatshisname; and your undo 
is the Earl of Whatdyecallum; and your father is Bishop of Thingum
mybob; and you are a gyoung man of the highest spr-promise (I told 
you I was drunk), educated at Cambridge, and got your step as 
captain in the field at the GLORIOUS battle of Bunker's Hill. 
Invalided home from America at the request of Aunt Fanny, Lady- 
in-Wai ting to the Q,ueen. All right, eh?

Edstaston. How do you know all this?
Pat!nmkin (crowing fantastically). In er lerrer, darling, 

darling, darling, darling, Lerrer you showed me.
Edstaston. But you didn't read it.
Patiomkin (flapping his fingers at him grotesquely). Only 

one eye, Girling. Cross eye. Sees everything. Read lerrer 
inoeince-istastaneously. Kindly give me vinegar borle. Green 
boric. On'y to sober me. Too drunk to speak porply. If you 
would be so kind, darling. Green borle. (Edstaston, still suspi
cious, shakes his head and keeps his pistols ready.) Reach it 
myself. (He reaches behind him up to the table, and snatches 
at the green bottle, from which ho takes a copious draught. Its 
effect is appalling. His wry faces and agonized belohings are so
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heartrending that they almost upset Edstaston. When the victim 
at last staggers to his feet, he is a pale fragile nobleman, 
aged and quite sober, extremely dignified in manner and address, 
though shaken by his r'hpent convulsions.) Young man, it is not 
better to be drunk than sober; but it is happier. Goodness is 
not happiness. That is an epigram. But I have overdone this. 
I am too sober to be good company. Let me redress the balance. 
(He takes a generous draught of brandy, and recovers his 
geniality.) Aha! That's debber. And now listen, darling. You 
must not come to Court with pistols in your boots.

Edstaston. I have found them useful.
P<|iomkin. Nonsense. I'm your friend. You mistook my intention 

because I was diwnk., Nqwthat lam pqbar 0- in moderation - I will 
prove that I am tnereY^iiogs, pigsT nSTIo; * ’ - f

The sergeant comes in.
The sergeant. God be praised, Little Father: you are still 

spared to us.
Jpatiomkin. Tell them to bring some diamonds. Plenty of 

diamonds. And rubies* Get out. (He aims a kick at the sergeant, 
who flees.) Put up your pistols, darling. I'll give you a pair 
with gold handgrips. I am your friend.

Edstaston(replacing the pistols in his boots rather unwillingly). 
Your Highness understands that if I am missing, or if anything 
happens to me, there will be trouble.

Patiomkln (enthusiastically). Call me darling.
Edstaston. It is not the English custom.
Patiomkln. You have no hearts, you English! (Slapping his 

right ofeast.) Heart! Heart!
Edstaston. Pardon, your Highness: your heart is on the other 

side.
Patiomkln (surprised and impressed). Is it? You are learned! 

You are a doctor! You English are wonderful! We are barbarians, 
drunken pigs. Catherine does not know it; but we are. Catherine's 
a German. But I have given her a Russian heart (he is about to 
slap himself again).

Edstaston(delicately). The other side, your Highness.
Patiomkln (maudlin). Darlings true Russian has a heart on 

botRsidwi^'
The sergeant enters carrying a goblet filled with precious 

stones.
Patiomkln. Get out. (He snatches the goblet and kicks the 

sergeant out* not maliciously but from habit, indeed not noticing 
that he doos it.) Darling* have some diamonds. Have a fistful. 
(He takes up a handful and lets them slip back through his fingers 
into the goblet* which he then offers to Edstaston.)

Edstaston. Thank you, I don't take presents. 
Patiomkln (amazed). You refuse!
Edstastbh. I thank your Highness; but it is not the custom 

for English gentlemen to take presents of that kind.
Patiomkln. Are you really an Englishman? 
Edstaston (bows)!
Patiomkln. You are the first Englishman I ever saw refuse 

anything he“could get. (He puts the goblet on the table; then 
turns again to Edstaston.) Listen, darling. You are a wrestler:
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a splendid wrestler. You threw me on my back like magic, though 
I could lift you with one hand. Darling, you are a giant, a 
paladin.

Edstaston (complacently). We wrestle rather well in my part of 
England.

Patiomkin. I have a Turk who is a wrestler: a prisoner of war. 
You shall wrestle with him for me. I’ll stake a million roubles 
on you.

Edstaston (incensed). Damn you! do you take me for a prize
fighter? How dare you make me such a proposal?

Patiomkin (with wounded feeling). Darling, there is no 
pleasing you. Don't y u like me?

Edstaston (mollified). Well, in a sort of way I do; though 
1 don't know why I should. But my instructions are that I am 
to see the Empress; and -

Patiomkin. Darling, you shall see the Empress. A glorious 
woman, the greatest woman in the world. But lemme give you 
piece ’vice - pah! still drunk. They water my vinegar. (He 
shakes himself; clears his throat; and resumes soberly.) If 
Catherine takes a fancy to you, you may ask for roubles, diamonds, 
palaces, titles, orders, anything! and you may aspire to everything: 
field-marshal, admiral, minister, what you please - except Tsar.

Edstaston. I tell you I don’t want to ask for anything. Do 
you suppose I am an adventurer and a beggar?

Patiomkin (plaintively). Why not, darling? I was an adventurer. 
I was a beggar.

Edstaston. Oh, you!
Patiomkin. Well: what's wrong with me?
Edstaston. You are a Russian. That's different.
PatXomkXp (effusively). Darling, I am a man; and you are a 

nan; and Catherine is a woman. Woman reduces us all to the 
common denominator. (Chuckling.) Again an epigram! (Gravely.) 
You understand it, I hope. Have you had a college education, 
darling? I have.

Edstaston. Certainly. I am a Bachelor of Arts.
patj^kin. It is enough that you are a bachelor, darling: 

Catherine will supply the arts. Aha! Another epigram! I am in 
the vein today.

Edstaston (embarrassed and a little offended). I must ask 
your Highness to change the subject. As a visitor in Russia, 
I am the guest of the Empress; and I must tell yu plainly that I 
have neither the right nor the disposition to speak lightly of 
her Majesty.

Patiomkin» You have conscientious scruples? 
Edstaston. I have the scruples of a gentleman. 
Patiomkin. In Russia a gentleman has no scruples. In Russia 

i we face fatrts.
Edstaston. In England, sir, a gentleman never faces any facts 

if they are unpleasant facts.
Patiomkin. In real life, darling, all facts are unpleasant. 

(Greatly pleased with himself.) Another epigram! Where is my 
accursed chancellor? these gems should be written down and 
recorded for posterity. (Ho rushes to the tablet sits down: and 
snatches up a pen. Thon, recollecting himself.) But I have not 
asked you to sit down. (He rises and goes to the other chair.j 
X am a savage: a barbarian. (He throws the shirt and eoat over 
the table on to the floor and putt. : is sword on the table.) 
Be seated, Captain.
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Edstaston. Thank you.
They bow to one another ceremoniously. Patiomkin’s tendency 

to grotesque exaggeration costs him his balance; he nearly falls 
over Edstaston, who rescues him and takes the proffered chair.

Patiomkin (resuming his seat). By the way, what was the piece 
of advice I was going to give you?

Edstaston. As you did not give it, I don't know. Allow me 
to add that I have not asked for your advice.

Patiomkin. I give it to you unasked, delightful Englishman. 
I remember it now. It was this. Don't try to become Tsar of 
Russia.

Edstaston (in astonishment). I haven't the slightest intention - 
Patiomkin. Now now; but you will'have: take my words for it.

It will strike you as a splendid idea to have conscientious scruples- 
to desire the blessing of the Church on your union with Catherine.

Edstaston (rising in utter amazement). My union with Catherine! 
You're mad.

Patiomkin (unmoved). The day you hint at such a thing will be the 
day of your downfall. Besides, it is not lucky to be Catherine's 
husband. You know what happened to Peter?

Edstaston (shortly; sitting down again). I do not wish to 
discuss it.

Patiomkin. You think she murdered him?
Edstaston. I know that people have said so.
Patiomkin (thunderously; springing to his feet). It is a lie: 

Orloff murdered him. (Subsiding a little.) He also knocked my eye out; but (sitting down placidly) I succeeded him for all that. 
And (patting Edstaston*s hand very affectionately) I'm sorry to 
say, darling, that if you become Tsar, I shall murder you.

Edstaston (ironically returning the caress). Thank you. 
The occasion will not arise. (Rising.) I have the honor to 
wish your Highness good morning.

Patiomkin (jumping up and stopping, him on his way to the door). 
Tut tut! I'm going to take you to the Empress now, this very 
instant.

Edstaston. In these boots? Impossible! I must change.
Patiomkin. Nonsense! You shall come just as you are. You 

shall show'her your calves later on.
Edstaston. But It will take me only half an hour to -
Patiomkin. In half an hour it will be too late for the petit 

lever. Come along. Damn it, man, I must oblige the British 
ambassador, and the french ambassador, and old fritz, and Monsieur 
Voltaire and the rest of them. (He shouts rudely to the door.) 
Varinka! (To Edstaston, with tears in his voice.) Varinka shall 
persuade you: nobody can refuse Varinka anything. My niece. A 
treasure;, I assure you. Beautiful! devoted! fascinating! 
(Shouting again.) Varinka, where the devil are you?

Varinka (returning). I'll not be shouted for. You have the 
voice of a bear, and the manners of a tinker.

Patiomkin. Tsh-sh-sh. Little angel Mother: you must behave 
yourselfbefore the English captain. (He takes off his dressing- 
gown and throws it over the capers and the breakfasts: picks up 
his coat: and disappears behind the screen to complete his toilette.)

Edstaston. Madam! (He bows.)
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Varinka (courtseying). Monsieur le Capltaine!
Edstaston. I must apologize for tne disturbance I made, madam.
Patiomkin (behind the screen). You must not call her madam.

You must call her Little Mother, and beautiful darling.
Edstaston. My respect for the lady will not permit it.
Varinka. Respect! How can you respect the niece of a savage? 
Edstaston (deprecatingly). Oh, madam!
Varinka. Heaven is my witness, Little English father, we need 

someone who is not afraid of him. He is so strong! I hope you 
will throw him down on the floor many, many, many times.

Patiomkin (behind the screen). Varinka!
Varinka. Yes?
Patiomkin. Go and look through, the keyhole of the Imperial 

bed-chamber; and bring me word whether the Empress is awake yet.
Varinka. ii done! I do not look through keyholes.
Patiomkin (emerging, having arranged his shirt and put on his 

diamonded coat). You have been badly brought up, little darling. 
Would any lady or gentleman walk unannounced into a room without 
first looking through the keyhole? (Taking Lis sword, from the 
table and putting it on.) The great thing in life is to be simple; 
ana the perfectly simple thing is to look through keyholes.
.another epigram: the fifth this morning! Where is my fool of a 
chancellor? Where is Fopof?

Edstaston(choking with suppressed laughter) I!!!
Patiomkin (gratified). Darling, you appreciate my epigram.
Edstaston. Excuse me. Pop off! Ha! ha! I can’t help 

laughing. What'.*? his real name, by the way, in case I meet him?
Varinka (surprised). His real name? Popof, of course. Why 

do you laugh, Little father?
Edstaston. How can any one with a sense of humor help laughing? 

Pop off! (He is convulsed.)
Varinka (looking at her uncle, taps her forehead significantly)!!
Patiomkin (aside to Varinka). No: only English. He will amuse 

Catherine. (To Edstaston.) Con»! you shall tell the joke to the 
Empress: she is by way of being a humorist (he takes him by the 
arm, and leads him towards the door).

Edstaston(resisting). No, really. I.am not fit - 
pitiomkin. Persuade him, Little angel Mother.
Varinka (taking his other arm). Tes, yes, yes. Little English 

father: God knows it is your duty to be brave and wait on the 
Empress. Como.

Edstaston. No. I had rather -
Patiomkin (hauling him along). Come.
Varinka (pulling him and coaxing him). Come, little love: 

you can't refuse me.
Edstaston. But how can I?
Patipiakin. Why not? She won't eat you.
Varinka. She will; but you gust come.
Edstaston. I assure you,» it is Quite out of the Question » 

my clothes •
Varinka. You look perfect.
Patiomkin. Come alohg, darling.
Edstaston (struggling). Impossible - 
Varinka. Come, come, come.
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Edstaston. No. Believe me - I don’t wish - I -
Varinka. Carry him, uncle.
P«tloBikin (lifting him in his arms like a father carrying a 

little boy). Yes: I’ll carry you.
Edstaston. Dash it all, this is ridiculous!
Varinka (seizing his ankles and dancing as he is carried out).

You must come. If y u kick you will blacken my eyes.
l?atiomki.a. Come, baby, come. i
By this time they have made their way through the door and 

are out of hearing.



THS SECOND HW

The Empress's petit lever. The central doors are closed. 
Those who enter through them find on their left, on a dais of two 
broad steps, a magnificent curtained bed. Beyond it a door in the 
panelling leads to the Empress's cabinet. Near the foot of the 
bed, in the middle of the room, stands a gilt chair, with the 
Imperial arms carved and the Imperial monogram embroidered.

The Gout is in attendance, standing in two melancholy rows down 
the side of the room opposite to the bed, solemn, bored, waiting 
for the Empress to awaken. The Princess Dashkoff, with two ladies, 
stands a little in front of the line of courtiers, by the Imperial 
chair, silence, broken only by the yawns and whispers of the 
courtiers. Naryshkin, the Chamberlain, stands by the head of the 
bed.

A loud yawn is heard from behind the curtains.
Naryshkin (holding up a warning hand). 3sh!
The courtiers hastily cease whispering: dress up their lines: 

and stiffen. Dead silence. A bell tinkles within the curtains. 
Naryshkin and the Princess solemnly draw them and reveal the 
Empress.

Catherine turns over on her back^ and stretches herself.

Catherine(yawning). Heigho -ah "yah - ah - ow - what o'clock 
is it? (Her accent is German.)

Naryshkin (formally). Her Imperial Majesty is awake. (The 
Court falls on its knees.)

All. Good morning to your Majesty.
Naryshkin. Half-past ten, Little Mother.
Catherine (sitting up abruptly). Potztausend! (Contemplating 

the kneeling courtiers.) Oh, get up, get up. (All rise.) 
Your etiquette bores me. I am hardly awake in the morning before 
it begins. (Yawning again, and relapsing sleepily against her 
pillows.) Why do they do it, Naryshkin?

Naryshkin. God kn?ws it is not for your sake, Little Mother. 
But you see 11 you were not a great queen they would all be nobodies.

Catherine (sitting up). They make me do it to keep up their 
own little dignities? So?

Naryshkin. Exactly. Also because if they didn't you might have them flogged, dear Little Mother.
Catherine (springing energetically out of bed and seating 

herself on the edge of it), flogged! Il A Liberal Empress! 
A philosopher! You are a barbarian, Naryshkin. (She rises and 
turns again to the couttlers.) And then, as if I cared! (She 
turns again to Naryshkin.) You should know by this time that I am frank and original in character, like an Englishman. (She walks 
about restlessly.) No: what maddens me about all this ceremony 
is that I am the only person in Russia who gets no fun out of my 
being Empress. You all glory in me: you bask in my smiles: 
you got titles and honors and favors from *e: 'you are dazzled by 
my crown and my robes: you fool splendid when you have been 
admitted to my presence; and when I say a gracious word to you, 
you talk about it to everyone you meet fhr a week afterwards. 
But what do I get out of it? Nothing. (She throws herself into 
the ehair. Naryshkin deprecates with a gesturej she hurls an
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emphatic repetition at him.) Nothing!! I veer a crown until my 
neck aches: I stand looking majestic until I am ready to drop: 
I have to smile at ugly old ambassadors and frown and turn my 
back on young and handsome ones. Nobody gives me anything, 
when I was only an Archduchess, the English ambassador used to 
give me money whenever I wanted it - or rather whenever he wanted 
to get anything out of my sacred predecessor Elizabeth (the Court 
bows to the ground); but now that I am Empress he never gives 
mo a kopek. When I have headaches and colics I envy the scullery
maids. And you are not a bit grateful to me for all my care of 
you, my work, my thought, my fatigue, my sufferings.

The Princess Dashkoff. God knows, Little Mother, we all 
Implore you to give your wonderful brain a rest. That is why you 
get headaches. Monsieur Voltaire also has headaches. His brain 
is just like yours.

Catherine. Dashkoff, what a liar you are! (Dashkoff curtsies 
with impressive dignity.) And you think you are faXtierlng me! 
Let me tell you I would not give a rouble to have the brains of 
all the philosophers in France. Shat is our business for today?

Naryshkin. The new museum, Little Mother. But the model 
will not be ready until tonight.

Catherine (rising eagerly). Yes, the museum. An enlightened 
capital should have a museum. (She paces the chamber with a deep 
sense of the importance of the museum.) It shall be one of the 
wonders of the world. I must have specimens: specimens, specimens 
specimens.

Naryshkin. You are in high spirits this morning, Little Mother. 
Catherine (with sudden levity). I am always in high spirits, 

even when people do not bring me my slippers. (She runs to the 
chair and sits down, thrusting her feet out.)

The two ladles rush to her feet, each carrying a slipper. 
Catherine, about to put her feet into them, is checked by a 
disturbance in the antechamber.

Patiomkin (carrying Edstaston through the antechamber). 
Useless to struggle. Come along, beautiful baby darling. Come 
to Little Mother. (He sings.)

March him baby, 
Baby, baby, 

Lit-tle ba-by bumpkins.
Varinka (joining in to the same doggerel in canon, a third 

above). March him, baby, etc., etc.
Edstaeton (trying to make himself heard). No, no. This is 

carrying a joke too far. I must insist. Let me Mown! Hang it, 
will you let me down! Confound it! No, no. Stop playing the 
fool, will you? We don’t understand this sort of thing in England. 
I shall be disgraced. Lot me down.

Catherine (meanwhile). What a horrible noise! Naryshkin, 
see what It la.

Naryshkin goes to ths door.
Catherine (listening). That is Prince Patiomkin.
Naryshkin (calling from the door). Little Mother, a stranger. 
Catherine plunges into bod again and covers herself up.

Patiomkin, followed by Varinka, carries Edstaston in: dumps him
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down on the foot of the bed: and staggers past it to the cabinet 
door. Varinka joins the courtiers at the opposite side of the room. 
Catherine, blazing with wrath, pushes Edstaston off her bed on to 
the floor: gets out of bed: and turns on Patiomkin with so terrible 
an expression that all kneel down hastily except Edstaston, who 
is sprawling on the carpet in angry confusion.

Catherine. Patiomkin, how dare you? (Looking at Edstaston.) 
What is this?

Patiomkin (on his knees, tearfully). I don’t know. I a* 
drunk. What is this, Varinka?

Edstaston (scrambling to his feet). Madam, this drunken 
ruffian -

Patiomkin. Thas true. Drungn ruffian. Took advantage of my 
being drunk. Said: take me to Lil angel Mother. Take me to 
beaufl Empress. Take me to the grea’st woman on earth. Thas 
whas he he said., I took him. I was wrong. I am not sober.

Catherine. Men ha ve grown sober in Siberia for less, Prince. 
Patiomkin. Serve 6m right! Sgusting habit. Ask Varinka. 
Catherine turns her face from him to the Court. The courtiers 

see that she is trying not to laugh, and know by experience that 
she will not succeed. They rise, relieved and grinning.

Varinka. It is true, He drinks like a pig.
Patiomkin (plaintively). No: not like pig. Like prince.

Lil Mother made poor Patiomkin prince. .has use bei-.g prince 
if I mayn’t drink?

Catherine (biting her lips). Qo. I am offended.
Patiomkin. Don't scold, Lil Mother.
Catherine (imperiously). Go.
Patiomkin (rising unsteadily). Yes: go. Go bye bye. Very 

sleepy. Berr go by© bye than go Siberia. Go bye bye in Lil 
Mother’s bed (he pretends to make an attempt to get into the bed).

Catherine (energetically pulling him back). No, no! Patiomkin! 
What are you thinking of? (He falls like a log on the floor, 
apparently dead drunk.)

The Princess Dashkoff. Scandalous! An insult to your Imperial 
Majesty!

Catherine. Dashkoff: you have no sense of humor. (She steps 
down to the floor level and looks indulgently at Patiomkin. He 
gurgles brutishly. She has an impulse of disgust.) Hog. (She 
kicks him as hard as she can.) Oh! You have broken my toe.
Brute. Beast. Dashkoff is quite right. Do you hear?

Patiomkin. If you ask my pl-pinion of Dashkoff, my pipinion 
is that Dashkoff is drunk. Scanlous. Joor Patiomkin go bye bye. 
(He relapses into drunken slumbers.)

Some of the courtiers move to carry him away.
Catherine (stopping them). Let him lie. Let him sleep it off.

If he goes out it will be to a tavern and low company for the 
rest of the day. (Indulgently.) There! (She takes a pillow 
from the bed and puts it under his head: then turns to Edstaston: 
surveys him with perfect dignity: and asks, in her queenliest 
manner.) Varinka, who is this gentleman?

Varinka. A foreign captain: I cannot pronounce his name. I 
think he is mad. He came, to the Prince and said he must see your 
Majesty. He can talk of nothing else. We could not prevent him.

Esdtaston (overwhelmed by this apparent betrayal). Oh! Madam:
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I am perfectly sane; 1 am actually an Englishman. 1 should 
never have dreamt of approaching your Majesty without the fullest 
credentials. 1 have let ters from the English ambassador, from 
the Prussian ambassador.. (Naively.) But everybody assured me 
that Prince latiomkin is all-powerful with your Majesty; so I 
naturally applied to him.

Patlomkln (interrupts the conversation by an agonized wheezing 
groan as of a donkey beginning to bray) !!!

Catherine (like a fishfag). Sehwelg, du Hund. (Resuming her 
impressive royal manner.) Have you never been taught, sir, how 
a gentleman should enter the presence of a sovereign?

Edstaston. Yes, Madam; but 1 did not enter your presence; I 
was carried.

Catherine. But you say you asked the Prince to carry you.
Edstaston. Certainly not, Madam. I protested against it 

with all my rai^ht. I appeal to this lady to confirm me.
Varlnka (pretending to oe indignant). Yes, you protested.

But, all the same, you were very very very anxious to see her 
Imperial Majesty. You blushed when the Prince spoke of her. You 
threatened to strike him across the face with your sword because 
you thought he did not speak enthusiastically enough of her. 
(To Catherine.) Trust me; he has seen your Imperial Majesty 
before.

Catherine (to Edstaston). You have seen us before?
Edstaston. At the review, Madam.
Varlnka (triumphantly). Ahel I knew it. Your Majesty were 

the hussar uniform. He saw how radiant! how splendid! your Majesty 
looked. Ch! he has dared to admire your Majesty. Such Insolence 
is not to be endured.

Edstaston. All Europe is a party to that insolence, Madam.
The princess Dashkoff. All Europe is content to do so at a 

respectful distance. It is possible to admire her Majesty's 
policy and her eminence in literature and philosophy without 
performing acrobatic feats in the Imperial bed.

Edstaston. I know nothing about her Majesty’s eminence in 
policy or philosophy: I don't pretend to understand such things. 
I speak as a practical man. And I never kew that foreigners had 
any policy: I always thought that policy was Mr. Pitt's business.

Catherine(lifting her eyebrows). So?
Varlnka. What else did you presume to admire her Majesty for, 

pray?
Edstaston(addled). Well, I - I - I - that is, I ~ (He stammers 

himself dumb.)
Catherine (after a pitiless silence), Be are waiting for your 

answer.
Edstaston. But I never said I admired y>ur Majesty. The lady 

has twisted my words.
Varlnka. You don’t admire her, then?
Edstaston. Well, I- naturally - of course, I can't deny that 

the uniform was very becoming • perhaps a little unfeminine - still •* 
Dead silence. Catherine and the Court whtoh him stonily.

He is wretchedly embarrassed.
Catherine (with cold majesty), sell, sir: is that all you have 

to say?

J



Edstaston. Surely there is no harm in noticing that er - 
that er - (He stops again.)

Catherine. Noticing that er - ? (He ga$es at her, speechless, 
like a fascinated rabbit. She repeats fiercely.) That er - ?

Edstaston (startled into speech). Well, that your Majesty 
was - was (soothingly) Well, let me put it this way: that it 
was rather natural for a man to admire your Majesty without being 
a philosopher.

Catherine (suddenly smiling and extending her hand to him 
to be kissed). Courtier!

Edstaston (kissing if). Not at all. Your Majesty is very 
good. I have been very awkward; but I did not intend it. I am 
rather stupid, I am afrdid.

Catherine. Stupid! By no means. Courage, Captain: we 
are pleased. (He falls on his knee. She takes his cheeks in 
her hands: turns up his face: and adds) We are greatly pleased. 
(She slaps his eheek coquettishly: he bows almost to his knee.) 
The petit lover is over. (She turns to go into the cabinet, 
and stumbles against the supine Patiomkin.) Ach! (Edstaston 
springs to her assistance, seizing Patiomkin’s heels and shifting 
him out of the Empress's path.) We thank you, Captain.

Ho bows gallantly and is rewarded by a very gracious smile. 
Thon Catherine goes into her cabinet, followed by the princess 
Dashkoff, who turns at the door to make a deep courtesy to 
Edstaston.

Varinka. Happy Little Father! Remember: i..did this for you. 
(She runs out dfter the Empress.)

Edstaston, somewhat dazed, drosses the room to the courtiers, 
and is received with marked deference, each courtier making him 
a profound bow or curtsey before withdrawing through the central 
doors. He returns each obeisance with a nervous jerk, and turns 
away from it, only to find another courtier bowing at the other 
side. The process finally reduced him to distraction, as he 
bumps into one in the act of bowing to another and then has to 
bow his apologies. But at last they are all gone except Naryshkin.

Edstaston. Ouf!
Patiomkin (jumping up vigorously). You have done it, darling. 

Superbly! Beautifully!
Edstaston (astonished). Do you mean to say you. are not drunk?
Patiomkin. Not dead drunk, darling, Only diplomatically drunk. 

As a drunken hog, I have done for you in five minutes what I could 
not have done In five months aa a sober man. Your fortune is made. 
She likes you.

Edstaston. The devil she does’.
Patiomkin. Why? Aren’t y u delighted?
Edstaston. Delighted! Gracious heavens, man, I am engaged 

to be married.
Patiomkin. What matter? She is in England, isn’t she? 
Edstaston. No. She has just arrived in St. Petersburg. 
The Princess Dashkoff (returning). Captain Edstaston, the 

Empress is robed, and commands your presence.
Edstaston. Say I was gone before you arrived with the message. 

(He hurries out. The other three, too taken aback to stop him, 
stars after him in the utmost astonishment.)
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Naryshkin (turning from the door). She will have him knouted. 
He is a dead man.

The Princess Dashkoff. But what am I to do? I aannot take 
suoh an answer to the Empress.

Patiomkin. P-P-P-P-P-P-P-is-w-w-w-W-rrrrrr (a long puff, 
turning into a growl)I (He spits.) I must kick somebody.

Naryshkin (flying precipitately through the central doors). 
No, no. Please.

The Princess Dashkoff (throwing herself recklessly in front 
of Patiomkin as he starts in pursuit of the Chamberlain).
Kick me. Disable me. ’ It will be an excuse for not going back 
to her. Kick me hard.

Patiomkin. YahJ (He flings her on the bed and dashes after 
Naryshkin.)



THE THIRD SCENE

In a tarrace garden overlooking the Neva. Claire, a robust 
young English lady, is leaning on the river vail. she turns 
expectantly on hearing the garden gate opened and closed. 
Edstaston hurries in. With a cry of delight she throve her 
arms round his neck.

Claire. Darling!
Edstaston (making a wry face). Don't call me darling.
Claire (amazed and chilled). %hy?
Edstaston. I have been called darling all the morning.
Claire (vith a flash of jealousy). By whom?
Edstaston. By everybody. By the most unutterable swine.

And if we do not leave this abominable city now: do jrou hear? 
now; I shall be called darling by the Empress.

Claire (vith magnificent snobbery). She would not dare. Did 
you tell her you were engaged to me?

Edstaston. Of course not.
Claire. Why?
Edstaston. Because I didn't particularly want to have you 

knouted, and to be hanged or sent to Siberia myself.
Claire, that on earth do you mean?
Edstaston. Well, the long and short of it is - don't think 

me a coxcomb, Claire; it is too serious to mince matters - 
I have seen the Empress; and •

Claire. well, yod wanted to see her.
Edstaston. Yes; but the Empress has seen mo.
Claire. She has fallen in love vith you!
Edstaston. How did you know?
Claire. Dearest: as if anyone could help it.
Edstaston. Oh, don't make mo fool like a fool« But, though 

it does sound conceited to say it, I flatter myself I'm better 
looking than Patlomkln and the other hogs she is accustomed to. 
Anyhow, I daren't risk staying.

Claire. What a nuisance! Mamma will be furious at having to 
pack, and at missing the Court ball this evening.

Edstaston. I can't help that. Wo haven't a moment to lose. 
Claire» May I tell her she will be knouted if ve stay?
Edstaston. Do, dearest.
He kisses her and lets her go» expecting her to run into the 

house.
Claire (pausing thou^itfully). Is she - is she good-looking 

when you see her close?
Edstaston. Not a patch on you, dearest.
Claire (jealous). Then you did see her close?
Edstaston. fairly close.
Claire. Indeed! How close? No: that's silly of me: I 

will tell mamma. (She_is going ouL„vhen....Nary.sh)cln enters with 
theu sergtenl a$$ a.s&ueid of soldiers.) What do you want “here?

The sergeantgoea to Edgtastep,; onhisknew,:

Naryshkin. Captain Edstaston: he Highness Prince Patioskin 
sen<K^K®gipistols wpromieed y«i|fc

The sergeant. Take,..the®, J anddo
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poor hStYA-.brought them. ,to...yau; for . Jaiowa we
get but little do drink.

Edstaston '{Irresolutely). But I cannot take these valuable 
things. By Jimlny, though, they're beautiful! Look at them, 
Claire.

as he is. taklng.Jhe.^lst9,Xs thftjcnegling...ftorgnant au^euly 
drops Xo-emu f Unga. himself forward ^and^jimbrgceg^Edst as ton's 
hips to prevent hlmfrom drawing hlspwnpi8tolB*fr6m~Kis Voota.

The sergeant. LayJoll’.QXt Jla,.Uwe. Pin M1UMS®jb. X- 
have.hla.platola, (The soldiers seize Edstaston.)

Edstaston. Ah, would you, damn you! (He drives..his knee 
into thJt sergeant’s, epigastrium.,, and atrugglds furiously wJLthhls 
captorg.,)

The sergeant (rojll^g on. the ground*. gasping and..groanlng). 
QXgfc! M.UXder! JlQiXJJoholasOwwwgh;

Claire. Help! Help! They are killing Charles. Help!
Naryshkin (seizing her and clapping his hand over her mouth).

Tie him neck and crop. Ten thousand blows of the stick if you 
let him go. (Claire twists herself loose: turns on him; and cuffs 
him furiously.) Yow - ow! Have mercy, Little Kother.

Claire. You wretch! Help! Help! Police! we are being 
murdered. Help!

j The sergeant* whohas risen, comes to Naryshkin's rescue, and 
, graspsn Claire le. ha^s ^'enabjl ng^ar/shkin ta..gayE hex
'By this time Edstaston and his captors are all rolling on the 
Iground together. They get Edstaston on his back and fasten 
’his wrists together behind his knees. Next they nut a broad 
’strap round his ribs. Finally they pass a pole through this 
.breast strap and through the wrist strap and lift him by it, 
-helplessly trussed up, to carry him off. Meanwhile he is by 
sno means suffering in silence.

Edstaston (gasping). You shall hear more of this. Damn you, 
will you untie me? I will complain to the ambassador. I will 
write to the Gazette. England will blow your trumpery little 
fleet out of the water and sweep your tinpot army into Siberia 
for this. Will you let me go? Damn y-u! Curse you! What the 
devil do you mean by it? I'll - I'll - I'll - (he is carried 
out of hearing).

Naryshkin (snatching his hands from Claire's face with a 
scream, and shaking his finger frantically), Agh! (The sergeant, 
arnazM, Iftie^gp hex handa.,) She has bitten me, the little vixen.

Claire (spitting and wiping her mouth disgustedly). How 
dare you put your dirty paws on my mouth? Ugh! 1’sha!

The sergeant. AU.UM-..aW.l
Claire. Do not presume to call me your little angel mother, 

¡share are the police?
Naryshkin. We are the police in St. Petersburg, little 

spitfire.
The sergeant. Qud,.Uumjuum.have no orders to hare you, Little

jmuMJftin. He 18_a. mAghty.Jtrrhle .filter, 
Ujmittihas b^®
feMfe Cod knpwa.pp.ar, f£iXk.JsitDuld.nQt bevse( upon such dmgftxous 
adversaries!

TOIFdr- serve you right! there have they taken Captain Edstaitor 
to?



Naryshkin (spitefully). To the Empress, little beauty. He 
has insulted the Empress. He will receive a hundred and one 
blows of the knout. (He laughs and goes out, nursing his 
bitten finger.)

The sergeant. He will fsel only the first twenty and he 
will be^ merciful

Olaife’ fsustairieS'^y an invincible snoKbery). "They dare not 
touch an English officer. I will go to the Empress myself: 
she cannot know who Captain Edstaston is - who we are.

The sergeant. Do so in the name pf the .Holy Nicholas t lit tie 
beauty.

Claire. Don’t be impertinent. How can I get admission to
the palace?

The sergeant. Everybody goes in am out of the palace, 
little love,
■'"CTalre’i ' But I must get into the Empress’s presence. I must 

speak to her.
The sergeant. You shall, dear Lit tie ^Mother. You shall give 

AuiouMi; w£iSL'. hXe&®i.o. MoSs®? i Tl'“" 
mak& .yaur sal.Yati.Qn hir. pita rge.

Claire(impetuously). I will give you (she is about to say 
fifty roubles, but checks herself cautiously) - Well: I don’t 
mind giving you two roubles if I can speak to the Empress.

The sergeant (joyfully). W&»
Mother. Come. (He“leads the way out.) It was the temptation 
ojTTOT dayTl that“T^dTyour "young mafTto WaTs -037"



THE FOURTH SCENE

A triangular recess communicating by a heavily curtained 
arch with the huge ballroom of the palace. The light is subdued 
by red shades on the candles. In the wall adjoining that 
pierced by the arch la a door. The only piece of furniture is 
a very handsome chair on the arch side, in the ballroom they 
are dancing a polonaise to the music of a brass band.

Naryshkin enters through the door, followed by the soldiers 
carrying Edstaston, still trussed to the pole. Exhausted and 
dogged, he makes no sound.

Naryshkin. Halt. Get that pole clear of the prisoner. 
(They dump Edstaston on the floor and detach the pole- Naryshkin 
stoops over him and addresses him insultingly.) Well! are 
you ready to be tortured? This is the Empress’s private torture 
chamber. Can I do anything to make you quite comfortable? You 
have only to mention it.

Edstaston. Have you any back teeth?
Naryshkin (surprised). Why?
Edstaston. His Majesty King George the Third will send for 

six of them when the news of this reaches London; so look out, 
damn your eyes!

Naryshkin (frightened). Oh, I assure you I am only obeying 
my orders. Personally I abhor torture, and would save you if 
I could. But the Empress is proud; and what woman would forgive 
the slight you put upon hey?

Edstaston. as I said before: Damn your eyes!
Naryshkin (almost in tears). Well, It Isn’t my fault. . 

(To the soldiers, insolently.) You know your orders? You remember 
what you have to do when the Empress gives you the word? (The 
soldiers salute in assent.)

Naryshkin passes through the curtains, admitting a blare of 
music and. a strip of the brilliant white candle-light from the 
chandeliers in the ballroom as he does so. The white li^ht 
vanishes and the music is muffled as the curtains fall together 
behind him. Presently the band stops abruptly: and Naryshkin 
comes back through the curtains. He makes a warning gesture to 
the soldiers, who stand at attention. Then he moves the curtain 
to allow Catherine to enter. She is In full Imperial regalia, 
and stops sternly just where she has entered. The soldiers 
fall on their knees.

Catherine. Obey your orders.
The soldiers seize Edstaston, and throw him roughly at the 

feet of tneEmpress.
Catherine (looking down coldly on him). Also(the German word), 

you have put me to the trouble of sending for you twice. You 
had better have come the first time.

Edstaston (exsufficate, and pettishly angry). I haven’t 
come either time. I’ve been carried. I call in internal 
impudence.

Catherine. Take care what you eay.
Edstaston. Nd use. I daresay you look very majestic and very 

and very handsome; but I can’t see you; and I am not intimidated.
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I am an Englishman; and you can kidnap me; but you can’t bully me.
Naryshkin. Remember to whom you are speaking.
Catharine (violently, furious at his intrusion). Remember 

that dogs should be dumb. (He shrivels.) And do you, Captain, 
remember that famous as I am for my clemency, there are limits to 
the patience even of an Empress. •

Edstaston. How is a man to remember anything when he is 
trussed up in this ridiculous fashion? I can hardly breathe. 
(He makes a futile struggle to free himself.) 'Here: don’t be 
unkind, your Majesty: tell these fellows to unstrap me. You 
know you really owe me an apoloty.

Catherine, You think you can escape by appealing, like Prince 
Tatiomkin, to my sense of humor?

Edstaston. sense of humor! Ho! Ha, ha! I like that. Would 
anybody with a sense of humor make a guy of a man like this, 
and then expect him to take it seriously? I say; do tell them to 
loosen there straps.

Catherine (seating herself). Why should I, pray?
Edstaston. Why! Why! Shy, because they’re hurting me.
Catherine, people sometimes learn through suffering. 

Manners, for instance.
Edstaston. Oh, well, of course, if you’re an ill-natured 

woman, hurting me on purpose, I have nothing more to say.
Catherine. A monarch, sir, has sometimes to employ a necessary 

and salutary severity -
Edstaston (interrupting her petulantly), ^uack! quack! quack!
Catherine. Donnerwetter!
Edstaston (continuing recklessly). This isn’t severity: it’s 

tomfoolery. And if you think it’s reforming my character or 
teaching me anything, you're mistaken. It may be a satisfaction 
to you; but if it is, all I can say is that it's not ar amiable 
satisfaction.

Catherine (turfting suddenly and balefully on Naryshkin). 
What are you grinning at?

Naryshkin (falling on his knees in terror). Be merciful, 
Little Mother. My heart is in my mouth.

Catherine. Your heart and your mouth will be in two separate 
parts of your body if you again forget in whose presence you 
stand. Go. And take your men with you. (.Naryshkin crawls to 
the door. The soldiers rise.) Stop. Roll that (indicating 
Edstaston) near. (The soldiers obey.) Not so close. Did I 
ask you for a footstool? (She pushes Edstaston away with her foot.)

Edstaston (with a sudden squeal). Agh!!! I must really ask 
your Majesty not to put the poiht of your Imperial toe between 
my ribs. I am tioklesome.

Catherine. Indeed? All the more reason for you to treat me 
with respect, Captain. (To the others.) Begone. How many times 
must I give an order before it is obeyed?

Naryshkin. Little Mother: they have brought some instruments 
of torture, ¿»ill t e.y be needed?

Catherine (indignantly). How dare you name such abominations 
to a Liberal Empress? You will always be a. savage and a fool, 
Naryshkin. These relics of barbarism are buried, tnank God, Ln 
the grave of Heter the Great. My methods are more civilized. 
(She extends her toe towards Edstaston’s ribs.)
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Edstaston (shrieking hysterically). Yagh! Ahl (Furiously.) 
I1‘ your Majesty does that again I will write to the London 
Gazette.

Catherine (to the soldiers). Leave us. quick! do you hear? 
Five thousand blows of the stick for the soldier who is in the 
room when I speak next. (The soldiers rush out.) Naryshkin: 
arc you waiting to be knouted? (Naryshkin backs out hastily.)

Catherine and Edstaston are now alone. Catherine has In her 
hand a sceptre or baton of gold, Wrapped round it is a new 
pamphlet, in French, entitled L'Homme aux Q,uarante Ecus. She 
calmly unrolls this and begins to read it at her ease as if she 
were quite alone, several seconds elapse in dead silence. She 
becomes more and more absorbed ir the pamphlet, and more and 
more amused by it.

Catherine (greatly pleased by a passage, and turning over'the 
leaf). Ausgezeichnet!

Edstaston. Ahem:
Silence. Catherine’reads on.
Catherine, feie komisch!
Edstaston. Ahem! ahem!
Silence.
Catherine (soliloquizing enthusiastically). What a wonderful 

author is Monsieur Voltaire; How lucidly he exposes the folly 
of tills crazy plan for raising the entire revenue of the country 
from a single tax on land; how he withers it with hia irony; 
how he makes you laugh whilst he is convincing you! how sure one- 
feels that the proposal is killed by his wit and economic 
penetration: killed never to be mentioned again among educated 
people:

Edstaston. for Heaven's sake, Madam, do you intend to leave 
me tied up Like this while you discuss the blasphemies of that 
abominable- infidel? Agfa!! (She has again applied her toe.) 
Ohl Oo!

Catherine (calmly). Do I understand you to say that Monsieur 
Voltaire Is a great philanthropist and a great philosopher as 
well as the wittiest man in Europe?

Edstaston. Certainly not. I say that his books ought to be 
burnt by the common hangman (her toe touches his ribs).
Yagh.' Oh don't. I shall faint. I can’t bear it.

Catherine. Have you changed your opinion of Monsieur Voltaire?
Edstaston. But y u can’t expect me as a member of the Church 

of England (she tickles him) - Agh! Ow! Oh Lordi he is anything 
you like. He is a philanthropist, a philosopher, a beauty: he ought 
to have a statue, damn himl (she tickles him). NoJ bless him; 
Save him victorious, happy and gloriousI Oh, let eternal honors 
crown his name: Voltaire thrice worthy on the rolls of fame! 
(Exhausted.) Now will you let me up? And look here! I can 
see your ankles wlmn you tickle me: it’s nt ladylike.

Catherine (sticking out her toe and admiring it critically). 
Is the spectacle so disagreeable?

Edstaston. It’s agreeable enough; only (with intense 
expression) for heaven's sake don’t touch me in the ribs.

Catherine (putting aside the pamphlet). Captain Edstaston, 
why did you refuse to come when I sent for you?

Edstaston. Madam, I cannot talk tied up like this.
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Catherine. Do you still admii’e me as much as you did this 
morning?

Edstaston. How can I possibly tell vhen I can’t see you? 
Let me get up and look. I can’t see anything now except my 
toes and yours.

Catherine. Do you still intend to write to the London 
Gazette about me?

Edstaston. Mot if you will loosen these straps. <uick: 
loosen me. I’m fainting.

Catherine. I don’t think you are (tickling him).
Edstaston. Agh! Cat!
Catherine. What (she tickles him again).
Edstaston (with a shriek). No: angel, angel!
Catherine (tenderly). Geliebter!
Edstaston. 1 don’t know a word of German; but that sounded 

kind. (Becoming hysterical.) Little Mother, beautiful little 
darling angel mother; don't be cruel: untie me. Oh, I beg and 
implore you. Don't be unkind. I shall go mad.

Catherine. You are expected to go mad with love when an 
Empress deigns to interest herself in you. ’¿hen an Empress 
allows you to see her* foot you should kiss it. Captain 
Edstaston, y u are a booby.

Edstaston (indignantly). I am nothing of the kind. 1 have 
been mentioned in dispatches as a highly intelligent officer. 
And let me warn your Majesty that I am not so helpless as you 
think. The English Ambassador is in that callroom. a. shout from 
me will bring him to my side; and then where will your Majesty 
be?

Catherine. I should like to see the English Ambassador or 
anyone else pass through that curtain against my orders. It 
might be a etone wall ten feet thick. Shout your loudest. Sob. 
Curse. Scream, fell(she tickles him unmercifully).

Edstaston (frantically). Ahowyou!!!! Agh! oh! Stop!
Oh Lord! Ya-a-a-a-ah! (A tumult in the ballroom responds to 
hie cries.)

Voices from the Ballroom. Stand back. You cannot pass. 
Hold her back there. The Empress’s orders. It is out of the 
cuestión. No, little darling not in there. Nobody is allowed 
in there. You will be sent to Siberia. Don't let her through 
there, on your life. Drag her back. You will be knouted. It is 
hopeless, Mademoiselle: you must obey orders. Guard there! 
Send some men to hold her.

Claire's voice. Let me go. They are torturing Sharles in 
there. I will go. How can you all dance as if nothing was 
happening? Let me go, I tell you. Let - me - go. (She dashes 
through the curtain. No one daros follow her.)

Catherine (ris*ng in wrath). How dare you?
Claire (recklessly). Oh, dare your grandmother.’ Where is 

my Charles? What are they doing to him?
Edstaston (shouting). Claire, loosen these straps, in 

Heaven’s name. ¿uick.
Claire, (seeing hi© and throwing herself on her knees at 

his side). Oh, how dare they tie you up like that! (To Catherine.) 
You wicked wretch! You Russian savage! (She pounces on the 
straps,, and begins unbuckling them.)
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Catherine (conquering herself with a mighty effort).
Now self-control. Self-control, Catherine, Philosophy.
Europe is looking or. (She forces herself to sit down.) 

Edstastn. Steady, nearest: It is the Empress. Call her 
your Imperial Majesty. Call her Star of the North, Little 
Mother, Little .Darling: that's what she likes; but get the straps 
off.

Claire. Keep culet, dear: I cannot get them off if you move.
Catherine (calmly). Keep quite still, Captain (she tickles 

him.)
Edstvston. Owl Agh! Ahowyow!
Claire (stopping dead in the act of unbuckling the straps 

and turning sick with jealousy as she grasps the situation). 
Was that what I thought was your bel g tortured?

Catherine (urbanely). That is the favorite torture of Catherine 
the Second, Mademoiselle. I think the Captain enjoys it very 
much.

Claire. Then he can have as much more of it as he wants.
I am sorry I intruded. (She rises to go.)

Edstaston (catching her train in his teeth and holding on 
like a bull-dog). Don't go. Don't leave me in this horrible 
state. Loosen me. (This is what he is saying: but as he says 
It with the train in his mouth it is rot very intelligible.)

Claire. Let go. You are undignified and ridiculous enough 
yourself without making me ridiculous. (She snatches her train 
away.)

Edsteston. Owl you’ve nearly pulled my teeth out: you're 
worse than the Star of the.Dorth. (To Catherine.) Darling Little 
Mother: you have a r.ind heart, the kindest, in Europe. Have 
pity. Have mercy. I love you. (Claire bursts into tears.) 
Release me.

Catherine. Well, just to show you how much kinder a Russian 
savage can be then an English one (though I am sorry to say I 
am a German) here goes! (She stoops’to loosen the straps.)

Claire (jealously). You needn't trouble, thank you. (She 
pounces on the straps: and the two set Edstastcn free between 
them.) How get up, please; and conduct yourself with some 
dignity if you ara not utterly demoralized.

Edstaston. Dlgnityl Owl I can’t. I’m stiff all over.
I shall never be able to stand up again. Ch Lord! how it hurts! 
(They seize him by the shoulders and drag him up.) Yah! Agh! 
Wow! Oh! MmiBmmmml Ch, Little Angel Mother, don't ever do this 
to a man again. Knout him; kill hl®.; roast him; baste him; 
head, hang, and quarter him; but don't tie him up like that and 
tickle him.

Catherine. Your young lady still seems to think that you enjoyed 
it.

Claire. I know what I think. I will never speak to him 
again. Your Majesty can keep him, as far as I am concerned.

Catherine. I would not deprive you of him for worlds;
though really I think he’s rather a darling (she pats his cheek). 

Claire (snorting). So I see, indeed.
Edstaston. Don’t be angry, -dearest :* in. this country- every

body’s a darling. I’ll prove it to you. (To Catherine.) Will 
your Majesty be good enough to call Prince Patiomkin?

EmHehb
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Catherine (surprised into haughtiness). «Thy?
Edstaston. To oblige ire.
Catherine laughs good-humoredly and goes to the curtains 

and opens them. The band strikes up a P.edowa.
Catherine (calling imperiously). Patiomkin! (The music 

stops suddenly.) Here J To me! Go on with your music there, 
you fools. (The Redowa is resumed.)

The sergeant rushes from the ballroom to relieve the Empress 
of the curtain. Patiomkin comes in dancing with Varinka.

Catherine (to Patlomkin). The English captain wants you, 
little darling.

Catherine resumes her seat as Patlomkin intimates by a grotesque 
bow that he is at Edstaston's service. Varinka passes behind 
Edstaston and Claire, and posts herself or Claire's right.

Edstaston. Precisely. (To Claire.) You observe, my love: 
"little darling." all, if her Majesty calls him a darling, is 
it ay fault that she calls me one too?

Claire. I don't care: I don’t think you ought to have done 
it. 1 am very angry and offended.

Edstaston. They tied me up, dear. I couldn't help it.
1 fought for all I was aorta.

The sergeant (at the curtains), lie fougat with the strength 
of lions and bears. Coo knows I shall carry a broken sweetbread 
t o my gr a ve •

Edstaston. You can't mean to throw me over, Claire.
(Urgently.) Claire. Claire.

Varinka (in a transport of sympathetic emotion, pleading 
with clasped hands to Claire). Ch, sweet little angel lamb, 
he loves you: it shines in his darling eyes. Pardon him., pardon 
him.

fatiomkln (rushing from tn® Empress's side to Claire and 
falling on his knees to her). Pardon him, ?ardon him, little 
cherubi little wild duck! little star! little glory! little 
jewel in the crown of heaven!

Claire. This is perfectly ridiculous.
Varinka (kneeling to her). Pardon him, pardon him, little 

delight, little sleeper in a rosy cradle.
Claire. I'll do anything if you’ll only let me alone.
The sergeant (kneeling tp her). Pardon him, pardon him, 

lest the mighty man bring his whip to you. God knows we all 
need pardon!

Claire (at the top of her voice). I pardon him! I pardon him!
Patiomkin (springing up joyfully and going behind Claire, whom 

he raises in his arms). Embrace her, victor of Bunker's Hill. 
Kiss her till bhe swoons.

The sergeant. Receive her in the name of the holy Nicholas.
Varinka. -'he begs you for a thousand dear little kieses all 

over her body. ’
Claire (vehemently). I do not. (Patiomkin throws her into 

Edstaston’s arms.) Oh! (The pair, awkward and shamefaced, 
recoil from one another, and remain utterly inexpressive.)

Catherine (pushing Edstaston towards Claire). There is no 
help for it, Captain. This Is Russia, not England.

Edstaston (plucking up some geniality, and kissing Claire 
ceremonieualy on the brow). I have no objection.
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Varinka (disgusted). Only one Kissi and on the forehead! 
Fish. See how I ki s, though it is only my horribly ugly old 
uncle (she throw?, her arms round Patiomkin’s neck and covers 
his face with kisses).

The sergeant (moved to tears). Sainted Nicholas: bless your 
lambs!

Catherine. Do you wonder now that I love Russia as I love 
no other place on earth?

Naryshkin (appearing at the door). Majesty: the model 
for the new museum has arrived.

Catherine (rising eagerly and making for the curtains). Let 
us go. I. can think of nothing but my museum. (In the archway 
she'stops and turns to Edstaston, who has hurried to lift the 
curtain for her.) Captain, I wish you every happiness that your 
little angel can bring you. (For his ear alone.) I could have 
brought you mows; but you did not think so. Farewell,

Edstaston (kissing her hand, which, instead of releasing, he 
holds caressingly and rather patronizingly in his own). I feel 
your Majesty’s kindness so much that I really cannot leave you 
without a word of plain wholesome English advice.

Catherine (snatching her hand ) 
away and boudding forward as if ) 
he had touched her with a spur). ) 
Advice 11J )

Pat iomk in. Ma dman; take )
care! ) (Exclaiming simultaneously).

Naryshkin. Advice the )
Empress!! )

The sergeant. Sainted )
Nicholas! j

Varinka. Hoo hoo! (a
Stifled splutter of laughter). )

Edstaston (following the Empress and resuming kindly but 
judicially). After all, though your Majesty is of course a 
great queen, yet when ell is said, I am a man; and your Majesty 
is only a woman.

Catharine. Only a wo - (she chokes).
Edstaston (continuing). Believe me, this Russian extravagance 

will not do. I appreciate as much as any man the warmth of 
heart that prompts it; but it is overdone; it is hardly in 
the best taste: ft is - really I must say it - it is not proper.

Catherine (ironically, in German). So!
Edstaston. Not that I cannot make allowances. Your Majesty 

has, I know, been unfortunate in your experience as a married 
woman -

Catherine (furious). Alls Wetter;!!
Edstaston (sentimentally). Don’t say that. Don’t think of 

him in that way. After all, he was your husband; and whatever 
his faults my have been, it is not for you to think unkindly 
of hi®.

Catharine (almost bursting). 1 shall forget myself.
Edstaston. Come! I am sure he really loved you; and you 

truly loved him.
Catherine (controlling herself with a supreme effot). No
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OathX^n®- What would Voltaire say?
.Edstaston. Oh, never mind that vile scoffer. Set an example 

to Europe, Madam, by doing what 1 urn going to do. Marry again. 
Marry some good man who »11- be u strength and support to your 
o 1 d a g e ♦

Catherine. Ky old - (she again becomes speechless).
Edstaston. Yes: ®e must all ,rcw oidf even"the handsomest 

of us.
Catherine (sinking into Lei chai.; with a gasp). Thank you. 

Edstaston.
Edstaston. You will thank me more when you see your little 

ones round your knee, and your man there by the fireside in the 
winter evenings - by the way, I forgot that you have no fireside 
here In spi.e of the coldness the climate; so shall I sey 
by the stove?

Catherine. Certainly, if you wish. The stove by all means.
Edstaston (impulsively). Ah, Madam, abolish the stove: believe 

me, there is nothing like the good old open grate. Home! 
duty! happiness! they all mean t-.e same thing; and they all 
flourish best on the drawingroom hearthrug. (Turning to Claire.) 
And nev, my love, -<e must act detain the ,paeon: she is anxious 
to inspect the .cdex of her museum, to which 1 am sure we wish
every success.

Claire (coldly). I am not detaining her.
Edstaston. fell, goodbye (wringing i atiomkln* s hand), 

goo-oo-oodbye, Prince: come and see us If ever you visit 
England. Spirp Vieu, Dsepdene, Little Mugford, Devon, will always 
find me. (To Variaka, kissing her hand.) Goodbye, Mademoiselle: 
goodbye, Little Mother, if I may call you that just once. (Varinka 
puts up her face to be kissed.) Eh? Ko, no, no, no: you don’t 
mean that, you know, haughty! (To the sergeant.) GoodbyeP 
my friend. You will drink our healths with this (tipping hi*)»

The sergeant. The blessed Nicholas will multiply your fruits, 
Little Father.

Edstaston. Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye, goodbye, boodbye, goodbye.
He goes out backwards, bowing, iwht Claire curtseying, having 

been listened to in utter dumbfoundedness by iatiomkin and 
Naryshkin, in childlike awe by Varinka, and with quite inexpressible 
feelings by Catherine» When he ia out of sight she rises with 
Clinched fists «nd raises her arms and h< r closed eyes to Heaven, 
Patlomkin, ¿cueing himself fro* hie stupor of amazement, springs 
to her llie’a tiger, and throws himself at hex* feed:.

patlomkia. What shall I do to him for you? Skin him alive? 
Cut off his eyelids and stand him in the sun? Tear his tongue 

■eut? what shall It be?
Catherine (evening her eyes). Nothing. 4ut oh, if I oould 

only have had him for -for my-for my-
Patiomkln (|a a growl of jealousy). For your lover?
Catherine (With an ineffable smile). No: for my museum.
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Chinese employee of Cathay Taundry, Xtd,, assaulted or Plngliang
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Road Bridge by Sentry

Made by. Craig, Forwarded by...

Sir,

At 6,25 p,a, 14/4/39, *» J,H* »Tinold, 

(British), Munger of the Cnthny Taundry, ttd,, 

(British), reported at the station that nt 6,10 p,m> 

even date, a Cathay Taundry ¿/truck proceeding west 
on Plngl.lang Road, driven by Koh Dion Yue (''f ),

34, Kiangsu, residing 267 Ferry Road wan stopped on 

Pingliang Road Bridge by J,K, T<P, sentries who 

ordered the driver from the n/truok. 

The driver obeyed the or dor and produced 

hie pass and after examing same the sentry slapped 

him on the face,three or four times then returned 

hie pass and allowed him go,

RO vlsitHO irign of injury that would require 

medical treatment, *

On being questioned, Koh Bien Yue, holder of 

Driving Permit Wo, 13701, stated that at 6,10 p,m, 

14/4/39 he was driving «/trick, Lio, Ro, 16430, 

transporting the day workers, then off duty, from 

the Cathay laundry to Thorburn Road and when 

approaching Ping Hang Road Bridge he slackened hie 

speed and saluted the JT,W,L,f, sentry, As the 

sentry appeared to take no notice ho kept driving 

slowly forward and when several yards past<the 

sentry called him to stop and turn back which ho did. 

The sentry then inspected all the coolies* passes after 

which Koh Dion Yue’s pass was also examined and 

tetumed to him the sentry slapping his face three 

times, RO has made a statement to that effect, 

copy of translation attached.
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Made by. Forwarded by.

Copy to Special Branch,

Inquiries revealed that the aesaelt was 
witnessed by Ts ftyung Shng ( i '1 )» coolie, 

employed at the Cathay Taundrj-t residing at T* *o, 6 

’oong ”fyi If, ringlinng 'load and several other Cathay 

Toundry en^loyees, 

inquiries by J,D,S, S3 Ceano st Pingliang

Hoad Bridge ascertained iron J,n,r*,P, sentry named

•rato, let Cl*ee Seaman, that a c/truck carrying a 

number of Chinese, unaccompanied by a Foreigner or 

Japanese, wns being driven over the bridge without 

stopping to show their passes when he called upon 

the driver to stop. The driver(Chinese) obeyed the 

order and stopped approximately 30 yards went of the 

bridge. The aforementioned eentry went forward to 

the Struck took the driver’s pass then made all the 

Chinese alight iron the Struck and examined their 

passes following which he stated that he had slapped 

the driver on the face three times with hie open hand, 

at the same times warning him that in future he must 

always stop to enable sentries to examine hie pass 

and the passes of ary other Chinese who may be on 

the vehicle, Ibllowing thio warning the sentry 

returned the pass to the driver and allowed him to 

drive his n/truck away.
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The following is the statement of..........................................................................................................
native <rf_ X ^tagtons........................... by ......C.2.S. ITO,................ . ......

mXIHSJ*!............on .he....W»..... ...... a„d Sggyg...CtertT« .MJS.*!?

* aanr !■ Koh T'lan Tue age 35# native
of Tsingfcong* eaplcyed as a driver* driving remit ho* 
13701» the Othny laundry* ltd»* 1*/B Fingliang oatf* 

and residing at Ho* 267 Tsha TO* '’ah* ?*mag Bead*
At 6» 10 p*K, 14/4/39* I drove n/truck* XAc* So* 

16430 froa the Cathay >-undry transporting the day workers 
to Thorbum Bond and steen approaching the Fing Hong Bond 
Bridge I slackened speed and eiaMltaneouoly saluted the 
Japanese sentry on duty at t he bridge* As the Japanese
sentries did not appear to take any notice I kept driving 
slowly forward and after passing the sentry ho shouted no 
to stop and con* back* which I did* 'The Japanese sentry 
then ordered every one on the truck to alight* After tbs 
Japanese sentry tend inspected all the coolies* passes he 
slapped as on the face throe tines* X do not know the 
reason why face was slapped*

This is qy true statement*
Signed* erosneurkod and

finger-printed by ®oh lien Yue* __
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Q .. . Assault on employees of the Cathay Laundry Ltd.,(British) No. 1178 

Pingliang Road by Japanese Sentries at Pingliang Road Bridge.

j 2. D.S.I. SmithMade .Forwarded by.

Br.)

Sir,

At 8.30 a.m. 22/3/39 Mr. J. H. Prinold, British, 

manager of the oathay Laundry Mo. 1178 Pinglia ng Road, 

came to this station and reported that on the night of 

the 21/3/39 and the morning of the 22/3/39 two of his 

male Chinese employees were assaulted by the Japanese 

Naval Landing ’’arty Sentries posted at Pingliang Road

Bridge.

Enquiries made by C.D.S.103 and the undersigned

ascertained the following.

At 5.15 p.m. 21/3/39 a chauffeur in the employ of the

Cathay Laundry Ltd., named vong Kwen ), age 39

years, native of Shantung, driving permit No.2673 was 

driving the laundry ’/Truck, S.M.C. Lio. ’’o* 15761 in a 

westerly dlreotion over Pingliang Road Bridge carrying 

laundry workers home when he stopped, as was hie usual 

custom to recognise the Japanese sentries posted at the 

bridge. The sentry ignored him and when he was about to *

proceed on his way the sentry called him to halt and 

ordered every one to alight from the r/Truck. (About 40 

male and female workers in all).

Immediately after alighting from the truck the

chauffeur approached the sentry and at the same time 

/ L<Ety*e& to him. The sentry is alleged to have pushed the

chauffeur in the sentry box at the foot of the bridge 

where he struck him on the forehead with his knuckles. 

The sentry Is further alleged to have ordered the

chauffeur to kneel in the sentry box for about 15 minutes

after which he was allowed to proceed.
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At about 6*40 a.m. 22/3/39 a delivery coolie employed 

by the Cathay Taundry Ltd. named KWen Tuh Zien ('¡wilt )» 

age 34 years, native of Soochow, was passing over ping- 

liang Road Bridge on his way to work when he was stopped 

by the oentry on duty there and deprived of his pass. 

The sentry is alleged to have asked the coolie in Shanghai 

dialect "Is your employer British* to which the coolie 

states he replied In the affirmative. The sentry is then 

alleged to have further asked the coolie "Are the British 

good* The coolie states that to this question he also 

replied in the affirmative, whereupon the sentry is 

alleged to have struck him twice on the left shoulder 

with his clenched fist. The coolie states that he was 

detained by the sentry for about 3 minutes.

J.B.S.83 interviewed Sub. Beutenant Takami Officer 

in charge of the sentries posted at Pingliang Road 

Bridge and drew his attention to the frequent incidents 

occurring at the bridge. Sub Lieutenant Takaml stated 

he would make inquiries and caution the sentries 

responsible and added that he would take measures to 

present any re-occurrence in the future.

Statements attached.

K s.

Copy to Officer i/c S.B,
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The following is the statement of................. ^Otlg Kwen __)............................. ..........

native of.__ Shantung............................... taken by me... CaDitS.lSS_________________
v. . translated _

at—•?-*JP<?o..Stn-.... on the....23£?/3®................ and ioaapMXd by.....OH»

W name is Wong Kwon, age 39, native of shantung, s/diauff- 

ear, residIng 354 Weinan Road. I am employed as a chauffeur,

Road.

Signed by erose mark.

At 5.15 p.nu 21/3/39 1 ms driving ¿¡/truck, S.M.C.Lie. Ho.

Struck. ______
The above is ny true statenmnt.

Driving Permit ’’0.2673, by the Cathay Laundry, 1178 Pingllang

JI

15761, conveying about 40 male and female workers, proceeding 

from east to vest along Pingllang Road and on reaching Pingliang 

Road Bridge I stopped the li/truckand tookoff ny hat to the 

Japanese sentry there, as the sentry said nothingTstarted the 

1/truck and when I was about to move off the sentry suddenly 

began to shout. I immediately stopped the %/truck and the 

Japanese sentry approached the truck and ordered all the male 

and female workers to alight. I also alighted and approached 

the Japanese sentry to bow at him, but he pushed me into his 

sentry box where he struck meon nyforehead with his knpukles. 
The sentry then ordered me to kneel there for about 15 minutes 

after which I was allowed todrivethef sj/^ck aw^. The 

Incident was witnessed by all the workers who were in the



Soo chow

Y*poo Stn.

Keen Tuh Zien iffl t )

a.D* 3,103 
. . translated

22/3/39 xxxxxxx Clerk Chin Cheng Ju.

W mm is Kwen Tuh Zien, age 34, native of Soo chow, 
105oo lie, residing at House 14, lane 509, ring Hang Road. 1 am 
employed as a delivery coolie by the Cathay Laundry, 1178 
Pingliang Road. At 0*25 a*m* 22/3/39 I left home for work at 
the aforesaid laundry. Whilst walking on Pingliang Road Bridge 
I observed a Japanese sentry standing at the north side of the 
bridge and 1 immediately bowed at him and showed him qy pass* 

The Japanese sentry at this time took away qy pass from qy hand 

and asked me (in Shanghai dialect) "Is your employer British* 

I replied in the affirmative. The Japanese sentry further 

asked me "Are the British good" to which I also replied in the 

affirmative* After thie he struck me on my left shoulder twice 

with hie right clenched fist* I was detained by the sentry 

for about three minutes, after which I proceeded to the factory.

The above is ag true statement.

Signed by cross mark*
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Hine cooties employed by the China Fibre Container Company
Subject___j--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- - ------------.--------- _

Haichow Road, bayoneted by Japanese naval sentries at pingliang Road
—-------- Bridge*--....
Made by..... Fdrwar de d by.

Sir,

At 7,25 p.m. 21/3/39 a telephone message was received 

from the C.C.R. to the effect that the S.F.B. ambulance 

had been called to the China Fibre Container Co. (American) 

’To. 273 Halchow Road.

Enquiries revealed that three coolies named below 

employes the above named company had been conveyed to 

the Yangtszepoo Hospital suffering from bayonet wounds 

inflicted by Japanese Naval landing Party Sentries posted 

on Pingliang Road Bridge.

(1) Iking Hal Poo ( ),' 29 years, Kotnpo, 1/coolie

41 1’oh Chow Li )» TS-lny Road.

(2) Ts Ping Tau 44 years, Nlngpo, li/coolle,

44 Zu»g Tah Li ), ftie Hennequin, F.C.

(3) Ching All Fo ) ( V* 4S y®ars» Hingpo,

M/coolie, 270 Wei S'oh Li (), Rue Engene 

Bard, F. C.

The doctor’s certificates read as follows

1st. Stabbed right hand and abdomen,may be serious. 

Detained.

2nd. Stabbed right hand. Hot eerioue. Hot detained. 

3rd. Stabbed left hand. Hot serious. Not detained.

Birther enquiries ascertained that at about 

)6.30 p.m. 21/5/3® the China Fibre Container Co. x/fruck 

3,M,C. Lie. No.20169 carrying day duty workers to the Bund 

accompanied by a Japanese escort named Mr. Chemo to was 

proceeding in a westerly direction over Pingliang Road 

Bridge when it was held up by 1st Class Seaman J.Hayashi 

and H. Nakagaki on sentry duty there.
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Mr, Chemito wag Informed by the sentries that at 

about 5 p.m. the m/truck had passed over Pingliang Road 

Bridge carrying a number of coolies who had ignored 

their warning to halt.

The sent!les stated that they did not call the 

driver of the truck to halt as they were under the 

impression the truck was empty but when it had passed 

several yards they saw it was carrying coolies and they 

called to the coolies.

Chemo to told the sentries that the coolies who 

passed over Pingliang Road Bridge at 5 p.m. 21/3/39 were 

night duty coolies employed at the China FUre Container 

Co. with the exception of three men whom he did not know 

and who alighted from the T./truck at Pinglian ; Road and 

Glen Road corner. The sentries then ordered Mr. Chemoto 

to return to the factory and bring the night duty coolies 

to Pingliang Road Bridge as they wished to examine their 

passes and also question them regarding the three men who 

got off the m/truck at Pingliang and Glen Road.

Mr. Chimoto proceeded to the factory and returned 

to Pingliang Road Bridge at about 6.30 p.m. 21/3/39 
■ 

with fourteen night duty oodles. The coolies were lined 

up on the bridge by the sentties and questioned but none 

of them replied and the sentries started to poke them 

with their bayonets. The coolies were allowed to leave 

the bridge at about 7 p.m. 21/3/3®» TW returned to the \ 

factory and r< 

German, night 

had the three

the occurrence to Mr. Josef Wetzany,

duty manager who called the ambulance and 

coolies previously described conveyed to

■ ifln
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Six other coolies named below received injuries 

but they refused to attend hospital.

(4) Zia Zang San 26 years, Tanga ng,^/coolie,

25 Wei Shing Li )> Thorburn Road.

Five superficial wounds on the left hand.

(5) Sbo Tung paung 34 years,Pootung, 14/coolie,

15 Sing Loh Taung ( , Hainning Road.

One superficial wound on the left forearm. '■

(6) Dau Vung Ziang ( £|)^37 years. Shantung,S/coolie,

297 Rue Retard, French Concession.

One superficial wound on the left hand.

(7) Lee Cha Fah 33 years, Ningpo, 14/coolle,

43 Ting Woo Li < ) Dalny Road.

One superficial wound on the right forearm and bruise 

on the right leg. > |

(8) Koo Pao Dee 27 years, Tsungming, S/coolie,

97 Wetmore Road.

one superficial wound on the right hand*

(9) Z Fah Foo ( 41 years, KOmpo, M/coolie,

34 Yangchaw Road.

One superficial wound on the left hand.

The injured coolies when questioned by Investigating 

officers deny hearing the sentries calling them to halt* 

They also deny knowing the throe men who alighted from 

the truck at Pingliang and Glen Roads. They state that 

they were coolies who begged a lift from the Garden 

Bridge.

Sub Lieutenant Takami officer in charge of the
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I beg to report that today I was on duty (Garden Bridge 

fi'Qxa 7 a<u» to S At about 1C. Sergeant Appleyard

in charge of Seafortiia* Guard on the Garden Bridge» came to me 

and said that he wanted me to clear the bridge of all Chinese 

thereat a In reply I pointed out to him that there are not any 

loitering Chinese on the Bridge but only approximately 80 Chinese 

in charge of a foreigner drom up in two ranks on the pavement •aww* ■■
just before the Japanese Sentry and at the moment being checked 

up by J.P'.C. 105 (Attached to Hongkew Station), prior to be per

mitted to enter into Hongkew area. To this Sergeant Appleyard 

replied that they can be checked net on the Hr j¿jg^, but on the 

South side of it« I asked J.P.O. 105 if he could do the check«» 

iK on the South side of the Bridge, to which he replied that 

all workmen must be checked immediately before the Japanese 

Sentry and no Were else*

Sergeant Appleyard, who was present at the time, told me 

that he cannot allow this and are going to report the matter«

I reported the matter to Station over the Street Telephone« 

ihe worxanen in question are with Mr« Ha2aaz*d Archi t <?<? t, S3
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Szeahuen Road. 

I am, Sir, 

■ Your obedient servant,

B, 0. »A*

Q* C. (Special Branch)
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Made by........D.S.Stev.ens. .Forwarded by.

Sir,
At 6.15 p.m, 7/i0/38 Mr.Cameron of the Borden Produce Co

Tengyueh Rd.,telephoned the station and reported that two

Japanese civilian employees of the Dah Kong Cotton Mill, 2t

Tengyueh Rd, had posted themselves on Tengyueh Rd. jetty and

were refusing to allow Chinese employees of the Borden Co. to

board sampans for Pootung, J.D.C.132 and the undersigned

attended the scene and were informed by the Japanese, names

Baba and Yamamoto,that they were carrying out the instructions

of the J.H.L.P. in not allowing any Chinese but employees of

the Dah Kong Cotton Min to use this particular jetty, *

A visit was paid to the J.IT.L.P, branch head-quarters

2nd, Lieutenant

situated at the

Det

D.D.O.TD*.

rrangement might be made

Kung Dah Cotton Mill, 2767 Fingilang Rd. where

Fukamaga was interviewed, this officer stated

that it was quite correct thet the jetty was closed by order

of the J.K.l.P.,he suggested, however, that should the Borden

Co, communicate wUth the Naval Headquarters at Hongkew, some

whereby their employees might also

make use of the jetty
I am, Sir, 

Your obedient servant

D. 3,222.



Commissioner.
Sir,

August 8, 1938

Japanese Haval Authorities and Ewo Mills

On the forenoon Mr. Pollock (Jardine’s), D.D. "D“ 

and I had an interview with Capt. Maruo, in immediate 

command of Eastern District, in the matter of verbal 

intimation given by the Landin« Party Hannen Road Office to 

Ewo Mill Manager that sentries would no longer recognize 

Ewo passes as hitherto and that application for new passes 

should be made immediately. The intimation was accompanied 

by the usual threats of arrest of mill.operatives who would 

not be permitted to again work for Ewo and would more or 

less disappear»

Captain Maruo, whom I usually find more reasonable 

than many of his colleagues, expressed the opinion that there 

must have been some misunderstanding as he saw no reason for 

new passes and was satisfied with those at present carried

by Ewo workers To ensure there would be no hitch about

the matter, it was suggested to Capt. Maruo that a police 

officer should escort the workers to the mill in the morning

'and back to their quarters in the evening. I mentioned that

> tmLs suggestion was put forward as a sort of guarantee that

ÿf^Khe persons escorted were in fact Ewo workers. The Captain
c0flMISSW^>

readily agreed to this. He also acceded to my request that 

if at any time he had any information or contemplated any 

action detrimental to Ewo he would give good notice to D.O.*DN* 

The result of these deliberations appeared satisfactory 

to Mr. Pollock.

It is rather curious that Hannen Road should have

picked on Ewo and Ewo alone, as no other industrial concern 

has had similar intimation or threats
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«ir,
At 1 p.m. 4.8.38 a telephone message was received from 

Mr. McAllen reporting that Japanese Marines had arrested a 
number of coolies on the Shanghai Hongkew Wharf.

On receipt of the above telephone massage Insp. Palmer,
D.S.I. McCahey, S.I. Nakano and the undersigned immediately 
proceeded to the Shanghai Hongkew Wharf and therein interviewed 
the informant with the result that the following was ascertained:

At about 11.30 a.m. 4*8.38 whilst a number of coolies were
crossing Chaoufoong Road from the rear gate of the fewer 
Shanghai Hongkew Wharf to the side entrance of the upper 
Shanghai Hongkew Wharf, a distance of about 15 yards they were 

theirhalted by a Japanese marine sentry who demanded to see
passes. The coolies in question endeavoured to explain 
sentry that they were employed by the Shanghai Hongkew

to the
Wharf

and that they did not possess any individual passes.
Whether or not this was understood by the sentry cannot

be ascertained
and waived his
coolies became

but at this juncture he became very excited
arm and rifle in a threatening manner thus the
frightened and all but four ran into the upper

Shanghai Hongkew Wharf.
After the lapse of a few seconds the sentry in question 

also entered the Shanghai Hongkew wharf and therein prevented
the coolies from carrying out their respective labours and
apprehended 19 male Chinese namely:

1. Tsang Su Liang, 42 Ningpo, S/coolie, 7 Tiendong Rd»
2. Wong Yee Tsong, 37 Yangchaw, M/coolie, 10 Tsipoo Rd»
3. Zee Ah Kung, 20, Kompo, S/coolie* Elgin Rd*
4. Zee Pau Yuen, 32, Kompo, S/coolie, Iß Tonquin Rd.

i

I
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5. Li Tuh Zung 40, Kompo, S/unemployed, 30 Robinson Rd*
6. Wong Yue Zur, 31 Kompo, S/coolie, N.F.A.
7. Han S Kwan, 37 Kompo, M/coolie, N.F.A.
8. Wong Yue Kwei, 29 Zeechow, M/coolie, Elgin Rd.
9. Mo Yuen Liang, 45, Tientsin, s/coolie, Elgin Rd»
10. Zee Kwang Yuen 52, Kompo, M/coolie, Elgin Rd.
11. Lai Ts, 63, Kompo, M/coolie, 7 Sinza Road.
12. Koh Vung Liang, 29 Kompo, S/coolle, N.F.A.
13. Zung Su Dien, 60 Kompo, S/coolie, N.F.A.
14. Zung Ah Yang, 17 Ningpo, S/coolie, 16 N. Kiangse Rd.
15. Ts Sang Shee, 33, Soochow, M/coolie, F.C,
16. Foo Ah Ching, 44 Ningpo, S/coolie, Sinza Bridge.
17. Wei Sung Dong, 37 Canton, Clerk, 571/28 Bur kill Rd*
18. Wei Pah Chu, 37 Warden Co. 253 Myburgh Rd.
19. Voong Yuen Soong, 36, Canton, Clerk, 215/20 Tfedhuret Rd
The sentry then discarded hie tunic and ordered the 19 

male Chinese to kneel, the Chinese did as they were ordered 
and the sentry then struck them with the butt of his rifle.

After the lapse of a few seconds another Japanese »marine 
entered the wharf and the apprenjjed persons were then marched 
to the Hannen Road Headquarters of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party.

Having been aquain ted with the above details Mt*. BcAllen 
Insp. Palmer, D.S.I. McCahey, S.I. Nakano end the undersigned 
visited the Hannen Road Headquarters and therein encountered 
Kr. Grant Supt. of the Shanghai Hongkew Wharf and after the 
lapse of a few seconds the entire party were allowed to 
interview various high officials attached to the Japanese i \ 
Naval Landing Party.
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Mr. Grant presented the case on behalf of the Shanghai 

Hongkew Wharf outlining that the coolies in question epresent** 

od casual labour and since the start of the hostilities they 

had been conveyed from the Shanghai Hongkew Wharf to the 

Peking Road jetty by launch therefore passes were not necessary.

It was also pointed out that this had been carried out 

with full permission of the Japanese authorities who had 

constantly borrowed coolies from the Shanghai Hongkew Wharf.

It was further pointed out that this was the first sentry 

to interfere with coolies employed on the Shanghai Hongkew 

Wharf.

A Japanese Naval Landing Party representative then 

stated that the sentry .«?ho was responsible for the arrest of 

the coolies had carried out his duty in an efficient manner 

whilst all the other marines who had been an duty since the 

hostilities had neglected their duty, the representative 

further stated that a pass was necessary and they would make 

arrangements for same to be issued.

The coolies were released at 2.30 p.m. 4.8.38 and handed 

into the custody of the undersigned whilst a Japanese Naval 

Landing Party Pass authorising the entry of 800 coolies into 

North of the Creek was issued to Mr. Grant at 4 p.m. 4.8.38.

It is worthy of note that the system employed by the 

Shanghai Hongkew Wharf regarding casual labour is identical
... I 

with any other business concern situated on the water front 

including the N.Y.K. Wharf.

Four of the coolies namely:

1. Zung Ah Yang, 17 Ningpo, S/coolie, N.F.A.

2. Ts Sang Shee, 33 Soo chow, M/coolie, F.C

IKil
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S. Foo Ah Ching, 44 Ningpo, s/coolie, sinza Bridge» 

4» Koh Vung Dien, 60 Kompo, 8/coolie, 7 Sinza Road, 

complainant of having sustained injuries with the result that 

they were escorted to the St. Luke’s Hospital certificates 

were issued.

1. ^ung Ah Yang, Contusion of buttock. Not serious.

2. Ts Sang shoe, Contusion of buttock. Not serious.

3. Foo Ah Ching, Contusion of chest. Not serious.

4. Koh vung Dien, Contusion of buttock. Not serious.

Although this incident occurred at about 11.30 a.m» 

4-8-38 sane was not reported to the S.M.P. until 1.00 p.m. 

4-8-38 this being due to the fact that Mr. Grant reported 

direct to the British Consulate who have issued instructions 

that no negotiations are to be carried out by an indépendant 

or third party in any incident involving British property*

The above instructions however appear to have been 

misunderstood by Mr. Grant in as much as the safety of the 

Chinese was at stake and it would have been readily accepted 

and realized by members of the S.M.P. that the question of 

Japanese Military trespassing on British property would have 

been a question for consular action.

The British Consular officials are conversant with all

D»D»0» *D° Division» 

0. i/o Special Branch»
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Sir:

At 5.45 am 21/7/38 a telephone ;.«e<sage was received from
the wo Cotton Mill company 4170 Tangtezepoo road reporting

that a number of Chinerò employees of the 411 ted tee® arrest*

ed by the Japanese naval Landing Party for not being in pose*

ession of J»H.L./Passes. J*D*S* 149 t«ade enquiries at the J

H*L*P*H*qrs. ^hashing oad and ascertained that the Officer

ia Charge had issued instructions to tighten up on passes of

persons in this area and ar the ©so vili employees ted not ob*

twined passes issued by the J*H. L.P. they had been arrested.

The employees of the T’poo Cotton -'ill also a British Concern
and belonging to the Kwo Company net with the sane difficulties
A number of worker? being arrested«

About 3 months previous when the 2 ills named wished to

take over houses in this area for their workers* An agreement

>^7

cu

about 100 employees of

ir* Davies* Manager of

was madSyafter great difficulties for the Swo Company to give 

passes to 'their workers and a dui* «cete to the J.H.L. Tarty
at Hannen read* each pass had the owner’s photograph* The passes

however were not endorsed by the naval Landing Party chop«
the T’poo Cotton Mill»interviewed

Capt. temo of the ^hashing

was referred to Hannen load
c'VsA|

'oad Headquarters «T.S.L*Party and

as the agree ent had been made
through that office* set* Bevies visited Hannen road and inter*
viewed the Officer in Charge who reembered the agreement and

the Evo A T*poo Mills were taken to

Hannen pood he allowed the

ed that the pars was not in

to return with Hr* Davies but stat*

order and that the Company should

obtain proper passes stamped by the J* ELI»*Party and as the worl?

n

I
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entailed wwld take rorse time to co plate the Officer finally 
|| allowed until 12/^3® to obtain the faeces» meaatiae order# 

.would b i revet! to the par tier concerned to allow the ill 

enployeer to operate on the old Fro Faroe®.
Thir wae ret with the approval of all concerned and the 

Mil® are now a ranging for paeeec 8t photographs to be taken*
It nay be pointed out that the inotroctlonr eerrled out 

in the Featern Area were not direct 'd at Biltirh Conoerne^ar 

the ©nploye- r of the Fung “ah Ho» 2 U1 were alro etopped and 

If no pace ms produced they were likewise arreeted»

Plwe ordure coaliee were alro aiaonpet the ar recta 

but on Tolice representation® they were allowed to go but the 

Foreigner in Charge of the Fection wf? infomed thr.t proper 

pereer were required*
Fifteen temporary ;".o here of the Aquariar staff were also 

arreeted there workers only being temporary handr taken on, 

on gW3® no p&sree haw been obtained »Through negotiation«» 
7 eooliee were ¡ettrned whilst the others w^re eent routh of 
the Crby the J.F»L*peKrty after their enquiries were conplet* 

cd*
It Is apparent to the Police Wat the precautions token 

(by the •»■f y-»."rrty are in eomeetion with recent information 

obtained by the^ that undesirable actorc a. <■< Into
the thei .-1 A 5aatern A,r^. as^ i-rople . -• .7idi ?\ in this ai ea 
at present are without roeidential ar vieitlng parsec»

0»C. f^ctei B/aiich infon-<c4 of the incldentK nnttijf'* 

taken» '

B»C. F/Brandh.
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G. 55M-1-38 MlßC^Füe ATO..1O3Z38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject.

......Way&id@.i.G.<sWow,'/
Date. ...June .....19,. .....ip 38.

Re_eeizUre..°? pass by''the Japanese

REPORT

'iiit^y .Splice •
Made by D • S • Suhoff . .Forwarded by.

Sir,

At. 4 p.m. on 19.6*38 T.ir. Werner Groll, German, manager of* 

the Deutsche Farben-Handelsgesellschaft, No. 3 Mill, 125 
Faoting Road (Head office 261 Szechuen Road) came to this 

station and reported that at about 9*30 a. m. same date a 
member of the Japanese Military Police accompanied by an 

unknown male Chinese visited the above mentioned mill and took 

away the pass issued by Japanese authorities for the 50 
employees working at the mill giving no reason for such action* 

Mr. Groll stated that he had already informed the German 

Consular who are taking the matter with the Japanese Consular 

authorities at a*m* on 20.6*38. He also stated that he 
suspected a recently dismissed No.l fitter named Tay (full 

name unknown) of being concerned in this matter.

Mr. Groll requested assistance to get his 50 employees 

over the Garden Bridge*

D.S.I. McCahey, J.P.S. 155 and the undersigned escorted 

the workers to the Chapoo Road Bridge where they were allowed 
to proceed to the South of the Creek area as the seizure of 

the pass had been previously explained to the Japanese sentry 

on the Bridge by the Japanese Interpreter employed at the



1 ' Miao. File No.....-M3?/38
G 55M ' 38 * SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

....I’POO i..„
REPORT «0.2. JM. 8th,7r/M5

Subject. Interference °f Chinese employees of foreign firms by Japanese 

Military in Pootung.

Made ¿yby..,. -u; <

Sir,
Investigation into the above was continued at 3 p.m, 

3/6/38 when the undersigned visited the Shanghai Power Co.»the 

Borden Egg Co., and the China Soap Works, in the poo

district. At each of these concerns, the foreign representa

tive of the company, interviewed, stated that the position had 

definitely improved, they having received no reports from 

their workers regarding molestation, assault etc, of the 

employees whilst in Mootuhg, noil did these employees experience 

their former difficulty in passing the Japanese sentries posted 

at the Pootung jetties.

Mr. Davies, however, when Interviewed at the Bwo Cotton

Mill, Wetmore Road, pronounced the situation to be worse than 

before. Owing to the uncertainty regarding the attendance of

SPECIAL BR kNSH

.his employees resident in Pootung, he had been forced, he stated

V^urinr the past few weeks to dispense With some two hundred 

male workers and to endeavour to referuit the labour from
Ig mB
ianghal* This had led, he continued, to the par+.ial closing

down of one of the most* vital departments in the factory, the 

"Winding department", with a consequent loss of output.

According to reports received by Mr. Davies, *Ta Toa* Police

and Japanese Military, in Pootung, had persistently attempted to

file Influence his employees against working for a British firm and





* M1HU* Q^No..1^/^
6 55M 38‘ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. .

REPORT O W.™fe«9
Interference of Chinese employees of foreign firms byJapanese 

...... ,,„■'* . ,' / -*f7.*lLiunj*i ,\rr-*—_ ___

Military in Pootung.
D.S. Stevens

Made by---- |..........................

Sir,
At 11 a .in. 20/5/38, S.P.C.87 reported to D.S.I. McCahey 

having received information to the effect thet Japanese sentries 
were destroying the passes of Chinese employed by foreign firms 
In the Y’poo area« According to his Information this was 
taking place on the corner of Kwanghsln Road-Y’poo Road, at which 
spot two J.N.L.P. sentries are posted, and that the passes in 
question were those of employees of the Ewo Cotton Mills, 
(British) Wetmore Road. At 4 ¿».m. Inst. D.S.I. McCahey
despatched C.D.C.108 to Kwanghain Road with instructions to wait
there until 6 /7.n. and observe whether any passes were destroyed
by the sentries. At 6 /?.m. D.S.I. McCehey proceeded to KWanghsin
Road and met C.D.C.1D8 who stated that during the past two 
hours no passes had been destroyed. They then proceeded to 
Lay Road jetty, at which two more sentries are on duty, and, on

into conversation with Fireman No.511 attached to

* S
I

entering
Y’poo Fire Station (opposite) learned that this fireman had 

'./seen the Japanese sentries tear up the passes of a male and 
1*1 o

. g^js^jgemale Chinese at 11 a.m. that morning, whether or not these
Chinese were min employees, however, could not be ascertained

At 11 a.m. 21st Inst, the undersigned visited the Bwo 
Cotton Mill and Interviewed Mr. Devies, manager, regarding 
this alleged interference with his employees by the Japanese 
Military. Mr. Davies stated thet during the past week several 
of his female employees who reside in Pootung had met with 
difficulty in passing Japanese sentries posted at Kaiping 
Wharf and Holts Wharf (Pootung), when, between 6.30 and 6 a.m. 
they were accustomed to being conveyed across the Whangpoo 
River to Wetmore Road Jetty. The employees in question, he



__ hi. 2  g File No. „ 
e 55M'*M_____________________ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..............................Station,
REPORT

Date................................19
2 •5 ubject........................................................ ..... ........................ .............................................................

Made ''by-.^.^g^fy.ìi^.^...........^.......m^„„.^_.._.JForwarded

stated, had been informed by “Ta Toa” police and by Japanese 

sentries that as long as they worked for a British firm they 
would experience trouble and possibly harm might befall them, 
that should they change their place of employment to a Japanese 
concern they would have no trouble in getting to and from 
Pootung and they would have the protection of the Japanese 
at all times»

The undersigned then proceeded to the China Soap works, 
(British) 2310 Y’poo Road where some GO male and female 
employees residing in Pootung were personally Interviewed, there 
the case oi the female employees was found to be the same as 
those of the Bwo Cotton Mill insofar as they were told that 
their difficulties arose from working for a British concern, 
and that no passes were required or trouble experienced for 
those who worked for Japanese factories» Male employees, 
however, were simply told that they could not cross the 
Whangpoo via this or that particular Jetty»

Mr» Cameron, of the Borden Egg Co* (/merican) Tengyueh Road, 
when interviewed, stated that during the past few days, several 
of his employees resident in Pootung had complained to him of 
being prevented from crossing the Whangpoo by Japanese sentries 
posted at Jetties, the same having been brought to his notice 
by employees arriving late having circumvented the sentries and 
travelled from another Jetty. Mr» Cameron also remarked on 
having been visited by a Japanese from the Deh Kong Cotton 
Mill who enquired as to how many Chinese he employedwhether 
he had any difficulty in getting workers, etc, adding that 
at the Dah Kong Mill, the management were having the greatest



fm. 2 # ' File No._ ..._ —-
6 . * SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...............................Station,
REPORT 

Date...............................i g
3. 

5 ubject___________ .... ................. ....... ......... .. ............................................................................................. ........

Made by..................................... Forwarded by________ ...________________________________

difficulty in securing female labour.
At the Shanghai Fewer Co. (American) Mr. Clemente in the 

«time office" stated that nothing of the above nature had come 
to his notice, but called a foreman coolie resident in Pootung 
who stated that on a few occasions recently he and others had 
been stopped whilst en route to the Pootung Jetties. On 
learning, however, that he was an employee of the S.P.Co. the 
sentries allowed him to go. This foreman remarked that in 
Pootung, Chinese employees of Japanese factories never had 
the slightest hindrance in their movements.

I am, Sir, 

Your obedient servant

D.3.222

Copy to Officer 1/c s.b.
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Date ^Bptember 3G

\ [ SHANGHAI io,. a mm
* ^»»«egistry

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. No. S. A
Section 1, Special jpyjbjwh.
REPORT

(Etienne) SZQuLOSI, Hungarian....... -........... -------------------------- ---.....--Subject x ® 0& n

istoan (Etienne) SZQuLOSl, Hungarian Jew, born 

in Budapest on September 6, 1905, studied medicine 

and surgery at the university of naris, where he 

secured his degree, it is said, in 1927.

He later returned to Hungary. in 1934 he 

proceeded to the Hast and practised medicine in 

Bangkok for about two years. He arrived in shanghai 

on September 9, 1936 and for some time resided at 

233 Hanking jtoad. He attempted to establish a 

medical practice in shanghai but his efforts were 

far from successful.

in early 1937 SZQliOSI went to Hanking where 

he vainly tried to secure a position with the 

medical department of the Chinese Government. 

Realizing there were no chances for him to earn 

a livelihood there, he returned to shanghai in 

July 1937 and later moved on to nongkong.

He contracted a few debts in Shanghaiwhile in 

Hongkong he became indebted to the government for 

expenses connected with his stay in a refugee camp, 

ihese charges were later liquidated by the Netherlands 

negation in China, which represents Hungarian 

interests here.

In March 1938 he was in Hankow, but two months 

later had returned to the Colony.

During this period he was not regularly employed 

and lived a more-or.less hand-to-mouth existence.

in late 1938 he proceeded to French indo-uhina
I'
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G, 90M-1-39 File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Station,
REPORT

2 Date................................i p

Subject.........................

Made by..............................................................F orwarded by.... .................. .......................................................... .

with Dr. 1*. S» CAIAmE, Delegate to the International 
teed Cross» to take part in the iropical kedicine 

Congress held at uanoi in November of that year.
m December 1938, sZOukOSl returned to Hongkong 

where he secured a minor post in the university of 

nongkong.
un August 1, 1937 sZO.ui.OSI was convicted and 

fined in the Shanghai second special District 
court in connection with a case of assault*

SZQukOSI is not spoken of highly in local 
Hungarian circles but apart from the foregoing 

nothing is known to his detriment.

D. 8.

D.C. (Special branch)



Shanghai, le 27 Septembre 1939.

M. SZOLLOSI Etienne de Nationalité Hongroise, assistant 
du délégué de* Ta Cro'ix 'Rouge ïn'ternationaTe' de guerre' 
pour la Chine.

SZOLLOSI Etienne est né à Budapest ( Hongrie) de 

SZOLLOSI Eugène et de SZANTO Elisabeth. Il séjournerait 

habituellement à Hongkong et serait marié avec une Fran

çaise née Marié SOCHARD, domiciliée à Paris.

Cet étranger est arrivé à Haiphong le 25 Novembre 

1938 venant de Fort Bayard. Il était porteur du passe

port Ho. A-II3.5I6 délivré par la Préfecture de Police 

de Budapest le 17 mars 1929 et renouvelé à Changhai le 

3 juillet 1937 par le Consul Général des Pays-Bas. Il 

accompagnait le Docteur CALAME, Louis, Paul, chirurgien. 

Délégué de la Croix Rouge Internationale, de nationalité 

suisse, venu en Indochine pour assister au Congrès de 

Médecine Tropicale qui s’est tenu à Hanoi, du 24 au 30 

Novembre 1938.

Le Hongrois SZOLLOSI a quitté Haiphong le 12 dé-

cernbre 1938 par le s/s "KUNG CHOW” à destination de 
Hongkong./.



cât^LAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN - CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

^NO* 2615e
SHANGHAI, 12th Augkst- 1937. --t->

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter of the 10th instant, No.D.8040, regarding Istoan 

(Etienne) Szollosi and to thank you for the information 

contained therein.

I have the honour to be,

Major K.M.Bourne,

Deputy Commissioner i/c Special Branch, 

Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAÏ



August 10 37.

The Acting Consul-General, 
Netherlands Consulate-General, 

Shanghai.

Sir»

X have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter No. 8574 dated 7th August, 1937, and 

In reply to Inform you that Istuan (Etienne) Ssollosi 

was convicted and fined in connection with a case of 

assault at the Shanghai 2nd special District Court on 

August 1» 1*97«
X have the honour to be, 

Sir»

Your obedient servant»

(Sd) K. M. Bourne.
Deputy Commissioner of Police 

in Charge.



-F0RM.NQx.3_ Mn
*'4 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1, Special .Br.aachi«zz/// ‘ 
D^...AUgust....I.P1..19

5a^;>c^...I?...§zpllpsi..-..cp^micatipA..fi,cm..fle.therlaiJd.a..c.Qns.ula.t.ef!Ci.e.n.eral................
............dated.7.8.37............................ . y.  
Made by $.$•.......^.DChnan.............. ....... Forwarded................................................................. ......^.t.S

_______ on 1»8.37 at the Shanghai 2nd Special district Court____ _ 
Istoan (Etienne) Szollosi was convicted and fined in___________ _

connection with, a case of assault«_______________________________
_______ Apart from the above there is no record of Szollosi_______

in Shanghai Municipal Police records.____________________________



« <C»ULAAT-QENERAM. OCR NEDERLANDEN
’ ’VOOR MiDDEN-CHINA.

TEL. AO. HOLLANDIA.

No, 2574. August /zÌ937i
CUlNfiUll ’ *

Sir;
I have the honour to inform you that the Hungarian 

subject Istoan (Etienne)Szollosi intends to leave for 

Canton,
He is in possession of a Hungarian passport No.A 118.516/ 

20705, Issued at Budapest on the 27th September 1930, and 

extended the last time in Shanghai by this Consulate till 

June 17th 1939.

According to his passport he was born at Budapest on 

the 6th September 1905.

He states that he arrived in Shanghai on the 9th Septem

ber 1936 from Bangkok.
He resides at 233 Nanking Hoad.

Szollosi has studied medicine and surgery at Paris and 
according to his papers he is a duly qualified doctor.

He has requested this Consulate to issue a certificate 

that he has no criminal record, and I should be much obliged 

to you if you would let me know whether this person has ever 
come to the notice of the police,

I have the honour to bej

SlrJ
Your obedient servant,

temporarily in of 
Major K.M. Bourne,

Deputy Commissioner i/o Special Branchi n 
Shanghai Municipal Police, Qp ’

SHANGHAI.

H&JJoisul-Ge neral, 
laTge of Hungarian Interests.

Ill H
ì





I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.^ n
S.l, Special! jfaStjiF q 3-7'

REPORT ■ Z 

» IHMIII mmmmmib ■ r - ■ ■ 11111

Subject..........„^^l»l$^„*Iatejm^ional^Digeat*Jto„^ft. .published... 

..................... by National Economic "^^^rtse^InCs../ 

Made by......D.S..... La.rby. .Forwarded, by.

With reference to the attached letter dated August 9,

1937, referring to the publication in Shanghai cf a monthly-----• 

journal entitled ltIntex,national Digest“, enquiries at the--------- 

local office of National Economic Security Enterprise, Inc.,—- 

211, Yuen Ming Yuen Road, publishers of the aforementioned

journal, indicate that the periodical will not be published

until the present hostilities have been concluded and until 

conditions in the International Settlement have returned to 

a state of normalcy.

An interview with Mr. C.A. Dy who states that he is 

a travelling representative of the publishers revealed that 

MT. A.M. Yuzon, China Branch Manager of the Company, is at 

_ present in the Philippine Islands. It was also learned from 

Mr. My that no arrangements regarding the publication of the 

_ International Digest will be made until further instructions 

have been received from Mr. Yuzon in which case either Mr. Uy 

or Mr. Yuzon will notify the Municipal police.

__________________________________________ gl- S‘____________________

D.C. (Crime & Special Branches). _______________________________



CABLE ADDRESS

N E STE

TELEPHONE: 
2-14*76

P O, BOX 
2741

N AT MIC
SEcuRiWWKRMrsE.iNc#
PUBLISHERS OF THE «NB-SEE U O U R IM AU*

DULY INCORPORATED 

UNDER THE Laws 
OF THE 

philiMn$Oh/s

EXECUTIVE DEPT.
JUAN M.

DE LOS REYES
PRES. flk GENERAL. MANAGER 

88

ROMAN M.
DE LOS REYES

VICE PRES ft ASS T GENERAL MANAGER 

K 
ESMERALDA R.

DE LEON
SKCRKTARY-TRKA8URER

LEGAL DEPT.

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL: -P- 1,000.000.00
CITY OF SHANGHAI

HEAD OFFICES: NKSE BUILDING. 422-428 BAMBANG 
STA. CRUZ, MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Acknowledged» iorm • A
Centrai Bea* Zd f

Ground floor, True Light Bldg. 
211 Yuen Ming Yuen Road 
Shanghai, August 9, 1937

The 1ŒNI0IPA1 POLICE
8. M. 0., Shanghai
Sir:

JESUS Ma.
PAREDES

CHIEF COUNSEL

MATEO M. 
NONATO

A89‘T COUNSEL.

88 
GEM INI ANO F.

YA BUT
ASS'T COUNSEL

ACCOUNTING DEPT.
NUMERIANO S.

ALDABA
AUDITOR 

SB 
ALFONSO M.

CAISIP
ACCOUNTANT 

S3 
ALBERTO _ _

IGNACIO
BOOKKEEPER

PUBLISHING DEPT.
LEONILO B.

SANTILLAN
MANAGING EDITOR 

S3 RAMON
MUZONES

MEMBER Or THE BTAFF 

:a 
TEODORO

BRIONES
MEMBER OF THE STAFF

FOREIGN & 
i DOMESTIC DEPT.
CONRADO

A. UY
FIKUD MANAGER. SHANGHAI 

M

SALOME G. 
PANGANIBAN

BRANCH MGR.. BAGUIO 

&8 
MANUEL

CONCEPCION
BRANCH MGR., lUOlLO 

88 
AOUILINO

SAULOG
BRAUCH MGR.. NAGA. CAM SUR 

31 
ERNESTO A.

IMPERIAL
•RANCH MGR.. LEGASPI. ALBAY

This is to inform you that we publishing a 

monthly digest, entitled INTBRNATIOML DIGEST, 

non-politioal and non-sectarian in nature, dwelling 

on topics of public interest likt international 

relations, business, trade, finance, literature, 

etc. Our first issue will come out on September 

1, 1937. We shall hare the pleasure of sending 

you a copy of each and every issue of the digest.

We are a corporation incorporated under the 

laws of the Commonwealth of the Philippines, United 

States of America, with an authorised capital of 

one million pesos, Philippine currency, or around * / 
CfiC | 1,700,000.00. We are publishers of the Kese 

Journal in the Philippines with a circulation of 

or about fifty thousand, and intend to extend our 

publishing work in Shanghai and other leading 

oitles of the Par Bast.

(3F IMPORTANT: Ail money remittance« should be made payable to the “NE8E, INC.” x x x Communications should bo addressed to the 
General Manager at the Head Office or to Branch Manager of the province ncarcHt to your address.



CABLE ADDRESS 
NESE?

TELEPHONE: 
2-14-76

P. O. BOX 
2741

3MIC 
E.INC

NATI® 
SECURI

DULY INCORPORATED

UNDER THE LAWS

OF THE 

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL: -P- 1,000.000.00
CITY OF SHANGHAI

HEAD OFFICES: NESE BUILDING. 422-428 BAMBANG 
STA. CRUZ. MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

• EXECUTIVE DEPT.
JUAN M.

DE LOS REYES
PRES. & GENERAL MANAGER 

ss

ROMAN M.
DE LOS REYES

VICE-PRES. a ASS T GENERAL MANAGER

23
ESMERALDA R.

DE LEON
SECRETARY-TREASURER

-2-

We have advanced, this announcement before the

digest comes out as a means of paying our respects

to the Shanghai public, especially the ahthorities

• LEGAL DEPT.
JESUS Ma. 

PAREDES
CHIEF COUNSEL.

maYeo m.
NONATO

ASS'T COUNSEL

GEMINIANO F. 
YABUT

ASS’T COUNSEL

• ACCOUNTING DEPT.
NUMERIANO S. 

ALDABA
AUDITOR 

K 
ALFONSO M. 

CAISIP
ACCOUNTANT 

a 
ALBERTO 

IGNACIO
BOOKKEEPER

• PUBLISHING DEPT.
LEONILO B.

SANTILLAN
MANAGING EDITOR 

jsj 
RAMON

MUZONES
MEMBER OF THE STAFF 

23
TEODORO BRIONES

MEMBER OF THE STAFF

concerned.

Hoping that ve can be of some service to you,

we remain

Very respectfully yours,

NATIONAL ECONOMIC SECURITY KNTEBTRISE, INC.

By.
Amado U. Yuzon

China Branch Manager

foreign &
I • DOMESTIC DEPT.

CONRADO A. UY 
FIELD MANAGER. SHANGHAI

SALOME G. 
PANGANIBAN

BRANCH MGR.. BAGUIO

25MANUEL 
CONCEPCION 

BRANCH MGR.. ILOILO 

S3 
I AQUILINO SAULOG

BRANCH MGR.. NAGA. CAM. SUR 

& 
|r ERNESTO A.

IMPERIAL
BRANCH MGR.. LEGASPI. ALBAY

«I---------------------_____— ---------------------------------------- ---------- ----- ------ ——
(2g* IMPORTANT: All money remittances should be made payable to the “NESE, INC.” x x x Communications should be addressed to the 

General Manager at the Head Office or to Branch Manager of the province nearest to your address.
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No .2783

Sir

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your

letter of August 26th

.irg-BichenbRum, and to thank you for the information con

tained therein

AT'dENERAAL DER NEDERLANDER 
VOOR MIDDEN - CHINA.
TEL. AO. HOLLANDIA.

1937, No.D.8061, concerning Miss

SHANGHAI, 3r<X September 193

I have the honour to be

obedient servantYour

Sir,

The Deputy Commissioner i/c Special Branch,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI



M ■ ' Wl

August 26 37,

Aoting Consul General» 

Netherlands Consulate-General«

Sir,

I hare the honour to acknowledge receipt >of your 

letter No* 2723, dated 23rd August, 1937, and in reply, 

/ to inform you that Miss Lucie (Ludmila Mihailovna)

Jewess, was born on August 13, 1908, 

at Warsaw, and is the daughter of M«B* Xichenbaum, local 

merchant, who died in Hongkong in October, 1935. she 

has been residing in Shanghai since 1919 and is registered 

with the Russian Xmlgrants* Committee, Noeii8/1 Moulmein 

Road* From 1926 to 1930, she was employed in the 

Advertising Department of the "China Press*. Later she 

worked m the Anglo-Chinese Trading Corporation and 

during the past three years, she has been teaching in a 

private capacity*

Two of her elder sisters are married to Mr* J.C* 

Vanohurin, a registered Netherlands subject of Russian 
ifSBI®®Bill#®I# 

origin, and Dr. Baldwin, American, respectively* Another 

sister named Alexandra Bichenbaum formed the subject of 

my reply to your enquiry in February of this year*

was formerly J.O* Vanchurin’s partner in the conmonwealth

i



•2*

Product Co*, Saechuen Road, and is at present 

reported to be connected with the Oriental Trading 

& Engineering Corp., 660~8 Saochuen Road*

Hothing ie known against Else Lucie 

Biohenbaiaa either politically or oriiainally*

X have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient aerrant,

Deputy Cowmissioner of Police 
in Charge*



fm, 2 File No.......:.... & «
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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-------- “-----------------------------—-------------------- / ‘
, Miss Lucie (Ludmila Mihailovna) Eichenbaum, Rua-__-

sian of Jewish extraction, was born on August 13,1908 at Warsaw 

and is the daughter of M.B. Eichenbaum,local merchant»who died__
in October,1935 at Hongkong. She has been residing in Shanghai . 
since 1919. Upon leaving school she was employed in the Advertise 
ing department of the ‘‘China Press" from 1926 to 1930. Later she 
was employed for a period in the Anglo-Chinese Trading Corporation 
and for the past two or three years is reported to have been____
working as a private teacher. She is registered with the Russian 
Emigrants' Committee, No 118/1 Aaulmein Road and her last known 
address is No 119 Great Western Road.

Two of her elder sisters are married to J.G, Van
chor in, a registered Netherlands subject of Russian origin, and to 
Dr .Baldwin,American, respectively. Miss Alexandra Eichenbaum, 
another sister of hers, forms the subject of communication dated 

9-2-37 from the Netherlands Consulate-General in connection with 
her application for a vise for admission into Netherlands Indies, 

Mr. V.J. Palstra,Miss Eichenbaum*s fiance, was for- 1 
merly J.G. Vanchurin's partner in the Commonwealth Product Co,, 
72 Szeohuen Road, and at present is reported to be connected with 
the Oriental Trading & Engineering Corp., 660-8 Szechuen Road.

Nothing is known against Miss Eichenbaum either po

Z>7T^

litically or criminally.

D. 8. I.

I



cSMsulaat-geheraal der nederlanden
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA. 
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No.2723
SHANGHAI, 23rd August 1937

?7^ Sir

I have the honour to inform you that Mr. V. J. Palstra, 

a Netherlands subject, has informed this Consulate General 
that his fiancee Miss Lucie Eickenbaum intends to leave
Shanghai for Hongkong on account of the uncertain conditions 

prevailing at the present in Shanghai,

Miss Eickenbau>r

residing irgjr
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Subject.

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. P

Section 1, Special Branch ~
REPORT | '

Date. ...Jully.. 2.T»... ig 37
J.. I.n^PXinatipn.regarding..armed.rp.bbe.ry...in..K<Mo.nd.©naoh.,s...i.Swell©.xy

...S±ore.^lL63. Bubbling . Weil Road...Qn 20- 7-37
^•S.Tcheremshansky Forwarded by.

............... ?—------
On the morning of July 26,1937 I received a letter

Made by...
i z-¡a& . •

from A Russian named P.Patrikeyeff »who is employed with the

Shanghai Waterworks Co.,Ltd and at present is confined to the . _ 
Russian Orthodox Confraternity^ Hospital,230 Route de Say Zoongj 
stat ing that he had some infomation regarding the armed robbery 
which accurred in K. Mondenach^ *ewellery Store,1163 Bubbling
Well Road, on 20-7-37

Interviewed at 11.30 a«mt oh the same datej&tlthe
said hospital,Patrikeyeff stated that he suspected the following 
three persons of being concerned in the above crime: M.J. Birden 
Miss R.l. Tretiakova and L. Dombrovsky. _______.______________ 

______ Morris losifovitoh BIRDEN claims to be a Belgian
subject. He speaks Russian and has a typical Jewish appearance. 
He was recently a patient of the Second Class section of the____
Russian Orthodox Confraternity^ Hopsitai and paid $ 5.00 per 
day for his room. He was often visited by Miss Tretiakova, who 
was a patient of the Third Class section of the same hospital.
These two people were frequently visited by one Leonid Dombrovsky 
\paramour of Miss Tretiakova and a well known criminal (burglar) 

Patrikeyeff knew in Harbin. He was strongly suspected of
leaving participated in the kidnapping of Litz,Carle and Blankman, 
owners of an omnibus company and municipal contractors in Harbin. 
Dombrovsky was then employed as a chauffeur with the said omnibus ! 

company. The kidnapped persons are alleged to have paid ransom 

of # 50,000._______ .______________________________________________
_____________ Shortly after the robbery in Mondenach's store had I 

taken place, Patrik< yeff overheard a conversation between Birden 
and Dbmbrovskyin the hospital during the course of which one of 
them asked" Where shall we hide the goods?". Putting hie observa- j



< *

FH 2 File No.............
G-45^ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

*■ ..................................Station,
REPORT 

Date..... ..............................19

f¡Subject................................................................................................
-2-

Made by—-I....................................... Forwarded by................................................................- ....................

tions together with what he knew from the newspapers about

the crime in question, Patrikeyeff decided to report his suspicions 

to the Police«__________________________________________________ ______
According to the hospital register Birden was a 

patient of Dr. E, Joffe who recently left for Belgium« He was suf

fering from an ulcerated stomach and was only treated through a 

a diet. He remained in the hospital from June 29 to July 24 and_

during this period is known to have gone out of the hospital on_ _

several occasions. He gave his address as 85 Carter Road. Prom 
enquiries made appears that no person- bearing the name Birden 

is known at this address«

Miss Elisaveta Ivanovna Tretiakova,24, Russian, was

a patient of Dr« Antonova and was operated on while in hospital« 

She staved in the hospital from June 1 to July 24 » approximately 

two days before she left the hospital she applied for permission

to go out on some pretext. She appeared to be rather excited on

that occasion. She gave her address as 226 Royte Vallon.

Mias Tretiakova is of a medium height,slim build and has brown 

hair and typically Russian abearance.

The above infsomation was immediately passed by the

undersigned to D«S.I« Hebenin; ( G«1 ) and D«S«I. Goloobkoff ( Bub-



i'. 17CXM-1-39 S. D. REÇ4S7F

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PO|$£fr
CRIME DIARY.

*c*

CRIME REGISTER No:— 270/3g
........................ Division.
..3o.n_gfcß.W...... Police Station.
Deo?...... 38th.......... 19 39.

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 21/ia/39, I*. Dombrovsky was brought before 

the S.S.D,Court and was ordered to be detained until 

22/12/39 to appear before the execution Judge«

On the above date the following judgment was 

rendered 1-

rtTo gaol to serve the sentence .



F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39 i /' XX? ° '

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 270/38.

Diary Number:— 8,

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

....... Division.
Hongkew__ Police Station.
December...20-th.r-zp 39,

Nature of Offence:—Looting,
I

Places j 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 27-11-39, the 2nd accused L. Dombrovsky

failed to appear before the Execution Court and the

Judge decided to issue a Circular Order for his arrest*

M
M

W

On 11-12-39, a Circular Order Ho.1156 against 

L. Dombrovsky was received at this station*

From enquiries made by the undersigned it was 

ascertained that recently L* Dombrovsky had moved to 

House 21 Lane 805 off Seward Road*

On 18-12-39, the place was visited, but wanted 

man was not at home at that time*

At 8 p.m* 20-12-39, L. Dombrovsky came to the

Hongkew Station a^.d surrendered himself*

On 21-12-39, he will be brougit before the S.S.D.

Court for execution of Court Order.



F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 270/38

Diary Number:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

....... ..................... D ivision.
HotttJfcew..  ...Police Station.

aov«uber .2£nd-,.............39.
Nature of Offence:- Looting.

Place s
visited in
course of

investigation
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

/ a Hearing Notice was received acoordlag to
/ which this case will be tried before the Execution

Court on 27-11-39.
A guHimpna against 1». Dombrovsky bas been 

„„ed by the court by poet.

D. S*

u.





W- ♦ : QM—II—3 4

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Mftlt • •.............Division.

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—Mise .20-1/38• -----Central . ..Police Station. 
..18th..Fgpruary,_... tf 38.

Diary Numher:— x. Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun j 

and concluded each day

2p.m. - 4.30p.m.

18-2-38.

Places |
visited in Avenue retire,
course of

investigation' .v . . . ,.
| each day j DeteCtlVB V'tX 1C e .

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

TU U£RKuu\ COK/UlAR / UTHCOITISS : 
tt& TiMO GMRLMkjN ¿SrdLsi* D^kiKRTHD F*E%C&i THIS S/S 

wci^

At 3.40 p.m. on 18-2-38, D.S. Fitts, attached to

Special branch, brought to this station two German 

seamen, Johannes nsubert, age 18, and willy 0. GrzybowskiJ

1 age 25, whom he had located at the Elite butchti*y Co.,

636-8 Avenue uoffre, at 2.45 p.m. on instructions from 

the German Consulate general, tney having: deserted the 

above vessel.

U.S. Fitts requested that they be detained at this 

Station until the arrival of a German Consular official, 

so they remained in the lietective Office until the

arrival of tar. bets, Vice Consul, at 4.30 p.m., to whom 

the two men were handed over.



___ FM, 2 
1000-1*38 ,

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1» -S.pe.ct
REPORT ~ L

1 /JöV

Subject Two German . seamen desert from, the 8. »..e « ''Claue....Rlfi]sn.e.re.»..*..

With reference to the contents of the attached reports 

I have to state that D.S. Pitts in company with D.S.I. Grell 

of the French Police, visited 636-8 Avenue Joffre at 3 p.m. 

this afternoon and located the two wanted men« They were 

taken to Central Police Station Immediately and Mr. Betz, 

the German Vice-Consul, informed. The latter gentleman 

came to the Station and the two seamen were handed over to 

him by D.S. Barton (Central Station).

Mr. Betz, in expressing his thanks to the D. C. 

(Special Branch) for the assistance rendered, handed the 

undersigned the attached official letter addressed to the 

Commissioner of Police.



Deutfdjes (ßeneralhonfulat 
Shanghai

Selegeainni’iAbceije: „Consugerma“

Sch.8.b.

5banqbaLZebruary -^th, 1938. 
fWSHÄl »‘jglglPAL POLIS^tpwwf it

£'
Sir

With reference to my letter of the 15th

Shanghai Municipal Police to thisance given by the

0 onsulat e-Gene ral in the search for the two German

Rickmers"

As it may be necessaryto persuade Haubert

ask you to make arrangements in order to have the

the honour to beI have

Sir

obedient servantYour

German

Rickmers" by a police escort

and Grzybowski to return to their ship, I beg to

sailors Naubert and Grzybowski from the S.8. "Claus

above-named sailors taken on board the S.S. "Claus

honour to thank you for the assist-inst., I have the

»

s

Consul-General a.i

F.W. Gerrard, Esquire

Commissioner of the
Shanghai Municipal Police

Shanghai



February 22 38.

Consul-General for Germany,

Shanghai•

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your 

letter* dated February 15 and February 19, 1938, 

and to inform you that Johannes Naubert and 

Vllly 0. Graybowski, two sailors of th* S.8. 
-lilt
"Claus Rlokmers", were located at 636-8 Avenue
Joffre in the afternoon of February 18 and 

subsequently handed over at Central Police station 

to Mr. Be*r>, Floe Consul of your Consulate.

X have the honour to be,

31r, 

four obedient servant,

(Sd) F. w« O»«‘rar<’ 
/^■alss^ler



Deutfdjes (Beneralhonfulat 
Shanghai

Selegramm-$Abreii®: „Consugerma“

Shanghai, 15th February, 1933

Sch.8.b

2139/38

Sir,

It has been reported to me by the 

Captain of the German steamer "Claus 

Rickmers" that two members of the ship’s

company ,

(1) Johannes Naubert, 18 years of age, 

tall , fair hair and complexion ,

(2) Willy 0. Orzybowski, 25 years of age, 

of medium height, very slim and boyish 

looking, 

left board yesterday without permission and 

have not returned since.

On the instance of the Captain , I beg to 

request you to issue orders to have the two 

above named persons arrested and handed over 

to the Captain on board the S.S."Claus Rick- 

mere" .

I have the honour to be, 

Sir ,
Your obedient servant,

P.W. Gerrard, E-squire, '
f. . . _ ,, . . German Consul-General a.i.Commissioner of the Shanghai

Municipal Police,

Shanghai. 
=»================ Be
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

^ieNo.

Section 1, 
REPORT

n W| 
...No. S. ¿i 

Spec lai. Br.e .nc.h.........
। _I)aie....,_....

Date listerua.ry... 18*.. j938 (

Subject.... Twoi Ger®ap....s.ea®e n„„desertfrom ...the s,.s... “Claus..Rickme.rs

In accordance with the instructions of the D.C. (Special 

Branch) appearing on the attached report, Mr. Jobez was 

visited at 11 a.m., today. He was handed a copy of the 

report concerning the desertion of the two men in question, 

when he detailed D.S.I. Grell to render the required 

assistance•

D.S.I. Grell and D.S. Pitts then proceeded to the Elite 

Butchery Company’s Restaurant, 636-8 Avenue Joffre, where 

the owner was interviewed and arrangements made for him to 

hold the two seamen on his premises, by any pretext, when 

and if they arrive this afternoon. Upon their arrival 

he will communicate with U.S.I. Grell, who, in turn, will 

advise the undersigned, who will proceed to the restaurant 

to take the men to Central Station, after which they can 

be handed over to the German Vice-Consul.



~Tooo-i-3a_ Fue No...........S| I
, > SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ^JSSTRY/35-^z !

Spec 1 al Brjanch.. -.. Ration- >
REPORT Date5?^^?2®^1938» 

„ ,. . Two German seamen desert from the 8« a. "Claus Rickmers.* Subject...................... ~ T- *. ............................ .......... ...................;................. ■;................

Made by **.................... Forwarded .....■.............................................

Mr» "Betz, German Vice-Consul, telephoned this office 

this morning and stated that two German seamen namedt 

(1) Johannes NAUBERT, aged 18, tall, fresh complexion, 
fair hair and 

(2) Willy 0. GRZYBOWSKI, aged 25, looks much younger, 
slim, small build, 

had deserted from the German s.s« "Claus Rickmers," which 

is due to leave Shanghai on the afternoon of February 19 

or morning of February 20, 1938«

Mr. Betz has received information from Captain 

J. Frahm, the master of the vessel, to the effect that the 

two seamen are likely to be located some time this afternoon 

at the Elite Butchery Company’s Restaurant, No. 636-8 

Avenue Joffre. He requests the assistance of the Police 

in having these men brought to the German Consulate-General 

in order to have the matter thrashed out so that they may 

go back to work on their ship and not remain unemployed 

in Shanghai, as they probably will if they are allowed 

to stay here.

The German Vice-Consul is prepared to address an 

official communication to the Commiseioner of Police on 

this subject should it be deemed necessary, but in order 

to eave time he has first given the above details by

D.C. Special Branch)«

*n8FtB^
SPECIAL-



•4-?.fc55J- SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. Z J

■y,.-------- ,■ -------- ip-,,, h J, Wf}1*
...................... ............................ Dtt/inon.

xoa/'âq ......_______Police Station.
.................  ■ ay anta,... „ia.

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— Pookôt* 1 eking*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

7.20 pa - Q. 30 pm 
28/5/39.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Detostive Office.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Cn Broadway netr N. oochow Hoad (Japanese Due ©top).

Time and date of offence. About 7.15 pm. 28/5/39«_________________________
„ „ „ reported. 7,20 pm. 26/5/38._____________

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. Mr«, .Wcuohi, foreman, 2866 Yangtzepoo Hoad»

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

One err et ted

'2.,-hpiHßT 36, Russian Jew, /Unemployed, 
79 W Rte Fere Robert.

Arrests. One by uniform staff (F.S.227, ayslde).

Classification of property 
stolen. one wallet and cash Val«e$ 54.00

Classification of property 
recovered. One wallet and cash Value $ 42.00

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

f / A
“A

 Ç £ 1
 '

R
 9

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

^¡^b. j

(g) Pretended to boaod omnibus th« st»p beokwards I 
g k|'

and jostle other passengers during which time &

pooket was picked. ■ -u;
i
1. 1



CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

FM*_22 G. NO. 2
G. 80 M*-l-38

(j) What staff employed on premises V
(k) Are th^y all “old” servants ?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long ?
(m) What was their “characters” ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason 1

(o)* Are old servants suspected ?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected ?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). At 7.20 p.ra. 28/5/39, F.£.227 r.alker attached 

to ayslde and then off duty brought to the station 

' the accused described on Oheet 1 and reported that 

after a period of observation he had arrested the 

accused on suspicion of being a pick-pocket further 

thut when he had just arrested hia a wallet containing 

$41.55 in cash and several personal papers had been 

found on the ground near where accused had be n 

observed .

Enquiries by D.£»Jiulr ascertained that at 

aboit 6.50 p.nu F.5. Walker had arrived at a bus stop
Si. 

at the Broadway Mansions to wait for a bus to return 

to Wayside» When the bus arrived, F.S.Walker observed 

the accused attempt to board then apparently change 

his riind to wait for another bus*
£ I

This tacit was repeated on the eventual arrival I 

of four other buses and although the accused was not 

actually observed to pick the pock t of any Intending I 

passenger he was observed to jostle amongst the 

crowd unuecdsaarlly and by this action F.S.Walker
1 

decided that he would arrest him on suspicion»

Upon the accused being taken in custody from 

espongst the crowd of passengers and these persons 

having boarded the waiting bus a wallet was discovered! 

eing on the grotnd near to where the aesused had been 

observed jostling passengers» This wallet was brought | 

to the station and upon being searched several 
■ 

personal cards were found together with $41.55 cents g 

in notes and coins inside apparently indicating that g 

the wallet a I’r. S. Kikuchi, residing at 2866 Yangtse* 4



F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

p ft .Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—¿74/39

ay
...... Police Station.

Diary Number:—i /g Nature of Offence:— ocket- Picking.

l ime at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

poo -oad was the o®er»
Thia person was-io or ted byM* C.YCjT and on arrival 

at the station identified the wallet as his and stated
that it contained |53.55 cents between Dollars end Yen. I 

Upon being brought before the no used Mr* Kikuchi,! 

now co .platru nt, remembered observing this person and 
to other foreigners bumping against his sides as he was I 

about to board the bus, after when the bus was on-route | 
towards .aysidc he found that his n'd et was missing 
from his inside jacket pocket*

. ■ Iker further stated that ea several foreig
ners were attempting to board the buses he could not be 
certain whither the accused had any accomplices resent 
or not*

The complainant studied the Crime album but could j 
not recognise any person therein as the accomplices of 
the accused*

The accused was questioned regarding the crime 
but denied all knowledge however ae he la well known 
ae a pick-pocket he has been placed on a trit of Deten
tion to enable det ctives to investigate whither he la

sponsible for the many reported coses of pocket-pickinj
•or bus passengers*

he eecust® "’'in appear before the 1st« .. .D
Court on the morning of 30/5/39 when •> remand will
be requested



Z

«1! W ’’ ( 

t
F. 22 F *

■Bp ¿7 v/oM-1-39' 1

Bf ^SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY.

, ---- --- *..(!..•? 'Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 374/39. d r c, .•r .HongKew... Police Station.

_____________________________________________ AugUS-t31Bt,..............19 39.

—...........................................................  —--------------------------------------------------- 45.Diary Number 4. Nature of Offence:— A K

Time at which
Places 

visited in
investigation begun course of

and concluded each day investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 5-7-39, the charge sheet was endorsed in 
chambers as follows:

Accused Ms been released on security.
A Hearing Notice was received according to 

which this case will be tried before the find Branch 
of Klangsu High court or Appeal on l-»-3», p.n.

Aino OB. aumo» ho. 8105 mb rooelvod again.t 
lawyer, one Ran Hwa chih, 1191/fi th« accused o/o his



F. 22 F 
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY

Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 374/39 HQhgj&fi®..PoZìcó Station.

—u.uûe.. .¿.thy. iQ 39

socket-oleking

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 0/ 6/ usea

J OUI V se • Lenced
•LiPX'i sonment

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

to 3 month;.’

gfore the
f :,er the

Diary Number:— » Nature of Offence:—



F. ¿2 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number:—

....... .....................Division.
-HongkeW....... Police Station.
.. June -4thfr........... 19 59»
Nature of Offence:-!Rpeket Peking,

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

S.S.D. Court and was ordered to be detained until

four previous convictions.

During the period of remand on several occasions

from the station cells andthe accused was removed

stealing the walletquestioned, but he strongly denied

residing in the
to his presence inFrench Concession and with regards

Northern Area he stated that on that particular evening

he was going to Kungping Road to see someone regarding
the police withrenting the room, but could not supply
he was going tothe name or address of the person whom

see
being concernedalso strongly deniedThe accused

in committing of this offenceany one elsewith
is an old criminal and it is evidentThe accused

he had stolen the oomplalnant*s wallet but dls-that
carded same Immediately after being arrested by F.S. 227

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

him when before the S.S.d. Court on 6-6*39«

Walker. A charge of larceny will be preferred against

from the complainant. The accused

On 30-5-39, the accused appeared before the

6-6-39, the accused has

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

D* Sa T

D.u. "C"



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

======== "C"
.. ....... ................................... Division.

423/3®. .... Police 3tati^
Crime Register No,_____ JttO® 5*0 €«•

> -...................................................................................... .......................................-........

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 41 •

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Fresa 23/5/39 to 
30/5/3®.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

See below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

g/oar repair sMp at 457 Fearon Hd*

Time and date of offence. T4/5/3®. " “____________________________ ________ __________
» »» reported. Hot reported. _________

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

S.LUP. 
________ -*

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

sgs/tea rm ta soi Mtart»

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of v>n pcrty 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc.« 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and thsTuharacter 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc*
(h) Mode of transport and description, 
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog» partaking 

of food etc.)

Value $

Value $



CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they aff “eld” servants ?
(1)1 f not* what was their last employment 

and for how long ?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) ^Are old servants suspected ?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected ?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

Ao 1st. and 3rd. accused arrested la oonneotfcd 

with <S) F. I. It. 344/39 and eeatenseci to 5 months* 

ia^rtscaaent by the % 8. D. court on 7/1/39» admitted 

having disposed of one electric notor vaine $100.00 

to the accused desert bed on Sheet tool of this 

report and too purchased the aenMoato property 

tor $11.00 on 14/5/39 at 457 Fearon aoaff* n/oar 

repair shop. toll kastong son to have been stolen 

or otherwise unlantolly abbellisti

toe accused «as located ty detectives on 

27/8/39 and on being questioned admitted the offense 

and on 29/5/39 returned the property in question 

to Felloe»

An application for Despatch Storaaae «ss nato 

to the S.S.D. Court as the accused is toe resident 

of the irensh Qsaoeseica and on 19/8/39 Despatch 

Suanons Ko.9890 «to received at the station tor toe 

appearance of toe aocucc* tutore toe r»r.D*Court 

on toe 24/^39 to answer the charge of receiving 

8 totoa Properly preferred «eel not hfau

sansone w«e served by g.d.f.171 ant toe alar» 

signed through tod. Dtstriot Court on Ib/VSb»

tor toll partietoer« »Ignee see (H) f.x«a.MVSb.



£

G. 17OM-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
CRIME DIARY.

PO

I WÌAIMAI IIINlCITAt POLiGt 
s. B. RE.

.............................Division.

..i........ Police Station.
........19 39.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 423/39.

Diary Number:— 5 Nature of Offence:—

appeared before the 2nd Branch of Kiangsu High Coprt

were concluded

judgnent

appeared

before the above Court when the following decision

was handed down«

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

when after hearing of evidence pleadings

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

^Original judgment set aside 
Accused not guilty

and the case remanded till 14-11-39, for

On the 14-11-39, the accused again

On the 7-11-39, the appellant M. Melkcvs.ky

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

D.D.0

Dtìt? i/ö.



G. 17OM-1-39 i ?X KuyuS * ’ i

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POMGEAt
EBBS Ip» 1»

CRIME DIARY. - *c* C——-

. ........................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No;- WWbSf S“"M.

______ V ..............................    T9
Diary Number:— 4» Nature of Offence:—

Time at which I 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 3Ao/39 the appellant M. Melkovsky, 

(accused In this case) appeared "before the High. Court 

of Appeal when the following decision was handed downi- 

Remand sine die.

On the 2 Al/3? three S.S.D.Court Summonses Nos.

3124 in respect to the accused M« Melkovsky and two 

witnesses of the latter Boktohoff and Tuleneff were

received at the station from S.S.D.Court to appear

before the 2nd« Branch of Kiangsu High Court at 2 p«m. 

on the 7 A1/3 9.

The above summonses were handed over to

M. Melkovsky accordingly at 11.30 a.m. «Al/3®*



F. 22 F
G. 17011-1—39^

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 483/39. ... HfellgfcfiW....  ...Police Station.
June 2dth........ -ip39*

WC" ........... ............... Division.

Diary Number:— g f|na) Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of th® 24/6/559 the accused
I M. Meltovsky appeared before the R.s.D.Court when 

the following decision was handed down by Judge 
Pause, *~

•Pined $200.00 or loo day»’ labour for 
deliberately buying stolen property. 
Property to be roturned to omer." 
Ga«e coiapleled.
Ibis case Is connected with (H) F. I.K.344/39



22 G. NQ, I
G. 37M-I~39>

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Crime Register

Diary Numbe: (Sheet No. i.)

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Ö»10 p.m»<»18 ra.ru

7/6/39

nqw ¿2 -

----- - -....................................... 1) ivision.Hoa^tew
-  - ----------------------- ------- Police Station.

August 27th, 39

Nature of Offence — 45,

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

detective Otri««.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of
—LreJIÏÎcs: __________ Broadv, ay flute Ids Broadway ManatnnwB
Time and date of offence. About 7.15 p.tt. 27/6/39»

” »» m reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

8.10 p.ju 27/6/39.____________
Mr.^Haiaaan Pincue, German, vier oh a nt, 27 mi

One euapaeted In custody.

Borie vte^anekyf .s/Husrlan- agH 42 year«,

no» la '4nde Terrace. f.C. C.R.C. 1837.

Arrests One by complainant«

Classification of property “allei SOd OOUtentB« 
stolen.

Classification of propertv 
recovered. flU» Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
fd) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described
(e) Mode «entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

uomplalnent whan boarding an oomlbua had the

wall«« fe^en irosi Ms hip-pocket.

ra.ru


fai. 22 G. NO. 2
45M-1-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) Vx^at staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters” ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so. which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). uomnlainant boarded nn omnibus of the vhlna 

ventral and urban omoany» a a out %15 p.ra. on thi 

£7/6/3 ft* outside of the nroad ay anslons to 

prooeed to Aunspinc -;oad* un the way he looovered 

hie pallet containing $7*S0t au identification card 
"nd two photographs of hlmrelf and be n stolen from 

is bin pocket* tie returned to the bus-stop outside 

of Broadway "ansione end kept observation with a

erman nstaed storel Max of 81/79 -nrd noad* Me then 

observed a usMan male acting mieM piously among 

persons boarding several uses of the oonnany he 
had travelled by* He encroached this man end cn 
grasping him the man dropped a wal et» which was 
picked up by mother person* whom he cannot describe 
and eho ran away* oocplalnant brought the hub el cat 
to thia station* ills particulars were asoe tainod 
to be as described on Sheet 1* Tn the suspect♦e 
possession see found to be one anliet containing 
t 1*10 in notes and ticket from the hanghai i*r*a» 
ways* ¿he «allot so far had not been identified*

Interrelated at length the suspect denied 
havig* or be* ng concerned in ^ceket-nl eking»

Ta view of the feat he la a known criminal I

and specialises in pocket» Me kt ng* and under the 
circumstances he ve ar ree ted he has been Maced on 

a "Mt of Detention*



F. 22 F 
170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 633/39
............. ........... Division.
-Ç.QIlgiÇ.f.W....... Police Station.
... 39

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:— 45

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

I
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

en û/9/39 the accused appeared before the

S,S.D. Court and after the trial he was senteneed 

to 5 months imprisonment*

D. S. I.

FILED



FM. 22 G. NO, î

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. I

CRIME DIARY.
... ....... .’TC."__ __ Division.

/ . . . . . . . . . .B.ongkei... .. . . . . Police Station.
CrimeRegister No.. „.5 th, Sep tembjjr. . . . . . . . . . t9 39

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. i.) Nature of Offence:—
Poe ite t-n < Atei

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

27/8/39 - 4/9/39. Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

OW

Detective Office 

and "ayslde District*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. Broadway Bus-stop, outside Broadway Mansi on*.

Time and date of offence. About 8 n,m, 27/8/39»______________________
9» reported. 8*10 D.m* 27/6/39*_________________________________

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. Unknom*____________________________________________

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

/TTDm

one in custody*

Boris Ftepj(ensky, S/Busaian* aged 42 years, 

No. 18 Linda Terrace. r.C. C.R.C. 1837.

-------------------------  u__—

Arrests one by witness.

Classification of property _ __ - « *F H 7 One wallet#

Classification of property 
recovered. I Nil#

«♦•«S'SW*MMMM
Value $ H.2.00

Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered, 
(b) Position» appearance and marks on 

body.
(e) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

—-------------------------------- ----- ---- --------------“------~— " I
Complainant unknown, was in the net of 

gM, -M /lit
boarding an omnibus, whan the accused removed a
wallet from his hip»nocket* I

I



1
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G. 45M-I-39 CRiME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) *What staff'employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them.and if.so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). the accused described on Sheet 1» was arrested 

at about a p.m. on the 27/8/39, at a bus-stop outside 

of the broad way Mansions, on Broadway, by witness 

Mr. Halmann vinous. He was placed on a "rlt of 

Detention under i.I.H. 603/39, which has now been 

transferred to the above mentioned r.I.k.

During the period of remand the accused has 

been interrogated at length by the undersigned, and 

denied stealing the wallet of witness H.’’incus* 

_ Me also denied picking the pocket of another person. B-
rbe two fcltnerses H.'lncus, and Moral Max 

have been again questioned and they maintain they 

actually saw the accused remove a wallet from the 

hip-pocket of another tilerman refugee* whose particu

lars are unknown, as he cannot be located. At the 

time the witness arrested the accused he dropped the 

wallet which was nicked up by the unknown <8erman who 

left the scene.

the accused is well known to the Police to 

be an active criminal In pocket-picking, and In view ; 

of the foregoing he has been charged with pockets 

nicking. He appears In the 8.P.D. court on the 6/9/39 

for trial.
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^7 noM^-iTf '>*^

’’■"SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ' 7'7

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 303/39
............WC *..... Division.
..... Hon^Ks.V^.... Police Station.
.........KQY.embar.„l?.thg> 39

Diary Number:— 5_____________ _ Nature of Offence:— jlm

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On g/11/39, thia ®as® WSE' trt«d before th® sn^e 
Branch of Klnngeu High Court of Appeal and wrs remanded 

until 9/11/39 for judgement*

On the above date the following judgement was



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
<?/ id

CRIME DIARY.

............. _nC .w...........Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—603/39 . HQA£&«W........ Police Station.

...................................................................................................................... ....... ■■0otobj8g..a.Q.tlL>...z9 39

Diary Number:— a Nature of Offence:— 45*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

A Hearing Notice was received at this station 

according to which this case will be tried before the 

2nd» Branch of r.langsu High Court of An-eal on 2/11/39



F. 22 F 
< 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
! ti«, s b. D 

PÔtlCE.

■ - B D

t
hlo. S- ».

ftïCE. ” ZÎ13

CRIME DIARY.

.................WC.* Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 003/39 . .Hong^ew .... pouce Station.

__ i'ep.tember. 6tht..z^9
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 6/9/29, th® accused anneared before the 

»*S»D. Court and after the trial he w s sentenced 

to 5 months imnrlsonuent«

0» S. I*

|W

D.D»O. "C*.



. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, i

CRIME DIARY. 
. .... ^=r-r-" ■■■— 

............................ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 603/39. ........... ..Police Station.
----------- ---- ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------Sep-t»-5<-............... {$>39»

Diary Number:— n Nature of Offence:— 45*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 28/9/39 the accused appeared before the

S.S.D. Court and after preliminary trial the case was 

remanded until 6/9/39«

The accused has four previous convictions. 

During the period of remand on several occasions 

the accused was removed from the station cells and 

questioned, but he strongly denied stealing the 

complainant's wallet«

He also denied picking the pocket of another 

person as stated in diary 1 of this report«

The complainant and witness^ ere seen by the 

undersigned again and they repeated their previous 

statements that they actually saw the accused removing 

the wallet from the hip pocket of a German refugee.

As it stated before the accused had discarded the wallet 

which was immediately picked up by the owner who then 

went away. Before departure this person spoke to the 

complainant in German language* The oomplainant had 

promised to bring this person to ths station if he met 

him again, but so far without success«

However, on the strength of the evidence given 

by the complainant and witness he 1b being charged 

with the pocketpicking of a wallet from a person unknown 

which is referred at latter part of report and therefore 

becomes the subject of F«I«R «633/39«



F. 22 F
17ÓM-I-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mieo.289/39
*C* ............................Division.

.....Honsfcew...  ...Police Station.

. ^©»e.t... 30th» 9 39
Nature of Offence:—Diary Number

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1 
!

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

jft.it of Detention.
At 5 p,m» on the 30/8/39, in response to a tele* 

phono message from the Japanese Consular Police, Woosung 
Road., Sub-Station, D.S, 742 Kobayashi, proceeded there 
and received into hie custody a male Russian,

Hikolai Travnikoff alias Ko toff, 
aged 34 years, K»y,A, 

This Russian at 4 p»m. 
by a Japanese K. 
Raining Road, in 
address

Matsumoto of House 14, Lane 421,
the act of

to charge the Russian, stating he was too busy in his
affairs

has beenThe Russian who admits to the offence
■placed on • Wit of Detention

_>8enJ>et<

taking a ooat from the said 
In the pocket of the ooat was a purse that 

contained a gold ring and Ten 7, total value $50.00.
At the Hongkew Polios Station the Japanese refused

on th« 30/0/2»,was arrested

D.D.OZC



F. 22 ‘F
17OM-1-39

''SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ¿a

CRIME DIARY. 
*0* 

«at* /« ......................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— MX®®* ......HongkeW..... Police Station.

'________________________________________ Acpt, .a^ .. z9 19»
Diary Number:— 2* Nature of Offence:_ DstOHtiot

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

record of investigation.

A charge of larceny In connection with 

this case wae preferred against N. Travnikoff and the 
case is the subject of ®L8/39 llongkew.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
f CRIME DIARY.

"" ■ ----- — W« _. . .w .........................Division.

.. . «M/S, — Police Station.
CrimeRegtiterNtK.......................  ---■..... *»<

Diary Number I. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 40 ___

♦

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

- - ------ - - !

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

House 14* Lane 421 off Heining woed

Time and date of offence. About 4 p.m» 30/fe/39,
reported. S p.m. 3« /e/3>.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Kljlro Me temo to, Japanese, Houee 14, Lane 423. 
_______________________ gaining Hoad»_____

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Hlkolal lemmi toff ell®» to toff, 34, Haaelan,

Arrests On* by the oonplalnaat»

Classification nf property 
stolen.

One overooat con tel nine money Value $ 30,00 
and gold ring.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered, 
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
<d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (1) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar Itr (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc. I

Value $ 30>00



FM. 22 G. NO. 2
G. 45M-M9 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

iWrnarks
ui
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

A? first this ease was the subject of H*kew. 
Miso. 289/39 and now is transferred into this r.I.R. 

on 31/8/39 the accused was brought before 
the 8*s.D.Court and after preliminary trial the ease 
was remanded until 5/9/39.

the accused has 14 previous convictions.
During the trial the accused admitted this 

offecct.
As the complainant refused to attend ths 

Court he was seen at his hate ant statement (attached 
was taken frat bin.

Suring the period of remand the accused on 
several occasions was removed frat the station cells 
and ques tioned but strongly denied smart tting any 

other crimes recently.
only two weeks ago he wee released from the 

gaol tn rootung Where he was kept for two weeks 
for larceny of one watah in Klangwan.

On 8/9/39 he will be brought before the 
S.S.D. Court when a charge in connection with tMs 

ease will be preferred against him.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of..... «*•..

native of ...........................-..............taken by me.......P.*?.^ ^p/tey.ashi ,..............
at Hongkew Stn*on ......................and interpreted by.......obaya.ghi,

At about 4 p.m, on 30/8/39, whilst I was taking a

nap in my room in the upstairs of House 14, Lane 421, Haining

Road, I was disturbed by an unuseal noise and upon awaking

I saw a male Russian just leaving my room with my suit, I

immediately arrested him and took him to the Japanese Consular 
a

Police, Woosung Road Sub-Station.#

At the Sub-Station and when searched by Consular Police, ¡s 
w the Russian was found to be hidding my purse containing--------------n

7 Yen 8 Sen and my gold ring value 10 Yen in hie ..jacket pocket.---- Ji

___The-above ia my true statement.__________________________



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

to 4 months imprisonment.

.......... *..Q.. w Division.
CRIME REGISTER No: 6X8/39» IlOftgiko...........Police Station.

____________________________________________ ^SfitCTher 7 39*
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:— 4Q#

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and conceded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 2-9-39, the accused appeared before the 

r. £■-. D. Court and after the trial he wan sen tensed



F, 22 F

v,70"-,-si. i ■*
Shanghai municipal pôlice. ? y pi.pâtë----- ' ■—

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— <49/39
............... ÜB*..... Division.

...... Police Station.

Diary Number:— g

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Nature of Offence:— M .
---------------- i------------ —a?- (Shop)

Places
visited in
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

A hearing notice for appeal was received from
the 3.S.D. Court on 30/8/39 in respect of B.Kallsh end
v. Eillnpff 2nd and 3rd accused respectively, case No*
8/91327-8, to appear before the 2nd. branch of Kiangsu I

High Court at 2 p.m. on the 13/9/39.

HOSS»»



On the morning of the 3/7/39 all the accused

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, j7/3? 

CRIME DIARY.
Mcn H •.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 449/39 .Hongkew........ Police Station.
____________________________________________________■■jruix.......dth............... t_9 39.

Diary Number:-- 2 Nature of Offence:— gy (SbOP )

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

appeared before the S.S.D. Court and the ease was 
remanded till 5/7/39 for trial*

2nd. accused has 4 previous convictions»
3rd. * • 3 * "
4th. • | 2 ” V
On the morning of the 5/7/39 all the accused 

were re-arraigned before the above Court when after
hearing of evidence the following decision was handed
down J

2nd accused - 8 months imprisonment for 
participating In successive 
larceny and recidive.

3rd. " * Ditto.
4th. " -4 months imprisonment for

participating in larceny & re
cidive.

4th. accused: Prior to execution of his sentence* 
he be sent to the Reformatory

for 6 months*
Property to be returned to owner.
This ease is connected with (H) Mlsc.215/33 and

HwBiV



1 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
I CRIME DIARY.

_______ ..M..g..»....... ...... Division.

4Aa/«a ---..........^lice Siatiot,:
Crime Register No. W*
........................I......................    ¡hms W............

Diary Number i. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— {CTlfypft

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

10« 90 an to 11.25 i 
11.90 an to 12*10 ;
4.40 pn to 4*99 pn 
3 pn to V pn.

wa
NBIaces visited in 

course of 
investigation 
each day.

¡Central Rd & ulnsan Gardens 
Vayadda Gardea a Sauna of

Det* office enquiries.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

'Place or description of 
premises.

nvaouatod 0oooad»hfiAd shop at 180 Broadway.

Time and date of offence. About 11 p.m. 2Ö/0/39
m ** reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Bat ropofbod*______________________________ _
at » » ) ohop-keeper* 49« Ave* forare, RC.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. Bolealav Kallah, 19* Russian, Vuneraployed, Wf«A»

Vladinir Ulipoff, 19, * • •
Grigory Voloshin, IB* • • •

3
Arrests.

Buree by deteetlves.

Classification of property J 
stolen.

Mm al gar et to lighter, al garetta 
wider and S dollar elips. Value $1*00

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discore red.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., nb| 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, ▼ < 
if known. In all cases in which there is Jet 
fraud, the false pretence and the character ’ M 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

»try gained to the shop ty footing epan • anali 
window abord the ahow <mmi whloh one wdltfi V 
Blinking up too iron grill« eoeuiing too dhow 
WlPiBh

following
«larsb



CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

—1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
WMt »tei «tnplere« «• prcotUeo y 

(k) Ate they »11 **«!«*• otfr««u t 
U) H »tot wra «bei? hit tapScysn!

»»« fet to* Ira« t
(m) Whst **» thè ir *‘cheractert*'t 
(a) li *ay «vipieiea attached te «ap ef 

them »ad if m, wh>eh «a« »ad f«F »bit

(e) Are *?.d aerraata tuspecud f
(p) Ar* fronda aad ruiteto ikv «aapiciea

>f »et. wto i» iMpected t

Rema ri»
1

(Aay oatitwdiug or pecajiar feature u b« 
«emaMnted ea hy ¡nreaUgato« eOker).

Be aoaueed deeerihed oa «toni 1 af ttta 

reparta arreeted b tto 30/a/3» in eonneotion MB
(H) Min«»!to.aiS/3t or tolto queBtdoRed ita th» rader» 
«igne« ««al tted ihrt or tto 2»/fl/39 Bar aaaaeaa«« 

Btottor deoldod to «rrA» • theft fwc «a errante« 

atop at ibo Broodwar« Ai atout u Bey
entered thè shop ir Uraakiae • pBe af filase of a 

aa«U «ladea al tóete« under tto sto« «indo« of Be 
Bop and Bea iaaerMRg tto tond Bronci thè Ma 
la itot ¿ana Maaaad a 1BB aatatfla« Be «lado« 

fra« iaolde and opeaod natati Bar rerntod Ba nel« 
Maio« MB la aboui lo faet fiat «ha «round ir 
oeBing aa latta grilla esaurito thè «tota «inde*

Ba aaaaaat Bea alari «a Ba atoo paanlaee 
«ad «a ito foUoMng day (M/«/3i) aaMaad ito 
panelees aBeoMag «tato «hi oh ttor intended ta 
renane la ito arenile after tolta fall» Ai atout 
ibi« P»n» Ai/d/S» sene of rannera ir otoerrad Ba 
aoauee« throuB thè «tado* and Infernad nmtotaa of 

«•K»Ur» OR arrirel of &■»!•>• thè reatina« ottanta* 
ai t» eoooro ttaWh tto »of af ito atoo boi o*e 
tornata« Ir abare «attoriMan and tatara ta J.BUP* 

Tfnal «anrtaro» BtaUtaa »a«.
OM ai«ar«ita Ugtatar, 1 algmtt« Mtor M | 

• aoUar «lipa ««re fooad or tto «araaai Bea ttor 

««re aaerBei ir «oBara af J*X»UW
Ito nel« pr«O«rtr «aa tata tot awr br ¡

MttaMtito te awaiaa tadgratta * «nani «Una j
and <1 B« «atto««
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

..Division.
CRIME REGISTER NoPolice Station.

Diary Number:— 1/8 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

|
Places 

. visited in 
> course of 
investigation 

each day

I RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

to the undersigned on 30/e/39 ad war id«1 titled by 
oooplainont» owner of the shop in question who war 
located by the undersigned at 472 Ave* Toff re.

Enquiries ascertained that the shop in question 
had been evacuated since the beginning of nino-Japanese 
hostilities and was visited tine to tine by the oenplt« 

All the accused were charged accordingly and
Mil appear before the S.E.D« court on the 1/7/39«

The oonplainant warned to attend the Clour U
The 1st« and 2nd« accused were rAeased from

Ward Rd. Gaol on 31/0/39 and the 3rd. accused on the 
18/8/89«

Ihis ease is also connected with (H) Mlsc« 215/89 
and (E) f.I.r.450/39.

one copy to be forwarded to Miso Hinder« 
hh.

).D«0.'’(T«



G. 17ÖM-1-J

17 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—449/89.
............. .**??.*........Division.
hehgknw...  .Police Station.

......September .22ftd3.Zo 39

1Nature of Offence:—g?Diary Number:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1
record of investigation.

un the 13/9/39, b. palish and ». rillpeff*

2nd. and

th« 2nd. branch of ¿iangsv nigh uourt when after

3rd. aeeused respectively appeared befer«

pleadings were a en eluded the ease was remanded fer

judgement on 20/9/39.

un the

again kefore

.0/9/59 both the appelants appeared

the above court and the following dealsien

van handed dean:

ÂLÙ. * Appeal dismissed”.

D.D.O. "C"«

X». S



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mi**«307/39.

Diary Number:—

*0" r>- • •....^^^.Diwwn.
.....Mngk».w....  .Police Station,
......Sept*....um«........z9 39.
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
¿investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Assis tance to French Police.

At 2.30 p.m. on 9/9/39, Detective W* Slobodchikoff, 

French Police, came to the station and requested assis

tance to arrest a Russian female named Marie Feoktistova, 
w~—. ..iiiirni------r~ I

residing in Lane IS, House 32, yhenfbhg Road, In connec
tion with a larceny of U.S.$145 from an American sailor I

noted Blays attached to U.S.8» "Chaumont"»

Further enquiries revealed that the above named

female, well known prostitute, had on 5/w/39, met the

American sailor In the Shanghai Bar in the French Gon-

I

AH* »

cession and whilst the sailor was heavily under the 

influence of drink she had relieved nim of this amount 

of money, then left the sailor who later reported the 

offence to the French Police.

On 8/9/39 at 18 noon, D.S. Greenfield, Bubbling Well, 

accompanied by D.S.I. Beloshenko brought this female to 

the station ibr enquiries in connection with a similar 

offence reported at B»Well.

Upon being questioned regarding thia offence she 

strongly denied ear knowledge however, she did admit 

accepting money for "safe-keeping" from a drunk American ; 

anllor in the French Concession. Ihis money U,8*|dB*00 

already changed to W.c.$480.00 by bar was handed over



/ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— Ve Nature of Offence:—

......................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No ...PoZ/^ Station.

। i m....................&......................... 7

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

to D.S. Greenfield pending toe looating of toe rightful 
owner*

toe requeued assistance to the French police 
detective was rendered ty D.S. Muir and the female was 
brought to the station*

Upon being interrogated regarding toe reported 
amount of U.S. $145. 00 stolen she denied that this mount I 
was correct however she did admit that sinoe toe theft 
She has bought a $55.00 wrist watch, redeemed property 
from pawnshops to the value of $33.00, paid 2 months 
house rent in advance and further having bought a 
quantity of now gramophone rewords* too female Would 
when questioned produce^ no proof that the above transac
tions had been done wi th her own money.

toe D*O***CW was informed of the ease and instructed 
that the female be handed over but that, she, if B’Woll 
Station required, must be returned for further enquiries* i

too undersigned has sinoe learned that the money in 
the possession of D*S. Greenfield, has been handed over 
to too French Police.



F. 22 F

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
A CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 60 £/39*
..........^...'.'¿'....Division. 

...... Police Station.
?®P.tenâ»er 15th>9 39

Diary Number:— 3* Nature of Offence:— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places

course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

At 9*30 a.hi. n the 15/9/39, rs* Fedoroff cm 
observation at the bus eions at Boone and rtnnbury uoads 
corner ar rea ted il male nueslans named««

1« nusslan, ^/Unemployed, 309

er. ?-Hitr ~ 49, mus si an, a/Unernnloyed,
. 84 «oute Pl chon, *C*

for lol tiring with intent to com.ilt a larceny la con
nection with in) Miso, nu. 313/39. as the 2nd* accused

W3 wanted in connect'on with this of. enee he was fur thei
before the '<*C‘*D*

as located and on

^barged accordingly and will appear 
Court on the moaning of 16/9/39*

rhe compì» nant la this ocse
being brought to the station Identified the accused as 
a nerson who was acting sernerlously when the complainant 
boarded the bus and had hie nooket 0dket and who run aw 
j*way a ter the alar» was raised by the complainant*

uooplainant and witness k*p*w* were told to 
attend the court on 15/8/39 to give their evidence*

For full particulars see (H) M<so* Ho*313/39<

u* 0. "C •»«

1 fiiit*



F. 22 F

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 60£/39«
.......... .............. "Division.

........ Police Station,
SepLi®.39

Diary Number:— 3*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Nature of Offence:— 40
- j

Places
visited in
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

I

At 9*30 a.m. on tile 15/9/39» L-s. Fedoroff on 

observation at th® bus stops at Boon® and ti anbury ho ads 
corner ar res t®d X taele missions named«-»

1« m* Grunuald, 39, russlan, ^/Unemployed, 309 
houte Vallee. r«C»

2« Leon Rou Jansky 49» nusslsn, «/Unemployed, 
« 64 rtoute Pl chon, .C.

for loitering with intent to commit a laroeny In con

nection with (H) Ml sc. ao. 313/39. as the 2nd. accused 

was wanted tin connection vt th tills offence he was further 

charged accordingly and will aop®ar before the ■■•B.D. 

Court on the morning of 16/9/39.

the complainant in this oase as located and on 

being brought to the station identified the accused as 

a person who was acting sdontciously when the complainant

boarded the bus and had his pocket pidket and who run mn

way a.ter the alar» was raised by the complainant.

u omni ain ant and witness tuP.W. 28 were told to

attend the Court on la/8/39

For full particulars

to give their evidence.

see (H) MfSc. No.313/39.

De D* 0® ”C **

Ue Se
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F- & S, B.

' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. //3? j I

> CRIME DIARY.

a n w..... ................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 2'39, ........Police Station.

October 23rdf 39
......................... - -19

Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:—40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Plac< 
visited * 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 23/9/39, the accused was 

rearraigned before the 8.S.D« Court when the following 

decision was handed down by Judge Mang:**

Hot guilty but to be detained in the station 

during the period of appeal

During the period of appeal efforts were made | 

by detectives to obtain some more evidence against the 

accused or/and to locate any person who had witnessed 

the offence but owing to a considerable time had elapsed i 

since the commission of the crime all such efforts were 

of no avail, therefore on the 23/10/39, the acuused again' 

appeared before the 8.8. D. Court when not’ce of appeal 

was wlthdrantnby a/m. A, and the accused released according*



> •'
fifi F

(Mi-1-39 jOjp. B, h
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PÖLICE. X

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Ml®«« 318/39«

Diary Number:—

..........................Division.
„Police Station.

September IS th» 89«
Nature of Offence

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
fi Russian Pick-pocketo arrested for loitering 

on a omnibus stop»
At 9« 30 a*m« on the 15-9-899^  wfcblotof» observe felon 

on Boone Road near Banbury Read noticed S tlissi ans

well known pick-pockets» loitering on a Japanese m/bus
stop on «bove corner*

The above Russians were acting in « very suoni Mous
manner and missed a few m/buses without boarding any of
them evidently looking for a chance to commit a larceny«

On seeing the undersigned anproachlng them they
immediately left the bus stop and proceeded in a
west along Woosung Hoad where they wore arrested
brought to the station«

hurry
end

MXa.
o

1)
Their names and particulars are as fellows:

Orw^g| Russian» m/uncmnloywd» 809

8)

f 3a}

Both the accused who are well known to Police
criminals with previous record, on being questioned by 
detectives could not give any satisfactory explaintiens 
of their presence in this district» both being the 
residents of french concession« The find accused on being 
searched found to be in possession of |80«00 but when 
questioned re amount of his money stated that ho has 
only ?35«oo.



F. 22 F

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mise* 8X3/39«

Diary Number :

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

............... ..........Division. 

...........................Police Station. 
.............  ............¡9 

Nature of Offence;—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

It is quite evident thet both the accused were 
loitering on the bus stop with the intent to commit 
• larceny, therefore both were charged accordingly 
and will appear before the s«B»®* Court on the morning • 
of 18-9-39* AS the 2nd accused was wanted in oonneotlon 
with H*y«I«B* 602/39 he was further charged with the 
offence as outlined hereunder:

|H) ra,a* °n th« ?^~a? 4. .whentagyOO in notes were stolen from oom nit# t«tfced 
outside Broadway Mansions bus stop.

At about 7 THm* on the 27-8-39, oomnit« Mr* A* 
Braun, :<ueslan, contractor, residing 158/47 Liaoyang 
Road, was in the set of boarding an omnibus, at the 
bus stop, outside of the Broadway Mansions, Broadway, 
when he had $35*00 taken from his pocket*

The oomplt stated that when he intended to board 
the above bts he noticed the 2nd accused, whom he know 
as a pick pocket keening very dose to the oomhit* z 
Therefore the oompl t« got a hold of his hip potfeet to 
prevent the larceny but on boarding a bus ho had to 
release his arm to get a hold of bus hand rail to get 
inside and at th®t moment he felt that his pocket ms 
picked* He immediately jumped from the bus and found 

Police 
that the 2nd accused disappeared« Ono Russian watchman 

No«28 Lamakovsky, employed at the Broadway Mansions



F. 22 F
I7ÖM-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

...........................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Mleo« 313/39. .......................... poiice station.

- -.....................................T9
Diary NùmÌ>ér;>-^^ l/S« Nature of Offence:^

Time at which, 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

viio was standing near the bus stop at the time saw the 
2nd accused when the tempi t. was boarding the bus 
and noticed that the former run away along Broadway 
and disappeared after the com pit. discovered the theft.

ihe comnlt. ues located and brought to the station 
by detectives end identified the 2nd accused as a man 
who was keeping near by him at the bus atop when his 
nocket was picked« The 2nd accused was also identified 
by RaP.W. SB Who also knows him as a plek-nockot. 
The 2nd accused strongly denied the offence stating 
that he was not at the bus stop at the time when the 
theft was committed. From the statements of oompl t. 
and witness it is quite evident that the 2nd
accused committed the offence therefore he was charged
accordingly and will anpear before the &•£«!)« Court 
on the manning of 16-9-39, and both the comnlt. and 
RePaWa were instructed to attend the court to give 

their evidences.
rurther interrogation of both the accused could 

not connect them with any other offence.



Nature of Offence:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

decision was handed down:»

days ’ de ten tl on.

has 4 previous convictions

was charged with a Pobket-

cellaneous « eport

602/39

CRIME DIARY.

F. 2^ F 
S. 170M-Î-39

The 1st« accused

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1st. accused, 5

rhe 2nd. accused

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

CRIME REGISTER No:_Mis0*21’5/39'
........ *..............Division.

.......Police Station.
Oc ¿ober 23rd 39

Diary Number:— g

"C"D.O

Ì Jtf'- e- £cr$~4
HANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ,a

2 kus lan Pick»pockets arrested for loitering 
on a omnibus stop, ' ' " '

On the morning of the 16/9/39, the 1st. accused

appeared before the s.s. D. Court when the following

picking In connection with (H) F.T.R. 602/39 therefore

he was bright before the Criminal Court without

answering the charge of loitering which was at first

preferred against him In connection with this Mis-

ror full particulars please see (H ) F.T.R

fiSS



,Z F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Misc.No. 319/39,
.....................^.....Division, 
. Hongke.V...  ...Police Station.

S«P.taBhelL19.tiblqp 39
Diary Number:— 1 Nature of Off ènee:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Russian pickpocket arrested far loitering 
at the omnibus stop outside Broadway Mansions 
Breedway Road«

At about 5.50 n.m. on the 19/9/39, C.D.C. 318

and U.S. Fedoroff whilst on observation on Broadway 

n**r N. Sooohow Road noticed a male Russian who was 

acting in a suspicious manner at the m/bus stop outside

Broadway Mansions*

The suspect was kept under observation by above 

detectives for about* 10 minutes and during the mentioned.

^period of time he missed a number of buses without

boarding one of them and only pretending that he was

Ada.

®Vìl.L
G-S.fc.

going to board same and on each occasion was mixing with 

a crowd of peonlo rushing to buses on their arrival to 

the mentioned bus stop evidently looking for a chance 

to find a victim to commit the theft*

the suspect was arrested and brought to the 

station where he was found to be an old criminal, well jj 

known to the police pickpocket, named VIa 

age 41 years, «ussian, m/Unempleyed, residing 569/3 

Av Du koI Albert F«C.

On being questioned re his presence in thia 

district and the reason for loitering at the bus stop 

the accused could not give any satisfactory explanation 

•nd as he Is the resident of the french concession, theri

Misc.No


F. 22 F .
G. 17OM-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

............................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ..........................Police Station.

..............................  19
Diary Number:— X/jB Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 1 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

is no doubt that ho was loitering with the intent to 

commit a felony»

Therefore the accused was charged accordingly 

and will appear before the S*S*D» Gauri on the morning 

of 20/9/39« 

further careful interrogation of the accused could 

not connect him with any of pbcketpieking eases committed 

recently in the district»



J

G. 17OM-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
2

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miß«. Ne.319/39,
___?...ß.. *.......Division.
Hongkew   Police Station.

S ep tember.£2nd...... 19 39,
Diary Number:— and Fl Ml* 1»Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Further Re Russian Plck-goeket for Loitering 
at the Omnibus Stop outside Broad my Mansions

Broadway Road«"' ’

On the morning of the 20-9-39, the accused appeared 

before the S.S.D. court when after hearing of evidence

the following sentence was handed down:
*L0 days* detention« Be released on 30-9-39."

The accused has 9 previous convictions.

Case compie ted.

D. 3.



-_F« 22 F 
170M-1-39 j

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. ...........*9.*........ Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— »190* 312/39 • ....... Hongkew.. .Police Station.
.................................................................................... ....... 39»

Diary Number:— 2« Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation be8u" 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

_____________________________ ! 
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Cne named MihUl w^tskey

On 15/3/39 M. rrltaker was brought before 
the S.3.D,Court and. was ordered to be detained until 
22^/39.

The suspect le an old criminal who was 
released from Gaol recently.

During the period of detention on several 
occasions he was removed from the station cells and 
questioned, hut strongly denied commltt'j any offences 

recently.
Sis room at 118/15 Route Vallon was searched 

but nothing incriminating was found.
On 2/>/39 he will be brought before the

S.8.D.Court on a charge of Loitering.



CRIME DIARY.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

■Mt near Boone Road the above detective observed

the detective

M.A. Prltsker 
the m/bus «ad

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

one named M.A« Pri taker, Russian Pickpocket 
__—, ..... ... .....  

At about 8.80 cm. 14/9/39, D. S.I. Gigarson

and one mother. They wore waiting for 
when about to board same they observed 
in the m/bus aad rushed away, tat O.S.T 
a chase and arrested M.A. Pri taker near

Diary Number:— 1

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S. t7QM-i-39

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mi SC. 312/39,

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

•WJW
.....X....................Division,
.. Hongkew___ Police Station.
September ldth»gp 3®.

Nature of Offence :—

attached to Wayside Station brought to the station one 
named M.A. Pri taker» professional pickpocket, Whom ho 
had arrested on Broadway near Nanzing Road.

At the above time D.S.I. ctgarson was proceeding 
In the Japanese m/bus along Broadway towards Wayside.

the m/tas was overcrowded.

01garson gave
Hansing Road whilst hie companion made good Mb escape» 

On being brought to th» station and questioned
M.A. Pri taker gm Me address as House 16» Lane 114 
off Route Vallen» but could not give any aatl»factory 
explanation for Me presence in tMs area.

owing to the fact that pooketpicking tmplMaintt 
increased recently the suspeot win be brought before 
the 8.8.D.Court on writ of Detention for the purpose 
of making farther enquiries.
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rmBHAI ^»POLICE'
s. b. rl.u»stry

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL P^jlJcE.

CRIME DIARY.

1

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mise*3X2/39
................................Division. 
. e?.........Police Station.
...Sept,.......25.^....... I9 39.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

une atuueâ M.A. Pri taker detained for enquiries

On 2«s/0/S$ the suspect sheared before the

S,S.D»Couit ¡..her* the c>-.ne ft transferred to the

I
 Bye-Law court t > answer the charge of Loitering

. preferred againat hln.

in the latter Court he was cautioned and 

released. rhe Court apparently considered that the 

suspect had already been detained for one week.



FM. 22 G. NO. 1 ' ' ' .J®

J-l?- SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. , J

CRIME DIARY. fortf
=—===— __ ___ |

_ . .......Hangkew   Police Station, 1
Crime Register No..... 74£Z3&«

............................... .. ............................................................... .......0et0beclatrl939*
Diary Number 1. , (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— Shop—Breaking»

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. ibe Japanese Machinery Shop at 8OT H* Szechuan nd*

Time and date of offence. At about 4 a»nu 10-9-39»__________ _______________ _
,, », reported. Nob reported»__________ »______ ___ _________________

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. Mr» Son sho shoku, the proorietor, above address.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. throe in cuetody.

2* Ivan Maehinsky, 42. Suasion, «/unemployed ,N*y» a»

4* Viator Salrooff, 29, Mansion, «/unemployed,h*f*a.

5» Inokenty Dolgnff, 29, Boesian, «/unemployed,s.f.a.

Arrests Three by th« deteotivee«

Classification of property 
stolen.

Ouo Value $ 300«00

Classification of property 
recovered.

. do . Value $ 300*00

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

tody.
(e) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) fo (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

satey uaa gained by forcing toe fan light above

m* doo* leading into the alleyway»



FM. 22 G. NO. 2
G. 45H-1-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants ?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long)
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Arc friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected ?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

On 12-9-39, th« accused described on sheet 1 
Of this report were arrested in connection with H. 
Vise. 309/39,

During the period of remand the 4th nnd 5th 

accused admitted breaking into the premises of the 

Japanese Machinery Shop at 807 N. Szechuen Road «her 

from they stole one Microscope value $300.00.
Immediately the staled property had been handed 

over to the 2nd accused who took same to the drench 

Connesoion and pawned same for $2,00 at the Te Zang 
I Pawn Shop situated at 142 A Rue Prentice the propert; j 

had boon recovered and further charge in connection 

with the case will bo prefered against the accused.
Mull particulars of this oaSO are the subject 

Of H. Miso* 309/39.

PED.O. "C"



f. 22 F

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. z/j ?
. * CRIME DIARY.

.........  ~ «Cw 
............................. Division,

CRIME REGISTER No:— 74^39 HQBfikeW..  . Police Station.
October...23/p39.

Diary Number:— A Nature of Offence:—~ — .
__________________ B________ .________________________________£7 Shop ■

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused In Ehls ease appeared before 

the S.S.D.Court on the morning of 11/10/39 when 

after hearing of the evidence* the following 

decision was handed down:» 

2nd. accuse«* s- 4 months* imprisonment.

4th.& 5 th. " each 1 year & 6 months im?t.



FML22G, NO. 1

■ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.
.............. .... * C •*'............. ' ' ‘ /

............ ..¿....Djtyioig <

. ...................Police Station. j

Cj^eRegister^JJ^ .̂..October 18t»,........£ ,39,

Diary Number i. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— Jhop-^reaklng*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD ÇF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

»» reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

The Japanese Export and Import Trading Company at
52 Seward Road, ______ __________
At about 4 a*a, 15~S~3f?*
Bot reported,■

gr, K, Kohara, the proprietor, above address*

Three in custody*
2» Ivan Kashina^ 4' » Rosssin. a/unemployed, W,F,A,
4* S9> Russian, e/unemployed, R*F,A,
5, Xnokenty naiaaeg, 9» Rueoiim, o/unwnployed, B«F*A*

Arrests
Three by deteotivee*

Classification of property ! One *Hndefl'MIMad * type®ÏitST Value $ 500,00
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $ 500*00

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

„body.
(e) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (¡) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc.)



FM. 22 G. NO. 2
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CRIME DIARY NO. 1. <SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants 1
(1) If not, a|hat was their last employment 

and for how long V
(tn) What was their “characters” f
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which One and for what 
reason t'

(o^ Are old servants suspected ?
*(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected ?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

On the three accused described on dheot
1 of this report were arrested in connection with H. 

Mi SO. 309/39.
During the period of remand the 4th and Sth 

accused admitted breaking into the premises at 52 
Seward Road end stealing of one typwriter value S500. oil 

Immediately the stolen machine had been disposed 
by the and accused for 3350.00 and later wan recovered 
by the detectives from the Kung Teh Pawn Shop at KO« 
Rue Pare Robert where same was pawned for 3^50.00.

A further charge will be prefered against the 

accused in connection with this case*
Phil particulars of the case are the subject 

Of H. MiSC. 309/39.

% D. S. 1
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' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. | -
, CRIME DIARY. /*

■ ............ ..........= "C”
 Division, 

CRIME REGISTER No:— 743'39’ ( .......... Police Station.
.9®. L ^9»

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—gy shOD.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused in this case appeared before 

the S.S.D. Court on the morning of 11/10/39 when 

after hearing of the evidence, the following 

decision was rendered:**

2nd« accused 4 months* imprisonment«
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‘•‘S’3' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CrimeRegister Nj,.. 744/39.

............. .................................Division, j 

...................i... .Police Station,
October let.............. I9 39.

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— Shop-Breaking.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. The Japanese Underwear Store at 1"84 N. Szeohuen Rd.

’Firne and date of offence. At about 5 sum» 10-9-39.
,, reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Hot reported.___________________ ____

Mr. T. Oh tonka* the proprietor, above address.

Two in custody.

«• T**T “■1n”r *’• a"re1“’ A. |

5. J^kgty Dnla^f f...29. Russian. n/uneRpleysd.H.^.A. j

Arrests Two by detectives.

Classification of property ©Be cash bOX and quantity of Value $ 100.00
8tolen- underwears

CSS" °1 - a. - v.i„, 100>00

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body «ts discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(e) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

____________

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny*, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered* 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud* the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, And 

story told. etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc.)

Bntry gained by forcing the pad-iock securing 
«tordront doer of t^bhoiK

I .1Æ-.1» : %. _ ..Jlt* y JhB
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(j) What staff employed on premises V
(k) Are they all “old** servants ?
(i) not, what was their last employment 

and for how long 1
(m) What was their “characters**?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any n» 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected ?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected ?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be J 
commented on by investigating officer). I

On 12-9-39, the two accused described on sheet 

1 of this report were arrested in connection with H. 

JiiBC. 309/39.

At the time of arrest one pawn ticket for quantity 

of underwears and one new cash box were found at 6

Park Lane which premises were frequented by the two 

accused«

During the period of remand the both accused on 

being interrogated admitted breaking into the premises 

at 1284 N« Szeohuen Road and stealing the above proper 

-ty.

Prom further enquiries it was ascertained that 

the shop had been broken into about 5 A.M. 10-9-39 

when a quantity of underwear and one cash box to the 

totol value of $100,00 had been stolen.

The property recovered and further charge in 
connection with this case will be prefered against 

of this case are the subject of H. Vise. 309/39.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 7
CRIME DIARY.

====== BC" 
............................. Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 744/39 . ?ongkeW ......Police Station.
Qctob.er....23...........i9 39«

Diary Number:— p Nature of Offence:— gy shOD

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused in this case appeared before 

the 8» S. D. Court on the morning of 11/10/39 when 

after of the evidence» the following decision, was

handed down :»
Each 1 year & 6 months* imprisonment •
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nNUiWHO^ ¡ M omuJl 
j S. U H£-tSTRY I

J N«. S. B. [>. W<1
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL P0y£E.

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—Miso. 315/39.

Diary Number:— 3

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

... ......... "0".....Division.
HongKeW........ Police Station.
... 00&ta£„lOfch, z9 gg
Nature of Offence:— 

j ---------

Places
visited in
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Ono WffludP. KEaagi^ejj^ pickpocket
detained for enquiries^
On the morning of 80/9/39, the above named 

susnect again arm eared before the 1st. 8. S. D. Court 
when after nroceedlngs were concluded the following 
decision was handed down:*»

"Detention cancelled. After his release he is 
to be sent to the bye-La«< Court for trial* *• 
At tile conclusion of proceedings In the Bye-^nw 

Court on 30/9/39» the following decision was handed

down:-
*6 cays detention, ro be released on 5/10/39. "•



¿fon/
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE./ //

F. 22 F 
%, 17<ÛM-l-39

/ 
CRIME DIARY.

. , .......... PC*...... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—'8 * «95^0®......... Police Station.

-^?.^.f...®sp.l«®bor 19 39
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1 —

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

;usrlan,one named P« Kravchenko. 
detained for enquiries«

Plcknocket

On the morning of £3/9/39, the suspect was

br ught before the r,.r.D. Court on a rlt of Detention 

and war ordered to be detained till 30/9/39«

rhe accused has 8 nrevlous convictions«

During the nerlod of remand, the accused was 

removed from cells at regular Intervals and thoroughly 

Interrogated but strongly denied committing any offence 

recently. His residence at 613/12 A. Joffre, t'.C. was 

visited by detectives Mth the assistance of French 

police and his room thoroughly searched but nothing of 

an Incriminating nature «as found in there to connect

him with any crime*
As it was mentioned la clary 1 of tile report 

the accused was observe! by the under signed loitering 

on Broadway in the vicinity of the omnibus stops and on 

being arrested could not give any satisfactory emnlrna

tion re his nreoenoe In this area.

Being himself the resident of drench Concession 

it 1s quite evident that the accused v.as loitering with 

the intention to commit a crime, therefore he will be 

brought before the R«8«I>« Court on the 30/9/39 when 

a 5/BfrgC of loitering will be ^referred against him. y 

^/en^D>et. 1/0« v*
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’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Ms«.325/39.
........... ’’C”......Division.
Hongkew........  .Police Station,

o.ep tfab <r.. 22rid * 19 3 9
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On» named P* KrareheuMe Huaiian Fiekpeohet 
detained for enquiries« '

At about 4 p.m» .?^/9/39 v*S.I. Beloshenko 

whilst on bsarvetim al^ng Broadway near wooolung nd« 

saw the above criminal w© He Ing alan# warden Bridge«

On being brought te the station and questioned 

he gave his particulars as fol lows:-

?• Krarcheuno, 35, »ussier., s/Uneonloyed,

residing 15 binda terreee, rrenoh Concession*

Being a resident of rrench Ceneession he could I 

not ~lve any reasoneble exnlanatlon for his nresenee In I 
this area«

As the e v.«re many pocket picking eases were 

reported recently to weyside and this station, there- 

fare ©n the 23/9/39, he will be brought before the 

».S«B* Court on a writ ®f retention for *ne week to 

diable detectives to make further enquiries Into the

past activities of the susneetu



CRIME DIARY.

record of investigation.

visited in
course of ' 

investigation
each day

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Diary Number:— **•

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 594/39
...... Division.

. .......„.„Police Station.
39.

Nature of Offence;— £6*

On 10-9—39, the three accused namely
2. Ivan Maahinsky, 42 Misslan. s/unemnloycd,n.r. A.
4* Viator snlmoff, 29 Russian, s/unemnloyed N.r. A. |

5. Tnokenty Dolgoff, 29. Russian, s/unemnloyed,N.F.A 
were arrested in connection with & Ml so« 309/39« 

curing the period of remand they admitted oonnittlnej 
thia crime and led the detectives to the French
Concession where all stolen clothing 
from various pawn shops. The stolen

had been recovered
property had been

pawned for $18.00 by the 2nd accused.
rhe accused admitted discovering In one of the 

jackets Y90*00 In notes. but not p545 as It was reported 1
by the oomnialnen ts.

All stolen clothing recovered and further eahrge 
in connection with thia case will be preferred against
the accused.

jrtill nartlculars of thia case are the subject of 
H. Miao. 309/39.

sen. juet. i/o
D. S. T<
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■' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE., -, "/c ■
CRIME DIARY.

.............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 594/39  Police Station.

uotober S3jp 39.
Diary Number:— g________________________ Nature of Offence:— jg? shOpe

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused in this case appeared before 

the 8. S.D. Court on the morning of 11/10/39 when 

after hearing of the evidence« the following decision 

was handed downs-
2nd. accused - 4 months* imprisonment.
4th.ft Sth. ” * Bach 1 year ft 6 months' impt.

■HRHHRhb



----- — -  _ _   —, ..a,..,...   ■-„.-  ;| ?     - ^T~<- ......   >

?M ._2 2 G . NO.J

. ‘ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ■..•.»
crime diary. s-

-----: =z=.................... M p............ ■• *■ • !' ' ' j f x£? 
....... . jf..........  &.D ivi^on:^!

«» /» .................................................. Police. Station.
y.^fg^--3*azai>*OetobCT l.t,....   M.

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. i.) Nature of OffenceLK>.

• Z

(»>
(b)

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

In cases
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to 
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

(d) should be

I

of Murder

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. Dwelling House at 54 Boone load«________ _ ________

Time and date of offence. At about 4 a«m« 4-9«»39,______________________ ______
m ». reported. Hot reported,________________________________________

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. Mr« M. Mita« above address,________________________

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. Two in custody«

4« Victor Smirnoff» 29» Russian» e/un employed» H 
..----- III,...... ... 1

*•-1“***"* *** au"‘“’ •/’“«Wy«4. ’

Arrests
Two by detectives« _______ ________________

Classification of property 
stolen.

«, Value $ 30,00One raincoat

Classification of property 
recovered.

«• ¿0 w Value $ 30» 00

_ _________ .__ -—  

<«>
«) Q_.^-

In cafes of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc.)

Open door
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(j) What staff employed on premises 1
(k) Are they all "old” servants 1
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long ?
(m) What was their "characters"!
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason !

(o) Are old servants suspected 1
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected !

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). On V-9-39* the accused described on sheet 1 of

this report were arrested in connection with H, Miso, 
. frequented

309/39* At the time of arrest the premises/by the 

aooueed were searched when one pawn ticket for the 

raincoat was seized* On being questioned the accused 

admitted stealing same from the premises at 54 Boone 

Road, From further enquiries it was ascertained that 

the front door on the above premises had been careless 

-ly left open during the nl^ht*

The both aooueed admitted that the larceny had 

boon committed by them at 4 a«m* 4-9-39 the raincoat 

had been recovered from the Tin How Pawn Shop at 14 

Shantung Road where same was pawned by the accused 

for 30*00*
A further charge in connection with this case wii; 

bo prefered against the accused*

Pull particulars of this case are the subject of 

H. Miso* 309/39.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ,
/t? -3 *7 

CRIME DIARY.

.......*9*..............Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 745/39. ............................Police Station.

... October 23................39.
Diary Number:—________-___________________Nature of Offence:— g^ HoU8 0e

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused in this case appeared before the 

S.S.D. Court on the morning of 11/10/39» when after 

hearing of the evidence» the following judgment was 
rendered J-

Eaoh 1 year and 6 months* imprisonment.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE? // £ 3 <7

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:-^1®0*881/'5*
"C" Division.

95.®^.?.?.........Police Station.
^tobarlO/lp/^p

Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:—

investigation begun 
and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Detention of two Russian ^ioknookets*

On the morning of 28/9/39, the to ac used In

this care (1) V* ^itcorrky and (2) N. *5otar'Off again 

appeared before the Court on a charge o. Loitering.

After nrooeedings were concluded the following
decision wan handed down?-

ni)etention order allowed to be cancelled* 

Accused to be released, but to be '■ent to 

Bye- .aw Court for trial. *’

At the conclusion of nroceedings In the uye-Law

Court the fallowing decision was handel downs-

"Each four days detention» io be rei en ed 
on 1/10/39%
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f

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Ml SO. 321/39,
.........."Ç."....Division.
Hongkejr..... ....Police Station.
r.eí.enbe.r.. 2.7 th* 19 39

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

record of investigation.

Detention of two Ruslan Pickpockets 

on 21/9/39, the two susneots appeared before

the D» Court and were ordered to oe detained until

8/'./39,

The 1st» sue neot has 3 previous convictions

and the 2nd« suspect 1 p* c«

During the period of remand on several

occasions .hay were removed rom the station cells and

interrogated but they strongly denied commi ting any

crimes recently«

On 22/9/39, an ideati fl cation parade was held

at Hongkew ¡station wh<oh was attended by number of

complainants from rayside and t Is station, but the

suspects were n-t Identified by any of them as nerpons

res onslble for thefts«

On 26/9/39, they will be brought before the

1/c

•%S.D. court when a charge of loitering will be nrefered?

against them.

2

D. S. I

J.D, 0, "C"<

K
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. «
CRIME DIARY.

*cw
CRIME REGISTER No:— Mise* 3 £1/39.

...........................Division.

.... ......Police Station.

.... s . JBQ.ttUz p39o
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation be8u7 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course ,of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Detention of two Kusel an Plokpoakets for enquiries*

At about 9*45 a*nu &0/9/3V, Beloshenko wMlst
ou observation along Brwedv.?y near Nauzlng Hoed saw two 
well known. criminal« w*lkla.g towards Broadway Bridge»

They ares*
1

8*

V. stkereky, <35, Bissien, s/un employed, residing 
013/18 Avenue Jolfre*

îî* fotapoff, .29, ainnlan, s/unemployod, residing 
38£ COlwMa Road.

On seeing the ürtecttv« the
•operated and on® of them (1st* 
hlKsolf pvt on tho sun classes*

suspects lamed lately 
described) to disguise

fliey both ar* residents' ef 
being questioned at the station

'renoh concession but on
they could net give eny 

reason.»bl« explanation for their presence in this area* 
âs there were many, nooket-pieking oases were reported 

recently tc Wajolde and this station, therefore on the 
a/9/39, the two suspects will be brought before the 
0«8*D. Court on a Writ of öetontlcn for one wook to enable 
detectives to meke further enquiries into the past 
œil vi ties of the euspeete*

I
c-

D. S. I.



**' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. z

CRIME DIARY. 

................. "P.1* Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— 0,333/39. ..... Hongkgw......Police Station.

39
Diary Number:— Nature of O^ence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Russian nicknqcket brought for loitering.
At about 11,40 a.m. 2/10/39, U.S.I. Beloshenko | 

whilst on district observation saw one named Leonid ugli, 1 

41, nusslan, s/Unemnloyed, well known picknooket lolteriqa 

on w, Szeohuen rtoad near Boone i<oad,

on being brought to the station and questioned S 

he stated that he lives somewhere in zrench concession, I 

but he could not give any reasonable explanation for 

Ide presence in this area.

On 3/10/39 he will be brought before the 8.S.D.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL P
CRIME DIARY.

..............r®.?.....Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—tls«*338/39 ...HoagKf.W....... Police station.

Oc tober „ 1.0 th I.../ 9 3 9
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

nussian nicknocket brought to statin for 
loitering*
On the morning of 3/10/39, the suspect in this 

case Leonid Ogli, Russian, smeared before the 8.S.D. 

Court on a charge of Loitering*
After proce dings were concluded the following 

decision wa* handed down:-
"Fined ¥5/0*00 or 5 days detention"*
The accused had 11 previous convictions*



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.-J v 7^ J/
CRIME DIARY.

hqh 
............................ Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 62£/39 .JSffiO^.eW........Police Station.
...October... 23..........19 39.

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:— g7 (Office)

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

1
1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Two male Russians (no W the accused in this 
ease) nameds-

(4) VA^taxRmiraoff, 29, hus si an, s/un employed, 1 
• jj. y9

(5) 29, -ditto-
were arrested in connection with (H) Miso.309/39 on 

the 12/9/39 and during the period of remand admitted 

the theft of the typewriter in this ease»
A fur tiler charge against them was preferred 

in connection with this case and on 11/10/39 they were 

sentenced to 1 year and 6 months* imprisonment each« 

full particulars of this case are the subject 
of (H) Miso. 309/39.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POtlCEi,'b^tt^.i

CRIME DIARY.
=============— «0» --- —----J

 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— Mis C. 330/39. HongkeW......... poiice Station.

...9® t<* 24 th I £9.
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Interference by Members of the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party, with Mend)ers of the 

S.M.polloe, on YU on fong Road.

The three male Russians, Bezvodny, Vasilenko, ....----- ■ *... .
end Kravchenko, it has been ascertained by D.P.S. 777
PUrukawa, were released by the Japanese Naval Court 

on the 21/10/39.
No charge was preferred against them but they

were cautioned.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL Pi>UaC2_^5
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CRIME DIARY.

i vliùL
«£Gi3TRY( SH^nViiAi

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mise, NOe 330/39«
_ .«..(J *. . . . Division, Hpngkew. . . Police Station,

Septeniber -26-th^. 19 39*
Diary. Number # Nature of Offence:—'

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

I

Interference by Members of the Japanese
Naval LandIng ^arty, with Members of the 

S*M* Police, on lUenfong Road.
At 8.30 n.m. on the 26-9-39, a telephone message 

was received at Hongkew Police Station, from one named 
Kao Slau San Ts ( . J * 5 J), residing No.116 lUenfong
Road, a macaroni shop, stating some Russians had been 
arrested for stealing* F»S* 101 Mitarevsky and 0*D, C. 
340 attended. On the roadway, outside of No. 116 IUen-

off#

tong Road, they saw a wooden beam, which they learned 
had been carried from a demolished house in Wayside 
District, near Broadway, and lUenfong Road, by some 
male Russians, who had left the scene* F.S* Mitarevsky I 
then proceeded to a Chinese food-shop, No.172 Tuenfong I
Road, about 50 yards from where the beam had been left, ■ 
and herein found

(1) S»P* Beswodny, aged 41 years, married earnentera 
residing No*131 Wooehang Hoad*

\/ (2) G*S* Vasilenko, aged 29 years, single, N*F*A.
\s (3) S»M« Kravchenko, aged 29 years, single, JU>»A* . 

whom he brought to Hongkew Police Station (time 9 p»m* ).

ad •
A little after F»8* Id Mitarevsky arrived at the station: 
with Ute three male Russians, femaler/s»P* Bolodova, agedj 

31 years, married» N»F*A., came to the station. She had 
been in the foodshop» No*172 Hienfong Road at the time |



I<

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

...........................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Mi80. No.330/39, ...........................Police Station.

.i_9 
Diary Number:— 1/8. Nature of Offence:—

f i -
places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

~ RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. "

the male Russians were taken from, there by F.S. 
Mitarevsky. Kao Sian Fan Ts waa also brought to the 
station.

Ihe three male Russians questioned by D.S.T. 
Crowther through F.S. Mitarevsky, denied being 
concerned in the theft of the wooden beam. They stated 
they had heard that some Russians were fighting on the 
Ihenfong Road, and left the foodshop, and when the 
other Russians had gone from the scene they returned 
to the foodshop. The female Russian said she had been 
with the three male Russians, but did not know anything | 

I 
about the wooden beam. Kao SLau San Ts stated that, 
when iie was in the shon, No.116 YUenfong Road, at 
about 8.20 p.m. on the 26-9-39, he observed about 
eight male Russians carrying the wooden beam, on the 
YUenfong Road. They stopped outside the shon, No. 116 
YUenfong Road, and placed it on the roadway, at this 
time a Japanese, idiose particulars are learned to be, 
T. Fukushima, residing House 20 Lane 31» Hwakee Road, 
approached the Russians and spoke to them. He was seen 
to leave the scene by Kao Siau San ®, and then a 
crowd of Chinese, apparently of the loafer class 

surrounded the Russians, and after some short 
scuffles the Russians ran away. He then telephoned
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

CRIME DIARY. 

.......................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Ml 80. VO.330/39, ........................... Police Station.
............................................................................................. .......................................[9 

Diary Number:— 1/3. t Nature of Offence:—
£ —- ■ —---¿

.Place» 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION, 

to Hongkow Poxice station.
Continuing enquiries, v.s.l. Crowther accompanied 

by F.S. 101 ¿dtarevaky, and C.I.C. 340 ^roceedei to the I 
scene with the four Russians susnectoi to have been 
concerned.

At tile scene there was a large crowd of Chinese, 
mostly of tiie loafer tóaos. uestioning of these 'arsons I 

failed to elicit anything definite of how tile wooden 
beam earns to be left outside of No.116 lUenfong :oed. 
During thia enquiry, T. Fukuahlna, and three other taele I 
Japanese oatae to the scene. Owing to language 
difficulties, they could not be understood, therefore, j 
D.S.T. Crowther, by telephone aunmoned 'J.p.s. 777 
Furukawa to the scene, at about the time of telephoning, | 
three Japanese marinea arrived on the scene fully armed. I 
No asneo ware given of the Japanese marineo, but through 

rurukawa, they informed l.p.T. Crowther, that 
the four msstans would be taken to the nannen Head, 
Headquarters of the J.H.U *arty, for Interrogation. 
During thia time a Perg eant of the Japanese condarmarle 
arrived on the scene and took notes. Ke did not give 

his nemo.
U.R.I. Crowther explained to the members of the 

J.N.L. Party through D.P.S. rurukawe, the enquiry being
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Ml80. 330/39.
Division, ’.

................. „...Police Station,

Diary Number:-^- 1/4.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Nature of Offence:—
7 S-

Places
visited in
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
made by til« S.M. Police, and how the three male Russians,
one female nuaslen, and the Chinese witness had arrived 
at the Hongkew Police Station, and the particulars of
the investigation.

During this time the Japanese T. Fukushima told 
the members of the J.».L. Party, that he had seen the I 
three male Russians and the female near the scene when 
he had accosted the male Russians who had been carrying j
the wooden beam. He could not say they were concerned 
with the others, but stated they must know them.
subsequently, at about 10.10 p.m., the throe male, and 
one female hubs Ians, wf th Kao rlau Pan TO, wore taken 
from the custody of the members of the Police.
¿hey with the exception of the female Russian, who was 
released by them on The Broadway, wore taken to the 
Hannon Rood Headquarters.

At 10.30 p.m. u.n.S. 777 Furukawa attended the
Hannon «cad Headquarters, and explained the circumstance« 
of the case to a chief Warrant officer, named not
obtained, and he informed the D»n»s. that they were 
Anntinuinz? th.ir «nnulplafl*

neport of F.r. Mltarevsky attached.



No...........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

........................ .[.Station, 
REPORT.................................................................... 39*

..^ee.itlOSlaM.*___________

Made • by...... ....Forwarded by........

Sir,
I bee to renort that on £6-9-39, at 8*35 n»m* 

whilst on stand by üuty in the station I was told 
by sergeant on Chnrge hoot Duty to attend a ease 
on lUenfong Reed tiler« a Chinese had telephoned to 
the station oaying sorae Russians had been arrested* 

on arriving at the scene I saw a wooden beam 
lying on the roadway outside 116 Kienfong Road* I 
made enquiries with C*D.C* 340 and found out that 
it bad been carried out from a demolished house in 
Woyslde district by some Road ana*

I proceeded to a nearby Chinese food Shop No*178 
lUenfcug Road and therein found the fcl’pelng personal

1* n*P* Besvodny, 41, m/cor center, 131 woodhang 
Hoad*

2* a*s* Vasilenko, 89, single, N*?*A*
3* s*M* Kravchenko, £9, single, N*F«A* 
4* 8«P* rolodcra, 31, married, H»y«A*
I brought then to the station and later assisted

Crowther In making further injuries at YUenfw 
Hoad* the last name female, followed me to nongkew 
Station* ^ho was present in the foodshop, If* Wen* 
fong Road, where T found the others*
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' r<7SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ; d
i Jy *7)

CRIME DIARY.

.................. "Gl....Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:-6'56^9* .....Hongkew..... ..Police Station.

........October .2A.th,/9 39
Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:— Bur lary Att*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

’avel -avciiuk convicted to three months 

limrlsonment, gave notice of appeal against the 

judgment of the Lower court*

ihe appeal will be heard at 2 p»m. on the 

26/10/39 In the Second Branch \langru High Court*

9
JCjùef J

in, An 
^^éa.pU I/o.

/ Ht 

c

" Ì 1
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S. B- RE^iY j

. CRIME DIARY. .. ... . ........

CRIME REGISTER No:— 636/39.

Diary Number:— g*

....... JBL. Q-. f!..... Division, 
.... ....... Police Station.

September 14-th«... 7 9 39.
Nature of Offence:—_______________  Rlliexyl BWV A ♦*.<! -

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

me accused P« Savchuk, anpeared In the 

S.S.D. Court on the 6-9-39, and, after trial 
me following decision was given:

«Accused sentenced to three men tils iBprisonmcnt."

^i^**/^*****®^
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ?-■
T>• «.• ■ &&■

CRIME DIARY. IfMS
I < ' SB I ° /

.................................. : J
- ........ StMlpiEflffll................ Police Station.

Crime Register No........fßfi/39.
____ :..............  _....................  .....Spptimber ....... «ft.

Diary Number i. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence^AiitmnTr^ * l
■ ■ ■■ ■■——-» ,, — „ , , ---------— । ■ — " »■■—■  ----------- - ----------------------—— ------------- 1 ■' । —

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
ia»3d a»s» to a»a

0-9-30» 
i----------------------------

1
Places visited in 

to»w,c °.f investigation 
each day.

1 _

reeae of offence
Detective office»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

„ ,» ,» reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Ho»14 treat End Laos, Dwelling ilouae»

About Xlvto twa, s-fr-sa. 
ia»SO stoau 0-9-39»____________________________
n Ueda, £hop-^aater« above addfoes»

one pale mselan In toatodJt.
paved rmrthnii,, oc<a 89 yeaae, t/mmployi«,
noU.94 ward goad»

Arrests one hr owih

Classification of property 
stolen.

Value $

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered, 
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of Jarceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(c) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Value $

c. S » 6
onto a cadi gained oto. Mng onto a aags. g®»^*.a—— «T *****&- •***••». *•" *• 

MMMahjr Ti
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CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises)
(k) Are they all “old” servants)
(1) If not, what was their last employment

■- and for how long )
(m) What was their *‘characters”)
(n) If any suspicion . attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason )

(o) Are bld servants suspected)
(p)» Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected)

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). At 13»60 a*m* on the 6-9-59, In resnonso to a 

telephone message, r*P*^f^lhJian, attended the 

Japanese Consular “‘dice, Woosung «oad mb***tatlon, 
and received into hie custody a male Kuaslan, Pavel 
Savchuk, aged St years, s/uneranloyed, residing Wo* 
194 Ward Hoad.

□aqulrloe by cot Masada and ths under* 
signed asoertained that the arrested man at about 
11*46 p*m* on the 5*9-59, wee arrested by the 
complainant Mr* T* node residing Mo*14 Vest 2nd 
Lane, at the latter address, and handed bin over 
to the Japanese consular Halloo*

Complainant further stated at about 11*45 p*n*
on the 5-9-39, ho was bleeping In a front roan of 
his house, Ho*14 Vest mA Leno, end hoard a noise» 
He went to the vorandah and there found the 
accused*

me verandah is about IS feet tren the ground, 
and ean bo easily gained by ollwbins a wall uhioh 
runs at the side of the house*

the accused denies attempting to got into the
hOUSO*

AM accused has boon charged with attenptod 
burglary«
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-¿SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI_Cfc^''W
CRIME DIARY. ..

 „...Division, 
CRIME REGISTER No:— ........... ^.......Police Station.

«36/39. ____ 19
Diary Number:—

A

Nature ofW»«* 23, 39.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Att.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused Pavel Savchuk appeared before the 
Second Branch Kiangsu High Court at 2 p.m, on the 

26/10/39, when the case was remanded until i^/11/39 

2 p.m. for Judgment.
On the latter date the following decision was
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■ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI
CHIME DIARY.

Crime Register No. “ Q4X/&9»
o<

Diary Number i. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of O:

MÜi.iC.’PAL POUCeS
s. b. registry /

No. s. B. D._ 
vis ri’ I

n^Kln———

iteber »»hi 39*
ffence _______

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
2»06 a»ss» 3 a»ci»

25-10-38.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

XX
101 hoochanc Hoad»

Detective Office»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. Oarage Xüi loochang Hood»

Time and date of offence. 1 *»■» «40*31.________________________________ _
»» »> ». reported. g» 05 *»m» 25-10-30»____________________________ __

Name, occupation and ad- <^a.G»/E.M»POliCe 
dress of complainant. _____________________________________________ _________________ ——

Number of criminals with J A ÛUSBoAjT«
full ind 'idual description.

C«£b anintcff» »• a/uneaployed» mcelan»
.. - ■ - ■ jiwiM^onMOrtr^n'T"

Arrests One by Unite«* Branch.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Doi tert ng in • Onrege at th intent to connaît 

a feXooy.

iII
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(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k> Are they all “old” servants ¥
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long)
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicloif attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected ?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
eommented on by investigating officer).

At about 2.10 a.m. on 25-10-39, S.I. Vmoiibfnlnhj 
brought to the station the now accused named G.R. 
Muratoff, 33, s/unemployed, Russian, residing 
N.F.A. atom he had found in a garage at No. 97
Wooohang Road.

Enquiries reveal that whilst S.I. Pavchinsky 
was on patrol duty he observed the accused walking 
along Wooohang Road then enter * garage at No. 97 
after which then accused boarded a motor-truck in ta 

tile garage and commenced to create a hammering 

noise.
The accused was then questioned regarding Ms 

notions but could only give a reply that he wanted 

a place to sleep.
Inside the motor-truck a hammer and screw 

driver were found where the accused had been 
sitting. These implements, he denied all knowledge 

D.v.O. "C”.

off, but enquiries at the garage also reveal that 
only the hammer is the property of the garage 
ovner.

The accused is a well known criminal having 

been released from gaol very recently.
In view of the fact that nuaerous "breakings* 

have occurred in the district recently» the accused j 
has now been charged with Loitering with intent to 
commit a felony and will appear before the S*s.D. 
Court on the morning of 25-10-39, whan a remand 

will bo requested to enable detectives to pur no 
further enquiries.

D*S. Mi
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Wl/M<

W0W 
............................Division, 
.............................Police Station.

October 2739<
Nature of Offence:— -jgrDiary Number:— jg

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of 25/10/39, the accused g*
Mure toff appeared before the let* S, S.D* Court when

R<

after proceedings were concluded, the following 
deol cl on was handed downs

7 days detention* % be released on 1/11/39,
Hammer to be returned to owner* Screw
to be confiscated* •»

driver

Ihe period of remand requested in this 
by investigating detectives was turned down by 
presiding judge as the prisoner had only been released 
from gaol on Oct» 23rd. 1939.

ease
the

fhe accused had 11 previous convictions*



FM. 22 G. NO. 1

‘SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Crime Register No..

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.)

— »C*
—................................................ Division.

_ ..............................Police Station.
.......................................................... zp».

Nature of Offence:— «•

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

ma uaatbeMad M^ewr wW in vicinity of th« 
ueaarel Hoot liai» Ebytb rotator ttood»__________
»t a&ûuè 5 fi.i’ie 5/11/3Ô. 
ROt ro'OrWi»

one la ouatody»

e.?. Untanff« sa» Hue Man, t/unewnioyed.

OM ty detentiva braiwtu

one radiator cep, * a®h tray«

Value $ 1A»OO»

(c)
(d)

(a)
(b)

Classification of property 
recovered.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Value $ 10*00»

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

Time and date body wns discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death. 
Motive if known.

Arrests.

umou tm unattanM Mm*»
In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 

all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all eases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal« and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)



G. 45M1-3Q CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) .What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants t
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long 9
(m) What was their “characters” f
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

thejn and if so* which one and for what 
reason ?

(o):’Are old servants suspected 1
(p) Arc friends and visitors above snspicion 

if not, who is suspected 1

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At flxwt this ©esc one the subject of
H» Miso» 37b/¡59 and now in transferred into thia

On S/11/3B the accused d«soribod on @heet 1 
of this report was arrested in weeaalon^f one 
Wear radiator o«r ato ato tray by the nonend^

On being ques tloned too accused admitted 
stealing the above roperty in Korthem Aren and 
was handed ovex to thio station»

on dAl/39 he appeared before the 
court on a trit of Detention and was ordered to be 
detained until eAlZte*

curing too period of resend on several 
ocoeadLuns the accused ear jueoUoned by the under* 
signed «ni ho repeated ’ois previous oonfeesioa and 
atatod thüt toe property had toen stolm by hin 
frost unattendod Woer potood «ometoere neer ffto 
General Hospital»

líurthsA’ too eoeueed atetad that he oes under 
Inflaos»« oí drink thereforo oould not desoribe tho 
vehiolo involved and aloo «10 exaet "lace toare

Be etaongly dented eoomitting any other 
offenses reoently»

On 9Á1/W ho toll be brought before the 
BsSehtOBurt toen a toarle of laroeny toll bo proferto 

net him*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ,
,* ’ CRIME DIARY.

...............wqw..... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 9X7/39* ... HOAgiteW...... Police Station.

iwaMW/9' as
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—'

___________________________________________________fi_______________________________ ______________________ ____________ Af\

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 6/11/39, the accused a'^eared before the 

S.S.D. Court and after the trial the once wac remanded 

until 9/11/39 for judgement«
On the above date* the accused was sen enoed 

to 10 months 1 nrlsonment»
the accused has 8 previous convictions*

t* i/<M D. S. I*

D.D.O. "0"*



F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHAKE«« MliW«. rolli
S. B. RE^s,;ÿ

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLÎÇE..
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:-^ 649/39
....9.............Division.

Hongcew.......poHce Station.
November..... 6 th I g 39.

Nature of Offence:— 45Diary Number:— w

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

On the 6/11/39 a hearing notice for appeal

was received from the S.S.J.Court in respect to the

Time at «/hich 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

eooused U.Vinogradoff, Case Ko.9/2700, to appear
''*™**f^*fc*Mil^***’***’*W»<^^

before the find Branch of Kiangsu High Court at 2.30

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Ha

i
LD.O.*C*



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, 9
CRIME DIARY.

 ?.. jC.. *........Division, 
CRIME REGISTER No:— 649/39. Honglcew.........Station.

September 16th.... 19 39.
Diary Number:— ft Nature of Offence:— 45

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On th« morning of the 11-9-39, che accused

appeared before the S«S.D. Court when he was found 

fpiilty and sentenced to:

”3 months' imprisonment for larceny and reel dive" 

Property to be re turned to owner«

The accused has 3 previous convictions.

Case completed.

D.D.O. "C".

M«a.

o.WL-L
*• i'

<2. S.S. A
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... . 8^“-,-S9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. |
CRIME DIARY.

WC" /2 7 3^7
....................................«____ —../DivisionS

___ .....................................Police Station.
Crimi Register No..*^........  e«pt«Sber 10 th.I9 39.

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 4Sw

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

UL* 45 Ml to 12*40 

9/8/3».
JNfees visited in 

course of 
investigation 

each day.

J.N.L.P. Statioa, Chapoo to 
and d«t. office enquiries.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

reported.

Japanese Publie Motor 3ue, Broadway near Gardea

About 11.30 sum. 9/9/39» __
11.45 B-m- 9/^39.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

M. Matsumoto, Japaaere, broker, 65 Ohl ShlagU, 
_______________________ airaau toad. o»o»x>

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Urly Waogredoff, 36, toaelaa» a/oMapleyeA
537 Av. to tol Albert, F.c.

Arrests Om by ocanlalnsnt.

Classification of property 
stolen.

I one wellet containing $S0.00 in o^e

Classification of property J utfâto 
recovered. Value $ Ä ttO.

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should bet 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(e) Apparent cause of death.
(d) M< :ive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(0 Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Maltot tato pttokat 6t tonputnattt ®Ml»t tramila« 
la « pabUa a/taa»



FM. 22 6. NO, 2
6.45H-1-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2) f.

(j) What staff employed on premises ? 
(k) Are they all "old" servants? 
(1) If not*'.what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) Whaj was their "characters"?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks 

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be At 11.45 a.m. on the 9/9/39, a telephone call
commented on by investigating officer).

was received from th« J.N.L.Party, Ohapoo Bead 

Sub-Station requesting station detectives to attend 

to a plate-pocket case in which one Hussion was 

arrested by complainant and handed over to J.&L.P. ;

D.F.S. SaneesMaa and the undersigned attended 

and brought to the station the accused described 
on sheet 1 of this report together with complainant I 

one M. Matsumoto, Japanese, broker» residing 88 

Chi dhing 11» off Dtxwelt Bead» 0*0*1« end one 
witness named Au Hang pap flP* attached to 

the tdver police* Pootung station.
inquiries ascertained that complainant and 

above manti one d witness were proceeding in a 

Japanese public ci/bus along Broadway in Western 

direction. At about 11*80 a*a. 9/t/tt When the 

bus approaching cardan Bridge bus atop the oompit* 

got 19 from the bus seat with the intention to 

leave the bus end noticed the accused who was 

standing in front of the complainant and who (the 

accused) tn a moment came to a dose contact with 

the oomplain act •« ehost* pretending that he lost 
his belsmoo* suspecting there was something wrong I 

the eon>l alnaet e serf nod the inside breast pocket 
of Ms Mare he kept Mo «diet ocn^dng 

ItQtOO and dlsomrered that s«m was stolen*

■H
M

M
!

Ao the accused was only per sen standing close I 

to the oomplainmit, ho (eomplt) iwmediately got 

a hold of Mm and observed that Me accused
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<5. t70w-l-3t

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

.Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:-. ■ .............................PoZiii 5w^’o«-

' %/jL
Diary Number:— 9 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

di Boarded the stolen wellet on the bus floor. Bile
action of discarding the stolen wallet by the accused 
was also noticed by the witness mentioned above and who 
assisted the complainant In arresting the accused and

I 
handing him over to a member of J»S.L*P* near the atone 
of offence who took all concerned to JMhXwP* Sub
station, Cha poo Road end whenefrom they were handed over I 
to the 8»M*P« as already stated above*

The accused, who la well known to the Police a. | 
criminal, an being questioned strongly denied the offence 
hu was enable to give any satisfactory explanation of 
hie p.recenoe in thio district, being himself the 
resident of STench Concession«

The accused was charged acooidingly and will 
appear before the s.s»d. court on the morning of ll/t/39« I

Mrthar questioning of the accused could not ggH|g |®|
connect him with any similar crime* The complainant 
and Mines« will attend the Court to give their evidences*

tni/c*

D.D.O*



Z
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ^/ 
t /■£ ~ 

CRIME DIARY. 

• *C* rv • •.....................  Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— 649/39, ....Hongkew.......p0Uce Station.

..... December lltht.r9 39

Vinogrndoff appeared before the 2nd,

High Court when àfter hearing of the

were concluded and the case remanded

11/12/39
On the above date fhe accused

down

* Appeal dismissed,*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Diary Number:— 4 Nature of Offence:—

O.*C*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

See below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1 " ■    

See below.

On the afternoon of the 4/12/39, the accused U

Branch of Kiangsu

evidence pleadings

for Judgement to

appeared again before

the above court when the following decision was handed



REGISTER No:— Mise» Ub/dUCRIME

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

« own:

D.C.(Special Branch)

CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— o and final

b.D«O.nCn Division

F. 2Î
G. 170M 1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. T^/
kJ iJ ' A " /,

...............Ç...........Division.
ZsahlngHOGd .Police Station.
. November. 17th.... i9
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
a .a. Id/li/oJ

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

s»o,D. Court*

The accused concerned Herein, namely

8«Y«3apoffv was again arraigned before the

, .D.Court a«m* 16/ll/d9 when he was found

guilty and the following decision was handed

4 months imprisonment for being 
concerned in successive fraud

$



G. 170M-1-39 J
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CRIME DIARY.
•c*

CRIME REGISTER No:—His 0,85/39 K,Rd, ....... Police Station.
November....lQth.....ip 39.

Diary Number:— 2 N ature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited ip 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of a male Russian for an offence 
r. - :—T ■ ef *><■*«*«. ft* "Wlff**** ■

On 8/11/39, the suspect was brought before the 

S.S.D,Court and was ordered to be detained until lsAl/39 

The suspect has one previous conviction.

Further enquiries were made by D.S.I. Beloshenko.

During the period of remand on several occasions 

the suspeot was removed from the station cells and 

questioned he strongly denied taking the complainant*e 
money and re the occurrence made the following statemm t.1

He is Russian by birth, but was adopted by a 

Gipsy family when he was a child. At present he le 

living with his step-mother at 41 Dent Lane. Recently | 

many gipsy families who were deported from Java,arrived 

in Shanghai and majority of them residing in Chinese 

houses in »ayside and Hongkew Districts. This fact is 

also known to the undersigned and some of these deportees I 

been already prosecuted*

On 6/11/39 one of these gipsies (name unknown) 

approached the suspeot and asked to show to him the 

place where he oould buy some ohlokens for cheap price. 

The suspeot agreed and they both went to the Shanghai 

Live Stock Market. Whilst on Woo Hwa Road (Chapel) 

the suspect*s companion approached two Chinese and asked |

M I



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
G. 17OM-1-39

CRIME DIARY. 

 Division, 
CRIME REGISTER No ..... Police Station.

....... .. I9 
Diary Number:— g/jj Nature of Offence:—»

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
them to change $10.00 bank notes* ihe two Chinese agreed 

and produced the money in $6.00 and £1.00 denomination. 

N.Y. Sapoff took the money and handed over sane to his 

companion who started to count them, then he (companion) 

handed the money back to Chinese and suddenly mounted 

on his bicycle and disappeared. then the Chinese dis

covered seme shortage in their money and detained him 

(the suanectJ*

Xt Is strongly believed that the suspect and his 

companion went together with the intention to steal, 

but not to search for cheap chickens as stated by hi*, 

therefore a charge of larceny will be preferred against 

him when he ap ears before the S.S.D. Court on 16/11/39.

On Instruction from D.D.O.’U* no F.X.R. to be 

o ened for this case as same occurred 0.0.1». and sme 

will remain be the subject of this ¿iso. file.

At the time of arrest of this accused one named 

»Soong Zal zung came to Kashing Hoad Bel lee station and 

reported that on £9/10/39 seme hubsIan was concerning in 

stealing rSB.OO from him (statement attached).

The ease also occurred in Chapel and sane modus 

operandi was applied.

A further charge In connection with this case

|||S|
III!



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
G. 170M-1-39

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
Division.
..Police Station.

Diary Number:— ‘¿/z Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
wfj.1 be “’referred against the a ecu Bed when before the

S.S.D. Court on 16/11/39«

Efforts will be taade to locate the aoeomnl’oe*

D. S. I,



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
FORM 40 

G. 44M-1-39

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of__ SO9n3..ZaA...ZUngji_ age__2h*.................................................. „

native of..............Jd~kaO, KQmpo.................. taken by me C.JU.C.1*-_____ ________________

at....K.?.Rd? ?___ on __ .6/11/3.9.................and^interprete^fiy.........Clerk..T&bI..*_____

r

At about 12 noon on the 29/10/39 when I was walking on

Tungehow Road near Hailar Road O.O.L.(Chapei)lenoountered 
two Russian males* On approaching me they stopped and one 

of the Russians (the accused arrested in connection with this 
case committed on the 5/11/39) produced a $10.00 banknotes

He then aaked me in Chinese language if I would change his 

$10*00 banknote into 2 $5.00 banknotes. I agreed to do so

Russian then gave me the $10*00 banknotes taHKiyi first__

and I in turn gave him two $5*00 banknotes On receiving
my two $5*00,banknotes the Russian stated that the two_____
banknotes which I had given to the Russian were no good and 

that he wished to select two banknotes himself, but before 

having my permission he snatched my banknotes from my hand 

and then looked them over. After he had done so he returned 

the banknotes to me stating that he wished to have two new 
Central Bank of China notes, and that as there were no 
Central Bank of China notes, did not wish to change his 

banknote* I then returned the $10.00 banknote to him* These 

two Russians then rode away on their bicycles in an easternly I 

direction Shortly afterwards upon counting the banknotes again

I found $25.00 missing. At this time the two Russian males

had already gone away. At 4*30 p.m. on the 5/11/39 when two i 
Russian males were committing a like offence, I recognized a 

Russian who was apprehended as the man who had previously | 

stolen my money* I therefore went to the Rashing Road Station j 
to report the offence* The above is my tree statement*____

Sd. Soong Zai Zung



*G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

"C
CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso, 85/39

Diary Number:—? 1

Division, 
Kashlng .KMApolice Station.

. November öth*....19 3»
TT------777------- rpmsr—

3l

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of a male itustian for an offence 

of "Ringing the Changes1*

At 5,10 p«rn. 5/11/39 a telephone message was 

received from the shanghai Live Stock Market premises I 

situated woo Hwa Ko«d, Chapel (0,0,L,) off Tungohow 

Road, reporting to the effect that a male Russian 

had b.en arrested for offences of "Ringing the Changes" 

and requested that members of this station receive 

custody of the person concerned.

Inspector ahar^ock immediately attended and 

received custody of a male foreigner, who’s particulars 

were subsequently found to be as follows:**

N.Y, Sapoff, 22, Russian, fe/unemployed. 
No.41, Dent Road.

and accompanying the above persons, were

Laohhman ylngh, British Indian, S.P.w.430, 
Shanghai live Stock Market, woo Hwa Road, 
Chapel•

i'seu Kyih Ylen )v Poultry dealer,
Ju-kao, Kompo, '

Mau Ching Foo Fish Dealer,
? wuchow Road near East Han bury Hoad, 

soong Bad zung coolie, shanghai
Live stock Market,

Enquiries made by C.D.C.l and the undersigned 

ascertained the following:«

At about 4.30 p.m. 5/11/39, the above described



F. 22 F 
170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— —........................ Police Station.

_____________________________ _________________________ - -......................................... *9
Diary Number:— 1/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places
' visited in 

course of 
investigation

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

three male Chinese had left the Shanghai Live stock 

Market and were proceeding along a footpath on the 

side of a creek leading to Urga Road* «nen they were 

accosted by the apprehended foreigner who was accom

panied Dj another foreigner, and asked if they had 

$1.00 bank-notes to change for a $10.00 bank-note«

The male Chinese Mau Ching Foo produced ten 

$1,00 banknotes and handed them to rhe apprehended 

foreigner who made pretense to count them, then 

apparently being satisfied asked if the Chinese males 

had any $5.00 banknotes to change for $10.00 banknotes.

The Chinese male Tseu Kyih Yien (

produced a number of $5«00 banknotes wnlch were 

immediately snatenod from h’' hands bj the apprehended 

foreigner and handed to the accompanying foreigner 

to count, who upon completing same handed the money 

back including the $1.00 banknotes stating that Central! 

Bank of China notes were required.

The two Chinese males involved, upon sorting 

out their money found two1$9.00 banknotes and five 

$1.00 banknotes missing, from the total returned to 

them by the foreigners, they therefore created a scene I 

and apprehended the described foreigner, the accomplice 

at this time making good his getaway«



F. 22 F
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
Division.
..Police Station.

Diary Number:— 1/3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
as this indident occurred o.o.L, ana nearto 

the Shanghai Live stock Market premises, 3.P.w. 430 

on duty inside the premises attended the scene and 

ascertainea the cause of the disturbance then requested^ 

ail concerned to return to the Livestock Market, from I 

whore he communicated by telephone with this station 

requesting assistance as recorded.
The male Chinese Tseu Kyih Ylen ( If] )

being a dealer in poultry who has to return to the 

country at 9 a.m. 6/11/39 and is the complainant 

in connection with the theft of $10*00 a statement 

has been obtained from him and is attached hereto*

The male Chinese Soong Zai Zung ( Y
accompanying the other two male Chinese claims that 

these foreigners are responsible for a similar offence 

committed some few days previously in which he is 

complainant, therefore the apprehended foreigner 
will be arraigned before the S.S.D,Court a.m. 6/11/39 I 

when application for his detention in custody for one |

week upon the authority of writ will be applied for to 

enable the assistance of a Russian detective to be 

obtained and enquiries completed before charges are 

formulated*

Copy forwarded to D.D.O*"C" Div.

DC. (special Branch)
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FORM 40 
G. 30M-1-37

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement ®.ft...................................................

native .......................... taken by me..J?,.•¡¿t.fl.t.i#..............................................

at...............on the... JftZ.ll/sJ.B...................an^^ntcrp-ete^by......... ____________________

At 4*00 p.m. on the b/11/39 T encountered two Kussians 

riding on bicycles on Tungchow Houd near- the Shanghai live 
3to$k K'arkwt, on their approaching me, they »topped and in 
a very polite and earnest raanner^to change u $10*00 note, 
which he w:s holding An hie hand into $6«00 or $1*00 notea«

They were speaking Chinese lanquage* at that moment one

Chinose named Mau Ching Foosaw this« andproduced ten 31*00
■1notes and handed over same to one of the ttussiano (the accused}

I After he had received same ths same Kusel an asked me to 
furnish some 36*00 banknote» for him* I, tnorefore, produced

I seven *00 banknotes from my pocket and tnen gave the nubs1an |
* I

twc^S.OObanknotOB* The nussian then stated that he wished 

to have Central Bank of China note». He then snatched my
bank notes from me and looked over earns* afterwards giving 
the money ba*k to me stating that there wee no Central Bank
of China notes* He also gave the 31*00 notes back to Mau Ching

Foo* on tho money being countud again I found $10*00 missing« 
whilst aau Ching Feo also found $6*00 misalng* (e immediately

... 1 — i 
arrested the accused and then handed him over to tho Indian
natcinan No*430. The stolen money was taken away by the 

absconded Kusaian*
The above is my true statement*

bd* tscu Kyih xlen*



FM. 22 G. NO. 1

' s.3iM-l.39 SHANGHAI municipal POLICE:"
» 1 CRIME DIARY. i 5 f; J ), __

r fgf....  — ■
..............D iv i sion\

Q /<<> Station.
Crime Register No.. «* ____----- - --- Noy<»ber ii th*.. zp 3®

Diary Number ______ (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence pound on enclosed

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

12.20 a.rn.-l.30 ar

11/11/39.

places visited in 
course of

investigation 
each day.

premises* 
Scene of offence, 

Det* Office.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.
Evacuated Chinese dwelling house 409 B. Seward Road*
About 12.10 a. tn. 11/11/39._______________________

>» ,» ♦» reported. ... Not reported*____________________________________
Name, occupation and ad

dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

S.M.C. Police*___________________________________

4 arrested and charged^
1* V* Mar^gnko^ 2b, Russian* «/unemployed*N.F. A*

2* Mah Ung Sz 24* 'angchow, M/female*
3* Bing Ah Zang 34* Foochow, M/unemploy«

fi.F.A. "

4* XU Foh Tsang 46, ningpo* ¡^unemployed
________ N.F.A* 1 J________

Arrests 4 by D.B. and detectives*

Classification of property 
stolen. Nil* Value $

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(b) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Found on enclosed premises*
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(j) What staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all “ol5” servants?
(1) If not, what was tHeir last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). At 11*40 r*ta* 10/11/39, a telcchone message 

was received xrotn an unknown Chinese t at a number 
of loaf ere entered premises at 409 ’• reward 

Foster and C*r* 0.191 attended and 
arrested all ths accused dercrlbed on ’beet 1 of 

this report» 
?«s* roster stated that thee ws seme ■acre 

persons an the nremires engaged tn lootin' of wood 
and fixtures eto. together with the arrested persons I 

but they managed to escape*
mquirles asa e by the undersigned Ascertained | 

that the prewises in question were formerly occurred 
by joneness soldiers Oho recently removed from the 
premises -saving sone unsecured and unattended*

All the accused addtted that they entered the
premises in question with the intention to conralt 
a felony therein* *11 charged accordingly and win 
annear hef«re the ftsSsB» Court on the morning of the



FM. 22 G. NO.1

• SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

.....................5.*......... Division.
&79/^9 / ----- MPBSkfS......  ...Police Station.

CrisneRcg^ ...... ........................................................ 3»

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence Attested

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

snateMn®»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
~ premises. On Yuenchang road near Broadway»________________
Time and date of offence. At about 3*50 n.3U 2C/11/30»____________________

m „ ». reported. 4» 50 20/11/39»______________________________
Name, occupation and ad

dress of complainant.
Julius frosehînsky, shop ooner at 40 TUrnohon® cad

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Arrests.

QM In custody

Valentine - hatohlft»

A>

/

-4- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
one by uniform brunch end

27, .uerfau» ^/unemployed»

dette tlw*

°' M goM ..m «al .Ml». V.!«. » 500.00.
- ______________________ i__________ ;_______________________________________ _____________________________

Classification of property 
recovered.

gp
Ditto» Value $ 300*00»

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(».) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on . 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
aH the points (e) to (1) should be answered, 
if known. In all eases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc.)

purlag ooamttmi on th« »troet approached 

the eotelMaent ana attempted to mnteh ite natch»
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(j) What staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of

them and if so, which one and for what
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

It about 5 ’'.ta. 20/11/39, the accused

«¿escribed on sheet 1 tut this report was arrested 

for several asraulte, tarceny and attested ®natc 

Inc of the pocket catch and chain from the cornela 

nont in tills case»
Oar god accordingly*
ull particulars of this can« are the

subject of «I.n. 976/38»

!/•» s. X



FORM. NO. > 
aooo-ts-sr

Ki1 «icim File No........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

|||, 3.6, Special.'' J
REPORT

Date December .5.,.... .19 39.

Subject (in full) .. ...M* A» PRITSKBR.Arrest... of.

Made by....D.S.„ .Misphen.ks

Yurther to report dated December 4, 1939, I have 

to report that M. Russian Jew, C.R.O. 7-2581,

pickpocket, who was arrested by the undersigned at the 

Yokohama Specie Bank and subsequently charged with loitering, 

was brought before the 1st Shanghai Special District Couit 

at 10 a.m. to-day and was sentenced .to 8 days detention.

D.(¿.(Special Branch).
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• SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ' . it>i
’ 7 #«s*fCRIME DIARY. S. S. „

■
 . ......................*A- -• fion. f

-«•.. .^x'- 4'
•* * ____ .....................................Police Station.
Crime Register No...10.71/^9 • B.eg.«aber. - 2fc<U____ 39. 4
---------------- ------ 1B0/89 BiwH B*i----------------“—~~—------------------------

Diary Number 1. . (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 45, 

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. Japanese m/bua on H.Ssechuen Road, near Jukong Road,

Time and date of offence.

„ „ »• reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

About 3 n.m. 3-1 »39
4.50 p.m. 3-12»39.___________
Ts Sung Ding (godown«-keep er, Pootung.

1 
I 4
I

Number of criminal* with 
full individual description.

Arrests.

Classification of property 
stolen«

T*o. One in custody.
1 Maria Ogli alia« Krilova, 24, Persian Olpefe s/f emale,j 

MMemmasSMSNS '
r.f.a.

'2, A male foreigner believed to bo one named V, 

Sikorsky well known criminal sweet heart of ths 
■saMfwr«iua.___________________________

One by the members ©f the Police Bureau of the
Shanghai City Government* 

I One envelope containing $10.00 Value $80.00. 
in notes.

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $

IIn cases of Murder or 
Suspected . Murder points 

« (a) to (d) should be 
answered.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

" approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)



CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)
m, gas/Np.jG. 45H-I-39

--------------?------------- ------------------------------------

(j) What staff employed on premises 3
(k) Are they all “old" «errant» 3
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long V
(m) What was their "ch»ractera'’3
(n) If «an> suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servant» suspected 3
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

At *“• 3-12-3«, • talerhone message was 
received from the Japanese Consular Police requesting 
to take custody of a Russian female detained by them 
for larceny. P.3. 836 attended and brought to the 
station the accused described on sheet 1 of this 
report. One named To Sung Ding (complainant) also 
accompanied party to the station and reported the 
following*

He ie godown-keeper in Foo tang and on 3-12-30, 
went to eee hie brother residing on K. Ssechuen Road. \ 
On hie way back to Poo tang the complainant boarded 
the Japanese »/bus on K. Ssechuen Road outside Foo 
Ming Hospital (near Dlxwell Road) to proceed to the 
Garden Bridge, is there was no seat available the 

! complainant was compelled to stand and same time he 
had noticed the accused and her companion (male 
foreigner) were standing also beside him. There was 
no necessity for the suspects to stand very close to I 

his ah they did end beside that aS soon as the 
m/bus started they began to Jostle him. toon near 
Jukong Road the two suspects suddenly lef t the s0ms 
and disappeared. The complainant become suspicious 1 
and on examining his poskete discovered that the 
envelope containing 380.00 notes and kept by him in . 
the Jacket pocket had dlsaspaerod^ll^M^^sn 

wan aloeMbuttoned* He replied tmftscacs^MMb 

far as H. Ssechuen Road Bridge and to report ®ie 
natter to the n/bus inspector. She ccmplalnant 
proceeded to toe Bridge, but as no inspector e’en



22 F
. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................ Police Station.
___________________________________ ‘............................................................................................*9

Diary Number:— 1/3« Nature of Offence:—

Places
Time at which I v**ited in

investigation begun . c°urse of
and concluded each day investigation

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. ’

located he walked back to see his brother nnd to 

borrow sone money to pay his transportation fee to 

Poctuug« Whilst walking along N« Szechuen Road near 

Range Road the complainant observed the same two 

suspects boarding the m/bus proceeding north along 

N, Szechuen Road. The complainant ran to board the 

same m/bus, but it was to late and n/bus drove away. 
Uie oomplaimt took the next iq/bus* wont to see his 

brother, borrowed some money from him and again took 

the m/bue outside the Foo Ming Hospital to proceed to 

the Garden Bridge« Cn entering the w/bus he again 

noticed the same two suspects inside« ihls time the 
complainant told about hie loss to two Chinese sitting I 

beside him and who (two Chinese) happened to be the 

members of the Police Bureau of the Shanghai City 
Government« The two Chinese decided to arrest the 

suspects and when they were about to approach them the 

accused* s companion Jumped out and made good his 

esoape through nearest alleyway«
At first the accused was brought to some Chapel 

Substation and then was taken to the Japanese Consular 

¿olice where from she wsA handed over to this station«
The accused Is well known criminal and on being 

searched at the station she was found to be in possessJ
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G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY

CRIME REGISTER No:—
.......................... .Division.
..................... Police Station.
.......................... -............... 19

Diary Number:— 1/4. Nature of Offence:—

Tinje at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

of $124*00 in notes and Y.78,50 in notes* Many 

Japanese m/bus tickets, three knives and one fork 

of white metal also were found on her* She strongly 

denied "being in company with any foreigner but on 

several occaaionsprior to her arrest she was seen 

together with her sweet heart one named V. Sikorsky 

(well known piok-pocke t) •
There is no photograph of V* Slkcraky in the 

station Album of criminals and owing to late hours 

the complainant was not token to the Finger Prints 

Bureau to examine the photos but this will be done 

first in the morning of 4*12*39* The accused stated 

that she forgot her exaut address but came is some* 

where in Trench Town* This is not true and it is obviot 
that she 13 trying to prevent the arrest of her 
companion V* Sikorsky* She strongly denied being 

travelling several times in the m/bus along N. Szeohuer
Road and also being a resident of the French Conaessior

]
she could not give any satisfactory explanation for hoi

presence in thio area* ¿¡he could not give the account 
of the money in her possession and it is obvious that

same had boon stolon from the oomplainant and some 

others who failed to report the thefts to the felloe* 

She also oould not give any explanantion for possessio^ ■ 10111
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

........................... ...Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— .......................... Police Station.
.........................................................................................................................................................T9

Diary Number:— 1/5. Nature of Offence:—
I

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 

, course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

of three knives and one fork and it is strongly believed 

that same had been stolen by her from some restaurant 

where she together with her sweet heart had their tiffin,i

On 4-12-39, the nocused win be brought before the
S.S.D, Court when a charge of Laroeny will he preferred | 

„ I
against her and some time efforts will oe made by the 

undersigned to locate and arrest V* Sikorsky*
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1071/39 H.
158/S9 D.tid.

Hongkew
October 19tb 40.

45

On 30/9/40 both She accused failed to appear 

before the 8.S.O. Court and Judge Z.T. sung ordered that 

Warrants for their ar rest to be issued*

No warrants ware received up to date.

Stine time it ascertained that on 21/9/40 

the 1st accused ¿4. bgly was arrested by Slnsa Station

for Fonteetp inking for which*© was charged and sentenced 

to 30 days de tent! cm.

Owing to the fact that the sentence expires on

88/10/40» an application haS been made for her appearance 

< before the S.S»D*c©urt on 21/10/40. 
।

Sen D.S.I

D.D.O. *0«



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POM(^~-?
CRIME DIARY.

Division,
Hongfetg....... .Police Station,
iMxiath...................z$4o.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1071/40

Nature of Offence:—Diary Number:-— 6

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 2/5/40 the accursed appeared before 

the 2nd Branch of Klangsu High court of Appeal 

and after the trial the ease was remanded until 

9/5/40 for judgment.

On the above date the following judgment
was ordered»«

"Appeal dismissed



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^in

CRIME DIARY.

IS8/30 D.RdCRIME REGISTER No:—
1071/39 H.

Diary Number:— 3

.......................... Division.
..........Police Station.

............i9 39 -
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

°n 19/12/39, the accused In this Case together 

with V. Sikorsky appeared before the S«S.D.Court and 

after the trial they were sentenced to 4 months* 

imprisonment each.

Application will be made to the 3.3.D.Court 

for combination of sentence in respect of the accused

I
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s.n<-i-39 ' zx w—;/taI I
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY.

.......*...Q. *........Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 158/39. D.Rd. •• HongkWW........Police Station.
__________1071/39« H»________ . Peaanhsr-17th»... .z9 39.

Diary Number:—____g* , Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 

> course .of 
investigation 

tach day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 4-13-39, the accused appeared before the 
S.3.D. Court and after trial the following Judgment 
was rendered»

"five (S) months imprisonment for larceny. Of 
the property found on accused’s person, *80.00 to be 
returned to the complainant. The remaining property 
to be temporarily kept in the court Property Room.* 
As it was mentioned in diary 1 of this report the 
following money was found on the accused at the time 
of arrest: 3124.00 in notes and Yen 78.00 in notes.

The accused has 3 previous convictions.
As it was mentioned in previous diary the

complainant could not identify the accused’a accomplice 
who had escaped at the time of her arrest. Ecwever on 
4-12-39, the complainant »1S taken to the Finger Prints 
Bureau and photograph of V. Sikorsky was shown to him, 
but ho definitely refused to recognize him and stated 
that he (complainant) did not see the accomplice’s face. | 
On 7-12-39, V. Sikorsky was arrested by the jr.il.L. Party ' 
(see H. Miso. 438/39) and after their enquiries ho was 
handed over to the S.MJP. On being questioned at this 
station V. Sikorsky strongly denied being together with 
the accused at the time when she was arrested. The 
complainant is the resident of Pootung and at the time of 1



G. n$M-l-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
........................... Division,
.............................Police Station.

T9
Diary Number:— 3/2, Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

making this report he gave the address of one named 
Yang Zau Chi the hawker operating at Hongkew Market 
through whom he (complainant) could be called to the 
station if required. Yang was located and requested 
to call the oomplainant to the station but latter failed 
to appear. It is believed that the complainant would 
not trouble himself to come to Shan^iai for questioning 
as he already received his alleged stolen $80.00. As
it was mentioned in diary 1 of this report the accused 
at the time of arrest was found to be in possession of 
three knives and one fork suspected being stolen from
somewhere, as the accused’s explanation that she 
bought same on auction about two weeks ago is not true. 
As a result of enquiries made by the undersigned at 
several restaurants in Hongkew and Central Districts
it was ascertained that the knives and forks are the
property of the Navy "Y restaurant on Szechuen Road.
On being confronted with this evidence the accused
admitted stealing the property from the above establish-
ment. Sikorsky admitted having tiffin with the accused
on 3*12-39, at the Navy "Y* restaurant and also having 

only witnessed when she stole the knives and forks 
served on their table. After being received from the
J.N.L. Party on 11-12-39 the following day V« Sikorsky



FüM-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
............................Division, 
...... ....................... Police Station.

Diary Number:— 2/3. Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each ua;

I
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

was brought before the S.S.D. Court on Writ of 

Detention when he was ordered to be detained until 
19-12-39.

He has 6 previous conviotions. On the above date 

the accused in this case will be brought together with 

him before the S.S.D. Court when a charge of Larceny 

of knives and forks will be preferred against them 
which is now form the subject of H. I.I.R. 1189/39 

and C. F.I.R. 3789/39.

KB
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••,70M'''39 S. a. RE^i> TRY
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POinefi? —^

. J?....AW
CRIME DIARY.

............... "0"..... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Mi SO. 418/39. ........ Hon^CeW Police Station.

.... .......d«!WW...8».. .19 a».
Diary Number:— 2e Nature of Offence:--

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Fiacca 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of one npined_Yhariflan Shahamardln

On 2/12/39, the suspect appeared before the 

S.s.D.Court end was ordered to be detained until 9/12/39.

The suspect has no previous convictions.

During the period of remand it was ascertained I 

that the tools the suspect attempted to dispose at the 

time of arrest are the stolen property, given to the 

suspect by one Flrsoff arrested by this station on 

2/12/39. (H. Miso. 417/39).

At present Flrsoff on Writ of Detention until

13/12/39 therefore an application will be made to the

S.S.D.Court for detention of this suspect until the

above date to be tried together id th his accomplice.
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•■W. 8. S. ._ !
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. _*_£

/ CRIME DIARY.

......... .....*(?.**.. Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:—«13C.416/39* ....................... .... Police Station,

................................................39 
Diary Number:— • Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
| visited in 

course of 
investigation 

। each day 
_____________________ i________ j____________________  
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of one n^med Chari flnn Shahnv nrdin
43 "tus^lan, A. in rosression of m/onr tools. |

At 4 p.m. /12/39, J.S.I. CyBinAikOff bro : ht

to this station the above named person who was arrested 
»

for being in poe ession of one ’/ranch, one screw driver I

end one hammer.

The suspect »hb arrested at 1.25 p.m. l/lt/39 /

by RaviIder 364 (attached Central at) ^ho saw the accusmB 

dt enosing the above tools to a street hawker on ne/king | 

Load near Honan Road*

On being ouesti-ned the suspect stated that the 

tools were given by him by a Russian known ns ‘’.‘•’isha*’ 

whom he ( suspect) met on Yeuchung Road*

It io strongly believ-d that 

stolen property from some m/truck or 

the tools are

oar* In formation

also was received by the undersigned and D.S« ’’'edorof/'
/ ■ 'fe ' J

to the effect that two Russian loafers (named at r-r«lMt 

unknown) recently were active in stealing the parts ¡»nd

tools from the m/carsin this ar°a and probably they are ■

the
©n 2/1:5/39, the suspect will be brought before

responsible for stealing the tools in .his case

Court on a rlt of Je ention for one week



' 1

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.I

CRIME DIARY.
i ' ...... .......... ...—

CRIME REGISTER No:— 416/31.
**C Division.

Hon ’Jcewpolice Station.
December .10th»o

Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day 9 a,m, • 10 a«ri» 
9/12/39,

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

s.s.D» Court,

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 9/l?/39, the s s^ect

ap eared before the S.3.D. Court v»hen he "ns ordered

to be detained .ill 13/18/39, to be tried together with 
■

hie aocompl arrested in connection 1 th (H) Vise. 
417/39» Ihl . ; iSe is transferred now to (H) MinC.No,417/I 

39, in which case the ouspeot will be now the 16th 

accused, charged with disposing stolen property and for 

full particular© rle* ©® 86° (H) ^lsct41r’/39 and (H)



G. 170M-t-3?

CRIME DIARY.

................. ..........Division.
.... ......................... Police Station.
.... Hecomber......9.th......ip 39.

h
D.D.O.^C*

Nature of Offence :-Att<Sh<)plUng

HANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.J j

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1078/39

Diary Number:- ft & fjnal

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

On the morning of the 5/12/39, both the

accused appeared, before the S.S.D.Court when after

hearing the following decision was handed down:-

ist.

2nd«

II

accusedl

accused*-

Sentence to be

Property to be

1st.

2nd.

Case

Sen. Det

Four months imprisonment for 
attempted larceny & recidive

Two months imprisonment for 
attempted larceny«

executed immediately.

returned to owner

accused has

console ted«

5 previous convictions«



FM. 22 G. NO. 1

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ,
fpj! CRIMS DIARY.

f ===== ,n ... /
....................................... ................Division. 

.Police Station. i 
Crime Register No.* ........... 39

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— Att* liftlfl&o

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

5 p.m. • fl »30 pm

4/12/39.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

ooens of of enoe, 
Yuenfong Road,Market Street 
». Range Hoad, 
Det. Office. enquiries»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. Japanese pl eoe goods shop at 341 '/oosung R-ad,

Time and date of offence. About 4,45 p.m» 4/12/39,__________________________
„ », reported. 5 p,a, 4/12/3J by telephone,_____ _______________ ___

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. S, f'ik&se, Japanese, shop keeper» 341 Voosung Road.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. Two arreated and.Charged,

1, Mari® Kosih, 26, Russian, S/femnle, N.7.A.

g, Nadejda Kosheleva, 39, Russian, 3/fenalg, H.f.A» ]

1..  ....... ........... ..... . ......

Arrests. One by complainant. 
One by detectives*

Classification of property 
stolen. One woollen Jersey» Value $12» 0,

1------- ------------------------ ------------------ -----------------------------------

Classification of property 
recovered. i Ditto. Value$l«.00.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position» appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal* and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Attempted shop lifting, whilst ent rod the shop 

on pretext to be shop customers.



FM. 22 G, NO, 2

g. 45M-1-3» CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed oa premises?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?

«(1) If not, what was their last employment 
and for how long?

(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Arc friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). At 5 p.m, on the 4/12/39, a telephone mes age 

was received from 341 dooming Ro-’d Japanese piece 

goods shop reporting the ar est of a Russian female 

for larceny at above shop*

D.P,S. Saroeshima and C.D.C.221 and the under
signed attended end received into custody one named 

Maria Koeih* 2% Russian, S/female of N.F.A.,
Enquiries ma e by above detectives ascertained I 

that at about 4« 45 p.m, on the 4/12/39* the above 

female together with one other Russian female entered I 
the shop and were standing at the shop counter select* 
In some woollen jerseys. As their actions appeared to 

the shop assistants quite suspicious they kept both 
females under observation, Few minutes later the 2nd* 

mentioned female suddenly left the shop and then one 

of shop assistants named Chiu Zung Ming )*
noticed that the 1st, mentioned female put one woo* 

lien jersey under her overcoat and was about to leave I 
the shop* when she was stoprod by above shop assistant 

who fo nd the s tdten Jersey under her overcoat* She 

was taken before the shop keeper and the latter in* 

formed the station as already stated above*
On being brought to the station and questioned 

the let* named accused admitted that she together 
'R- 

with one female known to he aS Nadia and whom she 
met at about 4 p*m* in a heroin den in Market Street 

where they decided to steal something in a Japanese 

shop on oooung Road* proceeded together to the shop



F. 22 F 
170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY

1078/39CRIME REGISTER No:— x
........9........ Division. 

......Police Slelion. 
ppc ember 4th,rp 39

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:— Atto Ohopllftinf

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

An question where the 2nd. named attempted to ete 1 one 

woollen Jersey from the counter but dropped that Jersey 

on the floor and being afraid that her action wan noticed 

by one of shop assistants left the shop. Then the 1st. 

accused took that Jersey and put same under her overcoat 

when she was arrested by a shop as-istnnt.

Acting on information received from the 1st.accused 

detectives succeeded in arresting one 8- deJda Kosheleva» 

39, >/fem ole, of H.1P.A. at about 8.10 p.m. on Range Road 

near Chapoo Road (now the 2nd. accused). On being brought 

to the station she was identified by the mentioned shop 

assistant as an accomplice of the 1st. accused who esc&ne^ 

from the shop prior to the ar eat of the 1st. accused.

On being questioned the 'nd. accuseda admitted 

that she entered the shop in question with the 1st. accus

ed with the intention to commit s larceny in there.

Written statements were taken from both the accused 

and will be produced in the court as exhibits.

Both the accused are well known to Police heroin 

addicts »nd admitted that they in vended to commit a 

larceny to obtain some money from the disposal of the 

stolen property to buy heroine.

Both were charged accordingly and will appear 

before the S.S.D. Court on *he morning of the 5/1^/39.



I
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

—............ .............Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................Police Station.

..................... ............. .................. ...................................... —*9
Diary Number:— 1/4* Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Further interrogation of the ao used could not commit 

them -71th any oth r similar offence. Both the accused 

have previous convictions for larceny.
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■ FORM 40 X

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of............N * Koshel.ey.g.,..........................................................

native of.......... RUSft»..................................... taken by me----------------------------------------------------

at Rp.ngkew Stn._on the....4/1.^*.39,............and interpreted by....J).».S.-5.I,—FedoXD-ff^—

My name Nadejda Koshelev^, Russian« 39 years, at

present unemployed of not fixed abode. At about 4 p.m. on the 

4/L2/39, I agreed wlth one named Maria Kosih, with whom I 

met in a heroin den in Youngfong Road, to go to a Japanese

shop on Woo sung Road to commit a theft therein._______________

_________ About 5 p.m. we entered one shop on Wopsung Road

corner Q. in san Read and started to select 30.me.J_er s ey s _ 1 j/i n g o n |

the counter, Than Maria XYnsih told me to take one jersey under

I------------------- -----whm 1 picked up the s-^me I noticed that one of shop assistants

r~-------—__ was W itching me sp I immediately left the Shop,-----------------------

I—------ ----------------------------------Thia. _ia my tru.es tatwnent- 3i.jed by.M4-----------------------



I 
.......... . .... ......

*
__ FORM 40 ♦

SG44M-.-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of... M ST laKoaih. ........................................—||

native of......Ru.S?.i.a*...r....................................taken by me......................... ......................................

at—the.....4/.l.?Z3.?.«............ and interpreted by....31*S.».I<—Eedorsf-f-,—

' .__________________ My name Maria. Kosih, 2 yearat Rueaian, unawylayed—

I ■■ -■■ r., ' -- '

I-.''.' ;,......_________ A t at>out 4 p.m, on the 4/12/39, one female known—tn—

I;J;.;,,-;J'./^.Z.- me aS K^dejda Kosheleva and Thorn I mat in a heroin den in-----

Market Street told me if I am willing tn gn with bar tn a____ —J

'_______________________ Japan eseshoponVooBung Road to commit a theft in that shop«—
j At about 5 B.a. even date we entered one shop an —------1

I£ ' boosting Road corner of (¿uinean R-ad where B. Kosheleva. who_____t

I Speak a Japanese» started to talk with a ehnp ansiatant re prices 

of go ode and when the shop aetietant left her Bhe-.stole one------

I_____________________HQAllen. Jeiiaey from the counter and put same under her coat,—

!____________ ——-—But. later. o.n_she pu^tthatjersey.back.on the.countar stating -—-i

■...... :---------- that She suspects that Japaneaa Shop aaalatcnt woa watching .haWr}

;;-:/;r ; arrested by shop assistants who handed me over tn Hnngkew —— 

____------------- J-tationj,___ J jy:.

j__________J|L---------------my trujujs.t.ate®en'L_a±gned._hy.juu.—
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V r”“-1-' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIGL^mHr.'ir . :-> u r s. u. Htwsrgf
** CRIME DIARY. n 60^9 |__________ .---- ••OwNo, S' ' _______ _..“T

11 Ml /%€> .................. -Poli^
crun^g^ no.------------ ---------------------------- ...Deoember.... 13 th...

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— £0

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

See below* Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

See below*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. foreign dwelling pounlaes at 2*8 Broadway*

Time and date of offence.

»> „ reported.

About 7 am 88/9/39*
Not reported*

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. lira* 8* Pawl tear, German refugee, unemployed fenale

________________________rggieln^ 842 agoadway*____
Number of criminals with 

fuit individual description. One arrested & charged*

V* Afanasieff, 29, Ri'seian, s/une&ployed, N*I*A*

Arrests.
One by deteotives*

Classification of property 8® IUPWLmIsS Of XlfiSft* 
stolen. . —

Classification of property DO» 
recovered.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all eases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal* and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description. .
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog* partaking 

of food etc.)

300*00
Value $

DO«Value $ *

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position» appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

«) Entered the premises via open front door and 

stelo tee property from a obesi < drawers on lot*
» floor stair ones landins*



y*. 22 G. NO. 2
* G. $5M-!-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j), What staff employed on premises 9
(k) Are they all "old** servants ?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long t
(m) What Was their "characters” ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so» which one and for what 
reason^

(o) Ait old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not* who is suspected ?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). The accused described on sheet 1 of tide 

diary arrested oft S/1%/39 in connection with (V) 
F.T.li. 1283/38 during the period of remand» tted 
the larceny of a quantity of linen from MS Broadway 
uhloh theft wee perpetrated by hlft at about 7 sn 
28/8/38.

The wbolon ^ro^erty wee peened by the aeoueed I 
in lah Heu ( * 1% ) pawnshop» 180 Foochow ¡id oft the J 

was» date for $10.30 and the pawnepn^or dea’o'oyed.
The proper ty wee raoowarod by detectives cn 

aAVa*.
The aecaaod charged accordingly and wfU 

appear before the S»8«D»CMrt on «he IsAgfe?.
JUr hill particulars please aee (*) F.X.R. 

1M3/S9.

~ 1L
II



FdT22 G. NQ.m 
G. 37M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CRIME DIARY

„ . D . 1116/39CnmeRegister No.......................

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.)

Division,

nonskosr........ ...... Police Station.
December 10th,.....I9 39

Nature of Offence:— DiBpcOing Stolen
iroperty*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
3/12/39 10/12/: ©i

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

See body of report.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

reported.

ame, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

House 5. Dane 122 Yuenfong Ho add
About 12 no n 1/12/3'
Not reported.

S.Ä.C. 3 o

Arresten A ohargedU

S» Shahtriggdln. 43. S o ei an» "arW. - loy.

Arrests

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

(a)
O»)

(«) 
(d)

Full Details of Method used 
tn Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story .told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Nil

On® by U.B

Nil

knowing seme to have bon stole®»

Value $

Value S

Received the e olen pre froffi dlBr*)#al
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G. 45M-!-$9 — CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises 9
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what /as their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected ?

Remarks

accused described on Sheet 1 of this 

reort arrested on the 1/12/39, in connection with 

(H) Else*416/39 in "oanenolm of n wrench key, one 

screw driver and one herder, during the period of 

remand admitted of receiving s me from one V* 

Fetiooff (the let« accused arrested in connection 

with (H) '’lec.417/39) with a vie® to dispose of 

Same to ne f second hand hawker in Peking load* 

Hie statement wae cor obomted by ’etisoff 

who staged that he promised to pay '1*00 to the 

accused from the proceeds of disposal of the proper
ty» lhe accused admitted th t he knew very well 

that the property wae stolen by wtieoff* 

Charged accordingly* 

For fill particulars rlenee see (H) ®*ioc*

417/39.
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G. 170M-I-39 gtf
’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, i

CRIME DIARY.

......... *Q.^.....Division.
.... Police Station.

De e mb e r 15 ^, 39
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1116/39.

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:-- Disposing of

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
See below.

Place s 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

। Stolen Propertj

Se ’ below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 13/12/39, the accused.

appeared before the S.S.D. Court when after hearing of 

evidence the following Judgement was handed downi-

•Twenty days* detention for dieposing of

stolen property. Sentence to be executed 

immediately* •

The accused has no previous conviction.

This ease is connected with (H) Mlsc.No.417/39

' • and (H) F.I.R. 1114/39

Case completed.



FM. 22G. NO. 1

G* 37M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
. ♦' CRIME DIARY.

..........................9..........  Division.

....... Hfln^kew....... ....Police Station.
.....m»/39...... . .......„ a>.

Diary Number i. (Sheet No. i.) Nature of Offence:— 40.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
Prom 3-12-39 to

10-12-39.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

See body of report.

1___________ 1B1
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. Outside 15 quinsan Gardens

Time and date of offence. About 6 »30 p,m. on the 30-11-39
reported. Not reported

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

«UM

Mr, K. Kin, Korean, contractor, 15 quinsan Gardens

ACTiaWd and

Vassily Denteo ff, 33, Russian, e/unemployed, N.F.A

Ai rests
I-

One by detectives.

Classification of property 1 
stolen.

Ono blank painted bicycle vaiue $ 40.00
licence No* unknown.

Classification of property 
recovered. Nil. Value 5

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered, 
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(e) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

c' 1
Full Details of Method used 

in Committing offence.
In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 

all the points (e) to (t) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry* including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told* etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i> Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc.)

Stolen whilst left unlooked and unattended.
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G, 45M-I-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all ’’old" servants?
(I) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(ra) What was their ’’characters"?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?

(n) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

The accused described on sheet 1 of thio report 
arrested on a-12-39, in connection with (H) Miso.

No.417/39 during the period of remand admitted 

that at about 6.30 p.m. on the 30-11-39, stole 

one bicycle from outside of 15 Qulnsan Gardens. 
The complt. Mr. K. Kin, Korean, contractor residing | 

above address was located by detectives and stated | 
that his bicycle value 140.00 licence No. unknown 
was Sidon at the time and date as admitted by 

the accused from outside hie residence.
The case was not reported to the Police. 
Stolen property not recovered.
Accused charged accordingly and will appear 

before the S.SJ). Court on the morning of the 

13-12-39.
For full particulars please see (H) Miso.

No. 417/39.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. * 'y
CRIME DIARY.

............ * Q *...... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1115/39. ..... Honj&ew..... Police Station.

........December .15th,/9 39
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:— 40«

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below.
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation . 
each day

i See below*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 11/12/39, the accused

appeared before the S.S.D. Court when aft*»r hearing of 

evidence the following decision was handed downi-

"5 monthsi imprisonment for larceny and 

reoidive’•

Thia Case is connected with (H) Miao.No.417/39*



./SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

5 months 'imprisonment for larceny and recidive,

This case is connected with (H) Wi-c-No.417/39

CRIME DIARY.

On the morning of the 13/12/39, the accused

appeared before the S.S.D. Court and -’as sentenced to

Nature of Offence:— aq

... ......IQ*........ Division.
. ..........Police Station.
.....Ï)eo.emb.er..l5.th#-.zp 39

Diary Number:— j

o.*c

Get

CRIME REGISTER No:—Miao.417/39 (H).
F.I.R. 1281/39 (w)

record of investigation.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day Sep below.
Places 

visited in 
' course of 
investigation 

each day
See belcw.
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G. 17ÖM-1-39 'FT.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1221/39 (W),
...... ?C_......Division.
Ilongkew. Police Station.

VeamfoeT 39
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:— 40#

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day From 3/12/39 -

Places 
visited in 
course of 

10/1 /39 • investigation * ‘ each day Je body of report.
__________________________ _____________ i
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The 3rd, accused named George Ivanoff-Shikoff, 

2 7, Russian, S/un-viployed, of N.F.A. arrested in connec— 

ti n tri th (H) Mil j.417/39 during the period of remand 

admit'ed the ice described in diary 1 of this report» 

stating that a’- -bout 3 p.m. on the 1/12/39 he entered

the premises in question via open front door and then pro

ceeded to the 2nd. floor where he wrenched off ith his

hr->nds a small padlock decuring the door of complainant*s 

room and entered the ro<un closing door behind him.

Then the accused stole 3 «’■ent’s suits and me 

overcoat from the wardrob? in the r om which vordrobe 

he stated was not looked and put the said clothing on 

himself.
Then he took from the room one hat which he put I 

on hie hand and on leaving the ro m also took one rain

coat hanging on the wall in the room, one pair of shoes 

and one leather handbag containing two sheets.

The accused left the said premises unobserved 

by any one and then proceeded to various pawnshops where 

he pawned part of the stolen property and «art of the 

property disposed tof to unknown Chinese on Yuenfong Road

On being questioned by deteoHree the complainant 

admitted that he made a mistake re number of tilings



> F. 22 F \ 
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— .... ..................... Police Station.

_...............................   -19
Diary Number:— 3/2 Nature of Offencet-f-

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

to the stolen property.

xhe following property wan recovered by Hongkew 

de tec tives»-

2 suits

1 overcn 1.

1 hat

Aie following

1 rent’s suit

1 raincoat

1 leather handbag $ 20*00.

1 pair of black shoes $ 10.00.

and 2 man’s shirts. 3 10.00.

Total $190.00. 
value

I 
vaine $400.00.

value $200.00.

Value 3 10.00. totui’ìoloo. 
value

property w^s not reco ver sdi

vi lue $100.00*

value $ 50.00.

the accused charged accordingly and will appear before 

the S.S.D. Court on +he morning of the 13/12/39.



FM^22 G. NO. 1
U 37M-I-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CRIME DIARY.
• C • .Division.

Crime Register No. 1114/39
............Police Station,

Deocmbtr. l.Oiht..... /9 3Ä
Diary Number 1. (Sheet N Nature of Offence:— 40«

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
Fro® 3-12-39 to

10-12-39

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

See body of report.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

Fro® Japanese Amy n/trucks on the vacant piece of 
ground off 'Jooounst Bead »ear Boone Hoad.________
Between about 20-11-33 and 1-12-39.

reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Sot reported.

Japanese Army detachment in Sbancai.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Arrests

toÄisäJBijtetaa-
Vassily Fetisoff, 37, Russian, «/unemployed, of

... UHL

One by detectives.

Classification of property 
stolen.

r/trudk tools and parts value $ 35.00

Classification of property 
recovered. • de Value $ 35.00

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In eases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc;
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Stolen from a number of unattended Japanese 
Army m/trueks lurking on a vacant piece of. ground off | 

Vooeung Road near Boone Road.

ä

u



FM. 22 G. NO. 2
*£. 45M-1-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What employed on premises ? 
(k) Are they all "old** servants? g
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their •’characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so* which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Arc friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

Th« accused described on sheet 1 of this report 

arrested on the 2-12-39, in connection with (H) Miso 

No»417/39 during the period of remand admitted the 
larceny of m/car tools and parts which thefts he 

perpetrated on several occasions between 20-11-39 

and 1-12-39, ¿Torn a number of Japanese Army m/trucks 

parking on the vacant piece of ground off Woosung 

Road near Boone Road»
The following property was recovered by 

detectives in connection with the cases
1 wrench key, 5 spanners, 2 m/car nut keys, 

1 pr. of pliers, 2 screw drivers, 1 pr. of largo 

scissors, one m/oar carburetor, one hammer.
The accused was charged accordingly and win 

appear before the S.S.D. Court on the morning of 

the 13-12-39.
For ftall particulars please see (H) Miso.

No. 417/39.



F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
fart

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—1114 39

Diary Number:— 2

............................. Division.

.... ^ongkew......Poiice Station.
DedMbw 15thÄp 39

Nature of Offence:— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day Se below«

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See bel V

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 13/12/89 the accused

appeared before the S.S.D. Court when the following

decision was handed downi

This oase is connected with (H) Miso.417/39

and (H) Ml so.Ho.416/39(H) y.I.R. 1116/39

5 months' imprisonment for larceny and recidive!

Property to be returned to complainant*

d;d.o.*c*



—1
I

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE/# « #?(
CRIME DIARY. 

------------------------------- nC* 
.:.............Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mi SO.460/39. . H°n^C®w... Police Station.
December 16th I9 39.

Diary Number:— 1 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
in vestigation begun 

and concluded each day

1
Places 

visited .in 
course, of 

investigation 
each day 1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of one male Russian for looting O.O.L.

At &.30 p.m« on the 18A2/39, la resnonse to a 
telephone message received from J.N.L.Perty, F.S.836 
brought to toe station from Japanese Qonsulnr Police 
sub-station, Wooeuag ad« one valentine orogin, 87« 
Russian, s/unemployed, of N. F«A. who was arrested toy 
members of at about 12 noon ieAs/39 in one
of empty houses off Dixwell Rd 0.0*1. for looting M 
fire wood from therein«

inquiries made toy D.s.1. fcdoroff and the above
suspect cm being questioned at the station admitted 

■ ./ /it.

the offence as stated above«
It was ascertained that the house in question is 

situated off Dixwell Rd near flashing Hd Bridge 0.0.L* 
and is an evacuated and partly ruined Chinese dwelling 
house.

The suspect was carefully interrogated re other 
similar offences commi tted in the Settlement but strong
ly denied Hiving com! tted any crime.

The suspect is well known to Police as heroin 
addict who obtains money for his living and flor buying 
heroin by disposing of fire wood and old iron scraps 
which he picks up amongst the ruins in dhnpoi 0.0*1.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number:— -i7r

...............................Division,
—.......................Police Station.

...............................................T9
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

He was fingerprinted for the purpose of oheoklng

up and detained In cells pending lnst.ruottona from

Àsti stGfUMjd 
ttv 

tf. '/ „

D. 1). 0. ”C"<
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On the morning of the B/l'/39 both the aooused

> F. 22 F 
B.17GM-1-39

SH7

CRIME REGIS!

Diar

' f i Y

INGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.-y
CRIME DIARY.

............................... Division.
ER No:—- ' * Hongkew......... Police Station.
________________________ - Decu- iath----—39,
jr Number:— « Nature of Offence:—
r ________

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
! each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

appeared before the S.S.D.Court when after hearing 
of evidence the ease was remanded, till 15/13/59 for
Judgnent. On the morning of the 15/12/39 both the
accused again appeared before the above Court when
the following decision was handed

*Each 4 months* in^prisonment
down I
for being oonoemed 

in attempted larceny at night by damaging 
protective device and reeldive.”
One torch, 4 keys and knife conficoated.
Case completed.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

F. 22 F 
I70M-I-39

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1040/39
Miso. 404/39

Diary Number:— o

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

----- -.Í..............Division. 
JIongk.0W...........Police Station.
..JJ.ecjember...41h,......ip 39,
Nature of Offence:--fì0u8e b^lnp.

On the morning of the 1-12-39, both the accused

appeared before the S.8.D. Court when after hearing of 

evidence the case was remanded till 8-13-33, for trial 

pending the appearance of the oomplainant in this case

Mr. S. Gundlah, manager of the Toha kali an Cafe

1319 N. Szechuan Road and who represents the compit«

in this case was informed by the undersigned to attend

the above Court on the 8-12-39
precautionary measure, a written

At the same time, as a
statement was taren

from the let accused and countersigned by the 2nd accused i

in which statement both the accused admitted breaking

the pad-lock securing the premises in question and

entering the premises which statement will be produced

in Court as exhibit. Though nothing wasstolen by the

accused. because they had been arrested Immediately after

they had entered the premises, it is quite evident that

they broke into the premises with the intention to commit

larceny therein. Both the accused will be re-arraigned

before the S.S.D. Court on the morning of the 8-12-39,

D.O

nJ/D'et. i/c

D

*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. B. j

^Divuion,

Crime Register No K®. ®®
______ Oge< 404/39

.............

Police Station.
^oveaber,.i9 39

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. i.) Nature of Offence:— HquBp *? .e>

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

25/11/39 to *9/11 :es visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

body of report,

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. ’H”artero, above Oafe and con fee tir nary ghor at 1-319 ÎT. Sjeech ion Ro«A.

Time and date of offence.

.. reported.

AboutXz o,n, on the 93j/Ll/39, 
reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

xaul Tohakallsn, shoy-leeper, represented by 
b, tfiaxllah, manager, 4 ?rao*ell Road, _______

¿wo arrest d and charged

Arrests

1« '’enddy Petroff« alleo s««©«tin, 30, Ruenlan 
5/unemployed, ität e Lafayette T«C,

IrokopyS oh, 49, Latvian,

Classification of property 
stolen. 911»

Value $

2 by J«K.L,farty.

I

Classification of property 
recovered. S r 3 Wilo Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be

answered.
Time and date body was discovered. 
Position* appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

(b)

(e)
(d)

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In eases of larceny* housebreaking etc.» 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered» 
if known. Tn all cases in which there is 
fraud* the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal* and 

story told* etc.
th) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food ete.)

& *l*.

titered the premises through the front door 

by forcing off a radlook eeourln« the Iron frill
pro tooting the eaid door

1



FU. 22 6. NO. 2
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(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old" servants ?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters"?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outit.ndingor peculiar feature to be O th th® ftOOUBed dOOCribed fl i»he*’t 1 f) f tlSl
commented on by investigating officer).

report were ar rep ted by membere -.f the J.K.L.Pnrty

on in oonneotien with (H) Mieo«4 4/59 nnd

detained on rlt of Detention till 1/12/39 after 

they had ap eared before ‘he S«8«D« Court on the

morning of the above da te«
1st« accused hoe S revi^ua comr o tiene.

and. accused has 3 previous convictions*

During the period of remand both the accused 1

admi t’pd '© ■ making n to remises ai •ove oha?'011*10

Cafe 1319 B« >z chuen Io d by forcing of a pad lock I 

from the iron grill In front of the front do^r of f 

the nremleeB a t * bout rai.n S3A1/39*

4*e premie«« were ooc-ipied at the tine ' F 3 

toye employed at the above cafe*

Nothing stolen«

Loth the accused charged ao ordingly »nd will 

appear before the s«s«D* Court on the morning of 

1A 2/39.

Fbr Till oar tic ilare please so»» (H)Mlse*No»<04

/39.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. X'
CRIME DIARY.

============================== MqM
............................... Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 900/39 Hongke®......... Police Station.
... P.e.caaber.... lath.....19 39,

Diary Number:— g __________________ Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The case was tried before the 3.3.D.Court 

and on 12/1^/39 the accused was sentenced to
I



FM. 22 G. NO, 1
G. 37M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CRIME DIARY.
Division.

Hongkaw.
Crime Register No.

Police Station.

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— ____ 40___________

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. la B» YuenahsAx ~oed<

Time and date of offence. _ 20/1 l/Sflb
reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. .Xiea • eher alar. Kuestan.f enalef above adir—«

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

one tn cus$ 4y

0<a/v C><5jXy

Arrests.

valentine rhabohla, £7, Muauian, -r/uneranloyad

N.F.A.

one by the uni fora branch an* de tetti vac«

Classification of property 
stolen. Money and one digaratte earn» Value $ 71XOQ.

Classification of property 
recovered. I Ditto* Value $ 71. 00.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

(b)

(C)
(d)

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

B^tag • frtMft 1

room @ saw th«
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7»" ----------------- --------

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters” ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At about 5 sO/ll/39, the eoouaed
doaerlbod on sheet I trf thin report woa arrest'd 
for several asraulta, attempted rnntoh’ng and 

laroeny of ^70.00 frota th* oota*d)»lnant In thin 
oase.

Charged aooordlngly«

full particular« of thia are tito 

aubjeet of jt.T.r. 978/3®.
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‘ F’ 22 F
K 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. D.

CRIME DIARY. 
— »a*

..............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 982/39 Hongkaw- ...... Police Station,

______________________________________________Bee»....... l&tb........... *9 s>e
Diary Number:— a Nature of Offence:— --

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Ih» Oaee wae tried before the a.s.a.Court 

and on 12/12/39 the aoouoed waa oentenoed to 

gm.jm* » lar awwmt*



FM. 32 G. NO. 1
37M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY.

Crime Register

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.)

4M
.............Division^,

Hondtaw......  Police Station.

Nature of Offence:- UaugiOg
I———— Hnrm.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Time and date of offence.

reported.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Place or description of 
premises. At Iio,5 rueaohang .«oafl»

Arrests.

right ax*®»

(a) 
(b)

(c)
(d)

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

of Murder or

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all easts in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc.)

(d) should be

In cases
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to 
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

At about ¿*50 n.q. 20/11^9.
4.50 20/11/3»,_____________________________ _

I, tibiaetoTf, Huaslaa, merchant, reeldfog at 31 
lUenohang ¡load,__________________________________

Valentine - latohla, 27, ttueriap^ Vuneoployed,

Ona by the unliana Iraaoh end detect! van.

Value $

Value $

ithouc any reason e trucie and three the een»

plnlnettt on the grojjsd the sustained Injury of* hl®
■

1

ä
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* 45M-1-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are’ they all “old” servants ?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters” ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

® 11^/

zz

At about 5 n.m. £0/11/39» th« Moused 

described on sheet 1 of report waa arrested

for a occult, larceny» attested ana robing and 

aeaault causing bo lily harm of the ooca^ldinant in 

thio case.
charged accord inglye 

mi “»articular« of thie ease are the 

subject of r.T.B. »70/39«

1

sen. D«^* ?/«• o*

Ao. "O’* I lW' «

i ‘‘ 1

? ■= ’ /:• , - Ml
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^HaNGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, y
CRIME DIARY.■ .........  = *c*

..............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 9X9/39. HoJQgkew....  ....Police Station.

Dao...... .ia.th........... 19 39.



. 170M-1-3S I 5 *

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

.....- ' *0* 
.............................Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso. 309/39. ...Hon&ew ...... ....Police Station.
‘ . Deo.__ 18th.______I9 39.

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 8/12/39, this case was tried "before the 2nd

Branch 0 f Kiangsu High Court of Appeal and remanded

until 15A2/39 for Judgment.

On the above date the following judgment was 

rendered*«

Original judgment set aside.

4th accused*« one year and six months’ Impt 

for making theft a profession and reoidive. 

Sth accuseds* one year and two months* impt 

for making theft a profession.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso* 309/39

*c* Division.
........ Police Station.

...... 19 39*
Diary Number:— m Nature of Offence:—

investigation begun 
and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

A Hearing Hotioe was received according to

ehich this ease will be tried before the 2nd« Branch 

of Kiangsu Hi$i Gouri of Appeal at 2 p.m. on 8A 2/39



22
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~ r-> O F--* /

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE;
CRIME DIARY.

WQW

CRIME REGISTER No:— ML SC. 309/39

Diary Number:— g

.............................Division.
.SöB&KäW.... ......Police Station.
.Qftfco.te.r..„.23............ i9 39
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

lhe ^coused appeared before the S.S.D. Court 

on the morning of 11/10/39 when after hearing, the 

following decision was rendered :-

C 7^ 2nd«- 4 months imprisonment.

4th & Sth:- Each 1 year &■ 6 months impt.

6th, 7th & ôth:- Each 30 days detention.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

22
G. 170M-1-39

c>
CRIME DIARY.

"C"

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso.309/39,
.... ............ ...........Division.
. .........Police Station.
.. October... 3rd.*... ...19 39«

Diary Number:— 5 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

md concluded each day

I Places | 
visited in I 
course '^of 

| investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

JfUrttxer investigation re Oh.Rd. F»I.R. 1080/39- 
Larceny of motor oar.

h
bh

m
m

In the statements made by the 6 th. and 7 th. 
accused they implicated one named E. Kashkln as the 
person who also took part In disposal of the stolen 
m/oar.

On 1/10/39 one named Eugene Kashkln, 32, Russian, 
s/unemployed was arrested by Wayside Station, charged 
for Assault and sentenced to 3 months imprisonment.

On 3/10/39, on being removed from Ward Rd Gaol 
and questioned Kashkln (now 8 th. accused) admitted the 
offence with 4th, 6th and 7th accused, he took the 
stolen m/ear to one named I.Fhipovsky.

The latter sold the m/ear to a Japanese and he 
(Keshkin) received C 20.00 as his share*

On 4/10/39 he will appear before the 8,8.0*Court 
together with others on a charge of Larceny*

I



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.~
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Ml®«. 309/39.

Diary Number

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

.... ..... "..fl...*?......Division.

......... JPolice Station.

.. .........I9 39.
Nature of Offence:—

I

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

G

RECORD OF (INVESTIGATION.

On £1-9-39, I. naromeeff (6th accused) was brought ; 
before the 8.S.D. Court and was ortere to ba detained 
until 4-10-39, to be tried together with the suspects 
previously arrested.

¡he 6th accused has one previous conviction.
It should be raentioned that at the time when the 

original arrest of the eueneots was made It «a® known 
that th® 2nd» 4th and Sth accused were seen often visit» I 
Ing a Russian nrostltute, residing at 6 Part Lane, the I 
Boarding House owned by one Mr®. Antonoff (Russian), 
therefore Immediately after apprehension of the auaneet® | 
the above nlace was vi®i tad and room occupied by the 
prostitute was searched.

Several pawn tickets were found concealed behind 
the wall papers and under carnet and the occunant of 
the room was questioned re this, but she strongly 
denied having any knowledge of same saying that the 
tickets were nl»«®d by the eusneots without her knoWLedgel 
'¡hl® could be believed for the reason that previous to | 
the arrest of the susnects some prostitute had 
aoproaOhed th® undersigned ana passed certain informa
tion re aetlvltle® of the gang. The prostitute in 
question and 4th and Sth accused are heroin addict® 
and it was also learned that their expenses in narcotic
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

been sometime from ?15*00 to ffi0*00 a day each and
always been depend on their income* the 2nd accused
(Mashinsky) was not engaged In actual breakings Into
the premises which was done by the 4th and 5th accused!

allhad a knowledge of
was Immediately to receive

the stolen property and to dienose same as soon as
possible* to do this he always was in the near
vicinity of the places where the crimes were carried
out*

against them will be preferred«

it was ascertained that at about 4 a*m* 21-o»4W, one

but ho (And accused) always 
planned crimes and his part

Safe 
O

I Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

of the above company stated that during the night of 
£O*»v«39t one "Remington* typewriter value 5230*00 
had been stolen from his office* from enquiries made

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

ihe foil owingare the crimes committed by the 
accused and in connection with Which the charges

CRIME DIARY.

Larceny of one Gemini, ton" ty^wx4tj^.vfllu.e...g@ö»?o.

fiBaaum /aw smwMr*
4?_ toward noad* the case w not reported to the 8*m*.?* 
but to the Japanese consular V Ice» «¿F«I*A*. 74Q/g9* 
The complainant io one Mr* »• fagita the proprietor

1st.Btf thj|r t rhc 4ffi and 5th acousy1

...__ _...... . .........Division.

.................... ...Police Station.
- ....................................T9

Nature of Offence:—
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................... -...................... ¿9
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- i ---------
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course of

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

of the employees had returned home and did not lock 

the door behind him, as some more employees were 

expected home at the same time« The 4th and 5th 

accused were watching the premises at that time, took 

advantage of the door not been locked had entered the 

premises and stole the machine from one of the desks, 
same morning the machine was taken by the 2nd accused 

and pawned at the Lee Woo Pawn shop at 115 Hue Des 
Soeurs for $60«00. The pawn ticket was immediately 
destroyed. The 4th and 5th accused were waiting 

outside the pawn shop whilst the 2nd accused was busy 

in disposal of the stolen machine, rhe accused led the 

undersigned to the above pawn shop where from the 

typewriter was recovered.
2nd rurther Charge against 4th and Sth accused.

Larceny of "Underwood" typewriter value <900»00 

from the Import - Bxport Japanese Company at 841 

N, Szeohuen Bo ad. The case was not reported to the 

S«M.P. but to the Japanese Consular Police. H. F. i&a* 
741/39.

de 4th and 5th accused admitted larceny of one 

more typewriter and led the detectives to the Japanese 

Import • Export Company at 841 N. Szechuan Road« The 

proprietor of the above establishment one named W.
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Diary Number:— V* Nature of Offence:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

at about 4 a« a* 11-9-39. Ihe seme morning th« stolen

before the s.n.D. Court on 4-10-39.

10-9*89. his shop had been broken into and one

grille had been forced open* ihe 4th and sth accused 
also admitted that this offense was committed by then

Kojina was interviewed and from him it was learned 
that during .the night of 10-9-39, his nlaoe had been 
broken into and one "Underwood" tyoewritor hai been 
taken away. On tils ease the nadlock securing the iron

Placés 
visited .in 
course, of 

investigation 
each day

machine had been taken by them to the French Concession 
and named for $100.00 to the san New ’Yiwn Shop at 
24 Rue Des noeurs. The typewriter had been recovered 
and further charge of shop-Breaking in connection with 
this ease will be Preferred against the accused when

Division, 
..Police Station.
——-ip

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—

I70M-K3F

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

machinery a»p at ao? »« saeehuea % f4«/wj

Jtp ^se ws not.reported bo.. .egjMfe* Of |
smMsr. ìUm«

The 8nd, 4th and Sth accused admitted nartielpetlng 
in larceny of one mioroscone value $300.00 from the 
Machinery shop at 6Q9 N. Sseohaen Hoad. ar* spa "ho 
Shoku the proprietor of the above shop was interviewed 
and from him it was learned that durine the ni^ht of
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each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

microscope was stolen • toe iron grille of She door 
leading into the alleyway had been carelessly left open 
curing that night and thieves gained the entry through 
the fan light above the door, by forcing the bolt 
securing the fan light* toe premises had been entered 
by the Sth accused Who stole the property and 
immediately handed over seme to the 4th accused who 
was waiting in the alleyway. Then the microscope was 
taken away by the 2nd accused and pawned for *2.00 
at the Tn zang Pawn Shop at 142A Rue ’Tentice. toe nawn
ticket had been destroyed.

The property recovered and on 4*10»39, further 
charge in connection with this ease will be preferred 
against the accused*

Now the wane is subject of H* F*I*R. 742/39. 
1th £ur Ato, and 5 to accused and 2nd

¿soq.üO from theJapanese- xpcrt and T port Trading 
743/39. toe cane 

was not reported to the rv<*r. but to the Japanese 
Gfeneular rpiiee*

toe 4th and 5th accused admitted breaking into the 
premises of toe Japanese Swport and Import Trading 
Company at 62 Seward Road and stealing one "Underwood" 
typewriter from toerein* I •. ;. . ..
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

One Mr* K* Kbhara the proprietor of the above 
company was interviewed and it was learned that during 
the nl(ht of 14-8*39, hie premises had been broken into 
and one "Underwood" typewriter value {500,00 had been 
stolen« The entry was gained by forcing the front door 
with some sharp instrument. The 4th and sth accused 
admitted that at about 4 a,nu 15-8*3$, they broke into 
the complainant *s premises and stole the machine» same 
morning the stolen machine was taken by the 2nd accused : 
to the irenoh concession and pawned in one of the pawn 
shops for #65,00. On same date the 2nd accused had 
redeemed the typewriter and sold for 1350,00 to one 
named V, Curllo, Persian merchant, residing Apt, 266 
B'lell court, 591/170 B’Well Hoad,•

The following day V, curllo had discovered that 
the machine was not in order and could not be used by 
him, but being in need of money he had pawned the 
typewriter for 6200,00 at the Hung Te ^wn ^hop at 
No, 7 kuo nere Hobert, V* curllo had produced the 
receipt given to him by the 2nd accused and later 
admitted the deal. The typewriter recovered and 
further charge in connection with this case will be 
preferred against the accused, 
gth further Charge against the 4th and^Sth accused,
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¿ggeny o? cl o thing and agney to the total value
£7^0^00 from the nhlonori & Ooi* * nt :o.7Q ^eward Hoad* 

aa-eaae reported to the yiyv h* f«t*r* 594/39*
¿he 4th and Sth accused admitted breaking into the 

premises of the f'hionocl and Company at 70 reward Road 
and stealing clothing and money from therein* The tare 
was reported to the ®nd as it would be seen from 
the diary the xlace had been broken into by wrenching off 
the pad-lock securing the iron grille of the front door* । 

rhe crime had been committed at about 4 a*m* 
25-0-39*

On this case five Jackets containing money and 
some medicine had been stolen from the shop* The accused 
admitted discovered "y*90*00 in one of the stolen jackets I 
but not 5545*00 as it was reported by the complainant* 
Immediately after perpetrating the crime the three 
accused book the property to the French Concession * 
where some had been pawned by the 2nd accused in 
various pamshops (3 in number) for 516*00. All clothing] 
had been recovered and further charge in connection 
with thio case will be preferred against the accused* 
6th Further charge against the 4th and Sth accused*

weeny of one cash boy and quantity of underwar 
value gl00* 00 from the Japanese Underwear ^hoo at

' :U
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1284 N> Szechuan Hoad» H, F.T.k, 744/39« The case was 
not reported to the s.M.iy but to the Japanese Consular 
tolloe*

As it was mentioned before at the time of arrest 
of 4th and 5th accused the nlace frequented by them 
at 6 Park Lane was visited and searched, Amongst the I 
pawn tickets found in the room there was one pawn ticket | 
for quantity of underwear pawned in French concession 

and one new cash box were found.
On being questioned re this property the 4th and 

Sth accused admitted stealing same from the shop at 
1284 N. szdehuen noad. ihe Place was visited and from 
the proprietor one named Mr. ¥• Ohtsuka it was learned 
that during the night of 10-9-39, his shop had been 
broken into and one cash box and quantity of new under
wear to the total value of $100.00 was stolen.

Entry was gained by the front door, the pad-lock 
of which had been forced, The both accused admitted 
that this case was committed by them at about 5 a.m. 
10-9-39.

After committing the crime they had left the eash 
box at 6 Park Lane and took the underwear to the French 
Concession where it was pawned by them for 1*5.00 at the 

Yul Chang Pawn Shop situated at 150 hue Lieut, ’’etlot. 
ihe property had been recovered and a further charge 

" w
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In oonnactlon with this case will be ^referred against
the accused»
7th further Charge against the 4th and Sth accused»

Larceny of one raincoat value $30» Op from ths 
premises at 54 Boone Rpad» H» F»T»R» 745/39« Ths OaM 
was not reported to the s»M»n»

At the time of search of the premises at 6 ^ask 
Lane one more pawn ticket for one raincoat pawned for 
<6.00 at the Un How Pawn Shop situated 14 Shantung Road 
was found»

On being questioned re this property the 4th and 
5th accused admitted stealing same from 54 Boone Road»

On this case the both accused stated that the door 
on the premises had been carelessly left open during 
the night» The complainant one named M» Mito on being 
Interviewed had corroborated the statement of the both 
accused re the door which was left onen during the night»| 
The crime was committed at about 4 a»m» 4*9*39» After

I 
stealing the raincoat the both accused took same to the 
French concession and pawned for >6» 00 as mentioned 
above» The property recovered and a further charge in 
connection with this oaee will be preferred against the 
accused»

8th Further Charge against the 4th accused» 4th 
further charge'"against the Bnd aecus'ed and
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Original Ch&rge against 6th end 7th accused.

£m.<gx cm» Cb« R» F,TtR,1080/39.

During the nerlod of remand the 4th accused admitted
larceny of one m/oar valus (1,000.00 ani together with
four others olsnosal of sane to a Japanese one nosed
Fhibalohl Mushishika residine at £50 Bast Hanbury rtoad.
Brief pertlouiars of the oase a»e as followst

0n £6*7*39, MT. B.W.G. Brook, House No.9 Lane 70 
TUnsln Road renorted laroeny of hin m/oar llcenoe 8814 |
value 81.000.00 from the compound of the Country Club, 1 
B*Well Road.

On £7*7*39, a telephone message was received from 
the .'.lulrhead ond Licensing Denot informing that the 
m/oar in question ras brought by a Japanese one named 
Shi bale hl Mushlshika to the above nenot to be licensed. 
From enquiries made it was ascertained that r. 
Mushiehika had bought the m/car for £840.00 from a 
Russian named I. Fhlnovsky employed as a uatohnan in 
one of the demolished houses on n. Hanbury Hoad and 
who already had absconded at that time, 'the 4th accused 
stated that at about 7 n.m. 86-7*39, whilst walking 
along B»WeIl Road ha observed a number of m/cars narked 

outside the Country dub and unattended.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Being an experienced driver he took one of them 

and drove same to Northern Area* On Broadway he met 
the 2nd accused and offered to him to take part in 

disposal of the stolen m/car. Ihe latter agreed and 

then together they proceeded to the 6th accused’s home« 

ihe 6th accused also agreed to help them in disposal 
of the m/car and then three accused with the ink had 
changed the figures on the licence plates. Then 4th and 

6th accused together proceeded to Kungping Road where 

they met 7th accused (one named Gregory Kllmoff at 

present in Ward Road Gaol undergoing sentence of 4 

months imprisonment for Assault). The 7th accused led 

the 4th and 6th accused to Hanbury Road where they met 
one named I. Shipovsky (absconded).

I. Shipovsky agreed to dispose the stolen m/oar 

but asked to bring same the following day to his home. 
The 4th, 6th and 7th accused hide the m/car for the 

night in one of the alleyways in xangtsxepoo district 

and the following morning delivered same to Shipovsky.
At about 1 p.m. 27-7-39, Shipovsky had disposed 

the m/car and brought $150.00 cash. The proceeds were
| 

immediately shared by the culprits and they received 

as follows:
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4th accused $60.00
6th » $80.00
7th * $60*00

and the rest was taken by I* Phipovsky. 
rhe m/car had already been recovered and returned 

to the complainant. A further charge In connection 
with this case will be preferred against the accused. 
Copy of the statements made by the accused concerned 
attached herewith.hhth the cases outlined the activities 
of the gang arrested are not completely brought to the 
light as there are some more cases for which they are 
not prosecuted. The eases for which they not prosecuted

HHif 

are those Chioh were not reported in which the stolen 
property had not been recovered therefore there is not 
much in hands of the Police to support the charges beside 1 I 
the confession of the accused, rhe oases known to the 
undersigned and for which the accused are not prosecuted 
are as follows:

The 4th and Sth accused admitted breaking into the 
premises of the Japanese ’’revision store at 66 Seward 
Road and stole one Portable typewriter value $860*00*

They had committed this crime about 6 a.m* 6»a*39t 
and on same date had pawned the machine for $40*00 to 
one of the pawn chons in rrenoh Concession*

Bal
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On same date the pawn ticket had been disposed by
them for $£0.00 to an unknown Chinese on rtoute Vail on.

Enquiries were made at the pawn shop concerned and
It was learned that after 10 days the machine was 
redeemed by a male Chinese. No hone of recovery* The 
case was not reported to the S.M.P*, but to the Japanese 
Consular Police. The same accused admitted breaking into 

the m/car garage at 313 Raining tioad and stealing 
instruments to approximate value of >70,00.

xhe Instruments were disposed to a street hawker 
on Peking noad for >13* oo. No hone of recovery*

the case was not reported to the S*M*P* The same 
accused (4th and Sth) admitted that during the night 
of 6-9-39, they had broken into the "ISSA" tea room and | 
stole one cosh box containing about >30*00 In cash.
ihe cash box had been discarded by them into the herbage 

box.
No hope of recovery.
The case was not reported to the s*m*p.
On 4-10-39, all acctsed will appear before the 

S*S*D* Court to answer all charges against them outlined
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On the 20/9/39 the five suspects appeared before 
the S. S.D.Court and after the trial the case was ron«nded 
until the 4/10/39.

The 1st* and 3rd. suspects were ordered to be
released«

Information was received by the undersigned that
the 4th« suspect beside the eases mentioned in diary 2 
of this report was also responsible for larceny of one
m/oar value $1000.00 (Ch. Rd. F.I. R. 1080/39 ) and that one 
named Ivan Paromeeff, 39, Russian, residing at 139 Ford 
Lane concerned in this crime. The m/oar had been stolen 
between 5 and 7 p.m. 26/7/39 and disposed to a Japanese 
at 9 p.m. the sane date«

At about 9.45 a«m. 20/9/39 1« Paremeeff was arrest-

e. l.ôA

ed by the undersigned at his heme.
On being brought to the station and questioned 

the suspect admitted riding together with 4th. suspect 
in the stolen m/oar on that particular day but strongly 
denied taking any part In the disposal of the machine.

On 21/9/39, he will bo brought before the 8.8«
D.Court on a Writ of Detention until 4/10/39 for the 
purpose of making further enquiries«

*8en. DeUi/e. F* D.S.I. jMil
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Enquiries.

On 13-9-3^, the suspects oppoered before th« 

S.S.D. court and wore ordered to be detained until 

20-9-39.

They had previous oonvletlons as follows: 

1st 2 previous eonvlotlons. 
2nd 1 • *

3rd Nil. 

4th 3 previous eonvlettons.

, Sth 3 • "
During th« period of resend they wore interrogated ; 

end enquiries were made into their original aetivltlos 

and it io believed. X. zaitsoff (1st eeeuoed) and B. 

Poliakoff (3rd accused) are not responsible for any 

crimes oomadttod recently and as there io nothing 

against them in hands of the Police on 80-9-39, 

anplleatlon Mil be mode to the s.s.D. court for their 

release.
From enquiries made it was asoortained thatV. 

Smirnoff (4 th accused) and I. Delgoff (3th aeensod) 

are responsible fer a number (about eight) burglaries 

in this diotriot end that X« Maehlnsky (find aeeused) 

also participated in ertaea and usually was engaged 

| iji disposal of stolen property. On being interrogated
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the three accused admitted being responsible far
several burglaries. As far as new enquiries completed
Into only one case that; larceny of one "Underwood * 
typewriter value #300.00 from the Nippon Tsu Un Kai she 
at 860-852 N. Saeehuen Road (H.F.I.R. 48R/39)» The 
stolen property in this ease had been already recovered 
from the tsu usung pawn Shop at 142a Hue Prentice where 
same was pawned by the 4th and 5th accused for gLIO.OO. 
The crime was committed by the 4th and Sth accused when 
they at about 4 a.m. 31-8-39, by means of forcing the 
pad-lock, securing the iron grille, had entered the 
premises and stole the machine.

On 20-9*39, the 2nd, 4th and 5th accused will be 
brought before the s.S.v. Court when a charge of • 
burglary will be preferred against 4th and Sth accused 
and the same time one more week remand will be aopllod 
for to complete investigation. An application will bo 
made for the roloaso of the 1st and 3rd accused.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

ghree Russian suspects Detained for

Information was received to ths effect that soma

SPECIFY!

of Russian loafers frequenting
are responsi bio for seme small
district. On several occasions
by the detectives and about 10

the Quinsan Gardens
laro ani es in this
the gardens were visited
loafers were obserred

loitering about* As there ws no proof against any
of them they only were warned to leave the district

Observation in the district during the night was
kept by D.S, yedoraff and the undersigned when at
about 6.45 p.nu la-9-39, three loafers ware observed
In one of the Chinese restaurants on Range Road. They
were
that
Park

followed by the detectives and It was observed
one ox them had entered the Boarding House at 6
Lane. The remained two

the house and then proceeded
three were detained
gave
1«
2.

3

stood

along
and brought to

for
the
the

While outside
street. All
station. They

their names as follows :
26, Russian. s/unemployed, N.F.A,Ivan Zaltseff,

IVCn Mashinsky, 42, Russian, s/unemployed, N.J .A.
Boris Poliakoff, 23 Bissian, s/unemployed, N.F.A.
The

house on
house to

1st described suspect who had entered the
being questioned stated that he entered the
see a Russian girl named "Liutmlla" but could

1
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Nature of Offence':Diary Number 1/2.

....Division.
__ Police Station.CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso. 309/39

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

not give any satisfactory ax planant ion for his visit
Thera Is Russian prostitute by name "Liu tail a"

residing at the above address, but
home at that time

Further observation was made

she was not at

by the fletesti vos
when one named Victor Hlustoff was observed entering
the lane 263 off Range Road. As information was
received before that thia person is also responsible
for several thefts he was arrested and brought to i

nane as Vistor Smirnoffthe station. He gave his
alias Hlustoff alias Maxlmoff, £9, Russian, s/unemploy
ed, N.F.a. On being searched he was found to be in
possession of small quantity of opium. This suspect
is known as heroin addict.

At about e p.m.
visited agin and one
station. He gave his

even
more
name

data the Quinsan Gardens was
suspect was brought to the
as Inorenty Dolgoff, 29,

Russian, s/unemployed, N.F.A. On being searched at the
station the suspect was found to be in possession of
quantity of opium and quantity of heroin. All detained
suspects are unemployed and had no fixed abode. On
13-9-39, five suspects will be brought before title
S.S.D. Court on writ of detention for one week for the
»urposo of making further enquiries

0« S. I.
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Diary Number:— 2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

I

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Attempted fraud by one Russian named N, Potavoff 
■md. two Tthe -a.

On 11/13/39, the 6 packets of pawder (not five 
as mentioned, before) wre sont to the P, H. Department 
and on 14/12/39 same was received back with the results | 

of analysis which reads as followi-
"The powders consist of a mixture of aoetylsall* 

cyl io acid (aspirin) and amidopyrine. This is a general - 
type cf headache powder. Ho narcotio drugs are present*.|

Copy of the above result together with the packets 
of nowder were forwarded fo the Japanese Consular Police

On 14/13/39, Iff, Potapoff together with one named I 

Andrei Kalinin were arrested by the undersigned for 
larceny of m/car and were handed over to the French 
Police (See Dixwell Road Wise. 36/39),
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Diary Number:— Nature of Offence: 

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in I 
course of 

investigation 
each day 1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

At emrted fraud by one Russian n-imed N. 
otaroff and two others.

At 6.35 p.m. 5/12/37. C.P.C.1696 bro’^ht to the

station one named t5• Potapof", Russian, 30, residing 9 

fuenohang Road whom he had arrested, at the request of 

one named Jiryu Boku, Korean, residing House 1, Lane 118 

off Wooohang Road who also came to the station.

At first Boku could not give any reasons for 

arresting of Russian but eventually stated this Russian 

being connected with two more Russians tried to obtain 

from him a large sum of money by fraudulent means.

Prom further enquiries made by the detectives

it wne learned that the Koreans allegation is cored 

and it wa" also learned that same Korean with an unknown 

Japanese were planning to rob the Russians of a large 

quantity of heroin.

Tho Korean give> the following statement. A 

few days ago he met an old Russian who offered to him 

for sale a large quantity of heroin to the value of 

^15,000.00. Together with a Japanese (name, and address 

unknown) the Korean decided to arrest the Russian with the 
heroin and to hand him over to the lolice. For this the I 

Korean agreed to buy the narcotic but asked that same to j 

be delivered to Worth of Creek (Astoria Cafe on Broad ay) 

¡where the money will be paid, fhe sample was given to

I
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and concluded each day

CRIME REGISTER No:—

CRIME DIARY.

......... ....................Division.

................................Police Station.

_______........................................-’-T9
Diary Number:— / Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

the Korean and eventually he toge her with hie Japanese 

companion were t^ken to 7 Center Ho d where they met 

two e Rusyians. Mere the alleged n^-ootic . .a packed 

into a 'parcel ¡nd then taken by i-otspoff and another ; 

Russian to the Astoria Cafe, rhe Korean called a few morl 

of his friends to the above cafe to help him In arr^t— 

in of Russians but when they ware about to do so he two 

Russians rushd away leaving the parcel behind and one of I 

them made go d his escape» The Korean gnve a ch-re and 

with the assistance of C.P.C.1696 detained N. Fotapoff 

and brought him to the station.

The As'oria Cafe was visited, the parcel recovered j 

and on examining same found to contain about one lbs, of | 

chalk powder wrap ed in the paper,

II« Potapoff on being questioned stated that he 

and two otiier Rus Ians one known to him by nick name 

*Malenky* and another as "Professor* decided to swindle 

the Korean dealer in heroin for a lar e sum of money 

by sunplying to him the chalk powder instead of narcotic^

The customers were invited to 72 Carter Rood whore 

the powder was packed in presence of buyer who took 

sample of alleged narcotic for examination, but same 

(sample} was changed by the "’professor" for genuine 

powder (very small quantity). i 
Aft^r examining the pwder the Korean agreed with
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Diary Number:— 1/3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
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visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
the p'ioe snd asked to del ver the heroin to the istorla ■ 
Cafe. "Malenky was carrying the parcel and N. Potapoff 
was instructed by the "profes or” to se^ "Wolenry* 
collecting the money and to bring him back with the 
proceeds. On arrival to the storia Cafe the party 
occupy the tavle and. there the customers approached two 
more Japanese sitting at the next table. From conversa
tion between the Korean and Japanese N. Potapoff and 
Malenry understood that the ’’oustormers* planed to 
obtain the narcotic from them without paying the money. 
Then Korean told Potapoff and Malenry* to give him the I 

parcel otherwise they will be arrested and taken to the 
Japanese Police.

N. Potapoff andhis companion rushed away leaving 
the x aroel behind. ®. Potapoff also stated »hat the deal 
was started by the 'profes or“ a few days ago and it is 
believed that the Korean had paid to him some money in 
advance therefore on suspecting that the narcotic was not ■ 

genuine gave a chase and detained N. loapoff.
Korean strongly denied paying any money to Russi- | 

ans and asked the Police not to proceed with any further | 

investigations and to release the Russian.

On being searched the Korean wee found to be in 

possession of five small packets of white powder suspected, 

to be the heroin.
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investigation begun 
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course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

xhe Korean wes taken to the Japanese Consular 

Police to whois he is known ns dealer in narcotics«

They released the Koreantand promised to produce 

him for questioning at any time vhen required and also 

they requested to detain the smell packets found on him 

and to examine it*s contents*

The room at 72 Carter Rodd was visited and 

occupant of s me one Mrs. Wanda estphal German refugee 

was questioned. She strongly denied being acquainted with 

K. Potapoff or any of his friends, but stated that it is I 

possible that her room was used by someone? for such 

business transaction as she was not at home all day and 

the room rs left by her unlocked,

N. Potapoff stated that she is frind of "professor; 

On instruction from the Senior Detective u. Potapoff was 

released as there is nothing in hands to proceed with a 

charge against him. He is well known criminal.
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Places 
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course of 

investigation 
each day

1

record of investigation.

and ai'cer

■die accused appealed before the S.S.D. Court

was sentenced to 5 days detention
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Diary Number:-— r» Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of on® Leonid Ogli 
see»®» «»•••• «*«*«•«* *<•«»

On 14/12/39 « the bush eoi we broutait before the 

3«S«D* Court and after questioning he was ordered to be | 

detained until £1/12/».

The suspect is an old criminal with 12 previous 

convictions«

During the period of remand on several occasions j 

the susrect was removed from the station cel s and in*

recently in t is area«

er"orated but he strongly denied co-wiltting any thefts

Detectives attached to Bayside station were oom* | 

m uni Gated with and several of their complain nnta attended j 

identification parade of this station but oould not iden-| 

tify him as the person responsible for the theft«

On 21/lV3®» be will ap ear before the S.S.D, Coartii
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Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
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Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of one Leonid Oglj, 42, Russian, 
¿/unemployed, residing 868 Av, Poch»

At 3 p»m. 13/12/39, a téléphoné message was 

received from the Japanese Naval Landing Party (Head** 

quarters Northern Area) requesting the to take

custody of a male foreigner arrested by them on suspicion!

of being pick pocket»

D«S. Sameshima and the undersigned attended and 

reoelredone named Leonid Ogli well known criminal»
I

From the officer i/o the case it -as learned that 1 

the suspect was arrested by thm at about 3 > ,m, 8/12/39 

on N. Szeohuen Rond near Range Road,

The J«N.L.J'axty requested the S.M.F. to make en

quiries re past activi ties of the suspect and to > rosecutes 

if he found to be responsible for some crime»

At the time of arrest the suspect attempted to 

discard the razor blade being in his possession.
On 14/12/39, the suspect will be brought before I 

the S»S»D» Co rt on Writ of Detention when a remand of 

one week will be ap Tied for.

•Biiiit® ttf w ■ SS/OSliM»
Sen» Deti^p./c» D» ®*
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each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 19/1.2/39, V. Sikorsky together with 

Maria Ogii appeared, before the S.S.D.Court and 

after the trial they were sentenced to four 

non the imprisonment each.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of one named V.Sikorsky by 
the J.N.L.Party.

On the I2/12/39 the suspect was brought before 

the S.S.D. Court and was ordered to be detained until 

19/12/39.

The suspect has 6 previous convictions.

During the period of remand on being removed

frcm the station cells and questioned the susPect 

admitted participating in theft of three knives and 

one fork together with one named Maria Ogli (see

H. F.I.R. 1189/39).

Charged accordingly.

Full particulars of this case are the subject 

of H. F.T.R. 1C71/39.
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wrote the statement to that effect.
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Natuire of Offence:—

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mlsc.42ß/39

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and; concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

At 3 p*m. 7/12/39, one named V.Sikorsky, 35,
Polish, residing 883/12 Ave. Joffre, was arrested by
th« member of the J.N.L« Party outside the Hongkew
Market on suspicion of being pbflk-poeket and was brought 
to this station. Then he was requested by the J.N.L.
Party to be handed over to them for enquiries and this 
was done on same day. At 3 p*m. 11/12/39, the suspect 
was returned to this station (see diary 1 and 2 of this

On bring brought to this station the suspect 
reported being ill treated during his detention and

He was sent to the Municipal Polio« Hospital 
where he was examined by Dr. Ho who Issued the certifl 
eate which reads as follows:*

"Contusion of back and both arms, left leg and

Statement attached.
TheVapanese Jail" mentioned In the suspect*« 

statement is in th« building ibxmerly occupied by th«
Mental Ward near th« Vic tori® Nursing Home on Hannen Rd.

^'Ti
u.D.0* "°
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The following is the statement of___ .mUP.Ojich J&ttakT.................._..................
native of...... ••»«••..TfiXjSSA..__ 1... ..... taken by me............................................................_____

at.......Shanghai........on the....11/18/39-- .—- and interpreted b\ B»S«.I^BeloahankO»-

I am vatalaw Phillpovloh Sikorsky, 35 years of age, |
Polish, barber by profession and at preBent working in my
own barber ehop al 833/ls Ave» Joffre.

Mabout3pm 7/12/39Iwason mywayto SewardHd
__to see one of my friend a by nano Shlrokoff and Ohan I was
_ waiting for the m/bus outside the Hongkew Market, suddenly

I was spyroaehed by two Japanese one was wearing mill tary__
uniform sad another was in civilian clothes. They had arrest- <
ed me and brought to the "oliee station»____ __ ___________

1 Same day I was handed over to some Japanese Mill tary
Headquarters and tw> days later I was rsaoved to some Japanese

itwiyfr________
on 11/lg/W I use handed or er to the Hongkww

J station, airing ffcrdt two days of my detention I was quee-
tioned re something bat as I would not undereWnd the lah«*__
gaage I waa beaten hl th the fiats» butt of rille and etioks» _
On my removal to the jell the qnestiqting wee oontlnnod with

L... V (r | (as interpreter) from a Russian prlscner when I was asked| ---------
if I had committed any theft» Having no knowledge of ary
crime I did not admit anything and wee assaulted again»

This is my true statement signed by mo.
-------------------------~- Iww

__________ Ifefc,'_____ _________ i_____________ _ —............... . .
(Slgaed) v.sikoreky»f

ibL....
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Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of one named V» Sikorsky by the 
___________ iilaiiiJEams____________________

At 11.30 a.m. ll/L?/39, a telephone message 

was received from ths J.N.L.Party requesting attendance 

of detectives at 2.30 p.m. (Toledo time) as they decided 

to hand over V.Sikorsky to the S.M.P« ae promised.

D.S. dameshima attended and received into cus

tody the above person on condition that he must be 

prosecuted and sentenced, otherwise they will fetch him 

back and prosecute in their own Court.

No definite charge against the suspect wac 

disclosed to the detectives attended.

On being questioned at this station the suspect 

denied committing any offence in the Settlement.

On 12/12/39 he will be brought before the 

s.3.D,Court on tfrit of Detention when a remand of 

three days will be applied for.
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Diary Number:— Xt Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

| Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation
1 each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of one named 7» Sikorsky, Polish 
by the member sof the Japanese Navy 
landing Party (Noy them Area Headquartere).

At 3 p.m. 7-1?-39, Sgt. Morita of the Japanese 

Navy Landing Party accompanied by hie informant 

(name unknown, believed to be a Chinese) brought to 

this station one named V. Sikorsky, 35, Polish, residing 

at 883/12 Ay. JofiTe, whom they had arrested outside 

Hongkew Market on suspicion being a pick-pocket.

V. Sikorsky was observed by the above Sgt. 

standing alone near the m/bue stop. At first Sgt. 

Morita requested the S.M.P. to deal with the suspect 

accordingly but later changed his mind stating that 

he will consult his superior officer and inform the 

station re disposal of this suspect. About 20 minutes 

later a telephone message was received from the Japanese 

Navy Landing Party requesting handing over the suspect , 

to them as he was brou^it to the Hongkew Police Station 

by mistake. They were informed that the suspect is 

wanted by this station for enquiries as being connected 

in case of poaket-picking (see H. F.I.R. 1071/39) but 

they (J.N.L.P.) repeated their demand and informed 

the detective a that several members of the J.N.L.Party 

on their way to fetch the suspect.

B.O. ’•C” and D.0.0. *C* were informed re above
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CRIME DIARY.

. ......................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— .......... ................ Police Station.
................................................................................................... ......................................... [9

Diary Number:— . Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

and they instructed that the suspect to be handed over 

to the J*H*L. Party with the request to hand him over 

to this station on completing of their enquiries*

D*S* Sameshima. and the undersigned accompanied 

the party and suspect to toe J*N*L. Party Headquarters 

| where warrant officer T* Xnone was Interviewed and 

informed that the suspect is wanted by the S.M.p. 

for enquiries in connection with pocket-pic' ing ease*

Warrant officer T. Inone Informed the detectives 

that recently they received several complaints of 

pocket*picking and in connection with it they already 

arrested several Chinese suspects and that V« Sikorsky 

also suspected by them being responsible for some 

thefts* Th«! above officer had iwomiaed that V« Sikorsky 

will be handed over imaeliately after their enquiries 

will be completed* '£he suepeot was left in custody of 

the J.N.L. Party* %e suspect is wanted for enquiries 

by thia station in connection with the case of pocket* 

picking in which case $80*00 had been stolen from one 

named Tb Sung Ding. The complainant reported that the 

money stolen from hint consisting of one $10*00 note 

and 14 notes of $5,00 denomination of the Central Bank 

of China.

On being searched at this station the accused was

I
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1 each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

found to be In poo session of 11 * $5.00 notes of the 

Central Bank of China and Yen 11,30 in notes. This 

money is kept for further enquiries awaiting handing 

over of the suspect to this station.

The suspect is well known criminal with several 

previous convictions.
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Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
See below«

1

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 15/12/39 the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D. Court when after hearing of
evidence the case was remanded till 22/12/39 for
judgment. On the above date the accused appeared again 

before the Court and the following judgment was handed

(H)

(W)

JU
D. S.Ï

6 months imprisonment for being concerned in 
successive larceny at night and 5 months impt. 
for possession of narcotics well knowing same 
to be such. To serve 8 months iifcpt. in all«

dom:-

D. D. 0. "C

ase

ahis ease is connected with (V) F.I.R.1293/39 

1080/39, (W) 1285/39, (W ) 628/39, (W) 1077/39 

1307/39, (W) 1105/39 and (H) 1161/39.

■ ilfi
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CRIME REGISTER No:— 935/39. Way fid de. ... Hon^cew.....  ..Police Station.
. .....JLatli-79 39«

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
From 6/I2/39 to 12/12/39

Places 
visited in 

\ course of 
investigation 

each day
See body of report.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The lab. accused V.A fanas leff, 29, Russ fan, 
s/unemployed, N.F.A. arrested by C.D.C.54 and the 
undersigned on 5/12/39 In connection with (W) F.T.R. 
1293/39 during the period of remand, admitted the 
offence as described in diary 1 of this report.

The stolen property according to the statement 
of the accused was disposed of to an unknown aeoend- 
hand hawker for $3.00 on the date of offence and could I 

not be recovered now.
The accused chafged accordingLy.
For full particulars please see (W) F.T.R. 

1293/39.

BIMIIk aL I
D.D.Q.*C".



CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— H06/39 (H)

s. □. HEGiSIRY
G? 170H-1-39 * - i «? n : / *0. 5. £>. -------

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. -

"C" 
........................... Division.
. ........ Police Station.
-Den* 29 th   i g 39.

Diary Number:— 2 Nature of Offence:— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below«
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the moral ng of the 15/12/39 the accused 

appeared before the S.S. D. Court when after hearing of 

evidence the case w<s remanded till 22/12/39 for
judgment.

On the above date the accused again appeared
before the Court and the following judgment was handed 

downs -
6 months imprisonment for being concerned in 
successive larceny at night and 5 months iftpt« 
for being in possession of narcotics well 
knowing same to be such, lb serve 8 months 
imprisonment in all.

Property to owner* 

Case completed.
This case is also connected with (W) F. T.R. s 

1293/39, 1285/39, 935/39, 620/39, 1077/39, 1307/39, 
1105/39 and (H) F. T.R.1080/39.



iuu
** S-,7OH ’-39 I s, □, REQ|sr«Y

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIGED.^^
I 3 / fc /r>

®W ............ Division.

CRIME DIARY. ’ 1 '

CRIME REGISTER No:— 628/39 (1) Songk-eW........Police Station-
Dec« 29th................... 39.

Diary Number:— JJ Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
See below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 15/12/39 the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D. Court when after hearing of 

evidence the case was remanded till 22A2/39 for
judgment. On the morning of the 2^12/39 the accused 

again appeared before the above court and the following
judgment was handed down:«

6 months imprisonment t>r being concerned in 
successive larceny at night and 5 months impt. 
for possession of narcotics well know!ng same 
to be such. To serve 8 months itrpt. in all«

(H)

(w)

i/o«

D.D.O. ”C".

This case 
1080/39, (W) 
1307/39, (W)

is connected with (W) F. I. R.1293/39, 
1285/39, (W) 935/59, (W) 1077/39, 
1105/39 and (H) 1161/39.



F. 22 F
6. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

....9*.............. ... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 628/39 Wayside« ......... Police Station.

__ ______________________ __ ______________ December 13th—J9 39,
Diary Number:— _ Nature of Offence:-— -____________ 7 __ 2 ___ __________ _________pa____ _

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
From 6/12/39 to 12/12/39

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See body of report.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The 1st. accused one V.Afanasleff, 29, Russian, 
s/unenibloyed, N. F.A, arrested by C. D. C.54 and the 

undersigned on the 1/12/39 in connection with (W) 
F,I.it, 1293/39 during the period of remand, admitted 

the case as describe^ in diary 1 of this report*.
The stolen property was disposed of by the accused I

by selling same to unknown Persons on the road as follows 
One watch was sold for $12,00 and 8 shirts for 

¿1,50 could not be recovered at present,
I

The accused charged with the offence accordingly 
end the complainant warned to attend the Court on the 
15/12/39 to give her evidence.

For full particulars please see (W) F.I. R. 1293/39, I 
/

J®L I
Sjrh.^Wi/c.

D.D,O. "C"» I ’



»*.«Wfefc s' I
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. '?

CRIME DIARY.

............................ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1307/39. (W) -Hongkew......  ....Police Station.

__________________ .Dec<...29th............. 19 39.
Diary Number:— jj > Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day See below.

J-
-- 

'■
* -A

-

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 15/12/39, the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D.Court when after hearing of 

evidence title case was remanded till 22/12/39 for 

judgment.
On the morning of 22/12/39 the accused was 

rearraigned before the above Court and the following 
judgment was handed downs-

6 months itpt. for being concerned in successive 
larceny at night and 5 months impt. for being in 
possession of narcotics well knowing same to be 
such. To serve 8 months impt. in all.
This case is connected with (W) F.I.R.s 1293/39, 

1285/39, 935/39, 528/39, 1077/39, 1105/39 and (H) 
F.I.R.S 1080/39, 1151/39.



Ik F. 22 F
Û. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

__ "9 ".............. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1307/39 Wayside. HongteeW........ Police Station.

December 15th19 39.
Diary Number:— e Nature of Offence:—

A________________________________ Ail_________

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day From 7/I2/39 to 12/12/31
Places 

visited in 
. course of 
investigation 

each day

1

See body of report.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The 1st«accused V./fanaaieff» Russian, 29, 

s/unemployed, N.F. A. arrested In connection with (W) 

F. I. R.1293/39 on ij/lg/39 by C.D.C.54 and the undersigned, 

during the period of remand, adml tted the larceny of 

one suit, one jacket and one pair of trousers from 

room No«2» House 33, Lane 144 wayside Road as described 

in diary 1 of this report.

The accused admitted that he sold the stolen 

property to an unknown Chinese on Ihenfcmg Road fbr 

$5.00. The property could not be rearered.

The accused charged with the offence and will 

appear before the s.s.D. court on the morning of 15/12/39.

For iUll particulars please see (w) f.I. r. 1293/39.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
J ! 0

CRIME DIARY. 
-------- —---------- "c* 

.Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1105/39 (W) / ..Hongkew..........Poiice station.

—a.. .................... jr p 39 •
Diary Number:— 4 Nature of Offence:— 26

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
See below.

। P1
i Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below*

fa, </,

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of tile 15/13/39 the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D.Court when after hearing 
of evidence the ease was remanded till 22/12/39 for 

judgment. On the morning of the 22/12/39 the accused 

appeared again before the above Court when the 

following judgment was handed down:-
ô months impt. for being concerned in successive 
larceny at night and 5 months impt. for being 
in possession of narcotics well knowing same to 
be such. To serve 8 months imp t. in all*
This case is connected with (W) F.I.R.s 1293/39, 

1885/39, 935/39, 688/39, 1177/39, 1307/39 and (H) 

RI.R. s 1080/39, 1161/39*



^F. 22 F .
S. Î70M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ.
•-.....—

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1105/39 Wayside.

Diary Number:— 3

*0* .............................. Division.
....®pngk.aW.  Police Station.
... Peajenher. .l3.th. .1939«
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
6/12/39 to 12/1^/39.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

~ee body of report.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The 1st« accused arrested In connection with (W) 
F.I.b. 1293/39, one V.Afanasieff, 29, Russian, s/un- 
employed; N.F.A. during the period of remand, admitted 
the crime perpetrated by him as described In diary 1
of this report.

At the sme time (on 6/12/39) F.P.Bureau Report 
No«7449 was received at the station to th« effect that 
the Intent print secured at the scene of this crime 
has now been identified as the right thumb impression 
of the above adtesed. No previous criminal record 
exists in the Finger Print Bureau against him.

The stolen radio set was pawned by the accused 
in Neu Foung (1^4. ) Pawnshop, 116 Woosung Rd on 
31/10/39 for $30*00 and the pawn*paper sold to an 
unknown male Chinese on Ihenfong Rd for $6*00 on 
3/11/39.

Enquiries made by detectives at above pawnshop 
ascertained that the property had been redeemed by « 
Chinese on £3/11/39«

The stolen metal cigar box was sold for $1*00 to 
an unknom street hawker. There is no hope for recovery 
of the stolen property«

The accused charged accordingly and will sppear 
before the s.s, D. Court on the morning of ISAz/39.

| For full particulars please see (W)F. I. R, 1293/39«





439 INST, 12-31 
1000-3-3 B

Mise. 122/59

r Xeport sent with.. 
Special Branch.

two pamphlets^ handbills o*-newspapers to

Where found iB’well ft Myburgh Rd^ .Time found

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Date. 21-5459

Unknown

7.4 5p*mL J

Course

Sirìaci

Anti-British ft Pro-Jap^neso

Station.



| S. M'.Cg^riHY
no. s. it. __

LDate_____ .¿^„ZEZj3^
Bxtract £?on a book entitled "TH3 goal b? JAPANBSS / 
SXPAfelolt4 published. by Tatsuo kawai in December7~1938.

CONCLUSION

Dawn of a Mew Asia.

That the Sino-Japanese problem should have been

thrown into the maelstrom of armed conflict ia a moat

deplorable and shameful thing for Asia. It is an 

indelible blot on the history of the Asiatic race.

Nevertheless, if the China Affair has brought a 

black night upon Asia, the dawn of a new era is not far 

ahead. In North China and the Yangtze Valley, wherever the 

Sun flag,waves aide by side with the five-coloured ¿¿ag, we 

wee already signs of a new order for which the Japanese 

Government's statement of January 16 is a solemn pledge. 

The longer the Kuomintang Government persist in thdir 

avowed opposition, the wider will be extended the territories 

over which shall wave the Rising Sun and the old emblem of the

z Chinese Republic. It may be that the pitiable and stubborn

manoeuvres of Chiang Kai-shek are nothing but a necessary 

step towards the consolidation of Asia • a sort of churning 

process that is to bring about a new and more solid Asiatic

At any rate, for this catastrophic development of 

Sino-Japansoft relations, Japan is not entirely free of blame.

Fy/ x ? Seeing which way the Kuomintang Government was drifting in

111 the turbulent waters of China's internal politics» she could

have acted, perhaps, in time to prevent Chiang Kai-shek from

7 dragging her into the abyss. 7or this failure on her part, 

Japs» owes an apology to mankind, bat at the (ms time she is 

obliged to wield her sword to remove all the forces of
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The Kuomintang Government have feverishly and 

frantically resorted to every possible device to enlist 

outside assistance and to invite the intervention of third 

Powers in a war which they themselves had started. The 

machinery of the League of Nations was set in motion. The 

Nine Power Treaty was invoked. The representatives of the 

Buropean Powers interested in preserving a quasi-colonial 

China were readily led by false propaganda into outbursts of 

sentimentalism. They failed utterly to take a long view 

«f things, in the interests of the real peace and tranquility 

of Asia and the common welfare of mankind, is it that a cultural 

unification or fusion is impossible of attainment without war? 

"Hearn lies**, aaid Mohammed, *m the shadow of the sword*. 

It is the irony of fate that Japan’s quest for peaceful co

operation should have ended in «pen hostilities. It is to 

be hoped that the present affair shall not prove to be only 

one scene in a still more terrible tragedy - the conflict of 

the Bast and Nest with China as the stage.

The Anglo-Saxons with their admirable practical 

spirit may view the China Affair as an inevitable outcome 

of Japan’s expansion, which is bound to monopolise the field 

to the exclusion of their own interests. Indeed, the Japan 

Axes, representing the growth of the nation in the northern 

Pacific, does, Proteus-like, assume varied forms In the 

imagination of different observers.

Japan’s position as the stabilising force in Bast 

Asia carries in itself a mission of historical significance 

which must cause the natural extinction of the Nine Power 

Treaty. In other words, between 1922, when that treaty was 

concluded, and to-day, when Japan’s axes have। heed5 completed, 

there have occurred drastic changes the world oyer« and it 

is not possible to settle any Asiatic problem without reeognis- 

tng Japan*a new position in the northeripPac'.ifta», The axes 

of new Japan symbolise a moral obligation not „to leave China a 

prise for endless international rivalries bat to recede her
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from the state of a quasi-colony of Occidental Powers.

Asia should realize to its noble obligation to promote its 

unique and sublime spiritual life and to contribute to the 

advancement of mankind through free and whole-hearted co

operation with the rest of the world. The spirit of Asia 

awoke from its long sleep of centuries first in J a, n 

through contact with Western civilization. The emergence 

of Japan as a new living force marked only the opening page 

of the history of the Asiatic race. With the China Affair 

begins its main chapter.

Thus, the military operations that Japan was 

compelled to take in China should be looked upon as a 

manifestation of the creative power of the Asiatic spirit, 

from which we may well expect the consummation of a constructive 

peace. The China Affair, which has rudely shaken the world, 

is destined to prove the very centre of the stream in the 

swift current of world history.

The Brussels Conference, which was summoned for 

the purpose of settling the Sino-Japanese conflict, served 

as an antidote against the pdison of European imperialism 

which has paralysed China since the time of the Opium War. 

It is time the Wine Power Treaty was re-examined and diagnosed 

to clarify its basic pollution.

The Asiatic peoples should cast aside al 1 the 

selfish individualism and materialism of Burope. They

should embrace one common faith of Asia and live an Asiatic 

life. The Confucianism that originated in China and was 

perfected in Japan, as if anticipating the needs of to-day, 

long ago laid down the stern and solemn code of "self-mastery 

and return to decorum*. Herein lies the common ideal for 

Jawzn, Manchaukuo and China.

Through the mastery of self and the purification 

of group life, all the nations of Asia may bd united in ths 

Asiatic spirit and under Asiatic order and discipline, while



c„W^b SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL police!
Fila ,

w»-r» ’ •« < • „ «' > '■ ** * i

S. t.. R RY |

REPORT

Subject (in full). Anti Municipal,.Council Poster.

Made by S-Ub-In.sp.gctor Dow..Forwarded by Z?..Officer in chargg^

Sir,

I beg to report that I was informed yesterday a.m. 22-2-39 

that there was an anti Municipal poster posted on the outside 

of the Co-operative Society Building show window at the inter

section of Dixwell and North Szechuen Roads wording as far as 

could be ascertained was as follows;-

•Municipal Council was powerless and could not cope with 

the terrorism south of the Creek*.

I accompanied J.D.S. 42 to the place but the poster had 

been torn down.



439 INST. Î2-31
1000-3-38

Report sent with.. 
Special Branch.

Two

Mac.lftä/3» ? "

pamphlets, TianiwiHs or new [pernio*

Where found I near Lloyd Road» lime found Date ±^“2X5 9 <

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Shopping Centre

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Date. 16*2*39

Probably thrown from The Sun 
Co. ¡toof Garden, Nanking Bd

Pro-Japanese

ignea 4X. I

X r r w i ft ItoUza..... Station.for 0. /. t/c................ i.........

439 INST. 12-31. 
100'0-3-38

<9
Report sent with..

Special Branch.

Where found I ®®ad “,ar I Time found
____________ I ULoyd Road*________J_____

6.30pa pl*tte ¡ 14-2-39

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Date iebe: 193»«

pamphlets,
Dot«

Shopping emttr«.

¡pro “J0 pan

il<

ç S19O» ^33/^^vrRY I

Signed.

for C. Z. etc. i/c.... jwQuaa............Station.

probably thrown from th« Suu 
Cor Nanking Road



Date.......

Special Branch.
.......... pamphlets, mMmlwupwpww to

Where fo„nd j ““ i Time found 6«30pm 1 Date | 14«*J«»39i

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Shopping cunt re.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. «M»

How distributed ? 
(If known).

probably thrown iron the Sun 
Co* Nanking £0*4»

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

2ro-Japanese*

Arrests or not, if so how many? «M»

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

\A
Signed...................................

jor C. I. etc. i/c......hQUJ»........ .Station.

439 INST. 12-31
1000-3-38 । Mi 80« 133/39

TRY
Report sent with.................... 25................... ..........pamphlets, famdb

Special Branch.

¿j, £ *. f\ »5
LU rtf ne w $rvfhteTs to no?ST Tv zzii—
--______ _ ____J***** "

Where found ! flanking Boad near 1 Time found A»4An»wI Date 14—2-30._______ 1 K«*».. UnnA. 1 ______ »»wya,
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Shopping cantre.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known). Probably thrown from th« Sun 

Son On* »anlrfng Road*___________
Nature of Document.

(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) Pro-Japaneg«•

Arrests or not, ijfso how many?
_______'_________________________________________________________

Class of man Crested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker-etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Signed

Date........193 ft* for C. I. etc. i/c............... Station.



439 INST. 12-31.
1000-3-38

1ft s 0« 1^3/39,

Report sent with.... ...............?5................................ pamphlets, to
Special Branch.

Where found 1 JteUking Ro&d ! Time found 6«40plft Date 14*» ¿¿*39«
1 Krasmxr Rviri« 1 ____________ _______ ____ !---- -----

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Chopping centra«

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed? 
(If known). Probably thrown from the Cim 

Sun Ce« Banking Road«
Nature of Document.

(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Pro-Jupan as e«
—— ■———  —

«»«»

i_______________________

Signed ®« w«
..... J»l>. 14th,...l»S> f" C- '■ ““ H‘.....



F. 439 INST, 12-31.
1000-3-38

Report sent with.. 
Special Branch.

67 pamphlets,

Where found j N^nki ng Road near | Time found 10»20o^»^Daie
___________ Lloyd Koadji_______
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Shopping Contro

15-2-3«

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many’?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mil] worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Date.

Probably thrown from tho Sun 
Co«» Nanking Road»

feb* 15th•»1939

Pro* Japan es a »

Signed.

Station.for C. I. etc. i/c....



T HH (-----------I
FORM N$. 3
G. 65M-V-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s. Ö»
8.1

REPORT

Subject (in fuii)........Disséminâtion of anti-British and. anti-Chinese

Made
..pamphl.e.t8...i.n...the.„Selitleffie.n.1;.......................................

.................. p............... Forwarded by..........P.-.I.?...P^.f.0^.

19

On the afternoon of January 23, 1939, a

large number of coloured, pamphlets were found

scattered on Hanking Road in the vicinity of the

Sincere, Wing On and Sun Sun Department stores. 

These pamphlets Contain Domei Hews Agency reports 

on such subjects as anti-British labour agitation 

in Burma; breakdown of the morale of the Chinese 

armed forces; and press criticism against th-jrd 

powers’ assistance to the Chiang Kai-shek government* 

A copy of the pamphlet together with a full trans

lation is attached herewith.
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*W'J WTOW«®^EW<sfWÈWW'®i- ‘11OHI 
¡m- B£. *<*bihíí'ubbim *

Rangoon» January IB (Denol) * 81a«« Deeember Inert 

year, antl-lrltioh labeur trouble» which broke «ut at 

varimi» placo» 1» Barna har« aleo affected employees of 

gereranent railway».

On the night ef January IT, the railway «aployaos 

held a general nesting. A» the situation wm found to be 

«ritieni* the authorities prosecuted leader» ef th» Strike 

group« Meverthelessp th« strike nereneate at harina» 

yin»»» har» he eene worse and It 1» inerltahle that a general 

•trlk» will take place la a few day»» If th» general 

»trlk» I—nane sa, th« harbour and th» railway employee» will 
certainly participate, whereupon the transportation ef 

military weapon» and a—atnltloa a» well ae »applico for 

railway reconstruction te Yttnnan my he stopped.

Th» anther iti»» are preeemat lag dally »«mi ten 

director» ef th» Maputo group» tìn January 18, twe 

supporter» of the novenea t who oaa» tren India la an 

attengt to participate in th» anwenent ef Indian labourers 
Ì0I. i»u»<t«t»ly weaadijBMyf.

Bangeon» fUMnry M (9m»1) * Th» »tribe 

•itaatlcn ef th» anti»BM»i»h cll«u» in heagwea hM Tin—a 

wer— • M f p»n. — Th—ary 1», a hand gra—ida wa» three» 

at th* water —» ef hr* law n—» th» rretóer ef B—»ho



Special correspondence from Hanker dated January 

1» (United Press of China) • as the KUomintaag troops 

have loot confidence, their fighting spirit has besoms 

extraordinarily weak recently* Most of then have abac- 

doned and withdrawn from their defense lines voluntarily, 

without regard to orders of the Kuomintang Government, while 

those army commanders and divisional commanders who are 

disappointed at the future of the Kuomintang government hare 

hidden their munitions and detained the pay and rations of 

soldiers in the interests of their own future*

geneva, January if (Denol) • The •|hh*nat ■■ orb V 

an avowing p*psr in geneva on January It published the ■ 

following consent, criticising the action of various ft rs 

1* supporting Chiang Tai

•It is a very dangerous policy of the various 

rowers to use every effort to make Japan exhausted and grant 

caaoesslows in eennootien with the China incident* The 

longer the war of resistance by ths Khomintang authorities 

lasts* the finer Japan's attitude will be, and the results 

as asps out by the British and American Powers will not be 
foMgi^MM^

<.z



* 5. 3. ReOH«WY

------------t~

CHINA PRESS.

JAN 25 1939

^nti-British 
Propaganda

Found Here
Detectives of the Special Branch. 

Shanghai Municipal Police Head
quarters, are today continuing their? 
investigations in connection with ? 
the distribution of anti-British J 
handbills on Nanking and Yu Ya 
Chins Roids Men day afternoon. ,

Only a few of the handbillswere 
^circulated : but several copies fell 
jinto -* the hands of the police | 
authorities. One of th$ leaflets’ 
m ade the bold statement that 
“Anti-British «sentiment is growing* 
in Burma and a general strike will 
be declared shortly.” \

The leaflets were distributed by? 
i smede Chinese, according to all 
available information. The fellow 
managed to disappear, however, be
fore the Police arrived on the scene, j 
He is believed to have been merely 

hireling Oisomelocalorgan- 
^■»1 ion trying to engage in anti-1 
British propaganda in tho city. [



F. 439 INST. 12-31
1000-3-^8

Report sent with...... .T.bJT.S.9.
Special Branch.

H. Ht

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Where found Bubbling Well Road j Time found B ,S0p

pamphlets, toJ*

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JL'
HY

How distributed? 
(If known).

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

MlArrests or not, if so how many?

NilClass of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mil] worker etc.)

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Anti British (Re Rurra®i

Pamphlets thrown from roofs 
New World and Sun Co. Yu Y 
Ching Bubbling Well corner

thrower,

Ml

‘ Signed d'T* ç, • 
j„ C. I. eli: i/o........Si««.......

simultaneously according
C.P.C. 2825. . „New World visited—110 ce Q|

Date.........rd ..«Ta.nusgy,...197 9

i



F. 439 INST. 12-31.
1006-3-38

Report sent with........
Special Branch.

Where found I Road and Time found
_____ I Cheki ang Road_______ | _________

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Nçar School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
fete.

HowMistributed ? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

, Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

7.40Pa4*5?;1Ä

Shopping Centre

H il

Mi’sc^öS/Sö 
24-Ü-3Ö

Date
M a in thor ough^ar<

Thrown from Wing On Co» 
Koof Garden, Nanking Rd

Pro-Japanese and ant 
Settlement•

Decerne» r, 19 38

Signed ■ 1>?.S.35O’

for C. I. etc. i/c...............Station.



F. 439 INST. 12-31.
•OOO-SJS; Mise. HC< W/S'

Report sent with .......... pamphlets, handbills or ne^vspaper^rtB
Special Branch. • ZVu S. 1 t * - -J

''1

»iWhere found Ayenue^y.V^I^gear Time found SeiSp.i^^Date I3.H.38
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

At the centre of amusement placco»
Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 

etc. _____________ ___
How distributed ? 

(If known). Thrown from a motor truck«
Nature of Document.

(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) Anti«Government«
Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Ill*
----- --- ; ----f JT
* £_

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? • W U\



F. 439 INST. 1 2-31
~ 500’10-37

One 81~ cReport sent with.................................................. ïÆCffiCbfeiâK handbills iffic®ffl3BÎRMX to
Special Branch.

Where found Yu Yuen-Bdinburgh. Time found a.oop.u » Date 23.9.38.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Residential.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

-
How distributed ? 

(If known). Believed to have "been thrown 
from a m/car.___________________

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Anti Chiang Kai Chek & anti- 
forei gn.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? H one .
Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 

mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C C-J^bde?



F. 439 INST. 12»3h
500-2-3^6 Kisc«67J/33 

20*d»3B«

Report sent with.......... .30..................... .......... .
Special Branch.

...........paronMe^s^h a ndbi 1 Is or qews^a|?e^s to

Where found lioud flSSSfl Time found , ...
___ V..W1AOT «ifeÄ»______ L .. ! 1 D 1

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood ).

Shopping centre»

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Anti* Gowen

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Chained under what Section of C.C. Code?

known*

Date.................. e-... , .i. x 3 «■ - ♦

'^3 $



. 439 INST. 12-31.
500-10-37

a

Report sent with Aok 1-...£ov 
Special Branch, a^ti- foreign

Where found On Yuyuen Road i Time found 9.30pm. Date 20/8/38.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Residential C.O.L. area.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

— — *•

How distributed ? 
(If known). Round on roadway.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) Anti- Government and anti- 

foreign./?

Arrests or not, if so how many ? - - -Q I

_ Uh
H 1 ‘

’’'"I
■ 1_______________rA I .

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

i %

Charged under what Section of C C. Code ? - - -

■inquiries* D.S. Greenfield.

Date 2Ot3:1* August 1938.
Signed ____

for C, I, etc. ......... Station.



Æ. 55M--1-38
File No........... -

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Special Branch

REPORT . . - 5* 3
Date...... Si.®. »..... i

Subject. Male Chinese youth arrested in possession of anti-chiang Kai Shek

Chu Yue Fah, aged 16, a native of Yangchow, who

was arrested during the evening of August 4, 1938 by

a plain clothes March party operating from Sinza station, 

for being in possession of some 300 copies of an anti-

Chiaag hai Shek pamphlet, was released at 4.15 p.m.

August 5 in accordance with the instructions of the D.C. 

(Special Branch)» Before being permitted to leave 

Sinza station he was severely cautioned as to his future 

behaviour in the Settlement and warned that any repetition 

of the offence would be drastically dealt with.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
$ro4

/ 8 38

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miao. 340/38.
.............*.'B.....Division ■
_____ ..................Police Station.
.........................................38.

Nature of Offence:—Diary Number:— 2.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation t 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
M&le Chinese arrested in possession of pamphlets.

The arrested you tlx, Chu Yue Jfeh yus

again interrogated on 5/8/38, but he adhered to Ma 
original statement, and nothing further was learned

fron Mm»

On instructions received through D.I. Crawford, 

Special branch, Chu Yue Ifeh was released from thia 

station at 4-15 p.m. on 5/8/38.

Copy to Special Branch.



Use. 340/38

1

*3* 
sinsa

4th Augtrnt, 38.

liale Chinese urreatcd in possession of pastphletB.

At 8,15 p«m* on 4/8/38 D,S«X, Road, in charge of a 

plain clothes search party., arrested cm gin« Hoad near 

■ enohow hoad, a male Chinese naned Chu The Pah

10, Yangchow, 3/Apprentioe, No, 3 Wo sing Li, Tsau Ka Doo, 

in possession of a bundle of pamphlets of an anti Chiang 

W Shek nature wrapped in a Japanese newspaper. The 

following is a translation of the pamphletst«

W have suffered fir a long period under the 
rule of Chiang's Government, The people are in a 
■ds^raMe state because of exhorbitant taxes# Since 
1927, Chiang has devoted himself to various atro* 
clous activities to the great dissatisfaction of the 
public. After the outbreak of the August 13th 
Incident, Chiang advocated resl stance against the 
Japanese, and adopted a »scorched earth* policy in 
co-opeation with the communlots* Central China, 
which is the riohese area of our country has suffer
ed unprecedented losses. Industries have bean des
troyed and people killed* Recently, consunlsts and 

members of the "HLue Shirts* were despatched to 
Shanghai for the purpose of carrying out assassinate» 

A number of vdso and educated people who were allege« 
to bo traitors have been killed* As easins have done 
everything in their power create a reign of 
terrev* Wr instance, a girl of Id yearn* of age 
was also killed in connection with the murder which 
took place at Doong Shing lur Restaurant. Refugee 
merchants were attacked in connection with the case 
which occurred in the Sun sun Hotel* Being bribed 
by Chitfig’s Government, various newspapers published 
false news stating that those outrages weto seta to 
to eliminate traitors. However, the facts have 
already been brought to the notice of the public* 
Under the reign of Chiang and the Oenmunist» and wit 
their finane ial support, the aooasins intend to turn 
the pompous municipality Of Shanghai to a place of 
terror* Wo, the residents of shanghai, should there 
fore unanimously eliminate ouch barbarous and 
atrocious assaslns. Wo should aJ-So mite together f.

■•¿few



I
I

Mi^c»M0/38 sin®

1 (Sheet 2)

for the purpose of overthrowing the Chiang and 
Oowranlot Qo Vermont» It is taaped that nil people 
Mil rise and finish the war in order to enjoy a 
peaceful axistanoe."
The arrested youth appears to be of low Mentality 

and io illiterate» ’¡’hen questioned he stated that a few 
minutes prior to his arrest he picked the bundle up fro® 
the road&y on Sin* Read near *u Th Ching Tip ad, and was 
unaware of its contents» He is being detained at this 
station ponding instructions of P»6» (Special Branch).

D.S. Pitts, special Branch» attended and took poo*
session of the pamphlets»

Copy to 8p» branch»

■ »iB

Son* Det» i/b*W T $ '

^^^7^249* I



F. 439 INST. 12-31.
5003^^7

sc. ’

Report sent with—-------------------- jpamphiflts, handbills okxxrqi
Special Branch, gapped in a newspaper entitled RibgchoWSii

Where found Cerner of Dubbi ingwelïime found
—-----Ym- Vh.- a_______________

7.30piin5 ^5/8/38.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Doubtful

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

— —

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Dropped from 1st or 2nd floor 
of the new World Amusement Re- 

__ sort. 2 Rubbling Well Road.
Nature of Document.

(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) An 1i-Commun 1 anC**
1

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Nil
-- --------

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie» 
mill worker etc.)

,lx Zl

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code ? Nil.
/

Hl

Date. 5
Signed

for C. I. etc. ifc...........Si.?..?®.......Station.

)



Al SA« 622/3S«
Report sent with.

Special Branch.
ÄS jjgjnjghlg^ handbills o£Jie^sga^rs,to

Where found Hanking Road naar 
Ya Ya Ching Road»

iTime found | pB Date ! 6-W«.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood). Nanking Roadt buagr thoroughfare

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed? 
(If known). Unknown*

Arrests or not, if so how many? Nil*

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Anti*CoMounl0t

B*3* IfiLeSigned.....

Date.... i U Cpj/ for C. I. etc. i/c.- Xo«»*...................................................Station.

33? C/rfa.



FM. 2 *
G. 55M-1-38 File No,

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. -
Section ^Special.Br^ch^/^ / _

REPORT 38.

Subject. Anti-Chiang Kai-shek Propaganda.

Made by

Forwarded herewith is a copy of leaflet of an 

anti-Chiang Kai-shek nature, entitled "Advice to Shanghai 

Citizens", which was found on Robison Road, having been 

thrown from an East-bound trolley 'bus at about 7 p.m. on 

August 3. This leaflet which gives no source of origin, 

bitterly denounces General Chiang Kai-shek for having sent 

to Shanghai a gang of terrorists. A translation follows:- 

"Advice to Shanghai Citizens:

We have long been victims of the atrocity of 

Chiang's regime. Taxes are extremely heavy and people 

are tired of existence. Ever since traitor Chiang came 

into power in 1927, cases of corruption have been 

prevalent in officialdom. Following the August 13th 

incident, the Chiang regime adopted the so-called 

scar ched-earth policy and, as a result, the most prosper

ous districts in Central China have been destroyed and 

all business disrupted. At present a number of blue 

shirts and communists are being sent to Shanghai to carry 

out terroristic activities. These acts are conducted 

under the guise of disposing of traitors, but those who 
have been assassinated were, in fact, good and Intelligent I 

citizens. They even deliberately killed an innocent girl 

of 16 in the Dong Hsing Lao Restaurant and attacked a 

refugee merchant in the Sun Sun Hotel without any Justifi- | 

cation. The greater part of the local press, being subsid- I 

ed by Chiang's regime, has attempted to conceal the real 
facts by naming these activities as "Traitor removing 

acts". As these terrorists intend to ruin Shanghai,



fm. 2 * File No.............
G 55H |-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.Station, 
REPORT 

Date...19
-2-

Subject...................................................................................................................................................................................

blade by..............................................................Forwarded by ............................................... ...................... ..............

“we should, therefore, cooperate to overthrow this 

most atrocious gang as well as the selfish Chiang- 

Communist Government. By so doing, the war will 

soon come to an end and we will live in peace once



fro 7
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. /- / ¿8

CRIME DIARY.

Miao, Report
CRIME REGISTER No:— 29(0»

•à* M ....... .................... ..... Division.
91?®P.S.i9..?.®.a3.PoZiCi Station.

3râ| I9 38«
Nature of Offence:—Diary Number:— J

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day 2.39a«m.«3a.m.
3-Ö-3Ö

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Raoecourae Rond near 
Mohawk Road.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

MJÜMP IX ÜMSTU ZIuAP PI ¿»TUI CT

At 2.30 a.ra, on 3-8-3Ö 0.P.C.1S4 brought to thia 
Station 120 pamphlets which he found on Ruaeoouree Road 
near Koknwk Rued. The pr^phleta la question are of Anti« 
014 ang Shi dhek and AnH^Cammunlsä nature.

Jhrther enquiries made in th® vicinity of where 
the pamphlets w«re picked up failed to obtain any infornj- 
atlan lending to the Identity of th? person or persona 
distributing some#

Th*? pamphlets will be forwarded to Special Brauoh 
for Inforrnntion.



Extract from Intelligence Report dated August 3, 1938

Anti-General Chiang Kai Shek Propaganda.

Copies of a handbill accusing General 

Chiang Kai Shek of having started the Sinb-Japanese 

hostilities at the instigation of the Communists, 

were found on Race Course Road near Mohawk Road and 

on Nanking Road near Kwnagse Road on the night Of 

August 2/3«



F. 439 IN»/. 12*31.
” 80<^9*37 M1«C. 610/38«

Report sent with............UUMNI.......  —
Special Branch.

... _.....handbills

Where found Ranking Road War Time found 9.10 p. lf)ate 2*8*38*
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Shopping centre*
Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 

etc. <*•«*

How distributed ? 
(If known).

U^fiE^wn. i’loked up by o.P.C.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Anti -Governmen t •

Arrests or not, if so how many? Ml*
Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 

mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

___________________________

c. , —.Signed........................
Date Ave » Sodi 19S8» for C. I. etc. i/c......Lau«fc....... Station.



F. 439 »NST. 12-31 
S<M^Ô-37 M1B0. 616/38

R«port sent with..............................................**** .... handbills to
Special Branch.

Where found noar
WO Jw'ie |

/ Tg.48p.in.Time found Date 2-8-38.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Shopping Centre.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

/

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Unknow. Picked up 
2874.

by £*• P.O.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Anti-Government.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Nil.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

/

Charged under what Section of CC. Code?
/ /

Date Au8ust 2, 1938.

Signed-------------0. 3-.....4----------------

for C. I. etc. i/c............... Station.



a>a/M
Report sent with ______________________pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to

Special Branch.

Where found ï aoeaourae ni>£* Time found E.lBa.m. Date 3"0<M
llohawk Roads.__________________________________________

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Residential

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. Wear Raoeeourse

How distributed ? 
(If known). Scattered on roadway.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc). jtati*ChiQng Kai ShOk and Anil» 

Oomnunlom.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Ml.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc,) Wil.

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? FIX.

Signed____________________________

Date atgusft 3rd, 1938« for C. /, etc» i/o. Station.



hht/
2>

FM. 2
G. 55M-1-38

Subject.........

File No... ’ I■ ' • £
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. REGISTRY

s. i,
REPORT ■ ■ ^3 I

D.... i9 “si-

.F.indine..9X.aft..aß.t^^.... ...........................................

Made by..... .Pii Forwarded by

1.8.38, a booklet bearing as its 

title "Knowledge for the Citizens" (

of Heaven on

At 7.35 a.m. on

in front of the Temple of the Queen

Road, near North Soochow Road. This booklet, the

was found.

North Honan

text of

which seriously attacks the National Government and its

"Scorched Barth" policy, is highly anti-Kbumintang in nature

and is believed to be a piece of propaganda of the "Reformed

Government". The following is a list of its eub-titles«-

1. Why Japan wants to destroy the Chiang Kai-shek

Regime

2. Hankow Government ander the rule of the Chinese

Communist Party,

3. The "Five Gods of Wealth" in China»

4. A comment on the "Scorched Earth" Iblicy by Mr

Wen Tsung-yao

The downfall of "Soong" lynasty

The Chiang Kai-ehek Government heads for ruin,

The "Soong" lynasty in the present century

8. A plea in defence of "Traitors*

$•

CSö,

9, Why has Chiang Kai-shek met with failure?

10, The end of Chiang Kai-shek,

11. Chiang kai-shek’e political life in a state of coma.

12. The Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist Party ~ t3a®

curses of the nation.

D.C. (Special Branch)

D. I

5

6

7



F. 439 Instk 12-31. 
1000-2-^,

Report sent with 
Special Branch.

126 paxaphtax,{handbills o®awOTpapocs toZ<> o9 
¿2* */ W

ichang Hoad, near 16.7.38.9 • 45 pm DateWhere found Time found

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ?
(If known).

industrial & residential.

near factories & residences.

Abandoned on highway.
(Ichang xd near Seymour Hoad).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Anti-war between japan & china. 
Anti- national Groveroaent.

Arrests or not, if so how many ?
x / * / 

nil (i / ,

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

A*/ 

------------------------- —J______________

SignedQ<
. 16.7.38Date. for & Z. etc, t/c..*CQt00 Hd, Station.



F. 439 INST, 12-31.
500-2-36 Else.

Report sent with.13A_bppkp__.and_.300.............pamphlets, AY
Special Branch.

J

Where found 6th floor Sun Sun Time found 9*15p*m.< Date | 15-7-38»
oomnMnv# ! *

Character of place where found, (industrial, , 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

On one of the window ledges on 
the 6 tn floor, of the Sun Sun 
Qornpciiiy Suilcting.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. Shopping centre*

How distributed? 
(If known). /

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) Anti Chinese Government•

Arrests or not, if so how many? Nil«

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? / v Yv _ ■ 
_____An__  MO. I vnargea unaer wnat oecnon or v.v. voae ? / «■l w > h\v _______________ ' M )

C** D^....Xuly.... 1.5.*....19.38.«....... ^'/y'r- | for eic* Ve--............



Ma*JSJ5'75/ÄÄr;

Report sent with................ three
Special Branch.

................................. h sraÄrHtrw iwwspirpersto

Where found Nanking BL-Ad near j 
Kwangne Road.

। Time found !q.15p.ni. Date 15-7-38.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Chopling contra*

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed? 
(If known).

Picked up iron the ground by 
S. \C.327.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) Anti -GOvermont•

Arrests or not, if so how many? Wil.

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

F. 439 INST,
500-2-3«

Ö*TW^

Report sent with.
Special Branch.

Where found Hanking Road 
KV/angs e Road

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

,^uly
Date.

Time found 9»p •rni.

Shopping Centre

pamphlets, hTrndbi+ts-or-newspapep» to

Signed.

for C. I. etc. i/c

Seen flying to the ground by 
.2443

Anti-Government•

Nil



Pamphlets
Scattered

In Street
Gang Is Shen In French 

Concession But Makes 
Good Its Escape

' At a late hour last night the police 
were maintaining a strict vigil for 
a gang of pamphlet throwers which 
made an appearance duringX the 
course of the evening in three sec
tions of the city.

It was reported that shortly after 
9 o’clock a number of pamphlets of 
a political nature were thrown along 
the border of the French Copces- 
sion at Avenue Fochand RuePetiot, 
which is the extension of Chengtuj

Somewhat later, additional pam-1 
phlets, apparently scattered by the; 

¡same.group».were picked up in the^ 
Louza and Sinza districts, but ap
parently the evening’s activities did 
pot extend beyond these areas.

The pamphlets were Of coloured 
paper about six inches square and 
were covered with anti-Hankow 
polieal propaganda written in Chin
ese characters. The scatterers were 
actually seen going about their work 
on the Concession side of Avenue I 
Foch. but they made a getaway i 
before they could be apprehended. !

1 
«.■

Ì



439 INST, 12-*1»

500^36 14-7-38. J

30 Report sent with................... ...............................
Special Branch.

.......... pamphlets, 

.............................................................._,. 'fe-—-jTro
Where found 1 »»Wng Road near ' 

Kwangse Road. fete
rime found I 9«p«ffl« 1 Date 1 7^38«,
____________ I_________j.____ 1 /r 7

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood ).

Stopping cant re«

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. «»

How distributed? 
(If known). Seen flying to the ground by 

__ C.P.C.8443.__________ __
Nature of Document.

(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

-—
Anti-Govez-unent •

Arrests or not, if so how many?

___________ ___   
FT___________ ----------

>11«

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) - _

__________Æ 1 g

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? 6
------- ----------------------------1"----------------------



*A*
Miso. 256/38 Chengtu Road

July 14» 3«.
1.

9 .k-6* p. is.*ll.p . 
DetectiTe office* 

14*7-38

At 9.2$.p.MU 14-7-3S a telephone ¡aesaage (St.T<. 

Bex 3) was received iron CJMh 329 (¿raffle) an dOtF 

at Mohapk Road intersection of Avenue Vdw. VII te the 

effect that a quantl^r of ptaMaphlcts had Just bean 

thrown from an unlicenced open bask wto*»tlMte» of 

dark colour» driving without lights» fro® Vast to Vest 

on Avenue Rdward VTX at the intersection of Mohawk Road 

on the Vrench Concession side. Q.P.a. 329 stated that 

he could not see the occupants) but believed the panphr» 

lets were thrown from the rear of ttelwelu.. .
The »eneh Police end B«VeU tehUon wore infers»« 

and C*P.C*o along Avenue wdw. VTT instructed to pick

C.P.a. 3te subsequently btwgUt 1» os»ten of tie« 

to M ototion which were fount to te of nine 

vssriwtMMH 1188

Mtt ahlmg Sid Shtte and AatUwoiotaMO. 
Aftii MW rn Ml soft tett snlistwsrtk 
IhrgW Kwaugse natives not to itte«

Bl
(3) Kuoningtung coinsitting suicide with rope 

^v^OOwMiut sili 1t
(«) Wing Voited west Asia to overites» srlUohi

Anerioan» Wwneh and Swint nuaslm running 4

«Anti Chiang tel telk and Pro-Rofomcd teedlte
Anti. MKiMn*QKi>:> - -'I Wtft wovctJS frw point of view of fwily«



5» U, V«

4

to the abore C»S,S, 190 on section
iSiBi

patrol picked up 4 copies of the pamphlets and some alreac

s*C W3 4 copies, three were of a di fferant 

rarfety th these al-ready obtained,

(11) AM ahlneae ass<v Alleging dhotwetion of
Yellow Mwr

(19) reiwnfirt r»wtr dnaqr v£ swiat maadUu
KeoedrctflnK Ahrsqt of a-^aoamiat paHQT»

Kost of the remdnd.Tr of the paaphleto were Mek*t
OW'IHiFoljM®

Mereawh:,f»woii<L Woeh tiirnni1—iQI

tte t61ep»i»ter» ■
FWawphleto forwarded to 3peolal rraaeh far -"

tra.xalBtiin) i*ttd disposal.

ftMe 9W0

OffWVtOh»»

remdnd.Tr


1» To drive a lamb into the mouth of a tigeri

War realsiting and country salvation are the slogans to 
intoxicate the youth. By means of these slogans all the 
young men were fobled.

As a result of which a great number of young men were 
driven into the mouths of devils.

Who were the devils? The gods of war pr the communists. 
However the youngmen were intoxicated, and their useful future 
ruined by Chiang Kah Shih. They are on the way to the death.

Wake up young men. if you don't overthrow Chiang Kah Sih, 
who had fooled and intoxicated you, it would too late for you 
to regret when you entered the mouths of devils.

2» To load people to slaughter house.

Due to the unsuccessful situation and heavy loss in the 

front, Chiang Kah Sih, whd has been greatly exited, has forced 

people to join the any. All the yotfng men can not escape from 

his devil hands, resembling that a number of pigs and sheeps 

were taken to slaughter houses.

A man, with parents and wife and children, will never 

come back if he joins the any.

In view of the above, If you are unwilling te be a pig 

or a sheep, do your best to anti Chiang and the war.

3. Kwang se people - don’t join the any.

4. Proceed te your native place and enjoy your home happiness.

5» The result of recognising a thief as a father.

Since the Sian incident, Koumingtang and the communistic 

party commenced to work together*

From the beginning of the war, the communist party 

failed to take any action. After the fall of the Koumingtang 

communists began to proceed. The Koumingtang party it 

cornniting suicide with a rope supplied by the communists 

which you can see in the picture on the reverse side.



d* Unite together and urge the pfcuooi peace of Bastern Asia.
To overthrow the running toga of British* American, Krenoh 
qnd Soviet Russian*
Bo our best to stop the Sino-Japanese hostilities*
Long live the Hew China*
Long live the victory of all labourers*

7* The war ruined our hones and family. People were forced 
to join the army by Chiang Kah Shih's government*

The only way to peace is to join the new government*

a* The Red movements have ruined as »sat ran our country*
Anti communist is the only way to peace*

•* rhe wgrxhns separated mother» ant son*
The mothers and sons suffer the most from warfare* 
tor self salvation is to anti the warfare*



10« To kill people by procuring ano there knife*
The communism injured the peace of the East.
China suffers first*
to provoke the hostilities between japan and China. 
Anti communism is the only way to peace* 

11* The Chinese soldiers destroyed the Yellow River
dykes, thousands of Chinese people were thrown into 
the watjier*

our friend-country Japan sent out a number 
of aeroplanes» which conveyed foodstuff to the 
scene and a groat numbers of peasant* old folks* 

young men and aidyx ladies were rescu/ed from 
death*

(To call for the assistance of Buddah 
during emergency).

11* Chinese communist party becomes the dummy of 
Sowlot Russia, whilst the Ksamingtang becomes 
the dummy of communist party* Turing the 
course of their performance , all the people 
had to suffer the loss*

(Chinese are qualified to be the ash 
of cannon ruins)*
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*>}•>

Arrest of male Chinese in possession 
«g 4aU Govern—nt Pamshlets.

At ID. 06a.m. on C/7/38 J.P.S- 154 brought to 

Station a male Chinese, zee zung sal 46,

Soochow, H/unemployed, 60, Chekiang Road, whom he had 

arrested on Central Road in possession of a n—bar of 

ASpi Chi—g Kai-shek and Anti r—auniat Pamphlets.

Questioned by D»S. Guess and C.D.S. 48 the a caused 

stated that he ear— a a—11 living by watching —tar 

ears in Central District. On the morning of 6/7/38 

a man whom he described as, age about 20, height about 
6'6", sadism build, a—11 face, long hair, dressed in 

Foreign style black serge Jacket and white pants, 

black shoes, no hat, speaking Mandarin, passed him —

Central Road and in passing gave him a bundle of papers 

telling him to distribute th—. So was standing 

1—king at the pc—Slats when he was arras ted by the 
J.P.S.

D.S. Henchman of special Branch attended the 

station and a visit was paid to the suspect's h—e 

butt nothing incrimlnating •»• discovered.

The ease was further investigated bat the suspect 

maintained his stat——t through—t and the setter was 

referred to the DJ>.0."A" who instructed that — charge 

b© preferred but that the snap—t bo detained



Mias

1/sheet 2.

temporarily in the beggar cells.

The seized pamphlets are submitted herewith.

SM>»O.*A” ntv.

s

»



.39 INST. 12-31._
500-2-36

1---------------------------------- --- - -------—--------- ' ' . ... ............................................. . ....
Report sent with..... .....................................................pamphlets, handbills coaoanpapOBtf0

Special Branch.

Where found Central Road Time found 20.05a4| J)ate 6/7/38

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

BnsInesa hoases.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known). By hand.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Anti Chiang Kai-shek and 
Anti Commlst.

Arrests or not, if so how many? One.

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) Lower coolie class.

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? Not charged.

Signed .............................—
Date....?**V....... „ „ / / for C. I. etc. f/c..............................Station.



—aU.2 .. „ File No......J2M? '
S S;5^ < SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section S Special Branch

REPOBT .....•»..... LpA “

Subject Anti-Rational Government Propaganda«.............. ZTZ. ____ '

the following is a summarized list of coloured handbills

copies of which were found discarded on Kiukiang Road near 

Hupeh Road at 3.40 p.m., July 5 - apparently thrown from an 

upstairs portion of the new Wing On Building:-

Handbill containing the allegation that dissension now 

exists between the Kuomintang and the Chinese communist 

Party, and that the Chinese people are opposing the 

pro-communist policy of the Hankow Government.

Handbill containing a report alleged to have been 

published by the *New York Times’* to the effect that the 

Kuomintang is resorting to oppressive measures in dealing 

with the Chinese Communist Party and that these two 

political parties will soon enter into open conflict. 

Handbill containing the allegation that General Chiang 

Kai Shek has concluded a secret pact with the U.S.S.R. 

in the following terms:-

(a) Joint defence of china and the U.S.S.R.

(b) Supply of munitions of war to the guerilla forces 

of the Communist Party.

(c) Special rights to be granted the U.S.S.R. in Sinkiang, 

Hinghsia and Chinghai.
(d) The post of chief advisor to the^ational Government 

to be filled by a Soviet citizen.

(e) Reorganisation of the administration of the Rational 

Government.

Handbill entitled •Eradicate the Bed Evil, • alleging 
that thebcmmunist Party is not sincere in its 

cooperation with the Kuomintang end will resume its



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

REPORT
Date.

.Station,

*9

Subject.

Made by. Forwarded by.

evil activities to the detriment of the nation, The 
document concludes by stating that the people should 
Join hands with those who have shown in fact their 
determination to establish permanent peace in the 
Orient.

(6) Handbill entitled *How to find work for those who 
have been unemployed since the hostilities,* which 
urges the workers to organise a general labour union 
that will be powerful, and to restore peace by 
upsetting the intrigues of Great Britain, the U.S.A«, 
the U.S.S.R. and France. It contains the following 
slogans»-
All people are to unite and to promote peace in the 

Orientl
Overthrow the running dogs in the employ of Great 

Britain, the U.S.A., the U.S.S.g. and France!
Stop the Sino-Jajanese hostilities by all means!
Long live Hew China and the victory of the labourers 

in various trades!
Similar handbills al an made their appearance on Yu 

Ya Ching^Road near NankingRoad and in the Great World Amuse« 
ment Resort, Boulevard de Montigny, during the evening of 

the same day (July 5).



F. 43$ *NST. 12-31.
SOO-10-3 7

pampiife^s, handbills to

Where found

Arrests or not, if so how many ?

Charged under what Section of CC. Code?

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

TWò

Signed
Station.

for C. I. etc. i/c-
5th «uly, 1938 

Date

Report sent with—...........................................
Special Branch.

_____________Corner of Kiukiang 
and uoopah Hoads ----------- 5=7=38

DateTime found
S.bOp.B

Mi «0.546
— 5-7-38.

See fl attalento d-awn j 
1361.
Anti-bov®r fintarti^*

Nil

31



F. 439 INST. 12-31
000-10*37 ,

Ittsc. 546/33.

Reportsent with............-.............................-....... .434.-----pamphlets,
Special Branch.

Where found ¡Tn Ya Ching Read Time found 7.35p.PJ< Date 5—7—S8.
______ war HankiJS Road. ______________ F__ I_______ i___________

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Shopping Contra.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

/

How distributed ? 
(If known).

soon flying to the ground by 
C.P.C. 2124«

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) Anti-Government*

Arrests or not, if so how many? m*
Class of man arrested ? (Student» coolie» 

mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C C. Code ? /



ISTF» í
SoQ

A.-.-/---------

Hl EC. 281/38

1

«B»
Sinza

4 th July, 38.

Anti National lai Go ver naan t Pamphlets found.
At 9 p.m. on 4/7/38, c.P, . 1?86 found a pamphlet 

of an Anti-national lot Government and Anti-Communist 
nature outside the main entrance of ths Hew World Amuse
ment Resort, 2-4 Bubbling Well Road, He (altered the 
premises to make enquiries, and '.¿as handed by an account» 
ant an envelope containing a manifesto purporting to be 
issued by the "Groat People Association« ( )
urging the people of entral China to co-operate with 
ths Japanese. The envelope was delivered by post to the 
Hew Wrld Amusement Resort at about 8.30 p.m. on 4/7/38.

C.P.C. 1?86 brought the pamphlet and manifesto to 
this station when reporting off duty at 11.30 p.m. on 
4/7/38. They will be forwarded to the Special Branch 
on B/7/38.



F. 439 INST. 12-31.
500-10-37

lüsc. Report 281/38 Sin za

„ . * .. oneReport sent with—...............................................-
Special Branch.

w. . . Bubbling Well RoadWhere found neay yu % GMng Rd|t

----------- pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to 

Time found g p.m, Pate 1 V?/36*-

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Shopping district

Outside Rew World Amusement
Resort, _______ —

How distributed ?
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Anti Nationalist Government and
Anti Communist. _______

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

• 
।

। 
।

4 
»

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? , / /.________

Signed ...~........    13. >•“

Date..... July. MS«..............  f„r c. L f(c ,/c..... S*»»......SMwn.

Date..... <tb July» 1930

W
M

!

F. 439 INST. 12-31.
500-10-37

One
Special Branch.

_____handbill^SW?^ to

Where found 2-4 Bubbling '811 Time found 8,30 P,Bfrate | <

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Amusement Centre.

Near School, Factory^ Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

;ent through~poat.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

MW11T6BW urging peopl® 
China to co-operate with 
Japanese. _ ___

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? _________________L-L—

Signed.

for C. I. etc. ile. 310 **' Station.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICED
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— feiso. 657/38.

Diary Number:—

—____ ..._____ Division.
___ ßentral... ..Police Station.
.—JjBly-lat»............/g 38.

Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 

| course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Anti Rational ..Itar.nraEent .^unphletsdistributed

At 11.20a.m. 1-7-30, Q.P.C. 1990 was patrolling

Szechuen Road near K-iukiang Road when he observed a 

number of pamphlets» about SO in number»dropping falling

through the air having apparently been thrown from one 

of the many office windows situated above the Bank of 

SaSt Anin» corner of Szechuen and Kiukiang Reads.

The pamphlets were found to be of Anti Rational

Government nature to the effect that the present war

was caused through the Vareo Foie -Bridge incident and

since that time the Rational Government have lost many

Provinces and the people should

the new Reformed Governrnent and

now give every help to

help the J«p>nesa to make

peace.

Änquiries were made in the stated office» the

entrance of which, 103, Kiukiang Road, by the undersigned

assisted by G.B.C. 347 but no information could be 

obtained.
Pamphlets have been forwarded to Special Branch.

*>*•*. V. "A" 1*1 v.



439 INST. 12-31.
5C0-2-36 Central Mine.

1-----------------------------------------------------
Report sent with....... 50........ ............ ........

Special Branch. \
.......... pamphlets, handbillsuw^ftôwispapôü to

Where found Sftftchuen neor
^luklstfig * I

Time found llwg0a*K4Date | 1-7-38

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Central Bank Di strict.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Bank of Hast Asia Building»

How distributed? 
(If known). thrown from window of one of the 

offices in building.
Nature of Document.

(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

.  - <■ ■■■■■ ;■ ‘—•— .. . ■
Anti National ôovernment.

Arrests or not, if so how many? 1 Nil.

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Nil.

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? Nil.



The *^ndustriai Guardian " < TIW), a Chines^ newspaper

owned by a Formosan, publishes the following report on June 28,1938s

HANDBILLS MAKE APPEARANCE SUPPORTING THE "REFORMED GOVERNMENT"
Of late, copies of two kinds of handbills have been 

distributed at various public amusement resorts in this locality* 
These handbills support the "Reformed Government of the Chinese 
Republic* and advocate peace for the mutual welfare of China and
Japan*

A reporter of the United Press of China obtained one copy
each of the two handbills. One reads as follows s-

"The Mikouchiao Incident gave rise to the Sino~Japanese
hostilities* People are now praying for peace every day*
Chiang Kai-shek has already lost large areas of territory, thereby 
seriously endangering the safety of thousands upon thousands of 
brethren, but people dare not say so for fear of Chiang Kai-shek* 
The National Government is propagating a war of resistance, 
while the people do not know why a war of resistance should have 
been started* Those who have a clear brain desire peace, but

HLÉ*“
the

Chiang Kai-shek and the Communist Party are so ambitious that 
they want to be powerful and enrich themselves by means of the 
blood of the 400,000,000 brethren* They have deposited huge 
sums of money in foreign banks, claiming that it will be used 

for 'the purchase of firearms* In the meantime, they are 
conspiring with Soviet Russia and have accepted Communism in 
China* This is a policy of suicide*

"The downfall of Chiang Kai-shek’s regime is inevitable* 
disputes between the Kuomintang and the Communist Party, 
dissension among Government officials, the bad economic

condition of China, and the difficulty of procuring firearms 
and the complaints among the people— all constitute fatal 
blows to Chiang Kai-shek’s war of resistance* The Chinese 
people are earnestly hoping for peace* Mr., Wong Ts-huei ( Ut)

and others have formed the ^Reformed Government of the Chinese



- 2 -

Republic* for the purpose of finding a route to peace as well 

as encouraging a rapprochement between China and Japan» 

“Brethrenl If you desire Sino-Jaoanese friendship, 

you should rise and overthrow Qhiang Kai-shek and the Communist 

Party. East Asia may thus have peace and the people may live 

in peace.“

The other handbill reads •-

“Brethrenl The Chinese people’s weakest point is the 

desire to save face; they will not work hard. All this is 

dne to the poison of Kuomintang propaganda. The National 

Government has already lost much territory. It has executed 

numerous military officers for their failure in the military 

operations. Hankow is about to fall soon. We should have 

every confidence in the leaders of the ’Reformed Government of 

the ^inese Republic*, thereby creating a good chance for Sino- 

Japanese rapprochement. In this way, China and Japen may 

assist each other mutually.
"Brethrenl Come to your senses. Rise and overthrow 

the Kuomintang, overthrow the Communist Party, overthrow Chiang 

Kai-shek, support the ’Reformed Government*, and support Mr. Wong 

TsShuei. Long live the ’Reformed Government* •“



38
Misc . g74/38 Sinze

June ?9th,

Re Anti-Communis* & Anti-Kuoraing tang handbill- 
gSrown ' from Dbe.'roof of tEe wiiw World ' ~"

Amusement Confers *
At 10,45p.m. 29-6-38 C.P.C. 415 brought to the 

Station from Bubbling Well fto«d u»«r Yu Ya Ching Road 
* quantity (total 192) of handbills bearing Anti- 
Kuomlngtang and Anti-Consnunis t slogans which he picked 
up on Bubbling Well Road at 10«80p«m« 29-6-38 after 
same had apparently been thrown from the roof of the 
New World Amusement Centre«

C.D.C. 38 and the undersigned attended the New 
World Amusement Centre end questioned loiterers* boys* 
etc. on the roof but »11 denied hawing observed any 
handbills thrown.

Handbills forwarded to Special Hreneh.
Copy to Special Branch.



F. 439 INST. 12-31.
500-10*37 Ml 80* P 74/^58* 3inza

192
Special Branch.

..... ...............................handbills o»«ew»papa«e-to

Where found Yu Ya China Road.
Time found 10*S0p>Tlje Date 29«6«S8e

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

On Bubbling Wall Road naar 
Yu Ta Ching Rond.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Tea^x* Wtw World Amuaamant Cantr*

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Thrown from roof*

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

An M-Communis t & 
ftnti -Kuomingtang•

Arrests or not, if so how many? m.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) *

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code ? <aa

IIS

89-6-38.
Signed 

for C.



___ FM. 2
G. 55M-1-38Ä File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S.l, Special.Br^chyjgjaögB^2 ''j
HEPOBT ...........!

Subject. Oriental Peace Society

Made ¿y.by.

Despite enquiries made at all sources, no trace 

can be obtained of the organization entitled “Oriental 
4<

Peace Society, pamphlets bearing this title being found 

distributed on 31gin Road on April 16, 1938 (Vide the 

attached réport). Since then, no further pamphlets 

purporting to emanate from the same organ have made their 

appearance and it may therefore be safely concluded that 

this title has been pos.sibly adopted by certain so-called 

peace organizers for the purpose of propaganda.

A similar copy of this pamphlet was attached together 

with translation to Special Branch report dated March 30, 

1938, as appendix "D" bearing on the celebration of the 

inauguration of the “Reformed Government* in Nanking.



FM. 2T 55M-'-3^ shanghai municipal MLsCm pile No, 152^/SS 
POLICE.

.........Station,^ 7a<?
REPORT

Date.Apr il. .1.6.*...... i g 36

Subject. Paqphlets advoca ting oupport for the Reformed Central Government and 

.............overthrow o f . Ch iang Kai Shak*__________ .....^^.......................  

Made by £>3. Glbapp________ „....Fonoarded by...............................

Sir»

At 6.80 p*8U 16-4-38, C»:<«.C, 8461 bvrught to the station 

a snail boy, Liu Koo Tsi t?') )> sf® 10» orapo» %?. .♦» who

hnci been distributing pamphlets on -&gin Road.
Six pamphlet« were brought to the station and perusal 

revealed that the message adv99*tad the overthrow of Chiang 

Kai sfcek and the support of th® Tie» Reformed Government of 
Central China. 'The pajnphlete purpe*ted to be issued by the 

ibr .^astern Peace Society*
Snqufries ascertained th«t the boy*. Liu Koo Tsi, and a 

playmBte» Tab Ong ('ft 'Z ?» 8 girl aged 7» residing in a straw 
hut on Boundary Road» had picked up a number of th® pamphlet« 
on Sorth Shanse .Road between S p«m* ano 6 p»m. end subsequently 
had & mused themselves by throwing the pamphiete in open shop 

doors.
^rtcctiws we/e unable to obtain ^ny farther information 

relative to tag EStmer in wh’ch the pfHiphlctB hod been left 

cm the road’-ay*
Copies of the p&jnphlets are being forwarded to dpscial
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301/40

"C"

Kashing Road 

23/7/40

Final Diary

Th® two accused appeared in the 

o.o.v.Court on the morning of the 20/7/40, 

and after trial were convicted and sentenced 

as follows:-

'’1st accused!- 2 months* imprisonment. 

2nd accused:- 4 months' imprisonment.

Case connected with F.I.Rs. 1434/40 W 
"3^1740 1R 

and 1277/40 W.

D. C. (Special Branch)



F. I.R.301/40

4

Sh *

rwfelAI

iM
* /Vo. s. a D......J

J2& 7

nCn
Rashing Road

19/7/40

25

Th© two accused (1) V. Obrezkoff and (2)

E. Boutorin appeared in the S.L'-.D.Court on the 

13/7/40, and were remanded until th® 20/7/40.

The 2nd accused ’»dibits, that at 10.40 a.m. 

on the 4/7/40, he concerned together with the 1st 

accused, obtained two bicycles S.M.C. Licence Bos. 

35428 and 32964, total value $120.00 from the 

g^^jdai »»fatten jlfa ) of No.322,

Wtjchow Ro»d.

The 2nd accused at 6 p.m. on the 12/7/40, led 

C.Ii.S.109 «nd the undersigned to No.221, Range Road,

where bicycle Licence N.o.32964 was recovered. The 

2nd accused had left it there on the 6/7/40, as a 

guarantee against a food and drink bill of $22.00.

The two accused are charged under Article

Further inquiries reveal that the 2nd 

accused, at 9 a.m. on the 25/6/40, visited Miss P. 

Tashlikova, at Mo.302/17, Ward Read.

He remained In her room until about 2.20 p.m. 

on the same date, when he departed. No other person 

had visited the rose.

i . __ _ Miss P.Tashllvotes discovered, iimediately the
7 X^1
—2nd accused had left her room, that her wrist watch had



4

been stolen. She reported the crime to Wayside

Police Station. F.X.R.1277/40 '«ayside.

Copy for

On the 26/6/40 complainant received a 

letter unsigned, and a pawn paper which related 

to the watch.

D.S.T.Craig recovered the watch from the 

Woo Zung ( ) Pawnshop, 2io.345, Ward Road,

it was pawned for $25.00 on the 25/6/40. The 

pawnshop assistants are unaole to identify the two 

mle foreignex*s who p&v/ned it*

The 2nd accused denies the theft, but admits 

having in complainant's room as stated. He is 

charged with this offence of larceny.

Further the 2nd accused admits that at about

11 a.m. on the 30/6/40, he hired a bicycle valued

at $50.00 from complainant Ching Lien Foh (

at No.470, Yuenfong Read, which he failed to return,

The 2nd accused is further charged with

and which he sold on the same date at No.322, Wnohow

Road, to Tau Tsoong Ling ( for $17.00. This

bicycle was recovered by detectives on the 12/7/40.

DiC,(Special Branch)

||||
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Kashing Road 

12/7/40 .

25

At 5.30 p.n, on the 12/7/40, D.S.T.Federoff, 

brought to this station, the 2nd accused Eugenie 

Boutorln, G.R.C.No.3057.

At 12 noon on the 12/7/40, one named Ching 

Lien Foh ( ) Proprietor of the Wah Fob

) Bicycle Shop, No.470, Yuenfong Road, 

arrested the 2na accused at the latter address and 

took him to Hongkew Police Station.

It appears that on the 30/6/40, the 2nd 

accused with two other male Russians, hired a 

bicycle each from Ching Lien Foh, the 2nd accused 

failed to return his bicycle S.^.C.Licence 11123, 

which he subsequently sold for $17.00 at No.322 

Wuchow Road, this bicycle has been recovered.

The 2nd accused has been placed on a Writ"" 

of Detention and a remand of one week will be 

requested in respect of the 1st accused.

D.D.O.’C* Division.
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j filo. S\ B. ---
<P«*en..

¡Cashing Hoad

t4>

5/7/40

25 (falsa pretenses)

10 50am-12.30pia Detective- Offioa.
5/7/40

No,322, ” uchow Hoad, Bicycle ¿hop.

10*45 a*u>i* 4/7/*40.
10.50 a.m. 5/7/40.
Tsu .i’sooug bing ) Proprietor, 322, ¿'nohow

OfiO.. /

Two, on* In custody

(]) Vladimir Obraskoff, agec 18 years, male 
Russian, ¿ingle, Vnezaployed, ■'..P.A.

(2) Eugenie boutorin, aged 21 years, male 
Kusrlan, C.R.C.So»3057 (Not arrested)

One by J'.N.L.Farty.

Two Cent*a bicycles 12,0.00

mW 2Kt? 1127e 1® W.00

Offering as seainity an invalid passport and an 
undentpherable note obtained two Gent*« blcyole*



At 10.50 a.a. on the 5/7/40, complainant 

Tsu Tsoong; Ling ( ), bicycle shop

proprietor, of Ko«322, Duchow Road, reported at 

the Rashing Road Police Station that, at 10.45 a.m. 

on the 4/7/40, two male Russians, had, on the 

security of a Manchukau passport (Exhibit 1) 

which is in the name of the 1st accused, 

(described on sheet 1) hired two bicycles, 

S.&.C.License Boa«52964 and 35428. Also that 

the 2nd named person on sheet 1 (net arrested) 

had written out a security note, which is 

undecipherable, (Exhibit 2)« The Russians failed 

to return the blbycles.

At 11 a.m. on the 5/7/40, D.S.I. Beloshenko 

attached to Hongtow Police Station, brought to 

Rashing Road Police Station, the 1st accused, 

who was handed ever to the Hongkew Police Station 

by the J«M«L,’Jarty, Hannan Road Headquarters, at 

5.15 p.m. on the

It appears that the 1st accused and his 

accomplice after having hired the two bicycles 

proceeded to the Volga Restaurant, No.221, Range 

Road, proprietor Tach Ong Tsu ('7^ $ )» and

partook of food and drinks which coat $22*00« 

They had no v&uvf so offered a bicycle as 

security. The accomplice Boutorln also got an 

advance of $10,00 from Tsoh Ong Tsu on his bicycle, 

following which ho loft the restaurant with his
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bicycle and failed to return. The 1st accused 

remained In the restaurant, and being the worse 

for drink an argument arose, and a member of the 

J.H.L.Party was summoned and effected his arrest. 
Enquiries wore then Instituted by D.S.T.BeloshenBo 

and Tsoh Ong Tsu of the Volga Restaurant was interviewed 

and stated ha did not wish to take any criminal action 

against the 1st accused or his accomplice.

The complainant Tsu Tsoong Ling identified the 1st 

accused, and ho also identified Eugenie Boutorin In 

C.P,Album.

The 1st accused admits to the crime and being 

concerned wi th, Soutosin. Ho maintains t'm^ he arrived 

in Shanghai from Harbin on the 20th June 1940, with 

some Russian Korohants, one known to him as Dobriakoff 

whom he stayed with two or three nights in the French 

Concession, after which he took to sleeping out of 

doors. That he only met Boutorin on the 3rd July 1940, 

on the Ssechuen Road, butside of the American T.M*C.A. 
but does not know his whereabouts at the present.

The passport of tho 1st accused is invalid, 

and combined with the note written by Boutorin which 

is undecipherable and their subsequent actions goes to 

prove that tho 1st accused and his accomplice obttided 

the bicycles by false pretences.
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1/4

A weeks remand ia requested»

Charged under Article 339 of C.C.R.C

D»D»O»*'C*’ Division»



2412/40
00tobar 27th, 40

45 Utt)

«Tapanaba m/bus route 11 on "eward Hoad near Arthur Rd

At about 10.30 e.nu 27/10/40«
11 a.ia. 27/10/4.0.
Mr. ...F* Ozol, Husei&n bus ins ector, c/o Jan«nasa 
m/bus company, Mengwan ft>«d*

NDEXEO BY
gistry

One ift cuatofly.
inovy ñlnkln, 28, Russ ian, S/uhem^loyad, n.f. a

úna by th« ontani t

ttaopted nookat pl «klag»

f



At II a*m. 27/10/40« the Japanese Con
sular Police handed over to this station the accused 
described on "heet 1 of this report who was arrested 
for an attempt to pick the "ocket of a Japanese 
passenger (soldier in civilian clothes) in the tq/bus 
whilst proceeding along ^* Ke«»rd Hoad near Arthur 
¿toad*

The complainant was allowed to go by the 

Consular Police before the susnect was handed ever 

to this station but the occurrence also was witness
ed by one 8*P* Gael« Russian bus Inspector Ho«50, 
who was in the m/bus at that tian*

According to this witness the accused w«s 
standing next to the Japanese passenger and had in
terfered with latter inside jacket Pocket containing 

the wallet* Thio had been noticed by the passenger 

who grabbed hold of the susoect but latter rushed 
away a nd alighted from the in/bus whilst same was in 

motion* In doing so the accused fell down on the 

footpath and injured himself*
After being arrested by the oomplt* and 

bus inc pec tor at first the accused was taken to the 

Japanese Consular Police and then handed over to the 
S»M* ?• According to the Consular Foil co the eooplt* 

could not attend the Court but the Russian Inspector 

will do so and give evidence*
The accused was sent to the General Hos

pital and doctor's chit reads as follows-
Brulses and lacerations left temple 
and check*
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ih e accuued is an olà criminal and on being 
questioned, denied the attempt «nd stated that just 
accidfntljr he had touched the com^ltds pocket«



, B. D.M1^

I
wQw

Hongkew
January ft th,

Mi s o. 731/40.

AS below»
jm/

writ
JJjp, 

of Detention

The two accused Alexander Kazachenk^r 

and Anatoly Doodnlkoff re-appeared before the Seg*$»
JMSyk.

Court on the morning of 31/11/40 when the following' 

judgment was renderedi-

"lst accused - 3 months imprisonment» *' 

2nd accused * 8 mon ths imprisonment.

Property to be returned to owner»* 

Case connected with f»!» R. 188ft/40 and

2883/40 H.
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Miso« 781/40

a

Hongkew 
December 30th 40.

Arrest of one Missian on suspicion of having 
committed larcenies in the Settlement«

Mt .. -
® IB t

On the Homing of the 30/12/40 the 2nd accused 

was brought before the S.s.D. Court cm Writ of Detention 

and the ease was remea ded till 31/12/40, for the accused 

to be tried together with the 1st accused on the above 

date.

Ihe shoP in question was visited by detectives on 

the 30/12/40 ehare from Mr. 0ambling, manager of 

Hielley. Nimmons & Mine, contracting engineer« fine 

situated on the ground lloor of above address was 

learned that the electric drill in quest ion is the 

property of above firm stolen from the shop Premises, 

but the case was not reported to the Police.

She and accused admitted that at about 9 pm 

7/18/40 he entered the Shop premises through sliding 

transom window above the show window of the Premises 

in question aid stole one electric drill from the shelf 

inside the shop aid made good his escape tin point of 

entry. On the following day (8/12/40) he brought the 

stdai property (value IlhS.OO) to the 1st seems ad *s 

rest denes 685/80 s«s«ward 89 «M the latter bought same 

from him for Iso«00 and which property he ih tut 

pawned for $40.00 a* already mentioned in diary 1 of 

this report« ,
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The left accused admit ted that ha knew vary wall the 

property was stolen by the 2nd accused and was charged 

accordingly, the ease forming now the subject of (H) 

y.i.xv AOtib/dO«

.Further questioning of tie find accused Who is well 

known orinrtnal idled to connect him < th any other 

eimLlax' ease. He was oherged with the above mentioned 

•rime which wan made no* subject of (H) &I.H.t8Bfi/40 • 

(0) 4014/C«

deference to the ©row bar and one rope ladder found 

in the let acai sad *© room the lat acciacd cm being 

questioned strongly denied that he had used these 

aril ©Lea in any a rime before, tout could not explain why 

he kept tide property in his room. It appears that the 

1st accused obtained the mentioned articles with the 

intention to commit a crime, though he strongly denied 

a«el Vl»i. «ill be requested to obtnln peMtMiem of 

the presiding Judge to confiscate the mentioned crow bar 
and the rope ladder.

Both the accused will appear before the s. 3. H Court 
on the morning of the »1/12/40 to «lower the ehnegse 
»referred against th«#-'

D.D.O. *0",



Miso. 731/40

from 24/12/40 to 
27/12/40.

.... a, R£¿’
b u. D..?c2r/ ,

..?g/#....jK
I—-"1

Hbngkew
December 29,

See body of report.

Arrest of une Buasian on suspicion of 
having. CQ-saitted larcenies in Settlement.

un 3ie morning of the ¿4-12-40, the suspect appeared 
before the S.S.D, Court and was ordered to remain in 
custody of ^oliee till 31-12-40. rhe accused has 3 
previous convictions.

During the Period of remand the accused was 
frequently removed from calle and carefully Interrogated 
regarding the electric drill recovered by Police from 
Pawn shop as already stated in Previous diary but 
maintained his previous statement that he Purchased 
same from an unknown to him male Chinese on Peking Rd.

On the 28-12-40, me information was received by 
the undersigned that the Property in question was 
disposed ofto the accused by one Anatoly Doodnikoff, 
28, Russian, s/unemployed, residing 771 S. Yuhan^ Rpsd. 
The address was visited at 10 28-12-40 and the
above named person (now the 2nd accused) was arrested 
and brought to the station for questioning, on being 
questioned regarding the electric drill the 2nd accused 
admitted that he stole the same from one of shops on 
Peking Road. On the morning of the 29-12-40 led by the 
2nd accused detectives proceeded to 91 ’’eking Road, 
metal shop, the shop was closed on account of Sunday 

end no owner of the stolen property was located.



Being confronted with the 2nd accused the 1st 

accused admitted that he received the stolen electric 

drill from the 2nd accused well knowing same to have 

been stolen and gave to him $20«00 for the same and then 

Pained the Property on the 9-12-40 as already stated In 

Previous diary«

The 2nd accused will be brought before the S»S»D« 

Court on the morning of the 30-12-40 whu short remand 

will be requested to enbble detectives to oomnlete 

enquiries*

She 1st accused will be rearraigned before the 

fi.S«D. Court on the 31-12-40 when further extension 

of remand will be requested for his appe arance before 

the court together with the 2nd accused and when 

charges will be framed accordingly against 1st and 

2nd accused r «s PecMiely.

Sen» Det« !/«•

1
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“Ise. 731/40.

1«

Mi wio ii 
€L Rfcj . ^.i.u.D...^ 3o i/-o

• c * 
Hongkew 
December 23rd, 40«

Arrest of one Russian on suspicion of having 
committed larcenies in the Settlement. 

cnmow *• *•••••»•»•••»•■»•••’«»•»•*•«• «* ■—■«* *•••«»

At 2 P.m. on the 23-18-40, one named

Alexander Kazachenko, 33, Bisaian, s/unemnioyed, 
685/20 K. Seward Hoad, 

was arrested by the undersigned on Broadway near Garden 

Bridge for loitering In a suspicious manner at above 

location.

On being brought to the station and searched the 

suspect was found in Possession two Pieces of saw blades 

and one Pawn shop ticket for one electric drill Pawned 

on 9-12-40 at ioong hie ) Pawn shop, 490 Foklen

Road» for $40*00 and subsequently recovered by detectives, 

lhe suspect Who is well known criminal with previous

record on being questioned regarding the electric drill 

would not give any satisfactory explanation how ho 

obtained sum» stating that he bought it for <20.00 

from eft unknown ndo Chinese on Peking Hoad. When th« 

suspect was brought to the station and questioned 

regarding his address he gave sane au 314 Rue Tenant do 

la Tour, f*CJ* but on chocking same It won learned that 

the suspect la not residing there* On being further 

questioned ho finally gave his address as No. 20 Lane 

685 X. Seward Road. Led by the suspect detectives 

visited the said address and learned from the landlord
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that ha is occupying one rear room, on the 1st floor. 

Hear oh in the suspect's roots resulted in finding of 

one iron erow bar and one length of knotted rone with 

a sharp Pointed iron hook et the end of that roP©, both 

articles usually used by criminals in burglary and 

house breaking crimes.

She sue Pact will aPPear before the S.S.D. Court on 

the morning on the morning of the £4-1£-40, when one 

week roaand will be reifies ted to enable detectives to 

make further enquiries regarding Past activities of 

the suspect«

Sen« ^et« i/o«

I
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2883/40.

2.

As below*

nQ •»

HongkeW
January 6111, 41.

4L«

The accused Alexander Kazachenko re-appeared 

before the S.S.D, Court on the morning of 31/12/40, when 

the following judgment was ha de red:.

*0 months imprisonment* «

Case connected with Hongkew Miso* 731/40.

Sen.Det* i/o* D*s.i.



2883/40
* -FW-

De« <0.

41

/rom 24/12/40 to 

30/12/40.
See bo dy of report.

685/20 S. S eward ítoad.

to the 8/12/40.
Not reported.

S.M. C.Poli ce.

smjuaœ«fcsidLJk®Ki&
llezmder Kaznehenko, 33, ftiselaa, s/une aployad, 

68B/ao & Seward M«

(Me by detective».

fieMiving «tele* property, knowing e«ro to kwe 
be«* «OMMI



The accused described on sheet 1 of this 

report was arrested by the undersigned on the 

23/12/40 in connection wlth ths 24/12/40 an Writ of 

Detention.

The accused has g previous convictions.

During the period of remand it was dine ove red 

that on the 8/1^40 the accused purchased one electric 

drill Value $123.00 from the accused In T.I.R. 

2888/40 at his residence 685/20 3*Sewerd Bd* end 

for which property he Paid to him $20.00 well knowing 

same to have been stolen.

Property recovered by detectives.

The asm Bed charged accordingly and will 

appear befere the 8.8. D. Court on the morning of 

the 31/12/40 for trial.

Jbr full particulars pleas« see (H) Miso* 

731/40.

Sen.Det. i/o* D.S.I

D.D.O. *C".
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4aroh 4th,
1

2.20p.a. * 2.45p.m.

ij.45n.au • 4 p«m.

40.

SMI« Of Off«BM 
ofrta®.

Mt* Steatro at aao Halning Boad.
Xt Moat t >*»• 4-3-41.
*•«0 p*W 4^4U
Mr* I* P* ffiatwaic, Manager, atova address.

B

ij.45n.au


At St 20 p.m. 4-3-41, a telephone message was 

received from the Ritz Theatre, 330 Raining Road, 

requesting to take custody of a Russian whom they 

had arrested for stealing of brass fittings from the 

doors and windows.

G.D.C. 87 and the undersigned attended and 

brought to the station the accused described on sheet

1 of this report» frw enquiries made it was ascer

tained that the accused was arrested by one named 

Chi eng Shin Boo employee of the Ritz

Theatre. Chiang made the following statement:

At about 2 p»n» even date he had observed 

accused accompanied by another Russian boy entering 

the lavatory. A few minutes later Chiang had followed 

them and cm entering the lavatory caught them un

screwing the brass fittings. Be grabbed hold of the 

accused and same time the second boy rushed away and 

disappeared. On being searthed the accused was found 

Sen. Det. 1/c.

\ D.D.O. "C*.

to be "a Possession of erne screw driver and quantity 

of brass fittings to approximate value of |5»00.

The accused admitted the offence» but strongly 

denied having any knowledge of the whereabouts of 

his companion as ho mot him first tins only today 

somewhere near Post Office on K« Szechuan Road.

On 5-3-41, the accused will appear before the

S.S.D, Court on a charge of Larceny when a remand of
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a.

JaM___ ..^
— .r

Hongkew

"* al> a.

Assistance to a-ench rolls».

further re assistance rendered to the ITeneh 

Police &n 20/5/41. At 9 &•»• 21/5/41 Detective Sgt, 

Lukmitsky of the Prenah Police attended this station 

requesting the assistance to arrest one named Savely 

Yampolsky alias Soinbur, 35, Russian, S/Jn employed, l.y.A. 

who was implicated by A. Hoodiakoff handed over to them 

on 00/5/41«

Assistance was rendered and at 9.30 s«m. even 

date the wanted man was apprehended on Broadway near 

Yumch^g Road.

S. Ysjapolsky is well known criminal with previous 

convictions.

On instruction from DVD,O.*0* he was handed over 

to the above detective.

At 4 p.m. on the 21/5/41, Detectives lukmltsky 

and Cauesuron, iron Sb Police requested aesUtaaee te 

arrest the following stated male Ruselanei-
1. 0. ’ftramikoff« 52, Si/ttiempieyed,W.T,A.Russi«an.
8. l^tfhenko, 37, 3/ltaeRpXoyod, M.y.A.Rnewisn. 

on suspicion of being conoerned with the above stated 

Persons in the ease of burglary at 1701ZH AT* 3bffrm.

Assistance was rendered by D.S.Orouoh and the



above stated persona were arrested at 4.15 p.m. 21/5/41 

on Yuenoid&ng near Broadway and were handed over to the 

Breach Poli 30 on in »true tione of D.D.C.*C**

Sen«Det«i/o»

D.D.O.’HP.

•W/
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1.

•0*
Hongkew
May tl, 41<

Assistance to French mice.
ai>,

At 10.45 a.m. on the 20/5/41, Deteotiw Stashko, 

French Felice* attended this station requesting 

assistance to arrest two male Russians named 1»

1. A. Hoodlakoff, 29, S/themployed, B.F.A.

2. A. Bedelsky, 48, s/Uheaployed, R.F.A*

on suspicion of being concerned in a case of burglary 

eoanittod on the at 1701/11 At. Jhffro# 7.0«,

complainant Mrs. Bay# Shanghai Telephone 00.

O.8.X. Beloshenko gave the required assistance

1 and arrested the two suspects on Yuenfong Read at
-I ■ ''' e\Jliv*1’’ ) j approx. 11 s.su 20/5/41» and both were handed over

■<®/ r 'i IBpi J
• Vkwnch Felice at 11.30 a*m. 20/5/41 acting upon

the instructions of D.D.O.*Q*.

QSi M■ m1M 1

Y " i||ji

bv^M m/
a ) wisiiiwt«

s.su


1060/41

10.45 p null. 20 pm
11.20 pa « 1 aa

; '..

•o-,
Hongkev —.. ...... - .«-**.
July 131b 41.

Loitering. (45)
Yuenohang Rd and Market 
Street. 
Oftlee.

Yuenehang Rd near Market Street. 
At about 11 p* 15/7/41« 
11*10 PB 1S/7/41.
s*M*?J|bM»a*

5. Baria Brrloff, SB» Bosnian, s/uaenployed, B*r*A.
5* Vasily Bast*, B7t IWlis, s/missb! qrstj 1 JF.A.
?• BsW OswiiaMw» ft* B-saMaa» a/sawl^rad, *«>•&,» 
B* Maria Masih, BBt RwslaB, 1/feaale, K.Y.A.
Mtfit by detsetlyes and miforn Braneh.



Several verbal complaints from the residents 

of YUcnehang Rd were received recently re dieorderly 

conduct, begging, Insults etc. by the Russian loafers 

and criminals, on Yuenohang Rd near Broadway and 

Market street« It was also heard that several 

■trainers (specially seamen) were robbed by the 

loafers, but the oases were not reported to the 
folioe oMng to drtmkiness of the victims or imam- 

dftate departure of the ships to which they (victims) 
111

Between 1041 pm and 11.80 pm l»/v/41t • 

party of Miss under M«X» Belsahculro patrolled 

Be above area ant arrested eight Russians described 
cm sheet 1 of row^y' 

All of Bcm are well known criminals with 

previous records and cm bein^ questioned at the 

station could not give any reasonable explanation 

far their presence in that locality.
On K/Y/41 the aoowod will bo brougit

M*0**tt*.

LWS/
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1190/41

8

Hongkew 
August

J S
LOsfr

See below.

On the morning of the 5/8/41 the accused 
in this ease was brought before the 3.3. D .Court when 
after hearing of evidence the fallowing decision was 
handed down ||ifi ।

*Two ffionths imprisonment which may be 
ooarnuted to fine at $¡5.00 per day for 
causing Odily hara.w 
The accused has one previous conviction. 
Case completed.
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1190/41.
"C"

Hongkow
August 4th, 41.

2/1.

From 2/8/41 to 4/8/41.

36

See body of the report.

Furthai enquiries were continued by ths under-

alwSted in^p effM^MB*.
to apprehend the wanted person la this

ease when at 10.20 p.m. 4/8/41 he was observed by the under
signed walking long Brcadw&y near North Soochow Hoad and 

was arrested eug brought to the station. The arrested pers< 
son Peter Tsingros, >$, Greek, N.F.A. (now the accused) 

was immediately identified by the counit. as the man who 
struck her with an open razor on the night of 1/8/41 as 

explain-: a In previous diary, he was also identified by a

Where to be disposed the razor in question witto disclose

ie attacked the oomplc thewith which accused was charged

S.3.D.Court on theand will appear before the

recovered from hernot

accordingly

morning of the 5/8/41

of the cafe, will attend ths court to give hie evidence

number of other witnesses, one of whom Mar urn, manager

The accused admitted the offense but failed

«0" Division

Sen. Det

The cofcplt. who is still 
injury, ¿ally attending hospital for dressing, will give 

her evidence In the court
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>♦50 p.a. tO
1.1 »45 p.n. 1/0/41

&s<?
*=• j. 8 (if

HongKew
Xugust 1st* 41»

36
Scene of Offence, 32 B’way,
General Hospital, 
Detective Office ^aqniries.

Outside 475 Broadway Hast, near Tuenohang Road,

About 9.40 p*«.1/8/41.
9-.i>5 l/a/41

!&*•« P.P. Kjarlabitis, Greek, cafe owner, 475 B’way 
Rast.
**

Peter Tsingros, 36, Greek, 3/unemployed, (ex-seaman) |

mu.

of » drink had a quarrel
with a cafe omer outsits the eaft proniset and 

out the oonolt^ right am with a rasar



At 9.4 5 p«m. on the l/a/41 a telephone message ’ 

w&b received from 475 Broadway reporting a fight in 
progress at the address• E.s. Cutfeush attended and 
learned that a Greek female was suffering from a* 
razor out of her right arm ntedMed by her la a fight 
with another male Greek who absconded Before arrival 
of Police. The injured female was removed to the 
General Hospital anc! attended by Dr. fyjtnick who 
issued the following certificate:

"Razor out right arm — outer upper zlstltehed" 
Sot detained.

Enquiries by the undersigned and C.D.S. 33 
ascertained that at about t.4d p»m. l/e/41 a male 
Greek, an ez-seaaan, we£& known to the Police for his 
bad temper whilst under influence of a drink, named:

Peter Tsingroa, 36, Greek s/unmeployed, N.F.A. 

appeared Outside "A la Minute* cafe, 475 Broadway 8« 

near Yuonchang Boad and Intended to enter the said 
safe, butt was rprevented by the proprietors of the 

cafe one Mrs. P.P. KarluvitiMr, Greek, widow, resi
ding above the cafe promises and Who at the time 
was sitting on a chair on the footpath outside the 
oafs, and who saw that person being under influence c 
of a drink and knowing his bad temper did not wish 
the latter to enter the cafe to avoid any trouble 

with the other customers«
A quarrel then started between Tsingroa and the 

oompit, when complt. noticed an open razor in 
Tsingroa* right hand« The eomplt. then pushed with 
both her heMs TalngrosFhis cheat and the latter
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cut her right hand with that razor.
At the time the manager of cafe Mr* H.K. M'arua, 

German Refugee» 763 Tongehan Road interferred and Tsingros 

then left walking west along Broadway. At the tide 

station waa informed by telephone as already mentioned 
above. Several Greek cafes were visited by the under
signed in an effort to locate the absconded Onek, when 
at "Acropolis’* oaf a 32 Broadway was learned Wat he 

had intended to enter the Cafe shortly after commission 
of the crime but was prevented by the owner of that eafe 
and left walking towards Garden Bridge and evidently 
proceeded to the French Conner-aim . The wanted person 

was last charged at the station far being drunk and 
disorderly on the 80/0/41 and has no fined abode.

fU«—4~^.
further enquiriee^wlth a view to apprehend the 

wanted person as the oomplt. wishes to charge him.

Sen* Det« i/c.

D. D. G« •C* Mwialon
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Hongkew
August 7th 41.

40

On the morning of the 4/8/11 the 
accused Uys Zalman appeared before the S.S.D. 
Court when the following decision was rendered:

"Three months impt. for larceny. *

1 copy forwarded to Spacial Branch.
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Hongkew
July 30th 41.

40

On the morning of the 28/7/41 the accuse4
Ilya Zaijnexit charged with the offence subject of tills 
F.I.R. appeared before the S.S.D.Court when a rerrand 
until the 4/3/41 was granted.

At 3»30 pm £8/7/41, the accused led the 
undersigned, at'»OB^aniad by a member of the 7»P* to the 
Loh Sing ( ) Pawnshop4 r.7 Hue De Lt, Petalt, where
he had pawned the stolen property for $70*00*

Property recovered pending payment of pawn 
money by ottaplt.

Further close later rogation of the accused 
during the period of renund failed to conncot him 
with any other orlaiaal offences.

in view of the above the accused will be
re-arraigned before the S.S.D.Court a»a, of the 4/8/41 
for trial*

LWS/
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10*05 a.m. to 
11.20 a.m. 27/7/41

Scene of Offence

Detective Office

V.D.Ward Shanghai General Hospital, Worth Sodchow Road 

$to <||pL 25/7/41.
2?/7/4^-’/

S.J. Currsm, Unrecognized American, ex~S.M.C./P.H.D.
employee, unemployed seaman, ^F.A.

One suspect unerresfrcd.

Ilya ¿©loan, age 28, unemployed Russian Jew, N.F.A.

Ml.

Suitcase and clothing. 200.00

Nil.

visiting a patient and was later seen leaving with

the property later identified as the complt’s.
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At 10 a.m. 27/7/41 a telephone message was 

received at this station reporting the offence sub» 
ject of this F.I.R.

Enquiries by the undersigned st the scene 
ascertained that at about 'A p.m. 25/7/41 whilst he 
was alone in the'V.D.Ward of the hospital where he is 
a patient, the complt. Me« B«J. Currh, Unemployed ex- 
S.M.C./F.3.D. employee received a visit from the 
pre-described suspect an ex-V.D. patient of the 
hospital.

After having talked for a short period of 
time to his visitor, which the comp|t. only knew by 

sight, he took his shoes from on-top of his suitcase 
containing the pre-described articles of clothing

■Sen. Det, i/c« &ad went to the bath room.

On returning from the bathroom the compIt. 
found his visitor gone and later noticed hie suitcase 
also gone« *

D. D. 0. C" Div« Enquiries bu the cooylt«, DH« Patrick redden

physician and Mr« Burgess Hospital Treasurer, result
ed in it being learned that the pre-described suspect 
had boon seen by a V.D. Ward boy and the entrance 
door boy to leave the premises carrying a suitcase ©fl 

the same description of the complt’s.
In view of the above pawnshops and other 

likely places of disposal will be visited in efforts 
to recover the stolen property and to effect the 

arrest of the wanted man«
Further enquiries proceeding«
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Hongkew
July 28th

At 11,10 p.m, 27/7/41 the undersigned saw a male
foreigner of the approx, description of the wanted man in 

this offence enter Hongkew station Charge Roots.

Suspecting him to possibly be the wanted man, the 
undersigned then followed him into the Charge Room« On

being questioned regarding name etc, this man gave a name
similar to that of the wanted man ’.Thereupon he was brought 
into the detective office for enquiries. He admitted when 
interrogated* being responsible for the offence subject of 
this F.I.R.

The now accused*
Ilya ZeIraan* &.ga, 28* Rissian Jew, S/unemployed,

Sen, Det, i/o N.r.A.
admitted having at about 4 p.m. 25/7/41, committed the 

theft as described in diary one and immediately after* 
goint to the F,C, and pawning the stolen property in a

D, D. 0. "C* Div pawnshop* name etc, unknown.
In view of the above* the accused, charged aocor-

dlngly* will be brought before the à.S.D, court a,m, of
the 28/7/41 when a remand of one week will be requested to

enable further enquiries in efforts to located the stolen

property subject of thia F.I.R. to be made

HTW The accused had been brought to the station for
enquiries re an argument over being unable to pay a wine 
bill in Mothers Bar* 2 Tuenohahg Road at 11 p,m, 27/7/41* | | 

by F.P.S. 655,
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100/41. Dfxwell Road
August 21, 41

«<*■

5 39

At 10 a.rr.. on the 18-8-41, the accused, 

CHARLES ANTOJil Cai&ERON, appeared before the H.B.M. 

Supreme Court For China when he pleaded guilty and 

was sentenced as follows :-

” 18 months imprisonment with hard labour.9

/ 1
1 A pH > •
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d, e, o. Mc"
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1CO/41 Diswell Road
August 13»

39

At A.M. 11*8*41, Suranons No. 9423 Instructing 

the complainant in this ease to appear at the British 

Consular Court at 10 s.m. 18*8*41 was received at thia 

station. Sane was served on the complainant Sung She 

Tsoo ) oy C.D.C, 6 and the undersigned at A«*»

1M*41. /Qjl

D.~3

0. D. 0. "c"

indexed B|? 
'RESIST«
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Di well Hoad 
July 26, 41

39

The accused, Charles Antony Cameron again 

appeared before h.B.M, Court on the morning of the 
24-7-41 when he was committed for trial on the 

following charge

“That he Charles Antony Cameron at Shanghai, 

on the 13th day of July, 1941, robbed Sung Xhe 

Teoo of c parcel containing cloth and clothing 

and immediately before such robbery did use 
personal violence to the eaid Sung Khc Teoo 

contrary to Section 23, sub-section 1(b) of the 

Larceny Act, 1916,”

The time and date of the trial will be notified 

later, the accused in the meantime to be kept in custody
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L*c"

Dixwell Hoad
<Tuly lb, 41. jto.

39

The accused, Charles Antony Cameron, was arraigns« 

before H.B.M. Court at 10 a.m. lb/7/41, the case being 

presented by D.S.T. Wilkinson.

During the hearing, the evidence given by the 

complt. Sung Kho Tsoo (/z£#^), differed substantially 

to his statement to the undersigned at the time the 

initial report of the offence was made. At this time 

complt. stated that following the theft of his package 

of clothing by the accused be was struck orce In the 

face by Cameron who then immediately ran from the scene. 

In H.B.M. Court, however, he stated that prior to releas»

Ing his parcel he was struck several times about th© 

face by Cameron who also attempted to gag him when he 

cried for help.

CampitIs face bore bruise marks ( not apparent 

on the 14/7/41) tending to support this later statement, 

Mr. Haines, Registrar, accordingly remanded the case to 

17/7/41 pending a medical examination of cooqplt. with a 

view to amending the charge to one of “Robbery.* Police,; 

in the meantime, were Instructed to endeavour to secure 

the attendance, a» the 17/7/41, of the J.I.L.P. sentry • 

responsible for the arrest, of the accused.

and the undersign
ed vl - J.M.L.P. Headquarters at the Sorth Rall*|

sfflPRr®iA 1 J



way Station and there Interviewed ‘arrant Officer Ota, 

1/c Crime Branch J.N.L.P. This officer regretted that 

he was unable to permit the attendance Ln H.B.M.Court 

of the sentry concerned, the man, however, 1st class 

leading seaman Ryozo Takahashi, was sent for and question

ed by the undersigned through the medium of D.B.Tzumi, 

subsequently making a statement regarding the arrest 

(attached).

At 10 a.m. 17/7/41 the accused again appeared 

before H.B.M. Court when the evidence of Dr. How© Yah 

Ming who examined the complt. at the Police Hospital on 

15/7/41, '»as heard. At this hearing the statement of the 

J.N.IaP. sentry was passed to Mr. Haines who, however, 

pronounced Lt inadmissible.

A further remand to 24/7/41 was ordered by Mr. 

Haines who will endeavour, through Consular Channels, 

to obtain the attendance of the J.M.L.P. witness on that 

date.

The accused was conveyed to Ward Road Gaol at



'll *

Ryoso Tuk&hashi*

Japan
J.N.L.P.ii.Q. 16/7/41 L.S.IdUmi.

At »bout 9.-.0 p.n. li/7/41 when I we» on Sentry 

Duty on Paoshing Road near Kuhming Road, I heard - cry of a 

boy from outside Kuhmlng Villa -Ileyway on tuhMng -oad.

* I proceeded to th© above place w ere I witnessed a Chinese 

boy struggling with a foreigner and shouting for help, "Robuers 

Robbers " In Chi ese language. The boy tried to got buck the 

parcel from the foreigner.

In view of the above I arrested th« foreigner with 

the assistance of some pedestrians, then 1 brought the foreig

ner and the boy with th® parcel to headquarters.

heading seaman, Ryosc Takahashi feigned and 

Chopped),

Settlement letatehmwnt Japanese »aval landing 
Party Shanghai.

To the command of Settlement Letatchment. 

J.N.L.P. Shanghai.

B - *;

'T'-- - - '
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11.30 n.m. to
8 p.m. 14-7-41.

^<7
J. .0. >' Z 

Dixwoll Rood
July 14, 41

39

J.H.L.P. l<ra. at Worth 
Railway Station.
H.B.N. Court.
Dotootivo Office.

On Darrooh Road near .’Salt Wnngpang Road.

9.33 p.*. on 13*7-41.
10.30 a.n. 14-7-41.
Sung Kho Too© ). shop assistant,

No. 190 Darr ooh Road.
Ono in cnaftiMy,

Charles Antony Cameron, British subject by birth, 
ago 83. of no fixed abode, in possession of 
British passport No. 11047.

Ono by ¿.S.W. sentry.n* .......
Clothing.

Clothing.

50.00

50.00

\ if
Gmplainant was walking on Darrooh Road near 

Boat Wangpang Read when the accused approached hi* 
frm behind and snatched the described property.



At 11,30 a,m, 14-7-41, e telephone message 
was received fro« the «F,R,X«*P, Headquarters at the 
North Hallway Station, reporting that a foreigner 
was held In custody there for being concerned in 
larceny, end that the J,N«D,P, Authorities wished 
te head bin over to the 3,M, Police,

F,S, 747 Kashima and C*D,C, 5 attended and 
took into custody Charles Antony Cameron, British 
subject by birth, age 25, of no fixed abode, in 
possession of British passport No, 11047,

The complainant Sung Khe Tsoo ), 17,
shop assistant, residing 180 Darroch Road, states 
that at 9,35 p.m, 13-7-41 he was walking on Darroch 
Rood near Bast Wangpang Road carrying under hie 
right am a small parcel containing clothing, when 
ho was approached from behind by tbs accused who 
first questioned hi* regarding the contents of the 
parcel, end then attempted to snatch mm from 
beneath his am, Complainant raised an slam by 
shouting whereupon the accused wrested the package 
from him, and,striking the complainant a blow with 
hie hand on the face, coMnenoed to run along Darroch 
Rood in the direction of N, Ssochnen Road, Complai
nant gave chase, fallowing the accused along Darroch 
Road, N, Sseehuon Rent, Kuh Ming Road and Paoehing 
Road to whore be encountered a f,l,L»P« sentry who 
arrestcd the accused with the property in his 
possession. Both woro then taken to the J,N,t,P. 
Headquarters at the North Railway Station whore the 
accused was detained, the complainant being told to
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report back St the J.S.L.P. Office nt 9 a.m. 14-7-41. 

Both were handed over to Dixwell Road Police Station 

ui H»SO e.m. 14-7-41.

The undersigned, after warning the accused, 

questioned him regarding the statement of the complai

nant. Tho accused then admitted the offence and in 

the course of interrogation stated that since his 

release from Gaol on the 9-1-41 ho had been unable to 

find work and had snatched complainant*s property in 

order to obtain money to buy food.

Mr. Baines, H.B.M. Registrar, wee acquainted with 

the details of this ease and instructions wore received 

to arraign the accused before H.B.M. Court nt A.M.

15-7-41 on s charge of Larceny, Cont. to Soot. 14 of 

the Larceny Act 1916.

At 8.15 p.m. 14-7-41 tho accused was removed from 

■ Station cells and after being warned, was formally charged. 

The accused answered tho charge and stated that he was 

guilty.

/I A translation of statement by Authorities is

\ vT***

I» b. 0.



Property found on accused.

1. British passport No. 11047 in the name of Charles 
Antony Cameron.

1. Special City Government of Shanghai passport No. 
01743 in the name of Semen Nikiforov!tch Dmitrieff.

1. Letter.

1. Pen-knife.

1. 10 jjf mote.

1, Tube of Aspirin tablets.

1. Leather belt.
1. card.



Statement of J.K.L.P. Authorities in connection with P»l.R.lOO/dl 
Re Lar—ny Case.

Time and Data • 9.35 p.m» 13-7-41. 
Place of offence - Dorrooh Road.
Complainant - Sung Kha Teen 17, tailor'» shop

a—latent, 180 Darroch Road.
Offender • Cameron, 88.

Summary of the occurrence.
At about 8 p.m. 13-7-41, at the request of his master, 

the shop asBlatant Sung Khe Tsoo wont to Ranking Rond and 
brought some articles of clothing after which ho boarded a 
motor-bus on N. Sseohuen Road South of the Sseohuen Road 
bridge to go home.

Ho alighted from the M/omnlb— at the bus stop on Darroch l. 
Road and whilst he was proceeding to his homo, ho was accosted 
from behind by the offender who asked the shop assistant If 
hie package contained opium.

Upon approaching complainant, the offender attempted to 
snatch the package. Complainsnt raised an alarm but the 
offender took hold of complainant's body ahd putting his hand 
over his mouth from behind robbed him of his package.

Complainant followed the offender along 1. 8—oh—n, Kuh 
ping and Seat Pa—hlng Roads and reported the oaso to a 
Japa—oo »aval sentry on Pooching Road.

The Sentry lamed 1 nt sly gawo aha— and arrested the 
offender, afterwards taking him end couple Intmt to the J.I.L. 
P. Hoadguarters on Paoehlng Reed near Worth Railway Station.

The property was returned to complainsnt.
Translated by B.d» Matsushita.
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On the 8/9/41, tne arrested man, Rodrigue®, was 

taken before the Portuguese Consulate Authorities and the 

case explained, whereupon, he was released pending Police 

obtaining full details from the complainant, Mrs. A Yama

moto, who had not been located. During this period, 

Rodrigues was to report daily to the Consulate.

On the 9/9/41 the complainant attended Dlxwell Road 

Police Station and was interrogated regarding the offence, 

she stating as under.

The accused entered the shop at No. 501-3 North 

Szechuen Road on the pretext of purchasing a note-book, 

value 40 sen, and this was handed to him.. He then pro

ceeded to another part of the shop, where various cloth 

was on sale, and complainant watched him, she having been 

previously victimised by shop-lifters.

The actions of accused were suspicious, whereupon 

complainant approached him and requested what he desired, 

intimating that he was about to purloin property from the 

counter. Thia was denied by accused, who hurriedly left 

the shop, but he was followed by several customers and 

complainant, who seised him outside the premises and found 

the stolen property, which fell to the ground from out of 

the jacket of accused, who was carrying ^his portion of 

his clothing, over his arm. Witnesses were unknown and 

not located.
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Inspection of the jacket belonging to accused

revealed that thia had been folded over and pinned toge

ther in such a manner as to form a bag, due to which, any 

property could be dropped inside if taken from a shop 

counter.

The arrested man was handed into the custody of 

members of the Japanese Self Vigilance Organisation, who 

in turn handed him into the custody of the Japanese Naval 

Landing Party, who detained aoeused for two days prior to 

handing him into the custody of the Settlement Police.

A statement was taken from complainant, and a copy 

of this will be handed to the Portuguese Authorities with 

details of the offence, following which action will be 

taken against the perpetrator.

D.3.1.Wilkinson.

D.D.C.’C* Division.

JWXED BY . '
M -.GISTR'Y



Mrs. A. Yamamoto, Talshudo Grocer’s shop master

_ __ D.S. 70S S. MatsusitaJapan
Dixwell Rd. Stn 9/9/4k

I beg to state that my name Is Asano Yamamoto, Talahudo 

Grocer’s shop proprietor, at 501-3 on North Ssechuen Road, 0.0,L« 

At about 9.30 p.m. 5/9/41 I attended a male foreigner (Portuguese) 

as he entered my shop to buy a note-book, value 40 cts. in 

Japanese currency.
After buying the note-book the foreigner proceeded towards 

a table on which socks and handkerchiefs were exhibited, then 

moved towards the neighbouring table on which a number of Japan

ese "Yukata" (Japanese summer material) cloth roll* were exhibited 
ed, he remained looking at them for a while.

As I had boon victimized of some merchandises by unknown 

shop-lifters I suspected him to bo a intended shop-lifter in my 

shop, and approached him and asked Lf ho had not stolen some 

thing from my shop. He stated angrily that he did not steel 
any thing and shaking a coat which he was carrying In his left 

arm, he went away from the shop very quickly.

As he wont out in a suspicious manner I again suspected 
him to bo a shop-lifter so I chased after him, and two or throe 

customers ( names unknown) assisted me in arresting him.
The foreigner resisted mo and tsf collaborators who had 

arrested him outside No. 605 sorth Szechuan Road, pulled him 

towards my shop. Ho still resisted fnd at this juncture, one 

roll of "Yakata” cloth, value |16.00, dropped on the highway.

X together with my customers handed the arrested person 

over to members of "The Japanese Self-Vigilanas Organisation" 

in the violnity of my shop, who In turn handed the man over to 

the Japanese Special Naval Landing Party Sentry on duty at the



corner of North Szechuen Road and Jukong Road.

I beg farthe to state that when I saw the ooat of the arres 

ted person I found that same was folded towards the lining thus 

making the coat a square bag which was secured with many safty 

Pins, the stolen property might have been concealed Inside the 

bag.

The above is my true and correct statement.

Signed and chopped by Mr. S Yamamoto.
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September 8th, 41.
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Portuguese Subject Arrested by Japanese Naval Landing 
Party or Shop!If1nfe._____ _

At 1.30 p.m. on the 7/9/41, members of the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party brought to Hongkew Station a male 

Portuguese Subject named Fcllsbulo Rodrigues, aged 36, 

residing at Leno No. 546, House No. 136 Tlendong Road, who| 

whom they had arrested at 9.30 p.m. on the 6/9/41, at the 

request of one named A Yamamoto, a shopkeeper operating 

at No. 601 North Szechuan Hoad 0.0.L. from whom the 

arrested man had stolen a length of Kimi no Cloth value 

at present unknown.

Following his arrest, Rodrigues had been removed 

to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarter? at the 

North Railway Station, whene he had been detained for 

two days, then was hend^dsq^r to the Settlement Autho

rities with the property stolen, in order that a charge 

might be preferred if this was necessary.

The ease was transjfterred to Dixwell Road Station, 

and D.S. Matsuflta made efforts to locate the oompit. 

but this was not possible, Complt. will be located on 

the 8/9/41 when further enquiries will be made concerning 

the alleged offence, as Interrogation of the aecased at 

this station obtained a flat denial that Wi had been 

guilty of the offence,^ The arrested man admits that he 

has a previous conviction for Opium Smoking, and will be
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arraigned befor the Portuguese Consulate Authorities on 

the 8/9/41 a.m..

Mr. Braga, Portuguese Consulate, was Informed, and 

requested that Rodrigues be brought before the Portuguese 

Court at 11 a.m. on the 8/9/41, when he would be remanded 

in the custody of Police in order that further enquiries ilji 

Blight be made and the complainant located. It was also 

ascertained that the arrested man had previous convictions 

for shopllfing.

Property found in his possession consisted of :

One length of KImlno cloth (stolen) 
One Portuguese Passport No. 1086.
Yen 1.60.

C.B.C. 1.39.

One bunch of keys,

A further report will be submltted\in due course.

D.D.O.’C" Division
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535/42.

3.15 pm - 5 pm

March 18th 42.
Att. 40.

Office.

Two by the cosplt.

Hie Hashimoto Gum! Building contractors at 5 Quinsan 
Gardens.

At about 3 p.m. 18/3/42.
3.15 p.m. 18/3/42.
Mr.K. Harada, manager above address.

1. Vladimir Cgli, 23, RUBsiaa,Oipey, m/unemployed, 
1pB. Seward Rd. .

*• Alexandra Sapova, 19, Russian, s/female, as above.

Ten 200.00 in notée. 1000.00
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At 3.15 p.m. 18/3/42 the complainant brought to the station 
the two accused described on sheet 1 of this report whom he had 
arrested for attempted larceny of Ten 200.00 in notes in the offices 
of the Hashimoto Gumi Building Contractors at 5 Quisan Gardens, 

inquiries by D.S.KUsumoto and the undersigned. 
The complainant reported the following!« 
At about 3 p.m. even date vtiilst he was in his office the 

2nd accused had entered the premises and requested the c omplt. to 
change the Yen 5.00 into local currency.

The complainant agreed to do so and opened the safe containing 
one bundle of Yen notes about Yen 600.00.

At this time the 1st described also entered the office and 
approached the safe. Whilst the complt. was busy in checking the 
required notes the 1st described took the bundle of notes from the 
safe and after checking same immediately put the money into the safe.

Suspecting that the s aspect may have s tolen some money the 
complt. looked the door and on checking his money discovered shortage 
of about Yen 200.00.

When the campit. was about to searoh the suspect ho had 
noticed the stolen money laying on the floor apparently being dis

carded by the 1st accused.
The fact that the money was laying about one yard away from 

the safe shows that same was not accidently dropped but had been 
stolen by the accused and then discarded as the complt. discovered 
the theft.

Both accused are well known criminals Specialised in “Ringing 
the changes*. Both accused charged accordingly.

The c omplt. could not attend the Court as he is leaving 
Shanghai on important business» therefore ho wrote the statement which

B.O.*C*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. / J

3 i JfA
CRIME DIARY. ----------

....... ——-====^ —-—= wqw /......

.............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1205/39 (W) HOftgkeW...........pouce Station.

____________________________ Dea. 2»th...............*39»
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day See below.

1

ri-.C.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 15/12/39 both the accused 

appealed before the S.S.D. Court when after hearing of 

evidence the case was remanded till 22/12/39 for 

judgment.
On the morning of the 22/12/39 both the accused 

appeared again before the above court when the following 

judgment was handed down:-* 

1st. accused:- 6 months imprisonment for being concerned 
in successive larceny at night and 5 
months imprisonment for possession of 
narcotics well knowing same to be such. 
Ito serve 8 months iftpt. in all.

2nd. accused:- 3 months imprisonment for being concerned 
in successive larceny at night*

Ulla ease is connected with (W) F. I. R. 1293/39, 

(H) 1088/39, (W) 935/39, (W) 628/39, (W) 1077/39, 

(W) 1307/39, (W) 1105/39 and (H) 1161/39.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

:• F. 22 F
G. V70M-I-39

CRIME DIARY. 
..................... "C"

.............................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1265/39. Wayside. ........................Police Station.

.....DeCjfifo.er ...13Jh./$) 39.
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

From d/12/39 to 12/12/311 •visited ii
course of 

investigation 
each day

See bddy of report*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Both the accused names and particulars as follows:- \ 
1) V. Afanasief f, 29, Russian, s/unemployed, N.F.A.

2) Im Shenko, 23, Russian, s/unemployed, N.F.A. 
arrested In connection with (W) F.I.R.1293/39 on the 
5/12/39, by 0. D. C.54 and the undersigned during the 
period of remand, admit ted the offence as described in 
diary 1 of this report*

From enquiries made by detectives it was ascer
tained from the complainant that toe stolen Property 
list made at first at Wayside Station by latter was not 
■orrect and the following property was found to have
been stolen*

1) one grey gent’s sui t ▼slue $40.00
2) One old gent's dark bine suit $20.00
3) One gent's dark overcoat $20.00
4) One gent's coat $10.00
5) one woollen scarf $ 3*00
d) One old felt hat $ 2.00

One marble dock $2(100
Ô) $40 cash $40.00
») 1 pawn psper & documents

following property had been recovered by 
de tec Uwes*

1) One grey suit which was pained by toe aid*accused



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
G. 17OM-1-39

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
....Division.
......Police Station.

¡9
Diary Number:— 2/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
for $2.00 in Hwa-Hsing ( ) pawnshop* 675 Tbn^han Rd.

2) One marble dock pawned by the 2nd* accused for

3) One woollen scarf found on the 1st. accused.
4) one gent*s coat also found on the 1st« accused*
Total value of reoovered property $113.00,

property (clothing) wereThe rest of the stolen
pawned by both the accused in various pawnshops and the
pawnpapers sold to unknom Chinese on ïhenfong Rd and

Both the accused strongly denied that they stole
$40*00 cash as was stated by the eanplainant who (the
oompl t) alleged that the said money she kept in a pocket
of cue of st den sui ts.

Both the accused who are heroin addicts spent the
money obtained through pawning the stolen property on
heroin.

The personal papers stolen by the accused were thrown

the property of the oomplt. was found on the 1st*accused*

D.S.I

on visiting the said pawnshops detectives learned that 
the property had been already redeemed on the 4/12/39.

away by them and could not be recovered, one pawn-^aper

Both the accused chafged accordingly and will appear 
before the S.S.D. court on the morning of 15/1 s/39.

Jbr full particulars please see W* F. I. R. 1293/39.

$£•00 in above pawnshop.

Ue Da Oc
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, - SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE/, D.2$2

CRIME DIARY.

~ *0* n. . .................................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1077/39. HongkeW......... Police Station_

..Dec.... 29th..............I9 39.
Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:—AQ

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day See b«Low.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 15/12/39 the accused
appeared before the S.S.D.Court when after hearing of 

evidence the case was remanded till 22/12/39 for 
judgment. On the morning of the 22/12/39 the accused 

was again brought before the above court and the 
following judgment was handed downt»

6 months impt. for being concerned in successive 
larceny at night and 5 months impt. for posse
ssion of narcotics well knowing same to be such, 
lb serve 8 months impt. in all.
This case is also connected with (W) F.I.R.s

1293/39. 1285/39, 935/39, 628/39, 1307/39, 1105/39

and (H) f.I.R.s 1080/39, 1161/39.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. a
/ I

CRIME DIARY.
•’a* n. ......Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1077/39 Wayside. BongKsW.....  ....Police Station.
DeCembaX. 13 th... zp 39.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
From 6/12/39 to 12/12/39.

Places 
visited in 

, course of 
investigation 

each day
See bddy of report.

Ths 1st« accused one V.Afanasleff, 29, Russian, 
s/unemployed, N.F.A. arrested by C.D.0.54 and the 
undersigned on the 5/12/39 in connection vd th (W) 
F.I.R.1293/39 during the period of remand, nd mi t ted 
the larceny of 2 pairs of shoes and one old gent’s
jacket and led detectives to 114« Broadway East and 
pointed out a place on the let. floor stair ease landing
«here he at about 6 am 26/10/39 stole the above property 
as described In Chary 1 of this report, 

me complainant one H. Hecht, Garman refugee, 
salesman residing above address was located but stated 
that 14 pairs of shoes but not 2 pairs as stated by the
accused were stolen on that date.

The accused strongly denied the same stating that 
he took only 2 pairs of shoes and one gent’s jacket 
which property he sold to an unknown Chinese on Basket 
Road for $4.50.

The case was reported to Wayside Station by the 
complainant on 26/10/39 when he at first stated that 
80 pairs of shoes vAue $500.00 were stolen.

It is quite possible that the Complainant 
exaggerated the number of stolen ehoes as it appears 
quite doubtful that the couple!nant could keep in an 
open box on the stair case of the premises, which is

m J



Ì70M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
"Division, 
..Police Station.

¡9
Diary Number Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. i
a boardlag house»the property valued $500*00 The
accused was charged accordingly and will appear before
the S.S.D.Court on the morning of 15/12/39

For full particulars please see (W) F»I.R.

1293/39,

/c.

D.D.O. "0"



. 170M-l-39^ J | S. EX NtA^piHT 1

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICfeM~
,:e,_.........

CRIME DIARY. , . „ , J
=====^====== „Qn

. ............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Mi8C>3 '3® ... ..Police Station,

December 29, 39•
Diary Number:— 5# Nature of Offence :.Writ of Detention

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused Kunevitch appeared before the 

2nd. Branch Kiangsu High court of Appeal on afternoon 

of the 15/12/39, when the case was remanded until 2 p.ru 

22/12/39.
On the latter date i^e following decision was 

handed down:»
"Appeal dismissed".

p.ru


F. 22 F
*G. 170M-1-39 MICE

S. B. REGISTRY
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLtGEn

CRIME DIARY. L'-'ore-----—

•»QI* ...— --.J
............................. Division.

?°ngkew... ..Police Station.
December 11th- 39

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso,323/39.

Diary Number:— ' 4 Nature of OffenceWrlt of ppf^.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1

| Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Che accused Kunevltch, appealing against the 

the Judgement of the Lower Court, will np’enr In the 

2nd. Branch Kiangsu Hi$i Court on afternoon of the 

15 - 12 - 39.



F. 22 F
fG. 17011*1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ^3
% 3C1\

CRIME DIARY.

4.............7............ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No 323/39 • ... .................... Police Station
.................................................................................. P9tob«P 2»........ Jg89>

Dia ry Number :-3* Nature of Offence .Writ of Detentim

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
29/V» A.M.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

s.s.D.Court.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The aocused N. I.Kunevitch re-appeared 
before the S«S»B«Court on the morning of 29/J/59, 
when the following judgment was rendered i- 

Four months imprisonment for larceny. 
To be sent to Execution Court on another 

ease* 
(The above accused was sentenced on 
30/12/34 to one year and two months 
Imprisonment and was released on security 
on 9/2/33 at Lousa Station.) See Lousa 
Charge sheet Wo«SM/34. Accused be sent 
to Gaol to serve his sentenoe.

Case connected with Hongkew y.I.R.736/39 •
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.^?
CRIME DIARY.

>

CRIME REGISTER No:— Msc,313/39,

Diary Number:— g

............... ............. Division. 
..........Police Station, 

9 39
Nature of Offence:—

Time at wh -h 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

B

.uuring the Period f the writ of retention, 

the accused Minevitch still enied being concerned in 

' ocke t»p 1 okl ng.
1 

rhe chauffeur of omnibus no«61, hrs be n
questioned by y.777 rurukewa and the undersigned, | 

and he stated that, fr about 6.30 n«a, on the 21/9/39, I 

at the nungnlng «oeu, bua«»etOY>, on sewsrd «oadt he saw 

the accused i\unevltchf take from the h^-nooket, of a 

male foreigner, who has not been located, a leather 

wallet, rhe witness seized the accused, who at t nt 

time drowned the wallet on the floor of the bus, which 

he believes was nicked un by >ne of two Kuerlans, whose • 

descriptions he cannot give, and who ^eft the bus at 

that Juncture, -he chauffeur then handed the sc used 

over to a jananese sentry,

rhe finger-print record of the accused show» 

that he was convicted to 1 year and two months Imprison*! 

meat, for larceny, on the 20/11/34, charged from Louza 

•dice station, a alnst this sentence the accused appeal* 

ed, and on the 25/1/35, the appeal was dismissed. He 

was released on show securlty on the 12/2/35, and an 

anneal to the supreme court was dismissed on the 29/4/ 5.

rhe finer-print record also shows, "Wanted to 

- erve above sentence”.
■rhe accused nas be n charged with .Pocket*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................. Police Station,
      ¡9____  

Diary Number:— 2/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

picking (F. I. R. 899/39 wayside J.

The file and charge sheets In repeat Of the 

sentence Imposed on the accused on the £0/lE/34 will 

be forw rded to the neg^l eparti&6n*»
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G. 170M-I-39 <

z SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. Z <
CRIME DIARY.

.... .....”9.........Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— «180,823/39, ....... ....Police Station.

September gist Jp 39
Diary Number:— jy Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

flrit of retention«

At 7.05 on the 21/9/39, in response to a 

telephone message from the Jananere Consular Police, 
Bo ne noad, . P.r. 777 rurukawa attended and received 

into his car tody a male wuslian namely:•

Nicolai Ivanovich, Kunevitch, age 50, Married 

barber, residing 241 oute re recurs.

It was ascertained that this man at about 6.30 n.m*|

on the ai/9/39, was a passenger in omnibus No.61, 
onerated^tho Jiwesi, driven by chauffeur Miyaseki

on rhe Broadway, At the Aungning .road stop, the 

chauffeur saw the nustlan take a wallet from the hlp- 

rocket of a male foreigner, also a passenger • The 

chauffeur seized the Kusrian and he was still holding 

the wallet* The wallet was handed back to the foreigner ? 

and the Rusrlan was handed over to a Japanese sentry, 

who in turn handed him over to the Ja-anere Consular 

"ellce* At the time the chauffeur seized nunevitch, 

two other male nusslans hastily left ths bus,

Aunevltch denies having nicked anybody's nocket. 

In view of the fact that the foreigner who had his 

wallet stolen, is at present unknown, and that it will 

take some time to ha e the chauffeur questioned by 

&*M,P* detectives, the susoect has been nlaced on a 
writ of uetention,

H ÉiiÈi
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1 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.y-7%

CRIME DIARY.

jLXic-c. .
CRIME REGISTER No:— 378/39*

........ ”9*...... Division.

..^.ngKew.....  .Police Station.
January. 7 th,1940

Diary Number:— 4

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Nature of Offence:— 
— .

Places
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 27/12/39, the accused appeared pefore 

the 2nd. Branch of Kiangs» High Court of an eal, v<hen 

after pleadings were concluded the case was reminded 

till 29/2/39 for judgment.

On the 29 12/39, the accused again appeared

before the above Court when the fill

down:-
"Anpeal d isml ?s ed. "•

owing decision was



G. 170M-I-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. /
CRIME DIARY.

•...... —" *c*
 Division. 

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mi««* 378/39. .?&«$k«W..... ...... Police Station.
D.eaemher. 6 th....... 19 39 •

Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

record of investigation.

A Hearing Notice wag received according to 

which thia case will be tried before the 2nd. Branch 

of Kiangsu High Court of Appeal at 2 p.m. On 2?A^/39
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G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
7 fr

CRIME DIARY.
’ *0*................ .......... Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Ml SO*378/39« .........Police Station.
_______________________-... 39«

Diary Number:— 8» Nature of OffenceWfl t Of DoteHtiOHi

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

record of investigation.

On 0/11/39 the accused appeared before the 
S.S.D* Court and was ordered to be detained until 9A1/3® 

The accused admitted me offence and now the 
particulars of this case are the subject of Hongkew



F. 22 F
G. 150M-Î-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRTMF REGISTER No- MiSC.378/39. -SOUgkeW-----
CRIME REGISTER No.— ' “HoverabeT"” Statf°3v.
_________________________________ .............................................................................................19

Diary Number:— 1. Nature of Offence:—Wor U®t.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
One Male Russian handed over to this station 

hy the French Police.
At 5.45 p.m. 5/11/3*, a telephone message was 

received from luccawei Police Station to the effect 
that a male Russian namely, D.P.Listzoff, age

58, 
S/Unemployed, N.F.A. had been arrested by them, in 

possession of one radiator cap and one ash tray, total 
value |10.00, which he admitted having stolen from a 

motor oar believed to be owned by a Japanese, whilst 
same wee parking on the roadway somewhere in the 

/
vicinity of the General Hospital at about 5 >.m. today, 

tte 5/11/3*.
The above Russian was then handed over to C.D.C.

340 and the undersigned at 7.30 p.m.
On being questioned at this station, the Russian 

(now the accused) admitted the offence as stated above
In view of the foregoing, the accused has been 

placed under* a Writ of Detention and will appear before 
the S.S.D.Court on the morning of 6/11/39 when a wedE'ig



.... . g D. RE.W
i SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PdhlQK Dp7

CRIME DIARY. ’> *

CRIME REGISTER No:— 862/39
.... . ...................... Division.

....... Police Station.
... ..........................  zp 40
Nature of Offence:—3Diary Number:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

A Hearing Notice was received according to which 

this case will be tried before th* 2nd« Branch of 

Kiangsu High Court of Appeal on 4/1/40 p«nu
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE ?
CRIME DIARY.

•c*
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1080/39

.......................... Division.
.........Police Station.

Dee« 20th rn 39»
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence pQSSeSS 1 OD of

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below*

I

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

heroin«

See below»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 6/12/39 the accused appeared I

before the S.S.D.Court when after hearing of evidence 

the ease was remanded till 13/12/39*
Hie accused has no previous convictions*
On the morning of the 15/12/39 the accused «gain 

I
appeared before the above Court when the case was 
remanded till 22/12/39 for judgment.

On the morning of the 22/12/39 the accused again 

appeared before the Court and the following Judgment
was handed down:-

5 months* imprisonment for possession of 
narcotics well knowing same to be such and
6 months' Imprisonment for being concerned 
in successive larceny at night» To serve in all 
8 months* imprisonment.
One packet of narcotics confiscated and to be

des troyed«
Ibis case Is also connected with (W) 7.1. R. 1293/391 

(W) 1S85/39, (W) 935/39, (V) 628/39, (W) 1077/39, 
(W) 1307/39, (W) 1106/39 and (H) 1161/39.



FM,^2*G. NO. 1

■J-”“- SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. . -
CRIME DIARY. 

----------- | Q n________ ZaU ____y..........................Division, f 

...................................  Police Station.
Crime RcgiUtr No......MOQ/39. ..............................................zp 3®..

Diary, Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence^OOSSOOiWI Of

* Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
9*15

Places visited in
a*m* to 11

investigation
8*12*39* ‘ach day-

See body of report*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. Charge Room» nonrXew ‘olloe station*

Time and date of offence. 3*15 a*m* 5*12*39
reported. Kot reported

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. s#M«a*A*** Polios.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Vsevolod Afanasteff» 29, Rue oían, q/unemployed.

Arrests. One by detectives*

Classification of property 
stolen.

__________________________________________ I 
[

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $

Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

ibooeooion of heroin*



FM. RGJICU 
G. w5li-4~ CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises 9
(k) Are they all “old" servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters"?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks 

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 

on bzioveti,.,in. de8Crlbed On ^««1 1 Of thl8 TOPOT I
arrested in connection with F.I.R* 1293/39, 
whilst being searched in the Charge Room of Honflkew 

Police station was found in possession of one small 

packet of heroin.
On being questioned the accused admitted that 

he is a heroin addict and purchased the eaid heroin 
in a Korean narcotic den for 50 / for the purpose oil 

smoking. The accused charged accordingly and win 

appear before the s.s.D. Court on the morning of 
the 5-12-39.

I

1
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\ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
........ AO..".....Division.
¿9A....®W...... Police Station.
.. 4.«U..£Eb£U.W.„.s9 40

Diary Number:— £ Nature of Offence:— 4&

Time at which 
investigation begun 

nd concluded each day
^rom ;:0/l/40 to 4/2/40«

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

body of re-or*«

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

*he accused Boris Ml hellofl, L9t HUS'-iani 

M/unemnloyed, residing 696/31 rongshan «oad, arrested on I 

the £9/1/40 la connection with (H) Mist.56/40 during the 
period of remand admitted the theft of clothing mentioned I 

in diary 1 of this report at abo<>t 1£ no on on the 28/1/40« I 

xhe Property had be n removed by detectives nt Tr-ng ^h’ng 

pawn ehop 636 Seward Road« pawned for §30.00 by the 

accused on 28/1/40. file accused charged accordingly with 

this offence end will appear before the o«s,j. Court on 

the 6/2/40«
For full particulars nle^se se- (H) Ml sc«56/40« j

f). 8. T.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.'^ ”3 * * 
s^Doifc .. .........—................. .

CRIME DIARY. )

....... _.n...................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Ml80.No.56/40. ....Hongkew...... Police Station.

....^eroh..2?thA.........zg 40«
Diary Number:— ge Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
see below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

see below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

A Hearing Notice was received at the station 

from the S.r.D. Court on 29-3-40 in respect of the 

accused in this ease B. Mihailoff, case No. 9/27637, 

to apTtar before the 2nd Brach of Kiangsu High Court 

at 2 p.m. on the 17-5-40.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POMGB.
CRIME DIARY.

.............."0 ”..... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—tó4ec*56/40* ...J?Qngkf.W  ...Police Station.

February £4 th, I9 40.
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Diary Number:—

See below.
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

*tee below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the £0/2/40 the accused was
r©arraigned before the .°. P.O. court when after hearing 
of evidence the following Judgment was handed down:

"One yeer eight months imprisonment for 
making commission of larceny a profession 
Find recidive".

Ihls judgment was given In connection with
(W) F.T.R.8 198/40» 1114/,¿9» 1449/39, 1134/39» 171/40 
1445/39, 10 1/39, 191/40, 130/40, 53/40, 119/40, and 
1314/39.

1/Ct

0« "C

ÏO 
et.
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' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PjQLICT^’i^h J

// «3 zA> ' W1
CRIME DIARY. »

"W Z~~- 
..............................Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— «1 SO. 56/40» ..........Police Station.
.................................................................................................... J»bflMUfy. Ifttfc».... !9 40

Diary Number:— £ Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

ind concluded each day
See body of report.From 13/1/40« 16/2/40.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 13/2/40, the accused appear^’ 
ed before the a»S»u. Court when the case was remanded 
till 20/2/40 for trial»

Luring the Perlod of remand the accused was
frequently removed from cells and carefully Interrogated 
by detectives and admitted the following offences as
outlined nerounders-

itomit ^r» ' etterna?ia, uermanrefugee.'
rhe accused further admitted that at about 1 P»m» |

on the 6/1/40 he entered one foreign boarding house at 
287 uhaofoong need via open front door, proceeded nnstalr«? 
entered rear r oa on the 1st» floor via unsecured door ani 
stole from therein one gent's overcoat from a wardrobe In 
the room» Led by the accused detectives proceeded to above 
address when the accused pointed out the room in question 
occupied by one German refugee ¿U »etterhehm. xhe latter J 
on being questioned corroborated the statement of the 
accused re theft of his overcoat on the above date but 
stated that hts room was locked at the time nnd the 
«coused evidently used a sublet« key to open the same» 

to
*he accused strongly denied that hn broke tn/the roan

<f4n question, stating that the do^r ws» not secured at the i
.iHD-a'

i



F. 22 F
G. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

...........................Division.

........................ ....Police Station.

....................,.........................19
Diary Number:-— Nature of Offence:—

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

time «hen he had oommltted the theft*
further the accused admitted thnt he had sold the 

stolen overcoat to an unknown to him second hand hawker 
on iuenfxig aoad for $1£*00 which money he had spent In 
a herein den*

inquiries were made by detectives amongst a number 
of hawkers on the said road but tlie stolen property was 
not traced and there Is no hone for recovery of same« 
rhe accused was further charged with this offence and 
complainant instructed to attend the Court to give his 
evidence« this ease was reported by the conn laInent to 
wayside station on 6/1/40 and was made the subject of 
(V) x.I.R.53/40* 
10th further Charged* 
Laroenyof one overcoat and a hat value r40*00 from 
tiouBf Lane "¿13 rOagshan wad on 16/1/40* 
'fej F. I. §.116/40« uomnlainani m« ?Mchei. German refugee 

further the accused admitted the theft of one 
overcoat and a hat from a foreign dwelling house In rong- 
shan wad and led detectives to house 06, Lane 018 rong- 
shan noad stating that the said Property had been stolen 
by him from a ground floor yassageway «nd entry gained 
via o^en rear doorw enquiries made at above address lo* 
cated the complainant one “• Michel, German refugee, 
residing in a front ground floor room who stated that



I

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

..............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER 

.....  19
Diary Number:— 4/8 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

above described ^ro^erty value ?40*0; had be?n stolen 
froift che place pointed out by the accused on 16/1/40 at 
about 12 noon. This case «as already reported by the 
coffinlnl nan* *0 Bayside station on the d^te of the 
commission of crime and was made JUbjeot of (W) F.T.R. 
119/40«

The accused stated that he pawned the stolen 
oro^erty to >ne of pawnshops in Wayside District but 
does not remember for how much it was Pledged and to whid 
pawnshop.

inquiries made by detectives in a number of nawn*» I 
shoo» In the district but the property was not traced.

The accused further charged with this offence and I

£0. £<40 to give iis evidence.
Uth Further chared.
Larceny mince

fO1 j^w..

the oosvifiinant instructed to attend the Court on the

< .■■■ ■ ■ --------_--- _ _____________ ___ _ _........ ...-
Further the accused led detectives to 136 ¡lac» 

gregor aoad and pointed out one room on the 2nd floor 
stating that at about 3 n.m. on the 6/12/39 he stole 
one electric flat iron which was lying on the table in 
the room and one raincoat which he took from a hook on 
the door. The accused stated that he gained entry via 
open front door nd then proceeded to the 2nd. floor to



F, 22 F
G. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
............................Division, 
.... ......................... Police Station.

................................................    19
Diary Number:— 4/4 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

the room in quetlon door of which was not secured. 

Enquiries made at above address learned that the room 

In question is vacant at present and the former occu

pants removed to an unknown address on 4/1/40* Enquiries I 

made at 1;>ayslde Station ascertained that this offence 

was reported to the above Station on 8/12/39 by 

complainant named I* Hlopitsky, Russian, private watch- I 

man, and the stolen ronerty i.e» one electric flat iron 

and one raincoat were stolen valued $85.00.

As the complainant la this renort stated that the 

door of his room was locked at the time when the theft 

was committed it is quite possible that the accused

used a skeleton key to onen the same» but on being 

questioned he strongly denied that the door of the ro m 

in question had been secured by any means.

The accused further stated that he sold the stolen 

property to an unknown to him Chinese whom he met in 

a Korean heroin den for a few dollars.

There is no hope for recovery of the stolen proper

ty at present*

On being Interrogated by detectives re any further 

offences the accused admitted that he had committed some

more similar thefts but stated that he forgot the place*

where the offences had been committed by him and the date 

dates of the commission of such offences, end efforts!



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

F» 22 F
G. 110M-1-40

IM
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*

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
—..........................Division.
........................... ....Police Station.

Diary Number:—
.............................................................................-19

Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

made by de actives to bring such oases to light snd to 

locate the. conaniaiaants were or no avail, therefore no 

more further charges could be ^referred against the accu

sed but the a/M«A. will be requested to bring same to 

the notice of the judge when the accused will appear 

again before the S.S.D* Court on the mom* ng of the

20/2/40 for trial*



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

« n w _. . .___ Y..................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—198/40. U- Hon^cew............p0uce Station.

_____________ ____________________________ Jaba..g.4th,.............. 4°*
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:— 40«

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
see below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning ol the 6-£-40f the accused 
appeared before the 8»s*d. Court, when after hearing of 
evidence the following decision was returned:

«emanded till l?-2«40.
Property to be returned to owner.
On the moaning of the 13-£«40, the accused 

a pre ared again before the above court when the ease 
was remanded till £0-3-40.

On the above date the accused was rearraigned 
before the court and the following judgment was 
handed down.

"One year eight months imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and re cldive."
U1I0 case is connected with (H) Miso. 56/40.

(I) F.l.rt.s 1113/39, 1449/39, 1134/39, 171/40, 1445/39,
1011/39, 191/40, 130/40, 53/40, 119/40 and 1314/39,



F. 22 F
G. 170M-I-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— 3» Nature of Offence:— 40,

........... .................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1114/39. Ul ... HOUgkeW.  ... Police Station.

... ¿‘afe.t-.M.tiU............19 40»

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
see bolcw

1

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

see below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 6-2-40, the accused 
appeared before the S<S*D, court, when after hearing 0? 

evidence the following decision was returned:
Remanded till 13-2-40.

Property to be returned to owner.

On the morning of the 13-2-40, the accused

I appeared again before the above Court when the case
was remanded till 20-2-40.

On the above date the accused was re arraigned 

before the court and the following judgment was 
handed down.

*0ne year eight months imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and reoldlve."

This case is connected with (H) Miso. 56/40.
(W) jf.I.R.S 190/40, 1449/39, 1134/39, 171/40, 1445/39, I 

1011/39, 191/40, 130/40, 53/40, 119/40 and 1314/39.

s/n. Jwet. i/o.

’U& J
JU.D.O* “C". f

D. S. I. 1 

.



F. 22 F
S. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

....... ................ ...Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1449/39, . HftRglKO........  .Police Station.

WJb............... 19
Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:— 28.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
see below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

see below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 6-2-40, the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D. Court, when after hearing Of 

evidence title following decision was returned:

Remanded till 13-2-40. <

Property to be returned to owner.

On the morning of the 13-2-40, the accused 

appeared again before the above Court when the ease 

was remanded till 20-2-40.

On the above date the accused was rearraigned 

before the court and the following judgment was 

handed down.

"One year eight months imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and recidive." 1

Ulis case Is connected with (H) Wise. 56/40.

(W) F.I.R.s 198/40, 1114/39, 1134/39, 171/40, 1445/39, | 

1011/39, 191/40, 130/40 , 53/40, 119/40 and 1314/39.

Ml®



F. 22 F
170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No: — 1134/39.
... "...0 ...... Division.
Hpngkew.... Police Station.
Febj«.. J34.th,.........  .19 40.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:— 40.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
see below

1
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

see below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 6-2-40, the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D. Court, when after hearing of 

evidence the following decision was returned:
Remanded till 13-2-40.

Property to be returned to owner.
On the morning of the 13-2-40, the accused 

appeared again before the above Court when the case 
was remanded till 20-2-40.

on the above date the accused was rearraigned 

before the court and the following judgment was 
handed down.

"One year eight months imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and recidive."

This case is connected with (H) Miso. 56/40.
(W) F.I.R.s 198/40, 1114/39, 1449/39, 171/40, 1445/39, 
1011/39, 191/40, 130/40, 33/40, 119/40 »nd 1314/39.

OwiS



F. 22 F
a. i7om~i«39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

.... . ..........Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 171/40* W H-on-gkew.............Police Station.

February-24 thy........40«

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day see below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

see below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 6-2-40, the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D. Court, when after hearing of 
evidence the following decision was .Warned:

Remanded till 13-2-40*

Property to be returned to owner*

On the morning of the 13-2-40, the accused 

appeared again before the above Court when the case 

was remanded till 20-2-40*

On. the above date the accused was rearraigned 

before the court and the following Judgment was 
handed down«

'*0ne year eight months Imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and recidive» "

This case Is connected with (H) milsc. 56/40.

(W) F.I.R.s 196/40, 1114/39, 1449/39, 1134/39, 1445/39, 

1011/39, 191/40, 130/40, 53/40, 119/40 and 1314/39.



F. 22 F
I7OM-I-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

........C—•.............. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—- j 445/gg, m dSongke*........Police Station.

February 24th,.... J9 40.
Diary Number:— « Nature of Offence:—J ___ _______________ _________

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day see below
Places 

visited in ’ 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On ths morning of the 6-2*40, the accused 
appeared before the r»S,D, Court, when after faring of* I 
evidence the following decision was retained*

Remanded till 13-2-40.
Property to be returned to owner.
On the morning of the 13-2-40, the accused 

appeared again before the above Court when the ease 
was remanded till 20-2-40»

On the above date the accused was rearrhigned 
before the court and the following Judgment was 
handed down.

"One year eight months imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and recldlve."

this ease is connected with (H) Miso. 56/40.
(W) F.I.R.S 198/40, 1114/39, 1449/39, 1134/39, 171/40,



F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— ¡3 Nature of Offence:— 40«

"...G.. * Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1011/39. W .HQngJCfiw...........Police Station.

__________________ .■JgebJUary.a4.th»---¿9 40.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
see below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

I

see below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 6-2-40, the accused

appeared before the S. S.D. Court« when after hearing of 

evidence the following decision was returned:

Remanded till 13-2-40.

Property to be returned to owner.

On the morning of the 13-2-40 the accused 

appeared again before the above court when the case 

was remanded till 20-2-40.

On the above date the accused was rearrslgned 

before the court and the following judgment was 
handed down.

"One year eight months imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and recidive." 

This case is connected with (H) Miso. 56/40.

JW) F.I.H.s 1114/39, 1449/39, 1134/39, 171/40, 1445/39, 

198/40, 191/40, 130/40, 53/40, 119/40 and 1314/39.

I •



F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—191 °* W
... ........ "C n......Division. 
...Hongk.fljt....  ...Police Station.
.... rebruarx. .24 thi ..ip40

Diary Number:— 3 Nature of offence:—House breaking.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day ree below»
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below.

record of investigation.
On the morning of the 6/2/40, the accused endeared 

before the S.S.D. Court, when after hearing of evidence 
the following decision was returned

Remand till 13/2/40.

Property to be returned to owner.
On the morning of the 13/2/40 the accused 

appeared bgsin before the above court when the ease 
was remanded till 20/2/40.

On the above date the accused was re-arraigned 
before the court end the following Judgment was 
handed down.

n0ue year eight months Imprisonment for making 
commission of Larceny a profession and recldlve".
ihis case is connected with (EE) Ml sc.56/40.

(W) A I.R.6 1114/39, 1449/39, 1134/39, 171/40, 1445/19, 
193/40. 1011/39, I3O/4O, 33/40, 119/40 and 1314/39.



F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

____ __ «C ?!....."Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:-180/40. W .Hongkew........Police Station.

.......2e.br uary... 24. th, ...ig 40
Diary Number:— « Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
See below«

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below«

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 6/2/40, the accused

appeared before the s.S.D.Court, «hen after hearing of 
evidence the following decision was returned •-

demanded till 13/2/40«
Property to be returned to owner«
On the morning of the 13/2/40 the accused 

ap eared again before the above court when the ease 
was remanded till 20/2/40.

|
On the acove date the accused was return signed

! before the court and the following judgment was handed 

down«
"One year eight months imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and red dive ”• I
This case is connected with (H) Miso.56/40«

(W) F.I.R.S lUi/39, 1449/39, 1134/39, 171/40, 1445/39,
19b/4Qf 191/40, 1011/39, ¿>3/40, 119/40 and 1314/39«



F. 22 F _
>. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No — 53/40. W

Diary Number:— g

— *.JCL ".............Division,
...59nßkew....  ...Police Station.
... î«kruary...25 th,.........ig 40.

Nature-of Offence:— 40.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

nd concluded each day
See below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 20-2-40, the accused 
appeared before the S.S.D. Court when after hearing 

of evidence the following judgment was handed down:
*0ne year eight months imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and récidivé.*

This case is connected with (H) Miso. 50/40, 
(W) F.I.R.S 198/40, 1114/39, 1449/39, 1134/39, 1445/39 

1011/39, 191/40, 130/40, 171/40, 119/40 and 1314/39.



. 22 F 
H0M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— H9/40. U

Diary Number:— 3<

.........^.....Division.
. .........Police Station.

Jabx^ftjey ^S th»........ 19 40<
Nature of Offence:— 4Q

investigation begun 
and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

See below
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below

On the morning of the 20-3-40, the accused
appeared before the S.S.D. Court when after hearing 
of evidence the following judgment was handed down:

"One year eight months imprisonment for asking 
commission of larceny a profession and red dive. *

This ease is nonnested with (H) also. 56/40,
(W) F.I.R.8 198/40, 1114/30, 1449/39, 1134/39, 1445/39,
1011/39, 191/40, 130/40, 53/40, 171/40 and 133.4/39.

D.D.O

A;'



F. 22 F
G. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

.................. ..........Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—1314/40. W- .......Police Station.

.......J9 40
Diary Number:— J Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See bdLow.
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 20/2/40, the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D. Court when after hearing of 

evidence the following judgment wad handed down:** 

"One year eight months Imprisonment for making 
commission of larceny a profession and reel dive

This ease Is connected with (H) Mise.56/40, 

(W) F.I.R.s 198/40, 1114/39, 1449/39, 1134/39, 1445/39, 

1011/39, 191/40, 130/40, 53/40,171/40, and 119/40.

D.b. 0. "C".

mhhhhi^m



6. Í70M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
Ilk*«-

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso.56/40
.............”Ç......... Division.

-Hongkç.w.......  .Police Station.
........Februerx..4.t.h*..zp 40

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Se< body of report.

1

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1

¿rosi 30/1 40 - 4/2/40.
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 30/^40 the accused was

brought befor the S.S.D. Court whan he ws allowed to be

detained till ö/fc/40.

he accused has 9 previous convictions

curing the period of remand the accused had been
frequently removed from the cells and carefully inter-

rogated by detectives end admitted the following offences

as underlined hereunder and led detectives to the addre

sses where the offences had been committed and esnlained

how the offences had been perpetrated by him. It was

learned by detectives that in each case che accused had

arrived to the scene of offence on h4s bicycle» leaving

the machine outside the nremises and after committing

theft was making good shi escape on the said bicycle with!

the sto en Property and taking the stolen property

straight to a nearest pawnshop either destroying re

celved pawn tickets or selling them to second hand haw*

kers, or unknown to him people on the streets.

Original Charge against the accused.

Larceny by brewing protective d"vice at..rpgm No»lg_, 
House 7, Lane 47 Wayside Hoad on a8/T/40 when 2 gent*s 
sul ta end one raincoat valued"£140^00 werest citen.

Complainant, J. Helmut» German refugee» above addres 
(WJ r.T.R.198/4o<

he accused admitted

tA^'2Q/l/40, he entered premises

that at about 12 noon on &F

No. 7, Lane 47, Wayside

' FF

I



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

................. Division.
................. Police Station.CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number:— 2/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

hoed ( a foreign boarding house) via the unsecured front 

djor and then proceeded upstairs, wrenched off with his 

hands a small padlock securing the room No» 12, entered 

the room and stole 2 gent’s suits and one raincoat from 

the wardrobe in that room»

The accused left the ^remises be’ng unobserved by 

any one and took the stolen Property to a pawn shop and 

nawned same for £30»GO»

xhe accused led detectives to IBang Shing ( )

Pawnshop 636, E. Seward Hoed wheee the pronerty was re

covered, being nawned as stated by the accused on £3/1/40 

fhe cannlalnant Mr* J» Jelmut was located and 

Identified the recovered property as his own, stolen on 

23/1/40.

Money received by the accused from nawnshow were 

snent by him on heroin (the accused Is a heroin addict) 

and his living» Ahe accused charged accordingly with this 

offence* Complainant Instructed to attend the S.S.-'. Court 

on 6/2/40 to give his evidence» Case was reported to Way

side station by the complainant on the dry of the commi

ssion of the offence and wds made the subject of (W)F.T.R 

198/40» 

1st» further charge against the scoured. 

Larceny of ne gent’s suit value ^80.00 from 21 Chusan



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................. Police Station.
_______________________________________________ > ........................................*9 

Diary Number:— 2/3_______Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Hoad on or about 30/10/39, complainant Mrs. Richest above 
address» '

Case reported to Police, (W) . T.R , 1114/39«

xhe accused further admitted that on or about 

30/lc/39, he entered premises No»21 Uhusn Hoad (foreign 

boarding house) via unsecured front door, then Proceeded 

upstairs to the 1st» floor where he stole one gent's suit ! 

from a wardrobe in the front room, door of which w^s not 

locked» ¿he accused led detectives to the above address 

where oomniainant Mrs. Miches was located and corroborated 

the statement of the accused re theft of one suit from her 

room» rhe accusd stated that he pawned the stolen property 

in one of pawnshops in Wayside District but could not 

recollect how much he received for pledged property and 

at waJch pawnshop the same was pawned, stating that as far 

as he remember he sold the nawn ticket to an unknown to 

him gypsy on lUenfong Hoad for a few dollars»

Enquiries were made by detectives at various 

nawnshops but the stolen property was not traced»

■the case was reported by the complainant to Way

side station on 2/11/39 and ws mside the subject of (W) 

F.I.R. 1114/39. *he complainant in this case was instructed 

to attend the Court to give her evidence*

rhe accused further charged with the offence» 

2nd» further charge against the accused»
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

-............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ' ............................. Police Station.

_________________________ ,....................  [9
Diary Number:— s/4 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

record of investigation.

Larceny by breaking protective device of °**« lady*s 
overcoat valuedj,350»Ob from room No«*7, 121 Wayside 
n'oad bn 27/l£/3d, complainant '.¿rs, u, Haage', sboy'e~ 
address» 
(Tfy.Y.B. 1449/39»

further the accused admitted t e theft of one ladylgj 

overcoat from one of rooms of a foreign boarding house 

in Wayside noad and led detectives to 121 Wayside ^oad 

and explained that at about 7 n.m» on the 27/12/39 he 

entered the above ^remises via unsecured front door of 

the next door nremise^ at 119 wayside road than proceeded 

through a small passage between the hells of these two 

houses, wrenched off with his hands a small Padlock se

curing the room No» 7 and stole the above Property from 

the wardrobe in the room in question»

■‘-he accused left the premises via point of entry 

being unobserved by any one« ihe accused then admitted 

that he pawned the said property in nawn shop and led 

detectives to Tsang bhing ( ) pawn shop, C36 East

Sewnrd Hoad, ‘“‘nquiriem made at the above pawnshop as

certained that the property pawned by the accused by an | 

unknown person on the 10/1/40»

*he accused admitted that he sold the oawn ticket 

for a few dollars, but could not recollect to whom die 
same was sold»

Complainant Mrs» L» Haase was located and corro
borated the statement of the accused re the theft of he j



F. 22 F
è. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

..............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ..............................Police Station.

........................ z9
Diary Number:— g/g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

overcoat stating that this case was resorted by her to the: 

Police on the date of oommisslon of crime»
. I 

This case was made the subject of (W) ir.T.R. 1449/39?

lhe accused charged accordingly and the complainant In

structed to attend the Court to give her evidence. 

3further charge against -he accused«

Larceny of one gent's overcoat, valued :.T50.00 from House 
5« Lane 14, ward noad on 47X7/39»
Complei nant Max ‘.rke'wi tz, Germ’an~ri fUgee, above address, 
fwr 7, i. 1» iiai/sw* I

xhe accused fur cher ad ml tted the theft of one 

g nt's overcoat from one of foreign boarding houses in 

Ward xioad and led detectives to house No5, Lane 24 Ward
I

..osd statl.g that at about 5 p.m* on the 4/11/39, he 

entered the above Premises via unseonred front doer then 

proceeded upstairs and stole one overco* t from the front 

room be* ng unobserved by any one» Complainant one Max 
Arkenitz, German refugee was located and told detectives 

that he already reported this crime to Wayside station 

on 4/11/39»

this case was made the subject of (W) ¿‘.T. R»1134/39i I 
When the accused was questioned how he disposed of the 

stolen property he admitted tha’ the same had been pawned I 
by him in one of pawn shops but oould not recollect in 

which pawn shop, for how much and to whom he sold the 

pawn paper for pledge#property»
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G. 170M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

..............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................. Police Station.

........................ T9
Diary Number:— 2/6, Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

xhe accused was charged accordingly with this offence»

4th further charge*

Larceny by breaking protective de#i<e of one gent* a 
overcoat and one sui t v^fue ^¿5»&from fi ufausan' ^oad« 
tfbselgn boarding house) on '%>/! 40, Cotapla< nanb Mr, ItashSyiro^V k. w. 8o» lifr above ad'-ress (Wj F.Y.R. 171/40, | 
kroner ty recovered.

ITie accused further admitted that at about 7 P»m, 

on the 25/1/40 he entered premises at 8 Ohusan Hoad 

foreign boarding hours, through unsecured front door» 

nroceeded to the 1st» floor, wrenched off a padlock 

securing the door of room No,8 and stole one overcoat 

and one gent’e suit from the room in question» *he accused! 

led detectives to above ad ress where complainant Mr» 

Tashlykoff was located and who stated that he already 

reported the theft of abo e described property to Wayside I 

Station. Oils case forms the subject of (W) F.I.R. 171/40. | 

Further the accused admitted that he dawned the stolen 

property for iW.OO in one of pawn shons in E, Seward Rd, I
I 

stat'ng that 2 pawn tickets found on him at the time of | 

his arrest were for the pledged property»

Detectives visited Zang Tah ( ) Paws shop

at 691 E» Seward Hoad where on producing the several1 
pawn papers redeemed the stolen property»

Igl

vered property as his own* stolen from his room on
suit for 415*00» xhe complainant identified the reco*»

ihe overcoat being tmwned for tso*OO and the

»WS.

|||||
»



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

É. F
6. 170M-1-3S

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No.—
............... „.^..Division, ■ ■ 

.... Police Station.

Diary Number:— i/?e Nature of Offence:-^*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of ' 

investigation 
each day

Larceny of a small box* containing one ! 
Total value t43. 00 from ¿9 Chus'ea Rd on cronrrAxuvin; Uòvo ‘ ‘ • .. ....

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

23/1/40«

fhe accused charged accordingly and complainant 

will attend the Court to give his evidence* 

Sth further charge.
Id cross etc. 
5/12/3i>J Mwa.

The accused further admitted the theft of one 
gola cross from a foreign boarding house in Chu^an 
Road-and led detectives to 59 Chusan Road where he 
pointed an upstairs front room as a place where he 
stolen the same.

The tenant of the room N.Hallavln when questioned 
stated that between 7 pa and 8 pm 26/12/39 one small 
metal box containing one gold cross on a silver chain* 
two silver earrings and two brass wadding rings* was 
stolen from the drawer of a dressing table in this 
room. When questioned the accused admitted having 
stolen the above property as described by the oomplt., 
stating that he entered tbr boarding house and the room 
in question via unsecured doors and after ho had left 
the scene of offence and examined the stolen property 
he (the accused) threw away the said metal box* earrings 
and two brass rings as ths articles of a trivial nalue 

and pawned gold cross with a chain in a pawnshop for 
>8.00 and 11.00 respectively»



6. 170M-I-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................Police Station.
....................................................................................................................... . ........................[9

Diary Number:— 2/8 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day 
_____________________ ]

i ________

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused led detectives to 636 E.Seward Rd, 

Tbahg Shing ( ) pawnshop as a place where he pawned

the said property but enquiries made by detectives in 

the Pawnshop failed to trace the Property» Upon checking 

Pawnshop* books it was learned that the above described 

articles were not named in the shop in question. When 

questioned again the accused stated that he not sure 

In which pawnshop he Pledged the stolen property and 

further efforts by detectives failed to establish in 

whieh pawnshop the accused pawned the property in 

ques tian.
The accused charged accordingly with this offence. 

The case was reported by the ocmplt. to Wayside Station 

on 27/12/39 and was made the subject of (W) F. I. R. 1445/39« I 

6th further charge«

Larceny of one gent’s suit valued I65.0Q frpm room No, 6, 
5& Chusan Rd on l4'A0/^6. Complt. N.Haliavin.. .

Whilst making enquiries in connection with the case I 

described above (W) F.I• R. 1445/39, the complt» stated 

that on the 15/10/39 one gent’s suit value 165.00 had 

been stolen from hit 

that the accused all 

tioned i*v admi 

date he entered the

I
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G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

........................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ........................... Police Station.

_______...........................................................................  T9
Diary Number:— g/g Nature of Offence:-

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Chusan Road) via wide open front door, Proceeded upstairs» 

entered the campit’s room via unsecured door and stole 

one gent's suit» which he mit on himself and then left 

She premises being unobserved by any one. When questioned 

re disposal of the stolen property the accused stated 

thet owing to elapse of time since the commission of the 

theft he does not remember how he disposed of same» 

stating that more likely the same was Pawned in one of 

pawnshops and the pawn ticket was sold to some one in 

heroin d-n. There is no chance to recover the stolen 

suit at present. The accused further charged with this 

offence. This case was also reported by the oomplt. 

to Wayside Station and formed the subject of (W) F.I.R. 

1011/39.

7th further oheige.

lAWSXA bffia^lng^fpXqctiyg. device. SS^L^S^S. 
overcoat, one jacket a vest, total value *aoyQQ from 
foreign boarding house, House No.38« Lane 120 Baikal 
Rd./about S pm27/l/40. ,COTiplt. H.Cassel, German 
Refugee, above address. (W) F.l.R. 191/40.

At about 5 pm on the 27/1/40 one A. Jia taner, German 

refugee, residing together in one room with the aomplt. 

in this ease H.Cassel» also German Refugee at House 

No.35, Lane 120 Baikal Rd on arrival home at the above | 

address, discovered that the Padlock securing the room
- i j

was removed and on entering the room observed one male



G. 170M-1-39

li

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— 8/10 Nature of Offence:—

—.............-.........Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................Police Station.

  ...........................................................T9

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

• Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Russian (now the accused) who intended to leave the room 

at the time» As Mr* KLatener did not notice that scy
thing had been stolen and as the above mentioned Russian* | 

whom he managed to get a hold of, told Mr. FLatener a 

sob story, stating that he has a wife and children who 

would suffer if he (the accused) was sent to Gaol, 

Mr. Fl a tener let him go. Later on when the compì t. 

returned home he discovered that his overcoat, Jacket
I 

and vest were stolen and as the property could be 

stolen Only by the Person who was released by the cow^ts I 

friend and evidently the men was wearing the stolen 
clothing under his raincoat whilst giving his story to 

him. The compìt. immediately reported the case to 

Wayside Station when preliminary enquiries were conductedI 

by D.S» Oakley.

The above officer approached the undersigned with 

a view to locate the »eleased Russian thief and when 

the accused had been arrested by the undersigned it was 

strcmgly suspected that he had committed the of fence«
On the 31/1/40 the accused was shown to the compìt^s 

friend who immediately identified him os a uersen who 

broke into room in question and whom he released«

The accused at first denied the offence but on 

being identified by Mr. Fla tenor, admitted that at above • r



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

Diary Number:— 2/11 Nature of Offence:—

CRIME DIARY. 

............................ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................Police Station.

...........................................19

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

stated time and date he entered the said premises via 

unsecured front door, forced off a small Padlock from 

the aomplt's door and whilst attempting to steal some 

olothing from a werdrobe in that room was arrested by 

comp It’s friend as already stated above and later on 

allowed to go* The accused strongly denied the theft 

of eomplt’s clothing but further enquiries made by 

detectives ascertained that on the 28/1/40 prior to his 

arrest by Police the accused visited one German cafe 
at 56? E.Seward Rd and handed over to the proprietor 

of cafe Mrs. E.Ertier, German refugee, above address 

the passport of the complt, asking the letter to hand 

over the said passport to German Refugee Centre, to be 

returned to the owner, stating that he had found the

same*
bn being questioned re this point the accused stated 

that he stole the passport from the pocket of campit’s 

Jacket when he entered his room on 27/1/40 but still 

denied that he stele the clothing in question and failed 

to disclose how he disposed of same. It is quite evident 

that the clothing in question had been stolen by the 

accused who by an unknown reason docs not wish to tell 
detectives how he disposed the same of, probably unwilling 

to tell the name of his accomplice in receiving the 

stolen property»
t
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number:— 2/12

............................Division.

..............................Police Station.

........ ..................................*9
Nature of Offence:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

The accused charged accordingly with this Offence 

which forms the subject of (W) F. I. R. 191/40. Coinpit* 

and witness instructed to attend the Court to give their 

evidence. 

8th further charge. 
Larceny ox' clothing value $150.00 from foreign boarding 
house at No*2d, L?ne 50 ward Rd onIV/1/40, "
Complt*, ¿r.’M, ^otapbff, ~ (^) F.T.R.130/40.

Further the accused admitted that at about 12 noon 

on the 17/1/40 he entered premises (foreign boarding» 

house) at No*20» Lane 50 Ward Rd via unsecured front door I 

proceeded upstairs to the 1st. floor* entered one room 

via unsecured door and stole 4 gent’s suf ts and 3 pairs 

of panto from the room. The accused left the scene of 

offence unobserved by any one and immediately proceeded 

to a pawnshop in B.Seward Rd where he pawned the stolen 

property. 2 summer suits were pawned for |6*20 and the 

rest of the property for $23.00. The pewnoapers were 

seized by the Police at the time of his arrest.

Detectives visited Tsang Shing ( ) pawnshop
536 E.Seward Rd and upon producing 2 pawn papers in 

question redeemed the stolen property.

The complt. Dr. M.PotaPoff, who now removed to 67 
Hackee Rd was located and Identified the recovered 

Property as his own, stolen from his room on the 17/1/40. |
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— .............................Police Station.

..............................................................................*9 
Diary Number:— 2/13. Nature of Offence: —

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

The accused further charged with thia offence 

and the complt. warned to attend the Court to give his 

evidence»

The accused will be brought before the S.S.D. Court 

on the morning of S/2/40 when one week further remand 

Mil be requested to enable detectives to complete
further enquiries ie activities of the accused.

-Æ,..

f

D»Oe

J
”.

5
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CRIME DIARY.
■------------------------------------------- W0 w

............................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— î’i SC.56/40. ...Hongkew........ poiice Station.

January......29 thI9 40
Diary Number:— X* Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

I

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OB' INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of one male Russian on suspicion of 
being concerned in a number of larcenies 

in the district. 

An information was received by the undersigned

that one Boris Mihailoff, 29 years, ^/unemployed 

had committed a number of larcenies during the past 

few months, therefore enquiries were made with a view 

to arrest him, Russian detectives were requested to 

arrest the above person if seen.
At 11 am on the 29/1/40, D.S.I. Konovalcff attached I 

to C.l. on making enquiries at No«31, Lane 696 Tongahan | 

Road, observed the above suspect at the address and 

ar re:ted him and handed over to the undersigned.

On being brought to the station and searched 

the suspect was found in possession Of 4 pawnshop 

tickets and admitted that the property pawned was 

stolen by him from various addresses«

The accused also admitted that he committed a

number of thefts during the past few months, therefore 'JU ■? Ihe will be brought before the l.L.D. Court on the

morning of the 30/1/40 when an application for «rit
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PÔÊïCEt
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number2________________________Nature of Offence:— 4Q,

CRIME

= ”0*..............................Division.
REGISTER No:— 130/40« ....Hnngk.ew.. Police Station.

.........February.4. th,..40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
^rom i50/l/40 * 4/2/40

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Se body of report«

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

xhe accused! Boris Mlhalloff, 29, Russian, 

M/unejil oyad, residing 696/31 Tongs han Road, arrested on 

the 29/1/40 In connection with (H) Mlsc.56/40 during the'

Period of remand admitted the theft of complainant’s

clothing perpetrated by him as described in ¡Mary 1 of 

this report, at about 12 noon 17/1/40« i
Entry gained ria unsecured door of complainant’s

room. *he stolen property had be n Pawned by the accused | 

iu Ts®ng Shing 'awnshon 636 S. Seward Hoad« for §29« CO«

Property recovered on exception of one suit case» | 

which, propertylhe accused stated he did not steal«

Charged ac .oralngly and will appear before the
•®»O. Court on the 6/2/40«

/for full particulars nlease see (H) Miso,56/40«
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 19x/40»

Diary Number:— 2

....... ’*.C".. Division.

...HongiteJ&........ Police Station.

........................................... 40
Nature of Offence:— House hr e® k* ng«

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
rosa 30/1/40 • 4/1/40,

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Fee body of r^ort*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

*he accused Boris Mihailoff, 29, rhinal an* 
M/une^nloyed, residing 696/31 rongshan noad arrested in 

connection with (H) sc»56/40 on the 29/1/40 during the 

period of remand admitted breaking into comnlalnant’s room 

as described in Diary 1 of this report«

xhe accused strongly denied having solen any

nronetty from therefrom on exception of one passport and 

failed to disclose how he di snored of the stolen clothing«

As it is quite evident that the pronerty

mentioned by the complainant in diary of th's ren rt was 

stolen by the accused he w s charged accordingly end wil

epneer before the F.F*D-., Court on the morning f rhe 6/2/4 Cl
// «

>«D«0« ’’C”.

full particulars please see (’!) "lsc»56 40«
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE UQ

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 10.1/39,
.......... "C"... Division.

.......Police Station.
.... rebr.uary.Atti». 19 40

Nature of Offence:— ¿QDiary Number:—

From 30/1/40 - 4/2 40,
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Hee body of report*

’he accused arrested in connection with (H)

uur'ftg the period of remand admitted the theft of

complainant's suit nerastra ted by him as described in

oiary 1 of this report.

had been disposed of by the accused toroperty

shon and perwn ticket sold*an unknown nsw.i

No chance for recovery*

ihe accused charged with this crime and will

0/2/40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

ror full particulars oleose sei (H) M1 sc*56/40,

anPe»r before the e*S.D. Court on the morning of the

Husrlan, M/unemnloyed, residing 696/31 rongshnn «oad

Mieotöß/40 on She £9/1/40 one Bori® Mihalloff» £9

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Zn.W/t. i/o*

ip fi
*CH<
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

-. Z ,

CRIME REGISTER No:— 171/40*
............. iß •.....Division, 
t.....Police StdtioYi,

..........February—4.th>.rp 40
Diary Number:— c Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
*ro.fl 30/1/40 - 4 2/40.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

see body of report.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

..he accused arrested tn connection with )H( 

Mlsc.56/40 on the 29/1/40 one n rle Mihailoff, 29, 

iiuselan» M/unemnloyed, residing 606/31 rongshan ^oad. 

during the period of remand admitted the theft of 

eomnlainant’B nro^e ty as described in ¿4 ary X of this 

report.

”he property had been pawned by the accused on 

the £3/1/40 In Zang rah ’’awnshon, 691 r,.reward hoed for

.45.00.
eoovered by ’’olloe.

ihe accused charged accordingly and will anpea

before the tf.S.w. uourt on the 6/2/40.

ror full particulars please se (H) Mlsc.56/40

D. S.I

i
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

......................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1134/39» ....iLo.hJc.e.w...... Police Station.

........ February A th* _/5> 40
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
i'rom 30 1 40 - 4/1/40»

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See body of report»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

‘he accused* Boris .¿ihalloff, 29, RU8sl*si, M/un- 

employed, residlag 693/31 longshsn ¿toad, arrested on 

the 29/1/40 in connection vrf th. (H) Mlso»56/4o during the . 

period oi” remand admitted the theft of on® gent's over

coat as described in .dery 1 of this report«

the accused admitted that he pawned the stolen 

property to one of pawnshops In ays ide -Istrlct rnd soldi 

the nown ’>aper to an unknown n er son In heroin den for » 

few do lers»

Property not recovered»

¿oi' full parti colors please see (H) tfl.sc»56 40» 

ihe accused charged Becomingly and will erreer
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1449/39. .. HpjagMftW.........Police Station.

.......Mhr.uary...4.th«..zp 40
Diary Number:— £ Nature of Offence:— gun

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day From 30/1/40 - 4/1/40«

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See body of report«

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

*he accused: Boris Mihalloff, £9, Russian*

.'¿/unemployed, residing 696/31 rongshnn ttoad arrg^ted on

29.1/40 in connection with (H) Ml so« 56/40 during the

nerlod of remand ■ dial tted the of ence Perpetrated by him 

as described In Diary 1 of this report«

xhe stolen property had be n nawned by the acQUs-l 

ed In is eng Shing TVranshop , 636 3&st F'eward uend for 

$12*00 and the m receipt sold to an unknown n er son« 

Detectives visited the above pawnshop and learned that 

the pledged property had already been redeemed on the 

10/1/40.

No chance for recovery, 

ror full particulars please see (H)Mlsc.56/40«

ihe accused charged with this offence «nd will 

ap ear before the w.S. b. Court on the morning of the
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. / ’Xj
CRIME DIARY.

...................  Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1114/39. ....HOhj&JS..... ...Police Station.

.......................................................................  40
Diary Number:— £ Nature of Offence:— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
Trota 40/1/40 to 4/f/40.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Pee body of report.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

lhe accused Boris Ml hell off, 29. fuse Ian, M/un* 

employed, res’ding 096/31 tongshan road arrested on the 

19/1/40 in connection with (H) .'.iTsc«S6/40 during the

erlod of remand admitted the ofience «a described in 
j 

lary 1 of this report.

’’ronerty not recovered.

¿or full articulare please see H.Kleo.56/40.

The accused charged with this of ence end will 

®Pear before the S.P.D. Court on the morning of the 

Q/fc/40.



F. 22 F
‘G. 110M-I-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1314/39.
.......... *5?.*.....Division.
... H.Qndfce»... .....Police Station.
..... ...........................................19 40

Nature of Offence:— 40Diary Number:— 2

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day Cee below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused Boris Mihalloff, *9» Rue lan» 

M/unemnloyed* residing &»d/vi rongshan «oad arrested on 

tht 29/1/40 in conneotl n with (H) Miso* >6/40 during the

ncried of remand admitted the theft of one electric

fl »it iron and one raincoat from room no.12, 135 Maegregor

Rond on 6/12/39#

“Mtryr. was gained by the accused via o^en front

do r and then through unsecured ron’e door into the 

room In question«

xhe accused stated that he disposed of the stolen

property for a few dollars into one of Korean heroin

dens to an unknown to him male Ch’nose*

There le no chance for recovery of the stolen

property»

The accused charged with this of ence and will 

a’'near oefore the 0. Court on the morning of the

For full particulars nlease see (H) Mi sc«56/40.

20/2/40»

I



,.?i< 22 F
G.l I10M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
CRIME DIARY.

.......................... Division.
........Police Station.

februaryl2th...... ig
CRIME REGISTER No:— Mi80.58/40.

Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence: —

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day I S«e below«
, Places, 
visited in 
course  .of 

investigation 
each day

See belo*.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the moral ng of the 5/2/40 the accused was 
brought before the S.S.D. Court when after hearing of 
evidence the ease was remanded till 13/2/40 for trial.

At 1 p«n* 6/2/40 the accused reported side and 
on being sent to Felloe Hospital was found suffering 
from "Gasts! tie.*»

As the accused was detained at the above hospital 
during the period of remand, no further enquiries could

Or*e 
bo conducted by detectives, therefore bar more further 
remand will be reifies W by the Police when the accused 
will appear before the Court on the 13/2/40«



F. 22 F
G. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— 2 Nature of Offence:— 40

. ............Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 53/40. Hongkew........Police Station.

February 16th,I9 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below.
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

*he accused Boria Mhailoff, 29, Russian,

M/unem^loyed, residing G96/31 Tongshon Hand arrested on 

29/1/40 in connection with (H) Ml sc. 56/40 during the 

nerlod of remand a&nttted that at about 1 n.m. on the 

6/1/40 he entered nremlses 237 '“haofoong Rond via o^en 

front door. Proceeded to the 1st. floor, entered the 

comnla! nant *s room via Unsecured door and etolen from 

therein one gent’s overcoat, leavlg the "remises un

observed by any one. ¿'he accused further admitted that

he dîsnosed of the stolen nronerty by selling same to 
aMtnui Aa*col.ÂotM)fa*. av ïfaatdiuo /¿utsM

an unknown to him f o e ai e । MrtaWwe Hftead for 32.00

and which money were snent by the accused in a narcotic 

den for heroin. There is no nossibility to recover the 

stolen property, ¿'he accused charged accordingly and 

will enne8r before the S. S.D. Court on the morning of 

the 20/2/40.



f. 22 F
G. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

....................*..... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 119/40 (W) . -4ongke.W......... Police Station.

.......?_e br ua ry . 16 t h,......i9 40
Diary Number:— & Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below*
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

rhe accused Boris Mihailoff, 29, Russian,

M/unemployed, residing 696/31 rongshan ¿toad arrested

on 29/1/40 in connection with (H) Miso*56/40 during the
i

period of remand a dmitted the theft of one overcoat and 

one hat as described in diary 1 of this report, when at 

about 12 noon 16/1/40 he entered nremises in question

via oren front door and stole the described property from

the ground floor passageway* 
|

xhe pronerty according-to the accused was

pawned in one of pawnshops in Wayside district for $12*00 

but the accused could not recollect tn which pawnshop

and enquiries made by detectives amongst a number of 

pawn shops failed to trace the stolen property*

The accused charged accordingly and will appear

Court on the morning of the 20/2/40,; before the S*S. D*

particulars please see (H) Miso,56/40*



, ' W 1111 m r&wfiiO
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G. 110M-I-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

ftp» 
-.......... m................. Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 235/40. H©ngke.W.......Police Station.
__________________________________________________ ............................................... *9 40.

Diary Number:— 2« Nature of Offence:— 36»

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused In this case appeared before 

the S.S.D. Court at a.tn. 30-1-40, when the following 

decision was returned by Judge Mang: 

1st accused: Not Guilty. 
2nd * 55 days detention which may be

commuted to fine at #2.00 per day 
for assault causing bodily harm. 
One small knife confiscated.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICES'

.235/40

' FM. 22 ft* NO. 1 
G. 3JM-1-39

/
..1.^..Division.

2 *i*ana a,ed «*»!» etc.)
<«) Character ac.Bm.d kj. nal_ and

CRIME DIARY.
____U&sft

__ Police Station.

J’an*ary29thr....... /$> 40.Crime Register No.

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 34#

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
5.45 p.3. • 7p«iA*

29-1-40.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Owona of offence.
. hanrhal General Hospital« 
Office.

<e) iX«h',n'rr' —>■>« «f
f<y Appraach t0 Premises.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. 431 uewerd Hoed.

Time and date of offence. 5 p#n# 40»____________ ______________ _
„ „ reported. 5.45 p»eu 29-MO. __________________________

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. Ur« G. Raoaalnoff and w*» S»S« ’legal. hawkera. 

431 ¿toward ROftfl«_________________________
Number of criminals with । 

full individual description. Tao arrested and chsrEed.
0. Ibhi^off» 41. a/uneoployei^xISfding H*51 Lane 

449 reward Hoad
Ho KronMonova, 40« ¡a/fe ole, 'Msaian. - do -

Arrests. « by

Classification of property 
stolen.

Vrlue $

Classification of property 
recovered. Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

S d*" Mr-WK dicc-crcd.
0») Position, appearance M(| aarto on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

<3||M

Cjjj Is/-

Full Details of Method used 
tn Committing offence.

.11 a““’ Oi llt"n’’> honnbreaHn. etc 
W ,h#“M “ *~-r«i 

fraud til rl “•'* *" «>“« f
assumed b»* th Pr<t<nee and the character 
deacX '“MCt *»

JUO* Aaaaul^.
f



citf. 22 G. NO- Z
-G. 4«-pr- CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(J) What staff employed on premises !
(k) Are they all “old” servants!
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long!
(m) What was their "character»"!
(n)If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if »o, which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected!
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected!

Remarks
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented oh by investigating officer), At 5.45 p.m. 89-1-40, conplts. ‘ r. 0. Huocninof;

and Ts. K.3. 'legal, hawkers, rcsldinr 431 reward 
Rosd, cane to the station and reported having been 
assaulted by two Russians, a male and a feral®, 
too hod struck them with a knife. Both conplta. 
were seen to be suffering fro:* injuries to tbo 
face and were accordingly conveyed to the Shanghai J 
General Hospital where certificates as follows, 
were issued t W» nusselnoff, Cut on eye-lid"; rrs. I 
’egal, "Cut on upper lip." toilet on route to the 
above address to conduct enquiries at the scene of 
offence, detectives encountered members of the 
Japanese ’’aval Landing '’arty, who hod in their 
custody the two accused; G. pshlmoff, 41, s/un- 
employed, residing H.51 Lane 449 Reward Bond and 
his comon-lew wife, g. Kromodonova, who, it 
appears had been creating o disturbance on reward 
Hoed, /Lahluoff having been threatening various 
Chinese pedestrians with the knife which was token 
from his by the Japanese petrol, subsequent 
enquiries elicited the too accused who, it was 
apparent, had indulged in drink, to have visited 
toe bone of oooplto* at appro** s p*w 29-1-40 
when a quarrel had arisen and the female had struck 
ooeiplto* with the knife which she snatched iron the 
table, the rnale accused meanwhile attempting to 
assault conplts. with his fists.

The accused are charged accordingly and will 
appear before toe Court at A*K. 30-1-40.

:-W'’ Oil1 ;



/ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PQMŒ^’^W
CRIME DIARY.

...............,rQ. *....Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ^SC» «0.6/40» ....«PhSKf.W......... Police Station.

.... •Fanuacy. 5 th»....... i$>40
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Assistnnce to the rrench ^oHoe»

At 8 n.m. on the 4/1/4 , et» oargts» ftlóbo -

ohîkofi and ua^in» attached to Loh mi el -tati on C.T.D» i

I ench ^ollce, came to the station and requested the

asplstance from this station 

on suspicion that the latter

to arrest one ri homi r Nalls I 

corn'll t ed the theft of one

gold cross value vbO.GO from «us Ian orthttjMox Church, 

Hue Bourgest ¿.C. on 1/1/40 and who accorfiins to in

formation received by ireach detectives was hiding at 

present somewhere on iuenchang ’Oad* Assistance wrs

rendered by u.S.I, .euoroff snu the sen ted erson was 

located at 9 xuenchng “osd» nd who on seeing the Police 

o fleers jumped out of the 1st» floor window md attem*t«| 

ed to esoa e but was pursued by detectives and nut under 

arrest in an alleyway at the rear of above mentioned 

premises» n<|s nme and particulars are as fol owe J»

Tiham’r noils, :4, rtusslan, ^/unem loyed,of

On being brought to the station and questioned 

the susnect stated that he bought the said gold arose 

somewhere tn ¿reach voncession on 4/1/39 for »£»00 and 

later on sold the same to anoth r unknown to him roreig- 

ner»

as It was strongly believed th' t the suspect was 

responsible for this crime he was handed OO to above [



F. Ztyf'
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................. Division
CRIME REGISTER No:— ........ ...................... Police Station.

Diary Number:— X/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

rrench Police detectives on Instruction from ?.O. "C".



y
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G. 170j T ri Y

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL WLICB.
. DùU______——~CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No -105/40 (

’"Q"
............................Division.
i.....Police Station.

115/40 (H) ......... 40

____________ Diafy Number:- 3________________________ Nature of Offence:- Kls0p roprié-

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below#
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

i ■ ...... .......vi-n.-

Se below»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morn ng f the 25/1/40 the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D, Court when after hearing 

of evidence the following decision was handed down:- 

"50 days’ detent! n for misap ropriation and

recidive" •



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PQLICE.
i *’ u f ■

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— iOS/40 -fW-J 
115/40 (H)

........ .... .0".... Division.
So.ngkew........  .Police Station.
.JPh.ua.rx.M.th,.........19 40«
Nature of Offence:—Ml SO'-'‘ronrla ti onDiary Number:— g.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
15-1-40 to 24-1-40.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

Pee body of report.

G

'/ / 3. >

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Further enquiries were continued by detectives 

with a view to arrest the wanted Person, when at 9*15 a»m| 

24-1-40, an Information was received that he was seen 
in Phanghal General Hosni tai. upon receiving such an 

information the undersigned Proceeded to above hospital 

and arrested the wanted person I* Mllnlkoff» 30, Huss-Ian,I 

s/unemployed of N.F.A* when the latter was leaving the 

hosnltal* on being brought to the station and questioned 
Mllnlkoff admitted that he misappropriated the suit, 

shirt and 1 pair of boots the property of the eomnlt*,
stating that on the 12-1-»40, he gave the suit In question 
to one of his friends (name unknown) and to him he owed

- s. X. 1

|£0»00 to compensate his debt* The accused stated that 
he does not know the address of that "er son and the 

latter was not located* Further more the accused stated 

that he threw away the oomnit’s shirt after the same 

begun soiled in one of Chinese bath houses* One ’■'air of 

boots the property of the complt*» was recovered, being 

worn by the accused at the time of his arrest* rhe 
accused was charged accordingly at the Instigation of 

the oomplt*, and will be brought before the °*-*;’>• Court 

on the morning of the 25-1-40,
Further questioning of the accused could not connect 

him with any other offence*



. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.'
CRIME DIARY. Na.S. ii.

..................... _......................... n....................// / «A? 
.. ............._x.y. Division. 

] 
...........

liT/dO (H) ... Jamiary l5.1«b.,...../<? 40.
Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— yj MMpprnprlafcjnn

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
5p.m. to 6p.m. 

14-1-40.
and

1 nn.m.__ tn 1 1__ n.m.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Det. office enquiries. 
Scene of offence.
General enquiries.

INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. Chinese Lodging House, 18 Arthur Road.

Time and date of offence. 10 a.m. 12-1-40._______________________________ __
»» „ reported. 5 p.m, 14-1-40.___________________ _______________

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. D. Chelpanoff, Russian, unemployed, 18 Arthur Rd.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. One wanted;

Inokenty Milnikoff, 29, Russian, s/unemployed, 

N.F.A.

Arrests. Nil.

Classification of property | X gent*8 SUi t, 1 Shirt, Value $ 56.00
stoIen | 1 pr. of boots--------------------------------------------- -

Classification of property ' # , Value $
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered, 
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
<e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g). Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
th) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Misappropriated the clothing of the complt 

given to him to wear for one day.



- G. 45M-1-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)
FM. 22 G. NO. 2

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters” ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At 5 p.m. on the 14-1-40, complt., D. Chelpanofff 

Russian, unemployed, residing 18 Arthur Rood, came 

to wayside Station and reported the theft of his 

suit, shirt and 1 pr. of boots, ^_tal value $56.00 

from above address.
Preliminary enquiries were made by D.S. fcaeby 

(Wayside Station) and the case subsequently 

transferred to this station.

Enquiries made by C.D.C. 61 and the undersigned । 

ascertained that the oomplt. is residing in rocm 

No.7, 18 Arthur Road, Chinese lodging house.

On the 11-1-40, the oomplt. had met one named 

I. Milnikoff, Russian, s/unemployed of N.F. A., and 

the latter having no place to sleep was allowed by 
the complt. to sleep that night in his room in above I 

lodging house. On the morning of the 12-1-40, the 

above naned person requested the oomplt. to give 

him one of complt's suit, shirt and boots to go 

to see his friend and promised to return the property 

on the same date.

The oomplt. gave him the required articles of 

clothing and later on at about 7 p.m. 12-1-40, he 

met Milnikoff some idler e in French Concession and 

requested him to go back to lodging house in questlox 

to return the property given to him by the complt. 

Milnikoff agreed and they boarded a tram oar but on 

their way Milnikoff suddenly got off the tram oar 

and when the complt. followed him he pushed him away 

and disappeared.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

F. 22 F 
è. 170M-1-39

CRIME DIARY.

.............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ................... ......... Police Station.
........................................................................................................ ........................................... [9

Diary Number:— 1/3. Nature of Offence:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

As Milnikoff failed to appear any more at the 

oompit’s residence to return the property back and 

all efforts made by complt. to locate him failed^ 

it is quite evident that Milnikoff had misappropriated 

the oompit’s property and the latter reported the case 

to the Police.

I. Milnikoff is known to Police'Person with ¿a 

original record.

Further eqnurles proceeding with a viewer to 

locate and arrest the offender and to recover the 
complt’s property.

D.D.O. "C”.
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-TWR y SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ' /
V_l CRIME DIARY. \ feSri

I' ' ?. * _==_
-a-/xa ... Hon^cew....... Police Station.

Critic Register .
............................ ......................... ......................................... ......... Zehruary.fl.th^.......z? 40

Diary Number l. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
¿•15 n.nv-7,45 p.m(l

6/i:/40.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

^ewnsho^a« 
Det« Office«

Time and date of offence.

i, reported.

One arrested and <?haxv:ed

residing House 7» La®« 312 Nanzlng Hoed«

welling heure No« 7, Lane 31 £ Nan zi nr ^oad«

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual uescripiion.

¿Ir. Keskull, above address«

Place or description of 
premises.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

3rd and 4 th February 1940«— 
6« 15 p«ou q/l/40«___ __

V« Shag! mardi noff, 43, luselan, s/house-eervant

Arrests.

Classification of property 
st olen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
b<dy.

Apparent cause of death. 
Motive if known.

(b)

(c)
(d)

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.

Mode of entry, including manner of 
approach.to premises. ,
Means used (tools etc.)
Character assumed by criminal, land 
story told, etc.
Mode of transport and descriptio 
Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 
of food etc.)

a)
(g)

<y

One by compì si na nt

1 overcoat. ; 30.00«
1 jaoi: et« g 10« 00

Value $ 4:0 e 00*

Ditto«
ValueS Ditto«

Accused stole abovo*»deeorxbeft nroporty.

having a o eear- to same by virtue of is employaient

ae eerVant»

.13.)
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(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants ?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their ‘‘characters*’?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At fi«15 0/1/40» com^lalnent» Mr« eskull

(-.us Ian* residing douse 7» Lane 312 Nanzlng oedt 

came to the station In co:nncny vith one V« “ha •l-jar-

•Inoff (.Russian) his house servant* whoa he accused 

of having stolen one overcoat and Jacket frora hie 

home st above address«

„nee tinned » accused adaltted the offence» he 

stated that he had stolen the clothing on the 3rd and 

4 th 1/40» mibeenuently disposing of J t at oawnsho'^ 

in the H:nukew district« He led detectives to the ^co 

Chang p««nshor» ;>-6£ ^oochnng ftced Chore the overcoat 

eee redeemed having been navmed by accused for • 7«00 

and to the ' lag rung "awashon 410 s’« Reward Hoed Where 

the jacket» peened for 60 cents» wee also recovered« 

de fs charged tsfth Larceny» Cont« to art» 310

root« 1 of G.C.G. and will Rn’w before the R«H*D*
Cjurt at *.!d« 7/V40«

"0*.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
TnJ'....

CRIME DIARY. '<

......... r®.......-Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 967/»* .... Hongfet«.... Police Station.

............ .........rebjroagy.25.th.....l9 40

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Diary Number:— a Nature of Offence:—J_________ *_________________________________ ELnODlf f tin/u

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
Rec below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See belo«»

On the 14/2/40 the accused In this case B-xitniiov«

endeared before the 2nd Branch of jdangsu nigh court 

when after pleadings were concluded the case was remanded

till 21/2/40 for Judgment* On the above date the above

appellant again appeared before the above court and the 

following decision was handed down:-

**Apneal 4! smisred

r<*O RY i
) REGISTRY I



i

F. 22 F
G. I70M-1-39 r

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
CRIME DIARY.

...... ...... _?C *.....Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 967/39. .......Hongke»--- ..Police Station.

............................................................. ............J.aauacy,..Xl.tli>rp 40
Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:— Shoplifting#

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below.

Flaces 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 10/1/40 h hearing notice for an eal 

No.116^ was received from the S.S.D. Court in respect 

of the accused in this case (case Jio.9/15399 ) a.

Bo takova, to endear before the 2nd. Branch of Klangsu 

High court at 2.30 on the 14/2/40.



G. 17OM-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL mLIGED, W -- 
f (f M\

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 967/39.
....... C.. *......... Division*
. .......... Police Station.
Novemher -22nd........ 19 39.

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:- ShOP-llfting.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 20-11-39, the accused 

appeared before the P.S.D. Court when after hearing 

of evidence the following judgment was handed downd t

•'One year’s imprisonment for laroeny and reoldlve. *1 
Property to be returned to owner.”

The accused has 7 previous convictions.

Case completed.



CRIME DIARY.
/Vo. S*

Time and date of offence.

On« arrested »nd charged

79 Ch’ionn load«

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Place or description of 
premises.

FM. 22 G. NO. 1 
rG. 37M-1-39

Crime Register

» » »■ reported.

Name, occupation and ad' 
dress of complainant.

I

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^,

Hon^tow A, 

.......

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Diary Number 1, (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence; Shoplifting*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

3*30 p«ffi* «* 6 p»m.

19 11/39*
b Places visited in 

course of 
investigation 

each day.

Soono of of eno«. 
Jaranee« Oondnrmorie 
Headquarters, Bridge Hou®«, 
'9 Qhu«»n Hoad, Det* Cffloe 
Bnq*_______________

Japanese noroeliag «hon at "onaung end*___
febp-’t 2 p*«* 19Ä1/33*__________________________ _
3*30 p*?n* 19/11/39 by r«l* from Japanese 9end*>rme 1 «

Hendq »rtera
Ikeda, Japanese, ohop k«qp«r, ’ooi’ingHd

Antonina neutro va, 50» 'Hssian

Arrests. One by compii*

Classification of property 
stolen. Quaintity of silver plated 

knlv— and oppone*________
Classification of property 

recovered.

Value $ R0*00*

m.oo*
Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks en 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In esses of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all eases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Ditto



FM, 22 ft. NO. 2
G. 45M~i-3»~ CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises V
(k) Arc they all "old” servants I
(!) If nft, what was their last employment 

and for how long'/
Gn) What was their “characters” I
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason 9

(o) Are old servants suspected9
(p) Arc friend« and visitor» above suspicion 

if not, who »• suspected9

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). At 3.30 p.m* 19/11/3'3, a telephone message 

was received *t the station from Ja^nne«® »endarmerie 

Headquarters, hrldre H^use, 1?. Szeohuen io-»d request* 

ing -> .Police to tnke over one foreign female who 

wan arrested for larceny*

D»F*3* ftiruka^a and the undersigned attended 

and brought to the elation one timed a* Boutakova, 

fiO yearn, Russian, S/f emale, residing 79 Ghusan Rd 

(now the aoouwed) together with the complainant 

described on sheet 1 of this report*

Enquiries made by the undersigned and C.D.C» 

61 ascertained that at about 2 p*m* on the 19/11/39 

the accused entered Ja anese forcelia») shop situated 

nt 286 Sooeung Road and on being attended by shop 

assistant named 3* Nakao, selected one silver plated 

spoon and tendered in payment for name 1S.00 but was 

informed by the above shop assistant to make payment 

in Japanese currency and a® she ( the aocueed) has 

no Japnnere -ronry the shop assistant left her and 

¡attended to some other customers* »hen the accused 
I 
|was about to lenve th® shop in question the shop 

assistant noticed thnt a quaintity of silver -plated 

knives and spoons which were lying on th® counter, 

when examined by the aroused, were misrlng.

He (the ehep assistant) questioned the 

accused re same and she produced 2 paper boxes con* 

twining 1^ table knives, 11 spoons and 18 tea spoons 

which boxes were oonosaled under the accused*® over* 

¡coat*



G. I70M-I-39'

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

”0*.....Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:-—9r>7/'9 .....^O.ngJK«W....... Police Station.

November 19 39

Diary Number:— 1/3 Nature of Offence:—frjLn/%

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
The accused had be-n arrested by the shop ss istanti 

and handed over to Japanese Gendarmerie where from later 
on she was handed over to the officers of S.M.r. ae al
ready s tated above.

Cn i eing brought to the station and questioned

the accused, who is well known to the Police criminal» 
nd.nl t'ed the offence.

Her room at Chuenn Hond was visited by detective 
and searched but nothing of »n incriminating nature was 
found in these and on being carefully interrogated nothing 
further was found against her to connect her with any 
other similar of euce.

The accused stated that some time »go she was 

left by her narwnour and now being without any means 

of euppert, stole the pro erty in question to get some 
money for her living.

She wan charged accordingly »nd will rp-penr before

Court on the morning of the po/il/S^

/ JOT
JäÄ 
rr< /y <>&(• /Ie'* A/°*

Û ) W

B.DeO.’‘C”.

i ■

fc .1 i!.:• if ’U i (
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
L.Btóe - *CRIME DIARY.

4o\

CRIME REGISTER No:—226/40
nCii

Hóngjcew
Division.

___ ____ _____ Police Station.
February 13 th, 40

Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

^he accuoAd. in tins case appeared before the 

S.S.©. Court at A.M. 5/-/40, when the following Judgement 

was rendered by Judge Tsan *-

"50 dr>ya ’ detention for larceny end recidive.

Pro erty to be kept in Court rronerty Hoora



FM. 22 G> NO. 1

. . j,.-.. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLK
CRIME DIARY.

*1

224/40« .......J?
Crime Register No........................ ¡¡q

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. i.) Nature of Oft

( *

»4 '^7,; ff
,< *=<7 I

...........—1. ,
>nækeu
nunry 20th 40
............................................ J9 •

’enee :— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

A

Place or description of 
premises. Xa the fiongkew District«

Time and date of offence. 3.50 n«n. 28/1/40.
„ „ reported. 4.15 e.n. 28/1/40.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

D. «C. Police.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. ftfe (arrested) i- V. ¿>©rofin, 2?» /unemployed,

Arrests.

Classification of property
stolen.

Classification of 
recovered.

property

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

One piece or »crop iron

Ditto«
Value S

V 1 « C*°°
Value 5

One by U.S

Ditto*

KÄ

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

¿»tàlea fron an unidentified coxaplt. in r’oncke»

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner ,6f 

approach to premises, \
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and« 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

dietri ot>^



FM. 22 G. NO. 2

, 6 -45M 39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

* (j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all "old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their '‘characters” ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). At 4.15 am 28/1/40, plain-clothes officers

F.3.706 and F.P.s.s 690 &. 836 brought to the station 

a male Russian named V.Sarogin, 27, ?’/unemployed, 

N.F.A. whom they had arrested at 3.50 a.m. 28/1/40 

on Chapoo Rd near Raining Rd in possession of a 

large piece of scrap iron which was suspected to 

have been stolen.

Questioned at the station accused denied having 

stolen the property stating that same had been given 

him by two unknown male Chinese whom he had met on 

Raining Rd. Accused, who is an undesirable element 

well known to the Police can give no good reason 

for being abroad at this time of the night, and it 

is strongly suspected that he may be concerned in 

further cases of a similar nature which are cons

tantly occurring in this district.

He is charged with Larceny cont. to ¿rt.320 

¿ect.l and will appear before the S.S.D.Court at 

3,m. 29/1/40 when a remand will be requested to

enable further enquiries to be made.



n folice
>G. Î70M-1-39

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Information was obtained to the effect that this

Broadway.

undersigned visited the place and took in custody the

which was named by him for >10.00 at the Tee Phung
Pawn shop, 524 Ward Road.

On being brought to the station and questioned
the accused admitted breaking into the complainant's
house and also stated that a Russian known to him by
the name "Keshka* was with him. He denied haring any

already redeemed same.
with regard to some towels and curtains stolen

to a female Gipsy by the name» A. Orlova, residing 
035/40 Tongshan noad. The above place was visited and 
ths table cover was recovered from A. orlova as she

knowledge as to whereabouts of his accomplice* Further 
he stated that one table cover item 1 stolen by him ho

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

pawned for $4.00 in one of the pawn shops on Seward Road 
and the pawn ticket for same, he had disposed for $2» 00 j

above Person, on being searched he was found to bo in 
possession of one pawn ticket for tea set (items 2 and 3)

CRIME DIARY.

crime was commited by one named Mihail ^pyff^BC- 
Russian Mpsy, well known criminal, residing 475 E.

At 9.30 u*m* 22»2-40, D.S.T. Fedoroff and the

Diary Number:— g

........ "...CL"......Division. 
Hongkaw..Police Station.

. February 22nd, zp 40, 
Nature of Offence :—

ff

||||F 
111

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

I No. S. Z? __ j
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PODICE.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 345/45

I i (S.bJ REGISTRY

i DATE*3/ >J*0 j

from tide complainant ths accused admitted that same was



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— 3/2. Nature of Offence:—

.... ...................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No................... ;...... Police Station.

 ............................................................19

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

disposed by him for $£.00 to a street hawker. The 
recovered property was shown to the complainant and 
he identified same as his own stolen pasoasstCy from 
him during the night on 12-2-40.

The accused was lengthly Interrogated re some other 
crimes, but he strongly denied committing any recently.

On 23-2-40, he will be brought before the S.8.D.
Court when a charge of House-breaking will bo preferred 
against him,

D. 8. I.
Pen. Dot. i/e.



•U

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^ j/¿.e .
G. 110M-1-40

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 346/40. ............. ............Division.
...... ..Police Station.

..Ig 40
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

the
allowed
previous I

convlétions
During the period of remind on several occasions I

tinned but he strongly denied having any knowledge of

this crime
The statement made by the suspect In the Court

that

ect had ap-roached the complainant near his houseSUF?

and asked for some clothing. *he complainant had pro
mised to give him a jacket and told him to Call the

the suspect removed from the station cella and quos

r.S.D. Court and after prellmenery trial he was 
to be detained until £1/1/40. the accused has 6

he was not loitering In v’einity of the comp alnantte 
ho se Is not correct as at about 11 a.m. Il/s/40 the

On ld/2/40, the suspect appeared before

W
W

D.D.O. "C"

7- ¿,1/0

following day.
There Is nothing in hands to support a charge 

against this suspect therefore an application will be 
or his release «hen before the Coirt on £1/2/40



RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

O / 3
FM.2t G. NO. 1

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. J

CRIME DIARY. fi <3 14 P \

*0*_ .._ Division, i

345/40 -__ l&MUfclBK............ Police Station-
Crime Regist-.r No.............February I? th».............................................................................. zp *>

Diary Number i. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of OffenceHpuBt breaking«

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

10 a .fi? ••11.15 #.»!

11.15

13/2/40,

* Places visited in 
course of

• investigation 
each day.

Tarket Str et, 
and so eno of of enee,

Cf Ice,

Place or description of 
premises. Dwelling h uoo at 45 fuenchang Ao ad,____________

Time and date of offence. At about 1,30 a+rc, 13/2/40,________________
„ si »» reported. 10 a,m, 13/2/40,___________________ _______________

Name, occupation and ad* 
dress of complainant. P,L, Lisipnlk 11 js al an, above ad.ireee»____________

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Unknown,

Arrests Ml

Value $
Sii.

open«

(C)
(d)

(a)
(b)

Classification of property 
recovered.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

Classification of property 
stolen.

of Murder or

(d) should b<

In cases
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to 
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

À© oovero Vallie $ 5.00.

aintey wae gained through the front dort in
In cases of larceny* housebreaking etc.* 

all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)*
(g) Character-assumed by criminal, and 

•___ • *Story^ told, rtf. । ’
, (hj Modi of tfansporuand description.

■ (u PectQiar->ct.(poisoning dog, partaking 
o| food etc.)

Quantity of linens, 
etc«____  ___

whiab pantof sito* AaA been bro en nnd "Yoke* look



FM. 22 G. NO. 2 
\ G. 90M-I-40

Remarks
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

___________ , . ‘ ~ y

CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What 8taff employed on premise» 1
(k) Are they ail “old" servant» 1
(1) not» what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters"?
(a) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so* which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

ihe oompl*'in©nt is the chief tenant at 4b 
ftienchang Hoad occtj* yVi ” Mrsrtf the front ro-a on 

the ground floor w ich ie divided into two ro>ms by 

wooden partitions. The room dorr in facing the street I 

••»nd secured Mth .•» '’Yale” lock »fixed near the glass— I 

pon^

The repr do'r of ‘die room in leading to the 

corridor cad alloys locked in the complain «n t*o abae?*—| 

cet

't about 10 n.m. I’A'/lO. the complainant leftf 

the house lock!' g the front door and on Ms returning. • 

about t’O hours later he discovered that th© room and i 

acme f the drawers were r »nr eked and some of the 

proration had bem taken awy. He examined the pre- I 

nises ©nd discovered that entry an gained by bredcingl 
<54x>t

the rans-of rias in th© frortst and opening the "Yale" /!
lock by inserting the hand.

It ’"ao also Ms covered tmt two bundles of 

linen® ©nd clothing were alr''ady be«n prepared by the 

c i rits but left b-'hind as they <culprits' probably { 

were disturbed by soni® one.

It is believed that U;e complainant is l.nonn I 

to some of the culprita who was on watch and on 

se-ing the oomplain*nt approaching hie house had in- | 

formed the culprit© and they ma'*e their eeoape i

leaving prepared bundles oehind. ihe complainant did ' 

not noCtdl? any suspects loitering about at the time 

when he returned home. The ?lng«r jrinto Bureau were 

not informed ae the premises were Cleaned before the 

o*»se v'ae reported to the ¿olioe*



G. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No — 345/40.
....."Ç............Division.

.......Police Station.
......;february

Diary Number:-— X/3

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places/ 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Nature of Offence:- n<>w by<.>kin

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

^nquiriea in the vicinity it ms learned

th*t between 10.30 p.æ. .nd 1

Bue<1en loefere 'heroin UctOi were seen loitering

in vicinity of th-» complainant's no'¿se*-Observation -ae

made by D -’odoro ff and the undersigned on Market

et, Hwakee Road and •uenchang Road hen one named

Inokenty Ivano ff (kn^vti criminal) « 9 located and brouf£t

to the station On being questioned the suepeet admitted

beini» loi tering on Yjenohang Road during day time. but

etronrly denied haring any kno ledge of thio crime. He

wi il *’ë brought before ths 5>.'3.D ri t of

Detention when me week remand win be a- lied for,

t* i/o, D» 3. I



F. 22 r 
G. 110M-1-40

SHÀNGHAT MUNICIPAL
MANMAimiWALHU^ i

REGISTRY

CRIME DIARY. JDete..

CRIME REGISTER No:— &&/*<>•

Diary Number:—

*'< ■ JTT. ■ T'- —:
............. ................ Division.Hongkew D .. Ci .......Police Station.May 31st, 40,

........19 
27.Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 22-5-40, the accused appeared before the 

2nd Branch of Klangsu ^righ Court of Appeal and 
after the trial the ease was remanded until 29-5-40, 
for judgment.

On the above date the following judgment was 
rendered t

••Appeal dismissed. •

D.b.O* **C".



F. 22 F 
G. tl0M-t-40

riuwsw «
& f w
&ÌTRY

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE?'^— J-
•**«*«~*’»’»‘***,,w’***»»*»*

CRIME DIARY.
"C"

CRIME REGISTER No:— 345/40.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:- 27j^uSe>

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

..of Klangsu High Court of Appeal on 14/5/40

Places 
visited in 
course of

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

............................Division, 

........... Police Station.
April..... 9th.................I9 40*

D.S.T

V.O.

A hearing notice was received according to

which this case will be tried before the 2nd« Branch

INDEXED QY



M USWIPAl POU0T1
f. 22 f I S> 3- RCG'STRY ।

G. iiom-1-40 | rx
I No. S. B. U»____4------SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.>£ _?_ di

"n (

CRIME DIARY. 
= "C*

. ............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No.— 345/40. Station.

J»tii 40.
Diary Number:— 4 Nature of Offence;—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

21/2/4 c th« I. Ivenoff anpearedenspeot

before the
On

before th?

on
S.S.D. Court
23/2/40 the

D.D.O.

and was
accused

ordered to ba released
2J. Sapoff appeared

seme Court and after the trial he was

sentenced to 6 months ttensganent» Recovered
Property to be returned to the owner.

D.S.I



■ 62 F 
110M-Ï-40 I

’ pSIlAlieHAI MUNICIPAL
‘ T ' ' I S. B. RE.G-STRY

1 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE JD.JeJt~
<Date... .. ¿17. £ ‘¿c

CRIME DIARY.

’C"
CRIME REGISTER No — 973/39,

Division.
......Police Station.

........ I9 40.
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:— --------- --------------------- 3&

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On I5/2/4O tais ease was tried before Öle
2nd. Brfinoa of izlan&su High Court of Appeal and 

remanded until 2^£/40 for judgment.
On the above date the following judgment 

■as rendered
"Appeal dismissed. •



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.Z, j
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— '78/39.
.......... ..... Division. 

.......Police Station.
.. 7ftettarx.13.tfe»___ 19 40

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:—
Aar au 1 t<

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

A Hearing <’etice was received according to which 

this case will he tried before the 2nd. branch of Mengst»



StÜB A
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE: ± 'V #CXZ '‘T 

CRIME DIARY.

On 5/12/39 the case was tried before the

*c* n. ............................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 978/39. Hongkew...........pouce Station.

.IHMk......lath..............19 39
Diary Number:— 4 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

S.3.D.Court and was remanded until 12/12/39 for 

judgnent.

On the above date the following Judgment

was rendered:-

“10 months imprisonment for assault causing 

bodily harm. 4 months imprisonment for 

attempted snatching. To serve in all one 

year’s imprisonment.*



F. 22 F ' r- f- p" ( ’ iS \ H**'
G. 17OM-I-39 pj

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

/ ..............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—9 78/39. y .........Police Station.

___________________________________________________ —-'DIO-Yemb-.r....„9.tht--z9 39
Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:— ABS&ult*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

vn 2n/ii /39.title c ae wns tried before the S.S.D. 

Court and again remanded until 5/12/39.

‘‘he Judge ordered that the complainant I. Ahmetoff

to be examined "by the Co<rt doctor snd that det iled

certificate to be obtained from the Shanghai (frieral 

Hospital "here the complainant received hie first treat* =

ment.

Dr. H. C. Patrick w a seen by the unde reigned and

he leaned the certificate hi ch reads an fol low*-

* I. /hmetoff» 4öyeare, Russian. was seen in

CaS’i.alty Room on 30th Novemver 1939 for treatment of 

injury to right wrist. •

* Cories’a* fracture was diaftnoaed. X ray examina*

tlon confirmed this, showing fracture of lower ends of hot 

■ oth bones of forearm. Splint was ar liod for fixation as s 

there was no disrlnoement requiring operation. Patient 

is still under observation and will require splint for 

two we ks more. Full use of arm at normal strength may 

require two months. Signed. Dr. H.C. Patrick'.

On 5/12/39, the above certificate will be produced

in the 3.S.D. Court and I. Ahmetoff also warned to attend.!
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G. 170M-1-39 , , W» ‘

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 976/39.

Diary Number:— g* Nature of Offence:— 36.

........T........... Division.
Hongjtew....  .Police Station.

NQyMbe.l!. ..19

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

record of investigation.

on £1/11/39 the accused a"peared before the 

r»S»D. Court and after the trial the oase was remanded 

until 28/11/39 for the complainant 1. Ahmetoff to appear

Ihe accused has 3 previous convictions»

L« Ahmetoff was seen by the undersigned and 

warned to attend#



Crime Register No...

Diary Number i. Nature of Offence:—
.fta ult,

'cene of offene«

let. Jfifee»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Time and date of offence.

reported.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Place or description of 
premises.

FM. 22 G. NQ, 1

G. 37M-1-30

.Ll^A.h.OW

»Faulte

I

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

'Divitivn.

■woeanhact..eQ«br.../p 39
(Sheet No. 1.)

5 -flj, -<>,45 no.
0,45 pa»- is a»n.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Qftteldo ao»5 rueaolw 
About ¿»so n.go/11/aft» 
4,50 3, au £0/11 ______

Arrests. One by the doteotives and uaifo a* breach»

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

*S2£ Woo 1« «sah. residing 10 ruff-ex^

vnlentlbe 'bnfobia. 27, ruaelea Vune bl.7*3

Value 5

Value $

of Murder or

(d) should be

(a)
(b)

In cases
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to ' " *
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

(c)
(d)

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In case* of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all eases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
le) Mode of entry, ineluding manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Meacn used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
0) Peculiar act (poisoning dog* partak>< 

of food etc.)



FM. 22 G. NO. 2
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(j) What staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

*if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

I
II

■

At 3» 50 £0/11/39, a telenhoae message
vat received from one nnmed J» GroseMnsky, residing 
at 40 rucaoheuG ad reporting rams trouble on 
iuenohai4& **oad«

uutburh end P«% 039 lnmdlately atten e 
and «ere inf ormed by the ab.«e r an that n f^reig* 
ner af er es -aultlug too Persons (one w’th causing 
g levous bodily ham) and attempting to snatch the 
gold watch had esonned into the home no»10 B» fuen- 
chang oad«

The above offi cere vent to the above «trees 
and knocked the front door as the sane «as locked« 
*t this time jM?« uutbueh so« the oul’»rlt in the 
ground floor room through vtncocb the room is occu
pied by one 21ss • r her!Chersky too attend«: and 
opened the door# "hen the pdfee of fl ears had entered 
the room they discovered that «anted man «ar not 
there and it «rs learned towt he made good his eecape 
through the beck door«

DI 1st the pcl lee officer® «ere making search 
lor the culnrlt in the vicinl ty ^iss V« •herf shemky i 

had ap reached them and reported that the oul'vit 
on l*svlns her room had stolen from her hand bag 
one cigarette ease and ^7Q»00 la notes« as toe search 
of toe eul'rit gave no results the Police officers 
r» turned to the station «1th the complained**« and 

reported the occurrence«
Then another Police party under Inspector 

•Dwayne proceeded to that xooellty with a vie« to 

make tbr ugh search of the houses«



■ _F- 22 F 
G. I70M-1-3G

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

......................... ÜQ*... _ -Di vision, 

. UplftgMfw...........Police Station.

...... MvembcrIÖth*/? 39
CRIME REGISTER No:— 976/39

Diary Number:-— 1/3 Nature of Offence:— ft a putii

Time at which 
in vestigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On arrival the ^Ol’ce w informed th?. t there «ns | 
possibility for the culprit being la the house Wo* 3 
TUenchang -nad* The house Is occupied by >ne nnmed 
Kovaleff* usstan, who also keens small provision store | 
oa the ground floor*

H14 premise* were entered and all rooms searched 
resulting that the wanted men w-e found concerning himself 
under the bed la one of the unstairs r cos* On being 
searshed the culnrit was found to be la nospesalon of
-,l£*00 in notes and one cigarette ease «hieb «as Ident!«
fled by las v* Hherlshcrsky er her own and stolen from 
her by the ecaused together with the money*

The fXBi in which the accused war f und had been 
searched but no money found* The culnrit ( no« secured) 
was brought to the station* rrcn enquiries made by the

Ol 
undersigned the following Particulars «ere ascertained!*
At abAit 3*30 n*m* even d-te the accused «as in the pro* 
vision shop at 3 lUenchang »oad and drinking ’’Vodka’" (the I 
owner already suui.'.onse-u for this ofence and ease pend4 ng) | 

Accordingly to «1 (messes the accused wee slightly into* 
slanted by liquor but was not in state to not responsible | 
for his actions end about half an hour later hen he was 
arrested he a~ enred to be quite sober«

At this time one named I* Ahmetoff* huw9$®®»
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G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

...................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER Nor— .Police Station.

....................................................  -............................19
Diary Number:— 1/4 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

residing 31 iuenchang noad entered the chon to buy 

something* without any reason or provocation on the Part I 

of Ahmet off the accused struck him several times on the 

face with his clenched fist and threw hlih from the shop 

on the footpath and when falling on the ground, Ahmetoff | 

sustained injury of his right arm» ihen accused pulled

Ahmetoff Inside the shop and continued to assault him

wi th his fists until later managed his escane from the 

shop»

I» Ahmetoff was sent to the General Hospital and

the ur, *s chit reads as follow: "Fracture of right ar 

wrist "•

The doctor attended also stated that it is nece- 

ssary for this patient to be at the General Hospital at 

9 a«m» 21/11/39 for further examination and treatment» 

After Ahmetoff had escaped from the shop one named Yang 

woo &z ( ) amah, employed ht 10 xuenchang noad

carrying the pot of hot water had entered the shop to 

buy tin of milk» *he accused seized the pot from her

hands and broke same by striking it against the ground» 

xhen he struck the amah on the face with his

fist and pulled her out of the shop»

rhe amah run away but the accused gave a chase and

struck her again several times on her body, (the doctor’s
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G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................Police Station,
...............    19 

Diary Number:— 1/5 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION, 

chit a: awe’ling around le t eye). this w s 1 tnes e< 

by one name! J. ('roechlneky residing 40 suenchanr o«l» 

who w*s standing a few yards from the scene.
On seeing this roechlnrhy shouted to the accused 

to stoo assaulting of the amah after which the aceupod 

run towards roschlneky with obvl-Ais latent to fight 

him. on a poaching this Person th® aocus* d had notice) 

the old watch-chain on his waistcoat and suddenly 

¿rabbed hold of seme and the socket containing the w«toh 

with obvious intent to snatch same, uroechlneky gave a 

resistance and roe® an nlnrm. rhe accused could not 

sue eed in a callng the watch but only tore off the 

oomnlrinnnt*s waistcoat. After this the accused rushed 
away and escaped into the house No.16 u. iUenchane -oad, 

the room which was entered by the accused at the ©tare 

ad* reor is occupied by one Miss 1. Sherlehersky to whom 

the accused is known only for about threw days.
Two days ago the accused told this woman that ha 

had no place to ke«o hie belongings and she allowed 

him to bring same to her and same djsy the ascus d 
brought hls two suit cases to her. At about 3.50 r».m. 
£0/11/39 when the accused had entered her room rhe had a 

cigarette ease and “70.00 in notes in the hand bag which 

was placed on the table. hater when at the request of 

the Police she went to open the door the ad cue d run
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

............................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................. Police Station.

 - .......................................19 
Diary Number:— 1/6 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in । 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

away thro gh the back door and then on examining her 
- 

hand bag she discovered that the money and cigarette
I case had been s tolen. The cigarette case and two $5*00 

notes» found on the accused, Miss Sherishersky Identified? 

as her own stolen from the hand bag. The accused strongly 

denied taking this complainant’s money and stated that 

the cigarette case was given to him by her*

Mrs. Kovaleff the chief tenant of the house where

the accused w s arrested on be^ng questioned, stated 

that the accused is known to her as a customer and 

strongly denied having any knowledge of the accused havA 

Ing concealed himself in one of the rooms, rhe stated 

that she was busy in the ki tehen when Probably the accused 

had entered the house and proceeded upstairs without

being noticed by her»

On £1/11/39, the accused will be brought before

could not appear and testifySen,
The charges in connection with the following cases

0. "C

applied for as one of the complainants (I. Ahmetoff)

the S.S.D. Court on four charges when a remand will be

0Attempted matching f»I.R, 979/39,

Larceny jr.I.R. 980/39,

Assault causing Bodily Harm. F. I.R. 981/39

will be preferred against the accused, 

¡3 Assault F.I.R. 978/39,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
,Date-—

CRIME DIARY.
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:___
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"C*
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1043/29 ......... ............... .Division.

.......... Police Station.
29th....... I9 40,

Diary Number:— 3. Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 29/2/40 a Hearing Notice for appeal 

was received from the S.S.D.Court in respect of the

1st« accused in this case O.S. Vasilenko to appear 

before the 2nd Branch of Kiangsu High Court at 2 p.m* 

13/5/40.



3. I70M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1043/39.
.............. ..............Division.
Hongkew........Police Station.
December_ 4th» ..io 39

Diary Number:— 2 Nature of OffenceAtt« Extortion

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1 witn violence.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 30/11/39, the t. o accused

in tliis caae named G.S. Vasilenko and B.S« Dubrovin 

appeared before the lot. S.S.D. Court when, after pro

ceedings were concluded, the following decision was hand'

ed down«»

•Each 6 months imprisonment for being concerned 

in extortion, 1 wooden stick end 1 block of putty 

confiscated .

Previous convict! ons i •

1st. accused 4.

2nd. accused 25,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Crime Register No........

CRIME DIARY.
b /i ÿ

~................... ä...... ......Dwisioif.

............. Police statton-

»ove«nber--2-9tìu-...... -/f> 39.1043/39.
Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence :

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
10p,n, • 11, 30p.tr

29-11-39.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

14 Yuenchang Rd,

Detective Office,

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. 14 lùenchang Road (Central BeerHall),

Time and date of offence. About 10 p,m, 29-11-3^
»» »» reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. J. Groohinticy, German, 14 Yuendhang Rd,

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. 4 mie RueslRNu

1) G«S, Vasilenko, Russian, 29, s/unwployed, T*. F. A.

2) B,S, Dubrovin, Rnsoian, 23, * •
S & 4 unknown.

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Arrests.
2 by detectives and tr,B,

Classification of property 
stolen. Nil, Value $

I_________ _ _______________

Classification of property 
recovered.

" ........."

: »il* £ £ Q-. Value$

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered, 
(b) Position, appearance and marks on

Illi
Full Details of Method used 

in Committing offence.
In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 

all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal* and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Entered premiees and demanded money, cigarettes 
and vodka upon being refused and ejected they 
returned with a stick and smashed a doo* windew and 
threw a pot of putty into •hop then entered and 
attempted to esath furniture.
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(j) What staff employed on premises? 
(k) Are they all “old” servants ?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks 
(An v AHtatanding or peculiar feature to be _ * _
«ZXby¡»«.tioti».<■»<«). In response to a telephone message at 10.10p.rn

on 29-11-39 from the owier of the Central Beer 

Hall, 14 Yu endhang Road, reporting that 4 Rub elans 

were breaking up the establishment. D.S, Muir 

accompanied by C.P.C. 2H27 at onoe proceeded to 

this address to conduct investigation.
On arrival of Police the proprietor of the 

restaurant, now complainant, re or ted that at 

about 10 p.m. 29-11-39, 4 Russian*, entered the 

Beer Hall and demanded money, cigarettes and t<odka. 
Upon the complainant’s wife replying that on 

account of bad business she could not afford to 

meet their demands, the Russians however then 

commenced to threaten to break up the establishment 
but were ejected by a customer named Henrich Hans, 
24 Yuenchang Road, a Netherlander.

After being ejected, the Russians returned 

to the beer hall one of whom then tarried a long 

brush handle and after striking the manager of 

beer hall named Walter Kulmann, German, 245 Ping- 
Hang Road, across the chest they re-entered the 
shop and from inside they smashed the glass 

window of the door and commenced throwing chairs 

about before being finally overpowered and again 

ejeoted by the already mentioned customer, manager 

and others Who had arrived.

At thio Instance the now 1st accused obtal'.et 

a pot of putty (about 5 lbs in weight) from 
somewhere and threw it into the shop.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

............................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— .............................Police Station.
........................................................   ¡9

Diary Number:— 1/3» Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
During the attack on the ehop several of the Russians 

received cuts from the broken glass and blows from the 

persons assisting in having them ejected«

Before the arrival of Police two of Russians had

absconded however the 2nd accused was found lying on 

the foorpath near the shop whilst the 1st accused was

located further along Yuench&ng Road* Both were placed 

under arrest*

Yhe particulars of the accomplices who absconded 

are alleged to be unknown to the accused*

The accused slightly under the Influence of drink 

deny the attack on the beer hall* they however are 

known to frequent this neighbourhood and prey on the 

sympathy of the owners and customers of the beer halls 

in this area*

Both accused are now charged with Attempted 

Extortion with Violence and will appear before the 

Court on the morning of 30-11*39«
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Crime Register No.....  89/40
Stationiixweìljiafi, 

........ Üü/3/40

wmw mio*

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. i.) Nature of Offence61* Ir^n8pOFtlïl^

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
1

10am»7pn 
isO/3/40

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

1

.............storiar property
Kiuklang Hoad, 
3.3.D. Court, 
Dixwell Hoad òtotion,

I____________ _______ ____
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

»♦ »» n reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

At Shanghai,

Abput 3 a.m, «.q/3/40
Hot iteported, 

o.m.p./s.m.c.

Two arrestaci nnd ohnrgad:-
(?) Mloheal Karolltch, ago 83, Husalan, Godown 

manager, 94, Yuenfong Ho»d.
(8) v»oo Cbung Dlen ® ) ago SU, Tungohow,

M/ooolle, ass Hwakse HoM,
One not nrreeted

(3) 2ee Ka Ylng ago about 87, native of Tungohow 
K/ eoo He,

Arrests. Two by detective staff.

Classification of property 
stolen. Value $

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) tc (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks ou 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Value $

Full Details of Method used
Committing offence,

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etfi,,\j 
all the points (e) to (i) should weredT 
if known. In1 all cases in whim therjf’^jk 
fraud, the false pretence and th<*khafa^ei^ 
assumed by the suspect should 
described. B

Mode of entry, including 
approach to premises. ■ 
Means used (tools etc.) 
Character assumed by criminahand

(f)
(g)

Transporting stolen property

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)



CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) W^at staff employed on premises?

(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of

them and if so, which one and for what
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Arc friends and visitors above suspicion

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). Snqulrtea vide Miao. 9/40 Dianoli Rood

ïhe two *censed M. Karolitoh and ^oo

Chung Dion {“M7 ^5*0 ) transported oopper

wire and load tubes fro llngchlng Road to 

376 Peking Rcx<d between «5 n.n» and 6 a.m« 

u/o/iJ on a raotor truck License No«t3064. 

Tie property had been stolen from a godown 

nt 531« r5.ngeh.ing Road«

;3arolitch was arrested on authority 

of S.ü.D«Court Terrent of Arrest Ho.5045 

at 11.3g a.»« ¡¿0/3/40 at Hawaii Road Station« 

Woo Chung X'len was arrested et 6.15 p.m. 

¿0/3/40 on Kluklnng Hoad.

Charged under Article 349 (XI) of

the C.G.8.G« the two accused si 11 bo arraigned

before the ;>«S.D.Court on the morning of ¿1/3/40

For full dotal la see Mac« file 9/40 

Dixwell h h»t«

6» »

dj>«o«"cw mW«

Copy for

D«C»(Special Branch)
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CRIME REGISTER No:— ■

Diary Number:—

CRIME DIARY.

Nature of Offence:—

*C'?'.rJ^ivision. 
i*Q4j.k.eW........ Police Station.
....Mr.dh...2.0.th.»....... 19 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 

* course of
investigation 

each day 
__________________________  I________ ¡_____________________ 

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

, e ¿>ÍA0le3 An.rg&ff (ítuesinnj arrestad 
on Gai-' • en bridge - nd hand edover to—>—I——111 II B 1 1 1 ■ ■   ■Him  <rcncn sol • ce»

At 2«45 ’’•in* 20/b/40, xs Pau 1'soong it

shop-tuaster» residing :mw Kratz«- ?, c,, brought to |

the station ■•. male huseiatt, Nikolas Andreoff, 20, ?/un- 

employed, '.J', A., whom he had arre ted on the Garden 

Bridge, at 1,30 «m, for having been concerned with two 

other foreigners in the trick known as «ringing the 

changes’’ at M’s shon at a ove address.

It ap'ears that at abo. t 1 neou today the so used

if

together with two other

sho ' nt <x>‘¿ .iue Kratzer

tinned trick, defrauded

foreigners, entered cambial nnnt’s

and, by means of the above- <nen-

him of <20,00, Folio wing their

departure complainant proceeded immediately to the

Garden Bridge, think!at-, ththe men might reside in
Hongkew or wayside district“, which action resulted, I

his arrest«

handed ove-

ion of i>«0,’’CH,th

IHDSXK^ UY 
(<8.) W»G»SYwiY
BAK * /

The above details w re comaunloated to the 

rench Police and at 5 P»®» 20/b/40, the accused was 

to o,S, stobodchlko^ of that unit« with

ct 2,30 p.:a. in him.locating the accused and effecting
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¿SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLlftfi* Dr /— 
qpofe____£—

CRIME DIARY. ) |

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso.404/J^.
WCW ........................ Division.

....... Police Station.
Ma roh 7 th f f g 40

Diary Number:— 5 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 27/2/40, both the accused appeared 

before the 2nd. branch of Kiangs« High Court when after 

dleadings were concluded the ease was remanded till 

5/3/40 for jud^nent.

On the above date both the appelant again 

appeared before the above Court and the fallowing 

decision was handed down:*

"Original judgment is aet aside.

1st. and 2nd accused:* Each throe months 
imprisonment Which may be com uted to fine 
at *2.0C ner day for being concerned in 
causing damage to other people’s property.

One torch, 4 keys and 1 small knife confis* 
oated”.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

................*0*- ..Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Misn.404/40. .....lfengfc.<W.... ...Police Station.

....... 40
Diary Number:— 4* Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below*

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See bel ow*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

received at the station from the 5 Court in resoeot I

Gundlah the comnla inant in this ease to appear before

and one r.S.D. Court Summons No*7264 In respect to 8.

t. 1/c*

7/L/40*

he above ■Summons was duly served by the under 

signed at if- noon on the 5/4/40*

the 2nd* Branch of Klangsu nigh court nt 2 n.m. on the

of both the accused in this case G* Petroff and °*Qych

On the 1/2/40, a Hearing Notice of Anneal was

D« Di 0. "C

0-> RKGÎS
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE? 
.... ... .....f

CRIME DIARY.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso. 404/39. Hongkew
.Division, 
...Police Station. 
..............i9 39.. Deoj» 18th

Diary Number:— 3 ____Nature of Offence

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Arrest of two foreigners by the Central 
China Police Bureau«

On the morning of the 1/12/39 both the accused 

appeared before the 3.3.D.Court when the Case was 

remanded till 8/12/39 for trial«

On the rooming of the 8/13/39 both the accused 

again appeared before the above Court when after 

hearing of evidence the ease was remanded till

15/12/39 for Judgment«

On the morning of the 15/12/39 both the accused 

were again brought before the above Court and the 

following deci sion was handed down*

B.8.I

D.O.O.“«*

“Bach 4 months imprisonment for being concerned 

in attempted larceny at night by damaging

protective device and recldlve«*

One torch, 4 keys and knife confiscated« 
sentence

Ihis ease, was given in oonneotlon with (H)

F. I. R. 1040/39,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

"C* n • ...... ............ .......... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Mec.404/39. ..... Ilon^ew....  ..Police Station.

November 39
Diary Number:— 2 Nature of Offence:_

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
On the morning of th«' "4/1/59 both the accused 

api eared before the S.S.D* Co rt when hey were allowed 
to be detained till 1/12/39 for trial.

-he let. aocus d has 5 previous convictions.

The 2nd. ac us d has 3 previous convictions. 

During the period of remand both 4he accused 

were frequently removed from the cells and carefully 

interrogated end both admitted that nt about 1' m.n. 
, , off

on the 23A1/39. they wrenched/a padlock securing the 

protective iron grill in fr nt of the front door of 

premises 1319 N. Szechuen Road and entered the remises 

with the Intention to commit a la ceny the ein but were 

o1serv'd by the passing by patrol of J.N.L.P who arr a ted 

both the aocusdd on the 1st floor of the pr misée at

resent noccupled and then handed them over to Japanese j 

Consular Police Cub-Station. K. Szechuen ¡Road here from 

they had be n handed over to S*M* • as already stated 

in diary 1 of this report.

ihe 2nd. accused admitted that the seized pair 

of gloves, one electric torch, 4 keys and one knife is 

> is property. Hie premises in question were visited by 

detectives where it wns learned from Mr. 8. Gundlah, 

manager of cafe nd confectionary shop situated at 1319 

N. Szechuen Rond and o ’ned by J ani Tchakalinn, residing 

789 Av* Joffre tint 3 Chinese "boys” emnloyed at above
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CRIME DIARY. 

 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— ..............................Police Station.
.......................................................................................................................... ...................................................*9 

Diary Number:— 2/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Cafe had their sleeping Quarters on the 2nd. floor above 

cafe while the 1st. floor being unoccupied at resent.

"he above "boys'* were cue tloned vid stated that t 

about 12 m.n. on the 23/11/39 they were awakened by 

J.N.L.F patrol who had in their ousstody 2 male foreigners 

’whom they arrested on the 1st. floor of the premises in 

Question.

One damaged padlook wa handed over to the eno drinf 

officers by m-mager Gundlah and which padlook had be-n 

wrenched of. by the accused from the iron grill run d ng 

the front door of the premises, the same will be produced 

in the court as exhibit.

Both the accused are well known to Police criminals 

with previous records and it is strongly sue-eoted that 

they entered the said premises in Question with the inten

tion to h"®nk into the dafe nrmlses on the ground floor 

to commit a *he£t therein.

The residences of both the accused were visited by | 

detectives but nothing of on incriminating nature was 

found.

^n ' eing carefully interrogated re other offences, 

both the accused strongly denied of having coranittod nny 

and nothing further w s found against them, to commit them 

with any other similar offence. Thia ones forms now the
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

............................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ...................... ..... Police Station.
_______________________ > .............._................................ ............................................... T9

Diary Number:— 2/3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. “

subject of (H) F.I.R.1040/39.

Both the accused were charged nooord'ndy nnd will

appear before the S.S.D. Court on rhe morning of the 
1/12/39.

Both strongly denied of having any other accomplice 

in this Case.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.,/^'
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CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— ^lß0«401/&9
........ r.Ç.P.... Division.
5^bg^CeW......... Police Station.
. Novoaber.j&th».IÇ09

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1
Places 

’ visited in 
I course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Caine ”31 ree Wtwfe
Tn reswcnre t© a telephone message frwn Mxwéll

two had been brcué’ht to the station by off leers
been

t ok the vsslens Int© oustody*
ufon beîag brought to the station th© two aocusei

»remises where on
the »edleck securing the prill on thewas observed ttet

of the Central China Police Pure*«, they having:
arrested between 1£ m*n* aad 1 ®*au ¿4/11/39 hen

«oad oo^r)«
Ueon be'ng quest oned by the undersigned the 

ao used admitted hev’nß ofto®®ted to break into these 
further inveetigetlon bet ignudo It

Ö3C rnd F.B. iiulr attended the station end I

i-.oac rtstl n «t 4«2S a«?u on. 24A1/59 reporting

atteaietlng to into »remises et No«1319 N» "zechuen 
oad, f.

th-t

cove their »»rtlcv.lars to be*»
.?• >treff, age 30 Fusel an» P/uneoi»loywd» re» 

siding «t 1145 u® Lafeyetto» ®nd p» ryoh, 49, baty’en, 
p/unemaloyed > residing et 19 uent deed»

Aecorulngl to the revert dedo by the Central 
China Telloe Bureau the now £ aecueed and one other «ho 
absoonded wore observed breaking Into the wreafses» 
(the si le leading to unoooueled of loes ebo/o 
Tohokolian’s restaurant on 1» faeohuen oada end xango
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CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
........................... .Division.
—.........................Police Station.
....................... T9

Diary Number:— 1/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION, 
front door had been tamwered with by attematlng to have 

it wrenched off* the o-oration however was un^uccesful*
The two accused denied having an ®ccom»llce* 
as the two accused are well known criminals and 

as there have been a series of "breakings" In the area 

where they were arrested they have now been «laced on a . 
writ of Detention to enable detectives to pursue further 

enquiries.
The following property was found on the «arsons 

of the accused. 1 valr gloves. 1 elctrlo torch* 4 keys 

and one knife.
rhe accused will be arraigned before the S.S.D. 

Court on the morning of the 24/11/39•
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- SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PÔMCftPr^F^ 
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CRIME DIARY. (

.......q. . .ml............. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1293/3» (W) Hongk-ew.........Police Station.

March 7th*.................19 40.
Diary Number:-— at Nature of Offence:—_____ _______ —-_______________________ _____________26*____

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
see below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

see below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 27-2-40, both the accused appeared 

before the 2nd Branch of Klangsu High Court when 

the following deol cion was handed down:

2nd accused: Appeal has been withdrawn by him.

1st accused: Pleadings concluded. Judgment on 
the 5-3—40 at 2 p.m.

On the above stated time and date the lot accused 

appeared again before the above Court and the following 

judgment was handed down:

"Anpeal dismissed."

1
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POf^Mr~>Lg|

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1293/39 (w)

Diary Number:— g*

........... M. .g—w..............Division.
___ lÌ0n.gj£-0W-............Police Station.

..............T9 40«
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
See below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below

record of investigation.

A Hearing Notice for Appeal was received at 

the station from the S.S.D. Court on 23-»2-40, in 

respect to the 1st and 2nd accused in this case» 

V. Afanasleff and L. Shenko, case No. 9/18358, to 

appear before the 2nd Branch of Kiangsu nigh Court 

at 2 p.m. on the 27-2-40.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.’ > z

CRIME DIARY.============== "C"
............................Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1293/39 (W) .. HongkeW........ ponce Station.
. Dec.... 29 th............ 19 39^

Diary Number:— 4 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below.
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

See below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 15/12/39 both the accused

4?". C. (

appeared before the S.S. D. Court when after hearing of 
evidence the case was remanded till 22/12/39 for 

judgment.
On the morning of the 22/12/39 both the accused 

were re-arraigned before the above Court when the 
following judgment was handed down:** 
1st. accused: 6 months* imprisonment for being con

cerned in successive larceny at night 
and 5 months* imprisonment for possession 
of narcotics well knowing the same to be 
such. To serve 8 months* l?up t. in all.

2nd. accused: 3 months* Imprisonment for being concerned 
in successive larceny at night.

Hiis case is also connected with (H) F.I.R. 
1080/39, (W) 1285/39, (W) 935/39, (W)628/39, (W)1077/39, 
(W) 1307/39, (W) 1105/39 and (H) 1181/39.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ.
CRIME DIARY.

...®................... Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1293/39 Wayside. Hongke*......Police Station.
DeoemberlStP.... *9 39.

Diary Number:—1|||| g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
From 6/12/39 to Ifi/lR/ai.

Places 
. visited in 
I course of 
^investigation 

each day
See body of report.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 6/12/39 both, the accused appeared before 
the S.S.D. Court %hon after hearing of evidence the 
folloudnc decision was handed downi-

Rcmanded till 5/12/39.
Property bo be returned to owner.
Both the accused have no previous convictions.
During the period of remand both the accused 

were frequently «moved from cells and carefully inter
rogated by detectives and admitted the following offences
as underlined hereunder J-

JLUV ÀÔ V ttllU AUU UVVUDgli a Uitt* bbcu büßt awjui

9 pm on the 2/12/39 they entered the ground floor front
room of premises No.6 Monkhams terrace» Wayside ¡toad 
(a boarding house) by breaking a hole in the glass door 
of the room facing the verandah in front of the premises 
and then inserting the hand through hole turned handle 
of the door (french window)«

Both the accused led detectives to above address I
and reacted how they had entered the praises. ¡he 
complainai t one Mrs.Kirovskaye, Russian, boarding house 
keeper, residing above address was located and stated
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:^

—...................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—(• .......................... Police Station.
___________................. ......................................... ....................... T9

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

that the following property had been stolen from her 
room:

lb t»l value 1195*00

1) one grey gent’s suit value $40*00
8) one gant’s dark blue suit $20,00
3) one old gent’s overcoat. $20.00
4) one gent’s coat $10.00
S) one wadi«» scarf t 3.00
4) one old felt hat $ 2.00
7) one narble clock $20.00
8) $40*00 in notes $40.00
9) personal papers 9t 1 Pawn-paper

The ease was /reported by the complainant to Wayside 
Station on the 2/12/39.

The accused admitted the larceny of above mentioned 
property from the room In question stating that the 
property had been pawned by theta in various pawnshops

*
and led detectives to <73 Ibngshan Rd, Hwa Hsing v^'A ) 
pawnshop where one grey suit and one marble clock was 
recovered by detectives, being pawned by the accused 
for $4.00 on 2/12/39.

one overcoat and one hat were panned by the accused 
at TU zaung (|^^ ) pawnshop, 165 Ihenfcng Rd for $8.00 

but the property was not recovered as th® 1st*accused
I
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CRIME REGISTER No:—
..........................Division,
........................... Police Station.

Diary Number:— 3/3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places * 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

sold the pawn-paper toon unknown male Chinese on Ihenfong 

Rd and 11 was learned that the property was redeemed by 

a Chinese fivm that pawnshop on 4/12/39.

one blue suit was sold by the lst»accused to an 

unknown Chinese on Hwakee Rd for #4»0° and could not be 

recovered.

The stolen gent’s caat and the scarf were found on 

the 1st« a caused and identified by the complainant an her 

husband’s property»

The stolen personal papers were thrown by the 1st. 

accused somewhere on fongshan Rd and were not found» 

one pawn-paper the property of the complainant was 

fomd on ths Is t»accused»

Both the accused denied any knowledge of t-40*00 

which» according to the statement of the complainant 

were in a pocket of one of stolen suits. Both the 

accused admitted that they «Pent the money received from 

disposing of the stolen Property for buying heroin» as 

both are narcotic addicts»

Be th the «ecu sed further charged w i th this Case 

and the complainant Instructed to attend the Court on 

15/12/39 to give her evidence» The recovered property 

will be produced in the Court as exhibits» 

3rd» further charge agalnetlst, accused»

Larceny of clothing value $30.00 from House 19, l/.ne lies
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CRIME DIARY.

-.........................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No.*— ...........................Police Station.

.........................................T9
Diary Number:— 3/4 Nature of Offence

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Broadway East on the 30/9/39« Wayside y.I*R.93g/39e 
The 1st« accused further admitted that at about

7 am oa the 30/9/39 he entered a dwelling house at No« 19 
Lane 1166 Broadway East (Foreign boarding house) via 
unsecured rear door and from the toilet room on the 
ground floor etale one overcoat and a pair of trousers» 
which were hanging over the railing of the staircase on 
the first floor«

This theft was perpetrated by the accused with 
the aid of a bamboo pole which he found in that toilet 
room« The accused led detectives to above address where 
the oonplainant one Mrs« L.sls, Gorman refugee» was 
located and stated that she reported the theft to 
Wayside station on 2/10/39«

The stolen property Would not be recovered as the 
accused sold the same to a second hand hawker on the 
road for $3.00«

The accused was further charged with the offence 
and the oompit« warned to attend the Court on the 
15/12/39.
4th. further charge against lst.acQMgfl&.

Bernlerr At Hffiil, t*im
dealing house] when money» clothing M™}8* wat& 
ytal^vtlu^w«w were stolen on 24/7/39« Wayside

The 1st« accused further admi tted the theft of
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CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number 3/5

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

.... .......................Division. 
.... Police Station.

...................-................... T9 
Nature of Offence

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

one wrist wet oh, 2 shirts and $19.00 la notes and led 
detectives to House 1, Lane 218 Macgregor Hd (Tbrei^i 
dwelling house), stating that at about S am on the 
24/7/39 he entered the above premises through the not 
secured kitchen window on the ground floor and then 
proceeded upstairs to the 1st.floor where ho entered 
the front room, door of which was not locked and finding 
the occupant of the room In his bed asleep stole from 
the drossing table one wrist watch and $19.00 eash and 
2 Shirts which were hanging on the door and left the 
premises same way being unobserved by anyone.

The complainant one Mrs. s.Hachwalsky, Gertsan 
refugee, residing above address was located by detective« 
and corroborated the statonent of the accused in respect 
to the property stolen and stated that she reported the I 

ease to Wayside Station on 24/7/39.
Ihe accused stated that he sold the stolen watch | 

to an unknown to him foreigner on hienfong Rd fbr $12.00 
and the stolen shirts to a Chinese hawker for $1.50.

The property would not be recovered.
Money were spent by the accused for purchase of 

heroin.
The accused further charged accordingly and the 

oompl t. informed to attend the Court on the 15 A 2/39 
to give her evidence.
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• Diary dumberr— ' ’ Nature of Offence

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Sth, .further .charge. adelnstir t.acougdd,

Larceny of 14 pai rs ofboots and shoes 
from 'Ño.HUg'jBroádvgav ilia's t on 26/10/39.SZsMŒ®

'¡he 1st accused further admitted th« theft of
shoes and one gent’s jacket and led detectives to No.
1146 Broadway stating that at -about 6 sm on the 26/10/39 
he entered the above reml see (Foreiga boarding house) 
via unsecured rear door and went to the 1st. floor where 
on the stair landing on that floor he observed one open 
wooden box, from which box he removed one oaxerae bag
which he took to the lavatory situated on the same floor.

Then the accused out the side of the bag in questi on
with a razor blade which he found on a shelf in that 
lavatory and took from the bag £ pairs of shoes and 
one gent’s jacket.

The accused further stated that ho left the address 
being unobserved by any one and sold ths stolen property | 
to an unknown Chinese on Hwakee Bd for $4.50.

The oomplt. Mr« H. Hecht, German refugee, salesman, 
residing above address was located but stated that there 
were 14 pairs of shoes, but not £ as stated by the 
accused, stolen from the bag as already described*

The case was reported by the ccmplt. to Wayside 
Station on 26/10/39.
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Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

 .Division, 
CRIME ’ REGISTER NoI«11 | ............................Police. Station.

  T9 
Diary Number:— 3/7 Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 
ivestigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Further questioned the accused maintained Ma 
previous statement re number of shoes stolen, but it 
is quite possible that the accused, who committed a 
number of thefts during the past £ months, could forget 
what number of shoes he stole and how he disposed of 
the seme.

The accused was further charged with this crime 
and the complt* warned to attend the Court on 15/12/39 
to give Ms evidence.

The 1st. accused further adnd tted the theft of 
clothing and led defectives to House 38, Lane 144 
Wayside Hd and pointed out room No.2 on the ground 
floor where from he stole one gent’s blue suit, one 
coat and one pair of trousers.

The accused stated that he entered the premises 
(Foreign boarding house) via unsecured front door «t 
about 6 am on the 4/11/39 and then entered one of rooms 
on the ground floor and stole the described property 
which was hanging on the door, stating that the occupant 
of the room was asleep in the bed at the time.

The accused left the premises with the stolen 
property being unobserved by any one.
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CRIME DIARY.

..........................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................Police Station.
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Diary Number:— 3/8 Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

accused

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each da?

The accused stated that he sold the stolen property 
to an unknown to him Chinese on TUenfong Rd for $5.00«

There is no chance to recover the stolen property. 
The complainant in this ease Mr. K.Skorobatoff, Russian, 
above address was not located and it was learned from 
the landlord of that boarding house that he became ill 
recently and removed to some hospital unknown to the 
landlord.

The Oase was however reported by the complainant 
I to Wayside detectives.

The accused further charged accordingly.
Life furthar. o.harge, 

a *House U .W.99.

The Xs t accused further sdmi tted breaking Into a 
dwelling house in iiaogregor Rd when one radio set, one 
metal cigar box end a quantity of cigars were stolen 
by him.

At the s«m time (6/11/39) the undersigned was 
informed from the Unger Print Bureau that th« latest 
print secured at the scene of the crime (V) F.I.R. 
1106/S9, at Souse IS, Lena 99 Macgregor Rd has now been 
identified as the right thumb impression of the 1st«

■B



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

CRIME DIARY. 

.......................... .Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— .......................... Police Station.

..........................................................................T9

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of • 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

She accused seated that ®t aoout 10 pm on the 30/10/a 
he entered the ground floor el ttIng room o f the above 
address through the window of that room by breaking glass 
of the window and thwx inserting his hand through the 
hole and slipping back the catch of the window to open 
the same. From the abo/e mentioned room the accused 
stole one radio set, one cigar box and a quantity of 
cigars and left the premises being unobserved by any ohe. 
As it was ascertained by detectives from the oanplaiBant I 

one Robert Patterson, Bri ttsh, residing above address 
that all inmates were asleep at the time of the ocnmlssloi 
of the offence. The accused stated that he sold the 
stolen cigar box to a street haiker for $l*00 and the 
stolen radio set was pawned by him in a pawnshop on 
Voosung Rd and the pawn receipt sold to a Chinese on 
Kwakee Rd for $8*00 on 3/11/39. The accused led detectiv« 
to Neu Foung () pawnshop, lid Woosung Rd where It I 

was learned that the radio sot in question was pawned by 
the accused on 31/10/39 and redeemed by an unknown 
Chinese on 23/11/39.

There is no hope for recovering of the stolen 
proper ty now.

The accused was further charged with this offence 
and the campit. warned to attend the Court on 15/12/39 
to give his evidence*



F. 22 F '
I G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

'■ ......... .—

...........................Division,
CRIME REGISTER No:— ...........................Police Station,

____ _______________________  ___________________ --................................... *9
Diary Number:— 3/10 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Ôth further charge against 1st«
larceny of 33 ar 
2*2 Broadwjgon j __________
reported, Property recovered»

oû e
ase not

The 1st« accused further admitted the larceny of
a quantity of linen and led detectives to 242 Broadway» 
a dwelling house» stating that he entered the promises 
at about 7 am 23/9/39, via unsecured front door» then
proceeded upstairs and stole the property frcm a chest 
of drawers standing on a stair landing on the 1st«floor«

The complain-nt one Mrs« E«Powltzer, German» refugee» I 
unemployed» residing on the 1st« floor of above address 
was located by detectives and admitted that the said 
property had been stolen as described above hut stated 
that she did not report the ■'ase to the Police at the 
time. The accused then led detectlyes to >h Neu('* ) I 
Pawnshop, 183 Woochow Rd where he Pawned the property for | 

$10.50, on 28/9/39, stating that he destroyed the pam- 
paper after that«

The property had been recovered by detectives and 
will bo produced in the Court as exhibí ts.

The accused further charged with this offence and 
the complt« will appear in the Court on the 13/12/39 to 

give her evidence«
Furthermore the 1st« accused admitted the larceny



F. 22 F
17GM-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTÉR No:—

Diary Number:—

...........................Division.

.............................Police Station.

..............................-..........19
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

1
Places 

visited in 
» course of 
investigation 

each day

of one dark blue gaberdine gent’s overcoat perpetrated 
ty him on or about lot. of September 1939 end led
detectives to 343 N.Szeohusn hd and 

corridor on the 2nd« Xloor where he 
from a table«

•2he accused stated that he sold

pointed out * rear
took the property

the stolen overcoat
to an unknown Chinese on the Bund for |4*C0. inquiries 
made by detectives at above address (Japanese house)
with assistance of D»P. S. Furukawa failed to locate the
complainant but it «es ascertained from another occupant 
of the premises Ktltaasaki, Japanese, shop-keeper, the
the said theft took place as described by the accused
on about the above stated date, but was not reported by
the complainant to the station* The approx* value of
the stolen overcoat was about 150*00. As no compì t.
in this ease was located and the stolon property not I
recovered no further charge was preferred against 
1st« accused in connection it th this offenes, tut 
A/m»a* will be requested to bring same to the notice 
of the Judge*

Further interrogation of both the accused could not 
connect then with any more offence, therefore Whey will 
be brought before the S.S.D. Court on ths morning of the 

15/12/39 to answer the charges preferred against thnt.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
G. I70M-1-39

CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— 3/12 Nature of Offence:—

.... ........................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No.— .............................Police Station.

............................................T9

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

It is worth to mention that on the 8/12/39 both 

the accused reported rick and were scat, to Poli 00 

Hospital suffering from "heroin habit** vAilch fact

proves that a packet of heroin found on the 1st.accused 

was obtained by him for smoking.



F* 22 F
170M-1-39

FQUe

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number 2»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On being brought to the station

1st accused was found in possession

for one leather overcoat pawned for

Pawn Shop, 636 E, Seward

of steel was found by detectives

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
9 a.m. to 11,30 a.m.
2,50p.m. to 3,15p.m.

5-12-39.

I

No. S. h
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIGE,

......... ...................Division. 

..Ho.ngkew... ......Police Station.

.. Pec.ecLber.. 5.tb.,......,.io 39.
Nature of Offence:—

See body of report.

Aoting on information received by the undersigned 

a party of Police consisting of C.B.C. 54 D.P.S

Shinokawa and the undersigned proceeded to House No«5

Lane 122 Yu en f on g Road, where in an upstairs room 2 

male Russians names and particulars as follows:

1) Vsevolod Afanasieff, 29, Russian, s/unemployed 
N.F.A. (now the 1st accused)

2) Leo Shenko, 23, Russian, s/unemployed, N.F.A 
(now the 2nd accused)•

were arrested in possession of 2 leather overcoats Jin 

the coat’s pocket of the 1st accused one sharpened piece

and searched the

of one pawn ticket

$4*00 in Chun Hsing

Road and also one small tin

containing a quantity of heroin wrapped in a paper

On being questioned both the accused admitted that 

2 leather overcoats found in their possession and one 

more pawned in the eaid pawnshop were stolen by them 

at about 8 p.m. on the 4-12-39, from a boarding house 

at 1098 Broadway East and led detectives to above 

address stating that they entered the premises via the 

front door (unlocked) and then proceeded to the 1st 

floor when they observed one woollen box standing on 

the stair landing. They wrenched off a padlock securing



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
F. 22 F 
170M-I-39

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
............................ Division-
..............................Police Station.

Diary Number:— 2/2. Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

the "box with the instrument found by detectives in 

possession of the 1st accused and stole 3 leather over** 

coats and then left the premises being unobserved by 

some one. One of overcoats was pawned by the 2nd accused' 

as already stated above for $4,00 andthe received money 

spent in one of Korean heroin dens in Yuenfong Road*

The complt* identitled the recovered property as his 

own*

This case was reported by the complt* to Wayside 

Police Station at 10«45 p.m, 4-12-39, and was made the 

subject of (’<) F.I.R. 1293/39.

Both the accused are charged accordingly*
I

Reference to the packet of heroin found in possession 

of the 1st accused the latter admitted that he purchased 

the said heroin in one of Korean heroin den for 50 / 

for the purpose of smoking as both the accused are 

heroin addicts*

The 1st accused was further charged with this 

offence which forms the subject of (H) K.I.R* 1080/39, 

Both the accused win appear before the S.S.D* Court 

on the morning of the 6-12-39, when one week remand will 

be requested to enable detectives to make further enquirie 

re past activities of both the accused, who are known 

to police criminals with previous records, as it



«. 170M-1-39 -

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

—........................ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ..............................Police Station.

.............................................T9
Diary Number Nature of Offence:-—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

strongly suspected, that they are responsible for some 

other similar offences committed recently*



22 F
S. 170M-1-39

;man9Hài Wi

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL I WM<8SJ.2.if?7
CRIME DIARY

// / J

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1052/39,
....... ”■ - Q - -R.........Division.
—Hoagke-W— Police Station.
Mero-h---lOth T9 40

Diary Number:— JL Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

the accused concerned herein appeared before 

the 2nd ¿¿ranch of Kiangau High Court of Anneal an 

28*2*40, when the following verdict was 

rendered

"Appeal dismissed.”

ri /
(S- 3.) REGISTRY

DATE # / J ¿/o



, F. 22 F
S. I70M-1-39

sw

CRIME REGIS!

Diar

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

VNGHAI MUNICIP
CRIME DIARY

ER No.— log./ao,

y Number:— 
------------ ---------------------------------- —----

See below

RECORD OF INVESTK

AL P(

........

______
Nature

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

NATION.

f1" ■■ /• V« v. :• |

S. B* FfEGiS* h t

-g—a..... Division,
■-■Police Station-

rffiiaf y~ 1'9'th", T——40.
of Offence:—

i---------------------------40,-----

See below

A nearing otice for Appeal was received at 

the station on the 17-1-40 from the S»S«J>4 Court 

in respect of the accused In this case v, Felt, 

case No« 9/17560, to appear before the nd Branch 

of Kiangsu High Court at 2 p.m, on the 21-1-40,



G. 170M-Î-39 I s ■;'** j

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. J 
7 

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1052/39.

' 7*0* 
..............................Division.

..........Police Station.
.... 6 th.....io 39.

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course af 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Or l/lg/39, the accused, appeared before the

S.S.D.Court and after the trial he was sentenced to



FM. 22 G. NO. 1
G. 37^-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POUCEîhamî

CRIME DIARY.

Crime Register No.. 10Ö2/3»

«o. S.

Han^cou ..„.Police Station-

M—lbste.lo.fc»zp 8 jj*
Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 4Q

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
Ä course ofX ÔeSÏ* 2e3u investigation

each day.
X<4>2*39»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Of floe a

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

,, M reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

jkr» oitoide XtO Balning HU

At about 18 nun* S0rLU89*------------------------------------
18.50 a.m. 1*1S»39.--------------------------------------------
Slug Kan boy above address.

at in
v.a. Kelt* £9, aiMlan, o/wMsploycâ,

Arrests.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc."
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc.)

One by the oomnlU

one Morale 
i_____ _______

•do*

Value $ 00b 00

Value $ 00*00

Ì



a. 4SK-1-3» CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premise» f
(k) Arc they all “old” servants 1
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters” ?
(a) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspcctedl
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At l£»30 a*m* 1»1£»39, a telephone message 
wee received from Uooeung Road ^ub»3tation of the 
Japanese Consular Police requesting to take custody 
of a Russian thief» 

The Place was visited and the accused 
described on sheet 1 of this report was received 
tn custody who was arrested for larceny of a 
bicycle»

znquiries by C*D*C* 387 and the undersigned* 
The ooanlt» in this case is one named Riau 

Kan Ji vho is working as a boy at 190 Seining Road* 
At about 18 a*n* 30-11-39, he Placed his 

unlocked bhoycle outside the premises and a few 
minutes later he saw the accused mounted same and 
rode away towards Woosung o«d» lhe oom’'lt» together | 
with one named riau Poo Dah gave^chase and succeeded I 

in arrest of the accused on Woosung Road near
Saining Road* Thon they handed over the accused to 
their employer (Jepanese) who in turn took the 
accused to the woosung Road rub-Ptation of the 
Japanese Consular "’ollce»

On being questioned the accused admitted the 

theft*
on bains searched the accused was found to be j 

in possession of one screw driver, one pair of 
pliers and small wrench* Um accused was questioned 
re possession of the above Instruments, but he 
could not give any satisfactory explanation for 
carrying same* The accused is an old original«

Igll
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I70M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
.............................Division, 
...............................Police Station.

z9



* c

Nature of Offence:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

CRIME DIARY

G. 170M-I-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

riwiMH mimt Pau«
s. a Rti<i.3TRY

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mi SO. 129/40

Diary Number:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Division.
- Äongkew..... pouce station.
.............. l0 40

Death cf a male Russian in 
Uen at 163 Market -

a Korean Heroin 
Street,

Cn th? morning of the P-3-40, an inquest «vas held

at Publie Vortuary, Kiaoohow Road, before Court

Procurator Tsang Teoong Zu on the body

(Leo Shenko) and the following verdict

Death due to natural causee.
Body to toe removed by deceased’s 
burial*'

of the deceased

was returned

mother for



C.410M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI
<jDoie

CRIME DIARY.

rsiAiimi mm rm
I S. B. R£.

Division.
..Police Station.

-.March— 7th....................19 40.

//

CRIME REGISTER No:— Ml8C.12«/40

Diary Number:— •> Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Death of e Mal« Russian in a Korean Heroin Den 
at 163 Market Street.

At 4.30 p.m. on the 7/3/40, an information was 

received by the undersigned to the effect that a male 

Russian had died in a Korean heroin den at 163 Market 

Street. Acting on instructions of Senior Detective i/e, 
Japanese Consular Police was requested to give assis
tance to visit the above address and at about 7 p.m. 

7/3/40 a party of Police consisting of C.IkC.8 284, 274, 

D.P.S.Shimizu end the undersigned accompanied by Japanese 
Consular Police officer Kawamra visited No. 163 Market 

Street a Chinese dwelling house where in the rear 
ground floor room used as a heroin den discovered the 

dead body of a male Russian lying on the especially 
made broad bed in that room used by narcotic* addi ots 

to smoke heroin.

The dead body was immediately identified by the 
undersigned as one named Loo Shenko»_g8 years, Bosnian, 
•/unemployed, of N.F. A. who was charged at thia station 

In connection with (W) LLH-l»«/« and sentonood ia 
the S.S.D.Court co ths 22/12/3« to 3 months imprisonment 
fbr larceny at night and who recently had been rd eased 

Ward Rd Choi. 8 nslo Russians, 2 male and 2 

female Chinese were arrested by detectives in above den



F, 22 F
6. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

-......... .........:..... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No.*— ............................Police Station.

........     T9 
Diary Number:— X/S Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

at the time of enquiries for smoking herein together with 

one Korean female named Lee Do Ka, 37, Kareen» m/female, 
residing In above mentioned room and &o admitted ef 

having conducted herein den at the address.

lhe above Korean female on being questioned stated 

that she did not know thst the above Russian died and 

thought that he was only asleep, but admitted that he 

was a owdmmtOir of her den Injecting heroin into vein 

of his ar®. She was handed over to Japanese Consular 

police together with a quantity of heroin found in her 

possess! on.
-W ■

Enquiries de de amongst the arrested Russians 

revealed that the deceased came to the said den at about 

4 p.m. 7/3/dO and injected heroin Into the vein of Ms
• I 

am and then was lying on the bed. At about 4.30 p.m.

some »He noticed that the deceased became uneonslous 

and few minutes later had died.

Examination ef the body could no t find any marks 

of violence and no foul play suspected. The deceased 

Is known to the Police as a narcotic addict. The brother 

of the deceased G.Shenkoff, residing 010/36 B. Seward Bd 

Was located by the undersigned and identified the body 

of Ms brother name and particulars as already stated 

above.



‘ T k 22
G. HOM-MO

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
............................Division. 
..... ........................ Police Station.
.................................................19

Diary Number:— 1/3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The body was raroved to St.Luke*s Hospital where

from the following death certificate was obtained:«

"Brought In dead. •

and then removed to Public Mortuary» Kieochcw Rd pending 

an inquest on the morning of the ö/sAo.

the brother of the deceased and his mother

E. Senfeoff, residing 805 Route Vail on, F. C. were ins

tructed to attend Inquest on above date.

All persons arrested in heroin den were charged 

accordingly, the case made the subject of (H) F. I.R.
X .

558/40 and will appear before the S.S.D. Court on the

i morning of 8/3/40.



22 rwxawiMi -
1 ) | ? I S. r* REGISTRY

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL P0feit®/Jr
<Date.....

CRIME DIARY. A f
”0”

CRIME REGISTER No:— 715/40 Hon'gk’ew
-April

..Division.

....Police Station.
4 th............i9 40

Diary Number:— 3

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

—27 Bodorn.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Judge Wong as follows

in larceny by damaging door and recidive.

1 screw driver and 1 candle confiscated

Case completed

Die accused in this case appeared before the 

S»S«D.. Court at a.m. 1/4/40 when they were sentenced

Each 5 months imp t, for being concerned

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

XED BY
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL RQUCD-^Z

CRIME DIARY.

............... .nC *..... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 71&/40 ....‘.^“Ckew Poiice station.

........ March 28 th , 7 A 0

Nature of Offence:—Diary Number :— L

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

record of investigation.

rhe accused in this 0'e a- eared bi fore the

3» C» a t i» .4» 2fi/3/40 - hen af er a ''reiim* nary 

hearing the following decision was returned:« 

•tfudgeaent on 1 4/40 «u 

~ronerty to be retu.ned to owner.”

(3 3 ) R’£GIST»s-Y I

OATK^/ j / 4o,
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J3. 9^M-1-40 SH
•

ns/
Crime Register No..............

Diary Number 1.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

ANGHAI MUNK
CRIME 1

r40. .Z

(Sheet No. 1.)

/ 1

JIPAL POLICE. w|*i
»■*«*• 1 A... 5. «. O. ^7 —

= "oH p 5 At)
.....Simian. C

....$**&.. 26th...... zp 4q

Nature of Offence:— 27 (QO^OWll
1

Places visited in |
course of 1

investigation
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Hquac Ho» 49, X*ana 200, «7oosun¿ Hoad*

Time and date of offence. g«aà isa* 26/3/40._______________________________ 2
m »» » reported. Het ^epo^ted« •

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

■
£

ür« S» ota, Jit-r

TW {aiwr&çû /

moi?e 'arch en 6, 836 r/oosung Hoad«

U Husfìitm» a/un«aploy«d, H.y, a.

0, ^/unemployed, B.f.a«

1« Velvanoff. si

8. SU KsUlsh, S

Arrests. do by U«3*

Classification 
stolen.

of property ‘ • of ’Ahi aly®
Approdi

Value $1,000« 00

Classification 
recovered.

of property * 4tbo« Value $1*000® 00

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position* appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

and

iking
5 ‘»InWBdffd’dèscnptil 
/ act (poisoning dag, part

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

boor of fiodowa broken opon by or «orne 
1 notfWMBt Mrth a* senMHvtt oto*

In cases of larceny* housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premise
(f> J^m^nTTuds« 

Ssujicdi



M. 2 2 G. NO. 2
G. 3M-12-39 CRIME DIARY NO. I. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises t
(k) Are they all "old" servants 1

: not* w^at wal th**1, laIt employment
and for how long t

(m) What was their ‘’character»*’ 1
(n) If any suspicion attached to any ^of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason f

(o) Are old servants suspected 9
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if net* who is suspected I

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer)»

At 4 a» flu 26/3/40, plain-clothes ofn corn 
F.F.7O2 and F.n.831 brought to the station the two 
accused oe dercrlbed on sheet 1, Whom they had 
arrested in the Koons An Li alleyway (Lane 260), 
Poo sung Hoad at 3,45 a*m, eyen date»

It ann«are that the above two police-officers 
ware patrolling on Woosung Rd, when they saw the two I 
accused standing at the entrance to the above alley- | 
way in company with a female, the officers entered 
the alleyway there they saw on a bench at the aide of 
the entrance four oases of Johnny walker whisky which f 
were afterwards found to have been stolen from a 
godovn at no. 49 in the Koong an £1 alleyway, They 
waited in this alleyway until they saw the female 
depart in a riosha When the two accused turned and 
entered the Koong An id, on the approach of the 
officers the two accused attempted to escape, they 
were, however, arrested and brought to the station, 

1st, accused was found to have in his possession i 
a pair of dirty cotton gloves Which, it la thought, 
may have been worn When breaking the door of the 
godown, While find accused had a candle and a screw
driver on his person at ths time of arrest. Both 
deny being concerned in this breaking but neither 
can give a satisfactory explanation as to their 
reasons for being abroad at thio hour or why they 
should bo in possession of house-breaking implement. 
In view of Wiioh a charge of god own-breaking cant, to I 
Art.321 (1) of C,G.C, will be preferred when the 
accused apnear before the Court at a.a. 26/3/40,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIGLZ'7
■ i cpft/__,^jS

CRIME DIARY.

...... .......................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No.— 351/40 Wayside .. HongJiW........  .Police Station,

__________________________________________________ -MaECh-.2j.at*............ ig 40 •
Diary Number:— 2 Nature of Offence:— 4Q

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 4-3-40 the accused appeared before the 

3.S.D. Court and after the trial he was sentenced 

to 6 months imprisonment.

'Hie property returned to the complainant on 

payment of redemption fee $18.00 (See Hongkew

| 5 DID.«. “(X.

I o. oàSl
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,; 4 |SHANGHAI municipal POLICE. . ] I
CREME DIARY. J '^s'f X’
================== WQW y " o . .4^

—...............J
»»»«*.zaferr* J

Diary Number i. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. oreli-n a will nr house ; aae IfcO/s Anikei oed»

Time and date of offence. O about
?

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

reported.

(a) 
(b)

(c)
(d)

by

Classification of property 
recovered.

Classification of property 
stolen.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

Mte “crû uU BÄ O

Arrests.

above sôdress«

Â male «ü« »»bout 40» height aba-t
1^4, loafer syn®. $o better desorIn tlo**’

avella Ua*

B i

Value $ 5d»00»

Value 5 Met»-

Ml Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode .of-entiry, including manner of 

approach to^prcmîses.
(f) Means used (tool^ e|c.)’A ■"
(g) Character assumed by criminal«] and 

story told, etc. J
(h) Mode of transport and description
(i) Peculiar act (¡ièisoning/dofe, partaking

Of food etc.)



FM. 22 G. N(J. 2
G. 3M-'2-39 CRIME DIARY NO. Í, (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises 1
(k) Are they all ’’old" servants 1
(1) If not, what was their last employment

and for how long V
(m) What was their “characters” f
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of

them and if so, which one and for what
reason 1

(o) Are old servants suspected 1
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion

if not, who is suspected f

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer)«

'V. rouilnoff»t 5 ¿/4eJ

¿«us.- Ian boartHag house iseener* cocae to the stutf a 

reported larceny r»f throe blfsakets fraa she 

roxas ooeunled by too cora”»lai ©ante«

rm ea-,u3r1es iade It see ascertained that

¿he or la* ’lud been ©oanittod at about ó '■•flb
us 4^|iand through the ores fren t 1

.a ter 1 afosw» t? on w? oh tained by the under» 

fe*ti’, is«« tots larceny had bees 

caaaltled by ¿e ¿weed SuberHty* ollsh, «ell 
.-«■w oríbolsal •-.«£||»£wtalen '’wwrty Rao leaned 

by hita la fedlcwiag rum shjos«»

A'X.. P,8,I, .vffia , ¿¡MW&
/w¿> / #« visakets ^estied on ió/1/40 for :’S»O0»

blo^het r-awooc. on same date for &13»00»

■/he dnnkets ...zve ^eoovered» »huno to ¿he aaaalrd* I 

n^atc tad they Identified »me no their o«n stolen | 

m 1^; /«o iras thedr rocm*

Cn si/í/dO, K4» '’uhia-Blcy uno arrested by 
Having ¿wad in cmneotlon *i th K»R«F»T«8» j

93/^0 end on being irterrocstoft udnlt’ od tille ee»e»i 
Further he stated that Is/eeay ¿sea «onmittod by htal 

tfi^nfrher el th •; no the? ¿'-’¿er in* UcBerlbed on she Mt 

1 of th?a revert' whoae natas and address unknom to 

hftn» Aooc^ncnled by the accused the and oral good 

visi t-ed a timber of too shops frequented by auMdam
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
Division,
..Police Station,

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

loafers» out wonted awsn was not located«

&• Suh&reky w«-.s Intel*1*or*ted re other orliaes

recently reported hut «tronily denied corai.il tting any«

On V»/40 he will be brought before the S.S.&. 
Court hen a further eher^e of Larceny In connection «t th 

thie ease vd.1.1 be ’■referred »¿'Olnst hits.

t, i/a. D< S» T»

corai.il


CRIME REGISTER No:— 93/40 K.Rd. ..KajBhlng.-RoadPoZto? Station.
..&arch...2Lat»............ 19 40.

Diary Number:— 3«. Nature of Offence:— 40•

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Cn 4-3-40, the Vo th accused appeared "before 

the 3.3.0. Court and after the trial they were 

sentenced. as followsj-

1st accused» 6 months imprisonment.



G. 17QM-l-3d

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

I
tloned.
coaçlt’e
together

of pair of stasa roa.
the Property had been

1st»

that locality»

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Time at which 
in vestigation begun 

and concluded each day

(Suhersky)» The

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
..........

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 93/40 K. Rd.

Diary Number:— g

W0W

'...... ............... *
Station.

O Marnai let._ S-j? 40 *

Nature of Offence:- Shop11 ft Ing.

On £6/</43, K.^uharsiqr appeared before the S.S.
Ih Court end after preliminary trial the case was remanded 
until 4/3/40.

The accused has 5 previous convictions.
ixirlng the period of remand on several occasions,

<s accused wap removed from the station cells and quss-
He adiai tted larceny of one pair of shoes from the
shop and stated that the orla® was perpetrated
with one named V.A, Katehanoff, Russian, of N.F.A.

At 9» 30 a»m» 1/3/40» Katchanoff (2nd accused) was 
located at 405/38 E. Seward Road and brought to the station. I 

on being questioned he admitted being concerned in stealing 
the complainant» but stated that
token away by the 1st«accused 
accused stated that they took one

shoe each and that on seeing that he was chased by the 
coatplainant and discarded the stolen choeinto ruins tn

From further enquiries it was ascertained that the 
1st» accused is also responsible for larceny of three 
blenkets, value $54.00 fren l«0/S BaikalRoed. He admitted 
the crime and property had been reoorerwd from the pamahoR 
(see crime diary (W) r» X.R. 351/40 ).

A further charge In connection with this case will'
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G\170M-l-»39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— ...........................Police Station.

  19 
Diary Number:-— 2/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

be preferred against the a coused <ien appear before 
the S*S*D. Court on 4/2/40.

On g/s/40 the 2nd accused will be brought before 
the S.S.D.Court on a charge of larceny in connection 
with this case When a remand until 4/2/40 <11 be applied 
for the accused to be tried together with 1st.arrested*



FM. 22 G. NO. 1
G. dONH-40

Crime Register No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. •

/ '.... ■ nc”, / ‘ ................;\*2 - ...Di^üion^

93/40 * — ®k.|ng..Road Police Station.

............February.. 24 xI9 40
Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence

Time at which 
investigation be^un 

and concluded each day

to Places visited in12.40 p.m. to courseof
2.30 p.m. 24/2/40 investigation 

each day.
Detective Office

Japanese shoe shop, No.162, Yalu Road

11.50 a.m. 24/2/40Time and date of offence.

,, reported.

One by complainant

One pair of shoes Value $ 40.00

Nil Value S

Number of criminals with 
full individual cescription.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Two male foreigners, one in custody

Place or description of 
premises.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

12.35 p.m. 24/2/40 
M.Kokaji.
____ Above address.

1. K 
N

Suharsky, age 52, Polish, s/Unemployed 
5, Lane 52 Chapoo Road (Arrested)

on Crime

Arrests.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
b< dy.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character inal, and

"story t0i4.etc.y-. a/- 
ns pt ft ‘and description.

* EJaT fftVogl partaking

2. Age
wearing old grey overcoat and brown trilby hat

about 40, height about 5’-7”, slim build

Entered shoe shop on pretext of having shoes 
repaired, and stole property from counter



G. 90M-I-40 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)
FM 22 G. NO.

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants ?
(1) If not. what was their last employment

and for how long ?
(m) What was their “characters” f
(a) If any suspicion attached to any of

them and if so, which one and for what
reason ?

(o) Arc old servants suspected V
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). At 12.35 p.m. 24/2/40, this case was

transferred from Hongkew Police Station. The 

complainant, M.Kokagi, is the proprietor of a 

shoe shop at No.162, Yalu Road.

It appears that at 11.50 a.m. 24/2/40, the 

accused with another foreigner, not arrested, enter

ed the complainant’s shop on the pretext that the 

accused wanted one of his shoes repaired. They 

argued with the complainant over the price but 

could not agree, and the accused and his accomplice 

left the shop. A few moments after they had gone, 

the complainant found that a pair of black leather 

shoes were missing from the shop counter. He left 

the shop in pursuit of the foreigners and caught 

up with them on Yalu Road near Point Road and arrest

ed the accused who had the shoes under his overcoat.

The accused quickly passed the shoes to his 

accomplice who decamped down a nearby alleyway. The;

complainant took the accused to Hongkew Station.

Questioned by detectives the accused admitted 

that he entered the complainant’s shop, but denies 

that he had a companion or that he stole the shoes.

Branch

be requested

Charged under Art. 320 Section 1 of the C.C.R.C 

the accused will be arraigned before the S.S.D.Court 

during the morning of 26/2/40. A remand of one week
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G. 90M-1-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

flMmHÄöWAL 
: S. B. KuAiiSTRYCRIME DIARY

Crime Register No... 807/40
' , U ¿/e

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— Intimimi da tion.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

!

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises,

On Broadway near Nanzlng Road,

Time and date of offence. At about 5,55 p.ta, 3*4-40._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,, m m reported. 6 p«ni*
Name, occupation and ad C,P. C* 2665 of the S,M.n.

dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

one in custody.

Y.L, Rootilevsky, Russian, residing 3 Route nershlng.

Arrests.

Value $

Value $

Classification of property 
stolen.

One by detectives

H B -

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

(a)
(b)

Ce)
Cd)

ill Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there isi 
fraud, the false pretence and the character! 
assumed by the suspect should be fully! 
described.
(O

(O
(g)

(h)

Mode of entry, including manner of 
approach to premises.
Means used (tools etc.)
Character assumed by criminal, and 
story told, etc.
Mode of transport and description. 
Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 
of food etc.)



FM. 22 G. NO. 2 
G. 90M-I-40 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

^j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old’* servants 1
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters“?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At < p.m. 3/4/40, C.P.C.2665 c1 me to the 

station and reported en accident in which the 

M/car licence No.7771 collided with the bicycle 

licence Ho«1997 on Breadv,--y near Nenzing Hoad« 

Further the above C.P.C, stated that when 

he requested the driver of m/e&r (foreigner) to 

produce the licence lateZr drew the pistol and 

after intimidating him (C.l’.C.) went away in his 

m/ car«

Immediately the message was circulated 

resulting that at about 1.35 ?..m, 4/4/40 the 

owner of the above m/car tone named Rootilevsky 

Russian, wes arrested by the Fr noh Police at his f 

home, 3 Route Pershing and bended over to the 

undersigned to be dealt with.
t the time of arrest Rootilevsky produced | 

an automatic pistol ’’Ortgies" make Ho. 171401 and | 

also e permit Ho .884 io car y same and issued 

to him by the French Police on 12//7/39.

On being questioned Rootilevsky denied 
lag I

thrcati.n/ the 3.P.O. with his pistol, but stated | 

that on being requested to produce his driving 

permit he did so end as the permit and pistol
I 

were in some pocket he took it together but 

immediately placed the pistol back in is pocket. I

The C.JP.C.26C5 was questioned again when 

he definitely stated that the driver attaining 

a threatening attitude drew a pistol and pointed 

at him«

Copy of a statement attached.

■me eyollet one n8nEa TSong Koh gT
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

.............................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—< ..............................Police Station.

/ .............................................19

Diary Number.^— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

was located and questioned.

He corrobora tai the c*n. *s story and wrote a 

statement to that effect.

Copy of statement attached«

on 5-4-40» Rootllevsky will be brought before 

the S*S*L* Court Whan charges of Intimidation Cont. 

to Art* 305 and -ossee si on of Firearms, ConU By Law

37 will be preferred



FOtM 40

,G^P40 shanghai municipal police.
REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement ..... ............................... .........

native of....... H®nan............. ........................ taken by me..................................................................Traneluted 
at...Hongkew.. S.t®*....on the___ .4“_4-.4O................. and by....Chen ¿Clerk_)______

At 5,55 p.m, 3-4-40 whilst on tsaffic duty at Broadway 
and Sensing Road corner I observed a m/car So,7771 and a bicyclo 

No,1997 both proceeding «est on Broadway near Kunzing Road, 

bicycle in front. '¿hen the m/car overtook the bicycle, the loft 
front bumper collided with the rear wheel of the bicycle, causing 

the cyclist to full to ths ground, X then went up to rake on- g 
quiries, and asked the driver, a foreigner, to have a look at 

hie driving permit. He got out of the q/cur, and took out his 

pistol, and pointed it towards me, X then caught hold of his 
pistol, but was unable to take it away from him. The foreigner | 

put back his pistol into his pocket and drove away. Therefore 
X brought the cyclist to the Station to make a report. This is 

my true statement. 
Signed by C«£,G,266&(Tsou Pong Gih) 

if If IJ ■ - ■

I



FPM* 40 _
IS. 20M-1-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of..Tsan£_Koh__§he.e.fc...res.id.ing7.4. Markham. Road.

native of...... ?9?.P9. .taken by me____

at...H9.ngkew___S.tn_* on the___ 4—_4/?.4Q... ..and interpreted by.Gler.k...Chen.

At 5.55 p.m. 3-4-40 whilst riding my bicycle No.1997 
proceeding West on Broadway, when about 10 yards East of Nanzing 

Road, a iq/car driven by a foreigner overtook my bicycle from 

behind, then the left front bumper of the n^/car collided with

the rear wheel of my bicycle, causing me to fall to the ground 
The foreigner then stopped his w/’car and got out from his car,

his pocket ¿.iter*

Signed by (Tsang Koh

the C.P.C. then

drove away. This is my

and when C.P.C.2665 went up, the foreigner took out a pistol and 

showed it to the C.P.C*» but he put it back into 

wards. The foreigner showed hie a small book to 
true statement*

Shee)
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PQLIgt) ^7
t\ 4. f £ I

CRIME DIARY.
'  ............. Y.......Division. 

CRIME REGISTER No:— ®07A0. ..... .7.0XX^.e^.... Police Station.
19 40

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:— u3

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 17/5/40, the scauacá appeared before 

Coort of Execution and ;>la Ma fine.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PCMCEkL. ^3
G. H0M-1-40

WR6HAI MU1ICIPÂI ? SLICE
«AP- .¡STRY

CRIME DIARY.
fiate #.ÿ

CRIME REGISTER No:— Ö 07/40

Diary Number:— 3,

w q n
-t............. Division.Hongkew n .

.............................. robice Station.May 15 th, 40.

.................................................*9
Nature of Offence:— TH tlmidatlon J’J’.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

A HearinqNotice was received according to

which this case will be tried before the 8.S.d. Court

(Execution rio.9) on 17-5-40, 

The suaiaons against the accused has been served

through the post by the court.

"Cn*
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S. a. REGiS^h 
,,, r\ JO S" J 

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL P0Oyr . 
.Date. — -—&

CRIME DIARY.
"C*

CRIME REGISTER No:— a07/40,
...............................Division.
. ........Police Station.

7 th.............. i9 40,
Diary Number:-— g Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each dayi

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On 5/4/40 the accused appeared before the S.S.D
Court and after the trial the following decision was 
rendered

"30 days detention which may be cornu ted to
fine st 91*00 pet* day for Intimidation. The 
accused allowed to be released on wash security 
for his appearance before the Bye-Law Court cm 
d/4/40.*
On d/4/40 the accused appeared before the above 

Court and was fined $50.00 for Breach of Police Regula-
tlons» The accused's automatic pistol, driving permit 
and Licence^carrying firearms received by the undersigned 

from the French Police for Producing in the Court as
exhibits will be returned to them (French police) on
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G. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL [ûaie----- /
CRIME DIARY. )

H

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1193/29.

Diary Number:— 4

.... .?fiL *.. Division.

.H.Qn^k.6.W.-- ..Police Station.
Apr11 8thj

Nature of Offence:— 4Q Att«

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
See below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the £1/3/40, the accused In this case appeared I

before the S.S.D.Court when after the pleadings were 

concluded the case was remanded till £8/3/40 for

judgment. On the £8/3/40, the accused again anpeared 

before the above Court and the following decision was 

handed down:-



F. 22 F
gThÖM-1-4ü

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
Date.-----

CRIME DIARY.
•»C*

CRIME REGISTER No:— UW* non«:*»....
................................Police Station.

February 29th
Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at_w>hich 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1 * 4 Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
i each day

r

On the £9/2/40 a Hearing Notice for appeal

was received from the S.S.D. Court tn respect of the 

accused in this ease B. Doubrovin, case No. 9/20999

to appear before the 2nd. Branch of Klangsu High Court 

at 2 p.m, on the 21/8/40.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION

D. D. 0. *0"



S. 170M-1-39 ' zfz7O»

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE: ;
CRIME DIARY.

*C* n- • •............................ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1193/39. .... Police Station.

□eomber ... 21......19 39.
Diary Number:— 2 Nature of Offence:— Atte 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below.

Places 
visited in i 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

See below.

record of investigation.

On the morning of the 19/12/39, the accused 

appeared before the S.S.D.Court when after hearing 

of evidence the following decision was handed down:* 

*4 months imprisonment for attempted larceny 

and reeldive”«

One screw driver confiscated.
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G. 37M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY. 42/ -37
Division.

Crime Register No.
HptlfijCSW.............Police Station.

December 18th,39

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.)

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

7.30 a.m, -10 am* 

18/12/39.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Nature of Offence:— LaTCeny

74 Nanzing Road*
124 Qu ins an Road* 

Det* Office*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. House 124 Quins an Road. _______ __________ i —

Time and date of offence. About 4*30 a.m* on 18Ä2/39._______________ _
,» m reported. 7.10 a.m. by telephone from J.N.L.Far ty._________ , ...

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Sassoon 0o* Ltd* representative, Sz Yoong Loong 
coolie, 124 Quinsan Road.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. Onp arrested ' 1

P.o'BRÏW
Borin Doubrovin, 30, Russian, single, unemployed,

N.F.A. 1

Arrests.
one by complainant.

Classification of property 
stolen. Nil Value $

Classification of property 
recovered. Value $

Ell*______________________________________________ _

(a) 
(b)

(c)
(d)

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

Character assumed by criminal* and 
story told* etc.
Mode of transport and description.
Peculiar act (poisoning dog* partaking 
of food etc.)

In cases of larceny* housebreaking etc.* 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered* 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.) 
(g)

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position* appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

th) 
(i)

Partly unscrewed two bras door hendías with

a sore* driver found in hie pos eseion
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(j) What staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all “old’*1 servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks 

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be £ t 7.10 a.a on 18/12/39. in response to
commented on by investigating officer). r

to a telephone message wae-received from the J.N.L. 

Party stating that they had. a Russian in their austo-j 

dy who they wished to hand over to the S.M.Police, 

F.p.3.826 attended and received into custody one 

named Boris Doubrovin, 30, Russian, S/unempl yed, 

of N.F.A., together with the informant in this case 

one Sz Yoong Loong a house coolie, employ-^

ed at 124 Quinsan Road, a dwelling house owned by the,

Sassoon Coy. Ltd.

Enquiries by C.D.C.318 and the undersigned

were made and the following was ascertained»-At about, 

4.30 a.m. 18/12/39, ■whilst the informant wns sleeping: 

in a downstairs room directly facing the main door | 

he heard a noise and on investigating saw a male 

person tampering with the fr-nt dor>r.

When the informant went to make further 

enquiries about this person's activities he made off*J

along Quinsan Road but aft«*r informant had gone ont 

side the house he discovered that this person had 

previously been attempting to unscrew two brass door । 

handles value about $37.00 from the door.

Hie oomplainant then decided to follow the 

person (now the accused) and after reaching Chapoo 

and T1 endong Roads he arrested him with the assistan

ce of a member of J.N.L.Party stationed at that point! 

Preliminary enq tries were made at first by J.N.L. 

Party and later on the accused had be n handed over 

to S.M.P. as already stated above.

On being brought to the station and questioJ
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:—1/3 Nature of Offence:—

.... ......................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ..............................Police Station.

............................................. T9

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

ed the accused admitted that he unscrewed two brass door | 

handles at the mentioned address with the intention to 

steal the same. The accused is a heroin addict and furthej 1 
, admitted that he had intention to sell the door handles «

in question to get some nr ney to buy heroin. The accused j 

stated that he was residing at 74 Nanzing Road but the 

above address on being visited by detectives found to be ; 

a brothel and from enquiries made in there it was learned | 

that the accused did not reside on the above premises butl 

visited the brothel on several occasions,

as a number of such petty larcenies had occurred 

recently in the district the accused was carefully in

terrogated by the undersigned re same but strongly denied I 

W other similar offence and further questioning could 

not shaks his statement.
IB

The accused was charged accordingly and will ap ear I 
before the 3.S.D. Court on the morning of the 19/12/39.
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CRIME

rSUANOHAIMOmPAimiGE '
s. B. REGISTRY

shanghai municipal 
slhie______4~- ~

CRIME DIARY

REGISTER No:—1037/39.

Diary Number:— »

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below«

.......... Y......... Division.

.... ....... Police Station.

.......April. 8th,.............19 40
Nature of Offence:— Possession Of 

------- heroin pnd eroin 
injection parapher 
naila«

See below«

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 2I/3/4O» the accused appeared before the 

2nd« Branch of Mangsu "Igh court; when after pleadings 

were concluded the case was remanded till 28/3/40 for 

judgment«

Un the 23/3/40, the accused was re-arraigned 

before the above court and the foxlowing judgment was 

handed down:- 
"Apneal dismissed, but the sentence to be

suspended for 3 years and accused to be

released ”•
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Wi CRIME DIARY. /

Nature of Offence:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the 25/^40 a Hearing Notice for Appeal was

to an ear before the fad

Branch of Klangsu ^-Igh Court I

1L

at 2 P»nu on the 21/3/40

[ SH4Ä0ÄAI MWJCIP.U
S. B. R _G'

E. Shoultz, case no*9/17147

received from the u.S.D. Court In respect of the eecused I

Diary Number:— 3

......... .’S?.*.....Division.
Ho.n^kftw...  ...Police Station.
... 4rehrunr.y26.th.».... r 9 4 0

’a/<......-...¿2___>- jg/Q

CRIME REGISTER No:—1037/39

Time at which
V Places 

visited in
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
course of 

investigation
each day

f »D.Dto. "C"
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ----■ A.jfJ

CRIME DIARY.

............................ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 1037/39* .-HongJcW-........ Police Station.

__________ __ __________________________Deoemherlat,..........19 39»
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:— 04<

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 29-11-39, the accused

appeared "before the S»S»S. Court vdien after hearing 

of evidence the following decision was handed down:
*8. months imprisonment and deprived of 
civil rights for 3 years for possession 
of narcotics well knew to be such.

Seized property confiscated.

The accused has no previous convictions.
Case completed.
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CRIME DIARY.

Crime Register No.. 1037/35 .
Mprember...2?.th»..... /9 39,

(Sheet No. i.) Nature of Offencei'OSQÔSOlWI Ox llOTOinDiary Number i.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
7« 35 p«n« to 8 p«n

20-11-39.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

I
1

Mining Hd* near Miller Rd 

Det« office enquirioe«

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Value $

Place or description of 
premises. Minghong Road near Miller Road«

Time and date of offence. 7«35 p«a« 28-11-39. ____ _______________
,» „ reported. Mot reported. ______ _____________ .

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. S«M.C«/3.M. Police«

Number of criminals with One arreoted and oh-arred.
full individual description.

8« Shoultz, 27, Russian, ^/female, 34 Yuenchanc

Arrests One by detectives«

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered, 
(b) Position« appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny* housebreaking etc.» 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
<e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

ioeeeeeion of heroin*
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(j) What staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their ‘‘characters” ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). Anting on information received, C.D.s. 154 

and the undersigned arrested on ’'intfiong Hoad near
Miller Road one named Klisabeth shoultz. 2? years. 
Russian, m/female. residing 34 Yuenohang Road, 
when in her hand bag one packet of heroin one 
hypodermic syringe and one glaso vessel were 

found by detectives»
On being br^ufht to the station the accused 

admitted that she is a heroin addiot injecting 
heroin into herself with the aid of the seised

I 
syringe* farther stating that she bou^it the f 
said packet of heroin for 50 / from a Korean 

somewhere in Market Street ( ’ayeide dietriot).
Charged accordingly and will appear before 

the 3.3.J. Court on the morning of the 29-11-39.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CRIME REGISTER No; 41180. 223/40«

Diary Number: Nature of Offence:—

See below.See below
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day.

CRIME DIARY.

......... "C*.... Division.
.........Police Station.

April ...29 th»...... T9 40

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

death of male Buaoien. narcotic aidict 
'^'nh’Vulncd'fee^o.T'imiWe^ I

Street, 1IL

An inquest was held at the ’Utile Mortuary» 

Kiaochow Road on the morning; of the 27/4/40 on the body 

of the ueoeased B.I. Kosloff. when' th® following verdict 

was returned by the s.s..). Court procurator Soong IQung 

Sal:-

"jeath due to natural causes. Body to be

removed by the Tl»tT« 3./e. M.O. for burial.*»



r» iRHSHAI MUWIttlPM. NW«

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POyCE^
CRIME DIARY. iJJtato /...

.............. ............  *0" ) . —J
.... ..... ....... .. Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— «lao. 888/40. ............paiiee station.
APfll J®......W-....,9 40.

Diary Number:— X« Nature of Offence:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Tim« at which 
invettigatinn begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visi ted in 

■ _ course of 
investigation 

each day

. ------- -
1

Deal* of Asie huetlaa, narcobie adai et in 
rulixed houao No. 187 Market» Street»

At 4 p«a* oh thè Rfi/4/40, » tele^hone taetsaage w«e 

reoeivgd firn Wayelde Station to a oi’feot thnt a 

dead body ot a male loreignar «aa lying In rulaed 

houae No.187 Weket Street inondai distri ot<).

mquirl®*> aedo by G.D. 3.184 and thè under* lg» ed 

aho loostod thè dead body lying oa thè piede of mattine 

at thè rea* part of a suino# house no.1«7 Market Street, 

near nienfong noed and idiioh body had beta lamedi a tely 

idontiflod by thè undersigned aa one nwnod Borie 

lYanoYleh Koaloff, 88 yeara, e/«WlW®d af

N» f.Ae kno* to PoÈLiee eriadnal and narooide addi et 

(O.R.Q.NO.F' 8140) «ho «aa laet arreeted by noneke« 

Station deteotiees c»n thè t/ls/w In oonneotlen eith 

(W) Misoo aeport NOedlT/Sto

ihe body eoa alee ideatified by one Valentin Boro» 

gl*« Ruaaien, wneaployed of Nofolo alno • bornia addiet 

«ho steted that nto thè leot 8 M«ka thè deoeasod hai 

beea aleePiag ia thè faina at thè addroeo there his 

body waa ibuad and frotnoattag Yarious Koreaa Menala 

dona la th«t loeattcìn during thè day ttae.

One non ed P«Wnaff» maalan, shoyaaaia tanfi in a
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

...............................Division,
CRIME REGISTER No:— ...........................Police Station.

.............................................. T9
Diary Number:— X/jB Nature of Offence :-y-

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 

. course of 
investigation 

each day

11

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

bakery at 164 lütisfong ¿toad and maiding above address 
was located by de te« tí. vea and elated that he knew the 
deeeased who was a narcotía addlot and Who used to eons 
to the said bakery begging for breed. Lest time he was 
seen by the above Person at about 4 pm 25/4/40.

No Etorkc of vióleme was found by detectives 
on the body of the deceased and no foul play suspected«

■¡he body was sent to General nospl tai and the 
fblloidng dead certificate was obtainedt*.

•This is to certify that I have exarained body of 
Boris Ko el off, and found that he

is suffering from- De^d on arrival»
s@di nr« Patrick**

No friends or relatives of the deceased were 
located by enquiring officers*

lhe body was sent to Public Mortuary* Kiaoohow 
Noad pending an inquest on the laorning of the 27/4/40«

QjàM
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CRIME DIARY.

rilAWJM fW-KE j

--  
H.QÜßksW........... Police Station.
...March... 7 th. rn

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso. 417/40,

Diary Number:-- 7* Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
see below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

see below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Un the 27-2-40, 1st, 2nd end 3rd accused anneared 

before the 2nd Branch of Kiangsu High Court when after 

pleading, were concluded the case was remanded till 

5-3-40 for judgment*

On the above date 1st,2nd and 3rd accused were 

re-arralgned before the above Court and the following
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 417/39,
.

........Police Station.

Diary Number:— 5 Nature of Offence

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
Se* below.See below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 13/12/39, the 1st. 2nd

3rd. and

Hi le sentence was given in connection with

(H) F.I.R. 1114/39, (H) tf.I.R. 1115/39 (H) F.I.R.1118

and (Wayside) F.I.R. 1281/39,

9th accused»• *30 days* detention for harbouring 
stolen property and reoidivert.

*lst, 2nd. and 3rd. accused!-"Each 5 months! 
imprisonment for larceny and recidive.*

9th accused appeared before the S.S.D. Court when

ring of evidence the following decision was handed

D.D.O.C*



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—Mi8C'417/39'
«c* Division.

..Police Station.
Dec.ember. iDth,./? 39

Hongkew

Diary Number:-^ Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On th» morning of the 4/12/39, the 9th accused 
appeased before the S.3.D. Court when he was ordered 
to be detained till 13/12/39, to be tried together with | 
the 2nd. accused.

During the period of remand between 3/12/39 
and 10/12/39, the let. 2nd. and 3rd. accused were 
frequently removed from cells and carefully interrogated! 
by detectives and admitted the following offences as 
outlined hereunderi-

The charge against the 1st, accused.
Larceny of t/truck tools and parts value approx. I 

¿36.00 frpm Japanese Army m/tuoks parking on >he vacant I 

piece pf ground off Woosung Road near Boone Rond between! 
........ ' ' ’■ 

about 20/11/39 and 1 /12/39 H.F.I .R.1114/39.
The 1st. accused admitted that the m/oar tools 

and parts seized by the Police on 2/12/39 from 122/5 
Yuenfong Road and also 1 wrench key, 1 screw driver I 
and 1 hammer found in possession of one S. Shahamardin, 
43, Russian* S/unemployed* N.F, a. (now the loth accused) I 

who was arrested on the 1/12/39 on Peking Ro id whilst
I 

attempting to dispose of the said property to one of 
second hand hawkers* were stole** by him (1st accused) on I 
various dates between .0/11/39 a— 1/12/39 from a number 1 

of Japanese Army m/trucks parking on the vacant piece 
of ground off sung Road near Boone Road. The accused 9

uh m v n si' ■ . 1



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY

CRIME REGISTER No:—
........................ Division.
..........................Police Station, 
...........................................

Diary Number:— 4/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
1 visited in 

course of 
investigation 

j each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

took th® chance that then® m/truoks are usually left 

unattended and stole tools from their instrument boxes 

and also disjointed and stole various parts of the m/ 

trucks being unobserved by any one*

Japanese Gendarmerie He dauarters was oommunica- i 
I

ted with throu^i D.S. Ueoka and it was learned that a 

number of such a thefts eocc^ed from Japanese Army 

trucks but it was not ascertained from the above head»

Quarters the number and description of the stolen tools 

and parts and the value of the same*

*he above Gendarmerie H*Quart<sro requested the 

Police to return the recovered property to them after 

the end of the trial of the accused*

Besides df the property recovered by the Police 
the accused admitted that he disposed of seme m- re tools I 

and parts to various second hand hawkers in Peking Road 

and all efforts to recover the same by detectives were 

of no avail« fhe 1st* accused further admitted that on 
the 30/11/39» he handed over one box of m/oar a> ark plugs | 

stolen by him from one of Japanese Army m/trucks to the ■ 
10th accused who disposed same for $6*50 to a second hand| 

hawker on Peking Road and received from the 1st* accused I 

$l*0n as his share but an the property was not recovered | 

and no description of same was obtained from Japanese 

Gendarmerie H’Quarters no charge was preferred against
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................Police Station.

  *9 
Diary Number:— 4/3. Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
1 visited in 
| course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

the 10th accused In connection with this oa^e.
On the lA^/39, the let» accused handed over to | 

the 10 th accused 1 wrench key, 1 screw del ver and one 

hammer to dispose of same as he had done before and 
the /Oth accused was arrested on Taking Rond by the 

Folios«
The 10th accused admit’ ed th t he disposed of the | 

property for the 1st« accused and as it is quite evident J 

that he (the 10th accused) knew very well that the nro* | 
perty was stolen by the 1st« accused he w n charged with I 

JlBposing Stolen Property which c.g ie forms now y«I«R. 
(H)1116/39.

The 1st. accused wad charged accordingly with the J 

above stated thefts«
JUrther interrogation of the let« accused could 

not commit him with any more similar offence«
Charge against the 2nd, accused

fraro^y of one bicvale vn^ outside
r enor ted to • »M «P«
The 2nd« accused admitted that at about 6.30 p.m« | 

on the 30/11/89, he stole one black tainted bicycle, Lio« 
No, unknown from outside 15 Quinson Gardensand led detec»I 

tivee to above address wher> complainant named K.Kin, 

Korean, contractor, residing above address w 3 located 

and who stated that his bicycle value 140.00 was stolen
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CRIME DIARY. 

.............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— .......... ..................Police Station.

................. .........................
Diary Number:— 4/4 Nature of Otfence;—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
■ visited in 

course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

whilst he left same unlooked and unat ended at about 

6 p«m« 30/11/39, ■‘■’he complainant did not revolt the 

theft to the Police at the time«

The 2nd« accused farther stated that he disposed ■ 

of the stolen machine to >~ne male Ch nose at 12a/s 
Yuenfong Road« for $R«50« Led by the accused detectives I 

proceeded to the above address at 11 p«m« on the 9A'^/39i 
and arrested one Loo Lee Foung (? ), 43« Ningpo,

M/unemployed, N«F»A* (now the 9th accused) s already 

stated in diary 3 of this report« ¿he 2nd« accused 

stated that he handed over to the 9th« accused the 

stolen machine at the above address (heroin den) at 

about 9 p«m« 30/11/39 and received $300 at that time 
from him and then on the 1/12/39 he received 32,00 and 

later on $3«50, total $8«50« The 9th accused admitted 

thr>t he received the bicycle from the 2nd« accused as 
stated above but further stated th t he bought s me from | 
one named Loo c *esiding H«16, Lane 446 TV«rd Rd, |

the above address w s visited by detectives on 10/11/39 

and found to be a Korean heroin don but no person named i 

Loo was located in there*
Further attempts made by detectives to locate the I 

stolon machine were fruitless, There is no doubt that the| 

9th accused who is also a heroin addict« and who knew 

the 2nd« accused as a loafer, had 4 quilty knowledge
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 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— .............................Police Station.

...................................................................................................................................................................................  -............... T9

Diary Number:— Vs. Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

I

that the bicycle in cpie^Lon wan stolen by him or other* I 
\l 

wine unlawfully obtained* therefor« he was charged with I 

Receiving stolen Property which Case w a made the sub»

'fhe 2nd. accused charged accordingly with the I 

theft of the bicycle. |

Further more the 'nd. accused admitted that at I 

about 6 p.m. on the 2p/h/39, he stolen one pair of 

shoes from the door step of one of Japanese houses In 

an alleyway of N. Szedhuen Ro«?d nnd led detectives to 
^ouee 17* An Ching Fo”nd alley-ay off N. Szechuen Rodd 

0.0 .L where the complainant Mr. I. Morikubo* Japanese 

clerk* residing above addres was located and corrobora-a
I 

ted the statement of the nd. accused in rest eat of the II 
theft of one pair of gent’s brown shoes value 313.00 at | 

the time* date and place stated above.
The 2nd. accused stated that he sold the stolen I 

shoes to an unknown Chinese n Yuenfong Rpad on the same 
date for 32.50 and which money he spent on uying heroin! 

As the Case happened O.C.L. no further charge was prefer« 

red against the 2nd. accused but A/M.a» will be instruct«! 

ed to bring same to the notice of the judge.
Further interrogation could not conniitthe 2nd. I 

aoouB»d with any oth^r offence.

Charge against the »At. .aft meed



*
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CRIME DIARY«

CRIME REGISTER No:—
Division.
..Police Station.

Diary Number:—« Nature of Offence:—

!I

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

eto» to tn;Larceny of._clothing. shoes. hat 
ialuo 3800.Q - from ona of rooms on the 2nd.

.R.1281/39 ai aSput 3 p.m. 1/12/3.9. Case
..■& .agjde, .5 tn tlon*

Ihe 3rd« accused admit'ed thdt at abo-t 3 p«m«

on the 1/12/39 he entered premi eee at 41/12 Chua an Road

(a boarding house) via unsecured front dor, proceeded

to the 2nd. floor where he wrenched one small padlock
securing the door of the front room and entered the

x»r.om closing the door behind him» ?rom the wardrobe In

the room In question he stole 3 gent’s suits aud one

overcoat* w1 ioh dLo thing ho put on himself as ell as

one hat found in the same room«
un leaving the roomthe 3rd« accused also stole

one raincoat
one pair of shoes and one leather hand bagtn question*
gent’s shirts* ihe accused further stated

unknown Chinese on Tuenfong Road for $6.00 and 33.00
respectively and pawned 2 suits and overcoat in various

rawned by the accused on the same date for 315.00 and

pawnshops« Led by the acus^d detectives visited Teh

Foong pawnshop* 374 S« Seward Road where one

containing 2 
ho

that/sold one of stolen suite and pair of shoes to an

wiioh was hanging to the wall of the room

stolen overcoat was recovered pawned by the accused oh 

1/12/39 for $21*00 then in Sing Zanang (pawnshop 

410 E. Seward Road one of stolen suits was recovered



w f
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CRIME DIARY.

...................................................................................................................... .....-.......................... -—-*9
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

......................... ..Division,
CRIME REGISTER No:— .... ........................Police Station,

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
f visited in 
i course of i 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

then one wore gent’s suit and the hat were recovered 
at Beu Zaung ( 'ojj pawnshop at 163/5 Yuenfong Road I 

pawned by the accused on 1/12/39 for $28,50..
Oomplainant one A. S ternklemnnn, German refuge«.| 

residing 41/12 Chuaan Road was located by detectives nnd 

who identified the recovered property as that stolen 
from his room on 1/12/39.I

This case was reported by the oomplain nt to 
Wayt?ldo Station on the date of the ofenoe. The recovers 

property will be produced in the Court efl the exhibits 

and the complainant is willing to pay the pawn money for! 

the said property.
The 3»d* accused further stated thet he epent the 

money received by him from di «posing the said property I 

for his and hie friends food and drinks and that at
, .. Iabo t 9 p.m. on the l/12/39> he whilst Intoxicated 

had a quarrel with a ntmber of Koreans on Market Street | 

which quarrel ensued into a fight and during the fi^it 

the accused lest the stolen raincoat which he wore nt 

the time and the hand bag containing 2 shirts*
Snq-iiries nside by detectives ascertained that 

there was a fi^ht between the accused and a few Unknown 1 

Korea^ns on Market Street near Yuenfong Road as allegBA | 

by the accused but the lost pvpperty was not traced.fc , I
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CRIME DIARY.

.............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ..................... ....... Police Station.

_____________ ____________________________ ,..................... ........................................... J9
Diary Number Nature of Offence:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1 Places
1 visited in 

course of 
investigation

each day

On being questioned by detectives re nnjr other 

of enoes the accused strongly deni d having committed 

any more crime and nothing further w-»a found against 

him.

All ths accused 1st», 2nd.» 3rd.» 9th and 10th 

will appear before the 3.S.D. Court on the morning of 

the 13/12/39 to answer the chargee preferred against 

them«
All complainants warned to attend the Court on

the above date



F. 22 F
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the ?A?/39, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th

and 8th accused appeared before the S.S«D«Court when

application for their release was made and they were

released by order of the Judge

further questioning of the 1st« and 2nd aooused

2nd« aooused respectively were disposed to one male

property was received by him from the 1st* and 2nd

together before the above Court when charges will be

preferred against Whom accordingly,

ascertained that the part of the stolon property i«e« 

one m/car jack and one bicycle stolen by the 1st« and

brought before the 3.3. D. Court on the morning of the 

11/12/39 when an application for Writ of Detention

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Chinese frequenting a heroin den on Yuenfong Road.

At 11 a«m« 9/12/33 led by the aid. accused detectives

will bo Bade to detain him till 13/12/39 to oowl«*® 

further enquiries and to recover the s tolen property.

On the 13A2/39 all the accused will bo brought

CRIME DIARY.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

accused and later on sold to another persons.

The arrested man (now the 9th accused) will be

CRIME REGISTER No:— MisC.417/39

Diary Number:— jj

rsHAIBAI :;:C’’LPCUGE }
S. Ö. RE.GC5TRY

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PÖLfOEP'

Division.
Hpngkfly........ Police Station.

..Deo....... 9 th.............. I9 39

Nature of Offence:—

*c*

D.S.I
D«D«O«*G*

proceeded to House 5, Lane 122 Yuenfong Rd« One named 
Loo Lee foung (l^M^ ) 43, Nlngpo, n/unemployed, of 

H.f.A. was arrested and who admitted that the said
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CRIME DIARY. 

"0" •........................... Divuton.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso. 417/39. 5°®«*«* .. ..Police Station.

.....Dec.ffljfcejj 6»......../ <39.
Diary Number:— ge

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Nature of Offence Of Detention - - . — — - ,
' Places j

visited in I 
course of 

investigation 
I each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 4/12/39 all the susneota 
appeared before the S.S.D. Court when they were ordered
to be detained till 13/12/39 for trial.

lat accused has 5 previous convictions.
2nd • " 3 *
3rd * • 7 *

w

»

4th * * 2 •
5 th * • g «

6th * • 7 •

•

w

w

7th * * B «
8th * * 1 "

ft

6»

During the period of remand on the 4 th, 5th and 
6th of December 1939 all the susneota were removed from 
cells at regular Intervals when 1st, 2nd and 3rd accused
admitted having committed larcenies and further enquiries 

are conducted by detectives to locate the owners of the 
stolen property and to trace the stolon nr on er ty in 
pawnshops and other places of disnosal. The 1st, 2nd 

and 3rd accused will appear before the S.S.D.Court on 

the morning of the 13/12/39 when charges against them 

will be preferred accordingly.
The 4th, Sth, Cth, 7th and 8th susneota were 

carefully interrogated but strongly denied having

I committed any offence and nothing was found against them
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

...... ......................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................Police Station.

...........................................19
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places
1 visited in 

course of 
investigation

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

to connect them with any crime.

All admitted being heroin addlots and stated 

that they entered the premises, where they had been 

arrested by detectives on 2/12/39, with Intention to 

buy heroin from a Korean residing on the said premises. |

As no charge was preferred against the 4 th, 5 th, | 

6 th, 7 th and 8 th susnects they will be brought before 

the S*S*D. Court on the morning of the 7/12/39 when 

application to above Court will be made for their 

release*
Further enquiries re 1st» 2nd and 3rd accused 

I proceeding*
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CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:^UUc. 417/39,
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Diary Number:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arres t of eight Russian criminels on a sylcion 
"" * or having committed iarc'eniesT~

Acting on information received in ccnneotl-n with'

(H) Miso.No»417/39 by D.3« « Belo she ko nd the under*» 

signed a party of police consisting of C.D.s.171, C'.D.C»« 

t>4, 327, D.P.3. 3«meshima and the under »lapsed visited

house No.5, Lane No»122 Yuenfong Rood at 8 a»m. 2/12/39 I 

where 7 Russians were ar eatdd in a small room on the ISf 

floor of the premises.

Their names and parti c lars are as follows**» 

1. VaMlly Tlrsoff, 37, Russian, ^/unem-loyed,

2, Vassily Denisoff, 33, Russian, S/unemployed,

3, George Id noff, Shikoff, 27, «lias gig-jlo 
Russian, ^/unemployed, N.I?»A«

4. leader Dorman, °0, Russian, 3/”n?mployod,m.a*
6. Anatoly Raohek, 25!, 3/unemployed, Russian, 

N,F,A.

6. Sicola® Fomortzeff, 18, Russian, ^/unemployed,< 
b . F. A.

7, George Sanoff, 28, Russian, 8/unemployed, 
I,M».

8. Boris fosloff, 2*, Russian, 3/unpmrloyed, 
T’»F-iA»

The subsequent search of the room In question 

resulted tn finding of 5 spanners, 2 m/oar nut keys, 

1 ^alr nf pliers, 1 screw driver, 1 pair of large seise |



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
...............................Division.
__ ..................____Police Station.

Diary Number:— 1/2
- -............. ......... -......................9
Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

sots and one m/o r carburetor and which property was 
found concealed under the be<?ing of the 4th mentioned 

suer' ec t*

All the suspects were asleep on the arrival of 

detectives and on being questioned re their - resence it. | 
g 

the address, stated that they had a temporary shelter in I 

the address«

inquiries made by detectives ascertains- that the 1 

landlord of the premises is one Korean but the latter 

wn*1 s’r sent nt the time and it nprears hat the vramises 

were used by that •h-or®-n as a narcotic den*

The 3rd* s1 spect named George Ivanoff» Ghikoff» 

alias Gigolo» 27 years» Russian» ^/unemployed? U.F.A* 

was arrested on the same information at the above time 

in an upstairs room cf ?«o*3» bane 50 Kwakee Road? rhe
N

room in question is occupied b one K» Ghoult*» Latvian» 

S/unemployed» and who could not give any reason to why 

the Said suspect was in hie room» All the arrested 

suspect» are well known to Police criminals 1th preview® 

records and ”ho are strongly suspected in committing 

larcenies in the district» therefore they will be brnn hft 

before the S.S.D. Court on the morning of tho 4/15/39 

when an application for rlt of Detention will be made to 

the above Court to enable detectives to complete further 

enquiries re past activities of all the suoppcts»
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Nature of Offence :— 40a

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

11*10 a*5u* 1g no 

ß/b/40*
fflaces visited in 

course of 
investigation 

each day.
1 
1

berne of ofenoe, 

and .jet* Office enq*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

,, s> if reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Arrests.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be

answered.
Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

(a)
(b)

(d)

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of ■ 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and . 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking .

of food etc.) R

Jaaneee tailor »c ehop, 166 sooeung ^oad.
About 10*5 a*m* S/5/4J.
11*00 a*m* d/S/dO*

Mr, a* ^hlafjzttt Ja panane, ehop keener, above addrooa.

vakelly ultnnftÇi« 4e* 
r*jf* a«

lan, b/uneanloyod,

one by comnlt.

One gent*o overcooU Value $ 50,00,

1 ttO* Value $ 60,00,

th« toll«?*« ®h©p anA stole one over*

I coat w*dah vs handing an the wal¿ near the firant doos

B /'/ ifo i
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*1***..............—MMM———___, I
(j) What staff employed on premises ? 
(k) Are they all “old” servants? 
(1) If not. what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”? 
(n) Ir any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feutute to b. At 11.05 8.111, 011 the 2/5/40 C.P. C.1696
commented on by investigating officer). ** vum • _  _

brought to the station together with the oomplU 
A. Shi mid zu, Japanese, Tailor’s shop keeper st 165 

Woosung ttoad one male Russian named Vassily Ulianoff 
42, ¿/unemployed, of N.F. A. (now the accused) who 
was arrested by the complt. and handed over to the 
above C.P.C. for larceny of one overcoat value «50.00 | 
from above address at about 10.55 a.m. even date.

enquiries made by u.D. C. 251 and the under* 
signed ascertained that at about 10.55 a.m. the accuse 
ed entered the tailor’s rhop at above address and 

talcing the advantage that the shop keeper (the comnlt^ 
was in the rear room and only one shop apprentice 
Woo Sung Liang ( i l^'i) being in the shop room staid. I 

one ready made overcoat which ires hanging on the wall \ 
near the doorway, being unobserved by the shop appren*i 
tine at the time, but a few seconds later the above 
named shop apprentice noticed that the overcoat dis- 1Ml |
appeared and on coming out of the shop into Woosung 

noad observed the accused walking away and carrying 
the stolen property.

ihe shop apprentice raised an alarm, informed 
his master who gave a ohsse after the thief and su
cceeded in arresting him and landed him over to the 
C.P.C. 1696 as already stated above.

ihe accused Who is known to Police criminal 
with previous record was charged accordingly and will 

— • 
lap near before the s.s.d. court on the morning of the f 
I I
3/5/40.
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Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

¿urthar interrogation of accused n°*
connues Ma with ®ny aore aîAîlar »f enca*
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CRIME REGISTER No:— 1046/4C
Division.

..... Police Station.
.................19 40.

Diary Number:— 2 Nature of Offence:— 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 3/5/40, tne accused 

appeared before the S.3.D.Court when after hearing of 

evidence the following decision was handed downi- 

”3 months’ imprisonment for larceny and 

recidive. Sentence to be executed immediately! 

Property to be returned to owner.” 

The accused has 21 previous convictions. 

Case completed.
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45(Sheet No. 1.) ature of Offence:—Diary Number 1.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

5*40 and 7 p.ni#
A f SS / A 4/ O/4J»

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Scene of offence.

Detective office.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

In a Omnibus, Route No.6, of the Central China Urban 
Omnibus Company, proceeding along Broadway W to B.

Time and date of offence. At about 5*10 ->ni* on 4/5/40,______________________
,, „ »» reported. At 5.15 p.ra. on 4/5/40 by tale^’h.one*

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Mr. M.Uemura (■¿'I'fi'fl ), clerk in the employ of San Kau 
Yoko, at No.320 North Szechuan Road._________

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

r

One male Russian. ( in custody )

Israel Shriller, age 38, M/Merchant, residing 

at No. 78 Route des Soeurs, F. C.

Arrests. One by complt.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known,

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

One wallet containing Yen 5.00 ,, . , inValue $ Xv» uv 
su d v 4 • Ü 0 •

ditto. Value $ 10.50

Picked, complainant fs hip pocket whilst boarding

omnibus and was arrested by complt.
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(j) * What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all “old” servants V
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(tn) What was their “characters’*?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At 5.15 p»nio on 4/5/4O, a telephone

v/as j?ecgiveo at this s tation, fiOui C* "P< C* 7 to the

effect that a male Japanese had aj?x*este<l one Hussisul 

ata omnibus stop at the corner of Broadway and 

Nanking Hoad on suspicion of being concerned with 

Pocket-picking, as he had one wallet containing Yen I 

5,00 and ^4.00 (total sum ^10.50) whilst boarding a 

omnibus, No.6 (Route), Lic.No.X66, of the Central 

China Urban Omnibus Company.

U^on receipt of this message, F.P. 32, 

D.P. S. 763 ^nd the undersigned proceeded to t^e above 1 

location and brought to this station one foreigner, | 

Russian, named Israel Shpiller, age 38, M/Merc^ant, 

residing at No.78 Route des Soeurs, French Concession!

Enquiries were made by F. T. S. 32 VJernberg, I 
D.P. S. 763 Izumi and the undersigned, vs hen the 

foXXowing was ascertained

At about 5 p.m. 4/5/40, the complainant 

boarded a omnibus, Route No.6, Lio.No.X66, of the I
Central China Urban Omnibus Company, Proceeding 

along Bfoadway from west to east, from a terminus r 

at the comer of Astor Road and Broadway near the 

Garden Bridge,

On reaching a bus stop at the corner of 

Broadway and Nanzing Road, the complainant alighted I 

from the bus, when he was pushed by the accused 

from behind. Ihis caused the complainant to arouse 

a suspicion of having one wallet in the right hip’s
K 

pocket picked, by the accused.
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Nature of Offence:—Diary Number:— 1/3

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

He limed lately look back, when he observed that

the accused was in the act of alighting from the bus, 

while he was being In possession of t^e described wallet 

and put same into the right pocket of his spring coat.

However, the pocket was not buttoned at t^e bottom I 

of the pocket and then the described wallet wqs slipped | 

and dropped on the floor of the bus.

At ®ie same time, a bus conductor, female Chinese, | 

named Sung Wei Mei No.72 Conductor, 'witnessed

this occurrence, kicked up the wallet and handed same 

over to the complainant.

At the station, the accused, on being interrogated 

by defectives, admitted that he had nicked the complain

ant's Docket of one black leather wallet containing Yen 

5.00 and $4.00, whilst boarding the omnibus.

In view of the foregoing, a charge has been 

preferred against the accused with Pocket-nieking under 

«•rt. 320 (1) of the C. C.C. and he will be arraigned 

before the S.S.D. Court on the morning of 6/5/40, when 

one week’s remand will be requested for enabling 

detectives to make further enquiries into his past

activi ties.
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Diary Number:— £ Nature of Offence:— 45g

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

From 7/5/40 - 9/5/40. Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Det. Office and

General enquiries.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

on the morning of the 6/5/40, the ac used 

appeared before the 8.S.D. Court then after hearing of 

evidence the case was remanded till 13/5/40 for trial.

Pronerty to be returned to owner.
1 xhe accused has 6 previous convictions.

curing the period of remand the accused was 

removed from cells at regular Intervals and carefully 

Interrogated by the undersigned but strongly denied 

having ccm>nitted any more sinilar offence.

On the 9/5/40, .8.1. GigAyson bfought to the 

station one named Jacobsberg, complainant In pocket 

picking ca^e (W) F. T.R. 618/40 who stated that *e could 

identify the culprit who picked Ms pocket but on Being 

the accused who was placed amongst the other nusrian crl 

minals detained at station cells at present failed to 

identify sim.
ihe accused will be re-arraigned before the 

».S.D.Court on the above stated date to answer the 

already preferred against him.

I
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Crime Register No.

$

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLKE«’« •
O S S. RS

CRIME DIARY : No. S. B.

1107/40.
\^Date *C fo

H
Mayôth,

Pofàe Station.

............„ 40.
Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence < Lol tori ng.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Value $

Place or description of 
premises.

Broadway near Boone Road.

Time and date of offence. At about 1.50 p.m. 0-5-40.
,, „ „ reported. £ 8**5-*40*

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

8.M.P./S.M.C.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

-——A

Ona in oua tody.

jyÈWA-M1’ 4L, Ruaaitn, a/uMPLoy©4, residing 

Id Linda Terrace off Avenue J’offre»

Arrests. one by the uniform branch.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a)
(b)

(c)
W)

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position« appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described, 
(e)

W
(g)

lh) 
(0

Mode of entry, including manner of 
approach to premises.
Means used (tools etc.)
Character assumed by criminal, and 
story told, etc.
Mode of transport and description.
Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 
of food etc.)

Value $

date

Well known eriæinal wh© was found loitering.
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a

What staff employed on premises? 
Are they all “old” servants?

(!) If not, what was their last employment 
and for how long?

(m) What was their “characters”?
* 00 any suspicion attached to any of 

them;and if so,'which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Arc friends a nd, visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

I

At 2 p»a« 0-5-40» S»P. 453 on Post duty on fa 
Broadway, brought to toe station th« accused

■ described on sheet 1 of this report and reported
the followings

At about 1.50 p.m» even date whilst on hie 
post the above 8»P«C* received in custody the 
aooueed from two Japanese who stated that they had 
arrested him for attempted pocket-picking» The two 
alleged complainants also requested the above 
officer to convey the culprit to the Holies station ■ 
and also said that they will call later on to make 
toe complaint* They did not gave their flames or 
addresses to S»P»C»

The suspect is well known criminal and on being 
searched at the station was found to be in PosseesioK 
of one rawer blade specially used by the criminals 
to out toe victim's Pockets.

He is the resident of toe rreneh ooneession and I 
could not give aay satisfactory explanation for hie | 
presence in tots area» _

The oomnlalnants failed to call at^'toe station 
and efforts were made to locate then when the 
Japanese Gonsuler Felloe» w»U Party and gendaimerle 
Headquarters were coaummicatod with» but vt thout 
results» _

On to&«40» the aceused will be brought before 
the 9»s»im court on a ohnrge of xMtering»

s» x»
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SHANGHAI MU

(""SHANGHAI MHNUirAL ?3U5* 
S. B. R&ghaTRf

CRIME EIARY. J
---------- NQrt 

........Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 448/40. ... Jfe&gSew......... Police Station.

I ....w. 19 40 •

Diary Number:— 5 Nature of Offence:— 4Q

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
9.30 a.m. to 9.50 a.m,

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Bxecution Court of 
the S.3.D.Court No.l 

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

speared before Judge

K.W. ^ong about 9.30 a«m. on Kay 28, 19 40 vhen 

it was explained by Court Inspector Ecore that 

every facility had been given to the prisoner to 

get in touch with a friend, who would guarantee 

him, but he had refused, therefore hi a case was 

now left to the discretion of the Court.

The Judge on hearing this evidence marked 

the charge sheet as follows

*The .unexpired portion of his sentence to

May 28, 1940



CRIME REGISTER No:— 448/40

Nature of Offence:—Diary Number:—

Detective Office,

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Eduardo Carlo a appeared before the Execution Court

of «te S.9.'n,Court No.l about 9.30

and the Judge on hearing the facts of his case remanded I
view to himwith a

finding » friend who would sign a bond to guarantee

his future behaviour

E. Carlos was questioned by the undersigned regard- I
ing the possibility of a friend acting as guarantor for ,

and he stated he thought Mr, Rudy Swelto* Italian*hin

employed with the Salvation Army at Chaofoong Road

guarantor,

3« CarlosAs previously explained in Diary No. 3,

is obviously in an unfortunate position as regards

meroy of the Courtfriends and is now left to the

as regards his future.

D.D,O.’’Q** Division,

CRIME DIARY.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

27* 1940, and the latter refused to act as

him to the morning of May 28, 1940

MUNICIPAL rou^ i
S. B. I’g'ljl 1

a,m, on May 27*1940

2.50 p.m, to 3.30 p.m. 
May 27, 1940.

22 F
G. 170M-1-39

...... .....................Division.
JBojagkAir. ....Police Station.
...May..... 27 th............ i9 40

would do the necessary. However* he was permitted

to comunicate with him by phone about 3 p.m. on Mhy

*c«
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^,..7om-i-39 S. 8. REGISTRY I

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL ROUGE..•?•*?._
i Tinta 

CRIME DIARY. -----------

............................. Division.

1 ...................z<AO.
Diary Number:—J* Nature of Offence:—

CRIME REGISTER No:— 44^/46 . ........ Police Station.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

9.30 a,m.to 9.50 a.m.
May 25th, 1940.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1
1 Detective office.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

X» connection with the accused xduordo Carlos, 
unrecognised Mexican, age 18, vho *ae sentenced to 
three months imprisonment on February 26th, 1940, full 
history of case referred to in attached case papers, 
w&s released from the S.M.C. Gaol on May 25" th, 1940 
and as P«* instructions from Court inspector C,a,Mooro, 
was detained at Hongkrs Station on latter date to 
eventually re»appear before the 3,S,D»Court at 9.3C a*m. 
on May 2? th, 1940 and if possible a relative or friend, 
who will be responsible for him, to be located and 
attend Court at same tine.

Eduardo Carles was questioned by the 
undersigned to ascertain if he knew of any friend or 
relative who would stand as guarantor for his conduct 
on his release, but ho frankly admitted ho was unable 
to do so«

A brief history of sduardo Carlos io as 
follows**

When ho was ei$it years of ago ho arrived 
in Shanghai from Mexioe with Me father in 
1930» Immediately on arrival hie father 
died and through a friend he met on board 
ship was plaood in Saint STanois Xavier’s 
College, Ho*221 Sansing Road, on April



fi, 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

 Division. 
CRIME REGISTER No:— ............................Police Station.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

15th, 1937 he ran nW ay from this school, 

because he did not like the treatment there« 

However, later he was arrested ae a stow¡pray 
on the Yangtsze Rive^dnd taken to Hantecw by 

the Chinese Authorities from •where he wps 
transferred to Fanta© and eventually handed 

over to the s.M.p. to be dealt with on June 

Sth, 1937. He was brought before the S.3.D.Court 
«o.l on June 10th, 1937 ©n the oherge of 

Vagrancy, because no one could be found who 

would be responsible for him end when 

representatives of Saint ’’Vances Xavier*» 

College were approached they stated he oould 

not be controlled. On the Vagrancy charge the 

following decision was passed by the Judges* 

“lixenp ted from punishment but to be sent to 

the 3.M.C. Reformatory for three years.'* 

However, he was released under emergency (Sine* 

Japanese Hostilities) on August 23rd, 1937. He 

then stayed with the Salvation Army during 

1938 and 1939. On November 1939 he left on his 

own accord the Salvation Army Hostel at Moy 

Road and did not work, but spent his time with 

old school friends and as circumstances were bad
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. / 

.Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ...........:.................Police Station.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in I 
course of 

investigation 
each day

he became desperate and connittnd the offence 

which led to hi a sen tense of three month» 

imprisonment on February 26th, 1940.

cn Karell let. 1940 he was brought before the 
u" I

h.S.U.Court lo.l with reference to hie tmesqiired 

portion of his previous reformatory sentence with a 

view to have a combination of pentene»» Introduced, but | 

the Judge would not entertain the application, because 

the Judgment on the vagrancy share» had been given by 

the Bye Lpw Court.

The above summary of Eduardo Carlo» career in 

dhanfh^i ir riven for the Judge*» info rm rt ion at the

Execution Court of

2«D.0a*a*.

the 8,3.D. Court No.l.

Chief 

. *

-a.;
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I ' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

„ . 448/40. v/Z
Cri'ine Register No.......................

Hongkew
February

. D Untion^

................Police Station.

...24 th........ I9 4p,
Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. i.) Nature of Offence :rr' 40

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

9.30 pm - 10

84/2/40.

pm Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Scene

De tec

of offence.

tive office.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Time and date of offence.

,, reported.

One male foreigner ( in cu stody)

Named Eduardo Carlos, age 18, unrecognized

Mexican, er /un employed, N.F.a

Value $ 48.00

di tto Value $ 48.00

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

At 9.25 p.m. on 24/2/40
At about 9.15 p.m. on 24/2/40

Place or description of 
premises. Motor truck stationed outside No. 10 N.Raining Road

Mr. H.Nagashima - ), shop-proprietor, residing
-at No. 10 North Raining Rd

Arrests. One by uniform.

Classification of property 
stolen

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

Time and date body was d’icovercd. 
Position, appearance and tiarks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death. 
Motive if known.

(a)
(b)

(0 
W

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if-known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(s) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking

. of foqd etc.)

One battery.

Stole the described property from a motor

truck stationed at above location

Transported same on hjs person
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(j) What staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all "old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their "characters” ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At 9.25 p.m. on 24/2/40, F.P.S.616 brought 

to this station a male foreigner, described on 

Sheet No.l, whom he had arrested on Too sung Road 

near Raining Road, as the foreigner being in 

possession of one battery, which was suspected 

to have been stolen.

Enquiries were made by C.D.G.222 and the 

undersigned, when the following was ascertained!-

At the station, the accused, on being interro 

gated by detectives, admitted that he had stolen 

the described property from a motor truck, Trade 

Licence Ko,71, stationed in front of a Japanese 

motor repairing shop at No.10 North Raining Road.

Led by the accused, detectives visited the 

scene of the offence and located the ower of the 

described property, which were later identified by 

the owner as his own. The accused further was 

questioned regarding other possible crimes, but 

nothing further could be learned against him.

A charge accordingly has been preferred 

against the accused with Larceny under Art.320 (1) 

of the C.C.C. and he will be brought before the 

3.3.D.Court on the morning of 26/2/40 for trial.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 3 a Be®ST,BY I
•-* CRIME DIARY. 7 ' tfo]

...----- - — - --------JP|p _ DIV IS 10 71.-

r . n • ai 1 Ififl/jLA it» 1 ................ ..................................... .¿.Police Station,
Crime Register No....AAP^Z.T™ (W / T

_______________ 1319/40 (h)...................................  mtlMu........... zp 40
Diary Number 1. . (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:—

—■— ________ ______________ ___ ___ ..._________________________________________ __________ ' •____________________ _

Time at which 2.25 i).m..3.45 p.ti^Tour« ofd“ wet. ofiice enq. and
an!rV"THl7 bT" ,, investigation liUSB i an Ph el ter ’»CUB e,and concluded each day r/a/aA. . j . /■ d/6/40. each day. i-ongshan need»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. 30 xuenohnng Hoad dwelling house.

Time and date of offence. on or aboufr 20/5/40.___________________________
♦♦ m n reported. 2. o.au 5/6/40 to w ttys ide Station.__________________ _

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

». Parcheiiof:. mis si an, painter, House 30, ?,ane 241
Uhaofoong noad.________ ____________________________

Number of -criminals with 
full individual description. One not In custody.

S. Leuosoff, Kuesian, 40, ^/mechanic, of ti.r.A*

Value $

Arrests. Nil.

Classification of property 
stolen.

6 wooden picture freme^pil Paint,Value $ w|

etc.— - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - —— - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Classification of property 
recovered. Mie

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position» appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny» housebreaking etc.* 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 

known. In all cases in which there is 
\ud, the false pretence and the character 

• med by the suspect should be fully 
\ bed.
\ of entry, including manner of
\ yach to premises.

Hised (tools etc.) 
hr assumed by criminal» and 

\ .etc.
\sport and description.

\ \)isoning dog» partaking

Aj £ i
& 7 If

^sapprorrla«ed the property given to him 

fo.” s«fe keening by the oomnXt.
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(j) Whatjtiff employed on premises 9
(k) Art they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of

them and if so, which one and for what
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

—w

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to 
commented or by investigating officer). At 2 p.m. on the 5/6/40, complalEPnt »

"ars^ekoff, Russian, painter, residing 241/30 

'-¡haofoong *>oad, came to the wayside station and 

reported that one named ». Lemasoff, nussian, 43, 

M/mechanie, of N.F.A. misappropriated 6 wooden frames j

quantity of oil paint, and 2 pawn papers total value 

about v24,00 given to him by the complt. for safe 

keeping on or about 20/5/40 at 39 xuenchang «oad, 

the former residence of the complt. preliminary 

enquiries were made by ju.S.I. Gigarson (w) and the 

case subsequently transferred to this station, 

enquiries made by u.D.C.327 and the undersigned«!

complainant stated that whilst *>e was residing 

at 39 xuenchang ttoad on or about 20/5/40, t^e above 

i mentioned person called to the adorers and as the 

complt. was sick at the time he landed over the men

tioned property to that person for safe keeping but 

the latter failed to recurn same back and now the

complt. learned that he disposed of the said property! 

for $>15.00 and absconded.

jUemasoff is well known to the Police* being | 

previously charged for similar offences and it was

learned that for the last tiAe he was residing in 

jiuseian shelter house, pongshan noad but on visiting 1 

the address he was not located in there and enquire es I 

show that he is not a permanent resident of the shel- S 

ter but occasionally comes to sleep in there, 

rurther enquiries proceeding with a view to

apprehend the offender.



REPORT

Anti-koreign PropagandaSubject

Made by. .Forwarded by.

Ornmr. of Police. 
Sir;

Information.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. B R

R.H.K»'
2__

G. 40*M-1-40
FM.

CrawfordD.S.I. lía c Adie

During the past few days, copies of a printed

handbill advocating the withdrawal or expulsion of

“Buropean and American armed forces from Shanghai, were

delivered through the post to a number of Chinese shops

da Robison Road and the extra-Settlement roads area in

ihe Western District» The envelope was addressed by
D. C. (S>. ffr )
■■■ ----- |—affixing a paper slip which appeared to have been cut

from the telephone book and which bore the name of the 

shop to which the propaganda matter was sent

This document purports to have emanated from 
he “Shanghai Citizens* J?ederation(J/^^$Ji^'£ )■ which

name has not previously come to

Minieipal Police. Judging from 

propaganda matter, however, the

the notice of the

the nature of the

Shanghai Western District

Citizens* Association, a pro-Wang Ching Wei organization 

located at 652 Avenue Haig, O»O»1», is suspected of 

being the source of the material»

A specimen of the handbill, is attached together

with translation

D»C»(Special Branch)



Translation of a handbill copies of 
which were delivered through the post 
to Chinese shops in the Western Dis
trict towards the end of June, 1940.

The developments in the European War especially 

following the Italian entry have aggravated the situation 

in Shanghai due to the presence of British, American, 

French and Italian soldiers who are on opposing sides and 

will inevitably result in friction and conflict. Great 

danger is in sight, and therefore we cannot speak of peace 

and order so long as the soldiers of the combatant nations 

remain in Shanghai.

For the maintenance of peace and order in Shanghai 

and the protection of the life and property of the residents, 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the New Central Govern

ment has made an important declaration that China being a 

neutral country and possessing rights over the settlements, 

should negotiate with the combatant nations for the with

drawal of their military and naval forces from shanghai 

within a short period. This declaration is sufficiently 

reasonable. All citizens of the city should unite together 

to back up the declaration and take appropriate measures to 

urge the troops and naval ships of the combatant countries 

to evacuate Shanghai. People should not believe the untrue 

propaganda of the authorities of the combatant countries in 

Shanghai who state that they have already reached an agree

ment to maintain order in Shanghai and can ensure that no 

conflict will take place between the soldiers of the combat

ant countries in Shanghai. The Shanghai City Government 

has made a similar declaration to that of the Central Govern

ment, which shows that the latter is entirely in accord with 

the local authorities in connection with this matter. If 

ones the troops and ships of the combatant nations in
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Shanghai are evacuated, the citizens of Shanghai would 

enjoy peace and safety.

The citizens should gather together, uphold 

the government and expel the troops of the combatant 

countries.

The Shanghai citizens' Federation
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fsUIHM l«l«ltlP*L fll>.
‘ S. B. REGISTOY

.....i
Headquarters, 

Shanghai Municipal Police.

July........ 2».............19 40 .

To. Secretary & Commissioner General»
S. IL C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - D. 6509.

Subject Anti-Foreign Propaganda.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.



Special Branch, 

June 29, 1940.

Anti-Foreign Propaganda

During the past few days, copies of a printed 

handbill advocating the withdrawal or expulsion of 

European and American armed forces from Shanghai, were 

delivered through the post to a number of Chinese shops 

on Robison Road and the extra-Settlament roads area in 

the Western District. The envelope was addressed by 

affixing a paper slip which appeared to have been ^ut 

from the telephone book and which bore the name of the 

shop to which the propaganda matter was sent.

This document purports to have emanated from 

the "Shanghai Citizens’ Federation " which

name has not previously come to the notice of the 

Municipal Police. Judging from the nature of the 

propaganda matter, however, the Shanghai Western District 

Citizens* Association, a pro-Wang Ching Wei organization 

located at 652 Avenue Maig, 0.0.L., is suspected of 

being the source of the material.

A specimen of the handbill is attached together 

with translation.

Certified true copy



Translation of a handbill copies of 
which were delivered through thepost 
to Chinese shops in the Western Dis
trict towards the end of June» 1940.

The developments in the European War especially 

following the Italian entry have aggravated the situation 

in Shanghai due to the presence of British, American, 

French and Italian soldiers who are on opposing sides and 

will inevitably result in friction and conflict. Great 

danger is in tight, and therefore we cannot speak of peace 

and order so long as the soldiers of the combatant nations 

remain in Shanghai.

For the maintenance of peace and order in Snanghai 

and the protection of the life and property of the residents, 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the New Central Govern

ment has made an important declaration that China being a 

neutral country and possessing rights over the settlements, 

should ^igoviate with the combatant nations for the with

drawal of their military and naval forces from Shanghai 

within a short period. This declaration is sufficiently 

reasonable. All citizens of the city should unite together 

to back up the declaration and take appropriate me-sures to 

urge the troops and naval ships of the combatant countries 

to evacuate Shanghai. People should not believe the untrue 

propaganda of the authorities of the combatant countries in 

Shanghai who state that they have already reached an agree

ment to maintain order in Shanghai and can ensure that no 

conflict will take place between the soldiers of the comba

tant countries in Shanghai. The Shanghai City Government 

has made a similar declaration to that of the Central Govern

ment, which shows that the latter is entirely in accord with 

the local authorities in connection with this natter. If 

once the troops and ships of the combatant nations in 

Shanghai are evacuated, the citizens of Shanghai would 

enjoy peace and safety.



The citizens should gather together» uphold 

the government and expel the troops of the oombatant 

countries.

The Shanghai Citizens' Federation.
( J2. t

Certified true copy
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S. 1, Spec 1 a
REPORT

¥0 |

Date.

Subject.........Anti-£ri.tisdx.p.r.o.p sbanda».

s Made l/y/ •nd F orwarded by. D. I. .Crgwfprd

With reference to the attached report on 

the above subject and the remarks of the 

Commissioner of Police appended thereon, discreet 

enquiries and information from reliable sources 

elicit that the cartoons originated from the 

Shanghai offices of the Japanese Special Service 

Department. The distribution and posting is 

known to have been undertaken by Chinese special 

service agents employed in the Japanese Special 

Service Department but those people have no 

connections with other pro-Japanese political 

or quasi-politidal organs such as the Great 

People Society and the Chinese Labourers* 

Welfare Association.

D. C.(Special Branch).
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Subject (in full)

. JWu Aru.......SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^

s. 1, Spe|iial.-BAiÂh.«Çg»JÇV 
REPORT

DatéAnti-British propaganda

Made 4>y.. and F orwarded by. D.I. Crawford

On June 20, 1940, copies of anti-British

toons were found posted on electric light 

standards along Avenue Edward VII, Sgechuen Road,

Honan Road, Peking Road, Foochow Road and were

lib*
Specimens are attached together with

Amusement Resort

also thrown from the roof garden of the Great World

translation,

D.C. (Special Branch)



Translation of cartoons copies of which were 
found posted on electric light standards along 
Avenue Edward VII, Szeohuen Road, Honan Road, 
Peking Ro d, Foochow Road and were thrown from 
the, roof garden of the Great World Amusement 
Resort on June 20, 1940_________________________

"A* Cartoon depicting four German soldiers in pursuit 
of a French soldier near a wall, on the other 
side of which are shown three British soldiers 
bolting the gates.
The French soldier says: "Mr, Britain, please 

help me!"
One of the British soldiers says: "No, no."

"B" Cartoon showing the caricature of Herr Hitler 
trampling on a fallen French Army officer with 
the French standard lying on the ground.
Inscription follows: "Isn’t it too late?"

In the upper left of the cartoon there is shown 
in the background three men taking food with the 
caption: "Great Britain is also facing a shortage 
of food stuff," and in the foreground an English 
man is seen directing another person to appeal 
to the H.S. of America for assistance.

In the upper right of the cartoon there is shown 
an American sitting An a chair saying: "Coming now."

*C" Cartoon showing on the left a person crying representing 
Britain, holding a mask before two male Chinese. On 
the right British soldiers are seen falling before a 
German charge with the inscriptions: "The Tragedy of 
Europe. The heralded British strength is no more» 
Do not be deceived by his mast**

I





I





S. a REGISTRY
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Mise» 407/40« Sin za
june 15th« 40«

Finding of pawphletg on world
Roof Garden-

At 4.12p.m. 15-6-40 a telephone message was 

received at Sinza Police Station from the I'anagement 
of the New fforld Arauseroent Resort» Bubbling Well Road, 
to the effect that a bundle of pamphlets, wrapped in 

brown paper, had Just bee« found on the Roof Garden

oi the above premises«

C.D.S. 292 attended and brought the described
j, ^¡L • SaK|j^
/ pamphlets to the station, samples of which, with

■F * translation, are attached herewith.

Ko further information could be elicited at the 

scene regarcing the identity of the person, er persons, 

who deposited the bundle thereat but, it is possible,

that the intent was to scatter the pamphlsts from the

Roof Garden onto the roadway beneath, their intentions.

however, being frustrated by tuo approach of ah

attendant.







Ths boat in this picture represents th® International Settlement.
A IBritish is see« to fiyht with an Italian.
An American in the boat says:- It is causing inconvenience to 

others to quarrel in such a small 
boat.

A Chinese in the boat says:** Those who cause disturbance to 
return to their respective countries.





B^ture, a boy 
'i<'W’4W^r«t informs a 
British that his (British. 

^>h©me is on fire.
JT'j Th® British replied:- 
VSr That’s too bad»



FM. 2 
G. 40M-I-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL Pi

Subject.

Section 1,
REPORT

rWWAI HmNUg ’
ÇLICE. ». B. REGIS'^

terature found in the Set

TTu ne

tlemeht

on June 15, 1940

Made/b/y/.. arid. .Forwarded by. D.I, Crawford

X
Copiée of a handbill denouncing traitors 

and traitorous merchants (copy and translation 

forwarded or. June 15, 1940) and three separate 

cartoons bearing on the present European situation 

and showing the British and French Governments 

in a sarcastic light and suggesting the removal 

of foreign belligerents from the Settlements, 

were found posted on walls and electric light 

standards on Nanking, Kiukiang and Kiangse 

Roads between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m., June 15, 1940.

Specimens of the handbills are attached 

together with translations.

D.C. (Special Branch)

(s.B.) Rye: •'
INDEXED BY



summarized translation of a handbill copies of which were 
found potted on walla and power standards along Bubbling 
Well and Mankina Bo ad a on June 14. 1940.

notification dated June 14. the 29th year of the 

Republic of China of the "SPECIAL OPBRATIOS CORPS FOR THE 

EXTERMINATION Of TRAITORS Of THE Mill TART AFFAIRS 

COMMISSI OS Of THE NATIONAL 3OVERMMENT FOR DOTI IS 

SHANGHAI*

Three years here elapsed since the enemy 

invaded our national territories* The enemy troops 

are now exhausted but they are still struggling as 

a last effort to achieve their aggressive ambition. 

The current Chinese victory «ver ths enemy in southern 

Honan and Northern Hupeh has proved conclusively that 

the longer we fight on, the more powerful wo become, 

and a general counter-offenaive campaign mgr bo expected 

at any time. Real! zing that China is unconquerable, 

ths enemy has been utilising one puppet after ths other 

daring the past two years but none of ths Chinees 

traitors have served the purpose of effecting "PEACE* 

which io their ostensible aim.

The worst of those traitors are the traitorous 

merchants who made their fortunes by taking advantage of 

the national crista of their country* They are engaged 

in speculation, cornering of commodities, hoarding of 

vital neeeeaitiee. and manipulations of every kind. 

They such the sweat and blood of their brethren in order 

to smell their own pockets* Thtgr assist in effecting 

ths circulation of Chinese legal tender notee/the 

oeeupied areas thereby intend! firing the mtpi economic 

aggression towards Chins* Their traitorous deeds are 

numerous is enanh^^H^:

Mi aeeomsnee

Supreme Command, this Corps is to take drastic action



- 2 -

against those traitoroao merchants in Shanghai« Oar 
mission is to protect and to ensure the existence of the 

3,30Q000 Shanghai ci ti sen a. All merchants are hereby
notified to heed this warning or to take the 

consequences«

Captain WEI KIANG.



Translation of Cartoon found in central 
and Louza Districts on June 15, 1940.

A cartoon depicting a British man and 

a •bey* in a ball room. In the cartoon is 

inserted a sketch showing heavy iboiabing of 

city buildings. The “boy* says t ’•Your home 

is aflame*, while the .British says t “That is 

terrible!“



Translation of Cartoon found in central and 
Louza Districts on June 15, 1940«

A cartoon depicting a boat with an 

inscription of "Shanghai Settlement" on it. 

On the boat an Italian is fighting with a 

Britisher. An American is also sitting on 

the boat saying "Fighting on this small boat 

is very annoying to the bystanders", while a 

Chinese says t “•‘■’is put ants to go to their own 

countries*.



Translation of cartoon found in central and
Louza Districts on June IB, 1940»__________

A cartoon entitled *AlasJ It is said 
that the British and French Governments are 
removing their capitals”, depicting a building 
inscribed with the Chinese characters "The 
British Government”. On the top of the building 
is flown the Nazi Swastika Standard while 
aeroplanes are bombing the nearby building in 
the background. On the foreground of the cartoon 
are fully loaded motor trucks inscribed with the 
Chinese characters "The British Government" 
leaving the compound of the building. A man 
carrying an attache case inscribed with the 
characters "The British Government” is 
conversing with another man carrying a case 
inscribed with the characters "The French 
Government*. The man represented as the 
British says t "We are removing to^ Calcutta”, 
while the man represented as the Frenchman says: 
■We are removing to Hanoi on account of the 
heavy bombardment".



2006/40.
August 30th, 40

shoplifting.

Radio Miop at HL Savard Hoad»
a»4S a. m. 30/8/40.
9 a. au 30/6/40«

Wong Ah Myl (3-15 3» shop assistant, HL Seward Road

Pm l£.,fi.ugWyy
> 29, Russian, 

jB8wWtt^'"B’/,MS^Rl1hyed , H. ?• A.

Ono by the oou-Plainant.

Cue radio set. 200.00.

200.00.

Shoplifting.



At 9 a.m. 30/8/40, the complainant 

brought to the station the accused described cm 

Sheet 1 of thia report whom he had arrested for 

larceny of one radio set value $200.00 from the 

shop at 81 Seward Road.

¿'ram enquiries made the following was 

ascertained!«

The complainant la the shop assistant 

in the radio ahop at the above address. There are 

several more ahop assistants wo riel ng in the shop 

and at about 8.45 a.su even date, all of then were 

busy in the rear part of the shop. About 10 radio 

sets are always displayed on the counter in the shop 

front door of which is always kept open during 

business hours.

At about 8.45 a»m. the complainant entered 

the shop through the rear door and had noticed a 

foreigner leaving the shop and carrying a radio set 

aw*

The complainant asked the shop anal stents 

as to who attended thia customer but received nega« 

tive wwor*

The complainant rushed away, gave a chase 

and detained the accused about two bio des away from 

the shop*

Immediately the complainant Identified the 

radio sot as his own and stolen from hla shop.

On being brought to the station and ques» 

tiemed the accused admitted the crime.

The accused io well known criminal and

a.su


1/«

was released from gaol only 3 weeks ago«

He was interrogated re other crimes reran tly 

reported to this station, but strongly denied committ

ing any.

Charged aocordingly.

D. s. I.



200@/4k0

4

Hongkgw 
Oct. 28th 40.

Shoplifting.

'the secured in this case A. Vsevolod 
appefced heiore thw Second Branch Kiangeu High 
Court on the a*iu of 21/10 Ao Wh«a the following 
decision w®s handed do*n s-



” c ”
200 6/ 40, Hongk e «

October 16th, 40«
S Shop-lifting

Notification via» reoeived according to which, 

this case i?ill ba tried before the 2nd 3ranoh of

Ki sagcu High Court of APPe

1

ft ¿£'-4 t- ML,’- 1
D.D.O. "C". 1

I indexed by
|| (s.|||' registr®!
1 wve.?*/
g L: ......— " "“gr1"'

Bfc' L

al on 21-10-40, a«w

J. S. I.

%
<oj| ®

- ■ ‘ .. ; - ' ' '■-*■ -■





2104/40«

40

Chinese godoim at 114 Broadway*
At about 3 p»nu 13/9/40*
3. SO p.m. 13/9/40*

Tso .>Mng (3/ 31 )» coolie, 38 San rah Loe off 
Baikal Rd*

tote*
V* I* mianoff^43. Huaeian,



At 3*20 p.m. 13/9/40, one named Tsu 1'ong 

Woo (informant) with the assistance of G.P.C. 3069 

brought to the station the accused described on 

sheet 1 of this report, whom they had arrested fbr 

lardeny of crufet stands, , value *4.00 from the 

godown situated at 114 Broadway.

The door of the godown was o^en and the 

accused entered through the same and took the 

property away. This was witnessed by the informant 

who had informed C.P.C. and the accused was arrested 

in possession of the Property outside the godown. 

ihe owner of the property one named Tso 

Shing came to the station and identified the "*ro- 

Fer-ty. he accused is an old criminal with 23 

previous convictions.

On being questioned, he admitted the theft.

Charged accordingly.

\



JL
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2104/4 0

2

Hon$£e?A
Sept, £4th 40.

On K/o/40 the aaaowed appeared before the

S.S.D. Court and after the trial he was sentenced to

SO day® detention.

The accused has 22 previous convictions.



5.30p.m. « 6p.m. 
dp.ci« - 7.15p.m. 
7.15p.m. - 9p.m.
10.30p.£.. -

Office 
fren oh
Office 
fr anch. 
Joffre. 
Of fi ce.

Police

oline nnd 771/2 Av.

Hsian Road near Sward Road.

At about 12.10a.m. 17-9-40.

We« #«2« Platt, Russian, residing 771/2 Av. Joffre.

rwc In custody.
1 ®/íííw*’p2-oy»d> residing

Ru»81»n» Ri/barber, residing 
' 1 Sw/WweRbi faye t te.

Two by detectives.



At 5.15 p.m. 17-9-40, the oom pit. reported at 

this station being assaulted by two Russian and 
eventually raped by one of them on Hsian Road near 
Seward Road.

inquiries were made by the undersigned and 
the following facts were ascertained.

The eomplt. is one Mrs. Platt, Russian, 
working as a waitress in a small Russian Restaurant 
at 771/2 Av. Jo fire residing on that premises.

At about 11 p.m. 16-9-40, the two accused 
described on sheet 1 of this report had visited 

the restaurant and were attended by the eomplt. 
After having their food the accused offered the 
eomplt. to go for a Joy ride in the 1st accused’s 
»/car and the oompl t. agreed to that. The 1st 
accused is the owner of a n/car with which he 
is usually touting for a hire in Hongkww District.

At first the oompit. and two accused 

proceeded to one of the restaurants on Route Vallon 
and drank some vodka and two bottles of beer. 
After that they proceeded in a m/car to northern 
Area and the 2nd accused drove the oar. %eo passing 
along Hsian Road near Seward Road, the 2nd accused 

suddenly stopped the m/car and the lot accused 
insists on carnal knowledge of the eomplt. She 
strongly refused and then the both accused started 

to beat her on the face and body with their clenchec 
fists during which assault the 2nd accused struck 

her ©ver the head with some iron object. The eomplt« 

shouted for help but this time the 1st accused lay



1/3,

hold cf her throet and she lost her consciousness. Hext 
she reaemLer that when she had recovered the 1st accused 
was in ths act of sexual intercourse with her. After 
th.it? the 2nd accused insists on intercourse aloe but 
the canpit. rushed away, but succeeded in running only 
a few yards when th® two culprits tjrabbed hold of her 
placed her in the a/ear, drove same a few blocks, threw 
out the Couplt. from the m/car and disappeared. Having 
no money in her possession the oompit. walked home and 
then reported the occurrence to the branch Police. As 
the offence occurred in the Settlement ths oomplt* was 
at first hrou^xt to Bayside Station. After making 
preliminary enquiries the detectives attached to ayside 
Station effected the arrest of the 1st accused at his 
heme Ho. 1343/8 Hue Lafayette and handed him over to 
Hongkew Station. The address of the 2nd accused was 
visited but he was not at home but eventually at about 
7 p.m. 17-9-40, he came to the Lukawoi Station shore 
he was detained and handed over to this station.

On being questioned at the station the lot aooused 

admitted taking the oompl t. in his m/osr to Werth of 

Creek but could not remember as to what happened after 
that as he was very drunk. The 2nd aceuoed also admitted 
going together with the ©oraplt. and the 1st accused in 
the m/car to Sorth of Creek, but strongly denied taking 



part in the assault and rape of the complt.

The cjmplt. was sent to the General Hospital and 

doctor’s chit reads as follows:

’Contusion of the right temporal .ragibn, both 
ocular regions and the left 8ub-ffi4illary. So 
clinical evidence of fractured lower jaw.
Ae to the alleged rapes Wo nail soratohes or 
other cigns of violence were noted near toe 
genital«.« 
mere are some minor rcax’lce of contusion around 
both knees.
The external genitalia are normal Coloured with 
no marks of violaace such as an Introduction 
of a rigid body would produce. The examined 
field was clean and free from blood or sperm 
■slots»
As the woman w»s married and had children 
according to her* words and toe clinical 
evidence, no definite conclusion 1« possible. 
X unman coition having taken place at 11 p.m. 
yesterday would leave no traces to-day at the 
time of examination, i.e. 6.05 p.m.*

On 18-9-40. the both accused will be brought before 

the 5.9tD, Court *fien ■ <. charge of Assault will 'be 

preferred against them and also additional charge of 

Rape will b@ preferred against the 1st accused.

D.D.C.



2183/40.

a. nc

- • HMmi mier
» $ ^e>.' -ry

. < jX.-~ 2__ _ ;

•» C «
Hongkew 
September 26th, 40.

, On 25-9-aO, the both accused appeared before

the S.S.D, Court, «hen the following judgnent was 

Pronounced:

1st accused - 5 years imprisonment.
2nd " - 2 years and 6 months imprisonment

Case concluded*

D,D,0. "C”,



2133/40

4

O /J..
*C* ---------------

Hongkew
November 12 th 40

4

A Hearing Notice was rec el Ted according to which 

this ease win be tried before the 2nd Branch of Kiangsu 

High Court of Appeal on 13/11/40 (> a«m* Three summonses 

also were received against the oomplt* and two witnesses1» 

Yrs* Brener, residing at 1248A& Rue Lafayette and nr. 

Koi inch residing at 281 Rue Rourgeate.
The summonsee were duly served by the undersigned 

on 11A1/40*



/

oa 18/9/40 the both accused appeared before the 

S.S.D.Qourt and after the trial the case was remanded 
until £5/9/40 for judgment.

An error wa® made in both the accused’s finger 

print records when it was shown that the 1st accused 

has 4 previous convictions and the 2nd accused 2 previous 
convictions.

jfrom re-checking of the records It was ascertained 

that actually the 1st accused has only 2 previous con

victions and the 2nd accused • Nil« Ihis fact was 
brou^it to the notice of i/M.A« Mr. Chmg who on «4/9/40 

will see the Judge in chambers and notify hint of the 

error to prevent sentence being given on wrong cridenoe



2136/40.

10.40 am - 12 noon Bmì. office.

In the Japanese ¿&/ììu3 outsiâo General Post Office, 
Worth Ssedmen Bead.
About 10.20 a.». 19/9/40.
10.35 a.m. 19/9/40.
Zau Yuen Mng ahop-kenper, 207 Qhaofoong Bd.

One in cu«tndyî- Vladimir Vblrirv*42^ Russian, 
M/tSa employed, residing 569/3 A. 
Avenue Du Bel Albert.

one W -

Jfeney in nrt«n

ditte,

20.00

20.00

£eeketolekln&»



At 10»30 a.®. 19/S/40» the coaplalnant with 
the assistance of S.r.C.262 brought to the station 
the accused desoi'lbed on sheet 1 of this report, 
whom he had arrSited for larceny ef $20.00 in the 
Japanese *.f/bns et?tti.de the General Post Office.

The oomplaiu^nt reported the following*-
At ab'vt 10 s* m» aven date, he boarded the 

Mpan$^o 50? v« *» Seward Road near Kungplng Rond, 
faring In hXa hi?' podket $75.00 in notes, the 
m/bns was overcrowded and the canplt. was com
pelled to attend. Shen on K,3goAoiw Read near 
Ssechtm Road Bridge, he felt that someone had 
interfered with his hip pocket. Be looked round 
p.nd observed the accused attending behind him.

Imsdiately the conplainant checked his 
money and d 1?;covered a shortage ef 320.00 (Ibo 
$10.00 notes). At this tine the s/bus stopped 

, . n p outside >e Sb fit Office* th® accused rushed away
*he «ocplt. grabbed hold of hi® and the -

hoioomplt) had noticed one $10.00 note being 
discarded by the accused.

the Japanese m/bus inspector was called, who

ttia -OIIf >0aicwt
mother 310«0d note^MI M cent».

nth the seslstaneo of 3.y.C.a<52 the accused 
wm>,station, ^tef^eeuss^^^^^v' I / 

crlalnal with many previous convictions.
s* Cn being questioned ho denied the offence*

Ko is resident of the Ikench Concession and could |*. 
not give any reasonable explanation for hie 
prooenee in this area. Charged accordingly.

tti.de


./ } ■ \ " g .: i

i^HAFMOIIICIPAl PHIf 
«W S'. REGriSTRX.. -br>

"G"
2136/40. Hongkaw

January 6th, 41,
4 45.

On December 30th, 1940, the accused V.Volsky 

appeared before the High Court of Appeal, when the 

following judgment wee rendered:»

"Appeal withdrawn by V.Volsky”/



bcie

2136/40.

3.

" 0 ”
Hongjcew
December 2nd, 40.

45.

|| «t**-

A Hearing Notice was received according to 
which this case will be trued before the 2nd 
Branch of Kiangsu High Court of Appeal on 5-12-40, 
P«m*

Sen. Det. 1/e.

D.D.0« "C".

1
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Hon^cew
S«Pft» MB 40«

40

0n £0/9/40 the aoowed aPPeBfad liefere »he
S»b» 1>. Court and öfter the trial he was i-euüaaoad to

4 ¡uonths InprlBonment«

The acoiaed hns 12 prevlous crjrri ctlana.



1

2807/40.

3.

" C ”
Hongkew
October 15th, 40.

43.

Ihe accused Y.M. liwveroff, re-anpe ared 

bei'ore the S.S.D. Court on the A«M. of 8-10-40, 

whan he was fined $3.00 or 3 days detention for 

loitering.

INDEXED BY 
(s ’?.) REGISTRY I

DATE y/ Ze>



8207/40

4.30 am • "«15 am

1/10/40.

tfy wtm PIllK 7

y । n^T. ¿h I ■■

3oagpt
0etowg^""jBi»'~ <o.

43

¿eteotlvt Oifioe.

In the Aug ibh 11 (outsi de House No.44 ),Ha8k«ll fbad.

3 a»m. 1/10/40.
8» SO R. ul< lAo/40.

ir.ii KevomfA, 31, r*/uaa®ploy«fl ohcuffeur

C®e hjf % 5 .



Ai» 2.30 «ha« on 1/10/40, Constable Ipweno, 
of kha Japanese Consular ^felice, acoonpanied by 
lr. 3.Cga*a, re»» Icing ho»44 Aug ¿bh It, Haskell 
-had, brou^xt bo «he station the accused V. K» 
Ksveroff, 31, ¿as«4en, *ho had be eh arrested by 
Hr. vgav/a, Jho h&d found Ida lol taring in the 
áHcyí-ay outuldfc Ida home. It appears that Mr. 
dga®a» on ¿Ü/9/40, was the vio tin of a burglary 
property value $400*00 bdag stolen from Ms home 
(vi de H» y«I*tí»£S06/40), there fore he had reasons- 
lie coise to auapeat the accused who was very 
poorly drceaed and was only able to etpledn his 
présenos in the alleyway, by stating that he was 
searching for ¡¡he hoae of a Japanese friend, but 
coala give no reasonaltLo explanation why ho wished 
to see the alleged friend at suoh an early hoar 
of tlie iuc.rning,

ihere being no doubt v/hatsoever that the 
acoufied who adMta having been pneviaaely ooavitteft 
wsP Into&'a cm cobusI thing felony, ha has been 
•barged with loitering and will appear before the 
3.45.D.Court on the a»aa of 1/10/40, «hen a renand 
will be oewioBted»

B»&0« *0".



B207/4C
"Q"

Hongkew
October 6 th, 40

42

¡.‘he accused V»M» Hevenoff, appeared before 

the £»>s.D. Court on the &«©« of 1/10/40, when a remand 

until W10/40 * iirsst @5 •

During the period of detention the accused

has been interrogated by D«';.I. Beloshenko, but 

could not be connected with any crime.

I



1

3304/40 Central, Hod
Oct

. 3

40

See below. See belo*,

Outside Mo. 4 Peking Road.

About 9.80 a.au 30/10/40.
10 30/10/40.
Sung Tab Sate (?pity Messenger boy, above address.

Qaa, arreted 4 ehargad:-
Kagan Sokol off, 36 years, Basal an, s/un alloyed, 

w.iMBK

One by detest Ives.

One blqyole UyM.C.Lie.No.75aO. ¡50.00

ditto. 50.00

e> IHM Mt unattended Moysle.



At ».45 *^a. on 30/10/40, C.D.S.S3, whilst 

passing along Fast Seward ¡but near Ihenfong ¡toed, 

effected the arrest of accused Kagan Sotolcff, 

Ossian, whoa he found riding on a public Mesha» 

in possession of a looked bicycle S.M.C.Lio.lfo.7580, 

which he adnl tted having stolen.

'Uba accused led detectives to a cable office 

Ho.4 Peking deed, outside of «hi oh building he stated 

he had stolen the Bachina* Ihe coop It- Sing Tab Sn© 

messenger boy employed at the oadeo»ffloo 

van fbond standing outside and admitted that Ma 

blcyde had been staid» he already having reported 

hie theft to Genteel Station/ vide the. AX.B»33@4/40.

9ie accused stated that ho found the bicycle 

unsecured and rode it into the Hcngkcs area «hero 

ho intended to sell it to «one Chinese on the street, 
ho«ever, he accidently dosed a patent lock on the 

rear «hod of the nechine and thus was obliged to 

hire a siesta.
He also add tted the theft of one other 

Moyde free outside Mo.n 1—hl ng flood» on Ifl/io/eo, 
wide Genteel M.B.flflW/40, 1* this wo ho sold the 

bicycle for $5.00, to an unknown Chinese on East 

Seward

Accused dll bo charged with both offences 

upon Ms appearance before the S.s.D.tburt on the
31/10/40.

rO* D.S.3flg

©•0.0. «G*U

Si:
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3270/40. Centrai»

3

«0«
Hongkew 
November 4th 40 

40

ihe s soused K» Eokeloff, appeared before 

the S.ä.u. Court en the a»m. ef 31/10/40, when at 

the eenelusltn of proeee dings he was s ent enee d to 

4 months Inprlsenment for suoeesslve laraeny and 

reeidivo»
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£501/40 Hongicwr----------------

Hot* 6th 40*
44

Japanese Gbnaular Police, 
Scene of offenes ani 
Det* office*

Ho* 29 S&iag ¿uat LI, Bocae BS<

eââress,

s/unenplow4, H*»**

2. JUS. GyaObi

Two by co api® tuant«'

At atout 9*10 pa G/H/40* 
9*40 pò. fi/H/o.
A.'agiura, ahopaae latent, above

ÍLfó^rjMJEglxQg,JMT&USÄ»

See b slow.

r \

MMl o* enelcoed MMMB

«rE/>7 tf



At 9.4C p*nu 5/11/40> a telephone message was 

r»«eiw4 from the Japanese Consular Police, Boone M. 
to the effect that at about 9*10 p.m. on 6/11/40, 

two Bale dusslens had been arms ted on premises Ko* 

89 Shing Sang Lee off Boone ¡toad» on suspicion of 

attempted larceny*
Upon receipt of this message, D.P.-.KUsumoto 

and i*P*S* Sugano attended cuad received custody of 

two foreigners namelys~ (1) V*N* Yakovleff, age 28, 

aiscim, s/vd.j wpioyod > k*5*a* (2) a.-.Suncherieh, 

ago 28, ¡toss tan, s/uneaployed, N. ?. A*
inquiries revealed that the two above-men tlonad 

persons had at 9*10 D*m* even date* been arrested by 

cowplaixiaat Kr«K«Sugiura, who had found them illegal

ly treepassing on his premises No *29 Shing Kung Lee 

off Boone Hoed. It appears that the complainant 

upon returning home fbund the 1st accused in a 

corridor on the ground floor which leads to his room 

on 1st floor cud suspecting that he was there for 

an lawful Intent seized held of him and afterwards 

effected the arrest of 2nd accused who he also found 
lurking on ths ground floor* The accused upon being | 

gnus tinned admitted that they had previous eonvletloc; 

and were in fact released from gafll a few days age 

and had received ikon Salvation Amy doming and 

|5.oo each* She money they had spent on drink and 

at the tine of arrest were intoxicated end did know 

that they were trespassing on private pre Mses.

Bow ever* in view of the mot that both accused



1/3

are known erininels. it Is prasuxaed that they entered 
the eonplt’s presses for the purposes of »mini t ting 

eriae, therefore both have been eharaed and will appear 
before the s.s«p.Coait on the morning of 7/11/Ot

Sen.De •/V e* 1 w »•

a. e.u «c%

Sen.De


25Œ/40
*'C"

Hongkew 
lioveraber

; ¡¿imsipm. mise 
REGISTRY i. D.J'rf . .

// <¿0

20th 40»

8 am • e.35 am
8.3b en « 10 en

40

Scan« of offence.

Office.

House 8, Lane £97 off Lange ¿ioafl.

Ouilng the night 1S/L1/4C.

7.45 e.m. 20/11/40.
To All SA ( - ) Goal! e« above aoAreso •

MMoftl lostrikln. 36, itoerlan, e/taeaplojreA, X.AA.

Cne by conpXaîDan».

4 bjFRSs floor hanflles. 20.00

Mil.

o>A floor.

Í 1 NDCXtr. BY I 
I ’ (s.n.) wcBotry ;



At 7.45 a.n. 20/11/40, the oonplalnant brought 

to the station the accuse* des or! be* on sheet 1 of 

this report whom he had found loitering on the stair 

ease of the Sth floor at House 8, Lane £97 Range Rd.

Bago tries by C.D.C.87 an* the undersigned.

The conplalnant is the coolie enployed at the 

fsuug Woo Hospital at the above address.

On 19/11/40 it was diecovered that flour brass 

handles value $20.00 on the stair ease in the 

building were wrenched off an* taken away by sone 

one, therefore the complainant was Instructed by 

hi a employer (Japanese) to examine the doors an the 

building every naming*
At about 7.30 a*n« 20/11/40 the oonpluinmt 

whilst on observation saw the accuse* interfering 

ul th the door handle oa Sth floor an* brought bin 

to the station.

The accused is p.arcotie addict with several 

previous convictions. On being questioned he 

admitted stealing the door handles and disposing 

sum to an unknowt street hawker on Peking Head.
Change* aooorMH^^ ■

«M.B*«.!/* B.M.
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2583/40. Hongtow
November 26th, 40.

2. 40.

On 21-11-40, the accused appeared before the S.S.D 

Court and after the trial he was sentenced to 50 day* 

detention.

The accused had 3 previous convictions.



SSlö/40

*0*
Hongkew ----------- ---------
Hovenber—Stet  40.

cJ& fT *&>

£0

10 »SO aru to 12 noon

21/11/40*

149/16 lUenfong H4» Seene of 
Offene«, tfajelie statical, 
87 Äi en chang 3i * De t.offlee 
en^ulrl ts*«

rb reign Boarding house, No. 21, Lane 685 is. Seward Beal« 

About 4 n»ci. 21/11/40.

11.10 a.ia. 21/11/« <

lire. T.Oavrlkmra, Russian, boarding house keeper, 
above address.

Arrtete* & ohsrgef*-

JS’etor Gomofitaeff, M» Basel on, sAmesployet»

fWwMl 

l

One by letsstives.

2 pairs of rubber boots, hem *n4 -- —OÖ.00 
leather hrnflbag.

Leather handbag ana piece of he». 86.00

NO«X«D 3Y
[> tte®lRTR¥ I
' . OATC H/ >jil

aiteret dvelling house via olosed but tmeeeured 
rear door, Whilst oewpants were «alee»« Prt»ee4e4 
upetaire and stole th« property fi?oa a trying otage 
roc®.



At 10»SO a.m. 21/11/40, mating on infbrniAtion 

received the under® i&ied k®« C.n..'5»54 proceeded to 

No.lt, Lane IO Ibenfong Boat end «treated one name 

fedor Goxnoataeff, 26, iiiRFlsn, fs/unemploysl, 

ox ®• A. (now the accused) 

who at the tine of arrest was found in possession o 

one leather handbag« On being questioned the acousi 

admitted that he stole sums from a foreign dwelling 

house In <x»e of Terracas off B.Seward Boat and led 

detectives to House 2Lt Lane 6©5 it Seward &ad, 

forei^i boarding house end explained how he nt aboui 

4 a» a. £1/11/40 Atered the «d< premia as jftilst th. 

occupants were »sleep, via closed but unsecured real 

door, then proceeded epstsire mf stole 2 pairs of 

rubber boots, one piece of han and abase mentioned 

haadbM from a storage room on the drying stage of 

the prealses.

UoiaplhlnaJQt one Ws • T.Gsivrfkovs, Bissian, 

boarding house Keeper, residing above address was 
located at Wayside Police Station reporting the 
mantioned theft in the Charge Boon and identified 
the recovered hindbag as her own. lhe accused on 
being further questioned re other stolen property 
admitted that he sold 8 pair« of rubber boots to 
an unknown second-hand hawker cm «.Seward Scad fbr 
iftwOO but all efforts to locate that htffker were of 
no avadl« Aurther accused admitted that apieoei 
of han he sold to a small ibioBtan rmtmrent end 
led detectives to 37 Tuenchang Bond, small restauras !*. 
operated by ¿’.Zdsiteimt above address, who on being 1 



1/S

qu«etlor*<&4 a!mLvbe4. that at about b am 21/11/0 the accuse 
Offer«! hint a piece of hum for $10*00 an! he agree! to 
buy the same an! gave $10*00 to the accuse! who issue! 
him • reeeipt. Ab the pries pai! by the restaurant 
proprietor for that ham was quite reasonable an! Pho 
on being qpestiene! strongly ieni<l any guilty knowl«!ge 
that the property ha! been stolen* there 1« not suffi
cient evl Sense to support a charge of receiving again« t 
him* She money Pei! by the restaurant Proprietor to the 
accuse! wera fbun! on the accuse! an! return«! to the 
former, uho han!e! over the hen in ^iestton to the 
!etectives.

The accuse! almitte! that $&*00 receive! by Ml 
XT on «Jsposel of robber boots he het spent in a Korean 
heroin ten* where he wee arrest»!, on buying heroin for 
himself an! hie frienis*

ihe accuse! charge! aocoriingiy an! will <pear 
before the S*8*h* Court on the morning of the 12/11/40, 
when one week reman! will be request«! t o enable 
!«tectives to make further enquiri«o re pest activities 
of the accuse! who io known to the Police as a orinlnal»

0* D* 0» "C"«
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2818/40 (W) Hongkew
November 25th 40»

2 26

irom 82/11/4$ to 25/11/40. See body of report.

On the morning of the 22/11/40 the accused appeared 

before the S.8.D.Court then after heating of evidence 

ho was ordered to be detained till 27/11/40 for trial* 

Property to be returned to owner* 

The accused has 4 previous convictions. 

During the period of remand the accused was 

frequently removed from the station cells and carefully 

interrogated regarding other offences corned tted by him 

then on the 24/11/40 he admitted the following crime as 

outlined hereunderi- 

further charge »gainst the moused.

OhTE '! /

gMPllh M

The accused edmi tted the theft of 3 overcoats 

from a foreign dwelling house at about 3 am 18/11/40 

and led detectives to No.10, Lane 805 £• Seward Bead 

whore he «plained how he entered the premises via closed 

but unsecured rear door proceeded to the front room 

occupied by the oompit* who was asleep in the bed at 

the time end stole the mentioned property which was 

hanging on the wall near the room’s door*

The accused further admitted that the stolon



8/2

property had been pawned on the fan» date at 165 YUenfcng 

ft>ad, Yeu ¿ang ) pawnshop for $21.00. The pam- 

tiokata ware sold to an unknown male Chinese in a Korean 

heroin den tor |3.00.

The above pawnshop was visited by detectives where 

it was learned that the Property In question was already 

redeemed by an unknown male Chinese on the 19/11/40.

Bujuiries made at the heroin den Mo.14, Lgne 140 

h YUenfong Soad where the accused was arrested failed to

•V4 locate that Chinese who bought the pawnshop tickets and 

hi8 whereabouts are unknown» The acc”wed was further 

charged with this offence and confit. Instructed to attend 

the Court to give her evidence. The acai set admi tted 

that the money received by him in disposal of stolen 

property he had spent on purchasing heroin.

JUrther interrogation of the accused failed to 

w«*t Mb with any mere similar offence, ttoMsfore 

he will be re arraigned before ths 8.8.p.Court on the 

naming of the 87/11/40 to answer the above charge* 

already preferred against him.

D.D.O. "C"



40
8891/40 (W) Hongkew

November »th

8

¿'rom 22/11/40 ^0 25/11/40

26

See body of report.

The accused fetor Gcrn>>s taeff, 26, 

Bib si an, 3/uaeffiployet, N.f.A. 
arrested by C.D.S.34 the undersigned on the 21/11/40 

la connection with (W) 7.1. B. 2318/40, taring the period 

of remand admitted theft of 3 overcoats Arora oasplt's 

room «b described la Aaryl of this re Port perpetrated 

by him at about 3 am 18/11/40.

The stolen property was Pawned by the accused 

at feu Zang Pawnshop, 165 Ihenfong Boat for <21.00 an 

18/11/40, Pawntickets soli to an unknown male Chinese 

on above date for <5» 00. inquiries at the above pawn- 

shops revealed that the property In question hat already 

beea redeemed by an unknown person oa the 19/11/40.

The accused charged aocordiagly with this 

offence and will appear before the 8.8, Chart on the 

morning of the 87/11/dO.

The accused has 4 Previous convictions.

■K



MLse. 665/40
» C •
Hongkew 
Ncvember 25 th

HfiHM19P.Pl. f»88.i_an mxeprctB«

Information was reeelved to th« off eat that several 

AiMlw criminals who Probably are responsible for acme 

orimes committed recently, gathered together In a Chinese 

house at 80 Tbenehaag Boad.

1 Party of Police consisting of B*S«Z«s Fedoroff and 

Beloshenko and G»B»0.s 222 end 851 visited ths Pless and 

In one of the upstairs rooms located three male and one 

fenale Bisslans end one Chinese *o on being brought to 

the station gave their nenes as follows: 

1« 88, Bxsalen, s/un employed,

8« - fr 80,£nsslnu m/unemployed, W»y»jW,

x C ••wWOJWMiaft »■ “■»*«••
**<• SM^gBOMM^EPva, 21, Bissian, m/unemployed, 

SfeB ^gf®^^rTrWBthow Bond»

•• Wong 8d MMig ) <«• Shantung, s/unemployed,

The room where the above persons were located is 

0MBMod by a Chinese who was not at home at the tiha 

when the plate was visited, lhe dth suspect Is a 

prostitute by profession and on being sectioned stated 

that her reason to visit the above place was to locate 

, ....____ < her Borner sweet heart one named 8» Martinoff whom Mie

.Wits to return her Pam

HfiHM19P.Pl


1/«

As it is belle« ed by ths underslgned that she would 

not be engaged in any erlMnal eotivltAes» and told thè 

de tee tir es txue story she was alloaod to go.

T**e 5th suspeot stataci that he eaoe to seo one of thè 

tonante and afe fxon tagli ri es sede it *as as cartai ned 

that he had no coonesti ons with thè teot of suspeets he 

uaP ala© ailowed to go.

The Ist, ad and Srd sua petto oould not gl ve any 

reatonabXe explanatton tbr their presene» on thè ahote 

potaioso«

Qn 8S-I1-4O, they sili be bwraght befferò thè S.S.D* 

Court of Writ of Pototfthwn Iti» aXso knoen fati that 

let» M< and 3rd saapeots are heroin addiate thereffere 

rodeste «All bo aedo to thè JUdge to arder thè* to be 

neftieaXly «taaSaod by thè oonrt dootor for that hablt 

far thè porpore of ehasging thoa aoeordincly.

Sen. Det* i/e»



On the morning of the 7-12-40, the three 

suspects were brought befoB| the S.S.D, Court when 

application for their release was made and they 

were ordered by Judge Sung to be released*

14 0.0. "(5*.



Mi 80»665/40

IuWMMMLFOE'

Hongkew
December 6th 40.

On 3/12/40 the result of analysis was received 

from the Police Hospital showing the negative results»

The three suspects were arrested on information 

that they may be responsible for the theft of Property 

value I267»00 from House Ho»20» Lane 75, ¡home Hoad 

but during the period of remand enquiries were made 

in this res pest, but they could not bo connected with 

thio orlao»

The 3rd accused io sick at present and according 

to the doctor visiting the station he required urgent 

operation, therefore on 7/1J-/40 the throe accused will 

be brought before the B.S.D, Court when application 

will be made for their release»

■



8646/40.

" 0 .
Hcngkew

November 26th, 40«

Shop-lifting.

From 4 p.m. to 6p.m.
86-11-40

Scene of offence and
Det. office enquiries

Japanese Tailor Shop, 802 Halnlng Road.
About 3,50 p»m, 86-11*40»
4 p.m, 86*11-40 by telephone.
Mrs, Morisaki, Japanese shop keeper, 802 Halnlng Rd,

Arrested and charged» 

Rtt88ian» 886/18
Kungplng Road,

0ns by coinpit.

One roll of cloth

♦ do -

250,00

850,00

Shop-lifting.



At 4 p*a* 26-11-40, telephone message was 

received from Japanese Consular Police reporting 

that Russian female was arrested for larceny and 

wanted to hand her over to the S*M.P.

C*D*C* ¿74, D*P*S. 775 and the undersigned 

attended and brought to the station one Anna 

KUnevitch, (eew-4h*-ae«nse4) 41 Russian, m/female, 

residing 225/18 Kungping Road, (now t>? accused) 

and complt. Mrs. K. ”orisaki, Japanese, shop keeper, 

202 Haining Road.

Enquiries show that at about 3.50 p*n* 26-11-40, 

the accused entered the tailor shop, 202 Haining Road, 

together with two other foreign females and whilst 

the latte» were speaking to the Japanese shop 

assistant regarding value of various materials which 

we» sterad on the shop counter, the accused removed 

one roll of cloth value |250.00 from the counter and 

pat same under her coat.

one of shop assistants ling Tab Shing 
observed the action of the accused and inftwed his 
eqployer (the oonplt*) who got a hold of the accused 
when the letter left the shop and celled for a rtoaha* 
At the^Skae the other two females left the shop and 
decanped In unknown direction*

The stolen Ml of cloth was found bp the eoaplt* 
under the overcoat of the accused who informed Japanes 
Consular Police sub station located in vicinity of 
the shop and the accused was brought to that sub 
station where from the station was informed by 
telephone as already stated above*



The accu and on being questioned by detectives 

strongly denied having eny accomplices with her and 

no definite description was obtained from the shop 

assistant mentioned above and yap russe shop assistant 

in the eiiop«

The accused offence tut could not give

any satisfactory explanm tion why she entered the shop 

in question.

Enquiries show that the accused is the wife of well 

known criminel who Is serving his sentence at present 

at the Ward Road Gaol«

The accused charged accordingly and will appear 

before the S.S.D. Court on the morning of the 87-11-40, 

when one week remand will be requested to enable detective« 

to wake further enquiries regarding her pest activities.



0

2822/40 H.
2548/40 W.

See below«

HoàgjB»-—'***’-
December 21st. 40«

See below.

At 599/80 Tong eh an ¿toad.
At about 6 p.to. 11/12/40.
Not reported.
S.M.P./S.M.0.

P.P. Neohlporenko, 30, Rissino. m/unemployed, 
residing 599/80 Tongs han ¿toad.

One by detectives.

three suit lengths. 500.00

u ti». soo.oo

Baoelwing stolen property.



On 12^12/40, the accused described on

Sheet 1 of this report was arrested in connection 

with (H) ML so. 702/40.

At the time of arrest three suit lengths 

were seized from his room and from further enquiries 

it wad ascertained that the materials were stolen 

from the John A.Garriloff and company at Ho*« 

Peking Bead.

The property had been stolen by one named 

A» Melamed (charged) and a charge of Heceiving 

stolen Property will he Preferred against the 

accused Mien before the 8*S.D.Court on £3/12/40.

Aill particulars of this ease are the 

subject of Hcngkew ML&a*W>/d0*

Sen.Dot.i/o* D.8.I.

D.D.O. "C".



2645/40

3

Sea below.

«0"
Hongke w 
Jec<»i3ber 9th 40.

Shop-* lifting.

On ¿he morning of the 4/1 i/40, the accused 

again appeared before the S.S.D. Court when after 

hearing of evidence the following decision was 

handed doW*

4 months imprisonment for larceny and 

reeldive.

Prop art y returned to owner.

1 pawnpapers attached to Court file.

This case le connected with (H) JT.I.a.2685/40. 

Case completed. ,

4'A Sen.Det.i/e.

X1U.0. «0^
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2649/40»

2

Xotl&M*
Seeember 2nd, 40»

Shop-lifting.

ij'rom 27-11-40 to 2-12-40» see body of report.

On the 27-11-40, the accused was brought before 
the S.S.D. Court when after hearing of evidence the / 
ease was remanded till 4-12-40, for trial.

The accused has two Pre^fcanis convictions.
It is necessary to mention that when .the accused 

was searched at the station on the 26-11-40, by woman 
assistant Miss Klukin Prior to be removed to the Ward 
Road Gaol for detention, 5 Pawn shop tickets were found 
in the mouth of the accused and enquiries made by 
detectives resulted in recovering the following Property 
Pawned by the accused at following Pawn shops:

Chung Hsing () pawn shop, 636 E. Seward Rd» 
1) One lengths of cloth Pawnei for >20.00 on 6-10-40 

and aPprox. value >30.00.
Hung An ( fa pawn shop, 742 Av. J off re, E.c.

2) One Pair of shoes, Pawned for >7.oo on the 23-11-40, 
and aPProx. value >26.00.
¿ang Tab (J ) Pawn shop« 691 K. Seward Road.

3) one length of doth, pawned for >25.00 on 20-9-40 
and aPPffox. value >40.00.
Reference to the other 2 Pawn rickets for one gold 

cross and one old flat iron Pawned on the 16-11-40 and 
20-11-40 for >30.00 and $5.00 respectively at the abcve 
Pawn shop the same Property to be ths* Personal Property 
of the accused and was returned to the respective Pawn
shop and the Pawn Papers included, into ac*us«d search 
property.



ihe above mentioned £ lengths of cloth and one 
pr. of shoes are new ones and were undoubtedly stolen 
by the accused from various shops in Shanghai* but 
alx enquiries failed to locate the owners of same.

ihe accused on being removed from Ward Road Gaol 
to the station and questioned regarding the above 
property could not give any satisfactory explanation 
how the seme cane in her Possession* stating at first 
that she bought same in Shanghai to be sent as presents 
to her two sons residing in Tientsin* but whom she was 
told by detectives to show the shops where she bought 
the property* she changed her statement stating that 
the property in question was bought by her in Tientsin. 
She could not also state what was the length of the 
doth and the size of the shoes (gent’s shoes) all above 
stated facts prove that the property in question was 
stolen by the accused* who is well known criminal with 
previous oonvintions for the same kind of offences 
(shop-lifting).

The accused was further Charged with this dffence 
which forms now subject of F.I.R. 2685/40. Further 
interrogation of the accused and search of her room at 
£25/18 Kung Ping Road* failed to obtain any more 
incriminating evidence to connect her with any more 

similar offence.

/



The accused will be re-®irrelgne<3 before the 
S»S.D* Court on ths morning of the 4-12-40, for 

trial,

Sea» Det» 1/c»

D»D.O. "C.



2642/40 •

From lij•jup, ’:. to
-J p.Hi. 

23-11-40.

1 P-** C ” Jl«? fC
Hongkee 
November 26th, 40.

Shoplifting

scone of offence

and Dec. office enq.

¿’apanose chocolate Shop and tea room, No.1390
I’. szee huen Rd.

p«^ 2C-11-40.
12.05 p.n. 26-11-40.
Mr* ¿1. Tomiraateu, Japanese, manager, 1330 N. Szechuen

RiTfcsted and charged.

Rtianlan, ¡5i/uneaployed * N.y.A.

shop-lifting.



At 12*45 p.ui. on the 26-11-40, complt* Mr* M* 
TomlsatMi, Japanese, manager of "shima chocolate 
Shop" located at 1330 N* szechuen r-toad, brought to 
the station the accused described on sheet 1 of this 
report whom he arrested at about 12*10 p«m* above 
date for larceny of one tin of tea from the shop in 
question*

Enquiries made by C*P*C* 274 and the undersigned 
with the assistance of D*P*S. 775 learned that at abotr 
12*10 p*m. 28-11-40, the accused entered the above 
shop on pretext to be a customer and whilst inspecting 
goods displayed on the shelf in the shop stole one tin 
of tea which he put under hi a overcoat and intended 
to leave the shop, but Ms action was observed by the 
shop employee one Lee Kwel Tsang ) tea room
bey who got a hold of the accused and found the stolen 
tin of tea under Ms overcoat*

The above witness Inmedlately summoned the oomplt 
who is a manager of the shop and who arrested the 
accused and brought him to the station. The above 
witness cm being questioned also stated that ho 
observed the accused entering the shop together with 
2 other nalo foreigners and who left the shop in a 
hurry after the accused was arrested, therefore 
suspecting that the accused has two accomplices with 
Mm*

The accused who arrived fro Tientsin on W 
10-11-40, strongly denied the offence and on being 

questioned regarding two other foreigners stated

they .re unto»« to Mm. a. rurtb.r
IISMI 1 '



stated that tie entered the ehop with intention to buy
sow biscuits, but on being searched no money was found
on his person, therefore it le quite evident thet he
had committed the offence. Th* accused was charged 
accordingly and will appear before the S.S.D. Court 
on the 27-11-40. yurther Interrogation of the accused 
failed to connect hl*’ with any other similar crime, 
But as the accused 1» well known criminal with previous
convictions (alias VladiMr Andreeff C.R.C. No.933). one 

week remand will be requested to enable dete^wes to

make then enquiries regarding his past activities

U
sen. Det. 1/c D. S. X.



2642/40 Hungkew
December 9 th 40.

Shop-lifting.

See below.

On the mealing of the 4/l$/40 the accused 

was rearraigned before the S«S*I>.Gourt when the 

following Judgment wen h ended down »•

SO days detention far larceny.

Case coJRpleted.

Sen.Det.l/c«

D. IhOe *Q%



943/41. Hongkow / 
June 16th 41.

40.

11.10p.m. - 12.16a.m. Scene of crime.

Office.w l&h* «ft» • Ä &•#!•

The Elfe Bar at 471 Broadway.

Between 6 p.m. and 9.20p.m. 16-6-41.
ll.OSp.a. 16-6-41.

Mr. 3. Mofltoe. Greek* bar owner, above addreae.

One ou opposed.

Mra.^pranf w» 46, poUob. m/feaalp,

at precoat residing 32 Route Per Robert. Tel. 76979.

Money U.S. >90.00 and ail. >23.00 1,660.00

Mil.

Larceny by sweet-heart.



At 11.05 p.m. 16-6-41, a telephone message 

was received Iron the complainant reporting larceny 

of U.S. $90.00 and Sh. $25.00 from his room at 471 

K. Broadway.

The undersigned accompanied by Ü.T.C. 353 

attended and the following psrtioulera were ascer

tained; The complainant is the owner of the Klfs 

Bar at 471 3. Broacway and together with his sweet

heart described on sheet 1 of thio report reside on 

the premises occupying one cf the upstairs rooms 

above the bar. At about 6 p.m. even date the cojplt. 

went out leaving his sweetheart to look after busines 

and on his returning at 9.20 p.m. learned from one 

of the tenante that the woman had gone taking with 

her two ouitenses. The room and the till in bar 

were locked, but keys for camo were found by the 

complainant in some secret place known only to him 

and hie sweetheart. On «xamlng the room the eonplt. 

discovered that beside her belongings the woman took 

U.S. $90.00 from the sum of U.S. $240.00 loft by 

hist in one of the pockets of his jacket hanging on 

the wall and one silk blue shirt. On examining the 

till he discovered that the sum of Sh. $25.00 had 

been taken also. Suspecting that she nay go to her 

former address i.o., 32 Route Per Robert, the 

complainant without reporting the case to the Police 

had visited the above address and learned that the 

woman had arrived there to stay with her daughter, 

but was out at the time of his visit, fie proceeded 

to the room and searched the suitcases but could



not fine hia money neither hie shirt. He then returned 

home anc reported the occurrence to the Police. Further 

he elated that he knows the woman for about two years 

and that they wore living together for the last about 

nine months. Recently they were quarrelling very often 

and on several occasions he had assaulted her. The 

complainant oouid produce no witness who say testify 

re amount of money in his possession.

Mrs. A. Melanovskaya was communion tea with by 

telephone and stated that she left the complainant on 

account of ilitrestrneut received from him and In 

explanation for her leaving the place in complainant’s 

absence she stated that she was afraid to be assaulted 

again if she do that in hie presence. She strongly 

denied taking any of the complainant’s money alleging 

that tho report is false and was made by the complt. 

Just to got his revenge for her desertion. Further she 

stated that to her knowledge tho oomplt. was in 

possession of some U.S. Money which he always carried 

on his person and never leave same in tho room. This 

communication took place at about 12.80 a.h* and hrs. 
A. Melanovskaya requested the undersigned net to vibit ! 

her during that night aa she received a shelter in a 

respectable home and does not wish that her benefactors | 



I

to be disturbed during the night. She had promised to 

come to the station and give any explanation whenever 

she was required.
The ooaplt. was told that he will be informed of 

the results of further interview with Mrs. A. Melanovskayi

». s. I.

Sen. Det. i/o.

r.r.o. *cH.

KMC/Z
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g ; 'shanghai municipal police. ' J||L, | 

CRIME DIARY. i ;
—-----------------------------  ■ ....." Jtf)

....... ..........  ............ .....Division. > 1

Crime Register No. ....... ....................................Police Station.

--------------- —-—- .......................... ................ . ................. ...... .....Nov th • /p 3 9
Diary NurJfo^ j ,c. nt .. ————— ■ ------------------  ------------------- (Sheet No. i.) Nature of Offence:- Tnlt^rfOr.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

---------------  ----------- ——-___ L

2 *.<r» * S.30 «a».
7/11/39»

RECORD OF INV

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

ESTIGATION.

1------------------ ------------ ------ —

of los»

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

” » >» reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number criminals with
full individual description.

. 3roa4trey ne- c werden Bridge» ___________________
1«35 a»»« 7/11/39»__________________________ _

__ a.a, 7/11/39»_____________________________________
1

•. _________________

Qôe 1A cun todY

Constantin nrßOzovsfcy» msslaA» iiZnnemr»loyeâ# f

residing 559/19 «v» ai Albert«

Arrests.
OM by uni tom branch»

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $

Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be

answered.
an^ date bo<i7 ww ¿‘’covered.

(b) Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
•11 the points («) to (i) ifc<wW be angw<rt<!> 
tf known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
ysumed by t^e snspect should be fully 
described.
<•) Mode •£ entry, including of

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(S) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told. etc.
0») Mode of transport and description.
(0 Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc.)

lot tori «g»



FM, 22 G. NO. 2
G< 4 5 M-1-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Arc they all “ol^” servants?
(1) If not» what wasftheir last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their ’^characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if s<y ’vhich one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends «"d^jr^itors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At 1«4B a«ft» 7/11/39» r.I» "av ch! oaky
brought to the station the accused leocrlbed on
fheet 1 of this resort whom he had arrested for
loitering«

Hie ebore officer stated the followings
At about 1*36 a«®# even d'te» whilst on

cletrlot observât! n he noticed the accused loiter*
Ing near ''arhed m/oarr in vicinity of the Broadway
Mansions« on reaching the 'urpeot • »T» awohlnnky
started to question hia but inted of giving the 
anewer» the surpeot used abusive nnd threatening
language against the aba e of fleer and also gave a

resistance at the tine of arrest*
on being questioned at the station the

accused could not give any satisfactory explanation

for Ms ,r es enee ini 'o area at such time* rhe

acused is the resident of the French Gances”1on
and ®b there Is no reason for him to be In thio

a feloneou^ intent«
charged accordingly»

DilUO« *C

I/o«

area late at night It is evident that he '«mb loiter«

I

T«

A
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I . HEGiSTRY
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

i
CRIME DIARY.

••c*
CRIME REGISTER No:— 910/39

Division. 
.........Police Station. 

November 9th 1 rn 39,
2 Nature of Offence:— 43

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

The accused in this ease appeared before

the S.S.B.Court on the morning of 7/11/39 vdien, after
hearing, the following decision was handed down:

*7 days* detention*

Case completed

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

D.S.I

D.D.0.*C



*c*
Miso.No.590/40* Hongkew

vo to ber 25 th, 40

■

Sfip BY 1
RA G5STRY I

Assistance to the ¿reach -ollce* 

At 10*15 t*m* on the 25/10/40, D»S.I. a. Sloard 

and D.S. Y. Desjardins, both attached to Doh Ka Wei Sta

tion, french Police brought to the station with the assis

tance of C.P* 0,2827 one named Nicolas Maui at os, unrecog
nized Greek, S/Unemployed, residing 33 Sewaro'^SIfe whom 

they arrested on Seward Hoad near Wooohang Hoad at about 

10*10 a*m* above date and requested the said C*P.0* to 

bring him to the station* 

inquiries made by the undersigned learned that 

the above arrested person who w»e released from the S*M* 

C* Ward Road Goal on the 17/10/40, where he served sen

tence of 20 days detention for fraud case (obtaining food 

and lodging at Us they and Park Hotels) charged by S*M*P* 

is wanted by the french Police for false representation 

case on the 24/10/40 at ¿39 Rue Moresca, F*C* Catholic 

Mssfon when he represented himself as a french detective 

and attempted to get 110*00 for jur "information* and 

for fraud ease at Chinese teller’s shop 25b Av* Joffre 

f*C* when on the ¿2/10/40, he obtained one suit of cloth! 

ing value $100*00 representing himself as french Police 

detective and abseonded with the Property* At about 10 a.n 

25/10/40, the above named French detectives went to Ja

panese Consulate, Whaiagpoo Road with one male Korean who 

was arrested on the morning of the 25/10/40 by French



Polio« search narty operated in French Concession when 

found to be in Possession of a big knife (dangerous weapon' 

and handed over that Korean to above Japanese Authorities 

and then were proceeding to Wayside station to request the 

assistance to arrest the above named Greek as they had x 

Information that the latter could be found loitering in 

that district when on their way to the above station they 

observed the wanted Person riding on a riosha on Seward 

Road near Woochang Road and arrested him with the assis

tance of C. P»C»2827 as already stated above*

The arrested person on being questioned regarding 

above mentioned crimes committed by him in French Conce

ssion admitted same and on Instructions from D.O.”C" Div* 

was handed over to the above named French Police detect)vet

D*D,O."C%
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"SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 607/39,

Diary Number:—

..............division.
---5......Police I Station.

September 30
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

At 11 »10 a.m. on the 18/9/39, acting on In

formation received, u.S. Ftdor©fl arrested the susnect, 

wanted In connection with this theft on N. So chow noad 

near N. Kiangse Hoad. His name and particulars are as 

fallows

Alexander Boozorln, age 23 years,

Kussian, s/Unemployed, of N.F.A.

On being brought to the station and questioned 

re the theft of bath-tub, the accused admitted the

offence as already outlined in diary 1 of this renort,

stating that he had spent the money ($6*00) received by

him from the sale of the pronerhy on his food and living.; 

rhe accused was also identified by Mrs. Chuso as 

a person who sold her the stolen bath-tub, therefore ho

was charged accordingly and will be brought before the

S. F. d. Court on the morning of the 19/9/39.
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Crime Register No.

* if

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY

687/39

..................“-fi-™—-j—
_ fÀQHi.lfc&'W.................. Police Statioiy.

............. ig 3.9
(Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 40Diary Number i.

- —...... 1

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

--------------------------------------------------- ——, ... 1

I” ■ ........................

2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

15-9-39.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Scene of offence
475 Broadway and 
uetectlve office enquiries.

-------------------------------------- k
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. Lane 32 yuenchang noad.

Time and date of offence. Between 7 a.m. and 8 p.m. 14-9-39.
„ m m reported. 2 p.m. 15-9-39.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Mr. A. Persikoff*^Mft^f 91 Hwakee rtoed. 
n

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

AlaaoStr Booczorln, age about S3, nuoalaa, a/vnamniop. 

ad

Arrests Ml*

Classification of property 
stolen. oae bath tub Value $ SO.00

Classification of property 
recovered. • do • V'aiue $ g()*00

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
<d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc.,, 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used 'tools etc.)
(g) /Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

kki. I
O.SâLX.1. e ,.a. I

Tha property stoUa faoa ®a alloymy 
to • boagdiag beva« ptepriatoaM near tot a«ana ot 

offaaaa»

i



CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises 7
(k) Are they all “old“ servants f
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

andforhow long ?
(m)* What was their “characters” 7
|h) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so» which one and for what 
reason T*

(o) Are old servants suspected 7
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected 7

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer)*

At 2 n.m. on the IS-S-GB, eonnlt. A. Persikoff 
Kusaian, contractor, reslalnt, 91 ITwakee Hoad, ca^e 
to the station and reported the theft of hie bath 
tub value «20.00 which war left in lane 32 lhen» 
chant; oad between 7 a.n. end 8 n.ra« 14~8*»39v

»quirt ee made by O.D.C. 01 and the under* 
signed ascertained that ooraplt who Is a contractor, 
was renovating a number of houses in lUenchanc Hoad 
and nt about 80 days ago left one bath tub in lane 
32 YUenohen. toad prior to^in one of houses«

As the ooranlt« recently obtained a temporary 
position as • private watchman he suspended his 
work as a eon tree tor for the time being and only 
visited the alleyway time to time to see if his 
bath tub is Intact«

On the morning of 14»9»39, he saw that bath 
tub in order and on returning at about 8 p.m* same 
date discovered that thenro^erty had been stolen 
by some one. 

from enquiries made by detect!ves in that 
alleyway it was learned that the stolen property 
was sold by one ituasian to a proprietress of a 
boarding house at 8 lUenchang rtoad.

On visiting the above address one am. 
Alcxandra uhuso, Kussian, 37 years, s/female, 
boeruing house keeper, was located and on being 
questioned by investigating officers stated that 
at about 11 a.m. on 14» 9-39, oho was apnroaehed by I 
one male usslen, thorn she new several times in I



F. 22 F 
I70M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

...............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 667/39 • ........................ poiice Station.

.............................................................................. ....... ....................................................................... ................................ ..........................................................................

Diary Number:— 1/3* Nature of Offence:—
— j

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION, 

the vicinity of her house end who wo» known to her as 
a painter writing occasionally in renovation of houses 

in the alleyway and who offered her to buy one bath tub« 
A« uhuso »aw that bath tub lying in the alleyway and 
being in need to get one for her boarding house agreed 
to buy oame and offered ^5*00 as the bub in question 
wen vary old one and damaged* 

rhe uussian accented rd*00 ©ndbrought the bath tub 

to her house with the assistance of another 2 Russians* 
A* chso stated that she questioning the above Russian 
if that bath tub was his property and he answered in 
negative'and offered her to give the receipt for sme- 
this was witnessed by 2 occupants of Airs* uhuso boarding 
house* ire* Ohuso stated that she did not eusnact that 
the nronerty was stolen as i t was offers her onettly 
in the presence of witnesses* Later on one Russian 
female who saw the bath tub in question lying in front 
of nrs* uhuso house approached the letter and bought 
that bath tub for $15*00* this female was located one 
nened ¿* "hpova, boarding house keeper at 475 Broadway 
and the bath tub removed from above ad dr ass« Mrs* Chuso 
paid back $15*00 to her and the property was returned 

to the coni’ll t*
there is no reason to susnect any of those females
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— 1/4. Nature of Offence:—

..................  Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Ö87/39. ........—Police Station.

..............................................19

\ Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course bf 

investigation 
er*h day

11

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

for receiving stolen property ns the both tub Is very 
old one and practically of no use without beinu 

repel rod»
From description of that Pusslon Oho sold the 

bath tub to are» Chuso, obtained from the latter and 
one Chinese watchman in that alleyway It was strongly 
suspected that he la one named Alaander Doozorln, ago 
about £3, Russian, the used to work as a nalntcr for 
the counit» about 10 days ago and who knew that the 
bath tub was left by eomnlt» In the alleyway»

Further enquiries will be conducted by detectives 
with a view to locate the ausneoted person»

.inquiries proceeding»



2685/40,

?rom 27-11-40 to
2—12—40

December 2nd
Shoe-lifting.

Se® body of rePort

Unknown shops in Shanghai*
On clivers dates between 20-9-40 and 23-11-40.
Not reported. 

C. t>liae

Anna -unsvltch, 41, Russian, a/female, 225/18 

Kungplng Noad«

One deteotlv

i. lengths of nata rial and one
Pair of she® 95.00

- do - 95.00

Shop-lifting.

DATE



r W*

ihe accuse d described on sheet 1 of this 

rePort was arrested on the 26-11-40, in connection 

v«ith shop-lifting case /. I.ri. 2645/40 and on being 

searched by S.4.P. woman assistant Miss KI «Kin 

>sae found in Possession of 5 Pawn rhoP tickets 

which she kept in her mouth.

The respective be*n shops were visited by 

detectives end 2 lengths of cloth and Pair of shoes 

were recovered of total value $95«00.

The accused could not give any exPl&aation 

regarding Possession of the said Property which 

is evidently the Property stolen by her from 

various ehoos in Shanghai» as the accused is well 

known criminal with previous conviction« for same 

kind of offences«

On being interrogated at the station during 

the Period of remand the accused failed to disclose 

the chops Where from the property was stolen and 

en^irles failed to locate the owners of sene«
The accuse ; was charged accordingly and will 

appear before the b.s.d. Court on the 4-12-40. 

/or fill Particulars please see 2645/40.

Ben« Det» 1/c.

D.D.O. "C’t



2838/40. (H)
3037/40. (0)

¿’ran 9 p.m. to
11 p.m. 
22-12-40.

i:

p'*figlrtw ........ ..
December 22nd, 40.

40»

Yuenfong Road, 18 The Band 

and Det- office enquiries

In the Passage outside 18 The Bund.
About 8 p.m. 22-12-40.

Hot reported.
Ching Yoh Loong messenger coolie, 0.0.1«

a

9Al.ua fl Mfl ffeaffiMd»
Mihail Larsen, alloe Xg^yMMv, 20, Russian, 

s/unemployed, N.r.A.

One by detective«

one bieyele lie« No. 7017 50.00

9Al.ua


At » n.m. 2^-12-40, acting on information 

received by C.D»S. 134 and C.I^C. 327 that one 

male Kussiang is attempting to dispose of the stolen 

bicycle on ihenfong Ko ad near ¿¿arket Street* the 

above detectives end the undersigned proceeded to 

above location end arrested the accused described 

on sheet 1 of this report in Possession of one 

bicycle lie» No. 7017,

On being brought to the station and questioned 

the accused attaiticd that he stole the bicycle in 

question and led detectives to a Passage by the side 

of No.18 The Bund and Pointed out the Place «here 
he stole the bicycle from stating that the sama 

has been secured with two Pad-locks which he forced 

off with his hands« further the accused admitted 

that he proceeds; with the stolen cycle to hienfong 

Hood and attempted to ¿Is Pose of the same to an 

mknow male Chinese f-r ¿20.06 Chon he was arrested 

and brought ||| the station* inquiries made in 

vicinity of the soene of offence resulted in Locating 

I 1 ^e ®®a®f of tlxe stolen bicycle* one Ching Yoh Loong

IBP acssengsr woed-ie* who stated that he left

the machine in question in that Passage about & p»m. 

San. het. i/c- 22-1S-40 *< went to the office whore'^ts'WWed
at 10 The hand and at about 10 p.a. above date* ho 
discovered that 19m same had bcOstolen, ¿hrther

D«D«o. "C". questioning of the aeonsod failed to connect him
/ / ] v with any other similar off «mo*

The accused was charged accordingly and will

-e —if appear before the S.S.B* Court on the morning of | 

s- I. *»• »-12-40.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ c REG^WY 
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0. S. 6 .So.eàNtl il? J'an.&hi:S00g&T J
REPORT ' ! r"

Date^écerdcf^BT^i'......19 50.

Forwarded by........D.S..X».....S*...Vj-schenk.a

„ ,, ./' M. A.PHITSKSR, - Arrested at the Yokohama Specie Bank.Subject (m ruu J

Made by.....

At 11.20 a.m. to-day a R-issian Jew named Michael

?titsker, alias Rosenthal, alias Rosental, alias Pritsky, 

(nicknamed "Oushka") C.R.O.P-2581, pickpocket, was arrested 

by the undersigned at the Yokohama Specie Bank on a charge of 

loitering with intent.

M.A.Pritsker was followed to the offices of the 

N.Y.K., Lloyd Triestino and finally Yokohama Specie Bank 

where he was seen mingling with the crowds obviously with no 

other intent than that of picking pockets.

On being arrested he failed to give a reasonable 

explanation for his presence at the above mentioned offices.

M.A.Pritsker was taken to the Central Station, 

handed over to U.S.I. Ovsiannikoff, and charged with loitering.

D. S.

D.C.(Special Branch).



i

am/«) h.
3988/40 0»

’«mi wm&pm ■
A S. K

Wgrii^kyw 
De«. 21et. 40.

Shoplifting.

See below. See below.

John A* Gavilloff end C«HP«fty at Mo.2 Peking ¿toad.

on 10 th and 11th ueeeMber, 1940.
Mot reported«

John A. Gavxiloft* &erehs&t» above addxess.

& y, 30. Russian, e/uaeijployed, N. F. .»u

3. A.Wla&efi. 40, lixatbiaa, ^/uaemployed, N»7«A«
w*.i iMiMiMiiin I ih .iWMB'-

3 salt lengths 500.00

di fr-to. 500.00

Twd by deSectIves

shoBUniM.



un lg/ld/40> the two accused dasoribed oa 
Sheet 1 of this report were arrested la coaaeotian 
with (H) liiae.702/40.

During the period of remand it was aaoasfceined 
that they are responsihLe ibr laresny of three suit 
lengths which were reoovered from one named P.P. 
»eohiporenho who «as also arrested end charged 
fbr reeelving.

The tasa will be tri ed an 2&/12/40.
Mil parttauloro of this os^e are the aubjeot 

•f Hen^cew mso^TOi!/^«

3en*mt«l/o» D. .S.I.



2029/40.

as belo»

Bwaftw ... i
JtìOUilBer STUt? 40.

40.

as below

Pearee Apertaente, Boone Hoad.

About 9 a*m. 21-12-40»
9.80 a.m. 22-12-40.
Mr» B.M. Norlander, reo: nianghal Land Investment Oo.

yne aeU Haesian u-ree^a.

^ Bobrlaeky, s&, a/wMMplflfeda B.K.A., aisslet 

(arrested In oonneotion wlth f.X.B. 382S/40 H).

One (@»B.|

Brnes bona nozzle end eoupling 65.00

stola* trom • Ioaked toc la piange of atove 
building, tox Iwarad «Pen atto aarevd^



Complt« reported the theft of one brass hose 

nozzle and coupling.

inquiries by the undersigned and C«D«C« 2gl 

ascertain that the property was stolen from a locked 

fire hose box on the Gth floor of the Pearce Apts«, 

Boone Howl* the box haring been forced open«

2ils offence being similar in nature to that 

of f«I«B» 2823/40, the accused in that offence, 

(described on sheet 1) was questioned, end now 

admits that at 9 a«m« 21-1S-40, he entered the 

Pearce Apts«, and proceeding to the Sth floor, 

forced open with a screw-driver the hose box, and 

from therein stolen the brass nozsle end coupling«

ibis property he sold to a Chinese street 

hawker in the Wayside district for $5.00« fols 

Person cannot located«

fhe accused has been further changed with this 

offence, appearing before the Court on

27-12—40, when his Period of remand expires.

Sen« hot* i/e.

D«D«0. ’’C”.
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8. 17OM-1-39 > I S jj REGISTRY

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
. -...... *-■ ■ ■■

CRIME DIARY. (
w n « 9 I . * Division, 

CRIME REGISTER No:— **............................................. .....PoUce $tation
Novembertti.t........ I9 39.

Diary Number:— fi Nature of Offence:— 40>

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

I Places
I visited in
I course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Ike e«red in the

S.S.D. Court on the 22-11-39» «nd after trial 

was convicted as follows:-



FM. 22 G. hio. I
G. 37t£jZ39~

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.-
CRIME DIARY. /Va Ì-

..Dini.ftont.

Crime Register
_______ Igg7/3B V

Diary Number 1.

Station.

Nature of Offence:—(Sheet No. i.)

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

7« 10 a»n« to 9 a«, 

21/11/39.
Place, visited in 

course of 
investigation 

each day.

_________ 1

Mo. 37 Vayeide Road« 

Detective Office«

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Roadway outside lo.57 ^ayoldo Road.

Time and date of offence.

reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

About u p»m. ao/xi/33«_______________________

Wot reported« 
Kr. A* Cxinta, RueBims Babur» WitfifiSi Read.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Konstantia« WPrufï» aged 39» Ruoti«**» Single»painter(

one tor detectiveArrests.

Ditto. Value $ ®«00

(c)
(d)

(«) 
(b)

tr 1 <10.00Value $ *******

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be

answered.
Time and date body was discovered. 
Position* appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

Classification of property 
recovered.

Classification of property ; On« SpOTO WhoA «nd tyre« 
stolen.

X»F»A»

2}

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal* and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog. partaking 

of food etc.)

ftwmrt ta» ro W»**a»
a.g.C. 14^ 1O.1Ä»» »*«» •** at • J*®** **»



CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j ) What staff employed oh premises 1
(k) Arc they all "old” servants 1

; ft not, what was their last employment

ncmarss __■ • ■ x *At 7 a.m* on the 21/11/39, 0*3.0*327 obeerv- (Any outstanding or peculiar feature « be r v
commented on by inre.tigating officer).

ed the aooueed K* Bgoroff* and two other Russians 
sitting at a table in a teashop at No. 40 Yuen chang 
Road* By the side of the table was a spare motor 
oar wheel and tyro* Be approached the table and one 
of the Russians walked away* The accused and one 
Abdoul Blkousheff, aged 37 years* Russian Tartar* 
single* unemployed* and N*y*A«* were brought to 
Hongkew station with the said property»

The accused admitted that at about 11 p*m. 
on the 20/11/39» he stole the spare wheel and tyro 
from a motor oar ranked on the Wayside Road* At 
7.43 a*m* on the 20/11/39, ho led the undersigned, 
¡2.3.8.140 and 0.3*0.387, to outside No.37 Wayside 
Road* whore was found motor oar 8.M*0. Lie* 1635* 
from which he stated he had taken the wheel with the 
aid of a spanner that was found in his possession 
when arrested* Ooitylainant mentioned on sheet 1* 

identified the wheel* and stated he had discovered 
the theft at 6 a*m* on the '1/11/39* but had not 
made a report to the Polios, 

«iueetioned by 3*8*1. Bodoroff the aooueed 
maintained that he committed the theft alone* and 
that he had gone to the teashop* No*40 Yuenohang 
Road* at 6 a*m* on the 21/11/39* to take tea* and 
had eat at the same table as Bikoushoff and another 
Russian both of whom are unknown to him. Bollawing 

the theft ho had proceeded to Basket street where 
ho passed the night* A cheek of his verbal statement 

by 3.8*1*Pedoroff, ascertained that until the I



F. 22 F
G. 170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
Division, 
..Police Station.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

17/Ll/^®» he had been «ployed ae e painter by one 
Mr« Wepr 1 ntaefft contractor, of Lane 899,Hhuee 19, 
TbngShan Road, when he was dismissed for drunkenness. 
He borrowed the spanner on the morning of the 20/11/39 
from Mr, Sosnin, fitter, residing Hn, 17 Kungping Terrace, 
on the pretext that he wanted to repair got, water pine, 
and promised to return it later in the day.

The accused has been charged rd th Inrceny,
With reference to Abdoul Blkouaheff, he was

closely interrogated by h,S,I, Fedor off and nothing was 
forthcoming to connect him with any crime. He went to 
the tenflhop at 5,30 a,m, on the 21/11/39, and later the 
accused sat at the same table. He was finger-printed and 

it was found he did not have previous vsoord. Ho 
was released at 11 a,A> on the 21/11/39,

i,»e€l/o<

in fa

iO,o,*o*,



BriÚ^É^¿g ■
WINNINGTOJI^lan r'H^^^^^raham (BettyO

HATEM f George,

EPSTEIN,Israel

STEIN Gunther

JAMS »Philip

tfw^Krick

FLETCHER,Siirold A* (ex-Marina)

RUSSEL »Maud

GOLD»Ben

ROBESON» Paul

HENEERSON,Donald

STRONG,Anna Louise

MERRIOK,Donald

PANTALEONI»Adelchi

POWELL J.P.

YARDUNIAN,Rosemary («later in law of STEIN) 
married to;

TOWNSEND,Peter,

STEIN, Zabelle(Mra wife of STEIN G. )

Ko be « o iv fauv as j



2883/40. Hongkev;
30/12/40.

3. 40.

As below. As below.

The a c cu se d, K< Bob r 1 n sky, uppeared before the 

S.S.D.Court on the 27/12/40, and after hearing, the 

following sentence was handed downs -

*2 months imprisonment*

Property returned to the owner.

The accused had 1 p.c.

Case com^ted with F.I.R, 2829/40.H.

Cwae complete.



2823/40.

2.

As below.

SHAHBHAI MVMCIPAL PatfE
S. B. REGISTRY

I No. S. J3. p,
^Ctote - /

•C*
Hongkew
December 24, 40.

40.

As below.

Tbs accused, K. Bobrinsky, appeared before 

the 3.S.D.Court on the 23/L2/40, -when, at the request of 

Police, he wee remanded in custody until 27/L3/40.

During the period of remand» he has been 

questioned, resultant in him admitting the following 

o ffence«

Further charge.
?t.U*k%?JgZi2sB« harceny..Cont„ to \rt.3Zl (2) of the CCC.

At 9 a.m. 21A 2/40, he proceeded to the 

6th floor of the Pearce Apartments, Boone Road, and, 

using a screwdriver, forced open a locked box containing 

hoses, etc., end fro» therein stole a brass hose nozzle 

and coupling, value >65.00.

This property ho sold on the street in 

Taysids district for >6.00, to a Chinese hawker.

This hawker cannot be located.

The above offence was reported to .Police 

on the 2A2/40, and forms the subject of F.I.R.2829/40H

The accused has been further charged, and 

appears before the S. S.D. Court on 27A2/40, when the 

period, of remand expires.



fi8®/40

3.30 pm • 4.30 pm

w.... ——ípB i

-. a. wegistry J
H D."°* ' JiJ* 

~ r
DoooUU«* ’HrF 40.

40

Of floe.

The Pearee Apartments, Boone ¿toed.

3.10 P.B. 21/12/40-
3*30 P.«. 21/12/40.
The S’hai Land Investment Co. Mr.B.M.Borlaiiler-

Ona, in ustoAyt-.

K» Bnbrtnaky, 2S, a/un«oploy«l, X.Afe

«n« hy fe«14«ntB»

One tomes hose nozzle & oonpling. 70.00

O*00 
i

ifc^BSÄ St

Mtsmä hHtl&ag, pjeooeefteA to 4W floont (

borico open M* henM « box «mtelaing hoses, ebo«



f
I

At 3»SO P.a. £1/1 a^O, S,P. C.181 brought 

to the station the aooused described on Sheet 1» 

whom he had arrested for larceny.

giestioned by the undersigned and C.D.C* 

61, the accused adaits that at 3»10 p*m» £1/15/40, 
he entered the Pearoe Apartments, Boone ¡toad end 

proceeding to the 6th floor, broke open wi th Mo 

hand* a looked box in the peonage way» cental sing 

five toons and nozzles etc. and from therein stole 

one brans nozzle and cowling» ▼nine $70»00.
When leaving the building in pooocosion 

of the otoken property ho we seen by Japoncsa 

and Chinese residents» and handed over to S«P*CU 

fits was on
Ba io not suspected of being concerned 

in any other offences, and, charged under Art. 3 21 

(II) of the G.C.O., eiU wpear before the S.S.D. 
OKI wn tMf jWWfci



2082/40" Il 4
4014/40 0.

ì I

JSrom 29/12/40 to 
31/12/40.

27 shop.

See body of report.

Mechanical supplies shop, 91 Peking rid.

About 9 pm 7/12/40.
Not reported.
rd el ley, Simons & Milne, contracting engineers firm, 
above address, ren. Mr. Gambling, manager.

One arrested & charged,

Aflat oly Doodnikoff, 28, Ru ss i an, s/unempl oy ed, 
771 IS.Yuhang Rd.

One by detective«.

One electric drill $123.00

ditto. A f - gjfe #23.00.

C
Watered the premises via transom window above 

the show window of ttie shop aid stole the property 
therefrom. Exit by way of entry.



Ihe accused described on sheet 1 of this 

report was arrested by the undersigned at 10 pm 

on the 2B/12/40 la conneotlon vdth (H) Ml sc. No* 

731/40. On being questioned regarding one electric 

drill found in possession of the 1st accused also 

arrested In connection with above Miso.report the 

accused admitted that he at about 9 Pm 7/12/40 

entered shop nr endecs at 91 Peking Rd* Hlelley» 

Sumona & Milne contracting eaglnees® fine (repre- 

Sentatfwe Mr* Gambling, moMger) vie sliding transom 

window situated above the show window of the 3remises 

and stole the property in question front one of shel*» 

v»s in the shop* The accused nade good his escape 

tie point of «try and on the following day (8/12/40) 

disposed the stolen property to hie friend (now the 

•eemed in f. 2883/40 (H) for tSMBk

The property recovered. and the accused charged 

accordingly»

for ftU.1 particular» please see (H) Miso.731/4( 

Ute accused «8.11 appear befoxu dbe Court 

on the Homing of the 31/12/40 for trial» 

■ neeuced ha» 6 previous cemlctione.
_........J

D.D^Q.’O’S

iillpl

llllilllll



®88«/4G-H.
4014/40 0.

WHAI MUitteiPM FOUM' 
■ JS.

DJKU 
/ / ^/

«0» —
Hongkew 
January Sth, ¿j, 

27 Shop.

As below.

The accused Anatoly DoodnlKoff re-appeared 
before the S.S.D.Court on the morning of 31/12/40 when 
the following judgment was rendered)-

**8 months Imprisonment. "
Property to be returned to owner.
Case connected with Hongkew Miso. 731/40.

Sen. Det. 1/e. D.s.1.



88/41

1.&5 pm • 3*30 pm

17/1/41.

39

General Post Office.

Detective offlod.

General Post Office» North Sooehoe Hoad.

1.43 p.m. 17/1/41.

1.50 p.au 17/1/41 by telephone.
Loo Ta foo Cashier, 835, Hankow Hoad.

Persian Gypoy, eg a 43, unemployed, 

living at Hcmoe 9, Lane 380, Qiacrafoonc M.



At 1-55 p«m* 17/1/41, a telephone nesaage was 

reeelwad at this station from the General Poet Of flee, 

requesting the service of a detective as a thief had 

been caught there«

D«S. Grouch and C.D. 0.821 attended and took 

custody of accused naned Shari if Qgll, denarIbcd ca 

sheet 1, Who was being detained by canpit» end a 

Ml veto watchman, »O.&, nsaed ken Bong 

who is ewlcywd in ft e Past office»

At about 1.4» p.a* 17/1/41, toplt. aashet a 

♦»0.00 P.O. order at a desk la Jhaa 34 fioor) 

of the General Post Office and received the cnsunt 

la 35.00 nates« While ecaplt. «as la the act of 

counting thia nancy the accused cashed a $80.00 

order at the sane counter axu received 2 310.00 

not*« Accused the enquired of conplte|ta Chinese 

as to whether he would cMhango 4 • |5.00 ibr the 

a • <10.00 notes mieh he (aeeus ed) h«, Canpit.

M»'Me,oo shM^RBat fM i^htn

yaeda. Aceas el then dropped the ■MF en «ba Aaor 

and sma was pi4*ed W bp owlt. dho ehatierf n«Be

leta|B»**o to th^^Milnnoe »o—lt^Md healte ||| 

detained aoouaed until the «eld detoctlvM arrived
1 ;



I

v»

and teak custody of Mw*- A search in the Post Office 

tolled to trace to« Msaing 110» 00, » a«e having pro- 
toiy tom ptokeft w W me ot too mny p «roano Hmant.

Aecused was searched In Che etatlcn hit no 

noney, other to«« hi» con 9 * fXQ»OO notes, was found 

on Ms person, 1 letter found in accused*» poaket 
reveals that to had resei red toe 10*00 order too* 

Ms no too is in ttontsln.
Accused oiMts the offeMe end elaine that Bo 

snatched too awney in order to Pay for m Mi cel treat- 
sent for Ms siskness. He has toan charged aooordlngly 
and «ill appear at fee s.s.D.court on toe uoming of 

lfi/l/<l» Ohm • retold Mil to requested for toe 

purpose of further enquiries la regard to Ms pest 
•OttvltleSe

loansed*o finger print record bob «hntod at too 

Aagor Print torse» and atow that ho Bae too foUooiag 
í^ploaO' j

(1> nabtory for «Meh ha w OeBtotool to torso 
mntoo iwt* an t/VM«

(t) Attatorstfiyi- 10 g<s detention on 80/9^9« 
to) tosandl Hitotoy hobtoryz- Xot gniity. Xf/o/do.

8oa«Pet<iffi|l I ’

. t * Jww

D.&0. *C
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89/41
» C •

Hongkew 
January 23rd, 4L

39

Jrom 18-1-41 to 22*1-41 see body of report

On the morning of the-18-1-41, the accused appeared

before the S*S»D. Court when after hearing of evidence

the ease was remanded till £5-1-41 for trial,

During the Period of remand the accused was 

frequently removed from station cells and carefully 

interrogated regarding the other offences, but nothing 

was found against him to connect hl* with any crime 

than that heother

according toease.

from the wadnotes

D.a.0. wc"

g FiEGtSTRY

la now being charged and in which 

the accused, he stole two $5.00 

of compìt’a money whilst requesting 

the latter to change his $20.00 and performing the 

trick known as "Hinging the Ch* gee»« The accused s tated 

that 130*00 seized from him by the com pit» at the time 

of his arrest consisted of $20*00 given to him b;

complt. in exchange of the accused’s two $10*00 notes 

and $10.00 which the accused stole from the cc*Plb»y

Com Pl U on being again questioned by detectives 

admitted that the accused gave hl* two $L0.00 notes 
for exchange and Picked up 4-i W.00 notes from the wad 

of eomplt *s money but when he left and Proceeded 

downstairs, the latter got suspicious and on checking 

?up his money discovered that $20*00 were missing, 

therefore he raised an alar* and arrested the accused.

i’he accused will bo re-arraigned before the 8*8,11» 

Court on the morning of the 26-1-41 far tri al.



101/41.

From £ n.ou to 3 a»nu

1-2-41.

J I
SHAW! MUNICIPAL POLICE^

S. a. REGlSTaY J
a D.. !

Q. " ° ”/
Hongkew
February 1st, 41.

37.

Near Charge Room and

Det. Office enquiries

Hongkew Station Charge Houm.

1.15 a.nu 1-2-41« 
£ a.m. 1—2—41.

ii. Hargraves, JhS. 33£, S.M.P.

9A7. jarmW tomd*
e t

I®« s/seleaman, 572
5. Seward RoM.

Qae by U.S

Aeeeplted offleer on cnarge root duty 
ehllat being detained nt the station for 
disorderly eoBdunt.



Sen. Det. i/c.

UD.Ok

At 12.30 a.m« 1-2-41» one valontlne Shatohin, 
28, Btaeian, s/salesman, residing 572 8» Seward Hoad, 
(now the accused), came to the station and reported 
that he was assaulted by some Japanese in "Oceania” 
bar, 4 thennoad, and his hat and documents 
were taken away from hiiHbsg, by that Japanese* 

inquiries made by the undersigned learned that 
the now accused well known to the Police for his 
bad character and with previous Polios record entered 
the said bar at about 11.30 P*m. 31-1-41, and being 
under influence of a drink started a quarrel with 
bar owner and three unknown Japanese customers and 
was ejected from the bar by the above mentioned 
Persons. Ihe hat in question was left by the now 
accused at the bar and returned by the bar keeper 
to the station. The accused was detained at the 
station to bo released when sober, but whilst behind 
the Charge Boom still created a disturbance by kicking 
on the grille door and when the officer on charge room 
duty (now the eomplt*) entered the grille, the accused 
suddenly attacked him boating him cm the chest with 
his clenched fists and broke the chain of hie police 
whistle. foe accused Wen was overpowered with the 
assistance of station gatemen and the undersigned and | 

after being himdcuffed was detained in the station 
•ells Where he continued be create a di star banco by I 

knocking at the door of th a cells. The accused was 
charged accordingly end will aPPsar before the S.S.D. j 
Court ^bn the morning of the 1-2-41.



Date.

X81/4X,
41.

’’ 0 “ 
l^ggkew 

February 3rd»

372

See below

on the morning of the X-s-41, the »caused 

was brought before ¡¡he s.s.a. Court when the 
folio Ina decision was handed down;

"20 (lays detention or $2*00 a day for 
damaging ot&er’s property and reel dive. * 

ihe accused has 4 previous convictions.

Case completed*



W*l. Honek«
February 7th, 41,

44

3. 30p.m. to 5 p.m. Japanese Consular Sub-
Station, Woosung Road, 

7-1-41. 266 Kangs Road and
Det* Office enquiries.

.¡foreign dwelling house, £88 Range Road.

About 3.13 P.ou 7-1-41.
3.30 P.nu 7-3-41« by telephone from Japanese Consular 
Paliee.
Mr. M» fefceeu, JaPteeee, ehoxeePer. £88 Rang« ¡a,

<mk ametad «

JWMI*W«llWu»*» —I*. •/un.~>io/»d, u.r.t.

One by ocnpl t.

M’0- » 4S raft’ttta?1** •** ,m-“~



At 3,30 P.a. an the 7-£-41, a telephone message 

was received from Japanese Consular Police sub-slo

tion, woosung Road, reporting that a male ¡tassim 

suspect was arrested and requested to take

him over for enquiries.

D»S, lz.ua! and the undersigned attended and 

received into custody one Vassily Denis off, 34, 

Russian, e/unemployed, (now the accused),

who was brought to Ike station, 

inquiries by above detectives learned that at 

about 3.13 P.«. 7-&-41, one *r. M. Tatami, Japanese» 

landlord of premises Bo*S6e Benge Road, foreign 

dwelling house and occupying ground floor rooms of 

the address heard a noise on the 1st floor stair-csse 

lending and when proceeded upstairs found the 

accused standing on the stair ease lending dose 

to door of cue of roans, occupant of which was cut 

at the tins, on being questioned by oonplt. the 

accused could not give any satisfactory explanation 

regarding his Presence on the Premises. one screw 

driver was found by eompl t • hidden under the arm 

of the accused, The oomPlt. got a hold of the 

accused end handed him over to Japanese Consular 

Police, toosung Road substation, whePifrom he «as 

handed over to the 3.R.P. an already stated above.

The ace wed on being broutfit to the station and 

questioned admitted that he entered the preadlses 

in question with the intention to coastt a theft 

therein of anything he would lay his hands on.

lz.ua


1/3.

Th« accused la known to the oilce criminal with 

previous records only recently released fromM^ii. Gaol, 

further interrogation of th« accused could not ©on sect 

him with any other off«n«e, therefor« ha will ha brougit 

be for« th« S.s.d. court on th« morning of th« 8-2-11, 

charged will th« offen«« of found on «naloo«! promi«««.

/

Sea. Det* */♦
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ÀÌ4UMICIPAL POLICE^
5. 3. REGISTRY 

ks.dJ^I 
jggE ......za -j 4</j

z.£,
206/41 Hongkew

ibbruary 11 th 41.

2 44

See below.

On the morning of the 6/2/41 the accused in 

this case appeared before the S«S.D. Court ehen after 

hearing of evidence the following decision «as handed 

dom

"60 days detention thioh may b« comauted into 

a fine of $fi«oo per day for being found on 

enclosed p read see and reoidlvc»*

A screw driver to be kept in Court Property 

¿•ooxa.

Hie accused has 6 previous convictions.

Case completed.

1M



■! whmipm

M./41 Hongkew 
April 9th 41,

40

€/4/41 to m.
9/4/41 a*n* « P«m.

See body of report«

Ao ting on information received one

*g, BtiMriO» s/unenployod, of!.y«A« (Noe the accused) 
wee arrested by the undersigned at 11*15 am 9/4/41 on

Mlnghong ad near Broadway« Cn being bought to the 

station and questioned* the accused adadttod that at 

about 4 P* 6/4/41 he stole one n/oar starter fron 

ootalt ** n^car which was parking outside the garage, 

555 foaron M as mentioned in < ary'l of this report* 

9m aoeused adritted that the said starter woe resowed I

by him by unscrewing several bolts with the rid of • 

spark plug key Which ho found in the n/car in question, 

lhe aoeused further stated that after ooomtssion 

of the theft ho took the stolen property to Poking fid 

and disposed same of to an unknown to hi* male Chinese, 

evidently a second-hand street hawker whom he net near 

Shans e ad for 110*00. 9m received money the accused 

had spent on his food and Idfgtngp* led by the accused 

detectives visited the location on faking M and node 

enquiries amongst various second hand hawkers and stall 

holders , - tat could not trace the stolen property or 

1$mi anything regarding the Identity of the receiverIlli
'^*'-'9m aoeused will appear before the S.8. ©.Court

on the nooning of the 10/4/41 when one wook romnid mu 

/§7 *• requested to enable dstcotivwe to eowlete fUrtaer



a/*

enquiries regarding paßt nativities of the accused 

u it it strongly believed that he could be connected 

with son« other stellar offenses«

D.D.O. «0»«



»0«

Hongkew
546/41. April 8th, 19 41.

Cutside 535-7 Fearon Road.

Between 10 a.m. and 9 p.m. 6/4/41.

3.50 p.m. 7/4/41.

jli > Gar agekeep er, above addj^^sr

Unknown.

Nil

One old n/car starter Value $80.00
Nil 

K/car starter was stolen from the n/car
parking outside the garage by unscrewing several 
bolts with which the same was affixed to its place, 
evidently with the aid of a pair ofpliers.



At 3.50 p*m. on the 7/4/41, complainant Came

to the station and reported larceny of one n/car 

starter, value $80.00, from one of his customers 

m/car which was parking outside 535-7 Fearon Road 

between 10 a.m. and 9 p.m. 6/4/41.

Enquiries by 0.3.0.271 ascertained that

complainant is a proprietor of a small n/car repair 

shop and garage situated at 535-7 Fearon Road. At 

about 10 a.m. 6/4/41, the complainant removed several 

m/cars (the property of his clients) undergoing 

repair works from the garage in question on the 

north side of Fearon Road (Hongkew creek side) with 

a view to permit his carpenters (5 in number) to 

complete an urgent work inside the garage in 

construction of bodies for several n/trucks. As 

it was Sunday on that date the complainant lift the 

garage and went out and returned back only at 9' p.m. 

even date when the works inside the garage being 

completed, all employees had gone with the exception 

of one Chi Yu Kung ( ) employed as a coolie

and residing in the garage.

Then the complainant with the assistance of 

his night watchman one F. Karetnikoff began to drive 

into garage for the night the n/cars which were 

parking outside as already stated above and dis

covered that the property in question was stolen 

from one of n/cars (1931 Austin 7).

Enquiries show that the stolen starter was

removed from its place by unscrewing 3 bolts and which 

work evidently had been done with the aid of a pair 

of pliers. The complainant’s employees were questioned



by detectives but all stated that they did not see' 

who was tampering > th the n/car in question whilst 

game was parking outside the garage.

Questioning of |^he above named Russian watchman 

on the morning of the 8/4/41, elicited that the 

latter at about 3 p.ra. on the 6/^41 observed one 

Russian youth who was sitting inside the rr/car in 

question, known to the watchman as A. Boo tor in, 

unemployed and of N.F. A. and who on being questioned 

by the watchman at the time stated that he was waiting 

for the owner of the garage who promised to give him 

employment at the garage. The watchman then left 

and returned bad at 6 p.m. to start his night duty 

and found that the said Russian had already left. 

The complainant on being questioned stated that he 

had never seen that Russian and never promised him 

any work at his garage, therefore, it is strongly 
suspected that the mentioned Russian youth, who is 

known to the holies criminal with several previous 

records, had committed the theft of the starter in 

question. Further enquiries proceeding vzi th a view 

to arrest the waited person and r ecover the stolen 

property.

(Sgd). M. Fedoroff,

D. 3. I.



546/41. / Hongkew
V APM1 15th. 41.

4 40

from 11-4-41 to 15-4-41 See body of report

On the morning of the 15-4-41, the second accused

In this ease appeared before the S.S.D. court when after 

hearing of evidence he was ordered to remain in custody 

of Fblioe till 17-4*41 to bo tried together with the 1st 

accused on above date.
The ad accused has no previous oonvlotlona.

During the Period of remand the 1st accused was 

removed from station cells and gnostienod by the under

signed regarding the other offanoos perpetrated by him 

and admitted the fallowing offmaoee aS outlined hereunder:

i^dhfbdffli. Cull fc «Hh
ff* on e

The let accused aSnitted that on the night of 25-3-41 

ho «•» Permitted by one fiangam Shah* British Indian, 

employed tfl • Private watchman at 1100 Whashlng Hoad» to 

sleep in the watchman** hut at above address and at about 

5 a»m. «-».41, the accused onlMMgg that the above 

watchman (the eomPAt. in this ease) was feet asleep, stole 

his uniform* one cap* one torch light and one Padlook 

total value 100*00 and then left ths hut being unobserved 

by any one. further ths accused admitted that the Stolen 

property he sold for Mt» Of to an unknown to him second 

hand hawker* whom ho mat on. S* Seward Bond near TUenfong 

Bond and the received money had spent on his food and



4/2

lodgings. Owing to the time elapsed since the comMsflon 

of the theft all efforts made by detectives to trace 

the stolen property ware of no avail* 3ie accused led 

detectives to the scene of the offence and the above 

named com nit. wan located and from the latter it was 

leaned that the ease was reported by him to Ttalin Hoad 

station on the date of the commission of the offence which 

was Made subject of (!«&•) J.I.B. 349/41. Accosting to 

the oompit. there are some more Property as 1 raaor» 1 

frying Pan etc«« missing from the hut in question and 

which property had bean reported by t£e oomplt* to the 

above station on the 28-3-41, but the accused on being 

questioned regarding sane strongly denied that he stole 

any property other than that already adaittad by him and 

nothing was found to connect him with the loss of that 

additional Property.

The accused was charged accordingly with this theft 

and oomplt« instructed to attend the court to give his 
evidcdMiten

Jh&XhElhniLJtaxKg^agalMjLJha-lih-assMiM.
1

The lot accused further admitted that at about 7 p.m. 

13-1-41, whilst ho was working 9* a shop ansletmt at



4/&

’Welcome Bakery" 164 Yuenfong Hoad, misaPproPrlabed 

one bicycle trailer loaded with 6 bags of flour total 

value >200.00 wh® «trusted by his employer one A* 

Matonts, proprietor of the said bakery (the oom Pit. ) to 

deliver the »eld property from a Hour shop Ml lUenfong 

Boat to the bakery in question. The accused who had 

Performed such kind of delivery before and knowing that 

he will be detailed by his naster to deliver 6 bags of 

£L«r an the night of 1S»1«41 arranged, one day Prior to 

the commission of the theft, with one Bassion, known to 

the accused by nick nene ’Grishka" a salesman of the 

following description: Ago about 45, slim build, 

height approx. 0*8w, long fate» and whom ho Previously 

met on several occasions at one Chinese food shop on 

Yuenfong Hoad that the latter would wait for the accused 

on 1* Seward Hoad near Yhanfang flood in vicinity of the 

bakery at about 7 P.n. 15<4.«41 and Oho agreed to Pay to 

the accused fl.O8.oo for the Hour la question. At the 

stated tine the accused brought the flour in question 
loaded on the bicycle trailer to the aentlonod location, j 

received 1108.00 each iron the above mentioned receiver, 4 

who reloaded the flour on a riosha and Proceeded eastHHI: 'W'"’' I
along B. Seward Bead, lhe accused stated that he had 

never net that Basulen since the date and inquiries made 

by datectives failed to establish his identity er his



whereabouts*

The accused further admitted that the stolen bicycle 

trailer he took to a Chinese bicycle shop 246 E* Seward 

Road with a view to rePair same and to dispose of la 

the near future» inquiries made at above shop and then 

at the bakery la giestioa revealed that on the 18-1-41 

the said trailer was traced by the oomplt* at the bicycle 

shop and subse^ieatly recovered. The ease was reported 

by the oomplt. to the Wayside station and forms the 

subject of (W) IeX.Be 99/41» Ihe oomplt* who is sick 

at present sad unable to attend the court« will be 

represented by his manager Mr* Wosoff. The accused was 

further charged with this offence* further interrogation 

of both the accused failed to connect than with any more 

offence» therefore they will be rearraigned before the 

8.8*0» Court on the morning of the 17«4»41, for trial»



Dina Shereehevskayn«

Huss la
, translated D.S.I» Beloshenko,

Hongkew »/3/41

■Z”• 7anrs ■* ««• a*«»1® 
at present residing at 324 Kungplng Rd«

At about 5 pm, 10th. March, 1941, I pamied photo 

camera for $350«od'4sn the pawnshop at 434 Avenue Joffre.

The pawned camera I received at 7 am 10/3/41 from 

an unknown American with whom T spent the ni git«

On 25/3/41 I visited the same pawnshop just to 

asaertain re interest I shall Wf as X intended to redeem 

the amerà«
This is nr true statement and sidled hr me«

IH Signed: Dina ^herwrhavaknja_



Hongkew

March 12th, 1941

381/41

Prior to his leaving Shanghai the complainant 

visited the station and requested that picture of the 

stolen movie camera together with circular to be 

distributed to the pawnshops and if possible, also to 

all likely places of disposal, i.e. second-hand shops 

and photo shops«

The picture (attached) was obtained from the 

Eastman Kodak Company.

It is respectfully suggested that copies of 

the picture be distributed to the stations and the 

French Police to assist the pawnshop detectives in 

making enquiries.

Sen,Det.i/c D.S.I



WCH

Hongkew

March. 10th, 1941.

F.I.R.381/41.

40.

The General Post Office, N. Szechuen Road.

about 3.00 p.m. 10/3/41.

4.30 p.m. 10/3/41.

Charoon Bunnag, Senior Lieutenant of the Royal Siamese 
Navy, C/0 N.Y.K.

Unknom.

Nil.

One new Movie Camera. Value $1500.00.

OlN11- ; .

Larceny from the leather case hanging from the shoulder.



At 4.30 p.m, 10/3/41, the complainant cane to 

the station and reported larceny of his movie camera, 

value $1500.00, whilst at the General Post Office, 

N.Szechuen Road.

The complainant is in transit here proceeding 

from U.S.A.to Siam and will leave Shanghai for Manila 

on 11/3/41.

Whilst on sight«seeing of Shanghai he went to 

the General Post Office to despatch some letter having 

his movie camera in a leather case hanging on his 

shoulder. At the Post Office he joined a big crowd of 

visitors to buy stanps, all of whom were Chinese. 

After remaining amongst the crowd for about 10.-15 

minutes he bought the stamps and immediately felt that 

the leather case was unusually ligit. On examining 

the same he discovered that the movie camera had been 

removed and taken by someone.

Immediately he started to observe the visitors 

in the vicinity but no one was found to be in possession 

of his camera. Then he rushed outside and continued 

observation but with same result.

The stolen camera is the latest model and only 

one in Shangiai at present.

The complainant has no friends in Shanghai and 

asked the undersigned that in case the camera was 

recovered, he would be communicated with by the 

following address:- "Hidrographic service, Bangkok, 

Thailand*.

inquiries will be made at the all likely places of 

disposal. Enquiries proceeding.



381/41.
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Hongkew
April 4 th, 41-

40.

On 3-4—41, the accused appeared before the 
S.i'.U Court and after the trial she was sentenoed 
to 50 days detention.



381/41*

IKl 4 z

•»gw 
Hongkew 
April 1st»

40«

Ob 26-3-41, the sus Peet aPPeare 3 before the 8*8« d. 

Court and was ordered to be detained until 3-4-41.

The accused has one Previous conviction.

During the period of remand the suspect (now become 

to be accused) was visited in the Ward Hoad Gaol and 

questioned, but she adhered to her original statement, 

i*e*, the stolen camera was given to her as a present 

by* an unknown American.

as it was mentioned in previous diary* she also 

stated that she received the camera at 7 a*m* 10-3-41«

This Is not true as the camera in question was In 

possession of the owner (complainant) until about 

3*30 p*m* 10-3-41. When same had been stolen from him. 

The taet that, when pawnlag the camera, the accused 

gave false address and Instead of full name she wrote 
I ¿% only initials, shows that she had a kncmlcBge of the 

camera being illegally obtained* Usually ouch ex- 

pensive camera»carried in the leather eases but the 
accused pvned the camera without same which also shows j

latter on aching the report produced empty leather case | 

character being always co quaint of «itt criminals end

/y earned with some criminal who stole the camera, handed



!

4/2.

over to her and she in turn iaaedlately proceeded to 

the Pam shop and disposed same.

fin^uirles will he continued re the accused *s 

accomplice. On 3-4-41 the accused will ho brought 

before the 8*S*D» Court when a charge of Larceny will 

be preferred against her.

D. S. I. 

Sen* Det* i/e.

*9**

;lj||

I
I

Bl
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381/41 Hongkew
Marob 25 th 41.

3 40

As beloe» ab bslow.

As a result of tbe äesoripttoa of tbe stol« 

eenera belog oireulated t© tbe paenshops cm 1VV41, 

tbe ower of «fee Ibag Zang Pamabop at 404 xrenue 

JoffiPe, Mparto* to tbe Irenob Pollae tbat tbe oeanera 

la <uesticn bad been parne* at bis paeasbo? by a

EM O U> H cMLsaiL
Sm pawnsbop^aas r «ferro* to tbls Station an* 

bo gase tbe follo4ng *«ballst» At about Mfi pa 
10/3/41, • i^Mtgb WM brooght tu« esmefa to tb« 

pMmsbop «ad wn off«?«* I»o*oo fer sgne» SM egres* 
to that «* m rsoMvliig tbe Mb«y flUe* «*e req<re* 
reeelpt ifclob rea» m Tolloesx» gftffl* JMt 10 Kar. 
Arttelw M»*» JmM »»»0.00. d»m» 4OF4S& 
sie it BMt« Was«

DseorlpUcii of thia eustemar «aa obtainrf Stob 

tbe pamMbop saployoM Mb* also ea«*Mae «ere m*e 

99 aWbiPM gl Wb» «b«n 1t «M loaMM* tbat tbsse t» 
BO «Wb MM» «BMeslBg to tbe *«MripM«B obtalaaA 
reeidiog at tbat plaee «b* W «B« io Mslng tbere» *o 

W bo oWMtel la pBBüag tbe sMl« «Mura» ;
ÄirMBgawoBts wie aale «Itb tbe eener «f tb« 

PMBsbop to latem tb» BMMkae WM«o Station» in oae« 
«9Bi <U «all I» nahe «t«4«r m oenera or to

* •■

I



5/a

At 3.15 pa SS/a/41 a telephone message was 

r shelved from the Pamshop reporting that sane women 

walled at the pavMhop apparently to redeem the oanera.

Immediately D.s.I. Jedoroff attended end took 

in custody one named Mna Shsrlshwvsknyn» *» Bosnian 
^^^^^^S|Mweemw«ewmmwemeseeesSBnwmaeem*maieeHmuSBiiaMUMB«nnnnnen>»S*®»®*» 

f«alo residing ** *** yw^>< Bd. At first she was 

taken to the french Bailee and then handed over to 

thia station for enquiries.

At the tine of arrest she was found to he In 

possession of the pawnticket tor the stolen earnera.

She to knoan to the undersigned as the Per« on 

of a shady oharaeter and has recently besmae the 

Paramour of several erlalaals.

On Wng ««estioned she admitted ga—flg the 

earners te question and also stated that sane had keen 

given to her an a present by an naknowa Marleau with 

whan she apant night. She also stptod that the smera 

was glv* to her at about 7 mi 10/V<l.and this to not 
two mi . the oanera uao^at*».» pm oane day. (8tat««t 

'^gbaohaOl^ gljE iggr

Beta* the rosid<Mt at 3M MgRthg M» aha would 

net glwo any «planation an to her giwlng the false 

address l.e» 51® Booto Tall«, to the panaahop.

On the »/Vai she <11 be brou»t befora the 

S.8.D.0oert on a Writ of Deteatlan for one wonk»



anabllng detectives to nate further anquíil a».

Witti regard to thè ecnplainant, it nust be 

nmticned that on 11/3/Ü Prior to hi© leaving Shanghai 

he infoxnrf thè undereigned that on hie way hoa«, he 

MU stop over 1» Manila «HI thè 50/3/<!, and 

requeeted thè onderei gned to Infuni Ma laaaHately 

la oase of aay derelomaat la reato»* af hi e asura, 

and ttat ha wlll aupply tia Poliae wlth hi 8 fatire 

address aa 1* night ha»

ümadiateXr folloMng thè reaerary ©f thè 

«aaera, thè eaaplainant «aa aoaordlncly infame* WT 

a »«gtntMI lattar ««t by thè andaialgned«

*en«Det«i/a* ».M.

«O*,



400/41 ¥.3.

jarom 9 ®ia ùo IL eia

13/4/41.

Hongkev
Apftl 12th 41.

Breaklng.

80 ìiienAang 34, aoeae ot 
offanta» 1«M. Statica and 
Gat. office «qui Me».

Gotopound of unoccupl ed praalsas ai 3S5 *iard 34.
Abont & gtfu
9«45 am 1^4/41*
Mr. 4«u. BXinahe'voky, 3»aalen. Minerai Water faotoity.

335 aoute Slewpt, F.C.

40*»

Nicola?? QoHa^^efy M« Maalaft» a/waaploy«®, N. f«ju

ùae by detective»rp<fc4 «Wy

800/»

2 wpcec o^aiir wbaels coMpl età 
«iti tyrea- "

ditto

o«l»M t tanto» s*» w« ww>t er ms HH m 
ir Mtfarw<b «at* li B** •• 0

a/aar «Im«U fm • ta^MMk' >«m*r WHMto»



M 9 an 1S/V«L on information was r wool rod 

by the undersigned that a male Russian of a loafer 

type is attesting to dispose 8 iq/oar wheels at 80 

Tuenohang Rd and as it was strongly suqpeoted that 

the said property had been stolen by that Russian, 

C.D.C.874 and the undersigned prooseded to the 

address and arrested erne,

Yioolas Goriaflheff, 84, Russian, 

3/tMoqployod, R.f.A. (now the aoeusc-) 
uho was found outside Bo address in possession of 

8 a/sar wheels, ooaplote wiB tyros.

■ Me address in question io a rattan fhmitur 

shop and the proprietor of sane on being questioned, 

stated that the «sauced requested his permission to 

place Bo property in question for the time being 

but M^taltased
Cn being brought to the station and quoetiox 

the «ooused admitted that at about 3 am I3/4ZU* he 

broke into a of Mt Brd Rd and stole the

mentioned epero «/ear shoelo from a RftwMlfc parking 

inside Bo eoflpota and then took Be stolen yr op er 

to ihoMfaang Rd end uno trying to «ease of Bo 

same until ho was arrested by folios.

Snqpi rice rowoaM Bat Bo pupentp in 

«Bottom betas * proprietor
of Bneral Bta Ml Route Itapt and residing

Cm Ba X’/V« oeaplt, MWta emo of his j 

W^tata fbr rqpatp B Bo eenpota of an mooo^i«



1/3

house at »65 Hard Bd to be repaired by o ©spit’s friend 

ene letoonoff who Is eapleyed as a watdhaan at the 

address and also repairing a/cars in hie Wars time.

It wa« also learned that 1st accused rhe arrived 

recently from Harbin and being vnaoploysd we given 
a wotk by the sai^Btidinah in aooMpg *** to repair 

the cospit’a e/truck.

the n/ear skoals in question were kept on the
, and ^feithe

ooopo^^MMii^MM^b1**”*9 *
man disco vssm||| that 1b* securing the gate of

the conpouad we forced off «nd missing and later on 

discovered that the property in question was stolen 

from the fl/truck, eo he ismedtately informed the ooqplt. 

and reported the ease to Yulin M Station (Offenoe

«at *»

16/4/^

^ v—-4, I '■
gffuJstaAt* »>»•!• s' r.



■ifru

Mi 90.116/41
«Q w 

BongKew 
iprll 23rd

o^iir..
..,.. ......... . W.W
A* &.ao ea &/4/41 iniomavion raaaiv^ by 

0.D» £*140 and C*y»0.$S7 to SU e effeat that a OaL« 

Massi «a oí keg^u* fi/pa A?ou^b.i two s/oar tiieels 

tyraa iato <»« ot tu a Bous«« la lena so, ott Kwkee Hd.

eigaed proaaadad to thè abora lasa and after «earab 

diacovared la» Weela baimi lalt la Bone Ho*ai «Mah \ O t
U' J* y la defflolifihad «ad uweouplod ai presasi* Saversl 

<^P/Ì Ohlaeaa bacare wase fouud ou ito presti se« and tto*

tham *ìa deaeri mot or a Misaian «ee obtalQed «ad 

miao w»s laemed tìieb «be eaaUd ftiaalan wat to aoae 

Marola dea» ìuaneìuiaft dd. dee arai piaseli «are ▼iaitad
.Q Ihe «Mi^^|f.oaa

Goaiaeberf» M» tfeaelaa* a/uaeaplored we# leeatad at 

30 Mi«a«hana 6« aad ideati fi «i w w« of «w Wggera 

ad Wa pewea tfw Ww^it tba MieOa iato Hi« l»we.

M.Qorlaafeefr «a tela« qpaatiwed atetad that tB« 

WaaU ww d«ea to Ila ir «a aatawaa KawaB «he 

«alea hi» >wt to trwepart tBe titéala f«W Maat M 

aeer Mam M to Ut Bouea «bara saw «are lo«at«d* 

Ita «Beala «ara <i«ea to B.QoMaaBaff «t ehoat < «R

B.aoriaabeff atroa«ly daelefi hatvtaa «r taM»<*asd 



of the Korean’s urgent whore eboutfl find stated th«t he 
knew Mb sb heroin smoker and met hin often In nriw» 
heroin 6 sub.

With a Tien to Xeoate the outer all hire 
garages in Honßkew dietriot were visited and enquiries 
nade but without result«

. M.3orleeheff recently we® oherged fro» thia
station for slMlar offence acd reoei ved suspended 
aontenoe«

On »V*/41 ha <11 he brought before <e 8.8.
D-Court on writ of Detention for one week* 

lH .

S<£U Ö0t»»i /Do SbXb



Miac.lU/41

3

Hongkew
May 9th

The accused appeared before the S.S.D. Court 

on the morning of 1/5/41, «hen after the trial* 

the following decision was handed down:«

40 days detention for transporting stolen 
property. Property to Ini kept in Court 
Property Moot pending claimant.

Case connected with 

Caw e tiMtfOHMR



Rise. 114/41.

2.

/ J
•a«

Hongkew
April 30th, 4^

Writ of Detention.

On 24/4/41, the suspect appeared before the

S.3. D.Court and after preliminary trial he was ordered 

to be detained until 1/6/41.

The accused has one previous conviction.

During the period of detention on several 

occasions the suspect was removed from the station 

oolls and questioned but ho strongly denied being 

concerned in stealing the s/oar wheels but only 

transporting then from Tuhang Road to Brakes Road at 

the request of the Korean, mentioned in diary 1 of this 

report, 

further the accused admitted that the Korean 

told him that the wheels are the stolen property.

The station records were checked, description 

of recovered wheels circulated and enquiries were also 

made at the Krenoh Police but no owner of the wheels 

could be located.
thingIn hands to RVdib that the i|||

I * Sgi spbw
I U \ A suspect Is responsible for the theft of the property

W therefore a charge of Transporting Stolen Property will

■ referred against kin when before the 3.S.D.Court on
I' ' **

8en,Rett4/fe D.S.I.



J

m/41

a

S«e below.

¡
i mi. ijw|jy-Ilia

•o»
Bangka«
May 15th <1.

54

As the accused «as unable to appear la

the Court on the Ô/5/41 the ease «as remanded by th« 

Judge UH 13/5/41 •»■» for trial.

On the above date the accused la this case 

brought bcábre the S»s.D.Cart «hm 

after hearing of eri dense the tailowing dedsicn «as 

handed

"11 reers* inpMsenncnt and deprived of 
etili rîrfits fbr W years for receiving 
■orphine injections.

Prior to «nocetion of sentence, he is to 
get rid of the habit of Injection within 
• nonths. "
done b dril otfjl"



«41/41, HCK^fiW
Kay Sth,

54.2»

See balcw.

As tfro accused, la this case could not appear 

before the S. 3« D. Court on the morning of the 29/4/41, 
the ease was rananded till 4/5/41 for trial*

the accused has 3 previous convictions.
On tie 5/5/41, it was learned from the doctor 

of the Police Hospital where the accused is detained 
at present that the latter will be unable to appear 
before tho Court on the above stated date, therefore it



6^1/41.

Zrom 9.15 a.m. to
11 a. nu 

28-4-41.

| si

¿4 # w 
w C * 7

Hongkew
April 28th, 41.

SQ. Injecting heroin

General Hospital, Police 
Hospital and Det. office 
cavalries.

I& Shanghai.

Between June 1940 and £8-4-41.
9.15a. a. £8-4-41.

3.41 Police.

ait. trielffl t ttoMfr
Sergei Parahikoff, 56, Bieslan, s/unemployed, 
H.J.A.

J



At 9»15a*m. on the 28-4-41, a telephone message 

was received from Dr. Hire oh, Assistant Heeldent 

Med*eal Superintendent of Shanghai General Hospital 

to the effect that a male Russian admitted in the 

hospital was found suffering from effects of heroin 

injections.

C.D.S. 345 sad the undersized attended and 

learned from above named doctor that at about 9a.m. 

28-4-41, one, Sergei Parshikoff, 36, Russian, 

s/inemployed ofK.M, attended the said hospital 

as a free ward patient end too on being examined was 

found suffering from the offsets of heroin injections. 
On being questioned by the undersigned toelbovo 

Person, now the accused, admitted that ho is a 

heroin addict and was arrested end brought to the 

station. At the station toe accused made written 

statement or. his own will in which statement ho 

admitted that between June 1940 and tfl-4-41, he woe 

daily frequenting various narcotic dens in the 

Settlement where he administered heroin into his veini 

by injection. Iho accused further stated that as he 

has no means of support and io unable to stop his 

habit of injecting heroin ho wltoos to to brought 

before too 8.8.D. Court to be sentenced to a Period 

(of Imprisonment with a view to get rid ef his habit.

In view of toe state of the accused he was sent to 

Municipal Sallee Hospital where after being osamlned 
:ln to^i and the 

I fpllowing doctor's oertifieate had been issued.



1/&

hospital for about Xo days.will be detained in

•barged accordingly. As «he accused'Ae accused was

is unable to appear Court on thebefore

41X be requested by themorning of the £1-4-41, It

be granted until the aoeuaedPolice that a short remand

Mil ba able to leave the hosMtal

’Heroin buu ts "

k

llllllll

3«a. Det* i/o

D.D.O. h8«



Sergei Parshitoff*.
Jtaawla

10a.au 28-4-41 US,I. Fedoroff

If the undersigned, Sergei Parshikoff, 36 years, B»ssi\n, 
s/un«aployed of N.F«A. state that I inject heroin from June 

1940 till to date. I injeoted heroin in various Korean heroin 

dens in the Settlement and French Concession« At Present tine 
I Msh to «st a rid of this habit end it is my line statement 

signed tor •*

'% Parshikoff.
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At 12« 90 p»HU 22/9/40, D.S.I. Gi gar «on attached
Wayside Station brought to th« station on« named Hloolal 

«“•"»». «/m-ploy«!, N.T.A« v«ho was 
arrested for larceny ef bicycle in thio «as«.

Th« accused was arrested by the complainant and his 
brother on Kwearning Rd and then brought to the nearest 
Police Station (Wayeldo)« On being questioned the accused 
admitted the offence and stated that the machine had bean 
disposed.of by him for M8«00 to an unknown Chinese street 
hawker on Seward Road«

The accused 1« well known criminal.
On 23/1/40 he will be brought before the 3.8. D, Court 

on a charge of larceny, whan a remand of on« week will bo 
applied for to enable detectives to make snquirle e into 
accused's past aeUMti«««
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Imawnai mm mrcr 
tb. s a. regjstpy i 
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Division.

Police Station.

May ...iSed*......... I9 40Crime Register No.

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence 45 <At£ I___

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

4«40 P«tn*

22/5/4O.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

tfi Uffl 08«

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. inside xuhan? mad ^ub-Pcst office«____________ __

Time and date of offence. At 4tC60 n.m« _____________________________________
»» »» ,, reported. 4» 40 22/5/40$______________ .  _____________ __ _

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant. 1» HakajIna . Hotel manager, a, *.60 z.e- Aong

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

4 swell nd.

One MusBian arrested and charged«

¿tiehall Pritzker, age 41, Russian, «s/unemnl ,ye(1 

residing !to«3 Haasy terrace «venue ioffre, r,^

Arrests.
One Lgr w! tness«

Classification of property 
stolen. une wnl et cont^ln^ng <? Ö0«00« Value $ 30» 0

Classification of property 
recovered. i4 i ;oe Value $ 30» 0.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be

answered.
(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body. .
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

Accused stood alongside complainant

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story (old, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking

of food etc.) .1

and attempted to Pick Ms ockefe



*G. 90M-1-40 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j)
(k)
(1)

What staff employed on premises?
Are they all “old” servants? |
If not, what was their last employment 
and for how long?

(m) What was their “characters”?
If any suspicion attached to any of 
them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?
Are old servants suspected?
Are friends and visitors above suspicion 
if not, who is suspected?

(»)

(o)
(p)

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). At 4« 40 p.m* 22/5/40 a telephone moorage

was received from the oub*manager of the whang nd 

&ub*hoet office to the effect that a nusrian had
Iti

be n arre ted otrtside the said Post uffice Whilst 

at ten" tl ng to nick the nooket of a cue tom er»

S. 690 at «end cd tjad brought to the

station one named ?iichail °rl taker» age 41# 

^/unemployed, residing mO«3 ^nscy ¡errase -»venue 

joffne# rrench uonoesrlon»

enquiries made by undersigned and

ascertained

At 4»30 ?>•»•

the following factst*

22/S/40, the above named ac<

eused was arrested In

by a dananese subject

the iuhang noad post uffice

named ar* •»•Katsura )

in the act of steeling a wallet containing ¡60*00

from the coat ri^t pocket of coaxial n.ant# one

named r* «akajinn, ®ho was unaware of the attempted

socket ''Icking until informed by the above named

witness*

Accused Who is an old offender and 

subject of »0*16 in lhe original holograph album 

when questioned by *>,8<i* rederoff denied this 

offence, though h® can give no reasonable exnlana- 

was in the particular Post office*61 on ns to ehy *»e
Accused

appear before ths

has now been charged and will 

court on the 23/0/40«

fcen* vein l/o* I*

j. y. u« Muh

j



Fallen

1440/40. Hongice*
Augnst 84th, 40.

XI «appropriation.

Bic accuaad in this case, John 1^11 « alla.

BlgfgtO1» unreeogalsed American, age 21, a/ba «ployed, 

I.P.A. was, a« shone oa diary Io. 2, sentenced to five 

Months Imprisonment 2V*/40.

On 22/8/40 0*8,1. Beio&enko received informa

tion to th« effect that above named ma« at liberty.

Inquiries made revealed the followings« 

24/8/40 Sentenced to S Mon ths, 1st 8.8.D.Court. 

3/7/40. Handed over to Sad S. 3. D. Court.

0/7/40. Sentenced to 40 days by 2nd 3.8.0.Court.

13/8/40. (date according to Moller) Released by aid. 
3. 3. D. Court. v

The above enquiries having extended to the 

Preneh Police and they having admitted that Moller*s 

release must have been in error, stated they would try

to effect hi« re-arreet. Trench Police effected this at 

' ^ l^Obent 12 Moon MMMkW*
.Q I >•». M/8/40 Trench Police escorted MoUcr to

I -tn

0.8. Mant oocnunicated by telephone with 8en.O«t.Kon^cew 

she to

sentence, of failing this, the 2nd S.8.O.Court should 

rotuna Moller to 1st S.S»D.Court firom whom they obtained ’. 

the sum.

■



1440/40 H,

At • a*«. 24/8/40 I'OUknitBky, Wenoh
Polia»» telephoned Sen.Det., Kengcew* stating that *td 
3. 8 ,D. Court definitely refused to take over Moller, 
9«8«X. Louknitsky wai therefore requested to bring 
Moller to Bon«ikew Station. This was done and Moller 
was received by Sen.Det. Hon^cew at 10 a»au *4^8/40« 

As will be seen from the above Moller has 
served practically none of hie 5 months sentence imposed 
by the let 3. 9. ©.Court 84/6/40 and. he will therefore be 
taken before the 1st 3.3,0.Court 26/8/40 when a decision 
will be requested.



On 3/9/40 the accused John Moller 
appeared before the S.S.D.Court when the following 
decision wo rendered

To Gaol to serve the sentence* *
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1440/40
Crime Register No........................

.Dwirrmi, 
Ï1WRWMMH çjv* 

Jua« said „*).
Diary Number i. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day 

>

<•30 na • 5.15 n* .t Places visited in
80/V40. course of

ÊW • 5 nm a/</-iOinves.ti*ationw • each day.
& - 4 pa afi/6/40.
B M • 18 *»"&• *-------------------

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The QttMroI ?»epl tal.
DOllnr Line of f to «s ad 
varierai bars and onfes.
•Xl Woadwr A omaae

Place or description of 
premises.

IB Ganir&l i/ictrlct of the internali anal ''etti an en tu

Time and date of offence. At about E pm BO/ö/40.
,, reported. i 3 pm aö/<J/<0<

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

M.P« jtootowiiki • raeeriean, à»u. seaman on a/s President 
parti el fl.__________________ _____ _______________

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

J<m Mollai? allai, DLuœ6&^a» Unreooenised A^ariaan, 
age £1. Ä.i.A.

Arrests.
«Me by ¿«tec tl yea

Classification of property 
s» olen.

Homey ma two ellk slmonoe. Valued «80»00

Classification of property 
recovered.

ftro Atowaos and «thine V.1„J SM.00

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

b<dy.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)



•?• CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff cn^tovX*d on premises?(k) Are they alservants?
(1> If not» what was their last employment and .for how long ’?„' (tn), What was their ■‘character»**?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of them and if so, which one and for what
(o) Are old servants suspected?(p) Are friends and visitor» above suspicion . if not, who is suspected ?

Remarks 

commented on by investigating officer). be Ab 4*30 pm 20/&/40, the ecHplainant cane to the

station end reported nlsapproprlntf.on at $020*00 by 

a foreigner who gpvo hie nene to hln as John toiler, 

unreco^zed American*

further CM eotaleinant made the toilewing 

statement:»

He is working as A.S. bokum on S*s* President 
Garfield and on arrival at Jbeaghel an 17/d/dO he 

became co be a stay-in Patient In the Oenetal Mcspi tai 

having beta defect with Ms eyes* ob ie/d/40 during 
'«Mb «MO «■» «Mfc

visiting hours he wee approached hr the accused Who 
«MM «MS

had introduced hlnselr as an Maertoan and also offered —• «* M
to the OQapXaiaant to «¿slot laker in his shopping« 

«MS MM»

toe conplalnanb agreed to that and on lt/s/40 they 

•ent together and had visited several shops tn Control 

District and bought 8 elite Klaotac tor $130*00 and **** 
also ordered 8 Paijre of shows and case suit for to Ito 

860*00 wk£ paid, in advance*

To cover the above aoncnsoa the ooHBlalnent had 

changed G 9<Obqo and received «880*00 la local 

currency*

Owing to eyes sloknsec the ctwlainant was «table 

to dUtiagsleh the back notes and asked the accused 

to keep poweaeion of all nancy and to cany cn all 

necemtf y pey&ento* After shopping the aw lament 

asked the accused to buy tor Ma one leather suitcase 

and con» cuilos and to *<9 for seta from too balance 

(8400*00) which jmsjrept by too accuBefe toe tollcnlng 
dkF (80/t/4°) they had tat again and the accused tdd



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Diary Number:— l/ifr Nature of Offence:-^

CRIME DIARY. 
—  Division. 

CRIME REGISTER No:— .......................... Police Station.
........................ -................... 19

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

i
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

I RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

the oomplAjftfiMt that he (accused) had bought for him
the required sal curis>s and Chat same together
•IWi two KWsnc? (brughS col lS/d/40) are left in the 
foreign l»«*»i*» A« far safe custody» •**

Tho 0O^plfilnmt decided to go end wee the purchased
goods and fisnt into Hwiry y.M.G»a. to ¡sail fie hire *4b -*■» •**
m/orx', ihe accused had foil<wed Mat but suddenly left 
throu^i the beok door and disappeared» The complainant ' «•
made euqn&rled at foreign Y»ht»&A» and Termed that J* 

' Miller is not Smovc there and thef nothing had been left 
I by the above person. fee oofo cust-xly.

Then the aampietnant decided to report the matter
I to the fblioe»

John Koller is well known original (2 previous
I Wanviotioa«’ and it was «loo knovn to the undersigned j -MV
! that cft<^ he we» vf M ting the Ix>la»e Bar at dll Broad» *♦
! my» The plane ms vM and from the propria tree»

i t me learned that on 20/6/40 the accused had visited
her place and »Pent ebout $10Q»00 on drifts» the accused 

I else hat left for safe keening a pareel and hie eld 
** ** *“

elcthing ar he had bought for hiraself nee evtt» pair of •* ** ♦*
shoes, shirt etc. The parcel was examined and finmd to 
eon tain two oomplt*a milk ximmea for uhioh *130»00 had 
been paid»



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— 1/1

...............................Division.

.-.-...........^...........Police ' Station.

................... ......................... 19
Nature of Offence:—

CRIME REGISTER Nog—Mt

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

1
1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

In oæe J» MoH<r xrt.ll pu i in an a^remnee**■*
10 cm Ps/d/40 the accused Visited the *4

bar, Shs wayside station wos in&aaed and they effected 
ths arrest of the culprit»

** Ok

tin being iAiesacnsd at the station the accused 
n/taitbed the effence end wrote the statemmt to that 
effect* At the Use of arrest the accused cos searched
end found to be la poseersioa of 30 4 only« we stated 
that all the oowlt’c noaey (<3@&00) he had spent la 
buyinr a nee eui t» dhocs etc for himself and to cover **
the «treases in various bars and cafes during tso nights* 

■ The complainant roques’»a the 'dice to prosecn te the 
j offender and owing t.> th« face that he is leaving
j ** *«*, *M*

iShanghai far America on is/e/lC he also asked if the -*» *****
J recovered property and things bought by the accused on
his money co«£d b^ returned to hla* **

on ins true tt ore from senior Detective this was acne 
against th* couplt's signature in the Detained Property

on M/g/40 the accused win he brought heft re th e 
s*s*D*oaurt whin a dherei of ittsappropMatcu will he •*
preferred against him*

D*D*0**V D*8*I.
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*6.

*c*
137/41. Hon gk ew

January 24th 41.

2 40

10 am to 10.45 ar
7 pm - 8 pm

10 pm - 11 pm
See body of report.

Acting on information received that the theft of

observed

taken

first strongly deniedregarding the offence, she at

With the confit, idxo

female who was seen by

coalpit’s overcoat had beer perpetrated by one Elisabeth 

28> Russian, s/unemplo.ysd of N.F. A. well known

criminal, and heroin addict, observation was kept by

the tradersigned on Yuendhang and Yuenfong Rds usually 

frequented by Russian heroin addicts then at 10 

24/1/41, the above female (now the accused) was

same« but on being confronted 

imnoMately identified her as 

him loitering on the premises on the 23A/41 at the

walking along Yuenfong Rd near Broadway and was 

into custody by C.D.3.34 and the undersigned.

On being brought to the station and questioned

pm

time when the property in question was stolen from the 

kitchen room. She (the accused) admitted that she stole 

the overcoat of oosplt. ®»« accused farther stated that 

she pawned the stolen property for M.oo at a pawnshop 

on 8.Seward Rd near YUenchang Rd and on the 24A/41 

sold the. pawnticket to an unknown to her male Russian 

whom she mot in a Korean herein don for $3,00. Owing 

to the la to hour detectives were unable to viol t the 

pawnshop to recover the stolen property and the same 

will bo done on the morning of the 25A/41. JUrther 

interrogation of the aocusodioculd not connect her with



2/2

any other similar offence. accused was recently 

released from the ’»ard Rd Gaol.

The aoeueod will he arraigned before the

S.S.D.Court on the morning of th$ 25/1/41 to answer

the charge of larceny preferred against her,

Son. De t.i/c, D.S.I



«c«
Hongk evi

January 23rd,1941,

40.

if'oreiga. Boarding House, 4 Astor I’errace, Astor Road. 

About 3 p.m. 23/1/41.

Sung So' ng Ling ,3/house boy, above address.

one Russian female gusneoced and not arrested.

Ag e sb out 30 y »rs / ■ g e i gh >; gb ou t 5 ’ 2 ", s U> u t bu i 1 d, 

fresh comolexion, round face, wearing short green coat.

Nil.

One old gent’s overcoat. $20.00.

Mil.

M. 0. Proper ty c tolen from the ki fichen room on 
the ground floor during ‘he absence of the house 
boy and evidently Perpetrated by an unknown Russian 
feaiale who was observed lol tering on thè premises at 
thè1



At 3.45 p.m. £3/1/41, complainant came to the 

station and reported the theft of his old overcoat, 

value $20.00', from the kitchen room on. the ground floor 

of No.4 Astor Terrace, Astor Road, at about 3 p.m. £3/1/41.

inquiries made by C.D.C.54 and the undersigned 

learned that complainant is employed as house boy at 

foreign boarding house located at No.4 Astor Terrace, 

Astor Hoad and sleeping in the kitchen roora on the ground 

floor of above address. At about 3 p.m. on unknown Russian 

female as described on sheet 1 of this report knocked 

the door of the premises and complainant responded and 

let her to come inside, then she Proceeded to the first 

floor and shortly afterwards returned to the ground floor 

asking the boy (complainant) if any Russians are residing I 

on the premises and the boy pointed her one room occupied 

by a Russian family and located on the ground floor near 

the kitchen in question, The complainant then proceeded 

u.-stairs being summoned by one of occupants of the 

boarding house and few minutes later on returning to 

the kitchen room discovered that his overcoat has been 

s tolen from the wall of that room.

inquiries made by the undersigned at the room 

occupied by Russians and which room was ■pointed by 

the boy to the Russian female susneot learned that an 

unknown Russian female entered that room and was 

begging for alms from the occupants and after she was 

given some old dress she left the room. As the door 

of the premises «as kept closed and secured with door 

spring lock and no one had entered the premises on 

exception of that female i t is quite evident that the 

theft had been perpetrated by the latter, inquiries made



amongst the other occupants of the boarding house 

revealed that the mentioned female was not kno n to any 

one and was not seen before on the premises.

inquiries proceeding with a view to recover the 

stolen overcoat and obtain information regarding the 

identity of the suspected female*

/



Copy for D«C.(Special Bfanch)

915/41

3*15 pa • 4.45 pm
5.30 pm wfl pm
5 pm • 8.30 pa
4.30 pm •T.30 pm

The Turn Heng Pawnehop

About 3 pm Jfi/V41. 
3.10 pm 10/4/41.
Koh Hung toi (fffef ) ■W oune»

„ s ■ Í

‘‘°" ' ¿W$?|
Hongkew 
Juae loth 41.

S3

Skonto Bolleo» 
40 Boute Saleoemg» 
153 *M too Soewe.
573/145 i.iewi M « ora»

at 114 WommML

Wo.flO Boato toi iosa gì 
• M•

Vtawlmyna, »♦ W JU

480.00

439*00

Otocmto* too hlmolf too Mtoelmo atomtoto 
ftomtho OMplrtitowfr os

Two Mogrelme

y



Sir,

The accused haa 
previously hired cycles 
from complainant in good 
faith. He admitted that 
in this particular case 
he first acted in good 
faith and had no intent 
to misappropriate the 
cycles at first,but 
later, in Hongkew Dis
trict, decided to misapp« 

.ropriate machines con
cerned.

D.S.I.

At 3,10 p.m. 10/6/41, the ecmplalnmt with 
the assistance of C.p.C.1883 brcutet to the station 
the accused described on sheet 1 of this report, 
whom he had arrested for misappropriation of two 
bicycles white were hired by the acensad.

Enquiries by C.D.C.W0 *d the wndordlteed. 
The tosyl alnm* nado the following ótatenos t» 
Bo is the owner of «* bicycle shop at 00 

Bente Oaigto*« e*d at about 1.40 pm eves date, two 
bicycle* wore hired by the accused, who gave his 
nano as Oisdmoff residing at IOS Bento Boo Occurs. 
The aeon sed io Stews In the Step co the person to 
who* e* she occasion previously the bicycle «oh 
hired«

The accused stated that the aid bicycle ho 
wants for hid SOtor,

At about S pn even date the ocuplainant 
whilst proceeding along Woo sung Bd accidently had 
noticed the accused entering the Thon Seng Pawnshop 
with oho of hid bicycles. So followed the accused 
and was present teen the latter offered for p*m 
hides»**'«) bicycle. Bering conversation «te 
accused o aid to the p**Mtap Miotantycna nosed 

Tsang Son •eng/«tet «to bicycle io hid cm property 
and tente* by hin about c*o year ago, further ho 
stated «Mt he io 1* poceecsien of the It moo 
receipt, white ho had left at hatos

After this Wo eeqplalnnnt called the CJP.C. 
and broutet the accused to the station«

At the station the aooused on being questioned



Vi

denied the offense stating that on entering the pawn« 

shop Us intention was only to appraise the bicycle 

as he waits to boy sans*
ItW regard to another bicycle he stated that 

daae was given by him to his sister for joy ride*

With the aseistanae iron the Xreach Police 

the addrdM given by the aoeused in the bicycle shop 

wad eheoked and proved to he false one. further tie 

aroused admitted the oriae and stated that the name 

*MMff* *Mo wad »Ide. he admitted that the M 

bioyolo he had loft with his aether residing at WVMS 

M.Seward ad. the plane was visited aid the aether one

named Mr s.M. V. Tarasova was interviewed. Irea her it 

was learned that the accused id not living with her 

for the last about « months» but seldom visited her. 

further she stated that at about 2.30 pa the aoeused 

brought the bioyolo and asked to hoop rase until even

ing, saying that daao belongs to hie girlfriend. Am 
refused to hasp the bioyolo but without her permission 

the aoeused left the bicycle Shd wont sway.

The Moused*» Mther id a respectable woman and 

oh ho account would be suspeetod in having guilty 

knowledge ro the bioyeie, dhieh he b shied over to the 

reMoe«





Tsang >oi Sung

Swatow

Hongkew Stn, 10-6-41

C.D.C. lao.

Clerk Chen

My name Is Tsang iei Sung, age 22» Swatow, shop assists? 

«■ployed by Then Heng (Shop, 116 »ooming Hoad.

At about 3 p.m. 10-6-41, a male Russian pushed a bioydi 

to our shop for pledge to the sun of $40»00» Whilst I asked 

him to produce the liecnoe paper, but he said it was left in 

home and al»o X asked him to fürniah a guarantor. The latter 

replied he bought this bicycle ov<* one year and he could 

furnish a guarantor. At thio time a male Chinese came to the 

scene and arrested that Russian who was then brought to the 

station.

The above is ny true statement.

Sigaoda Tsang »el Sung.



'■ * c *
915/41. Hongkew

June 13th, 41
2 23

On the morning of the 11*6*41, the accused 

was arraigned "before the S«S«D. Court when after 

hearing of evidence the following judgnent was 

handed down*

•2 months imprisonment for misappropriation. 
Property to be returned to owner.
Sentence to be executed immediately.M

Case completed.

Sen. Det* l/o.

KMC/



Copy for A.C. (Special Branch). 
«Wr

Jkr‘7
! rM //¡p M

"C"
874/41. Hongkew

June 16th 4i.

2 3?.

As below. As below.

A Summons against the accused in this Case 

G. Redroff, was received at this station on the 16/6/41, 

mane being duly serrad by the undersigned on the accused 

at his home Ho. 10 Kungping Road.

The case will bo heard at the S.8.JD.Court 
on the morning of 18/6/41.

All witnesses warned to attend.

I>.D.0.*C*.



974/41.

»O’*
Hongkew 
Way 31st,

37

B. Soochow Road near Broadway.

At about 10 a.a. 31-5-41. 
10.15a.m. 31-5*41.
Koh Obing Kyoeh d?^i) c-»-®- 325 attached Hongkew

One prosecuted by summon».

G. Redroff, 24 Russian, »/bus inspector, residing 

10 Kungping Terrace.

One by summons



At 10.15 a.ra. 31-5-41. C.P.C. 325 brought to 

the station the accused described on sheet 1 of 

this report whoa he had arrested for assault.

From enquiries made by C.r-.C. 345 and the 

undersigned the following was ascertained.
The accused is the ticket inspector No.73 

employed by the Japanese Bus Company and was on 

duty in the ticket box placed on corner of N. Soochow 

Road and Broadway.
At about 10 a.m. even date a Russian arrived on 

ricsha licence Vo.843, who stepped outside the box 

and the Russian paid him off. An argument arose 

between the ricsha coolie and passenger owing to a 

damaged 50 cent note and the accused requested both 

parties to leave the place as they wore interfering 

with arrivtrtf buses. The ricsha ooolie grabbed hold 

of the passenger by the collar and took him to the 

nearest C.P.C. (the complainant).

Speaking fluently in Chinese language the 

accused thought that he may help the Russian by 

interpretation of the case to C.P.C. and followed 

the parties. Whilst near C.P.C. the accused observed 

that the ricsha ooolie was still holding the passenger 

by the collar and he put his (riosha coolie's) hand 

off.

Saving impression that the accused had inter- 

fared with discharging of his duty hm requested him 

not to do so. An argument arose between the accused 

and C.P.C. resulting a struggle during which the 

C.P.C. alleged being struck on the face by the accused.



1/2

factor’s chit reads as follows;

‘'Slight contusion of face - left side*

Mr. Saito of the C.C. Bus Company attended the 

station and after being explained the ease agreed that 

the accused to be chargea for assault and also had 

promised to produce him in the court whenever required.

Charged.

Proceeded by summons

Sen. Bet. i/e

r.r.o. *c*

KMC/



I

Tsai Siao Sen Ts )

Kompo

Hongkew Stn. 31-5-41

C.L.C. 271 
translated Clerk Chen

My name is Tsai Siao San Ts, age 47, Kompo, public rip^ha 

coolie, pulling ricsha Nd.843.
A Russian passenger hired*/riC8ha from Wai San Li. Broadway 

to Garden Bridge, the fare being 50 cents, but the Russian paid 

me a 50 cent note which lost a corner, I argued with him. The 

latter called a C.P.C. No.325, while a Russian Bus Inspector 

No.73 arrived on the scene and slapped me with his hand, at 

this time C.P.C. interfered with him and who also assaulted 

the C.P.Q. witn his hands and feet. Subsequently P.8. 703 

arrested the Russian Inspector ano brought him to the station.

Ths above is my true statement.

Signed and crosemarked: Tsai Siao San Ts



97^/41.

From 10.30 a.m. 
to 

12 noon 
¿3-6-41.

• c I fff
Hongkew 
June 23rd. 41.

43 (AU.)

Pet. office enquiries 
and Japanese Omnibus Co. 
depot, B’way and Kungplng 
Road.

Japanese Public M/Bub, B’way Rast near T^eeehang Rd.

About 11.30 p.m. 22-6-41.
10.30 a.m. 23-6-41.
Zee Tab Chuen t^) bus driver, 5 Palny Road.

Ar re e ted and chargee.•

• Kusaxaa Jew, n/uneaiployod, 
£5 Fearon Road.

One by coaplt. anc J.&.h. Party.

Attempted pocket-picking In a publie Inmi



At 10.30 a.m. on the 23-6-41, the accused 

described on sheet 1 of this report wee handed over 

to the station per I>. I. Watrnabe by Warrant Officer 

Ohbta, of J.N.L. Party Headquarters together with 

the coinpit. in this case one Zee Tab Chuen 

Japanese omnibus driver, residing 5 Dalny Road.

Inquiries by C.T.C. 251 and the undersigned 

learned that at about 11.30 p.m. on the 22-6-41, 

whilst the complt. who was at the time off duty and 

in plain clothes was travelling in a Japanese 

omnibus Wo.248, route 6, proceeding along B’way Bast 

and when approaching Tuenehang Road bus step, complt. 

had felt that some one is interfered with the inside 

pocket of his long gown, containing one driving 

permit and $2390 in notes. The bus was overcrowded 

at the time and oomplt. was compelled to stand 

holding with both hie hands a supporting bar to keep 

his balance. The complt. then immediately get a hold 

of the arm of the accused who at the time was 

standing close to the complt. and who was the person 

who interfered with the complt’s pocket. The accused 

then dropped the complt. driving permit and money 

on the feus.floor and whilst oomplt.was picked the sam 
up the accused managed to get off the bus. The complt 
gave a chase after him and succeeded in arresting 
him about 30 yards from the bus step and handed him 
over to J.X.Xi.P. sentry on B’way Bridge and where 
from the accused was conveyed to the J.W.L.P. Head
quarters, W. Railway Station, 0.0.I. and on the 

following day handed over, to the S.M. Police as



already state«’ above.

The aooused strongly denied the offence, but 

admitted that he was travelling in the said omnibus. 
Ct^f O[

The accused, ?ho is well known to the Police-pick-pocket, 

on being questioned could not give any satisfactory 

explanation why he had left the bus in question on the 

above mentioned stop as the nearest stop to his home 

was the stop at 3'way and Boone Road corner (the accused 

residing at 55 Fearon Road). It is quite evident that 

he attempted to pick the pocket of complt's long gown 

as explained above, therefore he was charged accordingly 

ano will appear before the ¡S.3.D. Court on the morning 

of the 24- -41. Coaplt. instructed to attend the court 

to give his evidence.

Sen. Det. i/c.

D.D.O. •C".

KMC/



976/41.

2

* c «...
Hongkew
June 26th, 41.

45 (AU.)

See below

On the morning of the 24-6-41, the accused 
appeared before the S.^.D, Court when after hearing 
of evidence the following decision was handed down:

Fined $20.00 or 20 days' labour for larceny.

The accused has 3 previous convictions.
Case completed.



CSpy - for Special Branch,

3084/0.«

8*1
U 1 M

XOUM ‘ v,.aI

30th my, 1341«

40.

1*10 p«n* to
3,30 p«a* 
soAAu

Detective ornee.

P«H,D.Of fice, 887 Boochow Ibad.
18.4S >n« 30/F/41.
l,oe pa< sq/7/41*

«JUG, WWU« MMH Wpartmewt*

One ty înfomant*

Typewriter and raincoat. 3,100.00



12*45 p«u» 30/7/41 the accused entered the 

P*H* Department Office,667 %>ochow Itoad, vlalthe 

open dooxfe ascended the staircase to the second 

floor and stole an *Underwoodrt typewriter and a 

raincoat*

He was des oen ding the staircase with the 

property in his porjsesslon -dwn he was arrested by 
a ?*H#D. coolie nmed Kjrung Dong Hai( ^2~ )*

S*>< 0*3055 w called to the scene and escorted 

acouaed to this Station*

Searched* accused was found to he tn poeaeaoion

of o 4hw*
Ke has previously been eonrictod ftr haroln 

sraoking and theft*

aiarged under drt*320 (1) of the C*0»0* A 

work’s rontfid Is request«*»



S. REGIS T
ii. D. "£L...
CL (Si $

XQM.. ^.T.

Mlse.TOg/40 Hongcew
December 12th 40.

Detention of three Brea lane.

On 12/12/40, information was received to the 

effect that one named F, Nec'aiporcnlco, Bisalan is 

probably responsible for several crimes recently report-* 

ed to the s. «.Police, At 6,30 a»m, 1^12/40, D.S.I. 

fedoroff, 0»D»0,222 and the undersigned visited the 

house at 329/60 Uongshan Bo ad and arrested two men who 

on being brought to the station gave their names as 

iblloan«

X- P-p- Ossian, M/unew>loyed,
resldlhgebave address,

2, V.Afaueleff, 90, Busstan, s/unaaployed, M.RD 

The A»® occupied by the 1st» suspect was searched 

and 4 lengths of woollen material end one length of 

cotton material were fbuad,

-From dhrther enquiries made by the above detectives 

it was leaned that one n«aed a. Melamed, 40, aissien, 

s/unewloyed, >,1*,A, gave the above Materials to the 

1st« accused.
At 3.45 pau 2. Melamed was located at 140/M 

ifbng Bead and brought to the station.
On 13/12/40 the three accused will be brou&t 

>m the d,8,l>»G0Uxt on Writ of Detention,

D*0,*c% D*8,1,



£716/40 Hongkew
December ISth 40»

£

£ pm to 4 pa 18/12/40. Jukong Rd Station,
Arthur - B.Seward Rds 
and Det.office enquiries

ihrtber enquiries conducted by detectives at 

the scene of offence resulted in location one Chinese 

amah employed by the proprietor of the boarding house 

in question who on being questioned stated that prior 

to the theft being committed at the OMCilt’s room at 
about a pm 7.1 £.40 she observed one male Bissim loiter
ing in vicinity of the address and who was formerly 
residing at the boarding house in question.

Dhe proprietor of boarding house Mr.L.Imas on 

being questioned regarding that ftissian stated that 

he gave him refugee and permitted him to sleep on the 

premises for about 3 days and then he left on the 

4/1 and gave Ma aama as V.Gooschin. As it was 

strongly suspected that he casedtted the offence, Mr. 
Imas was instructed to detain that person if seen and 
inform the undersigned.

At about 1£ noon 18/12/40, Mr. I mas met the 
wonted person walking together with one other Bumion 
on Jukong M 0.0.1* end took them to Jukong ad Police 
station at the same time informing the undersigned who 
went to the said station and received into custody:“

11« 80» mowtan, s/unesployed,
(JVUh le^ceased).

*■ faorikoff* 1» Bisodan, s/un «ployed, i* "• 17TOHrlhe find accused).



On b<ng brought bo the station and questioned 

both the accused admitted that they concerned together 

with one mere male «uaf-ian knom to Mia by nick nene 

"Volodka* and <io?A they mot on ths 5/11/O on I> Seward 

M> decided to ccmnl c a she ft at the boarding house in 

question on suggestion from the 1st accused to obtain 

some moniy for their food end lodging exp ens e*. all 

being uneW>lcyed, at the time«

It about 6 pm 7/18/40, all above mentioned parson® 

entered the boarding house in question via unsecured 

front door proceeded ups tai re share the 1st accused 

wrenched off the padlock securing the door of comp It's 

room, entered the room and stole the property au des

ert bed in diary 1 of this report«

Both the accused further stated that they sold 
the stolen property to an unknown Chinese second haidcer 
whom they met on B. Seward Id near Arthur Rd, for >55.00. 
Ihe proceeds were equally divided between all the 
culprits and had spent cn their foot and lodgings, 
inquiries made by detectives on B» Seward fid end Arthur 
fid In an effort to locate that second hend h«tker> wore 
of no avail.

Both the accused were charged accordingly and will 
ep pear before the 3.3. I>*Court on the morning of the



n/ò

19/1ê/<0 when one week ’b remand will be requested to 

enable detectiv ee to iuafce JAirtlier «mairies regarding

their past activities

M*

Sen. De L. i/o«

D.D.Ú. "Û",

11llplp

r.nú te, Locuitó their uocomp

< *> €-^,r’'^

^0



675/41.

fot]
*o« / r ut
Hondear
April », 4i

Transporting Stolen 
property (•!)•

Sorthem erea of Shanghai.

about 4 a*»* 23/4/41.
5.30 o.m. 2W41«
S»X*P«/BAK,e«

Sioolai GoriaÄaff, age 24, Ruatlan, s/a»employed,



At first this case was ths subject of 
H. Vise. 116/41 and now is transferred into this 
t.i.r.

At 5-30 a»n* 21/4/41» th® accused 
described on sheet 1 of this report was arrested 
for being in possession of two a/oeat wheels value 
>600«00.

"Ebe accused id&dttod having knowledge 
that the wheels are stolen property and that same 
he had transported for an unknown Korean.

Charged accordingly«
Tall particulars of this ease are the 

adbjoet of H« Miso. IXd/CU



FM. 22 4b.. NQ. 1
G.90M-1-40

Crime Register No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLlQB^iiWMmmiliE ;
CRIME DIARY. i S. B- REGISTOY

--„J, Na. S. B.

XOæ/40. ■^~TOST
.......... ......... ~ -ftlggg.

- ------------------------ - ----------------—.............................  Z{^0
Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. I.) Nature of Offence :45

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

From 10.5 n.m. to
11 •
5/5/40.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

1

---- M.

et. ofilos enquiries

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

Time and date of offence.

ïuMng no«3 os t office Branch,
About 10 s. u 3/5/40.

„ „ ,9 reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

Time and date body was discovered. 
Position, appearance and marks on 
body.

Apparent cause of death.
Motive if known.

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

10.5 a. a. <^5/40.

T. Uetsushlae» Japanese, Jannger, 6 Harohet ïtâ. 
one ajves^ed and ohar.ed.

Ivan 'J»*-*7 » hubs! an, ¿/unemployed, 
■£¡9' «uè MoLiere £'• 0.

one by conniu and vitaes •

^XùO.oq in notes« Value $ 100« 00«

Value $ 100.00.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., ! 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, I 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.

Mode of ent.,, including manner of 
approach to premises.
Means used (tools etc.)
Character assumed by criminal, and 
story told, etc.
Mode of transport and description. 
Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 
of food etc.)

(f)
(g)

th)

Picked the hip pocket of compì u *0 troupers

*hllat the letter ent delivering letter at the above

oat Office.

DATE // / S I



RM. 2g G. NO. 2
G. 90M-1-40 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) ¿V-hat staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all “old” servants ?
(1) If not. what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be At 10.06 0.10. 6/5/40. th® « CCUSSd d «PO M b«d
commented on by investigating officer).

°1-’ «heet 1 of t*><s report woe brought to the stntira 

by the cocanlei no nt one n» ’áatsuehl e, Jean .ere, re» 

sluing 8 Barchet nd« wl th the es:-le tnnoe of one mie 

Chinese named isang ¿au Young ) Who was ar»

rested by she above named ’’ercon nt Xuhnng mad ’’ost 

of* toe at about 1C a«*i* 6/5/40 for the com**» I

13Í na.it »s ~>ooket of 1)0« X) in no tea«

Toquirles »ede by u. >>c,54 and She under» 

si ned ascertained that nt about 10 n«^u 6/5/40 

Whilst the compii* ws standing nt t*»e counter of 

iu*-t»ng nocd ’oct office branch .-ending the letter* I 

the accused approached frost behind and stole 100«o0 

In notes frxx t*e hin oocixet of cotonit*o troncare 

unacticed by she cotnpls» at .-he time* but the accused^ 

coti *n Sief ebrerved by the abv. e named male Chinese 

who wes standing near by the ccmplt* *nd who ita» 

mecietel y inf exited, the compì t« rho In turn got a 

hold of the accused w^en the latter ws© leaving the

’■©st vfrice nd troufjht hin to the statt®#« 

Cn belng eeardhed t the Station the stoten

□oney vjere found cu the aceused and loentlfled by tht 

oom-UU as ’’le ov.n (10 x €10bO0 notes of •The inrmerf 

itn»k of China»)« ihe ancueed wae also found In no* 

seeseloa of one wallet contalnlng r65«00 In notes 

and roae email ahafee but on belng queetloned stated 

thet earno was hi® own nrowerty«
Ahe accused admltted the theft of com»ltt«

I
money as dosorfbed abowe and will ar*’'ear before the j 

Ä«ß»P« Court on the moralnt; of t*>e 7/b 40 <jhar< ed



170M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. 

............................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— .............................Police Station.

Diary Number:— 1/3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

I
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
-d th th ’ s offence»

t*e aedwed was found in os res Ion of a quan* 

tlty ?i uannaese omnibus tiokets» wMeh will be Pro

duced In court a® esMbite end being M iSelf re* 

el■■ eat of "reneb üoncea^ion it je sue®e®tod tj*»at be v°d 

tu-ev* ixiely entered tMe dietriot end quite «oselble 

cornu! t*ed rotae aore "taller ofienoes, therefore on® 

week reninnfi will be requested to enable deteotlv®®
neke further enquiries r< nast activities of t>te ®oeu«ed»|



F, *22 F 
«M70M-1-39

shanghai municipal pqliceI
CRIME DIARY. L—~

Diary Number:— g

♦tQfl 

........ -.................. Division,
..... ......Police Station.

May ...... X?th...........ip40<
Nature of Offence:— 4g

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1085/40*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See belowt

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of the 17/5/40 the accused 

TOo rearralgned before the S*s*D.court when the 
^°1lowing Jud 0a ent was handed down:»

”3 mon the imprisonment for larceny & reeldive.

Sentence to be executed immediately* "

Case completed*

"C".



F. 22 F 
G. 110M-1-40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL P
CRIME DIARY.

3WI8HÄI MVmcIPAl POUÔi 7
s. a. ReG J TRY

cßieE.D

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1065/40.

Diary Number:—

.......... ..C......... Division. 
...........Police Station.

....MiX...14t^,.................i9 40>
Nature of Offence:— 45.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
Frwa 8-5-40 to 13-5-40.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Detective office and 

general enquiries.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning ©f the 7-5-40, the accused appeared

before the S.S.D. court when after hearing of evidence 
the case was remanded till 17-5-40 for trial.

PropeirtS’, to be returned to owner.
The accused has 9 previous convictions.

During the period of rsmnnd toe accused was 
frequently removed from cells and carefully interrogated 

re other offences but nothing was found to connect him 

wlth any more similar crime.
On the 9-5-40, the accused with a number of other 

Russian criminals detained at this station was viewed 

by the oompit. in (W) F.I. 618/40 (a pocket-picking 

case) one named Jacobsberg but the latter failed to 

make an Identification.
•¡he accused will be re-arx*lgned before the 

S.S.V. court on the morning of the 17-5-40 for trial.
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X5. 20&-1-37

File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. zz

Section 1, Special branch...........9
REPORT

©«^September..1.4.,-i 9 37

concerning Miss N*S. Uchakina•

Subject.....Q.Q?^.VP.i.9..atip.n..d.ated..7-9-37...from..the..Ne.t.he.rl.an.da...C.Dns.ul.at.e-.Gener.al.........

Miss Hina Sergeyevna UCHaKINA, Russian« was born_____ _ 

on January 20,1911 at Harbin . She is reported to be the daughter 

of a former employee of the Chinese -Eastern Railway* according— 

to her own statement she left Harbin for Hankow in 1932 and re

sided in the latter city until 1935 working as a manicurist*______ .

In summer 1935 she went to Chefoo where she resided at the________

Beach Cafe and was employed as a dancing partner* In September___

of the same year she arrived in Shanghai from Chefoo and has 

since been residing in this city* She is reported to have worked 

as a dancing partner at the Casanova Cabaret for some time*

On August 30,1937 she registered at the Shanghai City 

Government Police Bureau,through the medium of the Russian Emi

grants Committee, on the strength of Residential Permit No 348 

issued on 9-9-35 by the Chefoo Police* At the same time___________

Miss Uchakina applied for a passport to enable her to proceed__

to the Netherlands indies in order,she stated, to join her 

fiance, m conformity with the Provisional Regulations concern

ing Registration,Passports»Visas and Certificates she was issued 

by the S*C,G* Police Bureau with Travelling Certificate No 692 

in lieu of passport for travelling to the Netherlands Indies* 

Her last known address is 475 Route Cardinal Mercier* 

Miss UchakinAs sister, a* Uchakina, reported to be a dancing 

partner, resides at 453 Route Cardinal Mercier* 

---------------------- bhile in Shanghai Miss Uchakina did not come to the 

notice of the Municipal Police in connection with any activities 

of an uclesirable character* -------------- ——__________________—   ———
*%» O 1^0 |

D* S* I*

D*C. ( Crime & Special Branches)



ft it' fig /+ - f - J!|

September 14 37*

Acting Consul-General,

Netherlands Consulate-General,

Shanghai.

Sir,

X have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter No*2822 dated 3rd September, 1937, 

and In reply, to Inform you that there is nothing in 

police records against Miss K. S* Uchakina, concerning 

whom a copy of police report Is appended herewith*

X have the honour to be,

Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Deputy Commies loner 
(Crime & Special Branches)



CONSlÄJiAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN
’ *’ <* VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA. 

TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

* JSOe3027# SHANGHAI,

It 

wBaiig 

15th September 1937 . z ■

Sir

I have the honour to acknowledge

letter of the 14th instant No.D,8066

N .3 .Uchakina, and to

receipt of

concern ing

your

Miss

thank you for the information

contained therein

The Deputy Commissioner, 

Crime and Special Branch, 

Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI.

I have the honour to be,

Sir, 

Ycftir obedient servant,

Acting^Consul-General. 1
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October..g6.>..j9 37.

for alleged........................... ...

-.....  espionage.,........ ............... • ......... ...........x........................ _
Made ¿y.DfeS,.Tcheremshansky...... Forwarded by....Qnr?..............2^.-...®^...
----------------—--------------------------------------- z------------------

________ On September 24» 1937 a Russian named Alexey Aexandrovich 

aged 39» a musician employed with Nick Korin’s Orchestra»

engaged with the Wing On Company’s Ball Room» Nanking Road, was 

arrested by the Chinese Authorities in Nantao for alleged________ |

espionage activities. He was detained until October 8 when-ha____

was released from custody._________________________________________________ _

Interviewed by the undersigned, Senko related the following 

details regarding the circumstances of his arrest:-_

At about 11 am, on September 24, whilst under the influence 

of alcohol, he took a ricsha at the corner of Route Fere Robert 

and Route Vallon in order to proceed to an acquaintance residing 

at the south end of Route Fere Robert.______________________________

While on the way he fell asleep and in this state was taken 

by the ricsha coolie across the Zikawei Creek into Chinese________

territory, where he was arrested by a group of Chinese soldiers, 

I who took him to a military office near the Zikawei Creek,| 

-whence he was subsequently escorted in a motor car to the_________

Shanghai City Government Folice Bureau, Nantao. On October 1 

he was transferred to the Military Court Prison. ;

During his interrogation at the Shanghai City Government ■ 

Police Bureau and the Military Court, Senko was asked if he worked^ 

as a spy for the Japanese, if he had any friends who were in !

the employ of the .Tapaneaa and whether he sympathised with---------- I

China or Japan.________________________________________________________________

_______It appears that suspicions against Senko were aroused by____  I 

the fact that there were initials (A.S.) and a Chinese laundry 
mark (91) on a handkerchief found in his possession.__ Following \

his interrogation by the Military Court Senko was allowed to----------
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his handkerchiefs for the purpose of comparison with that in the.

possession of the court, and also to arrange, if possible, for

a guarantee from the manager of the Wing On Co, or from soma

other responsible person. Upon arrival at the court with the 

handkerchief required, Mrs. Senko was questioned regarding her _

-husband's business, movements and activities. On October 6.--------

after the Military Court had found him not guilty of espionage, 

Senko was handed over to the Shanghai City Government Police_____

Bureau and on October 8 was released following the receipt by 

the Bureau of a letter from the Russian Emigrants' Committee.

According to Senko, the Military Court Prison referred to 

above, is located at a Buddhist monastery near the market east 

of Boulevard de Montigny, It is of interest to note that he_______

atataa he aaw large American flag» VI awn an tha top_of the----------
pagoda and at the south entrance of the monastery» 

________The armed guards consisted of young men who were, apparently,

members of a patriotic organization. They were very cruel, beat 

the prisoners (about 40 in one cell) with bamboo sticks, used 

bad language, ata.—Several Chinese af the well«te^do elase, 
who had been kidnapped from the Settlement or from the Prenoh 

Concession, were kept in a special room. The guards extorted

"squeeze* from them for assistance in the matter of delivering 

_their letters.-----------------—------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- |

________The treatment of prisoners in the Shanghai City Government

Police Bureau was good, -

___ On October 1» while Senko was detained in the Military_______I 
j Court prison, a group of new prisoners was brought into the [ 

I same nail- Among tham ha ranngnl y hRTt-- who was arrested I
1 j
I by the Chinese Authorities on. August 27, 1937. He looked ill and
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worn out by his long imprisonment. From what Druz told to Senko . 

it appears that on August 25» 1937 Druz and a Chinese named Z.Tt 
WANG, employed with a refrigerator and radio shop situated at 

the corner of Bubbling Well and Moulmein Roads (? 989 bubbling 

Well Road)» had their tiffin at the Renaissance Cafe? Avenue____ _

Joffre. During the meal an acquaintance of Druz, whose name he 

did not disclose to Senko and whom he described as a profaaainnyl 
gambler» invited him to visit a gambling den. Druz agreed and it 

was arranged that they would meet at 2 p.m. on the same date at 

the corner of Avenue Joffre and Route Cardinal Mercier. At the__
appointed time and place Druz found a motor car wed.ting for him 

In which apart from his friend he saw another Russian, whose face 

was familiar to him» and two Chinese including the driver. The 
company left in the motor car in a western direction. Upon 

reaching the point bn the Avenue Haig where the French Concession 
and Chinese territory adjoin, the oar was stopped and surrounded 

by a group of about 30 Chinese armed with Mauser pistols. Some 

of them had the appearance of coolies, some wore workmen's_______
overalls and some were dressed in black raincoats and black 

Chinese style caps yade of the same material as their raincoats* 

Five men surrounded Druz, the remainder breaking up into small 

groups and dispersing» Druz was commanded by his captora to_____
follow them and was told that he would be shot if he attempted 

to escape or raise an alarm* He was brought into a residential___

house with a garden adjoining. On the way there for»* aw -a______
foreign member of the Municipal Police about 100 yards away, but 
dared not shout for help*

_____ At about 8 p.m* they left the house and walked through.............  

fields and vegetable gardens towards Nantao_and at about 1.2 m.n..
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arrived at the Shanghai City Government Police bureau, where he

uaa immediately interrogated by an investigating officer and a 

clerk through a Chinese speaking Russian» Druz was informed that 

he was accused of the following _____________________________

1) That he had a large sum of money deposited in a bank in 

his name, which he had received for the organization of espionage 

behind the Chinese lines and for the recruiting of Russian 

emigrants for this purpose»________________________________________________ _

________2) That he supplied coal to the Japanese and was connected 

with the Japanese military»

*______ 3) That he was connected with V.M. Kedrolivanaky, a Russian
employed with the Japanese Consular Police, and M»V»Snopoff,______

another Russian, who is a private detective»___________________________
|Druz denied the first two allegations! regarding his__________

I relations with Kedrolivanskv and Snopoff, he stated» however,_____

that he knew them from the time they went to school in Haharcvak-, 

Russia» 

The interpreter Druz recognized as a Chinese whom he had

seen on Avenue Joffre in company with suspicious looking Russians.

After two weeks*

October 1 he was transferred to an ordinary cell and was given 

permission to communicate with his friends regarding money and

food supplies» He wrote to M»Y»^elgT|t^i» cwner of the Union___

Steamship Agency, 51 Cantdn Road, and to the "Restaurant nars«11

Route Pere Robert. The letter was sent at 5 p.m. and at 8.30

p.m. the same day a reply was raaaived from Soolaviahta the---------

effect that he would come and see Druz» However, Soolevich did

not come while Senko was in prison.-----------------------------------------------------------

Druz asked Senko to visit Soolevich, Z.T.Vang and a certain
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Sarkisoff, Armenian, and to request them to send him money and 

food»|

----------- According to Druz. on August 31 two Russians were brought 
into the cell in which he was confined. One of them was______

—Bortnikoff, a tall, blue-eyed young man, the other being of____
Tartar origin. They were formerly employed in a restaurant in 

a place in Pootung known as the "River Rest" and when hostilities

__ commenced they attempted to get, across the river; they were-------  

arrested, however, by Chinese soldiers opposite the Shanghai

__ Power Station. On October 4 bortnikoff died after a short----------

illness. The Tartar was sentenced to fi months1—imprisonment.-----

_______ Senkb. stated that a Russian was detained in the Military----
__ Prison Court for over two months and that he saw another 

Russian prisoner (who is apparently of unsound mind) at the---

I Shanghai City Government. Police rureau. Nantatr.---------------------------

js at rentding at hfrviav 7, Passage 51,
Pere Robert...........

J



October 13, 1937.
/<3 ? /ú ^3

ISPMorning Translation. '

Ta Mei Wan Pao published tie following article on October 12 s-

ENEMY ESPIONAGE BEHIND THE CHINESE LIMES

Undesirable elements, traitors and foreign spies 
must be first wiped out if it is desired to consolidate the 
rear of the Chinese forces.

It is known to all that the organisation of the 
net of spies of Japan in China is very vigilant. The enemy 
is able to understand in a short time Chinese political, 
military end economic arrangements. This is entirely due 
to the meritorious service rendered by a crowd of "hunting 
dogs*. In addition to Japanese ronins, the enemy is always 
pleased to bribe foreign spies, such as Koreans, Formosans, 
Portuguese, White Russians and disappointed Chinese military 
men and politicians. These spies receive wages every month 
on condition that they axe able to supply information from 
time to time.

In order to attain its object of securing information 
from the Chinese Government, the Japanese Government does 
not hesitate to spend huge sums of money to form secretly 
in Various parts of China the so-called * special service 
organ* (the Japanese organization of espionage). However, 
the Chinese Government is well prepared to deal with the 
situation and has instructed the district authorities to 
adopt strict precautions against all spies.

Whet is worthy for us to note at the present time 
is the movements of innumerable White Russians in China. 
Prior to local hostilities, these White Russians had already 
used Hongkew end Chapei as their headquarters for the "special 
service organ*. Now, they are active in both the French 
Concession end the International Settlement«

The chief reasons why the Japanese regard White 
Russians as able to carry out Important espionage are I- 
1) It is easy for White Russians to escape attention from the 

Chinese authorities.
2) White Russians are well acquainted with the conditions in 

China for they have been wandering in China for a long time.
3) White Russians can undertake hard work and are not afraid 

of sacrifices«
Some White Russians have military experience and 

ample knowledge. White Russians in ragged clothing can be 
seen occasionally on the streets end alleyways. We must 
realize that most of them are faithful running dogs of our 
enemy. This point must not be neglected.

China Times ? nd other local newspapers

INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS SENDS LETTER OF SYMPATHY TO CHINA

ShoWittg-deep sympathy fpx the Chinese resistance 
against Japanese aggresSicrnrtheIndian National Congress on 
September 29 sent th#fallowingletter .tQ Madame Sun Yat-sen»- 

"AaafflSrk of our sympathy f uiCllU Chinese people, 
a ChimDaywas observed throughout India on September 26 
and^under the leadership of MriNe-Hu-Lo ’ Chairman
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/
__________________With reference to the endorsement of the D.C.

(Grime & Special ¿ranches) on the attached report dated 23-9-37 ; 

1 have to state that about two weeks ago a Chinese official, 

name unknown, vitited the Cafe Restaurant Renaissance,795 avr-__

nue Joffre, and interviewed Messrs V.Pavlo and S.Peteretz»pro

prietor and manager of the ^afe »respectively, regarding the_____

character and business activities of D&UZ who used to frequent___

the cafe in question. _______________________________ __________________

-a visit was also paid apparently by the seme offi

cial to offices of the Union Steamship Agency,51 Canton Road, 

where in the absence of Mr, M. Soulevitch,manager, he interview- 

ed Mr. l.A, Greenblatt, of the Passenger Department. Inter aliflj 

...r» Greenblatt was asked to express his opinion as to whether

__ox not Druz was a spy.________________________________ __________

It is reported that the official referred to abose-------

had a list of names and addresses of several residents of the-------

Settlement and the krench Concession presumably given to the---------

Chinese Authorities by Druz as references._________ _____________----------
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Made ¿y.-.P*................................. .... Forwarded by.   A3 . ^3

J
_______ Information has been received from reliable sources 
that Isay Evseyevich Zigalnitsky, Hussian of Jewish origin, 
born in 1879 at Verhneudinsk, Transbaikal Province, Siberia,_
merchant by occupation and owner of the wAstro" Restaurant,_
Confectionery and Bakery in Nanking, was arrested in that city 
on August 29, 1937 for alleged espionage on behalf of Japan«_
It is reported that upon being informed of his arrest, his 
brother and friends in Shanghai engaged Mr, Auxion de Ruffe,
local French lawyer, who subsequently succeeded in getting______
Zigalnitsky released on or about September 17 or IS through
_the good offices of the French Ambassador, Zigalnitsky*s wife, 
Mrs, Maria Kazimirovna Zigalnitsky, born in 1887 in Switzerland, 
who had been arrested four days after the arrest of her husband, 
was also released on the same date, Following Zigalnitsky*s 
release from custody he was allowed to carry on his busine ss, 
but is not permitted to leave flanking,

It is worthy.pf note that Zigalnitslqr* s brother, Mr, E.E, 
Zigalnitsky alias Zigal, General Manager and partner of Triangle 
Motors, Ped, Inc, U.S.A,, 99 Route Cardinal Mercier, left for 
Japan shortly after the arrest of his brother in order, it is 
believed, to avoid the possibility of his arrest by the Chinese 
Authorities., Enquiries at the Triangle Motors show that Mr,____
Zigal, who originally intended to stay in Japan for 5 or 6-------
months, is expected to return to Shanghai in a few days.

D. C, (Crime & Special Branches)

ac.tiyi.t.i.es
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REPORT .x7.-
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Subject------Arrest „.Q.f.„ttiree...RiissJ„^s„.feA:.„the.„g]?.jsj3e.§e......Au.th.Qr.i.ti.es...Qn. ...sjj..S.p.l<3.i..on...

------ --------------------I. A. DZEZTUIA, 29T his mother Mrs A. A.DZFZTUT.At66, 

and. L'iss V.T, FROl^ER^ly-gentioned in the attached, nutting from

-the "North China Daily News" of 18-9-37 ., who were detained hy th» 

Nantao Police on suspicion of being spies, were released on 

September 18 after their identities had been established with

-the assistance of the Russian Emigrants*_ Committee.________________

________________ Interviewed by the undersigned in connection with _

this matter I, A. Dzeziula. stated that on July 29 r 1937 he had been 

engaged as a barber by the Elita Beauty parlour.Nanking, an one 

year’s agreement. Being unable to obtain the necessary passport 

be decided to proceed to Nanking on his own risk with no other
i

document than his registration certificate and the agreement 

referred, to above. He arrive! in that city on September 1 and 

_worked at the Elita Beauty parlour ( manager- Mr. K.T. Sandgreen, j

Danish subject) until September 6 when heT his mother and Miss _

a manicurist

espionage on behalf of

-it

of the Nanking G-endarmery,

we re

n to a prison

cells« Judging by the questions they

asked during subsequent, interrogations, it__won id «ypenr

hat the Chinese Authorities suspe aged in

aranese. On 13-9-37 they were de

orted to Shanghai under an escort__ and upon arrival here on

15-9-37 were horded over tn the 7.1k«w»1 Voline Giih.Gtati Cn

They then were tnkan tn Nantao where th»y w»ri» detained for

another three days

According tn Dzedzinla,—another Russi an... who stated

had been arrested in Shanghai—»nd wuhweyiently h-rough t ta

Nanking, was detained st the same prison n.ppa,ren44-y--an a 

snspici on,. is possible that the latter individual..is
-imi lar-

Í2X

i t
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hrTKk DRUZ the arrest of whom by the local Chines? Authorities 

forms th? subject of report dated. 7-9-37.___________________________

..____________Furthermore, it has learned frog the same source I

-that a certain Russian ¿sw named I.E. ZIGALNITEKY,proprietor ...Qi— 

_t.he Astor Cafe and lakery in TTankingjWas also arrested.__ by the----- |

■Chinese__ Authorities,__ Enquiries are being..made into this ¡Latter.

by 1.3. Teherenishansky.__________________________ .____________________

44a__ KJLa—L.

.J
’..!

:*



EXTHaC T

from "China Information Service".1S-9-37.

x<hPUT«BIiE RUSSIAN CITIZENS OS' SHANGH«,! PKliNGH 
TOWN DEPLORE USB 03? RUSSIAN UN2hKW0RLjD BY JA
PANESE .

Shanghai,18th Sept, -

Local Kussian emigrants circles are concerned 

;by the arrest of three Russians in Nantao onkuspicion of being 

¡engaged in espionage activities on behalf of the Japanese. It 

.’is admitted that in Tientsin and eve n in Shanghai the Japanese 

{¡have enlisted members of the White Russian underworld to enter 

I the Chinese lines on She pretext or another for the purpose of 

obtaining information of a military nature. The activities of 

such people became prevalent in Pootung. as a consequence,in 

certain areas Russians are immediately held for questioning by 

the authorities.

" as we earn our livelihood in China and we have 

chosen that our future be bound up with the Chinese Teopie^any 

of our countrymen who work for the Japanese are just as much 

traitors as if they were Chinese. The ‘'apanese probably make 

use of beggars,drug takers,and generally members of the under >i*l 

world of the Kussian colony"»declared one influential Kussian 

merchant of «venue Joffre. " -^ut as a whole we are whole-hearted

ly on China's side in her gallant and victorious fight against 

Japanese aggression, «nd we shall in every way try to assist 

the authorities to weed out the rascals who are bringing disrejs 

pute to the Emigrant Kussian colony of Shanghai".



Translation fro» the SIH WAN PAO. March 19.1937

A CERTAIN NATION ENGAGES WHITE RUSSIANS TO UNDERTAKE
ESPIONAGE WORK

A certain nation on the outskirts of Shanhaikwan is re

ported to have engaged White Russians to open in Nanking 

Shanghai and Hankow either coffee shops or bookstores 

which will be used as centres for the carrying out of 

espionage work. ( Tientsin telegram).

it
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china daily new * ia«9»37e

RUSSIANS HELD AS < 
“SPIES”

Man and Two Women Taken 
by Chinese

Three Russians, one man an# two 
women, were arrested a few days 
ag^ at the Shanghai South Station 
and detained by the Nantao police, 
Pending the investigation of their 
identities. According to their local! 

■ friends, who managed yesterday to 
see them la Nantao, they are‘held 

j on.. suspicion of being "spies**. 4 
i M „ The arrested man is Mr. 1. A. i 

. £egulia, a Russian barh^T^wCT
A... W1W: flt the Klttal 

ggauty Pariour, 38 Chungshan IWi 

r”35 V. Frolova, the maniewist of-
War time prob-, ably hit them hardand they decided^ 

to Iwfor Shanghai,. 
of which they \ reached safely bu 

the Railway Station^

' Emigrants organiza-
J WW «to Chinesei authorities on their behalf.
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Subject.... Alleged execution of five Russian soles

Made by,. and .Forwarded by_____

The Sinjao Bailway Station is situated at Sungkiang 

within the jurisdiction of the Woosung-Shanghai Garrison 

Commander. 'gnquiries node at the office of General Yang Hu, 

however, have failed to confirm the arrest and subsequent executi 

of these White Russians. Whether or not they were executed
, x. ' I ’i v-right at the snot by the captors without reference it is difficul

to appertain at, present

Superintendent

P, C. (Cr, & Sp> Branches!



September 7, 1937 Afternoon Translation

Sin Pao ( )» a mosquito paper s-

WHITE RUSSIAN SPIES ARRESTED AND EXECUTED

Recently five White Russians were arrested 
somewhere at the Sinjao Station along tiie Shanghai*
Hangchow Railway line. They were found to be in possession 
of maps, telescopes and firearms« As a result of a close 
interrogation, they admitted that they were acting as spies 
for the enemy a: Were paid Yen 200 each a month. 
Consequently, tuey were executed«



REPORT

File Na.-. *.* ... .,
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. £<*4 7

Special.Branch&Kanx^ ' *1

n,¿4 September. 7, f?3 7 . 

Sub’cct arrest by Chinese Authorities of*TS.M. Druz, Russian, for ..

• X* 4V&4U? *

CFcrM^t. Xtf
<+ yt> !

.................a......... ...........

Made by.. D*S.mTCherem^ans]qr...........Forwarded by.......CL<..----------------------- ——i------ /----- ,----- :
Information has been received, that a certain' Kaum Mihailo-__

vich Druz, Russian of Jewish origin, a salesman, was arrested 

by the Chinese Authorities on August 27, 1937, on suspicion that

he was a contractor working for the Japanese and. a Japanese spy.

It appears from enquiries that Druz and one Sarkisoff, 
c

Armenian, entered in,an agreement with a local Chinese firm to

supply a quantity of coal to this firm» Sarkisoff also has

about 500 bags of rye flour stored in a godown in Yangtszepoo 

Road» This flour is mortgaged to Mr. Barabash, a well known 

1ocal money lender.It is reported that Druz endeavoured to_

sell this flour and remove it from the godown in Yangtszepoo, 

for.which he honed to get a certain commission» On August 26 

he and Sarkisoff were seen at the Renaissance cafe, Avenue 

Joffre in the company of a Chinese, name unknown who,ac c or di ng 

to Druz, was a rich flour and rice merchant residing somewhere 

in Avenue Haig»

It is said that on August 27 Druz was invited by an unknown

©dan to a certain house in Rue Cardinal Mercier for a game
932 ''8f .cards etc, and that from that house he was invited to have

U-ride in a motor car. During the ride he was taken into Chinese
subsequently 

controlled area- where he was/arrested.

I According to a Russian who is employed by the Chinese 

Arftfr'hri t.i es as an iflformer, Druz is at present detained at the 
‘ ~  ----------

^tjongWooMiJAtaj^J^^ teen inter" ¿V
;.f

-V
.

rogated on several occasions by ^oo»" president of the Military 

.Court, Druz it appears, is accused of selling war supplies 

-to the enemy and of being a spy. He is also being accused of

'•»■A3 - being connected with v.M».an employee of the

loca^ jaDanese Consulate» It is also said that a letter to
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It is rumoured in the local Russian community that the

H«V« Snopoff, Kedrolivansky•s friend, was found on Druz, in which

whole affair is a wframe up” arranged by N»L. Lebedeff. informer

in the employ of the local Chinese Authorities

he asks for financial assistance

___D»C> (Crime & Special Branches)
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FILE
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE Wy

JI 1
CROSS-REFERENCE SLIP /

Special.. .?£•OFFICE

FILE NO. :0* .80®?*

SUBJECT:

Reported Arrest of an alleged Russian Spy by Chinese troops
in Chapei*



SENKu, Alexey Aexandrovich - .'Soviet 
/

Musician. Detained in Military Court Prison at one time
Resides at House 7, Passage ,51, Route Pere Robert.

DRUZ, N. M. - 8cw±et Em/MA-HT

SMP: No. D 8067

KEDROLIVANSKT, V. M.
Employed with Japanese Consular Police«

SNOPOFF, N. V.
A private detective«

SOOLEVICH, M. I.
Owner of Union Steamship Agency, 51 Canton Rd«

PAVLO, V. and PETERETZ, S.
Proprietor and manager of Cafe Restaurant Renaissance, 795 Avenue Joffre.

ZIGALNITSKY, Isay Evseyevich
Owner of "Astro" Restaurant, Confectionery and Bakery in Nanking

S



ZIGALNITSKY, L. E. 
@ ZIGAL
General Manager and partner of Triangle Motors, Fed. Inc. U.S.A» «¡Th99 Route Cardinal Mercier. WwkJÜ iT~ Ja
DZEZIULA, I. A. V ilT^
Barber at the Elita Beauty Parlour, Nanking

SMPs No. D 8067
DZEZIULA, A. A.
Mother of above.

FROLOFF, V. T.
Manicurist at Elita Beauty Parlour, Nanking.
SARKISOFF - Armenian

BARABASH
Local money lender.
LEBEDEFF, N. L.
Informer in the employ of the local Chinese authorities«





FORM NO. 3
G. 1. 36

File No,............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1, Special Branch //////
REPORT k. . , o, ^2^

D^<?.^eptember 23?zp ¿H h
Subject ^J?.o.^g.4.,.g-^^'fcement °f—Benisoff(China Daily herald) regarding"" / 

the , alleged prqrJapanese attitude of the "Shanghai Zaria".z)

Forwarded by.Made by....... ........ ^XQkofiev

•>ith reference to t.ie attached, translation from
the "Shanghai Zaria" of September 23,1937, enquiries show that

the individual vzho is reported to have made allegations to a----
group of Chinese journalists regarding the pro-Japanese atti-—

*tude of the ^Shanghai z>aria<<>ls ifr» HENISOFF^ actual edi-_ 
tor of the local Soviet newspaper **China .Daily Herald**»_____ .—





Zini» if *
November 10« 1937» Morning Translation.

Eastern District have been removed by Japanese troops 
Tn^tifirrigportprt to Japan*

J1!, i TitliBff*° 14 received from
reliable sources, several thousand tons of steel bars 
valued at several million dollars» stored in ^he various 
warehouses of the Tsai Zung Mou Metal Shop ( fy F in 
Hongkew.havebeen removed. .

■
^rhe warehouses bn Kwenming, Liaoyang, Tongshan 
Iny Roads have also been completely looted and 

। are being occupied by large numbers of 
Hops*

I»ih Pao and other local newspapers!

release op convicted prisoners

After the outbreak of the local Sino- 
Japanese hostilities» the Nantao District Court released 
about 600 prisoners detained in the detention house»

During the past three months* about 600 new 
criminals were arrested by the Police Bureau. On 
November 8 and 9» the Nantao District Court set free 
300 prisoners convicted of minor offences. It is learned 
that» if necessary» more such prisoners will be released 
later on«



October 20, 1937. Morning Translation.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers (Nanking Telegram) s-

CONVICTS FOR MILITARY SERVICS
As the employment of convicts for military 

service during war time will relieve the congestion in the 
gaols and diminish the dangers from air raids by enemy 
planes, and moreover as such work will be of some assistance 
to the military authorities, the Ministry of Justice on 
October 18 issued a circular order to the various provincial 
High Courts instructing them io Order all gaols to carry 
out this scheme and to submit reports as Boon as possible•-



_ FORM NO, 3
e. îôm-h-3s~ File No. . ..

t SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE,

S.2 Speç.i.al-.JBr.an.ç.h...
REPORT

Date... sept^ aa- ÿr.
Mate-- -------- —... ....■/■■■■■.... I

Subject (in full) Reported instructions from Ministry of Justice to release f

. -........... .priajaner.3...ser.iJjig..impr.iaQnmejat..J.ejsis—than...5..yrearaa......... .....  
Made by.... ..  and..............Forwarded by......S.Up.t . Tan.. Shao..Liang. ...........

Further to my report dated Sept. 27, 1931,__

on the subject of -the release of prisoners, Mr. Chen Tih Ming 
of the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau telephoned this 
morning stating that the Shanghai City District Court has! 
just received a communication from the Ministry of Justice,_____ 1

Nanking, conveying instructions to liberate prisoners serving ■ 
sentences of less than five years on criminal offences*________|

Mr. Chen adds that the Shanghai 1st Special District Court_____ I
(Inter, Settlement) may have received a similar despatch from j
Nanking*



FORM NO, 3 
Ö. iom-h-js

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

S.2 Special Branch x;

Subject (in full} HenQXtççL instructions from Ministry of Justice to release 

pr.iaon.fflrs in casag.serving imprisonment less than 5 years»

Made by. and Forwarded by.....Su.pt.... Tan ...Shao Liang

 Enquiries made from the local Tangpu,' the Chinese 

Court in the City and the S.C.G.Police Bureau show that they 

have not received an official despatch or instructions from 

Nanking Ministry of Justice re the release of prisoners 

serving imprisonment less than five years in criminal cases• 

The only information is from the press» They promise to 

communicate with the S»M»P» as soon as instructions to this 

effect are received»__________________________

The Chinese Authorities are worried as to how 

the prisoners can be disposed of if the order apply to 

release of the convicts in Shanghai» _

I suggest that the Municipal Advocate approach 

the First Special District Court for information»

Sup er in t endent

JX.—C. (Cr. & Sp. Brane has ) <



September 23, 1937 Afternoon Translation

I»ih Pao publishes the following telegram from Nanking »—

I MINISTRY OF JUSTICE ORDERS RELEASE OF PRISONERS
I SERVING LESS THAN FIVE YEARS

The Ministry of Justice has issued a circular 
order to the various grades of Courts throughout the 
country to the effect that during the period of the war

I of resistance all criminal offenders whose cases have been
/ concluded and who have been sentenced to terms of imprison

ment for less than five years shall be liberated*



fm. File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch, S. 5.....A
REPORT !

Date.... »©pt, . 26,...... r937

Subject Extract from *Sin Wan Pao* (24-9-37) re। Political Prisoners in 

ward Road Gaol Ask For Release To Serve Country.

Made by..................... and..........................Forwarded by.......P..S.I. Logan..............................

Reference the attached extract from the September 24th

issue of the *Sin Wan Pao", referring to above, the General
Manager of the *Sin Wan Pao,* Mr. Wang Pah-ji ( :i ) was

interviewed at Police Headquarters on 25-9-37, in regard to

the source of the infoimation contained in the extract quoted, 

whereupon he produced a copy of a report received from the 
Woo Kwong Hews Agency (;/ 33 Pah Shang Tsung

Rue Pere Proc, French Concession. The Manager of the said 

agency, Mr. Woo Soo Tsung ( ) when questioned at
Headquarters, stated that he has received the information in 

question from one Pan Pau Min a political prisoner

recently released from Soo chow Military Gaol, who stated that 

he had been informed by a political prisoner detained in WardRpad 
Gaol. (The method of communication was not stated and the 

whereabouts 0f Pan Pau Min is not known). Chief Inspector 
White, attached to the Judicial Police, was communicated with 

and stated that such an appeal should as a matter of routine 

be forwarded through his office, but no such appeal came to 
his no tioe. Mr. Grant, Governor of Ward Road Gaol, when 

communicated with, stated that an appeal, dated 13-8-37, had 

been made by political prisoners in Ward Road Gaol, requesting 

their release in order to serve their country, or failing their 

release, that pay earned by them whilst detained in Gaol, should 

be donated to the Government as war funds. The appeal was not 
forwarded by order of Capt. Whl, at that time i/c of the Gaol.



Sin Wan Pao .

POLITICAL PRISONERS!!! WARD ROaD GAOL ASK POP

During the past few years, the various Police 
Stations of the International Settlement arrested many 
political prisoners who were sentenced to various terms 
of imprisonment by the Second Branch of the Kiangsu High 
Court, and who are now being held in the Ward Road Gaol, 

After the outbreak of local hostilities, 
these political prisoners, who decided that the time had 
come for them to serve their country, sent a joint petition 
to the authorities asking for the restoration of their

x £ liberty in order to enable them to offer themselves for
* u ' the service of the country. 

It is learned that the authorities are in 
agreement in principle with the request of the political 
prisoners, but the procedure to be used will require 
discussion. The release of the political prisoner may 
probably materialize within a short period.



September 23, 1937 Afternoon Translation

Lih Pao publishes the following telegram from Nanking »—

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE ORDERS RELEASE OF PRISONERS 
SERVING LESS THAN FIVE YEARS

The Ministry of Justice has issued a circular 
order to the various grades of Courts throughout the 
country to the effect that during the period of the war 
of resistance all criminal offenders whose cases have been 
concluded and who have been sentenced to terms of imprison
ment for less than five years shall be liberated.

Lih Pao and other local newspapers

ENEMY FORCES SUFFER REVERSE AT LIUHANG SECTOR

Heavy fighting took place at Liuhang yesterday, 
about 2 p.m. a detachment of enemy forces launcheia^ 

seVeure attack on the Chinese positions at Mang Wei (Ife/g ) 
in tree vicinity of Liuhang. As soon as the enemy jiranguards 
had. approached within a reasonable distance, the Jjninese 
def endersNmade a surprise counter-attack and completely 
routed the^Qivaders who took to flight, leaving about 50 
prisoners anfck30 others killed. jf

about 5 p.m, another fierc^rengagement 
took place between the Chinese troops and ^he enemy forces 
entrenched to th^iorth of Miaohang alon fir the Wontsaopeng 
Creek, At about \p.m. an enemy transport company, whilst 
escorting a number ot cases of ammunition, entered the 
Chinese lines by mistake and was immediately surrounded 
with the result that sxk enemy soldiers were taken captive 
while 12 cases of rifleVmmuni tiop were seized.

Ta Kung Pao and other local nevnurapers i-

MEETING OF ASSOCIATIO^OF CHINESE RETURNED STUDENTS 
FROML/KPAN 11

The Association of^Chinese Returned Students 
from Japan held ajfieeting yesterdw, Mr, Yuan Chi) 
presided. Thefollowing resolutions were passed »-
1) That speeches in the Japanese la^uage be made through 

broadcasting stations and that pamphlets in the Japanese 
languaggrbe distributed in order tL arouse the feelings 
of therJapanese. \

2) That^a conversazione about war affaiVs be held,
3) Th^t Chinese returned students from <^pan having 

special ability be collected in order Vo enable them 
to render service to the nation, \

4) That solicitation of members be continued, _ 
meeting, Messrs Facing Jte ( “jzrt ), 

Lei Tseng ( w/pc ), Kuo Mei-shu ( J ark 12 others
were appointed standing members, '



n il
’ ' ' SHANGHAI TUBS - 24 »9.37. ’ '!

Short Term Convicts 
To Be Released

Prisoners who have been 
sentenced to, or are serving, 
imprisonment terms not longer 
than five years have been 
ordered released from peniten
tiaries throughout the country 
by the Ministry of Justice,. 
according to a Nanking special 
despatch to the “Lih Pao” in 
its issue yesterday morning.

The wholesale release was, 
rejbortediy grounded onthe 
defensive war Chin» is now 
fighting against Japan and the 
fact that7 all man ¿giver avafl- 
able should* be mobilised for



, SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 'Fz? 7fa
' | Ho. S. B. i |

s. 1, Spec la Oran . / r j
REPORT D^epte^r..23<fp 37j'

Subject (in full) Prisoners released from the hjangsu.Penitentiary, Soochow.......... . ..|

Made 3y....D.^I.,...Pan...L.LfiXlr.p.ih............. Forwarded by.

Observation has been maintained, on the Hwa Hwa School 

at 1341 Yu Yuen Road and, it has been learned, that of the 

thirty seven political prisoners accommodated, there,______________

twenty five have left the premises and proceeded to their_______

respective homes in Hupeh, Kwanatung, Pokien and Nanking._______ _!

The remaining twelve, two of whom are females, are still_________ I

living on the premises and often leave to visit friends 

and relatives living in Shanghai, The expenses incurred______

by their living in the Hwa Hwa School is borne by the I

Shanghai Cultural Circles Race Salvation Association,



FM. Mt File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S . 1, Sh6C.iaL-&ranC®«ßH«Äf
REPORT £ _ . , <£

Subject Arriv^..in Shanghai...of..Prisoners., released..Jiangsu

.2exLLieatlAxy.»...S.oo.Qhfi3?.

Made h.......-Dv-I-*--Paft-Li-e«~^i-h- .Forwarded by.

With reference to remarks of the P.O,(Crime & Special_

Branches) further enquiries were conducted at the Hwa Hwa_________

Middle School, 1341 Yu Yuen Road, at 2 p.m. September 14 when 

Mr, Hau Tnh Liang )» Chief of the General Affairs

__Section of t^e School, was interviewed.___He definitely refused— 

to give any information other than that there was now only 

30 offenders. Vr, Hsu intimated that hp. would not, disclose------

any information regarding those people and that as the school------

was situated 0.0.L the Police Authorities were not in a position

—to interfere.--------------------------------------------------------------------------
_ _Information has been obtained through other sources that 

__ those people are accornmodatod on the 4th, floor of the school 

and that they are all persons who were serving sentences of less 

than five yearss Sentenced by Courts in Sungkiang, Shanghai, 

~ »«L-Saonhow, Wnaih, Ohinkicng and banking. Twenty of them are_________
corM 
... jives of Fokien and Kwangtung.______________________________________________ _____

• ( 16 SEP. 1937 J ? The Shanghai Various Circles Committee who were__________ _________ ————— —————

■ e BP. A ■ ’'¿responsible for their release have so far made no arrangements _ 

for the disposal of these persons, but it is belived that it 

is their intention at a later date to repatriate most of them.



vPOLIfîp
I S. B.-RSàlSTRY

—FM- y - . / File No,..,.....
G 20M '-37 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

360 • 1» Spec^it ^Tajie^^-.. ¿¿J

report D„„ SeptemiePlï,y37.

Subject....A^iy^..dn__Slai]ghai..<?.£..Prisoners.released■...^om..the X.iaflgsu
..............Penitentiary, Soochow............................ :..................................... ,
Made by....P/Æ^^..?h^..Ssu-chien.... Forwarded by.... C<.......

' —“---------'T ------ ---- ■
----------------Wi+h reference to the attached newspaper translation -
—regarding the arrival in Shanghai of prisnnArs t-pIp^ from___

the Kiang su Penitentiary, Soochow, enquiries show that on______
_August 22, 1937, thirty-seven political offenders including____

five females were released by the Kiangsu Penitentiary, Soo

chow, at the request of the Shanghai Cultural circles Race 
Salvation Association»

_________Upon their arrival in Shanghai they were accommodated 
at various local hotels« Through the medium of the above
Association, they removed on August 28, 1937, to the Hwa Hwa

Middle School (not HWa Vong School as reported tn the press),__
1341 Yu Yuen Road, where they are at present staying«__________

£It is reported that they very seldom go out and visits 
y ‘ them by their relatives and friends are very restricted.---
,_^py ^occupy their time by reading books, doing physical exer- _ 

ci^es and meeting together once every three days to discuss_  

orders to be issued by the Shanghai Various Circles Committee

n
"%

To Support the Resistance Against the Enemies, 480 Yu Ya Ching



September 8, 1937. Afternoon Translation.

Ta Kung Pae (comment) i-

JAPAJPS BEEfeY TO THE BRIpTO HOTB

In connection with thr shooting of Sir Hughe 
Kn?tchbull-Huge seen, the British Ambassador to China* 
by Japanese aeroplanes* tha^Japanese Government on 
September 7 sent a reply Ab the British note of protest. 
This reply is worthies*«or the Japanese Government 
attempts to evade the/responsibility by saying that 
investigations into/the affair have not yet been completed 
and that it does act admit that the affair was committed 
by. Japanese aerMienes* In the Diet* the Japanese 
Government eventually declared that the point referred 
to in the Bpgtish note that Japanese planes should not 
attack non-combatants constituted an insult to the 
Impe ri al/Navy.

yr a nation should protect its prestige. The 
mild/nature of the British note to Japan makes one 
understand her characteristic of a great nation* What 
Aan one feel towards the cunning attitude of Japan?

Ta K»ng Pao (Evening Edition) *-

Of the total number of offenders released 
recently free the Kiangsu Penitentiary at 8ooehow*^ore 
than 50 have arrived id Shanghai.*“TPFfirst they were 
accommodated at the Shanghai lb reign Pinna Chinese Staff 
Club* Foochow Boid. At present they are Jitaying on the 
premises of the Hwa VUng Middle School (jfc )r Yu 
Yuen Bead. They are at present awai tingvvork to be 
assisted to than "by the Shanghai Enemy-Re sisting Support 

iation* which they had approached upon their arrival* 
The Shanghai Cultural Circles* Rational 
Aversion Association has already collected 

ndred dollars contributions towards the maintenance 
ivelihood



- 1,

Ta Kyng Peo (Evening Edition) *- / 7

■ Æ

i
1

Of the total maberof .ÎÉ<epyLfS!S?<Înre 
recently from the KiangsuÂt^firot they *©re 
than 50 have arrived in Shanghai- At firs Chinese Staff 
aoeonane dated at the Shanghai _e . frying on theClu^Eoochov Bead. At present %
premises of the Bn W Middle bi

, Then Itohd* ®»y »» SÎÎSÎ« iSamvSeaisting Support 
I aeeigped to them by the Shanghai •«»<*« ♦hatr arrival* JSoXation, vtdeh they had «P^^eS^aSS* 

The Shanghai Cultural Circaw
Extinction Aversion Association has alre ^^»^ aaintenanee 
several hundred dollars contributions towar 
of their livelihood.

A ■
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CROSS-REFERENCE SLIP

FILE NO.^

¡-.OFFICE

SUBJECT:





1 nnd O*fe«*4*4 <*M

At 7.16p.m. 10/9/37, Capt. Sandia, Loyal Regt«,

Remarks on original. C (warn ending Officer of tha Left Company "D* area, with

1) Ag. C.P. headquarter« at 7 Columbia Road, telephoned to the
Inf ormation«

S.c.Y. u/9 station and requested the services of a detective.

2) C.D.I»Roes, O«S. tad C^D.O. 807 immediately attended and
^S^C.Y. 11/t interviewed Capt. Sandie, who stated that it had been

3) Important. reported to hi* by Sgt. Yates, that a wireless station
KJi.B. 11/9 v

near the British Military Bost on Columbia Road, had
4) s,**port pieaae. been sending out messages and that Sgt. Yates had 

D B R 12/9• * * enquired and ascertained that several Chinese and one
u) Hoted^^. 13/9a American were the occupants of the house. Be also

stated that a Sikh Watchman was employed there«

'' On receipt of the above, detectives wade discreet
'«ft-''A '~>*^irles found that the house in question was Io« 
Z v « I J >/
((« ( ' 1/ ^^Cbitabla Bosd and is situated at the end of a

of < similar houses, leading off the read*

H p bee*
German nationality, who stated that until 4A/5? the 

house in question had been unoccupied, and that since 

it had been taken, the occupants had erected a large 

wireless antenna and had been heard sending out messa..*«



I M -
* B* ;.. ’

8tn. Ref. 258/37. B»tfell
' nth sept. 37«

2.

Sus^eoto
TBnHrvH^rrri^WH1

reported

Remarks on original. further enquiries were made by the undersigned 

at the address at 51 Columbia Road and it was asser-
1) Ag.gC.P.. talned that the house in question is at present occupied

by the R.C.A« Communications, Xnc.. The undersigned
a) Sp,T®r‘ee^ Interviewed Mr« C.f. Shecklen, vice-president of the

S.C«T. 13/9 who was present at the time, and he stated that

the oampany had occupied the premises from 2/9/37, and

the? had been testing the radio, pending transmitting 

to U.S.A. and Manila« He further stated that it was

a Commercial Station and that they were licensed by the 

Ministry of Communisations, and that it was a substitute 

for the station at Chenju.

Mr« Shecklen requested that the above information 

bo kept confidential«

Capt. Sandie C«C« "D* area Loyal Regt., was inform

ed of the above by the undersigned.

>• S

8 on.Det. 1/”»

D.D.O.*B*



( • 2____
*G\2OM-1-3 7

File No....:........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Special Branch z.^Rggtae|
REPORT D«/<?.Sep. t emb ey_. .1319 37 •

Subject .^8P.®?.1î®4..ÇnanA^9TAs®^..Xi?®l®S8...?.t®l!ÂOtt..reported by

British Military Authorities

Made by B».ß.*.I.,.....Logan.....................Forwarded by

Reference the remarks of the Acting Commissioner of

Police and D.C. (Crime and Special Branches) appended on.
Bubbling Well Station report on above« Mise« 256/37, dated
September 10 and September 11 respectively, no information

further than that contained in attached reports has been______

obtained. The wave length over which this Station broadcasts 
is known to the undersigned but is being kept confidential____
at the request of Mr, Shecklen of R«C«A, Communications, Inc, _ 

It is suggested tliat in order to check the claim that the

___ Station is being used purely for commercial purposes,__________  

- arrangements might be made whereby the officer in charge______
of C.C.R. could listen in to this Station’s broadcasts,



form nq. s

SHANGHAI. MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

REPORT
Date. XSLeP-t*__27.__19 37

Subject (in full) Suspected unauthorised wireless station reported by

.  Br t t-i-sh-Mi-litary--Author-i-t-i-e«-»...................................................................... -..............................

h............................ and..............................Forwarded by............. ..D.<S...I..I>Qgan...................................

______________Reference to the remarks of Acting Commi33ioner
. of Police on attached memo» dated 13-9-37, D.S.I. Logan 
communicated with Mr« E.P, Stanton, U.S.A, Consul, who____
confirmed the statement made by Mr. Shecklen of R.C.A*____ _____
Communications, Inc«, in regard to the wireless station in
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February 14, 1938 Afternoon Translation

Sin Shun Pa« (a Japanese owned paper in Chinese language)»

DISSOLUTION 0? PUTG TSE ZOEN CLUB

The Ping Tse Zoen Club ) is a political
body. It was established in spring 1936 after the 
election of new members to the Chinese Ratepayers' 
Association having been approved by the local Tangpu and 
was supported by Messrs Tu Yaeh-sung ) »nd Wong
Shiao-lai ( )• Its members were o/ficials of
the Tangpu and the Citizens* Federation. It received 
a monthly subsidy of $>1,000«

, There is another body called the Shan Zoen 
Club ( ) which is directed by Mr. Wong Yien-soong
( Xkii-’C )• Members sf theShan Zoen Club were all 
prominent merchants. When it was dissolved after the 
departure of Mr. Wong from Shanghai, the monthly subsidy 
of ^1,000 of the Shan Zoen Club was transferred by the 
anti-Wong elements to the Ping Tse Zoen Club«

Ostensibly. the Ping Tse Zoen Club is directed 
by Mr. Tsu Yang-wu ( )> a follower of Mr. Wang Mei-
% jin ( zi ) of the local Tangpu, who was an associate 
of Mr. Wu Kai-sien ( |'f| ), Executive Committeeman of
the Tangpu and was supported by him. Tsu w-s responsible 
for the finances of the Club.

As the *1,000 subsidy was more than enough 
for the Club’s expenses, it was suggested that the Club 
should provide members with cigarettes etc. Negotiations 
were opened with Tsu over these matters and disputes 
arose among the members of the Ping Tse Zoen Club over 
the question of money.

Following the change in the general situation, 
the subsidy to the Club ceased and important figures of the 
Club left Shanghai with the result that the Club was 
dissolved.

At one time, the Ping Tse Zoen Club 
established a Ping Tse News Agency ( ) which
sometimes supplied news Items to newspapers, mainly of a 
nature to extort money.

Sin Shun Pao of Feb.12:

INEFFICIENT POLICE WATCH GIVES RISE TO TERRORIST 
ACTIVITIES IN FOREIGN SETTIEMENTS 

^s^uring the past few days, ojjriffs^of 
assassination'^tw^rein the victims haye^B'een decapitated 
have been discoveriW^^nily, causjun^great anxiety to the 
residents of the Interh^t4orv>l''oet tlement and the French 
Concession. The fact t^v .terrorist gangs are so active 
and that anti-Japanesaz<€iements^n<murderers are able to 
act so freely is mMrily due to the inefficient watch 
maintained by tije^authorities of the Foretgn„Settlement8.

.in contrast to the Foreign Settleiftonfs, the 
Japanese ArlSy protected .district of Hongkew pr c s 
extremely calm appearance. For this reason, a large 
number of intelligent persons are applying for permission 
toremove into Hongkew,



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
¿>.5, Special branch, Xj&SXn

REPORT *>i <■Date uept. rp J/,
Particulars regarding the Membersnip of the "Ping Ts Club.”

♦ pnara»yri forwnW

Further to the attached file and remarks of D.C. (Crime 
and special branches) thereon, C.D.C. 230 again called at the 

'•Ping Ts Club" on 21-9-37 and found that both the club and the 

Ping Ts hews Agency have temporarily ceased functioning, 

probably due to the charge framed by the Police against chaung 

xau Gjl 5ft ) and Woo reh-eu ( x 4 T" ), two employees or the 

aforesaid Agency, for extortion.

■cor this reason no Information can tor the present be 

secured relative to the membership of the Club.

The premi see are at present sheltering a number of 

refugees.

d. s.

D. C. (Crime and »pedal branches).



FORM NO. 3
G. 40M. 1. 36

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch#
REPORT

fSHAHBAl 
File N dt

Date...... - r

Subject Particulars regarding “Ping Ts Club” ('^ Jit-)

Made by......

Further to the attached fHe and remarks of D.C.

(Crime and Special Branches) thereon, c.D.C. 230 called at the 

"Ping Ts Club1* on 18-9-37 and was informed that Waung Mei-yun 

US ovvner °f the club in question, is now at Hanking;

that this club was inaugurated on Hay 1, 1936 and is not_________

licensed.

The address of this club is House Ho. 3, Lane 5

Kweichow Road, but as the entrance to the lane in Kweichow Road 

has been closed, the lane entrance in Yunnan Road is being used.

D. S

D. C. (Crime and Special Branches)



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Fzj 7 C?
S. 5, Special Branch« smiWh,/ ........... . / ¿z ■?

REPORT _ x e ?
Date....... Sept •16«....»'•

Subject ..News...^enoy ^ployees charged with ext ort ion.

Made by.........D»S.. .Pharazyn. ..Forwarded by.

Further to the attached file» enquiries made b;

C.D.C. 230 show that there is no signboard bearing the

inscription *Le Nyi News Distributing Agency* J __

in front of the house No.3 Sz Soo Yunnan Road.

The house in question is used as the Ping Ta Club

__( ) formed by Waung Fei-yun ( )» a member of 

the staff of the local Tangpu Headquarters. He is a lawyer

(¿¿¿1 )
937T* In February last Mr. Waung formed a news agency 

'as the Ping Ts News Agency for which he engaged four

loyees including Chaung Yau ) and Woo Peh-eu

_The office of the agency is located in this house

-^ithMr. Waung as Manager.
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Miso. 174/37.

• A *
Cheng tu Road
September I*1 37.

JSxtortlon by Member of Mews Distributing 
Organisation.

At 10.50 p.m. U</9/37 C.D.O. 213 brought to the 

station from the Merryland Cabaret 377 Yu Ya Ching Rond

«¿noie Chinese one Chaung Yau 24, Ohangchow,

news-reporter, 3s Soo 14» 3, Yunnan Rond whom he had 

arrested on a charge of extortion nt the instigation 

of the manager of the cabaret one George Monzon Philli« 

pino, residing on the premises.

C.D.C. 213 and the undersigned enquired and 

ascertained that at about 9.45 p.m. even date a cignrett 

tin» containing a quantity of ammonia, had bsen thrown 

through one of the windows of the cauaret. A short 

time after, the complainant stated he received a tele« 

phone call from an anonymous source saying that if he 

did not close' his cabaret a bomb would be thrown into 

it on the next day. Later al about 10.15 p.m. the 

accused came to the cabaret and communicated with the 

complainant that he was a newsreporter and that he had 

come to investigate the throwing of the ammonia. The 

complainant stated that he told the accused that no 

suoh Incident had occurred, whereupon the accused said 

that he knew that it had occurred and that he would 

report it in the usual way and that it would appear in



l/3haet Ho. 2, 

to-morrow*8 editions of the Chinese newspapers, He» 

however, went further» and mid that for the sum of 

$30.00 he would suppress the item of news» This the 

complainant agreed to and paid over the sum in question» 

this transaction was witnessed by one Sung Keh Zung

/-=■ )23, Ningpo, residing on the cabaret premises, 

on the completion of the "business, the complainant 

immediately called C.D.C, 213 who was on duty inside 

the Cabaret, explained the circumstances of the case 

and requested the apprehension of the accused for 

extortion.

Interrogated at the station the accused admitted 

the offence, questioned regarding how he came to know 

of the incident at the cabaret he said that he had 

been told to go and investigate by the manager of the 

Le Nyi News Distributing Agency, -cHs-

a« Soo Li, 3 Yunnan Hoad, and he further stated that 

the manager, one tfoo Peb Bu 35, Shanghai,

above address, had instructed him that should he be 

able to obtain money suppressing

the news he should accept same«

Detectives visited the offices of the News Distri

buting Agency at Yunnan Hoad, and brought the manager 

<oo to the station for interrogation. He stated that



l/'Jheet Ho. 3.

he received the information of the throwing of the ammo

nia from an unknown source, iXe denied having instructec 

the accused to try to obtain money for the suppressing 

of the news. However* when confronted with the manager 

the accused re-affirmed his statement regarding this.

In view of the foregoing Supt. ife'son D.D.O. *A” 

was informed and on his instructions the accused Chnung 

and the manager Woo are being detained nt this station 

pending further instructions as to the disposal of this 

case.

dance hall* it was thrown through one of the windows

facing Yu Ya Ching Road, without causing any damage.

the fact that there were

bourhood.

to obtain any information as to the thrower* owing to 

very few people in the neigh-

C.D.O. 213 made enquiries at the time but was unable

<ith regard to the throwing of ammonia into the

Sen. Det. i/c

D. D. 0.

Officer i/c, Special Branch.



Place or description of 377 YU TA (JUing HOnd.

Fi*. 22 G. NO. 1 -

«7,SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
& 7
< CRIME DIARY.

*..5...*____ Division, j

•jrkR/ma GhengtM.Jl.aad...... Police Station.
Crime Register No..J.?SL!?/.•. _ A

.September.... --14*----- 37«
Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 13

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

4«30~3«30 P«m«

14/9/37.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

377 iu Ya Ohing Rond.
3 Yunnnn Rond.
Office.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

premises.

Time and date of offence.

„ reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

14/j/37.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. Vnknowu

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered, 
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Value $

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description, 
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking

of food etc.)

n letter through the i’aat threatening 
to oorat praaiaesi unlean Vu finest? ma suspended«



FM. 22 G. NO. 2
Ga^4 5 M-11-3 6

CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)
—<--------------- ------
(j) What staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Arc friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

M 4.30 p.m. l-V'j/37 the complainant reported 

tiint nt 00 n*ra* even d^te he received through th® 

post# n letter oortt’ining *t turent to bomb th® 

^erjQTinnd (MLnret located nt 377 xu 'in Obing Rond* 

at which r»@ it? tmnnger» «haul.' ae ¿Ml to !,un..xmd 

busines?) within the next two unye.

C»’2*% 174* nad the undore£jnoc c.«juirod nnd 

•tsaortMnvc thu, fibs letter ouutninlnj ^hrent 

bnd appntiVitly been written by n» eduanted person 

ne the handwriting i i vhx*j well f jrtaed nad th® 

composition t>f tuu letter »® a -.ikioig is ;oll coacclv» 

®u nnd osrrieu aut.(imnclntlon of letter Appended 

herewith)« The letter vnn Apparently posted from the 

13 th Mo tri ct M office Ruo de gonsulnt.

It wne ell at Ic d Ibnt th® omplsinnnt* 'when 

opening the onbnret h*»d h">£ oom® trouble with the 

of the Sew Wrld hotel with r^nrd to the 

ml|t®r supply ^niah in sontrolled iro;n ti*e How ?orld 

Hotel* >'hie Mfwgrootnant however* wna micnbly 

settled And ns i*i’ so the eotaplnlannt is a.noemed 

no i;3i)Ort'*aee i® Att'tahod to the possibility of the 

shove sneatiiKied people »*ny oomieatlon with

the contained in tlw letter» nor oould any
iniortr'tion ¿c q-twined x;hiah dight lend the deteo- 

tlven to L-elievs ttwt th© rsnnnijemoat ox the new World 

Ketel ueilKI this aethon ne n reprisal owing to 

the ioraci dispute»
un 1^9/37 the aoisplAlrnnt in thia onae wno nlso 

the aor^lsinnnt in «? anno oi extortion (F* I*H* 708/37) 

ngninet two rani® Chinese, trined Ohnung You )

nnd *oo -r 7" i newereporter and namger*



W-S. 9000*8*37

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No
...............................Division.
............................. Police Station.

............................................. 19

Diary Number:-&

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Nature of Offence ;—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
respectively» ai the Li Kyi Ke.»s Distributing Agency* 

3ao Li» 3» Yunnan Kind* rend who appeared before the 

1st Court cm such charge. The let nreueu Chnung

Xna was sentenced to C lauutho imprisonment suspended 

for three years and the 2nd n*vaed found "not guilty" 

rend subsogpi ently relensed«

Apropos of the nforaisentiunad arese 11»X« Kill« 

174 rend the undersigned preid re visit to the 

areareger af Li Hyi Hews ’Istributing Agency nt 3 Yuimren 

| Rond. he denied nil teowledge of the reff^ir subject 

of this report rend stated thret yesterday the newsreport- 

er Chreung Yreo hnd been dismissed from the Agency’s 

service. Neither could he give any in form tian «¡hiah 

might hreve re bearing on the affair nor could he any 

ne to the possible whererebauts of Chreuug You. During 

the visit to the nbove preralsore, it wns discovered timt 

re report of the Incident af the SRKoonln throwing bred 

been given to rend published by the loan! Chinese newo- 

prepers, the trrenslntion of said report is res fallowss**

An JdiQus 5m%ii vres found in The rierxylrend

As the !3ino*Jreprenese hostilities hreve been tn king 

place on the frontier» rend the Meerylnnd Cabaret hree 

resumed its business on the 8th instrent» by using re 

Phillipino as its manager. Meet of the customers are



5000-8-37

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No
............. ................Division.
.............................Police Station.
..... ,......„........................19

Diary Number: Ko. 4. Nature of Offence :—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
our Chinese gentlemen*

t about y p»m. Inst night« suddenly tingr discovor- 

ed a certain odious onell, which seemed like numonta. 

"usici’ins nt once stopped playing their aisle end 

dancing parties ^topped tiwir dnuoing. J^naing girls 

used handkerchiefs to caver their mouths ns our omve 

soldiers use gne antfice on the frontier*

^fter n short period» minia and dancing started 
)>ns usual.

•»1th regard to the publication of the report in 
the newspapers it Is feasible that It wns through this 

medium* tint news of the cabaret’s opening for business 

ms obtained ’ey this haab ITntiaml ^nivation ’sooatation 

and who« actuated by patriotic motives« decided on the 

course of notion of which the threatening letter io a 
direct result*

It was elicited tint the owner of tha anunret is 

one Ts 3ei Kok )• ** present hie address ie
unknown owing to the that thnt he eveamtod from tinntao 

and was not able to supply the cabaret mnnngenent with 

his proper addreee*
In the meantime the necessary precautions have 

been taken in that« two detectives linve been posted 

Inside the onbnret diring it’s hours of ¡business nnd



F. 22 F
wS. 5000-8-37

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No
Division.
Police Station.

Diary Number;— X/^Qt Ho. fi. Nature of Offence:-

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

two uniform 3onstnule3 have been detailed outside for 
n twenty-* four .iou r ¿>exXud from to— dfty

inquiries proceeding.

207,

ban. Det. i/<>

D,< D.J. »V
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DEPARTMENT

C. I. D.

Headquarters Staff

threatening ietter
/-’■fele'c-Nl. v '■

....Station

Add . -Qd Wg •

Occupation.......... SHttngW■ -With

Time anddate letter received by recipient....0rli>.4% eaw...X^/gy^3-7-<-- ......... -—--........
Time and date letter hande<^^.,'police..^»^&0..pj^»..X^/i3^/'37*-. ’^^fe^^^^^^^^- 

Person suspected

Reason for

Give particulars of previous anonymous or threatening letter, if any, received by

I s reci pi e nt ■ i nt er es ted i n any P o1itical Party,Society or Union..... ,B3Jk*..... ................... •— • - -

Has recipient recently had business, social or domestic differences....-

■<••. ^WC;?:5Í - ’'^ B ■• >'4^y /.'- ,.,¿v - ' o?.
■ LS>^Af—..rV'v

Detectives enquiring.........

SENIOR DET. I/C. :

|o

fe«É*a8»M8^fc-:g«
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Translation

Si mil ar signature C

Posted at same C. P. 0. pillar box.
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fm^ 2____  File No,....... '.2..',

G 20‘'-'-37 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. JW#
North Soochow Road...

REPORT «.♦mmD^.Sopt*... !♦*.... .^37. /
Subject Furt}ier reP°r't on male Chinese taken away by members of the Japanese

Naval Landing Party.

Made ¿yD,S,I. Kennedy ..Forwarded Inspector
Officer in charge

Sir,

____ Two of the male Chinese mentioned in the previous roports- 

Lee Tsaung Paung and hio brother Lee Tsaung Nyi were released from 

Hongkew Police Station at 9 a.m. 13-9-37. The third man named 

Lee Ah Tsang ia still detained in the custody of the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party.________________ __________
Reference to the Indian watchman Buhr Singh previously 

employed at House 1, Lane 490 Haining Road, a memo (attached) 

written by Mr. Fairbairn, A.C.P. was handed in to the undersigned 

by Inspector Blenkinsop, West Hongkew Station at 3 p.m. 14-9-37.

The memo stated that as Buhr Singh is not permitted to return 
to the district where he was previously employed, he wished to

have his belongings which he had loft behind him at House 1, Lane 

490 Haining Road, forwarded to A.C. (Sikh)'s office. The list 

of his alleged personal belongings is attached, but when enquiries 

were made at the above mentioned address, the two Indian watchmen

at jjrcsent employed there, stated that Buhr Singh’s possessions 

consisted of one sack flour, 2 lbs of rice and one pair of 

trousers, the remainder of the property listed, belonging to his 

employer, and he (Buhr Singh) had no claim to same.

Since the dismissal of Buhr Singh another Indian watchman 
named Rangit Singh has been engaged by the proprietor of the

promises. The two watchmen employed there have been warned that

further trouble caused by them would be tolerated. The properly —
belonging to Buhr Singh will be forwarded to A.C.(Sikh)'s office 

on lb-9-37.
The only other residence in this sector whore Indian

watchmen are employed, is the premises formerly occupied by Mr.

Chung Bing Him and almost totally destroyed by a bomb explosion



EfiftM NO. 3__
Ö M-fl-3 6

Subject (in full)

7
File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
................................. Station,

REPORT
Date................................19

Sheet Ho>. 2,

Made by.............................................................. Forwarded by...........................................................................................

on 4«9«37. Four watchmen are still employed there and no_______

complaint go far has reached the Police regarding their conduct. 

Other premises in this district where Indian watchmen are_____ ■

employed are, the Mew Asia Hotel (six watchmen all employed_____

prior to the commencement of present hostilities) and the_______

Embankment Building (11 watchmen employed). Mo reports__________

detrimental to the character of the Indian watchmen employed 

at the two last mentioned premises have been received by the

Police,



fm. “ 2 File No.............
G20M'37 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

North Soocho* Road Station *
REPORT Sept« ¿2 737«

Date......................Sz......rg •
Subject further report re male Chinese taken away by members of the Japanese

Naval Landing Party«
Made ¿v Kennedy „ . . I (/(■ Inspector
Made by...................................*..........................Forwarded ¿y - effi cor ln «harge..............................

Sir

4 )

At 2.00p.m. 12-9-37 a Ur. Loo Kyah Ming present address

House 26, Lano 909 Yue Yuen Road came to this Station seeking 
information regarding his employee Lee Tsaung Paung who had been 

taken away from Lane 490 Raining Road by members of the Japanese

Naval Landing Party on 11-9-37. Mr. Loo was accompanied by one 

named Lee Tsaung Nyi a brother of the missing man who had also 

been taken away at the same time by members of the J.N.L.Party 

but subsequently succeeded in making good his escape. Lee Tsaung

Nyi on being questioned by D.S. Fowler, stated that his brother 

was detained at No. 421 Hal nlng Road Just east of North Szechuen

Road. J.P.C.212 from Hongkew Station attended and accompanied 

by D.S« Fowler proceeded to 421 Raining Road, where the missing 
man Lee Tsaung Paung and another male Chinese named Lee Ah Tsang 

were found hiding in an upstairs room at this address. The facts

the case were explained by 0.8. Fowler to the Officer in charg 

of the detachment of marines stationed at the corner of Raining

and North Szechuen Roads, which resulted in Lee Tsaung Paung

Lee Ah Tsang, and the witness Lee Tsaung Nyi being taken to the

Chapoo Road Sub Station of the J.N.L. Party for further question'

Ing regarding the allegations made against them by the Indian 

watchman Ruhr Singh, and if no evidence was forthcoming against 

the three men concerned, they would be released on the morning 

of 13-9-37. The four male Chinese aforementioned after their 
arrest by the members of the J.N.L. Party at Lane 490 Raining

Road were taken to 491 Raining Road Immediately in the rear of 

the J«N.L«Party post at Raining and North Szechuen Roads. They 

were tied up with ropes and left there without a guard. Lee 
Tsaung Nyi and one Wong Nyi Kyung subsequently succeeded in



1 
fm. * z File No.............

G20M37 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.................................Station,

REPORT
Date................................19

SubjectShoo* No»

Made by............................................................... Forwarded by.....................................................................................

making good their escape but Leo T Baurig Paung and Loe Ah Tsang 

were too frightened to atteupt this»

Mr. Loo Kyah Ming on vacating hie house and looking both 

doors had given the watchmen instructions that no persons were to 

enter, as he had left valuable property on the premises. The 

Indian watchman Buhr Singh was formerly given the use of the 

kitchen in order to cook his food etc. It is evident that on the 

departure of the proprietor he thought out a scheme whereby he 

could get the watchmen out of the way in order that he could_____

enter the house and help himself to the contents«________________ _
_ Bfforts to obtain the release of the three men are being 

made by 3upt. Kasumi« _____ __ ___________ ___________

D. D. 0. "C* division.



File No..........
e*"” i SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
mH /f fJwljF /3 <9 J'S

North Soochpw Road station/
REPORT -o /

Dat,&*9\» 1.2»......,9 37»
Subject................ Male..Chinese taken away by members of the। Japanese Naval

.................................... Landing Party.
MaAe Kennedy Forwarded ' I«»pOCtor
___  Officer in charge

Sir,
At 6p.m.ll-9-37 a Chinese fanale named Lee Loo Sa, 27 years 

native of Tungchow and residing at Route Conty, No. unknown, came 

to the Station and reported that her husband one named Lee Tsaung

Paung had been taken away about 1 p.m. 11-9-37 by members of the

Japanese Naval Lan dng Party from Lane 490 off Raining Road itiere 

he was employed as watchman. The female made allegations against 
an Indian watchman named Buhr Singh as being concerned in giving 

informati on to thè members of thè Japanese Navul Land in g Par ty

which led to her husband’s disappearance.
The undersigned, D.S. Fowler and C.D.C.200 proceeded to the 

scene and made the following enquiries. Lane 490 is situated on 

the north side of Raining Road just east of North Kiangse Road, 

this area at present being a sort of *no man's land" between the 

British and Japanese forces defending this sector. House 1, Lane 

490 Raining Road was previously occupied by a wealthy Cantonese 

family who employodtwo Indlan watchman who remained on the 

premises after the remainder of the inmates had evacuated. When

Police "sited the premises this P.M. it was ascertained that 

other five unemployed Indians are st present residing in the house 

being friends of the two watchman who are regularly employed

A male Chinese named Loe Tsaung Nyi, 28 years native of

I 
I

Tungchow brother of the missing male Chinese Lee Tsaung Paung was 

located at Lane 490 Raining Road, and on being questioned was a ble 

to give Police the following particulars. Both he and his brother !
have been employed as private watchman in this alleyway for a
considerable period and remained there aftjsr some of the tenants

ir

vacated at the commencement of hostiklities. They Incurred the il

enmity of one named Buhr Singh who is one the Indian watchmen
i n
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—E!L_i • File No........ ....
8 20M 1 37 / SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................Station,
REPORT 

Date. zy
Subject.............................................. 3h0Ot.NO’..2*

Made by....... ........ .......... .. . .. ..Forwarded by

employed at House 1, Lane 490 Hainlng Hoad, on aooount of refusing 

to give the watchman free rice and water* The latter in 

retaliation reported to the members of the Japanese Naval Landing 

Party on duty at Heining and North Szechuen Roads, that the 

brothers wore bad characters and were giving information regarding 

the Japanese, to the Chinese troops stationed in the vicinity* 
This resulted in several Japanese Marines proceeding to Lane 490 

Hainlng Road about 1 p*m* 11»9»37 and arresting the two brothers, 

also another friend of theirs, named Wong Nyi Kyung also employed 

as watchman at this alloyway* Both Lee Tsaung Nyi and Wong Nyi 

Kyung were badly beaten by the members of the Japanese Naval Landing 

Party and wore subsequently released, but tho fate of the other man _____ _ __ __________
Lee Tsaung Paung is unknown* Prior to the Police proceeding to 

Lane 490 Hainlng Road permission was obtained from Lieut. Clark in 
charge of this sector, to make the necessary enquiries. Japanese 

Marines stationed at North Szechuon and Hainlng Roads were 

questioned but nothing was learnt re the missing man's whereabouts« I 

Tho Indian watchman Buhr Singh against whom the allegations 

were made, was located, and brought along to West Hongkew Station 

for snqnlries. Special Branch were Informed and D«I. Fouya Singh 

attended, and assisted In enquiries. It appears that Buhr Singh is | 
.... I 

a well known seditloniat and bad character having previously been 
charged in H«M.'s British Court« Enquiries made among the tenants 

at Lane 490 Hainlng Road ascertained that he has been molesting and j 

making indecent overtures to females who evacuated this alleyway 

and returned in order to ascertain whether their belongings wore 
intact* It is also suspected by Police operating from this Station 1 
that tho Indian watchmen who visit House 1, Lane 490 Hainlng Road I 

have been reponsible for a good deal of looting in this locality,
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FORM NO.JB__* NO
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

.Station* 
REPORT

Date............................... 19
iffi S ... Sheet Ho# 3*
Subject (tn full)__________________  , __ _________^....^ .......................................................................................... ||

Made by..............................................................Forwarded by.............................. |

as they can walk through the Japanese lines along North Szechuoi 

Road without being questioned. After the particulars regarding 

Bi hr Singh were ascertained at West Hongkew Station, he was tsJcen 

back and handed over to Lieut. Clark R.W.y. for further 

questioning. It was also learnt regarding Buhr Singh that he 

had been asked to leave Shanghai for India on LO-9-37 but ------------ —---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------  
refused.

The undersigned would like to point out the danger that 

exists in people still living in the block comprising North 

Klangse. Rango. North Szechuen and Raining Roads. As previously 

mentioned, it fonts a sort of no man's land between both forces, 

md it the tenants wore forced to evacuate, it would save a 

great deal of trouble for the British Forces stationed there, as 

they are loath to refuse admittance to Chinese who present all 

manner of credentials with a view to get permission to proceed 

to their homes in this sector, and remove property. This is the 

first complaint received at this Station regarding the activities 

of the members of the J.N.L.Party in this area and if the tenant!
rD.S.I. are allowed to remain doubtless many Incidents of a similar

| <J- 'rf. jas'c
nature will occur.

Particulars of Buhr Singh as follows.
D.D.O.*C“ Age 40t years. B/Watciman residing House 1, Lane 490

Raining Road. Bon of Way Sintfi. Post Office. Lok Kai1 H Village Lokal District Amritsar.
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. September X4, 37.

Sir,

This serves to acknowledge the receipt 

of one J. Allen, British subject, handed over to 

the Shanghai Municipal Police by your Nantao 

Authorities on September IX, 1937.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Deputy Commiseioner 
(Crime Branch)

Dr. Hung Chi,
Chief of 2nd Division,

Shanghai City Government Police Bureau, 
c/o Passport Office, 
Ave. Ideas« TH,

Shanghai.



Station Reference Ho.253/37

COPY OF POLICE REPORT DATED

SEPTEMBER II, 1937.

BRITISH SUBJECT ARRESTED BY CHINESE AUTHORITIES.

At 6.10 p.m. 10-9-37 D.S. Yankovsky, French Police» 

reported to B’well Station that whilst Inspector Chiang 

Foh Dien ( W ), French Police, was making enquiries

at the 3rd. Section, Hantao Headquarters, S.C.G.P.Bureau, 

on the afternoon of 10-9-37 he saw a male foreigner de

tained there.
This foreigner gave him a small chit on which was 

written * I am Mr. J. Allen - When shall I return - 9/9/37"

On the evening of 10-9-37 Mr. G. Manley of the Im

perial Chemical Industries Ltd. called at Central Station 

with British passport No.7234 in the name of Mr. John 

Allen and stated that this person was missing.
Mr. Manley was referred to B’Well Station,efforts 

made to got in touch with Manteo Headquarters on the 

10-9-37 met with no results.
At 9 a.m. 11-9-3? D.I. Toon communi anted with Hantao 

Headquarters and ascertained that Mr. Allen was detained 

there, having been arrested by a member of the S.C.G.P.B. 

at about 10 a.m. 9-9-37 in the vicinity of Roh Sing Mjrung 

( ^b )$L)» no further details available.

D.I. Toon and D.S.I. Wu Chen Mo proceeded to the 

Trench Police and obtained the chit written by Mr. Allen 

and with the assistance of Inspector Chiang Foh Dion, 

French Polios» proceeded to Manteo Headquarters where upon 

producing Mr. Allen’s British Passport he was handed ovsr 

against receipt.
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The Nantao Authorities request that an official 

letter from Police Headquarters be sent to them acknow

ledging receipt of Mr. Allen.

As Mr. Allen is both deaf and dumb several written 

questions were put to him with a view to ascertaining 

under what circumstances he was arrested* but no tangible 

answer could be obtained.

Mr. Manley* who is Mr. Allen's brother-in-law was 

communicated with and attended B'well Station* he stated 

that Mr. Allen was a mental case and could not give a 

clear answer to any questions as he became confused.

Mr. Allen was handed over to the care of Mr. Manley 

who stated he would see that he returned to his home at 

T03 Burkill Road.

Certified true copy:
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Bubbling Well 

September 11th,

aaiT'ai wwsot aww^b, ansa «¡rangi.
At 6«10p«m. IO-9-37 D.S« Yankovsky» Trench Police» . 

reported to B’well station that whilst Inspector Chiang 

Toh Bien ), Trench Police» was making enquiries

at the 3rd» Section. Manteo Headquarters» S.C.G.P.Bureau, 

on the afternoon of 10-9-37 he saw a male foreigner de
tained there«

Thia foreigner gave him a snail chit on which wee 

written "X an Mr. J. alien * when shall I return -9/9/W

Ch the evening of 10-9-37 Mr. 0. Manley of the Im

perial Ohomioal Industries ltd, called rt Central static: 

with British passport Mo.7234 in the nano of Mr. John 

Allan and stated that thio person was missing.
Mr. Manley was referred to B’well Station» efforts 

made to get In touch with Manteo Headquarters an the 

10-9-37 net with no results.
At 9a.m. 11-9-37 3.X. Toon ccmnuniaated with Manta« 

Headquarters and ascertained that Mr. Allan was detained 

there, having boon arrested by a member of the S.C.G.P.B 

at about 10a*xn, 9-9-37 in the vicinity of Toh ding syung

P.Z. Toon end Mele wu Ohan Mo proceeded to the 

Trench mice and obtained the chit written by Mr .Allen 

«mM with the assistance of Xncpeotor Chiang Toh Bien. 

Trench >01100. proceeded to Mantas Headquarters whore upa
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producing Mr« Alloa’s British Passport he was handed over 

against receipt«

$ & | The Hantac Authorities request that an official
■ I letter from Police Headquarters he sent to them aoknow-

Jtu < f lodging receipt of Mr« Allen«
.g|j| * - I

^4 • ' | as Mr« Allen is both deaf and dumb several written

questions wore put to him with a view to ascertaining

/ under what circumstanoes he was arrested, but no tangible 

^Mained«

Wj* .Mr« Allen*a brother-in-law was

' ocsuDunicated with and attended B’well Station, ho stated

/ that Mr« Allen wan a mental oase and could not give a 

, clear answer to any questions as he became confused«

Mr« Allen was handed over to the care of Mr«Manley 

who stated he would see that he returned to hlsjran at 

103 Burkill Hoad« /X
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...........L0UZa........Stati^pS^

Subject.........P.h^”®se '’National Salvation* propaganda Travelling Group«

REPORT

Made by.__ C».B.»l.....Sharman Forwarded by.... Chief inspector.

air,__

With reference to Special Branch Report dated 13-9-37 on 
the subject of “Chinese National Salvation propaganda Travelling 
Group*. G.B.S.57 visited Room 16 of the Yah Tung ) Hotel, 
-618 Canton Road at 5<50.p.m. 14-9-37 when he interviewed Wen Hal 

-Tao ( and Chien Chow Ping vW )« the 2nd and 3rd

named person mentioned on the report and learned that the above 
Group rented and occupied Room 9 of the Yah Tung Hotel on 
7-9-37 and on 13-9-37 they transferred to Room 16. The object 
of having a room in the hotel is only to await the recognition_

the registration of this organization with the Local Kuo-mi ng. 
tan« party and the Bureau of social Affairs« The Group will 
leave for Nanking where they will start their work first as soon 
aa the afore-mentioned procedure of registration has been 
oomnlrted with* The C.D.S. was definitely assured that the 
Group will not function in Shanghai ••___________________ ______

q.D.8.57 has been detailed to visit the Hotel frequently 

and keep observation for meetings or other developments.-----
C.D.I.

2.u.o..’A' I>1T-
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Made by.

__________ -_li.e.w...b.aiy..-formed.......
D .s. I.... Kao. Yen-ken...Forwarded by.

- S 7 - ------------
________________ A new organization entitled the .»Chinese 'National____ .

Salvation* Propaganda Travelling Group”
has come into existence with a temporary office in Hoorn 9,_____
/ah Tung ( V j ) Hotel, 618 canton 3oa d (J.ouza ni st.ri rt)._____

The object of this Group is to carry out propaganda work in 
favour of the national__salvation movement among people jr>_____
inland places, including the provinces of Honan, shantung_____
and Hopei*_____________________________________________ ;______

This group has been foiroed by eight students with
the following three in charge ______________________

Ma Ying-chih ), ex-student of the Tsing
Hwa University, Peiping.

Wen Chi-tao prapt), ex-student of the Peking 
University, Peiping, *________________________

___________________The flroup plains tn have the finanoial support of
Madame Sun fat-sen»___ ¿t is at present applying for permission
from the Chinese Government and feuomintang Authorities for 
registration and sanction to operate. It is expected that 
they will leave Shanghai and, commence their work in inland 
places in about one week's time.______________________ ________
__________The propaganda work will be in the form of stage_____ 

plays, lectures and distributing of printed matter. The_____
Group has prepared a manifesto (copy at. barbed)? which nails 
the attention of the people to the Japanese aggression of  
China and her plan to e-arte min ate the

the populace to continue their efforts towards driving tfe
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_________________________ - 2 -___________________________________ |

enemy out of China and the overthrow of Japanese

Inperialism.

J 1 -
D, S.il.________________________
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File No______
Z SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

; \ S.l, Special Branch.^,.,.

REPORT September M,._z937.

Subject....... .A®si8tancerendeied...t0 the Chinese Authorities in connection

with three persons who are wanted on a charge of illegal possession 
..............or- vehicle parsea t s.g; d. Cd¡uft war rants »8.2573,2574 & 2575.

Made by....D*a»l^...ljfturi.e.z..... ......... ..Forwarded by....___________________________

Vice-Captain Shu Bang Pei of the Detective

Corps attached to the Martial law Commander *s Office, came

to this branch on 9th September, and requested assistance

in arresting the following three persons on a charge of 

"falsely representing themselves to be the possessore of 

vehicle passes in contravention of the order governing_

Martial law*"

Soo Kya Mat of 423 South Soochow Road.

____________ ^°h Nan Tsau of room 330, Jfctional Commer c ial 

Bank building, 230 Peking Boad._____

Tseu Zu Chuan (l<| ) of 73, Pingpo Road.

The warrants of arrest in respect of these persons were 

issued by Judge Dzien of the Shanghai Special District Court

at the request of the Woosung & Shanghai Garrison Commander*s__

Headquarter a a nd are numbered 2573, 2574 and 2575 respectively»

D.8.I. Laurier and C.D.S. 155 of this branch, accompanied 

by D.S. Hyde of Central Station, rendered the necessary_

assistance but failed to locate any of the wanted men at the__

addresses given. 

On September 2, 1937, the Chinese Police of the 2nd

Division arrested in the vicinity of the Small Vest Gate

^7

Mhntao, three men in possession of three trucks bearing vehicle 
paii&> issued by the Martial law Commander*e Office. It was

¿C

»agate, on investigation that these men had no legal right to the 
passes and on being interrogated they implicated the three men

mentioned in the Wrrants as being the persons to whom the 

passes had originally been issued. The absence of any proof 

to show that the men Mentioned in the warrants have a lawful

o right to the vehicle passes forms the basis of the charge— 
I*
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Made by Forwarded by.

against them* In view of the failure of the police to locate 

the wanted men on September 9th, the Chinese Authorities’ 

representative requested that the warrants, which are valid 

until 15th ■September, be held temporarily pending a further 

attempt to ascertain the whereabouts of the wanted men.

On Septemoer 13th Vice-Captain whu jjang Sei informed

this office that he had been unable to obtain the desired 

information: these warrants are therefore returned for_____________  

cancellation»



SEARCH WARRANT, NO,..*!/.?

........... STATION.

If attached document is returned in open 
Court, please detach this slip, filling in as below 
and return to Judicial Police Office for record. 
If not handed in to open Court, document must 
be returned to Judicial Police Office immediately 
on expiration, properly endorsed and signed.

After recording in Judicial Police Office, 
this slip will be returned to station concerned 
as an acknowledgement of safe receipt of 
document.

(For Station use) •- 
................Judge. bB DEC. 1937... Date.

.D“*™* C—rt gor The Rftt sPcd‘t Area lu Shanghai.

----------------a-,--------- .........................................................  

» H Date.......iiept...
Nature of Document 2 5 5

Warrant No, 2375 iuaved by Jud&e ¿hdiem at the 
request of the W ousting & ¿¡honghal a&rrison 
ClWWnder* a Headquarters .___________________

Woobwuì ft bhanfchal Garrison Cosamdre*s 
Headquarters,

ïaeu Zu Shiuan

Address:« 73 Bingp° Koad, K,

Wanted by the Voosun^ ft UtanUifti taurioon 
Counander*» Headquarters for being falsely 
repreeentjung hlmelf to be possessor of a 
vehicle pass in oontravanticn of the order



SEARCH WARRANT, NO..... ...A....

...........STATION.

If attached document is returned in open 
Court, please detach this slip, filling in as below 
and return to Judicial Police Office for record. 
If not handed in to open Court, document must 
be returned to Judicial Police Office immediately 
on expiration, properly endorsed and signed.

After recording in Judicial Police Office, 
this slip will be returned to station concerned 
as an acknowledgement of safe receipt of 
document.

(For Station use) •- 
...........Judge. t- 8 PEG.1937 ■p.to.

(For Judicial Police en 
Above document return

a
District Court For The First Special Area In Shanghai.

JSTo------------------------------------------------

W 0 D«te.......hept.......a,....  1®3?,

Nature of Document 2 6 5

Warrant Be, 2574 iasued by Judge Laien at the 
request of the Woosung &■ Shanghai Garrison Commander*a Keadquartei’s.

Voosung & Shanghai Garrison Coioaadre's 
Beadquarters.

Loh Ban -sau

Address:» Boom W.330 »"^nd floor,
National C o. xaercial Bank, Peking Bd.:



'SEARCH WARRANT, NO..™/..~ 

iÄ.........STATION.

If attached document is returned in open 
Court, please detach this slip, filling in as below 
and return to Judicial Police Office for record. 
If not handed in to open Court, document must 
be returned to Judicial Police Office immediately 
on expiration, properly endorsed and signed.

After recording in Judicial Police Office, 
this slip will be returned to station concerned 
as an acknowledgement of safe receipt of 
document.

(For Station use) 
.CZr^...Judge.' t-BDEC. 1937 _ .....7.................. Date.

(For Judicial Police end 
Above document return

Dfotrict Cort For The First Special Area !n Shanghai.

Mh. , S.... .................... ...
’ M H Date9.3 7.

Nature of Document

r Warrant No, 2573 . issued,>byJudge Dzien at the 
I request of the Woosun^ Se, Shanghai Garrison
I Commander*s Headquarters, '.... ..

Woosuhg & Shanghai Garrison Comadfe* s 
Headquarters.

-v-
8 oo Kya. iiai .

Address:- 423 South Soochow Road.

Wanted by the Woosung & Shanghai Garrison 
Commander's Headquarters for being falsely 
representing himself to be possessor of a 
vehicle pass in contravention of the order

I
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special..Branch......- ’ ¿ —
REPORT _ x ••— /Date.. ...Sept.* 37 a 

........... Reswj©tion...o.f...ga8.-.supply-._by-Shangte.i.._GaJ5-..G.Q«ipany,.-LtdJ..................... .  

- comments in local Chinese press. j

...............  .........Forwarded by... ...CL_ ....................... 
....................../_______ __

With reference to the comments recently published 

in the local Chinese press, regarding the policy of the_________

Shanghai Gas Company, Ltd, in resuming gas supplies» on the 

afternoon of September 14, 1937, the undersigned interviewed 

Mr. W.J. Brown, Secretary of the Company, and learned that_

a letter, purporting to point out the dangers of supplying 

coal gas while the scene of the present hostilities is in 

close proximity to the International Settlement, had been______ _

received from the Shanghai first Special District Citizens* 

___federation. In acknowledgement of this letter, the Company 

merely stated that the danger to which the federation drew 

attention had been duly noted._____________ _______________________

The undersigned was also informed that Mr. T.K. Ho, 

_ PePUty Secretary of the Shanghai Ifanicipal Council, and______

| Mr. Yu Ya Ching had both communicated with the Company : 
^^^i^ohnection with the aforementioned subject and had been

farmed that the chief engineer had, after careful consideration 

tcided that it was safe to resume operations

The possibility of there being some underlying

significance in the request of the Shanghai first Special

1strict Citizens* federation to postpone the resumption of

a gas supply was then discussed with Mr. Brown._________

According to the Company*s figures there are

_ approximately 9,000 gas consumers located south of the___________

Soochow Creek who have ,.-i.an affected by the cessation of gas___

_ supplies. It was then calculated that at least $45,000________ _

would have to be spent every month to purchase wood, charcoal 

or kerosene in order to secure mediocre cooking facilities 

for these former gas consumers. It is therefore obvious______
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that there is one business which stands to reap considerable 

financial benefit from any stoppage in the regular supply of 

__ g«s«____________________________________________________________________  

It was further learned that Mr. A.K. Sun» a member 

of the staff of the Bureau of Public Utilities» acting on___ _

__ the instructions of Mr. O.K. Yui, Mayor of Greater Shanghai» 

had recently visited the company*s offices in order to 

acquaint the directors of possible dangers to the gasworks___

located at 2524 Yangtazepoo Road is the event of Chinese________

aircraft attempting to bomb the Japanese airfield situated 

near Point Island.________________________________________________________

Regarding the possible dangers resultant from the 

striking by stray bullets« shells» bombs» etc, of any gas

------containing apparatus it was pointed out that when, during______  

the Great War» West Hartlepool» a town situated on the east 

coast of England» was bombarded by German warships» a number 

of shells struck the gasometers of the local gasworks but 

____failed to cause any great damage.____ _

It appears that an explosion or conflagration might 

result if a bomb was to strike the main supply pipe but in 

view of the fact that the pipe in question is at least twelve 

____feet beneath the ground» there is little likelihood of such 

a situation arising.  ___ 

_______________ In conclusion, the undersigned was informed that 

in the event of a recurrence of aerial bombing similar to__

»Let which marked the early stages of the present hostilities» 

the company would not hesitate to cut off all gas supplies.-- g
D.C. (Crime & Special Branches) "/v "



September 10, 1937 Morning Translation

to prove that the attack was actually carried out by 
Japanese planes was go far at l^rnd.

The various newspapermen regarded this statement 
merely as a funny story, jr a spokesman of the Japanese 
Embassy then came on the scene and stated that further 
instructions in the matter would be asked for from the 
Tokyo Government, However, none of the foreign 
newspapermen succeeded/*in restraining himself from bursting 
into laughter at such-a statement, which was circulated 
by cable to variousJnations yesterday evening. It is 
believed that international opinion will be severely 
critical, -

China Times and other local newspapers«

RESUMPTION OF GAS SERVICE HOT FAVOURED

Much concern is being shown by Chinese and 
foreign residents towards the resumption of gas service 

, , by the Shanghai Gas Company, 
In view of the spontaneous explosion of a gas 

pipe on September 8, which resulted in the injuring of some 
. pedestrians, and the possibility of more serious accidents 

occurring at a time when stray bullets and shells are 
/ flying aboutt a reporter of this paper called on a 
r^'A^reSponsible person of the Various Circles' Enemy-Resisting 

Support Association for his opinion.
The following is the statement made by the person 

called upon«- "Coal gas is an acute poison and burns 
readily, so that when an underground gas pipe is damaged 

,f<i by a bomb, stray bullet etc,, the people living nearby 
are liable to be xoisoned and their houses burnt. The 
gas also has a hign explosive power, and if the gas tank

J should be hit by a shell, the calamity resulting from the
f explosion would be much greater than that which the shell

/ itself can cause, For the sake of the safety of the
If millions of residents, it is to be hoped that the company

will not resume its business at the present moment. The
people should temporarily cease using gas in consideration 
of their own safety,*

Min Rao and other local newspapers« z
INCIPIENT LABOUR DISPUTE AT BUS CO, ftBjfclED BY TANGPU

Dissatisfied with the ao/ion of the management 
in discharging operatives and enforcing labour reduction, 
King Chih-ts ( sjlJiz) and other ^representatives of the 

■ employees of the china Generalz&nnibus Company recently 
submitted a petition to the Weal Tangpu and other 
government organs request inarthem to mediate..

Upon receipt ofJthe petition, the Bureau of 
H if. Social Affairs Of the Shanghai City Government and the local 

I Tangpu detailed officials to mediate. The officials 
' advised the workers tojfrefrain from resorting to rash 

acts at this time whar a major war of resistance is being 
carried onj furthermore, they stated that they had 
ascertained that the management had no intention of 
discharging worker^»

The workers then expressed their understanding, 
and the labour /is^ute has been happily settled*



September 6* 1937 Morning Translation

Min Mao and other local newspapers *-
CITIZENS* FEDERATION IMPRESSES GAS COMPANY WITH DANGERS 

OF RE-OPENING
Yesterday the Shanghai First Special District 

Citizens1 Federation sent the following letter to the 
Shanghai Gas Company» a British concern*-*

, ”We are in receipt of a letter from theyK Shanghai Restaurant Owners* Association which states
'It is learnt from the local press 

that the Shanghai Gas Company» a British concern» 
will resume business and continue to supply its local 
subscribers with gas commencing from Monday« It must 
now be remembered that the Shanghai Gas Company is 
situated at the south end of Thibet Road Bridge» a 
place that is well adjacent to Chinese territory» and 
in oase of any disaster» which is not at all unlikely 
in view of the w’de range of stray shells» etc«» the 
consequences to the local population will be most 
deplorable* Your Federation is» therefore* requested 
to open negotiations with the company in question for 
the postponement of its resumption of business» in 
the interest of the local residents•'

"In view of the foregoing» we* therefore* 
earnestly request your company to postpone the resumption 
of business«•

Min Pao and other local newspapers
RICSHA OWNERS* ASSOCIATION MEETS TO DISCUSS LICENCE QUESTION

In view of the hostilities» coupled with 
the fact that many vehicles nave been destroyed and the 
number®ricsha coolies reduced as well as due to the fact 

lAcing a restriction on the 
Vial District Office of the 
sooiation held an urgent meeting 
scuss ways and means to deal 

learnt that a further 
a reply has been received

uuiuuerjxxcaua cuuxicb rei 
that tne authorities are 
issue of licences» the S; Shanghai Riosha 0#ntrs’ | 
at 10 a«m* yesterday to | 
with the licence questionf. It is meeting will be called a/ soon as 
from the S«M*C« /

China Times and other loca/ newspapers
ACTION REQUESTED TO FORCE FRENCH COMPANY TO ACCEPT WATER

AND ELECTRICITY PAYMENTS BY CHEQUE

u Yueh-sung ^ ) > Chairman of 
yers* Association of the French Concession,

from, resident

the Chinese Rate 
yesterday sent 
requesting it 
et d'Eclairage

letter to the French Municipal Council 
instruct the 
eotriques de 
payment for

Compagnie Franoaise de Tramways 
Shanghai to accept cheques 
water and electricity charges»
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Min Pao and other local newspapers« ^~,l‘ J 7

AID TO ENABLE FACTORIES TO RESUME OPERATIONS

Most of the Chinese native goods factories 
are finding it difficult to resume operations« With 
e view to rendering them assistance, the Factory Resumption 
Committee which was recently formed under the auspices 
of the Shanghai Citizens* Native Goods Promotion Association 
has inaugurated a "Native Goods Production Assistance 
Group" with an office in Room 425, the Continental 
Emporium Building, Nanking Road« Factories may apply 
to the Group in question for registration and plans will 
be formulated to enable them to resume business at an 
early date« Factories are requested to send in 
informstion on the following heads«» 
1) What part of the machinery is located in safety areas? 
2) Raw materials in stock.
3) Long"service workers«
4) The location of idle factories or unused land in 

safety areas*
5) Goods in stock«
6} The persons who are willing to invest capital in any 

factory«
7) The chances of acquiring land or factory premises«
8) Desire to rent or purchase machinery«
9) Lack of raw materials«

10) Lack of technical workers« 
11) Means to dispose of goods« 
12) Lack of cash capital«
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REPORT ......No yember.. 3k 9 37

Subject. Sh^ghai Nat io nal Go o ds Fac tories Re -ope ni ng‘ Commi. ttee -.........
Régi s tr at io n of Chinese fac tories

Made by...........P-I-JP«“. “«n-Pih.... Forwarded by....

With reference to the instructions of the D«C»(Special 
Branch) on the attached report» Mr» Zung Chuin Zang 

Secretary of the Shanghai National Goods Factories Re-opening ___
Committee ), called at this office at 10» 30a.m.

November 3 and informed the undersigned that the instructions_ _
of the Police for the registration of the committee would be_____ 

referred to the standing committee for consideration« He
promised to inform the Police as soon as a decision has been
reached.
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.^UM-Al-3 8 File No..,--------

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
..................... ............Sta^

REPORT Data Octobeir.27!

Subject (in full)___Shanghai .„National Goods Factories Re-opening_Coxmittee 
~7> .............................

____________________ -.Registration of Chinese ^ctories

Made __ Sih. Tse—li&gjg

j.

__________Attached is a copy of the factory investigation__  

form,with translation» prepared by the Shanghai Citizens1

National Goods Promotion Association, Room 425, Continental

Emporium Building, Nanking Road, The Association has_______

recently organized a new body entitled the "Shanghai 

National Goods Factory Re-opening Committee," for the 

purpose of assisting Chinese owners in removing their 

factories from the war affected area. Those who apply 

for assistance to the Committee are required to lill in 

the form during their registration.________________
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SHANGHAI CENTRE OF THE CHINESE NATIONAL GOODS FACTORIES

No....................

Investigation of .... Factory :
Compiled by the Shanghai 
Citizens’ National Goods 
Promotion Association.

Name of Trade :

Address of Factory : Tel. No.

Address of Sales Office: Tel. No. .

Address of Branch Factory 
and/or Branch Sales Office: Tel. No.

Total amount of capital :

Do any foreigners share in 
the capital ?

Nature of the establishment:

Date of opening :

History of the factory:

Date of registration of shop : No.of registration 
company : certificate :
factory :

Products :

Name of product :

Trade Mark ----- 4 • wn Y •(Registration No.; :

Quantity of annual products :

Grade of national goods :

Sales’ condition :

Machinery :

Kind :

Quantity :

Source :

Raw Material :

Kind :

Quantity :

Source :



Number of Employees s

No.of staff employees : )
) Nationality x

No.of workers : )

National Goods Certification Documents s

Name of document s

Number of document :

Name of official organ from which the certificat 
is issued :

Remarks •

Name of responsible persons s

Manager : Name Age Nativity Antecedent Address Tel.No.

factory
Managers * » " " " "

Engineer: " " n " « •

Treatment of workers x

General condition of factory t

Eire Extinguisher x

Sanitary equipment x

Others :

Name of organizations to which the factory joined x

Formerly member of (name of organization) • «., 
introduced by ...

Date of joining the Shanghai Citizens’ National Goods 
Promotion Association, introduced by .......

Result of inspection made by the Association x

Grade of product x

Points to be improved : (1)
(2)
(3)

Date ..........

Name of investigator .....

Note x (1) The term “Nature of Establishment* applies 
to the “Sole Owner¿hip,“ “Partnership,“ and 
“Limited Company,*

(2) Additional columns may be prepared, if necesc '.ry, 
to fill in the details relating to the "products,* 
"machinery,* and “raw material."

If «-C? * J' ’ i
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I JVa,S> St .... <^<?<

La*»..- £* 7

September 24

The Secretary, 

8, M, C.

SHANGHAI FACTORIES UNITED REMOVAL COMMITTEE.

With reference to my pjjpvioue letter

No» D. 8086, dated September 17, 1987, * further 

two reports ore forwarded herewith.

(Sd) K. 'VL bculi^yj
Aotlng Camnleeioner of Polioe.

IN/»



FM.f• . rSHW«KICIP.AI. Polish
G 20* 37 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.! S. B. REQjST^y

S. 1, Spec i al -™ 1

REPORT zSifeaSCTiMvrT*»
Ti.ii'.i   ——।

Subject Bureau of Social Affairs and Investigation of local factories.

Made i’.aa..li,i..en-pih

Attached is the translation of an investigation form

prin.tgd. by the Bureau of Social Affairs and which will be 

submitted to the Military Affairs Committee of the National 

Government for examination.______________________________________ __

Ostensibly these particulars are required by the Bureau 

to facilitate arrangements which are to be made for the 

removal of factories and plants to the interior but from a

___study Of the form and all it requests.i_the bureau.. of Social 

Affairs would appear to be collecting, under the cloak of 

proposed removal, the complete working capacity of all Chinese 

factories, their personnel and financial standing which are

_ still operating at the present time, so that either a more_____

efficient oontrol can be exercised over them, or in the case of

___ emergency thcisa factories and plants nan.be converted tn___________  

other uses, such as detailed under problems concerning

removal.

■

■



Investigation Form of Factory During the 
Emergency Period (Printed by the 

Bureau of Social Affairs;

Former state of a Factory

Fame of Factory :

Address :

Sales Office s

Telephone number for factory :

Telephone number for Sales Office »

Size of factory »

Fame and nativity of Manager i

Fame and nativity of Factory Manager t

Fame and nativity of Engineer »

Amount of capital *

Mature of the factory t

(a) Sole ownerships

(b) Partnership;

(e) Company.

Kind of product* :

Quantity of output per month »

Value of product t

Quantity of products paid »

Market t

Kind of raw material i

Source of raw material t

Quantity of raw material consumed per month t

Cost of raw material t

Is there any substitute produced in China ?

Kind of machinery t

Trade mark t

Value of machinery »
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Can the machinery he separated for operation 

independently ?

Limit of time for installation of machinery.

Motive Power i-

(1) Steam engine;

(2) Electric engine;

(3) Fuel oil engine;

(4) Charcoal engine.

Value ;

Fuel î

Quantity of fuel consumed per month :

Number of workers t-

Male;

Female;

Juvenile.

Wages »

Maximum wage;

Minimum wage.

Time required to train a new worker t

Size of quarters to accommodate the whole 

complement of workers.

Present State of a Factory

Operate in full or work partially or remain closed :

Total number of workers :

Location of workers i

Difficulties to send for workers i

Problems concerning removal

Does the proprietor wish to remove his factory ?

Where does the proprietor wish to remove T 

Approximate expenses for removal :

(1) Transportation expenses t

(2) Loading and unloading expenses »

(3) Installation and dismantling expenses.



Weight of machinery :

Size of machinery :

Can the machinery be reverted to produce military 

goods and/or other articles ?

Can the machinery be removed by ordinary lighters ?

Problems concerning Resumption of Operations 

Difficulties surrounding resumption of operations :

(1) Economical difficulty :

(2) Raw material :

(3) Market :

(4) Others :

Ramarks

Connnunication Address t

Applicant is required to chop and sign his name 

in this column.

Note

(1) This form must be filled in two copies.

(2) The necessary points in this form must be 

clearly mentioned; while those unnecessary 

columns can be crossed out.

(3) Figures must be written in Raman numeral.

(4) Any proposal of the management concerning the 

removal of factory or resumption of operations 

can be written on the reverse side of this for*.

(5) This form should be filled in as soon as possible 

and kept in secret.

Date;







fm. \ File No.............
G20"'37 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Zo
...... .......................... Station.

■■^^¿>2 rS- '^1

REPORT Dt?z<?.Sept ®®be ?. .21». i g 3? •

Subject Shanghai Factories United Removal .................

Ministry...of Industry - ..issue of...^pl.ication .fox^ /............

Made by.....P.t? ....... Forwarded
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------— j.

I beg to submit herewith one copy of rules governing 

the removal of Chinese factories from Shanghai and two blank 

forms which are being issued by the Shanghai Factories United 

Removal Committee, Room 504, 33 Szechuen Road« Copies of_____

these forms are now being issued to any Chinese applicants 
after they have satisfied the Committee of their bona-fides 

and genuiness of their application.

__________ When these two forms are completed and submitted, the 

Committee will verify the particulars submitted, and then__

___ issue certain other forms dealing with the question of_________ 
| transportation etc._______________

_______ A translation of the rules governing the removal of 

factories from Shanghai and of the two blank forms are 

____attached to this report, _____________________________



TRAKSLA.TIOK

Regulations governing the removal of factories from 
Shanghai laid down by the Shanghai factories United 
Removal Committee

1. Chinese owned factories are entitled to the benefit 

of removal.

2. The place to which factories are to be removed is 

Wuchang. Removal to any other place can only be 

sanctioned by the Supervisory Committee.

3. The government will issue monetary grants to the 

factories to help pay the removal expenses, the 

amount of these grants depending upon the nature 

of the factories and their machines. The following 

grants will be issued by the government after the 

recommendation of the Supervisory Committee has 

been approved. The Supervisory Committee has the 

power to modify or reduce the grants.

(A) Grants for packing

(A) Grants will be issued for packing machines.

(b) Thirty-five cents will be issued for every 

cubic foot of packing used.

(e) Grants for packing half completed and 

finished goods* and tools with the 

exception of pig iron and raw material 

will be issued in accordance with (a) and (b). 

(B) Grants for transportation

(a) A grant of $53.00 per ton of machinery, 

materials, half completed and finished 

goods, and tools transported to Wuchang 

will be issued. A grant of $12 per ton 

for transportation to Chink! ang will be 

issued. Any money left after paying 

transportation expenses should be returned 

to the Committee.
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(b) A grant of $20 will be issued to each skilled 

worker who removes to Wuchang with his factory. 

A grant of $30 for living expenses of the 

worker for two months will be issued prior 

to his leaving. If his factory resumes 

operations within one month of the removal* 

one half of the grant of $30 for his living 

expenses should be returned by the owner of 

the factory. No transportation grants will 

be issued for staff employees and apprentices.

(C) Grants for construction

(a) After arrival at Wuchang, fifteen *fang* 

of land will be allotted for each machine 

and a grant of $875 will be issued for 

construction. For foundries, more land 

will be allotted and an additional grant 

of 20% will be issued for construction.

(b) land at Wuchang will be allotted free of 

charge.

(c) The grants for construction will be refunded 

within ten years with interest.

4. When the factories have bwen removed to Wuchang, they 

will be engaged in manufacturing military equipment 

during the emergency period. In peace time, the 

government will guarantee to keep the factories in 

sufficient work.

5« Transportation procedure
(A) An application in duplicate should be submitted 

together with a covering letter indicating the 
kind of goods, the factory turns out, the amount 
of grant expected and the name of the place the 

factory is to be removed to.



The following points are to be noted in filling 

in application forms t- 

(a) — (1) machines and tools;

(2) materials;

(3) half completed and finished goods 

should be clearly specified.

(b) -- Applications should bear the detailed 

addresses, telephone numbers, signatures 

of the managers and chops of the factories.

(c) -- Measurements should be in the English 

standard and weights in tons.

(B) When machines hare been packed, a packing 

application in septuplícate should be submitted 

after which the domittee will detail 

representatives to inspect the eases.

The following points are to be noted i*

(a) •• Machines, tools, materials, half completed
or finished products to be clearly specified 

(b) — Bach case to be numbered, measurements, 

weights and contents to be stated.

(c) -- The factory will be responsible for any 

inaccuracy in measurement and weight when 

checked upon arrival at Hankow.

(d) -- The place where stocks are kept should be 

clearly specified.

(e) -- Measurements to be in the English standard 

and weights in tone.
(C) After cases hare been inspected, an application 

in nine copies for the customs should be submitted 

to the Committee. Two of the copies will be
returned after being chopped by the Committee 

to accompany the eases.



I

Points to be noted in filling in customs 

applications t»

(a) -- Number of cases and measurements 

should correspond with those on 

packing applications.

(b) — Chinese and English should be used.

(c) *• Applications should bear the signatures 

of managers and chops of the factories.

(D) Photographs of 2* size in triplicate of 

skilled workers who remove with their 

factories to Wuchang should be affixed to 

registration foims in triplicate issued by 

the Committee. One of the forms will be 

returned after being chopped.

(E) When the cases of machinery and products have 

been loaded and before the departure of the 

workers» an application in duplicate for 

grants for transportation, packing and living 

expenses of the workers may be submitted. 

Receipts should be issued for the money.

Points to be noted in filling in 

applications for grants 1.«

(a) -- Transportation fees, packing fees, 

living and travelling expenses to be 

separately specified.

(b) — Applications to bear the signatures and 

chops of the factories concerned.

(P) Before the departure of the steamer to Hankow, 

an application for the issue of a pass for. 

steamer and a huchao should be submitted.

If the factory concerned is situated in Nantao 

or Chapei, passes for men and vehicles can be 
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obtained from this Committee after applications 

for grants for the removal of the factory have 

been submitted.

Points to be noted in filling in 

applications for the issue of passes 

(a) -- Applications should state the number 

of passes and "huchao* required.

(b) -- Applications for the issue of passes 

and *huchao" should be certified by 

this Committee by the Trade Association 

to which the factory making the 

application belongs, or by a responsible 

officer of the trade association.

(c) •• Passes to be issued should bear the 

chops of the manager and of the factory. 

When the passes are not required, they 

should be returned immediately.

(d) -- Before the departures of steamers, a 

report in duplicate on the departure 

should be submitted to the Committee. 

Letters of introduction to the branch 

offices of this Committee at Soochow, 

Chinkiang or at Hankow should be 

applied for.

(e) — If there are difficulties in finding 

boats and vehicles, assistance of the 

Committee can be applied for. The 

number of boats and vehicles required 

and the place where the stocks are kept 

should be stated.

6. This Committee has established three branch offices 

at the following places to assist the factories in 
their removal i-
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(A) Soochow officei Room No.140, Pah Tung Hotel, 

Chong Men, Soochow, with Li 

Sheh Ying in charge.

(B) Chinkiang office: Room 16, Dah Hwa Hotel, 

Chinkiang, with King Liu-tua 

and Chow Yu Zung in charge.

(C) Hankow Office : No. 12 Ming Po Li, Kiang Han 

Road, Hankow, with Tse Ping 

Yuan in charge.

7. If the machinery of a factory is located in war 

areas, they can "be packed and shipped. 60% of 

the grants for packing, and transportation will 

be issued if a guaranty is furnished by a shop 

or a factory of good standing and the removal 

has been certified by a member of this Committee.

NJB.
(a) -- All application forms can be obtained upon 

application.

(b) — With effect from September 11, one half of 

the grants for the removal of raw materials 

and finished products to Chinkiang will be 

issued. A restriction will be placed on the 

removal of finished products.

(c) Separate measures for the issue of grants 

to chemical factories will be devised.



TRANSLATION

Shanghai Factories United Removal Committee
Application Form Date ••

Serial Number s

Case Number $

Description :

Measurement :
Weight |

Value :

Remarks :

Name and shop of the factory :

Address t

Signature and chop of the factory.



TRANSLATION

Shanghai Factories United Removal Committee

Packing Sheet

Chop»

The factory is responsible 
for any discrepancy in 
weights and measurements 
when the cases are checked 
on arrival at Hankow_______

Date application is submitted.

Number of Cases t

Description :

Measurement :

Weight :

Remarks :

Chop of the factory making the application :

Factories United Removal Committee :

Supervisory Committee :

Location of the Stocks :

Signature and chop of the factory «
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September 17, 37,

The Secretory,

3- M* _C,

SHANGHAI FACTORIES UNITED REMOVAL COMMITTEE.

Attached report is forwarded» It nay be 

wise under the cirouui tenses, to remove them from 

the Settlement.

X shall take no nation unless so instructed.

Acting Commissioner of Police.

IW/.



S«l, Special Branch, 

September Id, 1937«

shanghai Factories United Removal committee - naw body formed

A now body entitled the Shanghai Factories United Removal 

Comitt ee has recently been established by the Ministry of Industry 

in Room 504, 53 Szechuan Road, for the purpose of dealing with any 

application from local Chinese factory owners for the removal of 

their factories to plaoes of safety in the interior«

The Director of the remittee is one Mr« Ling chl-yoong 

() and the Chairman is one Mr« Ten Yao-ohleu

Further details regarding this organization are not yet 

available as the staff members of this office, particularly one 

named Koo refused to supply this office with ths necessary information 

on the ground that the existence of this office in the Settlement 

and its functioning had nothing to du with the Municipal Council or 

Municipal police«

Certified true copy«

/



S.l, Special Branch.
September IS, 1937.

Shanghai Factories United Removal conmdttoe » now body formed

a new body entitled the Shanghai Factories United Removal 
Committee has recently been established by the Ministry of Industry 
in Room 504, S3 Sseohuen Road, for the purpose of dealing with any 
application from local Chinese factory owners for the removal of 
their factories to places of safety in the interior.

The Director of the committee is one Mr. Ling Chi-yoong 
) and the Chairman is one Mr. Ten Yao-chieu

Further details regarding this organization are not yet 
available as the staff membera of this office, particularly one 
named Koo refused to supply this office with the necessary information 
on the ground that the existence of this’offlee in the Settlement 
and Its functioning had nothing to do with the Municipal Council or 
Municipal police.
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shanghai municipal police.

S.l, Spgftial..B^nchz^naa^ 3-^ 

REPORT o^Stotember ISx.zpS?.

Subject Shanghai Factories United Removal Committee....................................................... -

....~... .................................................................................J..............................

Made by.....-G »©*X.....Sih. Tse-1 iang.......Forwarded by........ .......





Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your

letter of the 19th instant, No.D.8087, regarding Miss

Nina Kousnetzoff, and to thank you for the information
/,zz «fcv

contained therein.

I have the honour to be,

Act

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

The Deputy Commissioner, 

Crime & Special Branches, 

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

SHANGHAI.





September 19 37.

Acting Consul-General*
Netherlands Consulate-General, 

Shanghai«

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of 

your letter No. 3031, dated 15th September, 1937, and 
to inform you that there is nothing in Municipal Police 
records against Miss Nina Kousnetzoff.

Miss Kousnetzoff, Russian, was born on 
February 19* 1906, at Vladivostok, where she was employed 
by Messrs. Kunst & Albers from 1921 to 1930« She 
arrived in Shanghai in July, 1930, and was employed for 
over four years with Moller's Ltd., 120 Kiukiang Road, 
as an office assistant« At present she holds a similar 
position at Viloudaki & Co«, 59 Peking Road« She is 
registered with the Russian Emigrants’ Committee« Her 
last known address is House 4, Passage 129* Avenue Haig 
(Victory Terrace)«

On September 14, 1937, Miss Kousnetzoff 
obtained from the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau 
Travelling Certificate No.715 to enable her to proceed to 
Hongkong on a holiday trip«

X have the honour to be* 
Sir* 

four obedient servant*

Deputy Cosmi ss loner
(Crime & Special Branches)



—  File No.............
Gi0M37 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1, SpeciaX..Branch.......
REPORT

£>«/<?. Sep. temb.e.r. .19.,j9 37 

Object............Cpmunjpati.o.n...date.d..l.!i-9-.3.7...fr.om...tiie...iie.therlands..C.QnsuLater. ....................

......................... General concerning Miss E,a, Kousnetzoff

Made ................... Forwarded by.....

¿¿iss Hina iilexandrovna KOUSlQiiTZOKF,Russian, was 

born on February 19,1906 at Vladivostok. ¿Re is reported to______

have arrived in Shanghai in July,1930 from Vladivostok, where, 

according to her own statement, she was employed with messrs______

Kunst & Albers from 1921 to 1930, In Shanghai she is known_____ _

to have been employed for over four years with ¿¿oiler's Ltd., 

120 Kiukiang Road, as an office assistant and at present holds 

a similar position at Viloudaki & Co., 59 Peking Road,_________ __ _

____________________ Miss Kousnetzoff is registered with the Russian 

.Emigrants* 1 Committee and her last known address is House 4, 

Passage 129 Avenue Haig ( Victory Terrace).

to enable her to proceed to Hongkong on a holiday trip.

I X'iothing detrimental is known by this office re

On September 14,1937 she obtained from the Shang-. 

hai City Government Police Bureau Travelling Certificate No 715_

garding Miss Kousnetzoff.

X)> s, 1,

■D« C. ( Crime & Special Branches)

1 ■

Jz



CQNSULAAT-QENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA. 
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No.3031
shanghai, 15 th Sep1

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that Mr «K.F.Mulder, manager 

of the Java China Trading Co., 150 Kiukiang Road, intends to leave 

for Hongkong within a few days. Mr .Mulder is a Netherlands 

subject, duly registered with this Consulate and intends to take 

his fiancee Miss Nina KOUSNETZOFF with him.

Miss Kousnetzoff seems to be in possession of a Chinese 

emigrant passport and Mr .Mulder has requested my assistance to 

get a permission from the Hongkong authorities to allow Miss 

Kousnetzoff to stay in Hongkong till Mr.Mulder will return to 

Shanghai.

Mr.Mulder will hold himself responsible for all her 

expenses.

Miss Kousnetzoff is employed with Messrs.Viloudaki & Co. 

Fed.Inc.U.S.A., 59 Peking Road.

I should be greatly obliged to you if you would let me know, 

if possible, whether anything is known against this person from 

a political or moral point of view.

I have the honour to be

Sir

Your obedient? servant

Acting Consul-General

The Deputy Commissioner

Crime & Special Branch

Shanghai Municipal Police

SHANGHAI
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SECRET
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

W" II iuppi

File No.............

Section 1, Sp.ec.i.al.._oj:*..<:.7i4/^/,
REPORT

Date§.t.ejab e r _ _X_7 >. i g 37

Subject ..Reward... .paid.to..thg_.shangnai...Qi.ty...üc.ver.nmen.t..b.aLica..Äureau^ ........................ -

Made by...............and...........Forwarded by.J* .9.?.®:???.?.?.^..

________ With reference to the remarks of the Acting Commissioner 

of police on the attached translation from the Chinese ______ _

newspaper "China Times," enquiries reveal that the money» 

$10,000.00, was forwarded to the Commissioner of Shanghai 

City Government police bureau by the Military Affairs 

Commission of the Central Government. General Tai Lih, 

who was responsible for General Tsai Chin Chun's appointment 

as Commissioner and alsp the chiefs of Police bureaux at 

hang chow, Qu insan and other towns in Chekiang and Kiangsu 

provinces, is an influential member of the Military Affairs 

Commission and therefore anything submitted oy Mayor o. K. 

fui would have little affect.

General Tai Lih is leader of the Whajgpoa Students 

Clique, better known by the name of the j>lue Shirts, and_______

is a strong figure in the Central Tangpu.___________



September 13, 1937. | Afternoo

China Times and other local newspapers s-

$10,000 RETARD FOR OFFICERS OF LOCAL POLICE BUREAU

0 Since the outbreak of the local hostilities, all 
officers of the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau, from 
the Commissioner downwards, have been carrying out their 
duties energetically, both participating in the fighting 
at the front and maintaining order in the rear. In view 
of this, the National Government has ordered a reward of 
$10,000 to be distributed to the officers and men of the 
Police Bureau, and has also detailed Mr. Foong Yui-kwun

)» Chi ef of the Police Administration of the 
Ministry of Inter ior, to come to Shanghai to convey 
personal';y the atiyreciation of the Government.

It is reported that General Tsai Ching-chun, 
Commissioner of the local Police Bureau, has decided to 
distribute only half of the sum, when received, to the 
officers and men as reward, and to purchase Liberty Bonds 
with the other half. He held that the police officers were 
doing nothing more than their duty in maintaining peace and 
assisting in defending the territory.

/ Lih pao
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I No. s. H

LDaie____

Sin Shun Rao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper)4 

=)H? "FINANCIAL MARKET IN SHANGHAI IN DANGER* GIOMT CHiNGES 
EXPECTED IN NEAR FUTURE11

The Ministry of Finance of the Kuomintang is 
restricting the circulation of legal tender notes. As 
a result* Chinese banks in Shanghai are limiting their 
loan business and are not in a position to regulate the 
financial market in this locality. Local banks are in 
financial difficulties although ostensibly they appear 
to be in good condition.

According to a certain economic expert» the 
financial market in Shanghai will collapse should the 
war in China be prolonged for another year. Local 

, .bankers are uneasy.
It is learned that the Ministry of Finance 

of the Kuomintang held a meeting recently at the request 
of Shanghai hanking circles because the latter had asked 
the authorities to reveal the truth about upholding the 
financial market in Shanghai.

Changes may take place in banking circles 
in Shanghai, changes quite unexpected by the public.
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G. 55M-1-38

SHANGHAI
File No,

Subject.

^POLICE.

3*2 Sneo.iaJ_..iirajich„ Snoioan 
REPORT /<T z/ \3

Date.....AprlL..„1.4....19 38 •

Alleged.„anti,-Cftiang Kai Shek activities.„in Fokien

blade by..
and .Forwarded by Supt. Tan Shao Liang

Referring to the report of Sin Shun Pao of April 13 

on the above subject, enquiries show that the allegations 

contained therein are mostly unfounded.

The province of Fokien is under the control of General 

Chen Yi, ex-Vice Minister of War who is known as a loyal 

supporter of Chiang Kai Shek.

Japan has always been anxious to create trouble in 

that province owing to its proximity to Formosa. The rebellion 

of the 19th Route Army which was followed by the establishment 

of a Provisional Government in 1933 was suppressed after a

FILE

Ting liât, who took part in the

have offered their

fought brilliantly in

Fokien, has a Japanese

or 4 years and his

connection with the 19th Route Army

of the defunct army such as Li Chi

Sun erinTendent

brief fighting. The leaders all fled and their soldiers were

disbanded

It

by bandits

conditions

some being re-organized into the forces at Canton

is true that the interior of the province is infested

but this has no political significance for such

prevail in nearly every province.
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D. C. (Special Branch)
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April 13, 1938 Afternoon Translation

Sin Shun Fao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following article t-

ANTI-CHIANG KAI-SHEK CONDITIONS IN FOKTW IROVINCE

The establishment of a pro-Japanese and
anti-Communist *Reformed Government of the Chinese 
Republic* in Central China has had serious consequences
upon the whole of China. It is receiving attention from 
the public because of the fact that nearly all the members
of this new government are natives of Fokien Province»

Fokien Province has always been the
cradle of anti-Chiang Kai-shek activities and was the 
site of the People’s Government established in 193b by 
General,Chen Min-chu (TX'T'M/i)« General, Li Chi-sen 
( ), General Tsai Ting-kai ( ) * General
Huang Chi-ziang ( WWW) and other well-known Chinese 
militarists and politicians. The previnee is also infested 
with communistic tendencies» Consequently, the inhabitants 
of this province are fairly acquainted with whatever 
political developments that may have taken place in this 
country.

Since the outbreak of the present
Sino-Japanese hostilities, a strict surveillance has been 
maintained by the National Government on all movements 
in Fokien Province, because the National Government has 
always had the intention of bringing Fokien under its 
military control and enforcing a positive military 
training among the people of the province. However, 
contrary to the expectations of the National Government, 
the province is strongly against Chiang Kai-shek.

Realizing the gravity of the situation
prevailing in Fokien Province, the National Government, 
as a compromise, intends to appoint General Chen Chi-tang 

the form®r Governor of Kwangtung Province, 
as Chairman of the Fokien Provincial Government in 
succession to General Chen Yi )» However, due to
the detention of his wife as wall as to the fact that no 
offieial recognition has so far been forthcoming from the 
Central Government regarding his donation of $70,000,000, 
General Chen Ohl-tang declined the post.
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Report of an Autonomous Government being formed at Canton.,

and Forwarded by____Supt. Tan Shao Liang

The report in the Sin Shun (a Japanese owned
publication in Chinese) of March 28 on the¡above subject
cannot be confirmed and is believed to be highly exaggerated

There is some disagreement between General Wu Te Chen,

the Civil Governor of Kwangtung and General Yu Han Mou, the
Military Governor, over certain matters concerning the administra-
tion in the province»
command of the troops

General Yu who assumed the highest 
in the province as a result of the Coup

in Kwangtung in 1936 has always interfered with civil appoint-

ments and on one occasion he even forced the Provincial Treasurer,

leaving ShanghaiGeneral Wu Te Chen knew before
of General Yuthat he would have to submit to the orders
until the receipt ofTherefore he postponed his departure twice

immediately cause the downfall of General Wu Te Chen and may

at Canton but they are mostly the former followers of General
Chen Chi Tang, ex-Military Governor of Kwangtung and it is not
likely that a man of keen intelligence like General Wu would fall

into their trap

Liang, brother of Mr. T.V.Soong, and the Salt

Commissioner, Mr. H.O. Tong, to leave their posts

being backed up by a large military force. Such a step will

even endanger his life. Political intriguers appear to be active

a telegram from General Yu offering his cooperation. However,

Mr. Soong Ts

p. A. to D G. (S* Sf>

y

i -it is impossible for General Wu Te Chen to form a government 
'^independent of Hankow to deal with General Yu Han Mou who is

Sup er in t en den t
(Special Branch)



At: AOTQHOMOUS MOVEMENT IS B.'ZIFG STARTED BY GE1LRAL 
W TEH-CHW HT K.V.ANGTOW

position 
and more 
being prepared by General Wu Teh-ohen. 
that a South-west Government will soon be established 
in KWangtung

Sin Shun Tao (the Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper) 
published the following article on March 28 t>

According to reoent arrivals from Kwangtung» 
the Chinese residents in that province» seeing what is 
going on in the Japanese occupied areas» are gradually 
becoming dissatisfied with the war of resistance and 
have otetaged their attitude. General w Teh-chen 
himself is said to be on bad terms with the other 
officials of the Kwangtung Provincial Government and with 
General yu Han-mou» the supporter of General Chiang 
Kai-shek |9 * uj|
movement

General Wu is at present promoting an autonomous 
in Keangtung.

General Yu Han-mou is now in an isolated 
in Canton where the people are becoming more 
favourable towards the autonomous movement

It is possible
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The attached report in the "Shanghai Times" 

of January 12 appears to be Japanese propaganda and cannot 

bez ..conf irmed. Chiang Ching Kuo, the eldest son of the 

Generalissimo, is reported to be leading an army in Hunan 

whilst his mother is in Ningpo.
According to information given by persons 

closely connected with the "Soong" family, the former Madam 

Chiang is very generous and considerate and whenever 

Generalissimo Chiang and his present wife (Soong Mei Ling) 

visit Ningpo, she (the mother of Chiang Ching Kuo) always 

goes to the country to avoid seeing the couple and in order 

not to embarrass her husband«



SHANGHAI TIMES.

JAN 1 2 1939

Alleged Estrangement Seen 
In Gen. Chiang’s Family

Rupture Reported As Result Of General’s Son 
Adopting Hostile Attitude Towards Madame; 

Influence Of Communists Behind Move
TOKYO, Jan.ll.—Friction be- 

tween Madame Chiang Kai-shek, 
Christian wife of General Chiang 
Kai-shek, and Chiang Ching-kuo, 
"Red” son of the, Chinese military 
leader, is threatening to develop 
into a first-class “war” in Chung
king's “first family,” the Hongkong 
correspondent of the "Asahi” chain 
of newspapers said in a despatch 
published here to-day.
' Basing his report of information 
secured from a prominent Chinese 
refugee in Hongkong, the corres
pondent said Madame Chiang had 
served an ultimatum * on ' her hus
band. Demanded by her were:

A prohibition v to Chiang 
Ching-kuo,, or his mother, Mr<\ 
Chen Chieh-ju, to enter the offLia’. 
residence of General Chiang, Or

2.—To grant Mme. Chiang a 
separation.
• The trouble, the correspondent 
quoted his informant ç as saying, 
arose from the constant remonstra
tions by Chiang Ching-kuo against 
the interference by Mme. Chiang in 

politics. Chiang Ching-kuo returned 
from Moscow in 1937 after a leng
thy estrangement during which he 
denounced his father recounting 
General Chiang’s alleged brutal 
treatment of Mrs. Chen Chieh-ju.

Adopts New Tactics
When these complaints had little 

result, Chiang Ching-kuo is alleged 
to haye resorted to new tactics. He 
began taking his mother into high 
Chinese society in Chungking 
where he respectfully introduced 
her as “my mother.”

This so irritated Mme. Chiang 
that she served an ultimatum upon 
her husbahd.

General Chiang, the correspond
ent pointed out, found himself on 
the horns of a dilemma since any 
action against his son would 
estrange him from the Communists, 
while by separating from Mme. 
Chiang he would alienate the sym
pathies of the Soong financial 
dynasty, of which she is a member. 
—Domei.

A-.
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With reference to the attached translation from 

a news article published in the October 31st issue of the 

local Japanese daily “The hippo", on the above subject, I 

have to report that the report in question has been ascer

tained to have been fabricated by some interested party or 

parties with a view to creating a wrong impression of the 

current situation on the minds of the public and to giving 

misleading information to the readers of this daily for 

reasons that are obvious» In support of this contention, 

mention may be made of the events bearing on the subject :-

As far back as 1932, following the Chinese debacle 

in the sino-Japanese hostilities of that year, the pressing 

necessity of an early development of the vast hinterland of 

~ch\na'a South-West for purposes of national defence and 

ff&Cr reconstruction, was keenly felt by General Chiang Kai-shek.

_^-<i^x^Mccordingly, under his personal supervision, a programme was 

drawn up by the .Nationalist (iovernment to reach a sound 

understanding and to improve the long-standing strained 

relations between the central authorities and the militarists 

in Szechuen, who, even at that time, could not be described 

other than as secessionists» After years of painstaking 

endeavours on the part of the leaders in ranking, former 

seat of the national Government, the influence of the central 

authorities was first established in szechuen in 1935 and 

has since been one of the dominant factors in the determination 

of administrative affairs of that province*

Since the commencement of the current hostilities 

in August 1937, vast numbers of szechuenese troops, despite
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their lack of proper training and poor equipment» have been 

giving a good account of themselves on the various fronts 
under the command of the late General Liu Hsiang (^j )»

then Chairman of the Szechuen Provincial Government and 

Pacification commissioner of the szechuen-sikong Areas. 

Following the demise of General Liu Hsiang, who 

had been directing military operations at the front prior 

to his death in the autumn of 1937, at Hankow, however, a 

certain amount of dissension arose between the several 

military commanders then still in Szechuen and representatives 
of the Central Government stationed in chengtu, the provincial 

capital, when the announcement of the appointment of General 

Chang Chun (), generally regarded as one of 

General Chiang Kai-shek's trusted lieutenants, to succeed 

General Liu nsiang, met with a storm of protest from the 

Szechuen militarists. In order to placate the disgrun

tled militarists, General uhiang Kai-shek subsequently 

appointed Generals Wong uhien-shu ( ) and Teng

Shi-hou ( ), two of the late General Liu Hsiang's

devoted followers, as Provincial Chairman and Pacification 

Commissioner respectively; while, with a view to keeping a 

close watch over these hot-headed military commanders, the 

original appointment of General Chang Chun to the provincial 

seat, was amended to that of Commanding Officer of the 

Provisional Headquarters of the Chairman of the Military 

Affairs Commission at Chengtu* Although this decision 

of the Central Government did not give full satisfaction
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to the szechuen Commanders, it nevertheless overcame the 

main obstacles in the way of better understanding and 

improved relationship. The improved relation was also 

due to some extent to the general spirit of the war of 

resistance.

In March, this year, several new divisions, num

bering more than 80,000 men and consisting of recruits and 

conscripts, were concentrated in Chengtu to undergo training. 

General Sun Yuen-liang, former Commander of the 88th central 

Division was appointed to take charge. These new armies 

are known to be still in Chengtu, their training not being 

as yet completed. The selection of chengtu, provincial 

capital, as a training centre for the central armies and 

this huge concentration of armed forces by the central author

ities should suffice to discredit any report of denial of 

entry to the Central Armies into the Province of Szechuen.

During the month of October, the fall of the 

cities of canton and Hankow in succession, necessitated the 

removal of the numerous offices of the national Government 

to Chungking, the present seat of the Government and one of 

the important cities in Szechuen. Military necessity, 

however, demanded that General Chiang Kai-shek should be in 

close touch with the various fronts, therefore, he established 

his headquarters, subsequent to the Hankow withdrawal, at 

Hengyang, a strategic town on the canton-Hankow Kailway in 

Hunan. To express their loyalty and allegiance to the 

Central Government, the military commanders in szechuen on 

October 31, 1938, jointly sent a telegraphic appeal to
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General Chiang Kai-shek, requesting him to remove his 

headquarters to Chungking and voicing their concern over 

the movements of their supreme leader in the vicinity of 

the various war zones» Mention of this fact is also 

sufficient to prove the falsehood of the report made by the 

•Hippo", alleging that an antagonistic attitude is being 

adopted towards the Central authorities by the Szechuen 

militarists»

To further elucidate the seemingly obscure 

conditions4in the interior, where hostilities are at present 

in progress, the military situation along the war fronts Is 

also worthy of note» After their successful occupation 
of ¿anton, the Japanese Expeditionary Koreas in South China 

Area are now preparing to penetrate further north in an 

attempt to effect an entry into the hilly districts in southern 

Hunan, along the southern section of the uanton-Hankow Hallway* 

In the northern section of this railway line, the Japanese 

forces, after their capture of the cities of wuhan, astride 

the Yangtsze Hiver, are at present seperated into two power

ful columns, one of which is pushing west along the River 

towards the town of shasi in western Hupeh, while the other 

is heading for northern Hunan» In this connection, it 

should be noted that subsequent to the retreat of the Chinese 

forces from canton in the latter part of October, some 

100,000 Central troops under the command of General Hu Tsoong- 
nan ( jgj ), stationed at that time along the borders

of Honan and Hupeh, on garrison duty, commenced withdrawing 

to the west» These troops have since been concentrated
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along the upper reaches of the Yangtsze in between the 

towns of Singti ) and Shasi (5^* )> in

all probability, this withdrawal might have given rise to 

reports of attempted entry of central armies into szechuen 

Province» prom these troop movements, it will be seen 

that the immediate objective at present aimed at by the 

Japanese forces is the city of Changsha, provincial capital 

of Hunan on the Canton-Hankow Hailway» In their endeavour 

to converge on this new target of attack, the Japanese forces, 

both on the southern and northern fronts, are being aided 

by another column of Japanese troops, now advancing towards 

the Hunan-Kiangse border from their base in Kiukiang, northern 

Kiangee, with a view to making an assault on the Chinese flank

Taking into account these dispositions of the 

Japanese troops and considering the strategic importance of 

the hilly province of Hunan at this stage of the war, it is 

common knowledge that any mass evacuation of the Central 

armies, which form the nucleus of Chinese armed forces, into 

the province of Szechuen at this moment, is uncalled for and 

of no practical value and after all is said and done, the 

principal base of the Chinese army, both in respect of sup

plies and communication, is at Kunming, Yunnan Province, 

notwithstanding the fact that the present political activities 

of this country radiate from Chungking, to which city the 

seat of the national Government was removed at the and of 1937 

furthermore, even granting that the entry of the 

Central troops into szechuen is considered necessary and
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that their entry is not welcome to the szechuen militarists» 

it is still extremely doubtful as to whether the latter 

have the courage to marshal their backward soldiers to 

challenge the overwhelmingly superior strength of the 

Central troops, whose present strength, after numerous 

engagements with the Japanese forces in the current campaign, 

is still in the neighbourhood of 600,000, mostly deployed 

on the various fronts in the provinces of Hunan and Hupeh,

0. I.

D.C. (Special rranch)

A.. o. C- .Sp- Ur-3'
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October 31, 1938.

NXrPO-

'1ILITAKI&TS AND CAPITALISTS IK SZLCHULN OPxO— 
CNL.Ig SAl SHltt^S LNTRY INTOTprOvINCL

The relatione between Chi. ng
Kai Sh k and the militarists and capitalists in Sz chuen, 
which ‘-.r already bad prior to the fall of Hank or, are 
r<port d to have become aggravated after th«, fell of /uhan.

According to information received
from r licblv sources, when the Japanese force lend.d in 
Bias Tn.y, Chiant Kai 8hek mobilized some ten st-im rs 
belo gi.\_ to the Min Sung Industrial Company at Ichang 
to tr.nsf.cr to Szechuan the central army of 80,000 under 
th command of Hu Chung Nan and Liu Shih« Vh .. th matter 
cam’ to the knowledge of the militarists and capitalists 
in Sz.-cht... n province, they became highly indignant and 
decic. -d to oppose the entry of the Central soldiers« The 
Chairmen of the Provincial Government is report c. to hav. 
s.nt i t legram of opposition to Chiang Kai Sh.k, while 
G'-ncr 1 Di<n Zoong Yao is instigating the pcopl- to oppose 
th. .ntry of the Central soldiers and has issu.d a manifesto 
d-clt.ring that arm-d opposition would be made if ¿n entry 
is tempt ¡.d. General Tang,who has been fighting in
th- Vuhan area,is concentrating Sztchuen soldiers und-r 
th- pr t-xt of attacking the Japanese but , in r.clity, 
to stop the entry of Central army into Szechucn.

Chiang Kai Shek has dispatched 
Gea.rc.i Koo Tso Dong to Szcchu-n to effect an understanding
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The report published by the Hippo on October 31»
1933» is evidently Japanese ropaganda. The same information 
was furnished voluntarily to the undersigned by an ex-official 
of the Dah Dao City Government on October 23 before the fall 
of Wuhan. My informant alleged that Mr. Wang Ching-wei who, 
in the eyes of the Japanese, is friendly to their cause and who 
has made a statement about a possible peaceful settlement with 
Japan, is receiving full support from all the Szechuen Generals 
and as a consequence of this attitude Generalissimo Chiang Kai- 
shek would not be able to proceed to Szechuen but would go to 

Hunan to supervise the military operations.
It is known that the Szechuen military leaders 

had originally adopted a hostile attitude against the entry 
of outside soldiers into their province but since the outbreak 
of hostilities most of the Szechuen commanders have changed
this attitude amongst them being General Liu Wennhui, the
senior commander. There are now three divisions of “Central* 
troops in Szechuen under General Ho Kuo Kwang

Ex-Government officials do not believe reports of a 
split between Szechuen militarists and the Central Government 
for both the Government and the Kuomintang Headquarters with
their seats at Chungking are carrying on smoothly as usual.
Opposition from Szechuen would undoubtedly affect the military

operations in Hunan but from observations made such opposition

does not appear likely.
fact that only recently

This belief is strengthened by the
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek received

a joint telegram from the Szechuen Commanders requesting him to 

go to Szechuen.

C. (Spe cial Branch)
Superint



Octob r 31, 1938

NPBQ

THIRD SPLCIjO. DISTRICT IN HANKO. TRnPST-RR. .D 10 
X>1.J^5LiSTRaNGL BRIEISH ATTlttfit ?--------------

A telegram rec iv«.d frou our 
sp ci.-1 cirrespondtnt at Hankow reports that th. Ja^ax3 ese 
soldi :.e arc engaged, in mopping up work* Or. Ociobar 28 
th< J .-.panes e military authorities took over th r fugee 
zon: in south street and picked out a large number of 
Chins soldiers from among the refugees*

On October 29 the Japanese 
military authorities took over the ex-British concession. 
Th;. Japanese army is now maintaining peace and ordnr over 
th- vhol of Hankow, except in the French Concession* 
When th: National Government recovered the British 
Concession at Hankow, the area became known as th Third 
Special Administrative District* With the Japanese 
occupation of Hankow, the British authorities d tailed 
soldi ,.rs to protect their interests and rights by erecting 
barb d * ir<s along the boundary* On October 23 ths 
British authorities attempted to prevent the Sano 
Detacha nt iron entering the area, ¿later th’ British 
Military Attache at Hankow called on the Command.r of ths 
8&no D-t chment and requested him not to send Japanese 
soldiers into the British sector, but the Japance 
Commender insisted on taking over the guarding of th. 
whol of Hankow, except the Trench Concession. It has 
thus b: n dcided to take over th«. Third Special **d..inistrativc 
district.

MILITARISTS AND CAPITALISTS IN SZLCHULN 0Ix<X~ ' 
CKL.NG KAI SHKK^S UCTRY INTO PROVINCE a , .

I 1 S*
The relations between Chi;n^ 8 

Kai j>h k and the militarists and capitalists in ¿z chuen,v 
which -.<r already bad prior to the fall of Hankov, are 
report d to have become aggravated after the fall of huhan.^ 

According to information r ceived 
from r liable sources, when the Japanese force land.d in 
Bias .¿¿y> Chiang Kai Shck mobilized some ten st.cm 
belo gi \ o the Min Sung Industrial Company at 
to transfer to Szcchuen the central array of 80,000 w^r *.All ^»3^ | 
th command of Hu Chung Nan and Liu Shih* Vh .. th|^feU\:^v '‘’ ,,4 j
caja: to the knowledge of the. militarists and capitr-Liteva. _ ~
in Sz..chv..n province, they became highly indignant aa^Muiissi^^^^ I 
dvcic..d to oppose the entry of the Central soldiers* 
Chairman of the Rrovincial Government is report c. to have 
s.nt e t l.grsm of opposition to Chiang Kai Shvk, while 
Gviiir. 1 Ditn Zoong Yao is instigating the pcopl- to oppose 
th- < ntry of the. Central soldiers and has issued a manifesto 
declaring th<-t arnud opposition would be made if tn entry 
is attempt«.d* General Tang,who has been fighting in 
th- ‘./ulian area,is concentrating Szcchuen soldiers under 
th- pr text of attacking the Japanese ^ut , in r.clity, 
to stop the entry of Central army into bzechuen.

Chiang Kai Shck has dispatched 
General Koo Tso Dong to Szechuan to effect an understanding



4

with th.. Szechucn authorities but the latter not only 
rcjc. d the move but are instigating the people end 
dvstroyi/g the transports of the Central army* Thus 
th r lotions between Chiang Kai Shek and the Sz.c.iu.n 
authorities have become very bad* Szechuan is holding 
Chiang Kai Shck responsible for the loss of th. .uhen 
whil Chic ng Kai Shek is criticizing the traitorous 
attitud cf tht Szechuen officials*
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With reference to the article entitled "Scene at a rice 

shop," published in the Sin Shun Pao(Chinese edition of the 

Shanghai Godo, a Japanese newspaper), dated November 16, 1937 

(translation attached), enquiries show that the report is_____
untrue. The Teh Tai Rice Shop(^|j^r ), which was stated 

to be situated at the corner of Avenue and Myburgh Roads and

was alleged to have been ransacked by poor people on November 

14, cannot be located at the place mentioned, and is unknown 

to any of the rice shops in the vicinity. It has also been 

ascertained that none of the rice shops there has ever been 

stormed and ransacked as reported.

i



Sin Shun Pao Chinese edition of the Shanghai Godo, a
Japanese newspaper) *- /b-n- 3'J J

SCENE AT A RICE SHOP
At about 11.30 a.m. November 14» a crowd 

of* 400 Persons assembled outside the Teh Tai Rice Shop (^^‘^•^)* corner of Avenue end Myburgh Roads* anxious to 
purchase rice. This shop has a large quantity of rice 
in stock* but in view of the large number of people wishing 
to make purchases* it suspended the sale for a time* When 
the crowd demanded rice* sales were made through a small 
opening. However* this irritated the crowd who broke 
(down the doors and carried away 80 piculs of rice from 
the shop. There were about ten policemen present for

» the purpose of maintaining order* but their efforts to restore 
order were fruitless due to the high feeling among the 
crowd* Fortunately* nobody was hurt*
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Subied Reported anti-Municipal Council posters in the Settlement.

Tith regard to the attached translation from the
"Shanghai Godo** of November 23; both Central and Louza 

Stations have no knowledge of such posters nor have any 
from other districts been brought to the notice of the 
Special Branch. The Shanghai China National Salvation 

Association, who, according to the newspaper article, is 
reported to have issued these posters, is not known to 
the Special Branch nor is it listed among those associations 

recently dissolved or whose activities have been terminated 

by the Police.__________________________ _____________________ _

D.0. (Special Branch).



November 23, 1937

SHANGHAI GODO

ANTI-MUNICIPAL COUNCIL POSTERS FOUND ON NANKING 
ROAD AND FOOCHQv ROAD

A few days ago, a number of 
posters of an anti-Municipal Council nature issued by 
the Shanghai China National Salvation Association were 
posted at various places on Nanking Road and Foochow 
Road.

The contents of the posters 
are as follows t-

•Whilst the whole nation is 
resisting the enemy, economic conditions in Shanghai 
underwent a great change and residents in the Settlement 
are unable to pay the Municipal taxi As a result of the 
interruption of communications, business has come to a 
standstill and the purchasing power of the people has 
greatly decreased. The people are not even able to 
make a living, much less to pay the taxes to the Council. 
The administration of the Settlement is controlled almost 
exclusively by Britons with high salaries. The 
Municipal authorities paid no attention to the welfare 
of the Chinese residents during the hostilities, so that 
the business of Chinese residents was greatly affected 
and there is no hope of rehabilitation. How can the 
Chinese residents stand this heavy burden?*
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SHANGHAI GODO

ANTI-MUNICIPAL COUNCIL POSTERS FOUND ON NANKING 
ROAD AND FOOCHOW ROAD

A few days ago, a number of 
posters of an anti-Municipal Council nature issued by 
the Shanghai China National Salvation Association were 
posted at various places on Nanking Road and Foochow 
Road*

The contents of the posters 
are as follows ;-

"Whilst the whole nation is 
resisting the enemy, economic condition in Shanghai 
underwent a great change and residents in the Settlement 
are unable to pay the Municipal tax. As a result of the 
interruption of communications, business has come to a 
standstill and the purchasing power of the people has 
greatly decreased. The people are not even able to 
make a living, much less to pay the taxes to the Council« 
The administration of the Settlement is controlled almost 
exclusively by Britons with high salaries. The 
Municipal authorities paid no attention to the welfare 
of the Chinese residents during the hostilities, so that 
the business of Chinese residents was greatly affected 
and there is no hope of rehabilitation. How can the 
Chinese residents stand this heavy burden?"



FORM NO. 3

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

S. 1, Sp ec-ial-Branciu—Ste/igx, 
REPORT jck?^
KtruK Da^....oc tofe„g.5^i937 ./

Subject (in full)__ Alleged attack by Chinese on British Military Post.

Made Vy. BRd. .Forwarded by......D..,I...,Crawford.

With reference to the attached cutting from the

"Shanghai Godo*, Japanese newspaper of 24th October 1937f 

enquiries made through North Soochow Road Station fail to 

confirm the report that the British military post at North 

Honan and Boundary Road Blockhouse were fired on by Chinese
¿¿4 An*. X 4- •

soldiers» It was ascertained though,that a Japanese Naval

Landing Party in the early hours of October 23rd,gained access 

to a Chinese house on the North side of Range Road above__
North Kiangse Road and overlooking the outposts of the Chinese 

soldiers in the Paoshan and Jukong Road sector and while in_

there a light was seen to flash.which brought a burst of______
far

machine gun fire from theirs post.__ Some of the bullets_________

spattered the sandbag redoubt at North Kiangse Road without 

doing any damage and the Japanese party withdrew and there

was no more firing.___________ ____ ______________________________



(¡CP o' CHINESE SOLDIERS ATTACK BRITISH GARRISON

al;)OU£ g p.m. October 22» 
British guards on duty at the corner of Honan and Range 
Roads were suddenly attacked by Chinese soldiers with 
hand grenades* The British soldiers immediately responded 

z' | , with machine guns and repulsed the assailants* 
is! ' L At about 5 a*m* October 23,

< ) Chinese soldiers attacked the British at the same place 
I// and were easily repulsed*

M
It is believed that the

Chinese soldiers who recently arrived in Chapel mistook 
the British for the Japanese front* The British authorities 
are highly indignant over the repeated attacks*



Ref No.-

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police,

October 6t 193?

SUBJECT

Sea Mine Exploded from British Property.

The Commissioner presents his compliments to !&*• A»G.N. Ogden» O.B.E 
and "begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

sub J 3 ct referred to above
1. Copy of a Police Report dated October 4, 1937.
2.



Reference S.B. D.8089

Copy of Police Report dated 4.10.37

With reference to the attached translation from the 

"Nippo" dated October 1, 1937* I have to state that the 

following announcement was issued b^ the Japanese Authorities 

and appeared in the same paper on October 1* 1937

At 5 a.m. September 29» 1937, an explosive which is 

believed to have been a sea mine exploded in the vicinity of 

the Shanghai Dock & Engineering Company, Pootung, and this 

place is several hundreds metres from the "Idzumo". As a 

result of investigation it was found that an electric wire 

ran through the premises of this company and connected with 

the mine at the wharf. Broken pieces of steel oaseing* 

which appear to belong to a sea mine* were found in the 

premises of the company. The electric wire was new and is 

believed to have been placed secretly there by Chinese forces 

The Imperial Japanese Navy point out that they have been 

respecting the interests of third powers, whilst this shows 

accurately that the Chinese forces utilized the premises of 

the Shanghai Dock & Engineering Company* which belong to a 

third power, to further their military campaign. The 

statement concludes with the hope that a protest should be 

made by the third power in conjunction with the Japanese Navy

Certified a true copy.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
3.

REPORT

; ' A7? A^o.. . ." I
POLICE O. |

, TkssaD^e^- 
1. 3^.fclal..öranan/9#<rt.-^ 3-71

L Dato 
irr

S.e.a.. .Mine.. .e.xpl.Qded.X caw...Brill ah Xiraperty..............................................

Aamashlt.a. ...Forwarded by.

Aith reference to the attached, translation from the
“NIppq" dated October 1, 1937, I have to state that the following
announcement was issued by the Japanese authorities and
appeared in the same paper on October 1, 1937«-

At 5 a.m. September 29, 1937, an explosive which is
believed to have been a sea mine exploded in the vicinity of
the Shanghai Dock & Engineering Company. Pootung, and this
place 1s several hundreds metres from the "Idzumo", As a__
_result of Investigations it was found that an-eleotrlc wire_____

¿7 ran through., the premises of this company and connected with .......
. the mine at the wharf. 77 Broken pieces of steel cas|ing , 

— •* wh1 ch appear 10 belong, to a sea mine, were found In the____ __ _
-fcreftises of the company.__  The electric wire was mi and ..la____

9^MMeved to have been pl^bed secretly there 7

Imperial Japanese Wy point y have .been. _____
_rgsjpftgtln&. the interests.of-third. powers, wh 11 e-thls-ahows------

f) accurately that the Chinese forces utilized the premises of_____
the Shanghai Dock 4 gngineprlng. Company, which belong to a 
third power, to furthar-their- mill.tagy campalm._ __ The_______—
statement concludes wlth.the.hope.that..a pro teat, should, be.. .. .

A* made by the third power_in.cpn.lunctl9n with the...Jananese-Hayy^__ _



October lt 1937, Afternoon Translation

JTippo I—

m mm weasi
The sea nine with which an attempt was made 

to sink the flagship Idsiuno on the early morning of the 
29th of last month is found to have been exploded from a 
British-owned dockyard on the Footung aide* by connecting 
an electric wire between the mine and the dockyard*

Thia is evidently an aggression of the interests 
of a third party and contrary to international law.



j A/ V to fl O 9 J 
Ta Mei Wan Pao dated October 26 published the follQwiag ’ 

* s^ory written by one Woo Chung-hai -W ) »• ' JUL,

THS EXPEDITION AGAINST THE DEVIL ISLAND BY MOMOTARU

On October 16 an article appeared in the 

•Sin Wan lao* stating that General Ma Pu-fang $ ),

Governor of Teinghai Province, was training a number of 

monkeys. They are said to be as well disciplined as 

huma* soldiers and will march towards any place where flags 

of the rising sun are displayed. When face to face with 

the enemy, these monkeys will jump upon them, tear out 

their eyes and bite their throats.

This report recalls to my mind the story 

commonly told in Japan about an expedition against a devil 

island by Momotaru, in which monkeys took part.

It appears that at a certain place an old 

woman was washing clothes by the side of a creek when there 

floated down from up stream a very large peach and came to 

a stop opposite the woman who picked it up and took it 

home Whore, with the assistance of her husband, she out 

open the fruit and found a baby inside the fruit. The old 

couple adopted the child and christened him Momotaru,

The boy grew strong and sturdy. At about this 

time, many devils were coming from a devil island across 

the aea and started to massacre the people and to loot their 

homes. The people were powerless against them, Momotaru 

requested permission to proceed to the devil island to 

launch an expedition against the devils with a view to 

su boding their rebellion. His request was granted. On 

hie way, he met a dog at the foot of a mountain, a monkey 

in a forest and a pheasant in the wilderness. To each, ho 

gsie a ^eeke
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Eventually they reached the devil Island 

but were denied admittance into the city. The pheasant 

flew into the city and propagated amongst the inmates 

the strength of Momotaru and urged them to surrender* 

whereupon the devils became greatly excited and opened 

the gates of the city wall to Momotaru and hie party»

A large number of other devils then arrived, 

but the pheasant pecked at their eyes, while the dog bit 

their feet and the monkey scratched their faces« The king 

of the devils put up a very strong resistance but he was 
eventually overpowered and seized by Homotaru« The king 

begged for mercy and was released*

Eventually, Momotaru and his party returned 

home bringing with them a large quantity of precious 

articles given them by the king of the devils* As a 

result of this expedition, the devils became quiet and 

ceased harming others* Thus the world was able to enjoy 

peace*
To-day there are also devils in our country 

who had also had come from overseas* They h. ve killed and 

robbed our people* Therefore, monkeys are being trained 

in Tsinghai to take part in the fighting*

Young friends, you must be as brave as 

Momotaru. We must improve our health so as to strengthen 

our country* In order to avoid Illness, you must 

frequently take a medicine called "Er Pao" )•

(Translators note»- Thia story is published 

evidently as a sort of advertisement for a medicine for 

children called "Er Pao*)*



Sin Wan Pao published the following article on Coté« 16 t

MONKEY SOLDIERS

During this war of resistance» a body of monkey 

soldiers is being reported to have been organized*

The following is the summary of a letter received 

from a certain person at the front, who had seen the 

trailing of monkey soldiers in Tsinghai Provincel-

•I have served as a war photographer at the front 

since last year* I went to Shansi and Shensi Provinces in 

company with the North-West Service Corps formed by the 

Political Department of the Military Affairs Commission 

in May this year* Yesterday we proceeded to Sian by way 

of Tsinghai Province*

•The following is one of the things that we saw 

on our way»» There are in all six or seven regiments of 

monkey soldiers trained by Ma Pu-fang "fl )» Governor 

of Tsinghai Province* We have» however» seen only about 

100 orangoutangs* They are very nimble and they are 

larger than those usually seen at Kwenming. They are 

dressed in uniform and each has four hand grenades hanging 

from their breasts*

•It is said that these monkey soldiers are very 

brave and will march towards places wherever flags of the 

rising sun are displayed* As they are very nimble and 

of small size» it is not easy to hit him even with 

concentrated firing* When face to face with the Japanese, 

they would jump upon them, tear out their eyes and then 

bite their throats* They usually kill the Japanese in 

this manner



* s •

•The sergeants are all human beings» but their 

deputies are all monkeys« It is probably that all ranks 

above that of sergeant are held by men« At the time of 

our visit» these monkey soldiers were undergoing training« 

They are well disciplined. After the training» they are 

each given $0.10 by the sergeants. Upon receiving the 

money» they would rush into the streets and buy fruit. 
Should a shop assistant attempt to cheat them» they would 

remain in front of the shop screaming and jumping about 

until they are given full value for their ten cents«*



SHANGHAI TIMES,-

OCT *4W38

First There Were Buffaloes, 
Now There Are Monkeys

Well» we’ve had a fairly good 
crop of rumours out of the last 

i war around this area, but the press 
correspondents are outdoing them
selves these days. During the 
hostilities of 1932 there were all 
sorts of reports about he*ds of 
wild buffaloes being driven against 
the Japanese lines to smash their 
way through the barbed wire en
tanglements. Then there was the 
report about hundreds of Chinese 
“amazons” ' descending upon the 
Japanese trenches in a wild sortie 
against the foe

But now we have the story from 
Tokyo, through Reuter, regarding 
thousands of monkeys > who have 
been trained by the Chinese to 
fight in the defence of Hankow. 
Here is the report:

Five thousand orang-outangs 
trained to throw hand-grenades. 

I seize machine-guns and assault 
! company commanders will*be used 
by the Chinese when the Japanese 
hurl themselves against Hankow— 
at least according to a cabled dis

patch appearing in a Tokyo news
paper from its Kiukiang corres
pondent.

Hie Chinese Army, he says, has 
been capturing orang-outangs in 
the south-western provinces for 
the past 10 years and secretly train
ing them to turn loose on attack
ing soldiers.

As the source of his report, the 
correspondent quotes “information 
reaching authentic quarters from a 
certain direction.”

At a command, he says, the 
orang-outangs will dash Into the 
enemy lines, scramble for ihàchine- 
guns, assault company commanders 
'—ordinary soldiers are apparently 
to be left alone—end throw hand
grenades.

Three thousand of these orang
outangs, he adds, are being held in 
Hankow in readiness to terrorize 
the Japanese when they arrive, 
and the remaining 2,000 at Wu
chang, across the Yangtze from 
Hankow* ?
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NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

OCT 41938

Hankow Recruiting 
Orang-Outangs !

Tokyo, Oct. 3.
Five thousand orang-outangs 

trained to throw hand-grenades, 
seize machine-guns and assault 
company commanders will be 
used by the Chinese when the 
Japanese hurl themselves against 
Hankow—at least according to 
a cabled dispatch appearing in 
a Tokyo newspaper from Its 
Kiukiang correspondent.

The Chinese army, he says, 
has been capturing orang
outangs in the south-western 
provinces for the past ten years 
and secretly training them to 

. turn loose on attacking soldiers.
As the source of his report, 

the correspondent quotes ^in
formation reaching authentic 
quarters from a certain direc
tion”

At a command, he says, the 
orang-outangs will dash into the 
enemy lines, scramble for 
machine-guns, assault company 
commanders—ordinary soldiers 
are apparently to be left alone 
and throw hand-grenades.

Three thousand of these 
orang-outangs, he adds, are 
being held in Hankow in readi
ness to terrorize the Japanese 
when they arrive, and the re
maining 2,000 at Wuchang, 
across the Yangtze from Han
kow.—Reuter.



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEW31 

OCT 41936 

WAR‘3 NEW TERROR

Of all the ghastly stories of atrocities in prepara

tion» in connection with the Sino-Japanese conflict» surely no

thing can be more terrible than the reported scheme of the 

Chinese to let loose upon the Japanese armies as they near 

Hankow five thousand trained orang-outangs who have been taught 

to throw hand grenades» seize machine-guns and assault company 

commanders. The story is credited to the Kiukiang corres

pondent of a Tokyo newspaper» who states that for the past ten 

years the Chinese army in the southwest provinces has been 

secretly training these animals to turn them loose on attac

king Soldiers «..At the moment» according to this very imagi

native journalist three thousand orang-outangs are being held 

in readiness in Hankow to terrorize the Japanese when they 

arrive there* while a further two thousand will be held at 

Wuchang for precisely the same purpose. At the word of command 

these highly-trained creatures will launch themselkes against 

the foe» scramble for machine-guns» pick out company officers 

and assault them» and in their spare time indulge in a little 

grenade throwing. Those who realize the enormous strength 

of these apes can picture them picking up a machine-gun and 

bending it between their teeth» or wrapping-it round the head 

of a commander» while the sight of whole squads of them draw

ing the pins from grenades* and counting before throwing* has 

to be seen to be believed. Xt is readily to be understood 

that* if this story is true the Japanese high command must 

be hard put to it to devise echmea for meeting this entirely 

novel menace. Up to the present the only plan* so it is be

lieved, which has been perfected is to dress the ordinary 

soldiers like company command era* when it la anticipated 

that these clever beasts will be so utterly confounded, that 

all that will bo necessary will be for the comapny commander 

in the unifoim of an ordinary soldier to apprestò them with a



' | I / North-china daily newx 
OCT 4-1938 

(2)

Of peanuts in his hand» when the creatures are expected 

to h^awm» completely docile« By this means it is hoped to 

enrich the Tokyo Zoo* with some remarkable fine specimens» though 

probably the authorities of that institution will set aside 

• cage for the accommodation of the correspondent who has 

thus added considerably to the gaiety of nations»
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
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REPORT

T SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POIICF^F^No.^^r^
POLIC?. e o n

T No. S. B. D .^.2..... !
SpecjA^a^^.../^B4»,t/2 I 

r><M<?loctober 4» ipS7 • j

Sub/ect (in full)___ Rep or ted Exagp.le...of.. the ..Nanking. Government’s

...An.t.i-.Iap.an.efiJB.^mat.ion.

Made by...... ...D.».Ox...KaJuash.ita. .Forwarded by.

________ In...accordance with the instructions of Deputy__  
Commissioner, Special Branch» a request was made to the 
Main!chi management to publish a correction as it was not 
in accordance with fact» but they refused to accede to 
the request stating that the infonnation was obtained 
from an authoritative source and that no mistake had____
been made in. the article._______________________________ _
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■ ' N.K.

* f>- 2 File No.............
e20H37 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. r o„

XO8<J
S. 1. Spe.cl.al..3ranchi^?r»ow, ¿7 

REPORT „ ' /
Date...Savt.,......2.6*.....19 37. '

Subject------ Rep.9.r.t.e.d..Exajnp.lg...Qf...tha..i!lanklng...ttQve.rnment's... Anti-Japanese-....................—

.................... Education.

Made by........_______ K.Sfll&.s.hi ta____ ____ Forwarded by..
—— — - — . yi

With reference to the attached translation from the______ _

__ "Mainichi" dated September 25. 1937, regarding anti-Japanaae____  

education in the Shanghai Patriotic Girls* Middle School,_____ _

No, 252 Quinsan Road, I have to state that enquiries were 

made at the Mainichi and other local Japanese newspaper__________ ,

offices, but they declined to disclose the sources from__________

which the information originated.______________________________________

___________Enquiries were also made in the vicinity of Quinsan_______

Road, but failed to find a house with the number 252, and__ __

it was further ascertained that no Chinese girls' school 

known as the Shanghai Patriotic Girls' School is situated________

in Quinsan Road.___________________ ________ ___ _________________________

_____ According to recent military information published_____________  

in the Japanese newspapers, the Japanese Naval Landing_________

__Party forces occupied a school known as the Patriotic Girls'

School on Kiangwan Road (Chapel) and it would appsargf t.ha_________

report in the "Mainichi" reported to this school, a mistake_______

possibly being made in the address and the examination________ ■

papers possibly were found in the school after occupation._______



IHICHJ RxAVPT<E Op the NANKING GOVERNMENT'S ANTI-JAPANESE EDUCATION

An example of how the Nanking Government is 
leading the young generation towards anti-Japanism was „ 
founiln a girlB’ school at No. £52 quinsan Road, Following 
rs an d£fH^&atldh-_.'paper of a girl student on a question 
of how to resist Japan»- 

"For the past 50 years, Japan has always 
been intending to and has invaded China and it is high 
time to resist Japan and if we do not resist Japan now, 
China will be swallowed up. Undermentioned is my opinion 
on how to resist Japan»-

"(1) National Unifioation» We should unify 
in one body and should not let the Japanese take even one 
inoh of our land,

"(2) Long Period Resistance» To fight with 
Japan most effectively we should prepare for a long 
resistance. Our land is rich in haturAl Resources, while 
Japan lacks same and the final victory will be ours at 
the end of a long term resistance*"



Septamber 26, 1937.
Shanghai Mainichi.

Dum-Dum- bullets which are alleged to have been 

slezed by Japanese force$ln Chinese position in



"WllHICtH
■CHINESE ARMY USE BRITISH-MADE DUM-DUM BULLETS

According to certain reliable quarter», 
a British company recently made a contract with the Chinese 
Government for four million rounds of ammunition* Lately, 
a large number of dum-dum bullets which were seised by 
Japanese troops in Chinese positions were found to bear 
marks which indicate that these bullets were manufactured 
in the "Kyncnh factory* (?) of the Novel (?) Company in 
London.



Al CTCIPAL POUCE
S. B. REGISTRY

Date

BPK) 1J-VJS (TH)

21 RUSSIAN AVIATORS EXLCUSkD IN HOKOW
According to information 

recciv d from foreign sources, about 400 Soviet aviators 
of about 20 years of age are serving with the Chinese 
air force at a wage of gold $200 a month. Upon 
being informed that a number of Soviet Russians serving 

£ in the Chinese army have become friendly with anti» 
/ Stalin white Russians in Hanko', the Moscow Governs nt 

dispatched Tieutenant-General Pitlin to Hank or to take 
charge of the Headquarters or the Red"Alr Morce ir China.

Upon arrival at Hankov,
QcwftpI Piy 1nf with the approval of Chiang Kei Sh^k, 
arrested a number of white Russians and prohibited all 
Sovi.t officers serving in the army from drinking and 
dancing.

Twenty-one Soviet aviators | 
are reported to have already been executed as a r-- suit I 
of th purge of Russians in Hankow»



Afternoon Translation.November 23« 1938

CHANGSHA WAS SET ON FIRE BY WHAMPOA , CLIQUE TO 
KILL CIDW UNG LAI AND KWOH MEI SW

Information received from reliable sources on 
November 22 revealed that the Changsha fire was caused by the 
.Vhanpo» Clique to kill Chow Ung Lai and Kwoh Mei Shu who 
were in Changsha but who made good their escape« This 
clique is opposed to Chiang Kai Shek*s pro»communist policy.

Immediately after the fall of Hankow General Chen 
Chung» Chow Ung Lai and other important communist leaders 
went to Changsha« General Feng Ti, the Defence Commissiowr 

of Changsha» and Wen Chung Ju» Commissioner of Police» who 
are members of the Whampoa Clique» planned to kill the 
communist leaders« Fifty places were set on fire by them« 
Eight hundred members of the political training section 
were burned to death or shot dead but Chow Ung Lai and Kwoh 
Mei Shu escaped«

Chow Ung Lai lodged a strong protest with Chiang 
Kai 8hek who later executed Feng Ti and Police Commissioner 
Wen Chung Fu to prevent communist trouble« Foreign proper
ties were reduced to ashes and about 10»000 people lost 
their lives« The Changsha plot seems to have brought the 
Kuomintang and the Coraaunist party closer«



________ nj

s. D'Jfty..J-fa*.._ ZfL- IL......jl. j

I mn <U If mI HUNAN PEOPLE GREATLY DISSATISFIED 71 TH CHIANG KAI
HH1" v n SHEK' S PRO-COMMUNIST POLICY

j JJ-W3V
A Dome! telegram from Nanking dated November 22 

report*... that the people of Hunan have been thrown into a 
state of great unrest by the huge fires at Changsha« The 
people are strongly opposing the communists and ere reported 
to be greatly dissatisfied with Chiang Kai-shek because of 
fCs pro-communist policy*

\ - The people at Dong Zung, Hunan Province« near the
Y" »’"’boundary of Kweichow Province« have organized a Hunan

People’s Volunteer Army of 30,000 with 20,000 rifles to 
oppose Chiang Kai-shek and to defend their province*



__ File No........
'3TsO SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. goS<*

S.l, Spe.ci.a.X^.granGb./'^esxX^
REPORT „ . .

Date. Sej)Ltembgr. 17 iI9 37.'

Subject. Article in Mainichi regarding the existence of many

...............................op.ium..a±dic.ts..AmQng...Chinese...offj.ner.s..at...the...fuont................................
Made by....... ......... Forwarded by ..^^r^e'.....  .'Sw?.. cjy

/
_____________With reference to the attached article appearing

in the Mainichi dated September 13, 1937, reporting the__________.

existence of many opium addicts among Chinese officers at-_______

the front and the importation of medicine from U.S.A.____________  

to cure opium poisoning, enquiries made from the shanghai_______  

Municipality Red. Cross Committee show that U.8.^1,000 worth_____  

of anti-tetanus »erum recently arrived in Canton from

U.S.A, by the "China Clipper"._____ Thi e medi ci ne , it i «__________ 

learned, was contributed by the Chinese Emigrants* Union._______  
^an Francisco, for the benefit of Chinese wounded soldiers______ _ 

suffering from gpasm.________________________________________________

According to enquiries made at the different______ ___ _  

emergency hospitals in the Settlement, no case of opium__________ 

indulgence or poisoning among the wounded soldiers ha«__________



opium ASPIC TS Ali ONG CHINESE OFFICERS XT THE FBONT

Anti-convulsi on medicine wortii 1,000 American 
dollars is arriving in China from America by the "China 
Clipper," This medicine is reported to be used for 
the treatment of injured soldiers as well as many officers 

/ who are suffering from opium poisoning.

s illifi9m
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6 S5M^. I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICp. s B. RE^£^Y
/ S. 1. Spg_c4.'^--'3rih.ah.'..S^i»^ |

REPORT

Subject........Rej?orted..recmltXng.„sQ.ldlep.s..by.„t2i§...Chlnes.e....AuthQrltles...in.....................

.................................................................................................... ........................................................................../.____________ ............»*— 

/J ¿\ -',
Made bv........Dx..-S.....i£am.ashl.ta_______Forwarded by__ ™HiL.„J„...S!~i?Il!^lrfrfr~fcd5Kte«L:__ _—----- '..

. With reference to the attached translation from

the"Shanghai Nippo" dated September 13, 1938, regarding the 

recruiting of soldiers by Chinese authorities in Shanghai, 

D. S. Kamashita communicated with a reporter of the "Shanghai 
Nippo" with a view to obtaining information regarding the 

source of the article, but the only information obtainable 
from this source was that the article was based on Information 
supplied by a certain Chinese newspaper, but declined to 
disclose any details regarding the article or the Chinese 

newspaper in question.
It is believed that the article appearing in the 

"Shanghai Nippo" was fabricated from news that a number of 
Chinese children under the care of the Refugees' Relief 

Committee was recently sent to Wenchow or Ningpo.



BBS 13 SEP. 1938

IIS^KECRUIT SOLDO.«, EROli

According to information 
received from usually reliable sources» the Chinese 
military authorities are recruiting soldiers from among 
refugees and destitutes in Shanghai« A certain member 
of the Refugee Belief Committee is reported to be receiving 
>30,000 a month for recruiting expenses« During August 
several hundred recruits were sent to Wenchow by foreign 
vessels.
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Subject Repatriation, of Refugees to Wenchow*

The repatriation of local refugees is now

undertaken by the International Red Cross* 505 Honan Road, 

which has a special “Refugees Repatriation Committee*.

The procedure of repatriation is as follows

The Chiefs of Repatriation Sections of the 

Federation of Charity Organizations, 35 Yunnan Road, and the 

Shanghai Emergency Relief Committee, 1454 Avenue Edward VII, 

which are the two leading organizations looking after 

refugee camps, forward reports to the “Refugees Repatriation 

Committee"of the International Red Cross together with a

list of refugees who are willing to be repatriated or who 

wish to proceed to the interior to their homes. These 

reports with the necessary application forms from each refugee 

are then despatched. The preliminaries having been 

completed, travelling tickets are then issued by the

“Refugees Repatriation Committee* to the Federation of Charity

Organizations* who in turn distribute them to the refugees 

through the chiefs of the various camps under its control 

and the Shanghai Emergency Relief Committee, At present

only one route is available for repatriation of refugees 

to the interior and that is by Wenchow.

Altogether 111 refugees were repatriated during the 

month of August.

&D&r)C. (special Branch)

for the Chinese Military can be obtained

no confirmation of these refugees being recruited ,
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moM
According to information 

received from usually reliable sources» the Chinese 
military authorities are recruiting soldiers fran among 
refugees end destitutes in Shanghai. A certain member of the Refugee Belief Committee io reported to be receiving 
$30,000 a month for recruiting expenses. During August 
several hundred recruits were sent to Wenchow by foreign 
vessels, w"11"......
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Japanese sources*

Subject (in full).



Lin Sen Said 
Prepared To 
Resign Post 
Wants Chiang Kai-shek 

To Follow Suit If
Hankow Falls

SENSATIONAL DESPATCH 
BY CORRESPONDENT

Flurry In Hankow Circles 
Owing To Rumours Of

Early Japan DriveTOKYO, June 30.—President Lin Sen, of the Chinese Nationalist Government, has decided [to. resign ' and Up urg^< phiang
Hankow is occúpíéyrbyJapan- 
ese troops, the ..Hongkongcorrespondent of ; the “Nichi- ¡' Nichi^ r^j)<>irted in a sensational

The correspondent reported also 
that the Nationalist Government Will 

Í transfer its offices to Chungking and 
f Yunnanfu, but Chiang Kai-shek is , 
Î “contemplating seeking refuge/ in 

Omeishan, in Szechwan Province,
Uneasiness at Hankow •

Quoting reliable information from 
Hankow, the correspondent reported 
that “extreme unrest is prevailing 
in Hankow, where it is persistency»; 
rumoured that Japanese forces are 
planning not only, to cut the Can- | 
ton-Hankow Railway south of Wù- 1 
Chang but to carry out drivés on | 
Nanchang, capital of Kiahgsi Pro- ¡ 
vince, and Changsha,* capital of i 
Hunan.” , ;

Tn this event; the correspondent • 
reported, the Hankow Government í 
would lose its line of communication i 
with South China, “while it is fear- ¡ 
ed that Chinese troops, would be ■ 

; threatened with annihilation; part- ; 
' ly by Japanese forces and partly , 

by flood.”

The correspondent ; claimed also 1 
that the Chinese Post Office staff j 
of * about 200 left Hankow onJune i 
25 and June 27 for Yunnanfu,

• Thif fact, coupled with the evacua- | 
; tiuú¿;bf some foreign residents on |

June 28, ' “added to the confusion [ 
: in Ñánkow,”4he correspondent de- 
[ clai^^^^S * £■

• A flurry is noticeable in Hánkow j 
Government circles.^ he reported, j 

■ “owing to the 'persistent • rumours ¡ 
1 of ah aarly, Japanese drive, towards ¡ 
•! Changsha.”—Domei. '
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Subject (in full) Reported arrest of General Peng Yu Hsiang........... ...........

Made by...................... And.--------------------Forwarded by...............supt» Tan Shao Liang............ .........

With reference to the report in the Shanghai Times 

of May 11 regarding the arrest of General Peng Yu Hsiang at 

Hankow on charges of plotting to stage a coup d'etat» 

enquiries made amongst ex-government officials have failed 

to confirm the report.



Gen. Feng 
Reported 

Arrested
Tokyo Daily Alleges 

A Plot To Stage 
Coup d’Etat

TOKYO, May 10, - General 
Feng Yu-hsiarig, who, in his 
chequered career as a warlord.has* 
fluctuated between the extremes Of 
Christianity and Communism, is 
um er arrest, according to the 
Ho. gkong correspondent y of the 
^UicKi-Nichi”

Ifce "Christian General,*’ the re
port alleged, has been arrested by

General Feng Yu-hsianc z

General Chiang Kai-shek’s “secret 
police,” on charges of plotting to 

t stage a cod^
Admitting that the news lacked 

any confirmation, the correspondent 
said Marshalffeng planned to over- 
throw Affiriihisti-a-
tion at thé condtision of the recent c^ngr^s^S _ thft ]

General ^ung Uheh-yuan, former 
warlOrd at North China and Com- ; 
mander-in-Chief of the 29th Army, i 
was, according7 to the report, divest
ed ofall his official postó for com* [
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Subject___ Äer.orjigä..wheeAlinß...1Ji§...J’ublic..out..pf..mpä^..by.. the „local./^Tangpwi''.

Made by. D. 3. Kamashlta .Forwarded by.

With reference to the attached translation of an 
article which appeared in the "Shanghai Nippo" dated August 
27, I have to state that the information is based on the 
alleged notice of the local "Tangpu" which appeared in local 
Chinese dailies such as the "Standard" etc. published on 
August 26.

On account of the fact that on various occassions in 
the past, notices have been published an Chinese newspapers 
purporting to emanate from the local "Tangpu", urging the 
public to hoist the national flag, cdntribute money toathe 
National Government and also the fact that a quantity of 
handbills bearing the name of the local "Tangpu" were distributed 1 

in the foreign area$recently, it is the general belief that 
the local "Tangpu" still exists or that some representatives 
are residing in this city. However, there is no reliable 
information in the hands of the Japanese authorities as the 
whereabouts of the organ or its representatives, nor by what 
means or the manner in which contributionsyif any? were 
collected.

■’ i
The "Shanghai Nippo" reported that recently a large 

number of letters were sent to local Chinese residents by the 
local "Tangpu" requesting them to contribute the interest on 
national bonds which is to be paid at the end of this month, 
but so far ho proof is available. The Japanese Consular

I^Police was communicated with in this connection but they had 
no information regarding such letters having been sent.

D. C. (Special Branch).



AU^ust 27, 1938

¿%

U^i c

BOGUS PUBLIC QüT OP

* The local «Tangpu«« th;- 
which directed the anti «-Japanese campaign in this 
locality prior to the hostilities« left this city

i^an
locality prior to the hostilities« left this city for 
the interior together with General Chiang's regime« 
therefore it does not exist at present.

Some members of the Kuomintang 
however« have since snuggled themselves into this 
city. 2/ means of newspapers» magazines and hand-dlls 
they have announced the revival of the local «Tangpu* 
at thû various anniversaries and urged the public to 
contribute'property natl ohal Government
and to hoist the national flag atanniversaries* This
bogus «Tangpu* with the Object of wheedling “the public out 
of th-ir money« has sent a large number 
Ghixiese residing info reign areas south 
Cheek requesting them to contribute the 
patriotic Bonds*

of the Soochow 
interest on
taken by theThis step was 

local Tangpu on instructions from the National Goverment 
in ord,r to hide the government's financial difficulties« 
The Na ti anal Government must pay to bond-holders 920«000«000 in Interest at the end of August) but the authorities 
have no funds to meet the payment* 

The bogus local «Tan&pu* had 
previously swindled the public of a large sum of money 
under the pretext Of relief for refugees* More recently 
the organ wheedled the public out of their money by asking 
for contributions to General Chiang's regime on the occasions of the anniversary on July 7 and August 13
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Subject (in full)___Reported, arrival in Shanghai of members or thBT&ihLfl . .. .»J

---------------------- jSliirts...SQ.c±a.ty.*.

Made by-------«D_..£_..j£amaahltja. .Forwarded by

With reference to the attached translation from 

the "Shanghai Mainichi" dated April 5, 1938, regarding the 

alleged arrival of members of the Slue Shirts Society, I 

have to state that the daily declines to disclose the 

source of its Information. Enquiries were made at the 

Japanese Consular Police, Japanese Gendarmerie and other 

well informed circles, but all deny knowing anything of the 

reported arrival.



April 5, 1938

MtlKICHI

60 mi3BR8 OF BLUB SHIftTb SOCIETY 8LCRBTLY xJTTER p
SHANGHAI

It was believed that all the 
organa under the direct control of Chiang Kai-shek had 
withdrawn from Shanghai after the evacuation of thu, 
Wooaung-Bhanghai Defence Commiasioners Headquarters to ' • 
Hankow» but inquiries showed that a section had remained / 
in Shanghai* In the middle of February these anti- f
Japanese terroristic elements became active on seer t 
instructions from Chiang Kai-shek and terrified the.
people for about one month* After the assassi.-.stion » 
of Lu Fu, an employee of the French Municipal Council, 
who w?s the leader of the terrorists»the situation became 
quieter, XX

According to information fîy 
received by thia paper» Chiang Kai-shek is reported to 
have decided to send 60 members of the Blue Shirts society* 
to Shanghai to disturb peace and order* According 
to another source of information» the men have already 
entered Shanghai and have begun their activities* The 
S»M*P* and the F*M*F* are reported to have cown.ng .d
an investigation»
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Subject (in full)

Made by______ J S. Kamashita Forwarded by

With reference to the attached translation from 

the "Shanghai Mainichi" dated March 19, 1938, regarding 

the allegation made against the Municipal Store, enquiries 

were made by the undersigned at the office of the daily, 

but they declined to disclose either the name of the 

reporter or the name of the person who supplied the 

information. No Information could be obtained as to 

which Municipal Store is meant in the report.



S

1 ' ! ’’
I
I

SEHI0U3 ALLEGATIONS AGAINST OFFICERS OF MUNICIPM» 3TCRE

Fore than half of the area under the control 
of the Shanghai Mun4cipal Council has been affected by the 
Sind»Japanese hostilities thereby placing the Council in 
financial difficulties» It is reported that the Council 
has borrowed a large sum of money from Mr. Sassoon) it 
is also said that the Council has issued Municipal 
debentures to meet its difficulties«

The Council's purchases are made through the 
Municipal store where only British are employed and who make 
the seieaiToir« Everything supplied to the Council is 
of British make and the prices are fixed» The business 
is very good, but the suppliers to the Council complain 
that they cannot make any money because they have to pay 
commissions to the officers at the store* from the highest 
to the lowest« When Japanese offer Japanese goods at 
a cheaper price they are rejected on the pretext that 
Japanese goods are bad» The Mitsui Bussan Keisha used 
to supply the cloth for the police uniform, but the 
purchase has been stopped for the same reasons.



w9
Headquarters, 

March 21» 1938.

Commissioner.

Sir, 
Police Tenders (Stores).

Reference the attached translation from the 

Japanese newspaper "Mainichi” - "Serious allegation 

against Officers of Municipal Store"•

The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha submitted tenders for 

the following articles St their tender was accepted»

1933 - 800 yds. Ho.l Serge

1934 • 800 • . do >

1935 - 700 • • do - 5,400 pairs woollen gloves

1936 • 700 • - do • 5,000 • do •

1937 • 400 » - do - 4,500 - do

The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha did not submit a tender
for 1938 (police) doth etc. requirements.

A Board, composed of Mr. Gilbert, A.C., Supt.Aiers 

St C/lnspt. Barry met at the Stores on January 26th., 1938 

when Cloth Tender for 1938 were considered, previous to 

which all articles submitted were reported upon by Mr. 

Middieton, the Cloth Expert employed by the Municipal 
Council.

fbll Ccj 9 

mt I . A. C. (A. A T. R.).
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Reported arrival of Mr. Zau Lih Ts. * .

....... Forwarded

Subject (in full)

Made Z'y.

•Reference the attached newspaper translation of 

"Shanghai Mainichi" dated March 9» 1938» reporting the 

secret visit of Mr. Zau I»ih Ts ( t, -3~ ), Director of 

the Propaganda Department of the ¡rational Government to 

Shanghai» I beg to state that enquiries have failed to 

confirm the above news. Mr. Zau, according to our

information, is still in Hankow.



March 9, 1938. Afternoon Translation.

EBIEHCY or newspapers due to
Hgcgn VI^OOaJ lih-ts

Of late, the anti-‘Japanese tendency of 
local Chinese newspapers has become more noticeable, evidently 
with the object of disturbing the peace and order in thia 
locality. It is reported that Zau Lih-ts, Director of I 
the Propaganda Department of the NaticnaT 
arrived here secretly some time ago and paid out a large I 
amount of money to Chinese newspapers and foreign owned 
Chinese language newspapers* It is also reported that 
he discussed with the managements of these papers certain I >! 
measures to control the anti-Japanese propaganda by the 
newspapers as well ®s ways and means to keep in contact 
with the Hankow Government* The report states that Zau 
Lih-ts left here for Hankow via Hongkong on board a foreign 
steamer* The recent increase in the anti »Japanese tendency 
on the part of the local Chinese papers is one result of 
his visit* The Japanese authorities are reported to /
have determined to take action against these an ti-Japaneoe /
newspaper^
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Subject.....................Hepor.tjeddeath...of.. General-Yang...Hu*.........................................................................

Made by........................»nd...........................Forwarded by..................................

___ _Enquiries have been made and it was ascertained 

from an ex-follower of General Yang Hu that the General left

_ Hankow for Hongkong about a fortnight ago and is reported

. to be safe there. Prom thia information it appears that_______

—General Yang Hu went to Hankow to make a report to the_________

----Government.__ He did not receive much sncoura^ATnAnt and an______  

----hnrripd hi a departure.__ He did not-proceed to Wuhu.__ Twn of h18 
concubines returned to Shanghai recently from Hankow and____

 there are no indications that General Yang has met a sudden

___ death.

e



, ,/Jt. , DEATH 0? GENERAL YANG HU f j, -r... .......... .
Various rumours have been prevalent regarding 

the fete of General Yang Hu* the former local garrison 
commander of Shanghai» It has now been learned that he > 
was killed by members of the Communist Guerrilla Corps 
nc".r Wuhu. After the fall of Shanghai he proceeded 
to Hahkow from where he was despatched to WUhu to take
charge of the defence. After the fall of Wuhu he fled 
with a bodyguard» but was met by » party of ConEipnist 
Guerrilla corps by whom he was put to death« ~

13 |
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REPORT _ '72*—~ “fe" s

Subject (in full)____Report in Japanese press re alleged exscutlon._pf .General1

1------------------- --- l£al..£bing.„G.huR*....................................................................................
Made by............................... .and.......................Forwarded by.......... Supt* Tan Shao Liang

With reference to the article appearing in the

- gin ghun Pao dated December 10 (Chinese edition of the 
Shanghai Godo) concerning the execution of General Tsai Ching

__flhunf ex-chief of the S.C.G.Police Bureau, at Nanking» 

enquiries made at various quarters locally have failed to 

confirm the information*________________________________
No confirmation can be obtained in connection with 

the allegation that Gen> Tsai went into hiding in the ________

fangtse ^otel*



Sin Shun Pao ef Dec.10i

GENERALTSAI CHING-CHUN EXECUTED IN NANKING

General Tsai Ching-chun, Commissioner of the 
Shanghai City Government Police Bureau* had boasted that 
he would defend Shanghai to the bitter end. After the 
fall of Shanghai the General absconded taking away with 
him the salaries of the officers and men of the Police 
Bureau and went inte hiding i,n the Yangtsse Hotel 
Consequently he was regarded by the Chinese people as a 
traitor and was bitterlgr hated.

Upon learning of the matter. General Chiang 
Kai-shek summoned General Tsai to Nanking where he was 
questioned about his failure to defend Shanghai and 
the charge of misappropriation of public funds. It is /a 
now learned that he has been executed in Nanking.
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Subject Reported execution of...General...

............................hwei............................................................................../-  

Made by.............................. and........................ Fortvarded by......Supt». ..Tan..3hao..Hang....... ...................

Referring to the reports appearing in the Japanese 

press re uhe execution of General Yang Hu at Ranking (according 

to another report at Hangchow), enquiries made at various 

quarters have failed to obtain confirmation of these reports» 

_____________ According to Col, L.P. Sung» a close follower of_____  

_ General Yang Hu, Madam Yang who is atill in Shanghai, received— 

a telegram from her husband at Hankow about a week ago stating 

he had safely arrived there. The telegram made no mention____

_ of the General*s intention to visit Hangchow or Hanking.________

_____________ gnquiriea also failed to confirm the reported ______  

—e-remit, ion of_General Hsiung Shih Hwei, the Chairman of the______

Kiangse Provincial Government. His removal from office is 

not considered likely because Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek_____

.—has decided, upon Manchang as the next city for military_________

__ operations should Nanking be taken by Japanese. Recently the 

__Government issued orders changing the Chairmen of six Provincial 

—Governments, viz t Kiangsu. Chekiang. Anhwei, Hupeh, Hunan and

—gwainhcw, .but General Hsiung Shih Hwei apparently still enjoys 
the confidence of Generalissimo Chiang for he still retains 

the governorship of ¿¡he province.



December 8, 1G37.
/

GENERAL YOG HU 7 JCCUTED AT NANKING

General Yang Hu, the former
■/oo sung-Shanghai Garrison Commander, is reports to have 
made a big fortune during the confusion caused 'ey the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities around Shanghai by charging commission 
and by misappropriating public and private property. 
Following the defeat of the Chinese army in the vicinity 
of shanghai, the General fled to Nanking.

According to rec "nt 
information, he has been executed ty order of the Lilltary 
Affairs Commission in Nanking.



P. ft-.
Sin Shun Pao ¿Chinese edition of the Shanghai Godo, a Japanese4 
newspaper) ('SfrVfyfl ) «-

GENERAL YANGHU EXECUTED AT HANGCHOW

Recently General Yang Hu* the former Woosung- 
Shanghai Defence Comnissioner» proceeded to Hangchow» 
After entertaining him» the Mayor of Hangchow produced 
a telegram from General Chiang Kai-shek reading as 
follows ** “General Yang Hu had formed mobile units in 
Shanghai and extorted money from residents» definite proof 
of whihh has been secured« The members of the mobile 
units are all bad elements and when Nantao fell» many 
of them surrendered to the Japanese« The senior officer 
should be held responsible for all thia and should be 
executed on the spot for violation of the military law*«

General Yang Hu could not do anything after « J 
reeding the telegram« He was executed after the dinner. .<■' a 

It is learned that General Hsiung Shih-hwei»
I Chairman of the Kiang si Provincial Government, has been ' e&y 
I discharged» while another report says that the General 

has also been executed«
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